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All too often James was either neglected, or a great uncertainty prevailed how to
understand him and how to incorporate his message into the overall framework
of the Christian and Protestant faith. Often people perceived James to be more or
less Roman Catholic! Henry Krabbendam now demonstrates:
That James is a teacher of grace as all other apostles;
That James only can be understood against the backdrop of the
complementarity of truth present in all Christian teaching;
That James’ pastoral and practical heart nevertheless makes him a superb
systematic theologian;
That James’ message of holiness and the message of the Reformation are
not alien to each other, but belong together as two sides of one coin.
This commentary is what I would like all commentaries to be:
Oriented to practical life, that is a life of holiness, but nevertheless
discussing the text itself in detail;
Pastoral, yet exegetical;
Detailed, taking the inspired Word seriously word by word, and at the same
time not lost in details, but systematically putting the pieces of the puzzle
together in terms of both Dogmatic and Ethical Theology;
Extensive, but nevertheless a great help to everyone, who wants to prepare
a sermon or a Bible study on a small portion of James, because he can
quickly and easily move from section to section.
Thomas Schirrmacher in his Foreword
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II. PRINCIPLES OF HOLINESS IN THE BIBLICAL
FRAMEWORK
(2:1-26)

Introduction
In Chapter 2 James does not suddenly shift gears to deal with a number of unrelated topics in a disjointed way. Nothing could be further from the truth.
First of all, under the umbrella of the overarching theme of “Practical
Godliness” he focuses the attention of his readers upon two fundamental
principles, upon the law of God as the full-orbed and all-encompassing substance of practical godliness, and upon faith as the powerful dynamic, the
awesome driving force behind practical godliness. The former should not
come as a surprise in the light of James 2:25, neither the latter in the light of
James 1:6. He extrapolates on two earlier mentioned themes as two buds and
presents them in their full bloom. Let me make some introductory remarks
about both in order to show, where James is coming from, and where he is
heading. First then James’ purpose in his focus upon the law! He apparently
has not exhausted this subject in the previous section.
The law clearly cannot make a person holy. God “tried” to do just that
with the law on Mount Sinai, and he “failed.” Of course, he “tried” and
“failed” methodologically in order to demonstrate once and for all that “to
try” is by definition “to fail.” Paul’s pointed statement to the effect that the
law was designed to “stir” up sin (Rom. 7:8-11; Gal. 3:19) leaves no doubt
about this. Especially this methodological, and therefore pedagogical, “failure” accentuates the indispensable nature of the full, triadic, Gospel. Just as
“Mt. Sinai” demonstrates that there is no such thing as a “good will” in regeneration (John 1:12-13), nor of “good works” in justification (Rom 4:1-8),
so it also demonstrates that there is no such thing as “good efforts” in sanctification. The law does not only prove to be the taskmaster/tutor unto Christ as
the sole origin of regeneration (Deut. 31:26-27; Rom. 6:6). Neither does the
law merely prove to be the taskmaster/tutor unto Christ as the sole ground of
justification (Gal. 4:24). It also proves to be the taskmaster/tutor unto Christ
as the sole source of sanctification (Rom. 7:4-6).
By the same token the law certainly can and does tell us what holiness is,
contrary to the anti-nomian and non-nomian positions, outlined in the context
of James 1:25. Nevertheless, however much the law exposes sin in, and spells
death for, rebels (Deut. 30:14-20), in and by itself it spells holiness and life
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(Deut. 30:14-20; 32:46-47; Rom. 7:12). In fact, this is its first and foremost
design. In this capacity it covers the waterfront of life! Someone said once
crisply, “The Law of God is the only garment that fully covers the body of
mankind.” To put this on prominent, unmistakable and concrete display is the
first order of business in James 2. The author seems to say, “I unmask ‘partiality’ as inimical to the Law of God. In fact, I demonstrate that partiality
drives a stake in the heart of love as its summary and, further, constitutes an
instance of murder as (part of) its substance. Now, use my approach methodologically as a model to expose sin everywhere in order to obtain an unobstructed view of practical godliness.” Even more concretely, “Step by step I
build a case against the snobbish, pandering, pernicious favoritism of the rich,
the famous, the powerful and the popular. By using the same type of steps,
you can tackle any and all issues that have arisen, are in the process of arising, or ever will arise.” This puts the towering beauty as well as the allencompassing relevance of the Law of God in much-needed perspective. It is
towering Open Tomb/Pentecostal Revival beauty!
It is the same perspective that is evident in the author of Psalm 119. It
must be an anemic Christianity that is not gripped by the Law of God in the
same way, and a potentially suicidal Christianity that sidetracks it for whatever reason, whether out of personal hostility, through a misguided scholarly
interpretation, or otherwise. Even if such Christianity insists on the inerrancy
of Scripture, it threatens, if not nullifies, this admittedly enormous gain by
means of a rebellious impulse or a lamentable hermeneutics. After all, what
does a formal subscription to any truth profit, if in the final analysis it is not
allowed to function biblically? While such Christianity does, and must, receive high marks for giving its ear to the Word, it ultimately throws up a
roadblock to living its life according to that Word. That this is a grim temptation for anyone should be readily admitted. Nevertheless it is and remains a
temptation which James already at an earlier occasion designated as (im)pure
self-deception (Jam. 1:20, 26).
In short, all this entails that the first half of James 2 does not merely
track down “what happens at the church door ... the most public point of
contact between the assembled people of God and the surrounding world.”
Neither does it merely present us with “the arena of a simple practical test of
the reality of faith: how do we treat newcomers” (So Keddie, 90). However
much this may enter into the picture, in the grand scheme of James 2 this is
too provincial, if not reductionistic. No, its inherent scope is vastly wider than
one “local issue,” however significant, and its intended impact vastly more
gripping than a “one-time solution,” however necessary. It conveys that every
situation in life can and must be viewed as the grist for a potential case law as
a constituent and binding element of practical godliness under the umbrella of
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the Law of God, in terms of both its sum (Love) and its substance (Ten
Commandments).
Of course, the unspoken implication, further verbalized in James 4:1112, is rather self-evident. If no case law can be formulated, God permits believers to conduct their affairs in the full freedom of their dominion taking as
the image of God and at the same time forbids them to encroach on the freedom of others to do the same. Such freedom is never curtailed by their heavenly Father, nor may it be curtailed by their fellow believers by means of a
suggested, but non-existent guilt trip. That this is dominion taking under God
and not a free-for-all, is something that James addresses later in terms of an
additional universal principle (Jam. 4:13-16).
But all this is only half of James 2, and therefore only half of the story.
Once the scope and content of practical godliness is principially in clear view
as obedience to God’s law in terms of its sum and substance, the question
arises, what would it take to set the Church in motion and to turn such practical godliness into a living, pulsating, awe-inspiring reality?
Enter faith in the second half of the Chapter as the complement of the
first! Truthfully, in the second half of James 2 the author is not simply putting
up a neat abstract theological edifice, that insists on “the unity between faith
and action,” by defining “the precise relationship between faith and practice”
(Keddie, 109), however true this may be. Neither is James merely after a
mental nod of agreement, an assent that genuine faith is authenticated by subsequent godly activity, and similarly that genuine justification is authenticated
by subsequent obedient action. Neither does he only draw some negative parameters, to which everyone should adhere. “Folks, let us clear the decks of
‘any and all notions that there is such an animal’ as ‘faith in a vacuum,’ ‘dead
faith.’ It does not exist! And once you have enthusiastically settled this in
your mind, you can revert to your daily routine!”
While there is (much) more than a kernel of truth in all this, in the context of James’ grand architecture this is too pedestrian, if not too “tame.” No,
James’ deepest aim is to make it crystal clear that faith is powerfully emotive.
It is an engine with lots of horsepower! It is a rocket with the necessary and
sufficient thrust to put the payload of practical godliness into an awesome orbit. In fact, it is so powerful that without any hesitation and reservation the
believer cheerfully puts his son’s life on the line in obedience to God (Abraham), and joyfully puts even her own life at risk for the sake of the Kingdom
of God (Rahab). It may be said with more than some justification that no one
may, or should, claim to be a son/daughter of “the father of all believers”
(Rom. 4:11), or akin to “the mother of Jesus” (Mt. 1:14) for that matter, who
either refuses or fails to follow in their footsteps in total and radical identifi467

cation with God, his Word and his cause. If God, methodologically, of course
(!), “does not know” that Abraham fears him, until he is determined to sacrifice his only son (Gen. 22:12), why would believers presumptuously predicate such fear about themselves, unless they display the same (kind of) determination? This, incidentally, is the widespread testimony of Scripture (See
specifically 1 John)! That all this does not promote reckless behavior stands
to reason. But it does convey that God is not, and true believers should not, be
content with “fearfully playing it safe.” In the course of his letter James returns to this universal principle as well, and he does so with a vengeance
(Jam. 4:17).
In short, “suddenly” both the law and faith come “alive,” and are seen
for what they are, two “precious gems.” To be more precise, the reader does,
and should, come alive to these two gems! The first one tells us in a grand
nutshell how to ascertain what practical godliness is all about in whole and in
part. The other reveals the “secret” of its implementation, how it becomes
pulsating flesh and blood! These two truths take on an additional, in fact,
awesome, dimension, when it is recognized that neither the Law nor faith are
merely optional extras, helpful commodities, or even realities of substantive
quality. No, they are “desperately” indispensable necessities. James is not interested simply in “small talk,” “medium size talk,” or “big talk” for that
matter. No, he handles matters of life and death. Without law there simply is
no accounting for holiness, and without faith there is no practice of holiness.
Candidly, law presents the impossible (Mt. 5:27-30; 19:23-26), and faith accomplishes the impossible (1 John 5:4-5). Without either of them, there simply is no Christianity. Further, without the embrace of law and the exercise of
faith, there are no Christians.
Secondly, the two topics of James 2 are more than two independent,
however interrelated and exciting, entities under the umbrella of practical
godliness. There is more to these two. As has already been suggested, they
are also thematically related to James 1! In the first half of James 2 James
further develops the wisdom theme introduced in James 1:5, and already partially covered in James 1:21, 25, and in the second half the faith theme mentioned in James 1:6, and eventually epitomized in James 5:15. Pertaining to
the first half, James already conveyed that the wisdom, indispensable for
facing any and all trials/temptations on route to “perfection” as their designed
end-result (Jam. 1:5), comes from the Word (Jam. 1:21), and is particularized
in the law of God (Jam. 1:25). This section, therefore, with its emphasis upon
the law is a logical continuation of what precedes it. (This once again makes
the idea that James is a “loose canon,” who jumps from issue to issue, indefensible.) In fact, based upon, and in line with, the preceding James succeeds
in making a veritable quantum leap. For all practical purposes James accom468

plishes two things. First of all, he appears to say, “I meant business when I
brought the law of God in the picture earlier. However, now I aim to enlarge
on it by showing beyond a shadow of a doubt that wisdom and law, law and
wisdom, are correlative. In the worldwide web of trials/temptations, that no
one can avoid or escape, the perfect law of God makes even “the simple
wise” (Ps. 19:7). In fact, it makes specifically the simple wise, who refuse to
make any kind of end run around it in their would-be sophistication. The law
thrills their heart, as it first enlightens their eyes, then becomes an object of
their intense delight, and finally keeps them from errant conduct, hidden
faults and public sins (Ps. 19:8-13). But, as we already saw, for James this is
not all! He does not only extol the law as the substance of holiness. He also
models the way in which to apply the law in concrete circumstances, “You
must know the way in which the law of God can and should be applied from
case to case in everyday life.”
In short, by the time James is finished the readers should not only be
conscious of the fact that the law of God is indispensable for holiness as its
very substance. They should also be equipped to apply it throughout life in all
its fullness. James shows how to formulate new “case laws” in existing or
emerging situations, which are not explicitly covered in Scripture, on the basis of the ageless OT as well as NT “Constitution” of the Decalogue and its
summary of love toward God and the neighbor. It is amazing how closely this
argument lines up with the Sermon on the Mount. Matthew emphasizes and
shows in general both the validity and the relevance of the Mosaic Law as it
is personified, that is, as it is expressed (word) and manifested (deed), in the
life and teachings of Jesus. James simply makes a specific application.
But there is still one additional item to mention! The theme of the wisdom of the Word as particularized in the law appears fully integrated with its
early umbrella theme of trials/temptations (Jam. 1:2). We concluded already
that generically trials were a matter of either riches or poverty. Well, in the
present context the wisdom of the law is specifically applied to the areas of
both the rich and the poor. The tapestry of James is amazing in its intricate
finesse. It surely is a work of exquisite art!
In the second half of James 2 he enlarges on the faith required for the
type of prayer that is indispensable to receive the wisdom which is designed
to lead to perfection. It does not only seek God both in radical reliance to obtain perfection, including any and all necessary means, and in total trust that
all will be forthcoming. It also functions as the inner dynamics of holiness. A
truly praying faith is at the same time a fully working faith! Both elements
can be distinguished. But they can never be separated. In fact, the former is
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the indispensable precursor of the latter. Still, the latter is equally the inevitable progeny of the former!
Incidentally, it should not come as a surprise that also in this context the
rich-poor issue comes into the spotlight again. A fully working faith is not,
and should not be, satisfied with pious platitudes. The truly believing “haves”
will, and must, come powerfully to the rescue of the “have-nots.” Neither
should it come as a surprise that in between the praying faith of James 1:6
and the working faith of James 2:14 the author inserts in James 2:1 the faith
in our Lord Jesus Christ as a “heart-relationship to God.” In James 1:27 this
heart-relationship comes to outward expression in the care for widows and
orphans (Motyer, 79-80). In James 2:1 it should, and does, shun partiality like
the plague. Thematic links in James are everywhere.217 This also explains
why in James 5:15 the author once more emphasizes the need for believing
prayer in the case of a specific “have-not” situation (Jam. 5:15).
In short, James does not only run a “carefully structured, tightly organized, and methodically argued ship,” under the overarching umbrella of practical godliness, but also thematically and significantly advances his arguments
that should lead to the reality of practical godliness in an ever crescendoing
fashion.
After this introduction of the integrated and harmonious structure of
Chapter 2 (“the one”) now on to the multi-colored and probing particulars
(“the many”)!

217

Motyer, 79, correctly alerts his readers to the presence of faith in James 2:1. But he is less
correct in calling James “a master of surprise” in bringing faith into the picture at this point.
Thematic connections can be routinely anticipated!
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1. THE LAW AS THE SUBSTANCE OF HOLINESS (2:1-13)
a. Focus upon Partiality (2:1-7)
(1) My brothers, do not show partiality as believers in our Lord
Jesus Christ, the (embodied) Glory. (2) For if someone would
enter into your assembly wearing a gold ring and splendid
clothes, and a poor person enters in filthy clothes, (3) and you
pay attention to the person who is wearing the splendid clothes,
and say, “You sit here, in a good place,” while you say to the
poor person, “You stand there,” or “Sit here at my footrest,” (4)
do you not discriminate in your own minds and become judges
with corrupt thoughts? (5) Listen, my beloved brothers, did not
God choose the poor of the world to be rich in faith and heirs of
the Kingdom that he promised to those who love him? (6) But
you have insulted the poor person. Do not the rich oppress you,
and drag you into the courts? (7) Do they not slander the honorable name by which you were called?

(1) Injunction against Partiality (2:1)
True faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, the embodiment of the Glory of God, and
the unfair, illegal, gross, partial, treatment of the neighbor due to his external
privileges, such as social status, prestigious power or impressive wealth
(Barclay, 74; Keddie, 92), to be defined as discriminatory favoritism in the
pejorative sense of the word, are mutually exclusive. This condemnation of
the “acceptance of the outside surface for an inner reality” (Zodhiates, I, 148)
is nothing new. The OT insists on it (Lev. 19:15; Deut. 1:17; Ps. 82:2; Prov.
18:5; Mal. 2:9), and both God the Father (Job 34:19; Acts 10:4; Rom. 2:11;
Eph. 6:9; Col. 3:25; 1 Pet. 1:17), and the Lord Jesus (Mt. 22:16; Mk. 12:14;
Lk. 20:21) model it. Since James’ injunction against discriminatory favoritism is couched in the plural, there is clearly a wide variety of ways, in which
the pull of external glitter can blind a person to respecting and taking in the
beauty of internal gold. The plural may also indicate that the practice of
“judging by accidentals and externals,” that “always bears down on the poor
and the disadvantaged” (Motyer, 82) was not an uncommon occurrence. The
covenant community may well have to ask itself, not whether this is true, but
where it can be found, so that it can be eradicated! The use of the strong imperative lends further credence to this. Apparently it was (and is?) a “visible
blight,” a “common sore,” on the body of Christ, the Church.
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James’ injunction gains in force by his reference to the Lord Jesus Christ
as “The Glory.” It is possible to interpret this adjectively as a genitive of
quality. In that case Christ is presented as our glorious Lord (So Cheung,
246). It seems much more “striking, scriptural, and suited to the context,”
however, that James, as a “fine linguist,” meant it appositionally, Christ, the
Glory of God (Motyer, 83; see also Zodhiates, I, 149; Kistemaker, 72). At any
rate, the definite article implies that this “glory” (kabod), which at one time
filled the tabernacle (Ex. 40:35), points to a “manifestation of the presence of
God” (Ex. 16:10; 2 Chr. 7:1-3; Ezek. 11:23) (Laws, 97). James “is attributing
to the Lord Jesus the quality of splendor that is peculiar to God himself (Moo,
1985, 101). This is customary practice in the NT (Mt. 17:2, 5, John 1:14; 2
Cor. 4:6). Its practical aim, of course, is to “burn” away any kind of shameful
“double standard,” with which to treat people (Laws, 97). He, who in faith
drinks in the presence of Christ in all his intrinsic Divine Glory (See also Ex.
34:5-8), “as the single most essential identifying feature of the community of
the renewed people of God,” and by virtue of this surrenders in obedience to
the royal law as a mirror of this glory (Cheung, 247-248) is not (too easily)
“dazzled” by the external splendor of man, which goes only skin deep. And if
he is dazzled, he should not be (See Manton, 180)!218 According to one commentator, it is precisely James’ challenging juxtaposition of ‘your acts of favoritism’ and ‘really believe in Jesus Christ our Lord of Glory’ that should
get to his readers (Brosend, 57)! In short, a shining face that reflects “Glory”
(Christ) is incompatible with a red face that spells “shame” (partiality).
Discrimination is basically a neutral term. So, in one sense it is predictable, as in choosing the most promising option among legitimate possibilities,
inevitable, as in hiring the most qualified personnel for a specific position, or
laudable, as in giving favored treatment to wife, family and friends, all things
being equal. No one will condemn these kinds of “preferential” treatment. It
is found in God (Gen. 19:21) and in Christ (Mt. 17:1ff). So why could it not
be legitimately found in man (Manton, 180)? But when it is affected by private antipathies in interpersonal relationships, is exercised illegally in court
settings, operates with crude double standards in public, is manifestly prejudicial and unjust, in short, flies in the face of biblical truth, biblical standards,
biblical principles or biblical directives, it is “vicious” (Manton, 180).
In short, “partiality,” which does not entail the type of unequal treatment
that God condemns, is quite acceptable. But any kind of unequal treatment, of
the members of one’s household or of the accused in the court system, that is
patently unbiblical, is sinful “prejudice.” God is grimly displeased with it, and
218

The reference to Jesus as the Christ, the Lord and the Glory, which may not be a fullblown Christology, is certainly a high Christology (See also Moo, 1985, 88).
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just as grimly condemns it as radically inappropriate, and therefore as totally
unacceptable (Lev. 19:15; Deut. 1:17; Gal. 2:11-14; 3:28). In fact, dehumanizing, prejudicial, discrimination is evil to the core, and stands exposed as
such by the authoritative and compelling model conduct of God himself
(Deut. 10:17-18).
The original Greek could imply that the addressees had to stop their existing practice of ungodly, prejudicial, favoritism (Moo, 1985, 100; Phillips,
68; Burdick, 177). It also could indicate a general prohibition (Johnson, 220).
The first option is more likely. At any rate, two things are clear. First, “unjust
judgments,” that are “based on appearances rather than on the merits of the
case,” came close to being the order of the day (Johnson, 221). Second, faith
in Christ, the very focused and full-orbed faith that already emerged in James
1:3, 5, will cease and desist from such practice! “We cannot combine snobbery with faith in Christ” (Phillips, 68). In fact, not to desist is to bring dishonor to Christ (Manton, 183). His glory, as the visible and luminous manifestation of the divine (Nystrom, 115) and inglorious, “raunchy” behavior
simply do not mix. To be a follower of Christ is to reflect who he is, what he
stands for, and how he acts!
In a word, “discipleship to the Lord” is “totally inconsistent” with the
kind of “fleshly” favoritism that is the target of James’ ire (See also Mk.
12:14; Rom. 1:14; 2 Cor. 5:17; Jude 16). In fact, it is “utterly contradictory”
to it, especially if the latter is victimizing poor folks who turn out to be
“blood-bought” by Christ, and therefore “blood-relatives” of the perpetrators
of the sin, exposed in this section. One does not treat “family” this way (See
Manton, 185; Keddie, 91-93)! In fact, whether in or outside the “family”
Christians should be “color blind,” monetarily as well as otherwise. The presence or absence of “greenbacks” as well as certain skin colors should make
no difference! Christ treated everyone the same, with the same mercy and
majesty, the same grace and holiness, the same love and justice, the same care
and honesty, according to the spiritual and physical needs of his audience.
The genuine Christian has little choice but to follow in his footsteps.219

(2) Illustration of Partiality (2:2-4)
Both the contemptuous or off-hand treatment of, and favoritism or snobbery
shown to, a person on the basis of his “social scale,” of what he possesses, or
what he does not possess, utilize “thoroughly worldly, man-centered, and sinful criteria” (Keddie, 93). They are clearly based upon a double standard and
contrary to the pattern of the Scriptures (Gal. 4:14, 15; Philem. 16; Heb.
219

Of course, friendship and partial treatment are not in the same ballpark!
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11:25). James’ illustration is once again vivid. In fact, point and counterpoint
could not have been presented more graphically. While the Greek presents it
as a hypothetical situation, it is certainly not “a contrived event” (Dibelius,
74; contra Brosend, 56). It sadly implies an actual state of affairs, in which
situations, such as described by James, occur only too frequently (Grosheide,
1955, 369). James simply is not known to be a man who would mince words
or waste time about irrelevant and non-existing situations.
We are introduced to a man with considerable wealth as well as a considerable social status. His gold rings (plural) are indicative of both aspects
(Laws, 98). They also may suggest power and arrogance (Johnson, 221). The
man obviously “ranks” highly in more than one way! Furthermore, his gorgeous clothes match his rings! They are “splendid,” literally “shining” (See
Lk 23:11; Laws, 98) like an angel (Acts 10:3; Rev. 15:6), and fit for a “king.”
They mirror the garments of Christ’s bride (Rev. 19:8). Who would not be
impressed with this “show-case”? “Opulence and ostentation” (Martin, 61) is
written all over him! The counterpart of this “well-dressed stranger” is in everything his opposite. This man resembles a beggar, utterly destitute, and his
clothes are ragged and filthy, indicating the degree of his abject poverty. The
condition of the clothes resembles, if not matches, the filth of sin described
earlier (Jam. 1:21). In a word, he is downright pitiful, if not repulsive as “an
unkempt, maybe smelly, tramp” (Motyer, 92; see also Brosend, 58)!
Both decide to attend a public “assembly” (synagoge), to be interpreted
as a congregational meeting (or Assembly Hall) of the distinctively Christian
community (“your” synagoge) for official worship (Laws, 100-101; Kistemaker, 73). Since the word synagogue has no definite article, the reader
gets the impression that they may decide to amble into any stated service, as
the habit of occasional visitors is. The problem of discrimination between rich
and poor seems to be endemic.
It is less than likely that James has a Church court session in mind,
where Church officials customarily handle judicial affairs and dispense justice in spite of some parallels with rabbinic scenarios (See also Martin, 57-58;
Moo, 1985, 89-90; Brosend, 62, 63-64). This interpretation is supposedly
suggested by James 2:6, where the rich haul the poor in court, supported by
the Jewish custom to execute justice, inclusive of physical punishment, in the
synagogue (Mt. 10:17; Acts 22:19; 26:11), and reinforced by the legal procedure that does allow the rich to be seated, while the poor must be content to
stand during the judicial process (Manton, 187; Henry, III, 1392). However,
two features in the text militate against this. First, in James 2:6 the author
speaks about two classes of people, but in James 2:2 about two individuals.
Second, in James 2:6 the one class of people hauls the other class in court, but
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in James 2:2 the one individual does not force the other one. Clearly James
2:2 has a totally different flavor.
In short, in this text James does not introduce litigants, but rather two
folks, whether members of the covenant community or, much more likely,
occasional visitors, who enter into a worship service.220 The one in his customary fashion, as the Greek indicates, is “dressed to kill,” and is eyed with
lots of attention, possibly with a touch of envy (Zodhiates, I, 155-156). The
other, quite the opposite, poverty stricken, shabby, if not dirty and unsightly
(Kistemaker, 73), is hardly worth more than a casual glance. What happens
then is portrayed as appalling and detestable. Both are apparently “directed to
their (previously?) assigned seats” (Brosend, 58).
The first one, a gold-ringed gentleman, gets special attention and preferential treatment (Moo, 1985, 89). He is personally ushered to the front, receives a seat of honor in quite a Pharisaical fashion (Mt. 23:6; Mk. 12:39; Lk.
11:43; 20:46), and is totally “integrated.” “Have a seat, please” (Mitton, 80;
Burdick, 178 with a reference to Lk. 9:38), or more precisely, “Sit here--it is
an excellent seat” (So Phillips, quoted in Mitton, 83). The Greek equivalent
of the word, “please,” indicates that he gets the red carpet treatment with a
red carpet attitude. One commentator surmises that people appear to make a
fuss about rich visitors, whether in terms of possessions or status, because
they seem to regard them, in contrast to the “poor,” as a genuine catch and a
special trophy (Barclays, 76). “Celebrity status” in ancient times apparently
hurt as little then as it does today. It ever was, ever is, and ever will be a
temptation to prize association with moguls of fortune, tycoons of industry
and magnates of business for societal standing, if not financial gain, and “to
hobnob” with the famous, such as ranking politicians, sport heroes and movie
stars, in order to share in their status and bask in their glory (Keddie, 94).
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Cargal, 111-112, views the questions “whether the example provided in James 2:2-4 reflects an actual event within the life of the community or is simply a stereotypical example,
and whether it is set against a special judicial assembly or the gathering of the community in
worship,” as “illustrative of the attempt (on the part of historical critical scholars) to read the
Epistle ‘from the outside in.’” He counsels them in the words of Felder, to “examine the possible implications of James’ stylized exaggerations in the contrast of the apparel and treatment
accorded to the two characters depicted in vv. 2-3, since through this device the author may
be attempting to dramatize the fraudulent actions of the assembly.” Not only do we once
again encounter a false disjunction, as if a preoccupation with the details of a text and the
grasp of the thrust of a text are mutually exclusive. We are also reminded once again of Cargal’s exclusive focus upon the “convictions” of the author which the latter seeks to get across
to his readers come what may, even if it takes clear-cut exaggerations to succeed. James ends
up as an all too human affair that cannot possibly permit anyone to recognize, present and apply its message as the very Word of God!
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On the other hand, the “beggar” is curtly informed, apparently whether
there is a shortage of seats or not, that he can either remain standing, as long
as he is unobtrusive and out of the way (Note the dismissive, “Stand there”),
or sit on the floor, as long as he is “segregated” and out of sight (Note the
humiliating, “Sit at my feet”) (Moo, 1985, 89), or “Sit under/by my footstool”
(Burdick, 178). In short, he should not catch the attention of anyone, bother
anyone or interfere with anyone. This treatment could not have been more
humiliating! The personal pronoun “my” (“Sit down at my feet”) may imply
that someone might give up his seat to accommodate the rich, but would not
do this for the poor (Mitton, 84). The long and the short of it is, that the covenant community identifies itself with the (ostentatious) rich, keeps the (despicable) poor at arms’ length, and basically wishes that they were not there,
somehow would go away, or at least be invisible (Cargal, 113). Frankly, it is
nothing short of astounding that Christians can be so callous in simultaneously dehumanizing themselves by licking the boots of some, and dehumanizing others by treating them like dirt.
It is quite possible that all this reflected Roman culture, where "the poor
were faceless nothings in the eyes of the wealthy” (Nystrom, 117). If this is
the case, the ungodliness in view is not only "personal," but also "structural"
in nature. It would not be the first time in the history of either Church or
world that wicked institutional traditions or societal mindsets foist a social,
political, ideological, or religious correctness upon people that first brainwashes, then blindsides, and finally straightjackets them into an appalling
conduct. Customarily acknowledged past evils, such as slavery, the holocaust
and “apartheid,” have become celebrated targets that paint a picture of tyrannical structural forces gone terribly awry.
It is the height of irony, however, that recently a different kind of oppressive force has begun to emerge that seeks to disenfranchise anyone, who
sheds biblical light upon societal ills, such as feminism, abortion and homosexuality. The admitted structural societal evils of the “right” are now rapidly
overtaken by similar evils of the “left.” In each instance they were, and are,
promoted as socially or politically “correct,” accompanied with at times
black-balling, if not life-threatening, sanctions for the “incorrect.” The
Church all too frequently backed the former evils. As a result of this, it
gravely compromised its prophetic voice. When the historical tide finally
turned, it had lost much of its relevance. In facing the later evils it is possibly
in an even greater danger. This time it is bluntly told not just to tolerate sin,
but to endorse, if not actively support it, or even to participate in it. The question is now, whether it will stand up under the attack or forfeit its birthright.
Unless it goes against the societal grain, it opts by definition for the latter!
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The ultimate upshot is that the past Church did not follow James as its
model in painstakingly applying the law of God as the final touchstone of all
conduct. If it had done so, it would have raised its prophetic voice against the
structural ills of the past. But what about the track record of the present day
Church? If it follows in the footsteps of James in determining the will of God
according to the law of God, it will raise its voice against the societal ills of
today. In the past it failed to speak up and lost its relevance. If it does not
speak up today, it will lose its right to exist! To repeat, in the past it failed to
apply the case law approach of James in hot-button areas of the day, such as
slavery, the holocaust, apartheid, etc. Now it is in deadly danger once again to
ignore this approach and to drift away from, if not speak out against, the truth
by following in the ways of the world in the present day hot-button issues of
political correctness, such as feminism, abortion and homosexuality. In the
past it often took the lead, but was wrong-headed with its “false” prophecy. In
the present it turns into the tail, and is just as wrong-headed, foregoing any
prophetic voice altogether. The contrast with Scripture could hardly be more
pronounced (See Deut. 28:13; and also Is. 9:15).
In summary, it has been pointed out in the present context that a vast
range of conduct threatens to turn into a veritable minefield, inclusive of
snobbery that “truckles to the rich,” the inverted snobbery that “glorifies the
poor,” the cowardice that “panders to a tyrant,” and the reverse cowardice
that “buckles under mob pressure.” They are all equally indicative of an ingrained attitude that contrary to Scripture “respects persons,” and stand all
equally condemned (Barclay, 74).
Incidentally, the typically “Jewish” term “synagogue” in the present
context fits in nicely with an early date for the Epistle. Most Christians are
still of Jewish descent, and would be quite familiar and comfortable with
James’ terminology (Johnson, 227). This also suggests that it is a reference to
a worship service or congregational assembly.
It is interesting to note that James refers to the perpetrators of this discriminatory treatment as folks, who either “are divided within themselves,” or
“make distinctions among themselves,” as they run into outsiders in the congregation. The first translation predicates something about the character of
the covenant community. They are double-faced, people with the mythological Janus' head consisting of two faces. They have a “wavering” attitude of
heart and mind (Moo, 1985, 90, with reference to James 1:6 where the same
verb is used). Now they turn the one face of faulty favoritism (vis-à-vis the
rich), now the other of dreadful discrimination (vis-à-vis the poor)! The second translation exposes the actions of this community. It makes “unjust” distinctions in relationship to the visitors (Manton, 188, with reference to Acts
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15:8 and Jude 22, where the verb is used in that same way). It is less likely
that they “are (simply) vacillating,” “torn between the standards of the world
and the standards of God” (Barclay, 77), “wavering between worldly standards and spiritual values” (Also questioned by Burdick, 181). So the second
translation is preferable.
It is also possible, although not very likely, that they (simply) “make
(class) distinctions among themselves,” as they run into the “haves” and the
“have-nots” in their own midst (Dibelius, 137). In this case both the rich and
the poor would be members of the congregation. They would enter to participate in “their own assembly,” but would certainly not do so on an equal
footing (See Johnson, 227, for this option). We know, of course, that preferential treatment among its members was not beyond the (mis)conduct of the
early Church (Acts 6:1ff). Still the scenario, as painted by James, suggests
that both the rich and the poor man in view are occasional attendees of a
Christian assembly, and that the congregational membership has a twofold
mindset, a twofold procedure, and a twofold practice, one toward the rich and
another toward the poor. The bottom-line, then, is that they force a difference
between people where there is none, and where none should arise. It all
comes down to a severe case of sinful “Christian schizophrenia” (Zodhiates,
I, 158) of heart, mind, emotions, and will, as well as word and action. What a
far cry from “single faced” believers with their complete surrender and obedience to God and God alone (Cheung, 232). Also, what a chasm between a
basically self-enriching and self-congratulating Church, on the one hand, and
an utterly self-emptying and self-giving Christ on behalf of folks, who are
“infinitely” more despicable than any destitute individual could ever be, on
the other! In sum, what an anomaly to be a partaker “of the Gospel of the
glory of Christ,” to experience “the light of the knowledge of the glory of
God in the face of Jesus Christ” in one’s heart, and “to be transformed into
his image from one degree of glory to another” by mirroring his glory, and at
the same time to practice the crudest forms of inglorious favoritism (Motyer,
85, with reference to 2 Cor. 3:18, 4:4, 6). Indeed, what a difference between
the height of “Glory” and the depth of “shame!”
James also calls the perpetrators of this evil “judges of evil designs”
(Johnson, 223). What an indictment! As has been argued already, this terminology does not infer that the assembly is a courtroom. Contrary to some possible parallels in the rabbinic tradition and some commentators these verses
are not to be placed in a judicial setting (Johnson, 227). While the status of
both the aristocrat and the beggar as occasional visitors rather than “litigants”
militates against this interpretation, it does suggest that the Church became a
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virtual courtroom, where "justice" had an evil eye.221 Imagine the only place,
where justice should be blind, an “ugly 20-20 vision” is in evidence! This
backdrop consideration makes the partial treatment even more grievous! The
fact that according to Jewish practice litigants are always supposed to stand
before a sitting judge (R. B. Ward, quoted in Laws, 101), until justice is
served, aggravates the matter even further. In James 2 the poor are tucked
away under a chair, or told to stand on the outside looking in. No justice for
them. This is manifestly “perverse” (Manton, 189)!
Leviticus 19:15, 18 suggest a further perspective upon the phrase,
“judges of evil thoughts.” The context condemns injustice, based upon discriminating distinctions, in general. It violates the requirement of a righteous
judgment anywhere and everywhere (Lev. 19:15). It also violates the duty to
apply the standard of love across the board (Lev. 19:18). The bottom-line is
fully predictable. Discriminating distinctions turn James’ addressees into
“judges,” who have corrupt motives (Newman), harbor corrupt intentions
(Manton, 189), use corrupt reasonings (Bauer), apply corrupt standards
(NEB), make corrupt decisions (Laws, 102) (2:4), and end up with corrupt
verdicts (Moo, 1985, 105). The phrase translated in the KJV as “evil
thoughts” can mean all that, and it would not be surprising if it, indeed, intends to convey all these aspects!
While, therefore, the phrase does not necessitate the “court session" interpretation (Nystrom, 116), I nevertheless wish to stress that the use of the
term “judges,” even if the scenario is not a courtroom setting, underscores the
seriousness of the situation. “Judges” have a special responsibility to avoid
double standards (Lev. 19:15), and to nip “evil thoughts” in the bud! These
“evil thoughts” may flow forth from an unregenerate heart (Gen. 6:5; Mt.
15:19). It is also possible that they are the product of indwelling sin in the believer, just as David’s “evil thoughts” in a different context (1 Sam. 11:2ff).
At any rate, they have got to go (1 Sam. 12:7ff; Ps. 51:1ff; Is. 55:7; Rom.
9:13). A poor man, who is a good man, may not be valued less because he is
poor, nor may a rich man, who is evil, be valued more because he is rich
(Henry, III, 1292). It is noteworthy that the author picks up on this general
theme again in James 4:11-13, and puts a breathtaking capstone on it.
Of course, the urgent question now is how to counter discriminatory attitudes and patterns of behavior. To scream “discrimination!” will not quite
do it. James shows the way, as he uses a two-step approach, two lines of argument that build on one another. The first one is preliminary, practical,
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Burdick, 178, points out that “the word translated “discriminated (diekrithete) is built on
the same root as the word for “judges” (kritai).” Therefore in judging between folks the way
they did, James’ readers had become unjust judges!
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partly ad hominem, and twofold. It is also introductory to the second line of
argument. This one is principial in nature, and threefold. Especially in their
cumulative effects James’ two steps, practical as well as principial, are gripping!
The introductory, practical, argument is twofold, telling, and compelling.
It is one of “biblical contextual consideration” as well as “painful factual observation.” Both, incidentally, have eye-opening logical implications. Together they make up the argument of “sanctified sense!” Further, the core of
the threefold principial argument is obedience to the law of God. James extrapolates on God’s law in terms of its motivation (Love), its substance (Ten
Commandments) and its end station (The Judgment).222
The issue of prejudicial partiality is a serious enough problem to warrant
James’ deep concern on its own demerits. It is difficult to visualize such a
flagrant and gross conduct that appears to fly in the face of everything decent
and appropriate. It seems beyond contempt. After all, “so far from being a
trivial matter, (it is) a radical denial of the Gospel” (Cranfield, 190). But it
equally functions as a sample of how to deal with problems in general. For all
practical purposes James turns the treatment of partiality into the occasion of
formulating a “new” case law based on (one of) the Ten Commandments.223
This makes James’ handling of this “misconduct” even more significant. He
does not treat it as merely “indecent” or “inappropriate.” In short, James’
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Nystrom, 113-114, differentiates between the argument from experience and the argument
from Scripture. The present proposal is similar, but more nuanced!
223
He follows the pattern of Deuteronomy, as I explain at greater length below. In Chapter 5
Moses promulgates the Ten Commandments afresh. In the Chapters 6-26, customarily designated as case laws, he provides a systematic exposition of each of the Ten Commandments
(C). C1: 6:1-11:32; C2: 12:1-13:18; C3: 14:1-29; C4: 15:1-16:17; C5: 16:18-18:22; C6: 19:122:12; C7: 22:13-23:14: C8: 23:15-24:15; C9: 24:16-25:19; and C10: 26:1-19. It is my thesis
that James subsumes (the sin of) partiality as a case law under C6. It is my further conviction
that in doing so he simply utilizes an OT universal pattern of dealing with issues. At the same
time he puts it in concrete for the NT, so that the Church of Christ should always indicate how
an apparent “misconduct” can be formulated as a case law under one of the Commandments.
If it cannot do so, it has no choice but to declare that it is no misconduct after all, and grant
total freedom and immunity! This cuts at the heart of the so-called “politically correct thinking or conduct” syndrome that appears to be in evidence everywhere. The latter always comes
down to a tyranny of the majority that runs rough shod over a minority, or a tyranny of the
elite, that has a stranglehold on procedures and proceedings. Both fly in the face of slavery to
Christ vis-à-vis biblical directive, and freedom under Christ, vis-à-vis the absence of such directives. This issue is clearly the subject matter of Romans 14:1-15:11. The extraordinary
length Paul goes to in order to treat it indicates that it is, and ever will remain, one of the
thorniest issues in the Church of Christ. Paul’s treatment, in non-dialectic, in fact, antidialectic fashion, cuts off both tyrannical control freaking and chaotic individual license at
their very root. This note is in anticipation of a more extensive discussion below of the constitution-case law relationship, and the way it should function in the Church.
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treatment is both substantive and methodological! The readers receive something to “chew about” in the present, the bigger than life issue of partiality,
and to “go by” in the future, new mind-boggling situations are bound to crop
up. Apartheid used to be one of them! If only the Church had used James’
methodology to deal with this issue, history would not have been the same,
and the church would not have lost (too) much of its credibility.

(3) Argument from Sanctified Sense (2:5-7)
James’ argument of sanctified sense is based on biblical as well as observable
data, and suggests a logical anomaly contained in the conduct of his “beloved
brothers (sic!)” toward both poor and rich. Gentle and winsome in the way he
addresses them, he still insists on their undivided attention, “Listen ... !”
(Kistemaker, 76; Burdick, 178), and appears to appeal to their heart (Grosheide, 1955, 372). He analyzes first the status of the poor, and then the status
of the rich. According to one commentator, the James scenario very much resembles the circumstances of 1st Century Palestine with its “strongly marked
socio-economic class distinction of a small group of wealthy landowners and
merchants,” on the one hand, and “large numbers of people,” “forced from
their land,” and ended up as “poor agricultural laborers,” on the other (Moo,
1985, 92). At any rate, in each case his argument is threefold. In the context
of the poor he calls attention to (1) their divine election, (2) their spiritual
riches, and (3) their royal inheritance. In the context of the rich he mentions
(1) their exploitation, (2) their wicked court proceedings, and (3) their blasphemy.
First, then, “the poor of the world,” that is, those with not much, if anything, to show for, both for the lack of earthly possessions and in the blind
eyes, or blind judgment, of the world (Cheung, 203)!
(1) They stand in stark contrast to the rich of that same world (1 Tim.
6:17), affluent in earthly possessions and esteemed supremely by the standards of the world. Quite reflective of the Sermon on the Mount (Lk. 6:20),
James seems to say, “Think for a moment, and take a close look at the Church
in its totality. What you see is lots of poor people (See also Moo, 1985, 108
with reference to 1 Cor. 1:26-29)! How do they get there? Well, it is God’s
election that lies at the root of their Christianity, as well as of anyone else’s
for that matter” (Deut. 4:37; 7:7; Is. 43:10; John 15:16; Acts 13:17; Rom.
8:33; Eph. 1:4; Col. 3:12; 2 Thess. 2:13) (Mitton, 85).
Throughout Scripture God’s interest in and care for the poor as a category of people is well documented (Deut. 16:3; 26:7; Ps. 9:18; 12:5; 70:5;
146:7-8). They are the specific target of the Gospel (Mt. 11:5; Lk. 4:18). In
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fact, it is a known fact that God in his irony takes delight in lifting up the
poor, the humble, the “little people,” and in bringing down the rich, the arrogant, the "big shots," all of which leaves little room for pride (Deut. 4:37; 7:67; 14:2; 1 Sam. 2:1-10; Job 5:15-16; Ps. 9:19; 68:10; 69:33; 102:17; 113:7;
140:12; Is. 56:3-4; Mt. 5:3; 11:25; Mk. 12:37; Lk. 6:20; 12:32; 1 Cor. 1:2629; 2 Cor. 8:9; Gal. 2:10). This very much resonates with the fact that riches
are a weightier temptation than poverty (See Mk. 10:17-27), as we saw in the
context of James 1:9-11. In fact, it is complementary to it. At any rate, neither
the presence of, nor a visit by, the poor, should be a surprise! This, of course,
puts the present shameful conduct of the Church in perspective. “The position
of honor accorded to the poor man” in Scripture in general is “in sharp contrast with the way in which he is dishonored” (Dibelius, 138), insulted, and
shamed (See Lk. 20:11; John 8:49; Acts 5:41) in the setting portrayed by
James. In fact, according to James, this conduct is so shameful because the
poor individual is robbed of the only thing he has left. This is not his dignity,
even if this suffers as well, but rather his status before God!
Therefore, by treating the poor the way you do, James holds forth, you
do not only regard them as inferior to yourself, and from this perspective dishonor them. Neither do you simply follow in the footsteps of the world,
looking at them from a worldly perspective and through worldly eyes, and
from such vantage point despise them. No, it is much more serious. In insulting the poor, as you do, you dishonor and despise what God exalts in his
electing grace. Ultimately you dishonor God himself (Moo, 1985, 108), because such “measurement of value is directly opposed to God’s” (Johnson,
224). Your despicable treatment is clearly unacceptable on a number of
counts!
(2) But James marshals still additional fire power by means of a logical
implication. Every one should recognize that this condemns the present evil
practice of welcoming poor visitors or attendees in the assembly, whether
potential church members or (possibly) members in full standing. After all,
look at a “beggar” from the biblical perspective. As a Christian he is in an exalted position (Jam. 1:9), both before and after he enters a place of worship!
The question may well, in fact, should, be asked whether the perpetrators of
this abominable practice truly grasp the awesome reality of what it is to be
one of God’s elect, rich in faith and heirs of the Kingdom! It should make
anyone gasp. Apparently the Church must both be reminded, and remind itself of this again and again (Eph. 1:18).
In short, do not let external poverty of folks ever fool you. They may be
“poor” from a worldly perspective (Moo, 1985, 91). But they are chosen of
God. This means, as Paul “cries” out, that God selected them, “singled” them
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out, and set his eternal love upon them before the universe even came into
existence. (Eph. 1:4). I have argued in the Introduction that James as the first
document in the NT canon functions as the flooring for the rest of the NT.
The NT does not only back up the central message of James by presenting
supplementary and complementary truths. It also develops budding themes in
James into full bloom. Election is one such theme. It is found in Gospel as
well as Epistolary literature (John 6:37; Acts 13:46b; Rom. 9:11; Eph. 1:4; 1
Thess. 1:4; 2 Tim. 2:10).224
Well, as the chosen of God they are rich from the perspective of faith
(Lk. 1:52b), rich as believers in Christ. All that is Christ’s is theirs by definition, right here and right now (2 Cor. 8:9; Heb. 11:26)! Once they have embraced and appropriated him, which is the essence of faith (!), as we saw earlier, they possess Jesus’ heart, which secures entrance into the eternal Kingdom of God (John 3:5), Jesus’ righteousness, which secures eternal peace
with God (Rom. 5:1), and Jesus’ holiness which secures eternal fellowship
with God (Heb. 12:10). By virtue of all this, they are both Jesus’ family, beloved, chosen, adopted sons and daughters of God (Eph. 1:5), and citizens of
his Kingdom. As such they already rule as kings with Christ in the present
(Rev. 1:6). When James asserts the latter, we once again taste James’ kinship
with the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5:5; Lk. 12:32) (Grosheide, 1955, 372).
(3) But there is still more! The people that you despise are rich, rich as
believers, in a further sense. They also are graced with the exalted position as
heirs of the Kingdom (and joint heirs with Christ!) that will fully be revealed
in the eschaton (Mt. 25:34; Lk. 6:20; 11:20; 12:32; 17:21; Rom. 8:23; 1 Cor.
6:9-10; 15:50; Gal. 5:21; Eph. 5:5; 1 John 3:2). They have been entrusted
with “the key to the vault of haven” (Phillips, 71). This is God’s promise to
all those who love him. As such it echoes James 1:12 (Johnson, 225). In other
words, the riches that they possess today are compounded by the riches that
they can anticipate in the future. In short, they have standing and status, both
in the present and in the future! Therefore, don’t look (only) at the “rough”
exterior. Conclude out loud, “This individual may be a present or future lover
of God and of Jesus,” with all that this entails, and let this dictate your conduct, and make a difference in your behavior pattern! All in all, it is clearly
the height of insulting callousness (1 Cor. 11:22) to ignore the staggering re224

We get the strong impression that Paul in his evangelistic labors targets the elect. He
knows that they will come to faith in Christ (Acts 13:48b). What an encouragement for the
evangelist! Further, he recognizes them by their reception of the Word of God, powerfully
applied by the Spirit, as well as by their subsequent repentance, holiness and overwhelming
love for Christ (1 Thess. 1:4ff). What a checklist for the evangelist! Finally, he is willing to
put his ministerial life on the line to identify them (2 Tim. 2:10). What a benchmark for an
evangelist!
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ality, so graphically described by James, and not to treat them according to
their standing and status, when the poor amble into an assembly.
Incidentally, if the “poor” would grasp their standing and status (Jam.
1:9!) as well, they would categorically deny their poverty and ever dwell on
their superior riches. This would be a miracle, indeed, especially if the Greek
term for “poor” implies that the class of people, to whom the term applies, are
very conscious of their abject need, would tend to regard themselves as second-rate as a result of it, and find it easy to cower in the presence of anyone,
whom they deem superior to them (Zodhiates, I, 162). Self-knowledge is a
virtue. But it must be controlled by the reality of biblical truth. Even the
poorest of Christians can keep their heads high. They can, indeed, must, say
with proper humility in the face of divine election, and insist with appropriate
confidence by virtue of present salvation (Jam. 1:9), that they are “rich.”
Similarly, if the rich would fully “taste” and “cherish” their citizenship, they
would designate their riches as “poverty” in comparison, and rejoice in it as
poverty. Both poor and rich are “kings and priests” (Rev. 1:6). The poor may
be reminded that they are also kings, and the rich that they are first of all
priests.
All this suggests something quite anomalous, something that does not
seem to fit, in fact, something that does not make any sense whatsoever. If
you habitually discriminate against beggarly looking folks, even if you would
call that “putting them in their appropriate place,” you eventually cannot
avoid discriminating against one of God’s own. James reasons as follows. If
all the poor are routinely despised, eventually you will despise one of God’s
elect. In the process you show your blindness to their awesome riches, while
it totally escapes you that they are the beneficiaries of an inheritance the
magnitude of which defies the imagination. As I mentioned earlier, “you
don’t treat present or potential family members, brothers and sisters, for
whom Christ as the elder brother died and rose again, in this deplorable way.”
All this is unmistakable and hopefully eye-opening implication of the status
of the poor.
Of course, James does not indicate in this passage that “the poor” as a
category must per se be equated with the “pious” (Dibelius, 39). In fact, this
is nowhere taught in Scripture, not even in the parable of Dives and Lazarus
(Lk. 16:19-25). To extract such teaching from this parable is to draw an illegitimate inference, because it ignores its central point, namely the emphasis
upon the horror of hell. In fact, even the text of James itself militates against
this interpretation. After all, the promise of God targets those who love him,
whether poor or rich for that matter. This is not a meaningless appendix, to be
treated as an afterthought. Nothing could be farther from the truth. This could
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hardly have been expressed more powerfully and incisively than by the apostle Paul. “If anyone does not love the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be accursed”
(1 Cor. 16:22; see also John 21:15-17). This applies, once again, to both rich
and poor!225
A similar chain of reasoning is now applied to the rich. It also possesses
three characteristic features.
(1) As a specific category of folks, at least in the days of James, they
ruthlessly bully, oppress, tyrannize (!), and exploit you (See also Ex. 1:13;
Jer. 7:6; Ezek. 18:12; 22:7, 29; Am. 4:1; 5:11ff; Zech. 7:10; Lk. 13:16; Acts
10:38; 13:50; 2 Cor. 12:7; Rev. 2:10).226 Note the direct address, “you!” It is a
subtle, but significant feature. This Commentary took the position, contrary to
some commentators, that the rich in James 1:10-11 could not be construed as
“‘the villains’ who will be ‘snuffed out’” as a class. No, in that context both
“poverty” and “riches” are the divergent poles in the trial/temptation complex. The issue was not, whether the members of the Christian community are
poor or rich, but how they deal with “the furrows” that God plowed in their
lives. This Commentary takes the further position that the rich visitors in the
assembly in James 2:2 are not necessarily non-Christians (So Johnson, 227,
229). Quite the contrary, they could very well have made a profession of faith
(Martin, 61; Nystrom, 116)! This holds true, even if in the present scenario
the bulk of the rich, whether they are “stray visitors” or not, would be hostile
and disdainful in the treatment of Christians and their faith in Christ as their
gladly acknowledged Master and Lord!
At any rate, the main focus in this setting is not upon the poor and the
rich, but upon the treatment of the poor and the rich--whether they are believers or unbelievers is ultimately immaterial--by the members of the covenant
225

Motyer, 88-89, perceptively recognizes that at times there are “two sides to the truth, but
one (may) so far outclass the other that it merits stating as if it alone were the truth.” This is
exemplified in Jesus’ statement that “a real love for himself demands hating our parents (Lk.
14:26) ... In saying that the two loves (for Jesus and one’s parents) are mutually exclusive he
does no violence to the practical truth that our devotion to him, when it is real, is of necessity
in a class by itself.”) (See also my Topical Focus # 2: The Complementarity of Truth in the
General Introduction). It is also in evidence in the expression of “God’s preponderant concern for those who are towards the bottom of the world’s heap.” Nevertheless his concern for
the poor is a “general,” rather than an “invariable” and “exclusive truth.” After all, there are
numerous rich church members. However, we may not turn this fact into an “escape-hatch.”
“If we would follow the Lord Jesus then it must be our glory, as it was his, to be incessantly
and preponderantly on the side of the poor, the underprivileged, the disadvantaged and the
oppressed. To do this is to identify ourselves with the very heart of God.”
226
Brosend, 59, correctly points out that “oppression (katadunasteuo) should not be confused
with persecution (dioko),” although “the reference to ‘blaspheme the excellent name’ makes it
impossible to ignore the religious implications of the actions recalled and anticipated.”
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community. These members obviously flunk the test. “In cringing servility”
(Dibelius, 139) they are partial to their rich visitors, while they humiliate the
poor. In a passing strange manner they injure potential friends and honor potential executioners (Tasker, 59). Still, at this juncture there is a subtle shift,
indicated by the direct address, “you.” While not all the rich folk are oppressors, all oppressors in this setting are clearly rich. These rich oppressors are
now highlighted.227 Their “credentials” are far from harmless!
(2) Listen to James, as he further categorizes the rich.228 He appears passionate, if not outraged (Johnson, 226, 229). They instigate legal proceedings
against you! At the drop of a hat they drag you into court for breach of contract, failure to repay debts, or other reasons, and use the strong arm of the
law to realize their objectives (Is. 58:4; Mt. 10:17; Acts 16:19; 19:27). Of
course, it would be totally in character, if these charges were either alleged or
trumped up.
(3) Finally, to top it all off, they give the noble name of Jesus a bad
press. They use abusive, if not foul, language (literally, blasphemy). They
slander and insult him (Lev. 24:13; Ps. 139:20-22; Is. 52:5; Rom. 2:24; 1
Tim. 6:1; 1 Pet. 4:14; Rev. 13:6; 16:9), something, that seems to have been
typically Jewish (So Grosheide, 1955, 373, with reference to Acts 13:45;
18:6; 26:11). This must touch your heart’s strings! After all, he is the one who
entered in a special relationship with you (Am. 9:12), in fact, who owns you
(Deut. 12:11). Are you not baptized in his name (Acts 2:38; 10:48; 19:5), and
don’t you bear that name (Deut. 28:10; Acts 11:26; 26:28; 1 Pet. 4:14, 16)?
So to rail against someone’s “property,” against someone, who is covered by
the name of Christ (Deut. 28:10; 2 Chron. 7:14; Am. 9:12) (a Christian), is
ultimately to rail against the “owner” (Christ) (See also Mt. 25:31-42). This
blasphemous railing may be done directly by verbally mocking, ridiculing,
belittling, scorning, misrepresenting or even cursing Christ himself (See also
Moo, 1985, 93). Or it may also be done indirectly by heaping the same or
similar insults upon the Christians by virtue of their identification with Christ
(Acts 26:11; 1 Tim. 1:13)! This would indicate that their shameful treatment
227

To be sure, the rich in this context, in their role of oppressors, obviously include nonChristians, even if in certain instances, according to Johnson, 229, they were formally members of the Christian community (See also Nystrom, 119).
228
Brosend, 65-66, gives a vivid picture of the socio-economic world of James’ days (I paraphrase). Socially, it resembled a hierarchical pyramid where luxury at the top was only available through the deprivation of those at the bottom. Economically, it was a zero-sum society
where the GNP “pie” never expanded and the rich could only have their “seconds,” and more
(!), by taking them from the poor. All this spelled force, force of arms, force of law and force
of taxation. Add to this the precariousness of a society, where one’s daily bread was never
secure, and it becomes rather evident why the situation was ripe for animosity, hostility and
revolt.
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by means of oppression and lawsuits was ultimately a matter of religious bias.
At any rate, it should always be remembered that any biblical exclusivist, in
terms of doctrine or practice, will eventually become a target of hateful
prosecution, just as darkness always seeks to drive out the light (John 15:18ff;
2 Thess. 1:4ff; 2 Tim. 3:11).
But be all this what it may, the inevitable implication of the present
shameful conduct is that eventually an oppressor, prosecutor or blasphemer
would be given the royal, red carpet, treatment. To recognize this is by definition to abandon the prevailing practice.
Of course, James does not intend to set forth, as a rule without any possible exception, that the rich are by definition a “lost cause.” All we can conclude is that James describes a specific ungodly conduct that prevailed in his
days, possibly in a society where there was little or no middle class.229 Even if
it must be admitted that the rich as a category are prone to intolerable conduct
(See also Jam. 5:1-11), Scripture teaches that riches, in and by itself, is not
sinful (Job 42:12-13). Although riches do form an easy snare (Prov. 30:8, 9;
Mt. 19:23-24), it is the love of money that is said to be the root of all evil, not
money itself. Hence the strong exhortation to the rich not to be proud of their
social status, nor to place their trust in the riches that produced that status, but
rather to be willing and liberal to communicate to others (Ps. 62:10; 1 Tim.
6:17-19)! Their response to this exhortation would undoubtedly disclose the
focus of the love of their heart. Especially societies, inclusive of churches,
that are financially upscale and consumerist are in constant danger to derail as
a precursor of their destruction (See also Nystrom, 123, 128-129, 132). Of
course, the case of “The Rich Young Ruler” (Lk. 18:18-27) is a veritable beacon, a most meaningful and telling “straw in the wind!”
In conclusion, sanctified sense does (should) carefully scan all possible
implications, logical as well as practical, of all one’s words and actions, and
draws the appropriate conclusions. If these conclusions are patently and unacceptably senseless, and foolish, if not outrageous, from a biblical perspective, these words and actions ought to be subject to repentance, and subsequent radical change! This, however, is only James’ introduction to the more
principial attack upon partiality that now follows. This attack comes in three
stages. He measures partiality by the standard of Love, the standard of the

229

Historically the middle class functions as a buffer zone between the rich and the poor. A
middle class with economic and public muscle is usually responsible for strong institutions,
legal as well as otherwise, that are difficult to manipulate or subvert. Such institutions serve
as a shield for the poor against greedy attacks on the part of unscrupulous rich operators, who
subscribe to the thesis that “might makes right!”
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Decalogue, and the standard of the Judgment. As we shall see, in each instance, it comes out wanting miserably.
All in all, James pointed out the incongruity between faith and discriminatory favoritism (Jam. 2:1), illustrates that by the treatment of the rich and
the poor (Jam. 2:2-3), and exposes the shamefulness of such treatment and the
motivation behind it (Jam. 2:4). Then, after bringing out God’s electing favor
toward the underprivileged as well as their present and future riches (Jam.
2:5), James makes it crystal clear that the customary favorable treatment of
the rich does not square with their equally customary threefold callous conduct (See also Blanchard, 113-120; 121-138). This sets the stage for the final
principled threefold analysis, exposure and condemnation of ungodly favoritism. In other words, after James issues his ringing indictment, graphically
illustrates it, and argues the prima facie merits of his case by means of logical
implication, this case now goes to trial! In the process he subpoenas three
"witnesses.” They proceed to seal the doom of the accused by means of a resounding verdict of guilty beyond the shadow of any doubt.

b. Nature of Partiality (2:8-13)
(8) But if indeed you fulfill the royal law according to the Scripture, “You shall you love your neighbor as yourself,” you are
doing well. (9) But if you show discrimination, you are committing sin, and stand convicted by the law as violators. (10) For
whoever keeps the whole law, but fails at one particular point,
has become guilty of all of it. (11) For he who said, “You shall
not commit adultery, also said, “You shall not murder.” Now if
you do not commit adultery, but you commit murder, you have
become a violator of the law. (12) So speak and act as people
who will be judged by the law of freedom. (13) For judgment is
merciless to him who shows no mercy, but mercy triumphs over
judgment.

(1) Argument from Love as the Dynamics of God’s Law (2:8)
The three arguments that James now marshals against partiality indicates that
it is much more than “a question of bad manners” (Brosend, 59-60). Partiality
is a matter of hatred, unholiness, in fact, murder, and absence of mercy. The
first argument is from love as the sum or dynamics of God’s law. James’ thesis in this regard is a simple one. Partiality does not square with a “law” that
James designates as “royal.” Many commentators hold that he immediately
proceeds to identify this law, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself” (So
also Keddie, 100)! This is a quotation from the written Torah (Lev. 19:18),
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and appears to be quite apropos since the Torah itself presents it as the backdrop for condemning partiality to the poor and favoritism to the rich (Lev.
19:15). But it also will have been recognized as a quotation from the oral
teaching of Jesus (Mt. 22:37-39), which is picked up in the later NT documents as well (Rom. 13:9; Gal. 5:14). So, this “royal law” should have enjoyed considerable clout among the addressees. The lack of definite article is
said to underscore that James has a specific, a particular, law in mind, while
the designation “royal” indicates that to him it is of the highest quality (Grosheide, 1955, 373-374; Zodhiates, I, 171-172), “the supreme law of love for
his neighbor, the law that comprehends all laws governing one’s relationship
to one’s fellowmen” (Burdick, 180).
However, as other commentators suggest, to restrict it in this context to
Leviticus 19:18, in virtual contrast to the Mosaic Law, is unacceptable (contra
Martin, 67; Laws, 108-109). This would be too “ethereal” and “nebulous”
(Keddie, 101). It is equally questionable to take the “royal law,” designate it
as the “supreme law,” and apply it exclusively to Jesus’ “new commandment
of love.” This would suggest a contrast with the Mosaic Law as well. The
(hasty) clarifying explanation that the “’new law’ ... includes, expands, and
deepens the demands of the ‘old law’” (Martin, 67-68) does not quite remove
the sting of the questionable, in fact, unacceptable, contrast between “old”
and “new.”230
One commentator therefore correctly distances himself from both these
views. According to him, the Greek word for law (nomos) never seems to be
used of a single command, and therefore the royal law must “characterize the
entire will of God for Christians.” While it is inclusive of Jesus’ teaching with
its call to radical obedience, this “does not replace but takes up within it the
demand of God in the Old Testament” (Moo, 1985, 94). However closely associated the royal law may be to Leviticus 19:18c, it is not identical to it (See
also Cheung, 100). In short, the word “royal” simply adds a dimension to
what has been argued already by James in an earlier context (Jam. 1:25), and
is not introduced in subtle (non-nomian) or not so subtle (anti-nomian) hostility to the Law of Moses, inclusive of its core, the Decalogue.
In short, the designation “royal” undoubtedly encompasses the quotation
of Leviticus 19:18.231 But in the present context the reference to the law of
230

Cheung, 93, correctly regards the concept of “a new law,” that would compete with the
Mosaic Law, as more than “dubious.”
231
Both Johnson, 397-398, and Cheung, 101-104, go to great length to show that Leviticus
19, especially 19:9-18, functions as a “small torah (instruction)” that has a sophisticated
structure, is “representative of the basic teachings of the Torah,” is “associated closely with
the second half of the Decalogue,” and “plays an important part in the entire work of James.”
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love is merely a first shot before the bow of the ship of the Church. It is immediately followed by the broadside of the Law of Moses in its fullness with
the Decalogue as its centerpiece (PDavids, 60; Johnson, 230). The context
with its references to the Sixth and Seventh Commandment leaves no doubt
about this (Jam. 2:9-12) (contra Cargal, 117).
All in all, James’ renewed and now “nuanced” introduction of God’s
(Mosaic) law goes ever hand-in-hand with the love dynamics that Jesus also
verbalized in Matthew 22:36-40 and emphasized in John 13:34 (Moo, 1985,
111). To James true obedience is by definition a “celebration of love” (Keddie, 105). This goes a long way to separate it from legalism. At the same
time, and typical of James’ affinity to the Sermon on the Mount, James’ focus
upon God’s (Mosaic) law is also conjoint with the depth perspective that Jesus emphasizes in Matthew 5:20ff (So also Moo, 1985, 94). To James true
obedience is also by definition a full-bodied phenomenon. This goes an
equally long way to distinguish it from the anemic righteousness of the Pharisees.
In sum, all this makes it unconscionable to separate the “royal sum,” the
“perfect substance,” and “the awesome depth” of God’s law of freedom from
each other. Sum (Love), substance (Decalogue), as well as depth (Sermon on
the Mount) should be carried out and must be put in practice. Literally (as in
Lk. 2:39; Rom. 2:27), both sum (Love) and substance (Decalogue) must be
“fulfilled” (Sermon on the Mount), reach their telos, their goal, their “objective of perfection” (Mitton, 90; Moo, 1985, 111), and arrive at their fullness,
their “perfect accomplishment” (Manton, 205).
In the words of one commentator, who impressively and beautifully ties
the various strands and themes together, “The royal law is not to be identified
with the love command as many scholars do, but is substantially the same law
given to Israel through Moses but now summarized as well as fulfilled in the
love command as interpreted through the Jesus tradition” (Cheung, 134; so
also Cranfield, 192). As such it is, first of all, an extension of “the perfect law
of freedom (Jam. 1:25), which (in turn) is an integral part of the Word of truth
(Jam. 1:18--as well as the implanted Word (Jam. 1:21)--through which the
renewed people of God come to be ... Keeping the (Mosaic) law would lead
one into freedom and perfection (Jam. 1:4). This is grounded on the coming
of the kingdom inaugurated by Jesus, bringing a renewed community of
There are links, whether by way of quotation, allusion, or themes between Jam. 2:1-6 and
Lev. 19:15-16; Jam. 2:8c and Lev. 19:18c (LXX); Jam. 2:14-16 and Lev. 19:9-10; Jam. 3:810 / 4:1-3 and Lev. 19:17-18; possibly Jam. 3:13-16 / 4:1-2 and Lev. 19:11; Jam. 4:11 and
Lev. 19:15-16; Jam. 5:1-6 and Lev. 19:13-14; Jam. 5:4 and Lev. 19:13; Jam. 5:9 and Lev.
18b; Jam. 5:12 and Lev. 19:12; and Jam. 5:20 and Lev. 19:17b.
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God’s people into his kingdom. Hence this law is called the royal law.” Furthermore, as such it is also the embodiment of wisdom (Jam. 1:5), to be “acquired through the studying and keeping of the law. Keeping the law shows
that one is wise and understanding. (In short) both wisdom and word/law
serve the same purpose in bringing about the perfection/righteousness demanded by God, the religion that is pure and undefiled (Jam. 1:27)” (Cheung,
160-161).
In conclusion, there is no need for a disjunction at this point. James’
strategy is clear and compelling. In the text he starts out by quoting a single
statement from the Torah. However, soon, in fact, immediately thereafter he
branches out and turns to the multi-faceted Decalogue. This is underscored by
his contention that to transgress the Law on one point is to violate the whole
Law. The notion, therefore, that James would hold to a love-position in isolation of the Decalogue, let alone a non-nomian love-view, is preposterous on
the face of it.232 Obedience simply does not vanish into love as if it were a
“black hole,” but issues forth from it as from a “white hole.”233
232

See also the exposition of Jam. 1:25, where I distinguish between an antinomian, nonnomian, neo-nomian position on the one hand, and a (truly) theo/christo/spiritu-nomic position, on the other. In a rather surprising fashion Zodhiates, I, 178, muses that James particular
law of love possibly encompasses the “entire body of law of Moses” with reference to Deuteronomy 1:17. However, Zodhiates, I, 188, reasons that the “law of liberty” could not be the
Mosaic Law or the Ten Commandments because of their strictness. Exposure to them would
sign the death warrant of anyone exposed to them. This is curious reasoning, to say the least.
For one thing, the “law of love” is equally strict. For another, the law of liberty in this context
functions as the standard and substance of holiness rather than as the taskmaster unto Christ!
Tasker, I, 161, has a better handle on it, “Respect of persons is wholly incompatible with the
royal law, for it is expressly forbidden in one of the subsidiary by which the royal law was
applied in the Mosaic legislation to the various contingencies of life.” In this quotation the
royal law and the Mosaic legislation do not diverge, let alone stand in tension-laden relationship to each other.
233
Cheung, 100, 106-121, argues with reference to Matthew 5:17-48; 19:16-30; and 22:34-40
that the love command is not only the focus of James’ emphasis vis-à-vis the law, or Paul’s
summary of the law in its totality (Rom 13:9), but also directs how “the royal law of liberty
should be kept.” In other words it is a “principle of interpretation” that determines how to derive the particulars of Christian conduct from the Torah. In order to be perfect the Rich Young
Ruler, according to Matthew 19, must meet Jesus’ twofold demand of giving his total allegiance to the Kingdom of God and following him in discipleship. This requires the selling of
his possessions and giving the proceeds to the poor as an “intensification” of the love command of Lev. 19:18. The lawyer in Matthew 22 is told that the double commandment of love
toward God and the neighbor establishes “how all the other commandments are to be interpreted and applied.” They have “hermeneutical priority” over them without displacing them.
And last but not least, in Matthew 5 Jesus calls for a kind of righteousness that exceeds the
Pharisaical type as indispensable for citizens of the Kingdom. In this context he does not simply “restate the Mosaic law.” Nor does he merely “reestablish its meaning.” No, he assumed
total authority as in six antitheses he “internalized ... , intensified ... , radicalized ... , elabo-
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At the same time it is equally regrettable that others have love swallowed up by and vanish into obedience. After all, it is routinely claimed in the
Church that love is (identical to) obedience with a reference to both 1 John
5:2 and 2 John 6. In short, to love is supposed to be the same as to obey!
Every distinction between the two disappears. However, this is an equally serious error. Indeed, when properly understood to love is by implication (!) to
obey (John 14:15). But to obey is not necessarily by implication to love.
Clearly, the two, although they cannot be separated, must be distinguished.
There is a depth perspective here that too frequently has been opposed, overlooked or ignored, as I argue more extensively below. One commentator put
it well, the “love command” is a law in its own right. But while it differs from
all the other commandments, it simultaneously functions as the guiding principle of, and the dynamics behind, the obedience to the law as a whole (Laws,
108). Similarly, the Decalogue contains commandments that stand on their
own two feet. But while they differ from the love command, they function as
the tracks for genuine biblical love, to bring it to its full expression. With this
the biblical complementarity of love and law, so carefully laid out in James,
is fully honored. They are both inseparable from and irreducible to each
other.
At any rate, James refers to the “royal” law. This is, first of all, to be
taken literally. Its royalty is emphasized because it belongs to the King, is derived from the King (See Cranfield, 192, with reference to Mt. 5:35), receives
the imprimatur of the King (Motyer, 97), is promulgated by the King and enjoys the sovereign authority of the King. The dignity of the King is by definition conferred upon his Law-word. It is further emphasized because it governs the realm of the King. The Kingdom of heaven becomes a reality (only)
when the commandments are embraced (Cheung, 97). There is no kingship
without Law (See Deut. 33:4-5). To disregard the latter, through letting law
vanish into love or otherwise, is a matter of rebellion and high treason (Manton, 205-206). According to the message of the Old Covenant Scripture, the
exodus from Egypt indicates that “redemption by the blood of the lamb leads
to responsive obedience – the life-style of the redeemed framed according to
rated ... , recovered the original intention ... , and transcended ... the Jewish interpretations and
applications” of the Mosaic Law that were prevalent in his day. The last antithesis, which focuses upon the true meaning of the love command of Leviticus 19:18 and culminates in the
staggering demand of love for one’s enemies, provides the interpretive key for the very Kingdom righteousness that dwarfs the righteousness of the Pharisees. It is the righteousness that
reflects the irreproachable holiness (Lev. 19:2), the flawless perfection (Mt. 5:48) of God, and
springs forth from an undivided and uncompromising heart that loves God and the neighbor
without holding anything back. In short, it is “obedience to the Torah” as “the imitation of
God,” that is “centered in the love command, and brought to full expression by Jesus in word
and deed. This annihilates the anti-nomian as well as non-nomian error without falling victim
to the hyper-nomian slip-up.
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the law of the Redeemer... In prediction, the New Covenant involves the
writing of God’s law upon our heart (Jer. 31:31-34). This is fulfilled in Jesus
(Heb. 10:15-17), and it is in this spirit that James can call us ... to obey the
royal law (Motyer, 96, with reference to James 2:8).”
However, according to the considerate opinion of many commentators,
the term “royal” appears to have a figurative dimension as well, specifically
when it is combined with the love commandment of Leviticus 19:18. The law
in sum (love) as well as substance (Decalogue) is said to be “royal,” because
in both aspects it is of supreme significance in the Kingdom of God. The
“sum” is “kingly in character and excellence” (Johnson, 230), in that it “governs all other laws concerning human relationships” (Tasker, 60). According
to the concerted testimony of Scripture in the practice of love (the sum) the
law of God (the substance) comes into its own (Mt. 7:12; Rom. 13:8-10; Gal.
5:14). Of course, it could not have done its regal nature as well as prominent
place any harm that Jesus, in whom the Kingdom of God is personified (Lk.
17:21), emphasized its centrality (Mt. 10:19; 22:37-39; Mk. 12:30-31; Lk.
10:27) as well. Furthermore, the substance is “royal,” because in it the law of
love is given its feet, its hands, etc., and so comes to concrete and colorful
expression in the total tapestry of the Kingdom. In short, “the royal law” is
promulgated by the King (of kings), reflects the nature of the King, is fit for a
king, more specifically for kings and priests (Rev. 1:6), and determines the
total range of their Kingdom conduct.234
Scripture insists on this for the benefit of the neighbor! But who is this
neighbor? Not just one’s countryman, one’s fellow tribesman, or one’s comrade in social status! Racism in the broadest sense of the word stands biblically condemned and is definitively “out.” The parable of the Good Samaritan
could not be crisper and clearer. It designates everyone we meet as our neighbor. Even more precisely and enlightening, the wording of the text designates
the Good Samaritan as the neighbor. We are neighbors to everyone we meet
(Lk. 10:29ff). This cuts off every approach based on external prejudicial criteria. Further, Paul describes the neighbor as “the other man” (any other man)
234

Some commentators hold that the word “royal,” basilikos, implies that the “royal law” in
this context is promulgated by God the Father (Laws, 110; Martin, 67). Others think of Christ
as the initiator (Adamson, 115; PDavids, 114; Johnson, 226; Moo, 2000, 109; Cheung, 98-99,
with reference to James 2:1, 7; 2:5 as well as Mt. 19:19; 22:39; Mk. 12:31; Lk. 10: 27; Gal.
6:2). However, there does not seem to be a need for an either/or. Because James is the first
written document in the NT, his reference to Scripture in James 2:8 brings the OT into view.
This favors God. However, since it is not a direct quotation (Cheung, 99, with reference to 1
Cor. 15:3-4), it does not exclude Christ with whose teachings, such as found in the Sermon on
the Mount, James was thoroughly conversant! In short, the royal law is the law of the Kingdom given by the King (and) embodying a set of commandments (such as promulgated by
God) with a special focus on the love commandment (as emphasized by Christ).
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(Rom. 13:8; Gal. 5:14) (Mitton, 91). The formulation is different, but the idea
is identical.
But what is love? And how precisely does it relate to obedience? These
are urgent questions. As has already been observed, but bears summary repetition as well as further expansion at this juncture, according to the 16th century scholar Thomas Manton love has three aspects. Fundamentally, it is a desire to be united with its object. Further, it results in a delight after the union
with its object is achieved. Finally, it is accompanied by a constant stream, a
deluge, of sacrificial giving in order to obtain and maintain that union.
Its model is God himself. First, he desires to be at one with his people
(John 3:16; 17:20-23). Second, he delights in it, when he reaches his objective (Zeph. 3:17). Third, he gives his Son as a ransom for sinners to bring
them into his Presence on the basis of justification through faith in his blood,
and the Spirit as a down payment in the saints to keep them in his Presence in
the process of sanctification. Quite a model!
It is frequently argued in a negative sort of way that love is not an (irrational) emotion, as if there would be any justification for the notion that you
“spontaneously” “fall” in love and just as “spontaneously” “fall” out of it
again. Suddenly it hits you! But equally suddenly it is gone. Bewildering, to
say the least! But what can you do about it? It is, after all, the nature of the
beast (of love)!
Of course, that love is not an irrational emotion is substantially a correct
assessment. But intrinsically it is at the same time a questionable, in fact,
meaningless statement. For one thing, it says virtually nothing, because there
are no “irrational emotions.” Every emotion has a rational base. But for another, it is seriously, if not dangerously, deficient. It obscures the fact that
love is an emotion, just like hatred, joy, etc. Since emotions originate in God,
and are an essential part of the image of God in man, no one should look
down upon them. It is customary to pontificate, “You cannot trust your emotions.” Of course, this is true as far as it goes. But "you cannot trust your intellect (or your will)" either!
Ironically, in the “put down” of emotions, it is usually affirmed by unspoken implication that the mind has a leg up on the emotions. “Don’t trust
your emotions! Be rational (for a change)!” However, if the image of God is
man’s spirituality, and man’s spirituality is man’s non-materiality, as I will
argue more fully below, the human emotionality is just as much a part of it as
the human intellect and the human will. God has an intellect, a will, and
emotions. Therefore, so has man! To bad-mouth human emotionality is therefore to bad-mouth God. This incidentally has routinely been done throughout
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the history of the Church under the influence of Greek philosophy, victimized
by the apostate notion of the ultimacy of the intellect. Affections in God?
Preposterous! It could not be ... but only according to an empty and deceitful
philosophical model (Col. 2:8)! Human emotions are God-created and Godbestowed. Naturally, they can be messed up. In fact, they have been ever
since the fall. But so have the intellect and the will. The effects of sin are allpervasive, emotional, volitional, as well as noetic! In short, as a created endowment emotions can, and should be, cause for nothing but thanksgiving.
The fact that an emotion is a “reality” that “sets in motion” only can underscore this. Lots of things would remain undone, were it not for emotions.
Besides, all Christians should rejoice (emotion!) that God loved them with an
everlasting love. He was very “emotional” about them from before the foundation of the world. It set him in motion to predestine them (Rom. 8:28)!
It is further argued positively that love is an action, such as obedience.
As I argued already, this is also questionable. Love acts, to be sure, but is not
to be equated with action. In boot camp the drill sergeant is invariably
obeyed, but just as invariably far from loved, if not outright “hated.” Quite
apparently to obey is not to love! There is more to love than just “bare” action. Besides, if it were, James could never talk about the “royal law” of love,
a law to be distinguished, although not to be separated, from all other laws
that demand action.
In conclusion, to insist that love is not an emotion, but an action is tantamount to sending Christians in the “field of battle” with both hands tied behind their back, one hand firmly, and the other a little more loosely. Love is
an emotion, and although action flows forth from love, it is not to be identified with it. This ties the first hand. Further, since action (“deluge”) is one
third of the essence of love, the second hand is tied for two thirds! All this
leaves Christians only with one third of one hand to do combat! At any rate,
the difference between this and the triad of “desire”, “delight” and “deluge”
can hardly be missed!
At this point it should be quite evident why partiality does not square
with love. It does not quite show a desire to become “one” with the object of
such mistreatment. Nor is there any delight on the horizon, let alone a deluge
of giving before and after the union. In fact, since the complete opposite of
this threefold love is manifest, partiality is an acute form of hatred! In short,
the law of love is trampled under foot by a type of conduct that seemed to be
prevalent in the assemblies of God’s people, not just in the courtroom during
an adjudication process. In a colorful fashion one commentator likens love to
the absorbent paper placed upon dirty spots in a garment by a tailor. When a
hot iron presses the paper onto the spots, they disappear. Similarly love is
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wholesome and displays healing power. It deviates from the usual order of
ordinary grammar: “I, you, and he.” Instead it insists on the pattern “He
(God), you (the neighbor), and (self-denying) ‘i’” (See Zodhiates, I, 173).
When this “grammar” (and self-denying “small print”) prevails, partiality
vanishes as snow before the sun.
Furthermore, all this justifies branding snobbish partiality or evil favoritism as sin! As if he were not sufficiently clear, James adds the appositional
phrase, “you stand convicted by the law as transgressors” (Mitton, 92; see
also 1 John 3:4). But that, of course, raises a question. How does he make this
stick? How could he convince his readers of the propriety of this charge? This
is the subject of the next section. “The personified Law itself” takes center
stage and “points its accusing finger” (PDavids, 61). James moves on from
partiality as inimical to Love (sum) to partiality as condemned by the Decalogue (substance).

(2) Argument from Law (2:9-11)
James’ second argument is from the Decalogue as the substance or content of
God’s law. He drives this point home by bringing two of its commandments
as well as the Decalogue as a whole into the picture. Partiality constitutes a
sin, because the law exposes and convicts it as a transgression. This is not a
“surprising” change of subject from the foregoing. Neither does it merely
make another, unrelated, point, by turning the attention of the readers to the
wider implications of the transgression of a single commandment (Laws,
108), namely Leviticus 19:18 (Johnson, 231). No, James’ argument, which
aims to underscore the seriousness and the guilt of the sin of partiality, goes
well beyond this! His argument, in which the whole law comes into view and
is brought to bear upon the apparently prevailing practice of sinful favoritism,
contains three steps.
The first step is his thesis that the law of God is a unit, “woven of one
cloth,” and that therefore an offense against the law on one point, is by definition an offense against the law in its totality. “If I stub my toe ... my whole
body hurts” (Kistemaker, 82). “When we throw a brick through a window, it
strikes only one place but it fragments the whole” (Motyer, 99). James’
wording does not imply that the sin against one particular implies a sin
against all the particulars of the law, and, consequently, that such transgression makes one liable to the punishments specified for all (other) transgressions. No, the meaning is that one cannot sin against one aspect of the law in
isolation from the rest of the law (Laws, 112), just as one cannot step across a
fence, which is placed around a garden, without stepping outside all of the
garden, or need to fall off a tightrope repeatedly to fall off it at all (Keddie,
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103). To qualify as a criminal, one has to break only one law (Barclay, 81).
One does not need to be programmatically disobedient across the board to
qualify as disobedient. Ironically, even occasional or partial disobedience will
do! As one commentator aptly stated, “to sin against the dignity and authority
of the whole law” is to despise and “actually to break every part of it” (Manton, 213).
“The unity of the law, with the corollary that it had to be observed in its
entirety, was a widely held notion” (Moo, 1985, 95, with reference to Mt.
5:19; Gal. 3:10; 5:13). The willful violation of one part of the law reflects
contempt for the whole, just as an all too potent punch that connects with the
chin of an opponent knocks him out altogether. After all, each individual
commandment is not just a separate entity, but an integral part of an indivisible whole. This calls believers to display tender, meticulous as well as complete and uninterrupted surrender to the law in all its details (Lk. 1:6; Acts
13:22). It only requires “a little poison in a cup, and one leak in a ship (balloon!)” to spell “ruin.” Therefore every least bit of poison must be neutralized, and every smallest leak repaired. In fact, in terms of their eternal consequences there are no little bits of poison or small leaks! All “poison” is deadly
and must be placed under the blood of Christ (1 John 2:1) and all leaks are
destructive and must be stopped by the Spirit of Christ (Rom 8:1-4). It also
alerts any and all believers (“whosoever”), no matter who they are (Grosheide, 1955, 374; Zodhiates, I, 182), to the danger of departmentalizing and
minimizing their sins. As if an occasional pothole, an infrequent bump in the
roadbed of their lives, a casual sin of commission, a rare sin of omission, are
no more than sporadic hiccups that simply come with life and are nothing to
worry about!
James insists that they are all derailments that jeopardize the train of
their lives from reaching its destination, unless it gets back on track and foregoes all those sins that leave the orbit of the law and make the perpetrators
liable to the judgment. Any dirt soils a white garment, and must end up at the
cleaners for treatment. Any moth hole mars a garment, and must be mended
by the seamstress (See Zodhiates, I, 183-185). Past sins cannot be covered or
balanced by present obedience, neither present sins by future obedience. Past
sins need forgiveness and present obedience (Manton, 213, 215-216). All this
implies that while sin against one commandment is not a sin against a second,
or third, commandment, nevertheless obedience to each commandment
should be pursued from the heart and to the hilt in order not to sin against the
whole law (Kistemaker, 82)! After all, the royal, majestic, law of liberty as a
reflection of the very nature of God is a unit (Moo, 1985, 96).
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Ultimately, of course, “the organic unity and wholeness of the law,”
which precipitates James’ warning, “is found in its author and guarantor” as
“the one (and only) Lawgiver” (Jam. 4:12) (Chueng, 123). Since God is one,
the law is a unit! Therefore to violate (any aspect of) the law is to violate the
law as a unit by virtue of the one Lawgiver!235 This is only underscored by
the fact that “the law of God reveals the nature of God. The brilliance of the
diamond reflects the perfection of the holy God himself. The whole diamond
is the law; the individual facets are the commandments” (Motyer, 100).
One commentator perceptively brings up the fact that everyone, as is
demonstrated by Achan (possessions), Solomon (women), Ananias and Sapphira (security), Demas (the world), the rich young ruler (riches), to mention
only a few, has his or her own particular and individual vulnerability, and at
times even fatal flaw. To succumb to it just one time at one occasion is to become an instant sinner and lawbreaker. “It takes only one mistake in working
out a mathematical problem to ruin the whole calculation. It takes only one
sin to make a person guilty” (Phillips, 76-77).236
It also paves the way to the second step, namely his insistence that the
sin of murder in no way takes the back seat to the sin of adultery. In the footsteps of Jesus (Mt. 5:17-19) and Paul (Gal. 3:5) (Kistemaker, 83) James refuses to value one commandment over the other. All the commandments must
be kept equally and unreservedly not to be guilty of transgression against the
law. James may well be militating against a popular opinion that seems to be
perennial. Somehow the sin against the Seventh Commandment always
weighs heavier than the sin against any of the other commandments. Be that
as it may, from the perspective of the lawgiver there is no material difference.
Both murder and adultery equally violate the will of his command (1 Pet.
2:15; 1 Thess. 4:3; 5:18). God is of “purer eyes than to behold evil, and cannot look on iniquity” (Hab. 1:13), of whatever kind! The former is just as
much heinous an offense as the latter (Lev. 24:17; Deut. 19:13; 22:22). No
wonder that Jesus also condemns both in the same breath (Mt. 5:21-28).
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At this juncture Cheung, 123, once more makes it crystal clear that “The whole law is still
valid for the messianically renewed community. It is the law that God, the Lawgiver and
Judge has instituted. Substantially, this law is not in any way different from the Mosaic Law,
but as to its significance and application, it is the royal law or the perfect law of liberty as
summarized, interpreted and fulfilled through the love command.” Incidentally, because it
takes only one sin to make a person guilty, the Christian does, should, and must, repent of his
particular sins particularly!
236
However, Phillips, 76, is less perceptive when he identifies James’ weakness as “his infatuation with the Mosaic law and his inability to get beyond it.” Frankly, this is a surprising
faux-pas in an otherwise excellent commentary. But it is no less an unconscionable attack
upon God’s infallible Word in that it (brazenly?) opposes and rejects a core element of James’
message. With this he comes close to “out-Luthering” Luther!
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If James uses criticism of a popular opinion to make his point, his explanation would account for the order in which the Sixth and the Seventh Commandments are introduced. It is part of a logical argument. Incidentally, one
does not need to find the solution in the sequence in which these Commandments are presented in the Greek LXX (Johnson, 233; Martin, 69-70; Tasker,
61-62). This would be both a polite and clumsy way to imply that James’ order does not serve a purpose, would be basically a random shot in the dark,
and would neither have, nor be in need of, an explanation.
The third step is his conclusion that, since any sin is a lack of conformity
to, or a transgression of the law of God (1 John 3:4), murder is a transgression
of the law as well.
It cannot but be asked what James tries to accomplish with this triad of
steps. Well, in a stripped down form the following syllogism appears to come
into view. Partiality is a transgression of the law. The sin of murder is a
transgression of the law. Therefore, partiality is a form of murder (See Nystrom, 122, for the same conclusion).
In other words, partiality, which from the Greek appears to be a habitual
practice, rather than an occasional slip or two (Zodhiates, I, 173) flies in the
face, not only of “love,” but also of “law,” specifically the Sixth Commandment! In order to show that this is not as far-fetched as it may seem (Laws,
112!) the following will serve as a graphic image to drive James’ truth home
in heart and life. During the height of the racial tensions in the South, two
black women, intrigued by a Gospel presentation in their University by a local pastor, got involved in a discussion with him, and at his invitation decided
to visit his assembly on the following Sunday. However, they were denied
entrance for racial reasons by one of the officers in the Church, and deprived
of the opportunity of worship, unbeknownst to the pastor. This constituted
partiality in its grossest form, since the Gospel was at stake! When this came
to light, the question was, of course, raised how to deal with both the issue
and the official.
Well, James provides the model. First, such treatment does not make
“sanctified sense.” Sooner or later Christians or prospective Christians would
be denied entrance. Further, it violates the law of love, and constitutes a form
of hatred. Third, it goes against the grain of the law of God, specifically the
Sixth Commandment. Consequently, it is a form of murder. These two
women could easily have vowed never to darken the door of an “evangelical”
Church again. The final verdict, therefore, should be that the Church official,
taken all three counts together, made himself liable to ecclesiastical censure,
and ultimately, upon refusal to repent and make tearful amends, to excommunication!
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All in all, James urges his readers to “show and tell.” They must forcefully speak out against the sin of partiality, and unmistakably model its opposite, a fully impartial treatment of everyone reflecting both God and Christ!
But there is one additional step to take, one more argument to go. This
only adds to the rationale for informing the Church official that he is not beyond excommunication. James reminds his readers in the next section that
they should ever operate in word and in deed in the framework, the context,
of the “law of freedom,” because that very law will also be the framework
and context of their own judgment (Laws, 116). Incidentally, only the judgment insures “that every moment of our lives is filled with the richest significance” (Mitton, 96).

(3) Argument from Judgment (2:12-13)
This section is based on the premise that “people are appointed to die once,
and then to face judgment” (Heb. 9:27). This is an awesome reality that gives
perspective and hopefully substance to the totality of life. At that occasion
God’s “law of freedom” will have the last word, whether a grim or a bright
word. All men will be judged according to their words (Mt. 12:26, 35-36) and
their works (Eccl. 12:13-14; Acts 17:31; Rev. 20:12), and in the process will
have to pass the “bar of the law.” More precisely, they will have to pass “the
bar of the law of freedom,” when all secrets will be exposed (Rom. 2:13)
(Manton, 219).237 This is the Law of Moses, but, as will be summarily stated
once more below, without the symbolical and penal regulations. It is called
the law of freedom because to live its content spells freedom from Satan, self,
sin, hate, and destruction, as well as freedom to God, the neighbor, holiness,
love, and prosperity. Elsewhere it is called “the Law of Christ” (Gal. 6:2), not
because it has a different content, as some mistakenly maintain, but because
in the NT the Law of Moses comes to expression and manifestation in all its
fullness (Mt. 5:17ff), its love and its holiness, its Gospel motivation and its
Gospel scope, in the person of Christ (PDavids, 62). It could also be designated as “the Law of the Spirit” (2 Cor. 3:3), not, once again, because it is
antithetical to the Law of Moses, but because in the NT that very law is not
“merely” written outwardly on tablets of stone, but internally on tablets of
human hearts by the Holy Spirit (See also Heb. 8:10). It is the substance of
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Cheung, 269-270, argues that “law and (final) judgment go together,” with reference to
Mt. 12:37; 16:27; Rom. 2:12; 14:10; 1 Cor. 3:15; 4:5; 2 Cor. 5:10; Col. 1:22; Phil 1:10; Heb
6:9-10. He also argues that the inviolability of the place and function of the law is assured because “monotheism is (its) formal principle,” with reference to James 4:10-11. In short, the
“oneness” of God, which we also encounter in James 2:19, determines the “oneness” of the
law. This, in turn, guarantees its place and function in the judgment.
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“the implanted word, ‘written on the heart,’ that has the power to save us”
(Moo, 1985, 98, with reference to Jam. 1:21).238
As such it forms the only acceptable framework for all speech and action, as well as the agent in the final judgment that everyone can expect to
meet. The specific speech and action in this context pertains to the despicable
sin of partiality. It must be eradicated by word and in deed or ... it spells
judgment! In short, “the law of freedom” either serves to set free from (the
heinous) sin (of partiality) or it does not. In the former case freedom from sin
spells freedom from the penalty of sin. In the latter case slavery to sin prevails and the liability to the punishment attached to such slavery kicks in by
definition. The threat of the judgment could not have been formulated any
stronger. Everyone must appear before the judgment seat (2 Cor. 5:10) to face
God’s law. At that pivotal juncture in our personal history we will either have
mirrored God’s law, spelling freedom from sin, and hear words of undeserved
mercy, “Well done, good and faithful servant: Enter into the joy of your
master” (Mt. 25:23; 34-40)! Or we will have treated God’s law as inoperative
and dead capital, spelling “free” from holiness (See Rom. 6:20 for this phraseology), and be told in words of fully deserved judgment, “Evil and lazy
servant: Depart from me, you accursed, into the eternal fire” (Mt. 25: 41-45;
see also Mt. 18:21-35).
In the OT already, to despise Moses’ law is to be put to death without
mercy on the testimony of two or three witnesses! How much greater punishment does a person deserve who in blatant disregard of God’s holy law has
contempt for the Son of God by whom that law comes to its most glorious
manifestation, and insults the Spirit of grace through whom that law comes to
its most glorious implementation (Heb. 10:28-29)?
Therefore, if the law is the standard of judgment at that crucial point in
time, let the believers face it here and now before it is too late. In case all
confidence vanishes in the present, it will be no different when confronted by
Christ at his return, holding up the law as a mirror to show everyone “what he
looks like.” One commentator reminds us that “the works of the wicked” will
prove to be “produced as the merit of their ruin” and “the equity of their
wages” (Rom. 6:23a). He further reminds us that an “inward dunghill reeks
and sends forth its stench,” that “a stinking breath argues corrupt longs,” and
that “putrid and rank speeches come from a foul heart” (Manton, 221, 225).
This is strong language, but it puts the despicable sin of partiality, and all
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See also Phillip Hughes, Second Corinthians (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1962), 89-90, who makes the very same argument in commenting on 2 Corinthians 3:1ff. The contrast in this chapter is not between the law and the Spirit, but between the
law written on stone (by the finger of God) and the law written on the heart (by the Spirit).
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other gross transgressions of God’s law for that matter, in well-deserved perspective.
Against this backdrop James’ message lights up. It is abundantly evident
that it requires sheer mercy to reflect the holiness that it takes to pass the
judgment. It takes mercy to get to the point of loving anticipation of the day
of Christ’s appearing (2 Tim. 4:8). This allows for only one conclusion and
one course of action. Freely you have received, freely you give! “The recipient of mercy should likewise be merciful” (Burdick, 181). The mercy that has
turned you around and secured for you the pathway of life must be passed on
to folks who experience the same condition of potential doom that you did at
one time. Since God’s mercy was and is limitless, it only stands to reason that
we display the same mercy, and do not make the grievous error of curtailing
ourselves in this regard (Mt. 5:6).
In other words, if one’s deliberate speech and action does not comport
with the evangelical thrust of the law of liberty, that is, if for lack of mercy
their net effect is sin and destruction, rather than holiness and prosperity (as
in Jam. 2:2-4), retaliation rather than mercy can be anticipated (Rom. 2:6; 1
Cor. 3:8), when facing the Judge of the whole earth (Gen. 18:25; Ps. 75:7;
Acts 10:42; 2 Cor. 5:10). “Judgment is merciless to the one who has shown
no mercy” (Martin, 71). In short, condemnation will be meted out to anyone
who does not show mercy of any and all sorts, whether pitying mercy, forgiving mercy or relieving mercy, whenever and wherever these are called for
(Mt. 18:23-35; 23:1, 14; 25:41-46a; John 7:53-8:11).239 On the other hand,
when mercy is in evidence in our day to day dealings with our neighbor, reflective of the experienced mercy flowing forth from the cross, the resurrection and the ascension of Christ, then, and only then, may there be confidence
in the face of God’s judgment that mercy will prevail (Ps. 18:25-26; Hos. 6:6;
Mt. 5:7; 6:14-15; 18:23-25, 35; 25:39-40).
This interpretation seems preferable to the one in which God’s mercy,
upon encountering evidences of human mercy (Manton, 193), is said to override his own judgment by virtue of the cross on which the demands of his
justice are fully met. It is undoubtedly true that only “Calvary and the great,
eternal acquittal” can be the basis for the display of divine mercy that “wins
the day before the judgment-seat” (Motyer, 104), and “tips the balance in
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Incidentally, this undoubtedly provides a rationale for ecclesiastical censures, ultimately
inclusive of excommunication, first of all, in cases of gross partiality, but then also by implication in cases of any and all sins that are comparable in seriousness or magnitude. In fact, it
serves as a compelling, ironclad, rationale. It is also an act of compassion to bind on people’s
hearts what they can anticipate in the Judgment in prayerful hope that it will produce repentance.
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man’s favor” (Laws, 117). However, it makes more sense in this context that
man’s mercy is declared the necessary avenue that leads to the exhibition of
God’s mercy. The Cross of Christ is invariably the cause to the effect of such
exhibition, but man’s mercy just as invariably the means to this triumphant
end. Now James’ words can be taken as a heartwarming encouragement as
well as an incentive. Look how gloriously God rewards the purposeful display of man’s mercy (Mt. 5:7), however imperfect at times (Mt. 5:7; see also
Moo, 1985, 98). It “crows over judgment” (translation Motyer, 104). At the
same time, take note as well by implication, how grimly he despises the lack
of it! Of course, this is far removed from a “carrot” and “stick” approach, as
if man’s obedience could ever function as a cause to an effect! At any rate,
the syntactical change from the second to the third person indicates that
James’ message is a general principle (Laws, 118) (See once more Mt. 6:1415, and 18:23-35).
In short, God is merciless toward the merciless. But if there is mercy
(eleos) in outspoken sacrificial evidence (Mt. 5:7; 18:23ff; 25:41ff), then
there need to be no fear for the judgment (Grosheide, 1955, 375). God freely
grants mercy, and he expects us to imitate him. Rahab did, and the mercy she
displayed in helping to save the lives of the two spies immediately triumphs
over justice. It insures her survival, when all of Jericho is destroyed, and with
this survival a place in the genealogy of Christ. James’ words contain an awesome universal principle, indeed! Of course, all this does not exclude that in
the story of Rahab God’s mercy encapsulated her mercy, and therefore had
the ultimate say (Kistemaker, 85).
But what is mercy? Together with God’s love, grace, liberality, patience,
and faithfulness, it manifests the tapestry of God’s overwhelming goodness
(Ps. 119:68). Short definitions of these perfections should provide us with a
glimpse of that goodness.
God’s love is his goodness in restoring union and communion to rebellious creatures (Eph. 2:4-6). (For its sovereignty, see Deut. 7:7-8, and Rom.
9:19; for its scope, John 3:16; for its objects, John 10:15; John 17:2, 9; for its
perpetuity, Jer. 31:3; for its effectiveness, Rom. 8:34-39; for its source, 1
John 4:19: for its nature, Jer. 32:38-40, Rom. 5:8, and 1 John 4:17.)
God’s grace is his goodness in bridging the rift of sin to undeserving
creatures (Eph. 2:8-9). (For its starting point, see 2 Tim. 1:9; for its freeness,
Rom. 3:24; for its sovereignty, Ex. 33:19; for its scope, 1 Cor. 6:9-11.)
God’s liberality is his goodness in bountifully providing for all His
creatures (Ps. 145:15-16). (For its purpose, see Rom. 2:4; for its pattern, Mt.
5:44.)
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God’s patience is his goodness in delaying the punishment of the offending
creature (Nah. 1:2-3). (For its purpose, see 2 Pet. 3:9; for its pattern, Col. 3:12.)
God’s faithfulness is his goodness in dealing predictably with his “trying” creatures (Deut. 7:9). (For its standard, see Jer. 18:7-10; Ps. 119:138; 1
Thess. 5:23; Heb. 10:23; for its ground, Ps. 36:5; 89:36-37; for its graciousness, 2 Tim. 2:13; for its toughness, Ps. 119:75; for its encouragement, Ps.
37:34; 40:1; Isaiah 30:18; 40:31.)
Finally, God’s mercy is his goodness in relieving the misery of perishing
creatures (Lk. 10:37; 18:13). (For its greatness, see Psalm 57:10; for its sovereignty, Ex. 33:19, for its perpetuity, Ps. 103:17; 136:1ff, for its pattern, Jam.
2:13.) To show mercy is more than just to share or care, to extend a helping
hand or show a compassionate heart. It is always extended in “terminal”
cases. Failure to do so invariably means that “the end” is inevitable, however
defined. It is to rescue a drowning man or woman, in whatever area, at whatever time, in whatever way, and for whatever reason, from gloom and doom,
from despair and destruction, including terminal pity parties and suicide. The
fact that we are daily invited to come boldly to the throne of grace to obtain
“mercy” is telling (Heb. 4:16). It spells out our condition, even as saints, as
James explains at length in James 3:1-4:11. Without ever continuing mercy in
the framework of sanctification we would still perish.
This clinches the matter at hand. The least anyone, who continuously
does and must plead for mercy can do, is to display mercy. Specifically, the
consideration, “Shall it be mercy or judgment for me in the end,” is not just
an added, but the concluding, and clinching incentive to shun partiality irrevocably with regard to all people, in all circumstances, and at all times.
It is telling that in the present scenario both the “rich” and the “poor” are
viewed as terminal cases that require mercy! This makes eminent sense. After
all, a slighting of the poor may embitter them to the point that they never turn
to a Gospel preaching community again, while the rich may end up with such
a feeling of smug sufficiency that they will never taste the need for the Gospel! In James’ illustration both the ostentatious “gentleman” and the shabby
“tramp” were in need of “mercy,” in fact, the former even more so than the
latter, and both were deprived of it.240 Come to think about it, the treatment of
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Cheung, 117-119, points out that for some scholars, such as N. T. Wright, “the mercy
code” replaces the “holiness code” in Jesus teaching, and presumably in James as well. He
rejects this, however, as an exaggeration of the inclusiveness of mercy, because there is “simultaneously an intensification of the demand of the Torah.” To Cheung, mercy in Scripture
is not a “black hole” in which holiness disappears. “It is nevertheless true,” he adds, “that love
and mercy become for Jesus (as well as James) the true form of holiness, in contrast with establishing holiness by ritual cleansing and setting boundaries between clean and unclean peo-
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both was callous to a staggering degree. Both could end up in hell, the rich
man because of “untreated” pride and presumption, the poor man because of
“fueled” resentment and bitterness. At least, this is the perspective that James
5:1-11 adds to the present picture, as we shall see in due time.
It should not be necessary to emphasize that only broken hearts can
plumb the depth of mercy received and therefore function as a source of
mercy given. Clearly once a heart breaks and turns into a fountain, the stream
of mercy will flow constantly. All in all, (only) genuine recipients of continuing mercy will (can) turn into genuine propagators of continuing mercy.
his concludes the analysis of James’ four arguments against discriminating
partiality, the argument from sanctified sense, from the law of love, from the
Decalogue, and from mercy in anticipation of the coming Judgment.

Topical Focus # 11: Place and Function of Case laws
It will pay off to analyze James’ manner of tackling “a ticklish issue” of his day more
in depth, so as to determine whether it, indeed, furnishes us with a model that we can
apply in our day. After all, issues, such as James encountered in his day, are only too
common, and often too perplexing. It appears that James can be of great help, once we
recognize that he himself follows an existing biblical model. This can be found in
Deuteronomy as well as in Exodus for that matter.
In this book it is shown that the Old Testament law-complex consists of two aspects, the “Constitution” and the “Application of the Constitution.” The constitution
consists of the Ten Covenant Words, or the Ten Commandments. This is the fundamental law, and, indeed, resembles a constitution of a modern country. The application
of the constitution makes up the remainder of the law-complex. This is the case law!
The following outline of Deuteronomy, initially suggested by B. Holwerda in the
1950’s in his lectures on the Historia Revelationis, is given in support of this.
I.
II.

PreambleCovenant Spokesman
Historical Setting: Recent Covenant History

(1:1)
(1:2-4:49)

ple. For Jesus the neighbor is concretely the tax collector, prostitute, debtors, sinner, the sick
and demon possessed. The deeds of love are a.o. table fellowship, forgiveness of sins, release
of debt, almsgiving, healing and exorcism.” I am appreciative of Cheung’s cautionary words
that holiness is not swallowed up by mercy. Still I wish to express some dismay about his
equating holiness with ritual cleansing ands setting boundaries between clean and unclean
people. Biblical holiness is nothing of the sort. With it Cheung puts up a straw man and ends
up, somewhat uncharacteristically, I would say, with a tilt toward mercy at the expense of holiness. Holiness and mercy, mercy and holiness are complementary concepts. Neither one
should be reduced to the other. In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus speaks just as adamantly
against murder (hatred) and adultery (lust), as he does for forgiveness and almsgiving. On
both counts the believer must transcend the righteousness of the Pharisees. One should not
create a disjunction where there is none!
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III. Stipulations: Prescribed Covenant life
1. The Covenant Constitution: Ten Commandments
2. The Covenant Application : The Case laws
a. Exposition of the First Covenant Word
b. Exposition of the Second Covenant Word
c. Exposition of the Third Covenant Word
d. Exposition of the Fourth Covenant Word
e. Exposition of the Fifth Covenant Word
f. Exposition of the Sixth Covenant Word
g. Exposition of the Seventh Covenant Word
h. Exposition of the Eighth Covenant Word
i. Exposition of the Ninth Covenant Word
j. Exposition of the Tenth Covenant Word
IV. Ratification Covenant sanctions
V. Succession Covenant Continuity

(5:1-26:19)
(5:1-33)
(6:1-26:19)
(6:1-11:32)
(12:1-13:18)
(14:1-29)
(15:1-16:17)
(16:18-18:22)
(19:1-22:12)
(22:13-23:14)
(23:15-24:15)
(24:16-25:19)
(26:1-19)
(27:1-30:20)
(31:1-34:12)

This outline indicates the architecture of the Mosaic Law. The Ten Words, written
down by God himself, are systematically applied in a number of ways and to a number
of areas.
A comparison with Exodus, which also presents the constitution (Ex. 20:1-17)
and its application (Ex. 21:1-23:19), indicates that the constitution remains the same,
even if the Fourth Commandment carries an additional rationale in Deuteronomy 5.
However, the case laws appear subject to change. While their substance remains anchored in the Decalogue, their fresh cutting edge mirrors the ever developing circumstances. In this way their relevance is always insured. The progression from Exodus to
Deuteronomy is a case in point. The case law in Exodus 21:1-23:19 also exposits the
Decalogue, although in a much less sophisticated manner and not in the customary order (Ex. 21:1-11; Commandment V, 21:12-36: Commandment VI; Ex. 22:1-15: Commandment VII; Ex. 22:16-31: Commandment VIII; Ex. 23:1-9: Commandment IX;
Ex. 23:10-12: Commandment IV; Ex. 23:13: Commandment I; Ex. 23:14-18: Commandment II; Ex. 23:19: Commandment III). A comparison with the corresponding
expositions of the Decalogue in Deuteronomy will nevertheless show a remarkable
parallel in subject matters. At any rate, Exodus is typically applicable to the conditions
that prevail in the desert, and would prove to be a guide and guard for forty years.
Deuteronomy reflects the new conditions that the Israelites are about to face in Canaan
in short order, and as a result of that is much more elaborate. Supposedly they were
there to stay.
Incidentally, this tapestry with the distinction between constitution and case laws
does not favor a sharp division of moral, political and symbolical laws as independent,
separate entities. They are all woven together. At the same time, it does not preclude
that specifically the case laws have symbolical and political aspects that do not belong
to the constitution, and may therefore be temporary in character. All these elements
should be taken into account in determining the function of the law vis-à-vis the future
NT realities and the place of the law in the present NT times.
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All this helps explain the relationship the OT sustains to the NT in terms of its
abiding value for, its recognition by and its use in the NT. As I already indicated
above, but presently explain at greater length, it is determined by (1) the substantial
focus, (2) the methodological objective, (3) the preparational transition, and (4) the instructional value of the OT in general and of the law in particular.
(1) Substantially the focus of the OT/law, is upon obedience to God (Deut. 32:47;
Jer. 31:33; Ezek. 35:27; Rom. 10a; Heb. 8:10), and insists that it spells “life” (Deut.
32:47). It is hardly surprising, therefore, that in its substantive implementation it is the
permanent crowning piece of the New Covenant (Heb. 10:16).
(2) Methodologically the objective of the OT/law is to expose man’s sin (Rom.
3:20; 7:7), in fact, to stir it up (Rom. 7:9; Gal. 3:19), and exhibits that it spells “death”
(Rom. 6:23). The lasting character of the constitution, the Ten Commandments, guarantees that this message never goes away.
(3) Preparationally the OT/law points to the transition from old to new covenant,
from sin to holiness, from a ministry of death to a ministry of life (2 Cor. 3:7-8), as
specifically but not exclusively indicated by the sacrificial legislation. From this perspective it is hardly surprising that the symbolical and political laws, especially the
death penalties, are principially temporary (Acts 10:9-16; Gal. 2:3-5; Heb. 10:24-31).
As has been argued already, the symbols are the transitional shadows that point to substance. This applies both to the blood sacrifices, which point to the substance of justification, and to the separation laws, which point to the substance of sanctification. The
death penalties are the “scaffolding” of Old Testament Israel, which by definition was
“a mixed multitude,” for the specific purpose to keep the old covenant Church reasonably pure. (The State polices the Church.) They are part of the old covenant and
need not to be practiced any more. The old covenant has come to an end (Gal. 3:23ff;
4:21ff; Heb. 8:7, 13)! The new covenant presents us with the substance of justification
and sanctification in Christ and the Holy Spirit. Besides, the new covenant calls for
excommunication in stead of the death penalties (1 Cor. 5:1-5; Heb. 10:26-27). (The
Church can and must now police itself, and no longer needs the State.) Of course,
murder is a matter of the Noahic covenant, and still requires the death penalty (Gen.
9:6), to be executed by the civil magistrates (Rom. 13:4).
(4) Instructionally the OT/law presents universal principles and patterns, that are
applicable to all people in all places and at all times. This includes the constitution of
the Decalogue, which is of lasting character (Rom. 13:9; see also Linnemann, Biblical
Criticism, 10) as well as the case laws, which are versatile and adapt the principles and
patterns of the Decalogue to new situations in fresh applications. While the Ten Commandments are principially permanent, the case laws are practically temporary. They
change with the conditions. They cannot be practiced in the New Covenant when different conditions prevail. But their principles and patterns can be re-applied in analogous circumstances, just as the OT stipulation of a fence on a flat roof as part of the
obedience to the Sixth Commandment (Deut. 22:8) finds its modern day counterpart in
city ordinances that require fences around swimming pools.
In summary, in the New Covenant, which is personified in Christ (Is. 42:6) and
personalized by the Spirit (Is. 59:21), the “shadows” (symbolic regulations) and the
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“scaffolding” (political regulations) of the Old Covenant are replaced by the substance
of the New Covenant, promised by the Father in terms of regeneration, justification
and sanctification (Ezek. 36:26, 25, 27). At the same time the substance of the Old
Covenant, holiness in general, as embodied in the Ten Commandments, and practical
godliness in particular, as presented in terms of concrete case laws, is implemented in
the New Covenant (Heb. 8:10; 10:16), so that God is now worshipped in the beauty of
both holiness in general, and practical godliness in particular.
Returning once again to James let me summarize what has been argued. The issue of partiality is an old issue, but “in a new garb,” not faced in that same way in the
OT. This raises the question as to how he tackles it. Basically, he constructs a new
case law as an extrapolation of the Sixth Commandment. It appears that this may, indeed, should function as a model for NT practice in the face of new situations or new
conditions. The first step is an analysis that takes place in the light of sanctified sense.
What are the practical implications of a certain behavior? The second step is the application of the law of love to the situation. Would you like to be treated as you treat others? The third step is the introduction of one of the Ten Commandments. Either practical godliness or practical ungodliness will either be in evidence or emerge as the bottom line. The fourth step is a reminder that in anticipation of the judgment to come the
practice of mercy is a given. This will produce “the fear of God,” and therewith great
care in conduct.
The book of Leviticus, with its laws of the sacrifices, fits in quite well with this
emphasis upon holiness of life. These laws correspond with the three divisions of Exodus, (1) The Exodus (proper): Deliverance through Blood (1-18), (2) The Covenant:
Holiness of Life (19-24), and (3) The Tabernacle: Fellowship with God (25-40). The
sacrifices consist of (1) Sin/trespass offerings (corresponding to the deliverance from
Egypt), (2) Burnt/meal offerings (corresponding to consecration of life in the covenant), and (3) Peace offerings (corresponding to the fellowship with God).
It is interesting to note that holiness of life is central in both Exodus and Leviticus. Holiness in the covenant is the centerpiece in Exodus. Deliverance through blood
(Justification!) leads up to it, and fellowship in the sanctuary (Glorification!) flows
forth from it. Without obedience, the deliverance becomes meaningless (Am. 9:7), and
fellowship becomes impossible (Ex. 32-34). Similarly, the motto of Leviticus is, “Be
holy, for I am holy.” This is reflected in the sacrificial system. The burnt offerings
(consecration) are foundational. Each day they must be brought as the first and the last
item of the temple business. Both in Exodus and Leviticus holiness is clearly the
crowning piece of God’s saving activity. It is no coincidence that the Mosaic Law both
starts and ends with the Ten Commandments (holiness). Everything else in Israel’s
early history is sandwiched in between. From the perspective of the centrality of the
Ten Commandments, and the Sermon on the Mount as the full expression of these Ten
Commandments, James proves to be in excellent company! Starting with the foundation of the Ten Commandments in the OT and the walls of the Ten Commandments in
the teaching of Jesus, he completes the edifice of the Law by putting on the roof. The
rest of the NT is, and can be, perfectly accommodated in this palatial biblical edifice.
Incidentally, in view of the preparational and temporary character of both the symboli-
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cal and penal Mosaic laws it is no surprise that we do not find a trace of it in either the
Sermon of the Mount or in James.
What follows now is a short outline of the biblical content of the Sixth Commandment. A solid grasp of its substance and implications will be of great assistance
in, and go a long way toward the construction of additional case laws. The threefold
standard understanding of the Ten Commandments should not be forgotten. First, both
the positive and the negative formulation of a commandment imply their opposite.
Second, a specific formulation implies all that is related to it. Third, the general formulation calls for specific applications to a wide variety of situations. Only these
“guidelines” in the understanding of the Ten Commandments already invite eager
sanctified imagination to draw up pertinent case laws! Furthermore, in the study of the
meaning and application of a commandment one must always keep four things in
mind: (1) the OT teaching, (2) the depth perspective of the Sermon on the Mount, (3)
the dynamics of love, and (4) the usage of all this by James. The first three together
make up the “law of Christ.” The last one is an inerrant application of this law. It is
now up to the Church to follow in James’ footsteps and to continue James’ practice.
Now on to a summary outline of the Sixth Commandment.
1. The Sixth Commandment, “You shall not murder,” does not only condemn the
act of murder (Ex. 20:13; Gal. 5:21), but also hatred as the motivation of the heart (Mt.
5:22; Gal. 5:20).
2. The Sixth Commandment does not only enjoin everyone, negatively, to abstain
from the destruction of life (Ex. 20:13; Prov. 20:22; Rom. 12:19), but also, positively,
to promote it (Prov. 25:21; Mt. 25:35-36; 1 Pet. 3:8-9).
3. The Sixth Commandment is not only a matter of action (Ex. 20:13) or motivation (Mt. 5:20), but also a matter of reaction (Prov. 15:1; Rom. 12:21; 1 Pet. 2:20-21;
3:9; Jam.5:7ff).
4. The Sixth Commandment not only pertains to the physical well-being (Prov.
24:11-12), but also to the spiritual life of the neighbor (Ezek. 33:1-9; Prov. 11:30; Jam.
5:20).
5. The Sixth Commandment is not only necessary (Ex. 20:13), but also urgent
(Mt. 5:25-26; Rev. 22:15).
It does not take a lot of imagination to determine that these five theses, rooted in
the Decalogue, and reflective of the Sermon on the Mount, have a breadth and a depth
that make it relatively simple to apply their content in a vast array of case laws to a
vast array of situations.
For a treatment of the Decalogue that goes at length into the exposition of the
Ten Commandments, and shows the applicatory force of each of these Ten Covenant
Words, I heartily recommend J. Douma, The Ten Commandments (Phillipsburg, P & R
Publishing, 1996), one of the very few monumental volumes of recent and modern
vintage. It follows the direction indicated by James and walks in his footsteps.
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Returning now to James, the present section does not simply indict “the audience’s paradoxical preference of the rich (vv. 6-7) to a crusade on behalf of
the poor” (Martin, 58). Neither is it merely a “powerful statement of the social dimension of the Christian life,” or a “commitment to a theology of justice” (Martin, 73). By defining the preferential treatment found in the Church
at bottom as murder, James ups the ante considerably. He tackles the sin in its
spiritual depth, and must have left his readers aghast. Mercilessly merciful he
goes for the jugular. There is much more at stake than social indecency or inappropriate injustice that required some knuckle rapping, and therefore could
be fixed by a more or less indignant crusade. James does not address simply a
“no,-no,” a “No-No” or even a “NO-NO!” Frankly, no commentary seems to
reach the profundity of the original. The religious depth of James’ indictment
is awesome. A seemingly insignificant item proves to be a world of iniquity.
Furthermore, James is not a one-track, one-theme, rich versus poor, author.
This would have turned him into a crusader, all right! The thesis of this
Commentary is that he uses the issue of “partiality” as a “sample” to show
methodologically how to deal with any and all problems in the Church. In
short, James starts out by holding forth love as the summary, the long and the
short, of the law (Jam. 2:8), proceeds by plumbing the awesome depth and
breadth of the law (Jam. 2:9-11), continues by warning that everyone will
have to pass the bar of the law (Jam. 2:12), and concludes by implying that it
is the better part of wisdom to opt for a type of conduct that secures mercy
from the Giver of the law (Jam. 2:13) (See also Blanchard, 139-147; 148158). In doing all this, James as “God’s Statesman” as well as God’s
Spokesman fleshes out and lights up Isaiah’s word that God resides in this
those “who tremble at his Word” (Is. 65:2, 5). This is, and should be, the response of all those who read James at this point of his letter, as well as at
many other points for that matter, in 3-D, not only with their minds, but also
with their hearts and lives. Incidentally, Isaiah’s statement that God dwells in
the heart of those who tremble at his Word receives depth perspective when
he contrasts it with God’s non-residence: not in the universe that cannot contain him (1 Ki. 8:27), and not on the earth, which is only a footstool (Is. 66:1).
The infinite, omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent God (!) seeks to live in
the heart of man (Ps. 34:18; 51:17; Is. 57:15; 66:2; John 14:17; Eph. 3:17, 19;
Col. 1:27). This is sufficient to tremble and listen!
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2. FAITH AS THE DYNAMICS OF HOLINESS (2:14-26)
a. Faith and Works (2:14-19)
(14) What does it profit, my brothers, if someone claims to have
faith, but does not have deeds? Can such faith save him? (15) If a
brother or sister is poorly clothed and lacks food for the day, (16)
and one of you says to them, “Go in peace, keep warm and eat
your fill,” but does not give him his bodily needs, what good is it?
(17) So also faith, if it has no deeds, is dead being by itself. (18)
But someone will say, “You have faith and I have deeds.” Show
me your faith apart from your deeds, and I will demonstrate to
you my faith by my deeds. (19) You believe that God is one? Well
and good, even the demons believe this, and they shudder!

(1) Issue of Dead Faith (2:14)
James starts out by asking a simple rhetorical (Dibelius, 151) question,241 that
is nevertheless “provocative,” and must have sent “shockwaves of disbelief”
241

Brosend, 84-85, that this rhetorical question is part of a larger rhetorical package. While
generically James does not constitute a diatribe, we still encounter in James 2 a number of
features that characterize diatribal literature and procedures, such as objections and false conclusions of an interlocutor (2:18a, 19), series of questions and answers to the interlocutor
(2:20-23), material posed in the form of an interlocution that subsequently is rejected (2:20),
harsh censure of the auditors for their behavior (2:2-6, 8-13, 14-17, 18-20), illustration of
vices (2:15-16), censorious rhetorical questions (2:20), maxims of poets (2:8, 10, 11, 23), examples, comparisons and antitheses (2:2-4, 8-9, 15-16, 21-23, 25), irony and sarcasm (2:1820), personification (2:13, 17, 26), and moral topics like word versus deed (2:1-26). I frankly
question whether James follows the diatribal format consciously. But I appreciate Brosend’s
conclusions based on the features he identifies, whether diatribal or not. He encourages
preachers “not to blast the congregation,” but to be “dynamic, dialogical, and inductive, inviting the audience/reader to participate, reach conclusions, and make decisions actively,” and
asks them point blank, “Should (your) sermon based on a dynamic text (such as James 2) settle for less?” In this Brosend is right on. Preachers should follow in the footsteps of James
with propositions in the form of questions (2:14), examples from the life of the community
that uses humor and sarcasm (2:15-16), restatements of propositions as declarations (2:17),
objections by imagined interlocutors restated as impossible hypotheticals (2:18), ironic affirmations of faith claims (2:19), restatements of propositions as a challenge (2:20), proofs
from Scripture (2:22-25), and concluding statements in the form of an analogy (2:26). I define
all this as “graphic imaging,” which is rooted in the recognition that the substance of a concept goes deeper than the concept itself. In graphic imagining the preacher demonstrates that
he is not satisfied with simply storing concepts away in the refrigeration system of one’s
mind, but seeks to drive their substance home into the heart and lives of his audience. Finally,
Brosend recommends that the preacher should let the chips fall, where they may or should
fall. If a sermon needs to be “disquieting” or even “radically disrupting,” let it be, because it
must be!
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(Motyer, 106) through his readers because of the negative reply that it requires. “If a person keeps on saying that he has faith but keeps on having no
deeds, can a faith like that, that is, a faith without deeds, save him” (Martin,
80)? The translation “deeds” is preferred to “works” by many commentators
to go on record that James and Paul address totally divergent issues (Johnson,
237; Martin, 80-81; Nystrom, 148).242 While Paul rejects works, dead products of the law, as the ground of salvation, James promotes deeds, the living
fruit of faith, as the way of salvation (Grosheide, 1955, 376). Paul insists that
one cannot gain heaven by works, James that one cannot arrive in heaven
without deeds (Zodhiates, II, 13). Paul excludes all works of obedience as basis for justification, James insists on deeds of obedience as proof of justification (Moo, 1985, 102).
Paul and James speak both about faith, but as the opposite ends of one
continuum. Paul tackles the issue as to how the ungodly start out being right
with God. Through faith only, without works of the law! The necessity for
unregenerate humans to make only the smallest or slightest contribution to
their foundational acceptance before God would seal their doom. He attacks
folks who in one way or another champion Christ + works, denounces that as
another Gospel and twice (!) pronounces a curse upon them (Gal. 1:8-9).
James addresses the question as to how all those who start out with God by
faith live up to that faith, and end up in the presence of God. Through the
deeds of the law without any shortcuts or reservations! The callous refusal of
any and all humans to pursue the entire law, showing little or no interest to
enjoy the ultimate approval of God, would seal their doom as well. He attacks
folks who are satisfied with a hollow, flippant, mental profession, while replete with self-destructive sins of commission or omission, denounces this as
self-deluding, and leaves no doubt about the final verdict. Faith on the inside
is and must be manifest in deeds on the outside. Paul speaks about faith in its
germinating phase in the bud, James about faith on display in its manifest development in full bloom. The bloom of James is clearly nothing without the
bud of Paul, but the opposite is equally true. The bud of Paul is nothing without the bloom of James. So let it never be said that Paul and James “stand
face to face fighting each other.” Rather, as I already quoted, they “stand back
to back fighting opposite foes” on opposite, but equally crucial, ends of the
spectrum of biblical truth (See Zodhiates, II, 11).
242

However it must be kept in mind, with Moo, 1985, 101-102, (and contra Brosend, 81), that
“Paul and James are operating with an understanding of ‘works’ that is basically similar:
anything done that is in obedience to God and in the service of God.” The difference is “in the
sequence of works and conversion. Paul denies any efficacy to pre-conversion works, but
James is pleading for the absolute necessity of post-conversion works.” In other words, the
difference between “works” and “deeds” is not intrinsic, but simply to emphasize that Paul
and James speak about works in disparate contexts and from diverging perspectives.
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James 2:14-26 is in a real sense the culmination point of the author’s
treatment of faith. James had already addressed the issue of trials and faith
(Jam. 1:3), prayer and faith (Jam. 1:6), “racism” and faith (Jam. 2:1ff). Now
we arrive at the grand finale. Faith is the power plant that lights up the universe. What else can we expect since it is rooted in the regenerate heart and
cannot but profoundly affect the mind as well as the hand (Zodhiates, II, 14)?
In silent eloquence “faith” accompanies James throughout as he pens the rest
of his letter. Only once more do we encounter James’ kind of faith “by name
and surname,” that is, when he enlarges on the mountain moving prayer of
faith (Jam. 5:15, 16-18; see also Mt. 21:21). But this only particularizes his
present all-encompassing and ever prevailing thesis of the indispensable centrality and dynamics of faith.
In sum, in this context James’ main subject is not simply “works.” It is
“faith” (Phillips, 82), that is “productive of works” (Motyer, 109). Therefore
“the contrast is not so much between faith and deeds,” “but between dead,
useless faith and living faith” (Nystrom, 149; so also Ropes, 207; Brosend,
82). Further, it “is God who saves humans (4:12) but the person who has received the word from God that saves and puts it in action in deeds of mercy
(2:18-26), and prayer (5:15) and mutual correction (5:20) ‘saves his soul from
death’” (Johnson, 238). A pendulum swing may well have been in evidence
in the early Church, from the rigid and ritualistic (dead) works (Heb. 6:1;
9:14) of Judaism that pursues self-righteousness at a fever pitch, to the empty
and barren (dead) “faith” of a carnal Christianity, that cold as a stone proudly
champions itself as the antidote of works-righteousness.
There is clearly nothing new under the sun. On the contemporary scene
the same animus exhibits itself in the at times vitriolic attacks upon “Lordship
Evangelism.” The fear to be victimized by works-righteousness is so overwhelming that grace is extolled at the expense of deeds, if not of the exclusion of any and all deeds. If James is to be believed, this turns Christianity
basically into its opposite.
The same trend, be it in a milder form, is found in the proponents of a
type of Christocentric preaching that was introduced to counter the malady of
man-centered moralistic messages. The (in itself correct) aversion to moralism is frequently so overpowering that it surprisingly as well as regrettably
jeopardizes, if not negates, the full biblical emphasis upon, and scope of,
practical godliness. It is a variant of the Luther-syndrome. Luther’s type of
reductionistic Christocentricity grated under James, and had at times little or
no room for him. Historically the consequences were serious and farreaching, and eventually spawned pietism as a much-needed, although not
full-orbed, correction. It is rather evident that Luther could never have written
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James. Similarly, it is questionable whether some modern-day interpreters
and preachers with their reductionistic Christocentricity would have been able
to pen James’ Epistle. I frankly doubt it. In fact, if James had held to Luther’s
views, or had espoused the reductionistic Christocentricy in evidence today,
he would not have been able to write his letter in his way with his objective
himself! All this surely betrays a sorry state of affairs.
But let us return to James’ provocative rhetorical question that sets the
tone of the passage, “Is an inactive faith a saving faith?” Or what amounts to
a preferable translation, “Such faith can’t save him, can it?” The implied answer is emphatically in the negative (Laws, 119; Burdick, 182). No, such
faith is not and cannot be a saving faith, not by the farthest stretch of the
imagination. The stakes are clearly high. Faith is nothing to trifle with. It is
the only alternative to perishing (John 3:15). Eternal salvation hangs in the
balance (Nystrom, 148)! This is why the counterfeit of faith needs to be exposed. It is deadly. Concretely, the claim of having faith is a false pretense, a
hollow presumption, if it is not accompanied by deeds of love and obedience.
Genuine faith is never sterile. It is inevitably fertile. It is marked by abiding in
Christ and consequently bears fruit, more fruit, much fruit, constant fruit
(John 15:2, 5, 16). Failure to bear fruit spells judgment and eternal death
(John 15:6). Biblical faith is also marked by the presence of the indwelling
Spirit. As such it is accompanied by streams of living water (John 7:37-39).
Once again, failure to produce such streams precipitates destruction (Rom.
8:13). It is, therefore, hardly surprising for James to insist that his readers are
“making sure about (their) faith.” The claim to be a believer may not be just a
“wishful thought” (Motyer, 107). Too much is at stake! He assists his readers
in their self-examination by means of two negative and two positive illustrations. The first one may well have a touch of sarcasm, the pious fraud of the
(non-)treatment of the poverty stricken. The second one displays the irony of
an unfavorable comparison with demons. The third one is the foundational
illustration of Abraham, the father of all believers, as a compelling model,
topped off, irony of ironies, by a fourth illustration in which the emulation of
Rahab, a prostitute, is celebrated.243
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Motyer, 108-109, presents an intriguing analysis of James 2:14-26. Spurious faith (A) is
ineffectual manward. It refuses to reach out (15-16), and must be proclaimed DOA (17). It is
also (B) ineffectual Godward. So far from producing peace with God, it does not even strike
terror in the heart (18-19), and must be declared barren (20). On the other hand, genuine faith
is (B) effectual Godward. It displays deeds of unreserved obedience (21-23), and therefore
proves to be the real thing (24). It is also (A) effectual manward. It reaches out in costly compassion (25), and establishes itself as a living entity (26). The two B-sections lie at the centre
of a circle; they are the heart of the matter—what we are in relation to God. The two Asections are the circumference of the circle, the interface where are life with God meets with
the watching world and interacts with it.”
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The illustration to which James first turns in order to drive his point
home is reminiscent of John the Baptist’s teaching in Luke 3:7-14, the Savior’s teaching in Matthew 25:31-46, and John’s teaching in 1 John 3:17-18.
But above all, it tightens the screws in the arena of James’ own teaching. The
crescendo, so manifestly evident in it, reaches a new stage, eventually to peak
in James 5:1ff. It is “show” time. Exclusive “tell” time falls woefully and
culpably short. First, the “haves” and the “have-nots” were called upon to
look upon their riches and poverty as both a test on God’s part and a temptation on Satan’s part (Jam. 1:2, 9-10). Second, the “haves” were told to display
a concern for the “have-nots” (Jam. 1:27). Third, the covenant community
was forbidden to show favoritism to the “haves” at the expense of the “havenots” (Jam. 2:1ff). Now James is about to take the next step. The “haves” are
responsible for the “have-nots,” and have no choice but to display mercy!
Their future is fully intertwined with that of their “perishing” counterparts
(Jam. 2:15-16). This can only be understood and underscored by the immediately preceding reminder that God’s mercy in the Judgment cannot be uncoupled from their mercy that paves the way for it (Jam. 2:13). No mercy for the
“have-nots” in the present? No mercy for the “haves” in the future! There appears to be a “domino link” between James’ present statement and that which
immediately precedes it (Motyer, 106). James clearly means (serious) business.
What he proceeds to say cuts at the root, and drives a final spike through
the heart of the regrettably rather widespread doctrine which holds that a person may well be totally ‘carnal’ in every area of his life and for all of his life.
This is to say he may live like a (complete) unbeliever, and still be assured of
“going to heaven,” because he “has accepted Jesus as his Savior.” This kind
of teaching ought to be repudiated for the following reasons. I enumerate
these reasons here because of their relevance to James’ teaching on both partiality and the nature of genuine faith.
First, the passage that allegedly sets forth this doctrine (1 Cor. 3:11-14)
teaches in reality a totally different truth, and its context states the very opposite truth. The Corinthian Christians are described as carnal, because they
formed factions according to their predilection for a specific teacher and their
rejection of the others (1 Cor. 3:1-4). Paul regards this “favoritism” as foolish
from the point of view of the teachers. The work of each of them shall come
into the judgment of God, and will be tested by Him. What will prove to be
gold, silver, and precious stones shall be retained. What will prove to be
wood, hay, and stubble shall be destroyed. In other words, the disputed passage pertains to the teachers and their work, and not to the Corinthians and
their sanctification. Furthermore, Paul regards this “favoritism” as dangerous
from the point of view of the Corinthians. He warns them that continuation in
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this sin is defiling the temple of God, and that this requires the death penalty
(1 Cor. 3:16-20)! He concludes by forbidding the Corinthians to glory in man
(1 Cor. 3:21). Incidentally, he is clearly confident that the Corinthians will
heed his advice (1 Cor. 3:22-23).
Second, the “Carnal Christian” doctrine runs counter to, and goes against
the grain of, the total teaching of Scripture, of Jesus (Mt. 7:24-27; 13:3-9;
18:23; Lk.8:5-18), of Paul (Rom. 6:1-23, esp. 2, 12, 16, 18; 8:10-3; Gal. 5:6,
16-25; Eph. 2:8-10; Phil. 3:19; 1 Thess. 4:3,7; Tit. 2:13-14; 3:4-8), of Hebrews (10:16-17; 12:1-14, esp. 4,10, 14, 26-29), and of the Pastorals (1 Pet.
1:15-16; 2:2, 24; 2 Pet. 1:5-11; 2:20-22; 1 John 1:6; 2:15-17; 3:2-10, esp. 9,
5:18; Jude 3-23). James is no exception. Faith is either active or it is not
worth a dime! His illustration puts his readers on notice, and calls them to serious self-examination. However, there is more. As we shall see, James argues that faith is not just active in the abstract. It is a “powerhouse” (See Heb.
11:1ff) that will undoubtedly make the “haves” light up in their solicitous
care for the “have-nots.”

(2) Illustration of Dead Faith (2:15-17)
This illustration conveys that pious words without deeds are a sham. Imagine
meeting fellow believers, whether brothers or sisters,244 who are cold and
shivering, because they are inadequately dressed, if not dangerously underdressed (“naked”), undoubtedly without the substantial outer garment or top
coat necessary to survive (Job 22:6; Is. 58:7; Mt. 25:36) (Martin, 84, with reference to 1 Sam. 19:24; John 21:7; Acts 19:16; see also Lk. 6:29). While the
term “naked,” therefore, is to be understood as figurative rather than literal, it
vividly points out the desperate need of the believers in question. “For good
measure” they are also starving, experiencing severe hunger pains and clearly
without the necessary food supply for the day (Adamson, 122). “Their need is
dramatic and immediate” and their vulnerability beyond question (Johnson,
238). In fact, they are terminal cases in which nothing less than mercy is
mandated! Incidentally, this kind of conduct comports quite well with the
disdainful way in which poor visitors are treated in the beginning of the
chapter. James clearly eyes an issue that has a long, but regrettably not very
venerable, history with its untold number of destitute and perishing human
beings, both from a biblical (Is. 58:7-9; Mt. 25:34-45; 1 John 3:17-18) (Moo,
1985, 103) as well as secular perspective (Phillips, 83).
Furthermore, the words you proceed to speak in this situation are conventional (Mk. 5:34; Lk. 7:50), on the surface rich in content (Rom. 1:7; 1
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The conjunction “or” makes it unlikely that James has husband-and-wife teams in mind.
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Pet. 1:2), but nevertheless a pious fraud without honoring one’s spiritual
family responsibilities (Gal. 6:10). You vaguely commit him or her to “someone,” either God or another human being, “Get some warm clothes and eat
your fill. By all means go in peace. I wish you well. Don't worry about a
thing! Someone will take care of you. You certainly will end up appropriately
well-warmed and well-fed.” It may even have a sting to it, “God helps them
who help themselves. So feel free to be my guest” (See Kistemaker, 89)! But
that’s about all. The speaker is not willing to be the host. No money or
clothes or food change hands. What, then, is the use of saying anything at all?
What good does it do? Nothing! It is hot air. It is hypocrisy (Martin, 85).
Pretty words of mere well-wishers offer cardboard houses for shelter, cobwebs for clothes, and mirages for food. Just as the perishing destitute will not
overflow with gratitude in the face of such shams that do not provide adequate shelter against ferocious elements, adequate cover against freezing
cold, or adequate food against gnawing hunger, so anyone whose checkbook
“is not converted” (Zodhiates, II, 17) and whose inactive faith has nothing to
display, will hardly ingratiate himself with God (See also Manton, 235).
The conclusion is straightforward. If your faith is anything like that, an
empty shell, all alone, without anything substantive to show for, it is dead.
This is strikingly put, and has just as strikingly an implication. When your
brothers and sisters die under such circumstances, your faith must be dead
(Johnson, 239)! You wish to know the reason? It has no company. It is unproductive, sterile. Nothing follows in its wake. As such it is a far cry not
only from the biblical teaching on faith (Eph. 2:8-10), but also from the testimony of the genuine believer, such as exemplified in Job, “I deserve to be
wiped out, if I disdain the legitimate complaints of my male or female employees, disregard the genuine needs of widows and orphans, turn my back to
the perishing poor, or legally lash out against any of the disenfranchised” (Job
31:13-23).
The following comment is right on target, “Works are not to be viewed
as an ‘added extra’ any more than breath is to be taken as an ‘added extra’ to
a living body” (PDavids, 122; Martin, 85). In fact, faith is by definition “the
life of the soul that animates the whole body of obedience” (Manton, 236). Of
course, faith is the uniting appropriation of Christ, not only of his heart in regeneration, and his righteousness in justification, but also of his holiness in
sanctification. It is precisely this holiness on which James does, and justifiably can, insist as a “must” in every believer by virtue of union with Christ. To
be united with Christ in faith is to be sanctified through faith, perfectly in
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heaven (Eph. 2:6; Col. 3:3; Heb. 10:10), but already purposefully here on
earth.245
Although the case James presents is hypothetical (Jam. 2:15), there is no
reason to conclude that this scenario cannot occur, has not occurred, does not
occur and will not occur (Martin, 85)! The extremity of the case underscores
the intensity and seriousness of James’ insistence upon an “active faith.” To
claim to have faith, without possessing practical godliness, is tantamount to
saying a pious “good-bye” to folks who are ill-clad, and are famishing for
lack of food, and in essence letting them freeze to death and die of hunger
(See 1 John 3:18). Therefore, such claim, which is “limited to verbal expressions” only (Cargal, 121), is hollow, and exposes the claimants as pretentious
and presumptuous impostors, who are “twice dead” (Jude 12), “dead in their
natural condition and dead after their (lifeless) profession” (Manton, 233).
There is a remarkable parallel with James 1:22. Just as hearing the Word
means nothing without doing the Word, speaking the Word means equally
nothing, if it is not accompanied by action! James 2:17 is a worthy and telling
conclusion. Clearly faith alone justifies us before God’s tribunal. But any
pretended faith that remains alone and does not qualify as a living and fruit
bearing faith, is not worthy of the name, is not “justifiable” before God or
man, and cannot claim a living hope (1 Pet. 1:3). It is mock-faith, in the same
ballpark as mock-love, and as such “hateful” (Manton, 237; Henry, III, 12941295). This is clearly indicated by the question with which James both rhetorically starts and emphatically ends this paragraph. “What good is it (to be a
hypothetical-faith-without-works reader, who offers only a prayer and good
wishes, without giving folks in need what ‘they need for the body’)? ... No
good at all” (Brosend, 73)!
All this should be compared with God’s care for the physical needs of
his people.
1. God promises after the flood that the earth will always produce food
(Gen. 8:22) to support life. This has a strong bearing upon the discussions
pertaining to the world’s food shortages, and its over-population. Many moderns in their secularistic humanism approach the problem in the same way as
the people in the time of the tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1-9). They become
restless, “statist” and “socialist,” planners, hoping to survive in the face of the
threatening presence and the dangerous future, rather than resting on the
promise of God that the earth will always produce a sufficient food supply.
Ironically the more rigorous statist and socialistic ideology is applied, the
more harm is done to the food supply. History records that “bread baskets,”
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This is why both “a tract should be wrapped up in a sandwich” (Spurgeon) and “a sandwich wrapped up in a tract” (Motyer, 111).
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such as in Russia and the horn of Africa, simply disappeared during communist regimes.246 The apostate drive to absolute statism/socialism with total
controls was thwarted by God in the confusion of languages, but remains ingrained in the heart of rebellious man until it is allowed to come to fruition
during the reign of the Man of Lawlessnes, the Son of Perdition, which will
be worldwide (2 Thess. 2:3-4; Rev. 16:12-13; 20:8). Of course, not only ungodly ideologies fly in the face of God’s promises. So do false religions, such
as Hinduism. It is hardly surprising that historically widespread poverty prevails in such contexts as well.
2. God instructs his people to provide liberally for the needy (Lev. 19:9,
10, 13; Deut. 14:28-29; 24:14-15; Am. 4:1; Mt. 25:34-40; Lk. 3:11; 2 Cor.
8:1ff; 9:1ff; Gal. 6:10). In fact, “the abundance of the one is designed for the
need of the other” (Motyer, 111, with reference to 2 Cor. 8:12-15).
3. God promises his people that He will take care of them if no one else
will do it. The plight of the needy is safe in His hands (Ps. 9:18; 35:10; 146:79). This promise, however, may be claimed only by those who truly fear the
Lord, who are “righteous” (Ps. 37:25). This necessarily implies that the righteous needy do and should refrain from a rebellious attitude, even if they are
not cared for, however impossible this may seem. Counting trials “things of
joy” is a universal requirement that has no exceptions. Eventually James returns to this universal principle with a vengeance, at length as well as in depth
(Jam. 5:7-11). Following his central proposition that faith without works is
dead (Jam. 2:14-17), he proceeds to argue his case (Jam. 2:18-25) in order to
top it off with a ringing closing statement (Jam. 2:26) (Burdick, 181).

(3) Challenge of Dead Faith (2:18-19)
Faith without works was presented as an imaginary, illusionary, faith. At this
point it is possible that James introduces an interjector. He may either be a
hostile objector, or a puzzled questioner, “real or implied” (Johnson, 239),
who wants to challenge James’ teaching in a direct confrontation, “You have
faith and I have works.” However, in either case James would be the addressee, portrayed as having faith only, while the objector/questioner would
have the deeds. It is generally agreed that this simply does not fit the context
(Dibelius, 155; Tasker, 65). This scenario would have expected the objector
to make exactly the opposite statement, “You have works and I have faith.”
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No wonder that in the light (darkness!) of this these regimes sooner or later always disappear, whether in a violent “revolutionary” upheaval or through a more gradual “evolutionary”
change-over when pragmatic heads prevail!
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In the eyes of some commentators, however, this seemingly cogent argument does not necessarily dismiss the case in favor of an objector. They argue that James’ wording, “But someone will say ... ,” typically introduces
such objector throughout the NT (See Tasker, 65, with reference to Paul).
This, therefore, must by definition be the interpreter’s point of departure. If
this is, indeed, unavoidable, there are two variant possibilities, both of which
champion the artificial separation of faith and works. “Don’t get hot under the
collar, James! It would be no skin of my back, (even if) you (were to) have
faith (only) and I (were to) have works. Why would it? Both are legitimate
possibilities.” Or with a slight variation, “Don’t push it, James! (Any imaginary) “You” (may) have faith, and (any imaginary) “I” works. So what?
Make both optional, and do not turn all this into a federal case!” In both instances, “live and let live,” should be the motto (Tasker, 66; see also Motyer,
112). In short, in this scenario the statement of the objector is basically “an
assertion that faith and works are not necessarily related to each other and
that it is possible to have either one without the other” (Burdick, 183). They
are “separate entities” without any “interplay.” Therefore everyone should be
free to opt for the one or the other (See also Cargal, 124, for this interpretation as an exegetical possibility).
If this interpretation is correct, James introduces his objector, whether a
real individual or a straw man, in order to knock him down immediately and
unceremoniously with his counter challenge, “All right, you seek to show me
your faith without deeds, ‘an impossible task,’ and I will reveal you my faith
by my deeds ‘as its proper expression’” (Laws, 124; Grosheide, 1955, 378).
No deeds? Evidently no faith! There simply is no demonstrable faith without
action (PDavids, 65). Only deeds prove that faith is alive and well (Martin,
88).
Most commentators, however, do not take this route, apparently unconvinced that it must be an objector who is speaking. They understand James as
introducing two imaginary discussion partners, with the contrast not between
faith and deeds, but between “faith pretended and faith discovered by works”
(Manton, 238). The speaker puts himself squarely in James’ camp, the “faith
+ works” side, while the addressee would represent the “faith only” side. After delineating the issue, “You (supposedly) have faith, and I (definitely) have
deeds,” either the speaker or James himself then confronts the addressee immediately. “Well, show me your faith without deeds, and I will show you my
faith by my deeds.”
Truthfully, it is difficult to determine with absolute certainty, whether
James introduces an objector or a cohort. But whatever interpretation is chosen, in either of these two possible scenarios the issue is met head-on. Non520

active faith is not faith and therefore can never be shown. On the other hand,
true faith is operative by definition and will be displayed! It can never “‘exist’
in isolation from ‘works’” (Cargal, 125). The latter are not “an ‘added extra’
to faith, but are an essential expression of it” (PDavids, 121).
This, of course, is fully in line with the OT (Ps. 1:1-2; 32:1-9), Christ’s
teaching in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 7:24ff) and elsewhere (Mt
25:34ff), as well as with other NT writers (Rom. 8:1; 1 John 3:14, 19; 5:13).
Although works are not the foundation of faith, the ground of confidence, or
the cause of glory, they are definitely the evidence of election, the encouragement of assurance, and the beginning of glory (Manton, 239). Remember
James 1:27!
After the main statement either James himself in the first scenario, or the
imaginary speaker in the second one, undoubtedly a true believer and as such
James’ spokesman, adds an additional dimension to his challenge by asking
the addressee a further, strongly ironical question (PDavids, 66). This question nails the objector-addressee to the wall in a passionate, impatient, and
possibly sarcastic (Brosend, 75) appeal, if not implicit indictment (Zodhiates,
II, 32). “Do you ‘per chance’ subscribe to the monotheistic creed that ‘God is
one’ (See Deut. 6:4)? Congratulations! But may I remind you that this “only”
puts you on a par with the demons? They also (kai) subscribe to this creed
(Zodhiates, II, 28; see also Mt. 8:28-34)?247 Come to think of it, do you wish
to know why I resort to this argument? Because the demons appear to have it
over you! In fact, they are way ahead of you! Theirs is an ‘active’ subscription. They tremble in fear. Compared to them you are subpar. You do not
even rise to their level!”248
The devils, James suggests, have a better understanding of what faith
truly is than the imaginary addressee does. They do something. They at least
shudder (See also Mk. 1:24; 3:11; 5:7). Already “reserved in everlasting
chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day,” they are well
aware of the torment that is waiting for them (Jude 6). In short, the way the
addressee goes about it ranks him below a demon. This passage, virtually
dripping with irony, conclusively indicates that genuine faith must, and does,
take God so seriously that it will be active (See also Deut. 6:4). True faith
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There are undoubtedly many additional truths to which they formally subscribe (Acts
19:14)!
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Zodhiates, I, 27, points out in this context that the Bible never seeks to prove the existence
of God. To deny his existence is to be a fool. Apparently, “there can be no intelligence (not
even demonic intelligence) without that intelligence consciously or unconsciously submitting
to the existence of God.”
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“involves the whole inner man, and expresses itself in a changed life” (Burdick, 183).249
At this point James does not contrast the intellectual assent of the unbeliever with the saving faith of the believer. This does not appear to come in
the picture here. He rather contrasts the dead “faith” of the unbeliever, with
the active “faith” of rebel angels. It can hardly be denied that this is rather
humiliating. The demons have it over you in the area of faith! Irony of ironies, at least in them God evokes an active response (Laws, 126). “Why is it
that demons tremble, while sinners can sail on in blissful unconcern?” They
are apparently not as blind as some members of the human race. They know
that they must face the wrath of God, while “careless sinners can (mistakenly)
dream that they are safe in the everlasting arms” (Keddie, 113-114). It should
chill everyone to the bone to recognize that so-called “carnal Christians,”
without (a shred of) holiness, do not even qualify as demons!
Still the question may be asked to what extent a mere subscription to a
monotheistic creed, such as present in devils, can be regarded as faith. Man’s
deepest self is characterized by the Bible as his heart. The heart is behind the
threefold activity of thinking, willing, and feeling. True faith, genuine faith-which involves the mind, the will, and the emotions--, is rooted in the heart
that is “replaced” (Ezek. 36:26) by the Holy Spirit in the act of regeneration
(John 3:5). However, a presumed faith that proves to be empty is in the final
analysis no more than a mere assent of the mind, a mere determination of the
will, a mere stirring of the emotions, which do not flow forth from a regenerate heart (See also Zodhiates, II, 33-35, with a reference to Rom. 10:10).
James calls it faith because it shows resemblance to the real thing and is often
taken as such. Then he proceeds to call it empty, dead faith, to indicate that it
has no biblical content. Something similar occurs when a counterfeit check is
called a check (in appearance and form) without really being one (in substance and effect)! Incidentally, the emptiness James refers to (Jam. 2:20)
does not merely stamp would-be faith as counterfeit, however true that may
be. No, it denotes the presence of evil as spiritual foolishness (See also Cargal, 129). There is no such thing as a spiritual vacuum.
All in all, to know God truly is to know him from the heart in an experiential fashion (Gen. 4:25; Ex. 2:25; John 17:3), and to know him in an experiential fashion is “to take action,” in one way or another. If “non-saving”
faith, consisting of mere intellectual assent, mere will power, mere emotional
stirring, evidences this at times (remember the devils!), how much more can
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It may be that James encountered someone who brought up the creed that “God is one” to
show that belief in God is possible in a vacuum. If this is the case, his argument certainly
backfired (Martin, 89-90)!
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this be expected from saving faith! It has already been shown that the OT
term for heart, leb, indicates the regulating, active, life principle, the mission
control center of man, while the term for soul, also translated as person, nefesh, indicates the inner life as sum total of the powers regulated by the leb.
Well, if the mission control center pulsates with life, it influences the whole
person and sets him in motion. Lack of “motion” spells lack of life (Jam.
2:17). Therefore James exposes the claim that true faith can be inactive as
fallacious (Jam. 2:14-16), and he rejects the notion that true faith can get by
without deeds as foolish (Jam. 2:18) (See also Blanchard, 159-166). True
faith produces definitive sanctification through union with Christ (Eph. 2:10;
Heb. 10:10), and definitive sanctification leads to progressive sanctification
through communion with Christ (John 15:6-7). Without either one there is no
Christianity! Faith without works is dead, just as works are dead without faith
(Manton, 243).

b. Faith and Justification (2:20-26)
(20) Do you want to know, you foolish person, that faith without
deeds is useless? (21) Was not Abraham our father justified by
deeds when he offered his son Isaac on the altar? (22) You see
that his faith working together with his deeds and his faith was
perfected by his deeds. (23) And the Scripture was fulfilled that
said, “Abraham believed God and it was reckoned to him unto
righteousness,” and he was called God’s friend. (24) You see
that a person is justified by deeds and not by faith alone. (25)
And similarly, was not also Rahab the harlot justified by deeds,
when she welcomed the messengers and sent them out by another route? (26) For just as the body without the spirit is dead,
so also is faith without deeds dead.

Introduction
In the context of this section the relationship between James and Paul usually
takes center stage. It is encouraging to note that recent scholarship more and
more treats this relationship as a non-issue. There is a growing recognition
that James and Paul are operational on different fronts, face different hot
spots, have a different focus and use different tactics. In a nutshell, Paul is in
mortal combat with “Judaizers” over the instrument of faith in justification.
Does it contain works, yes or no? His response is a ringing “No!” without
wavering and compromise. In fact, his response is a “thundering anathema”
(Gal. 1:9). After all, the Gospel is at stake! James is in mortal combat with the
heresy of antinomianism, as the flip side of “easy-believism,” over the nature
of faith in justification. Is it an active faith, yes or no? His response is an
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equally ringing “Yes!” also without wavering and compromise. After all, salvation is at stake!250 Or put in a different way, with the same resolve and
force “Paul denies the need for ‘pre-conversion works’ and James emphasizes
the ‘absolute necessity of post-conversion works’” (Martin, 81).
This removes one of the props from under the notion that James breathes
an anti-Paulism. He is supposedly acquainted with Paul’s way of formulating
things, and combats him in his own terminology. Some hold that he fully understood Paul and meets him head-on. Others believe that he misconstrued
Paul and fought a straw man. Again others are of the conviction that James
opposed an unintended misunderstanding, a deliberate distortion, or a fiery
radicalization of Paul’s theology. The latter, of course, would be anti-Paulism
in its mildest form, and would actually render the beneficial service of rescuing Paul (See Martin, 82-84; 95-96, for an extensive discussion of these various possibilities).
Recent scholarship has strongly criticized any alleged anti-Paulism (See
Penner, 47-75, for a thorough and excellent treatment of this issue). One
commentator properly pleads for an uncoupling of Paul and James, so that
James can be “read in terms of 108 verses rather than 12 verses, in terms of
its own voice rather than in terms of its supposed muting of Paul’s voice”
(Johnson, 114).251 Of course, by holding to an early date of the Epistle this
Commentary does not need to “loosen the connection.” Paul had either not
yet or otherwise barely come onto the scene. James is fully his own voice!
The fact that he uses the same terms, although in a different context and in
different way, does not need to pose a problem. Both James and Paul “rest independently on a common tradition in which the connection of ‘faith’ and
‘work’ with ‘justification’ was well established” (Penner, 73).
However, this is not all! Even if in theory “Children of the Reformation”
universally, invariably, and stoutly maintain that there is not the slightest
contradiction or antagonism between James and Paul, in practice they are
much less even-handed. Paul’s doctrine of justification is trumpeted from the
rooftops. “Justification by Faith” is a watchword bigger than life and with
Luther heralded as the inviolable heart of the Gospel. But how does this stack
up with James’ doctrine of justification? Why is his type of “Justification by
Deeds” not trumpeted equally? Why does it lack “watchword” quality, seem
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See Johnson, 58-64, for an excellent treatment of the relationship between James and Paul.
I have come to the conclusion, and argue this below, that the Church has historically
muted James’ message by tilting its emphasis toward Paul’s doctrine of justification, while it
should have illuminated Paul’s message by a robust embrace of James’ doctrine of justification with the full understanding, of course, that the term “justification” in both settings ought
to be carefully defined so as to show their complementary nature.
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“smaller than life,” and so far from being heralded as the crowning piece of
God’s saving activity appear tucked away, whether consciously or not, in a
neat little corner seemingly as a virtual Reformation embarrassment? Pulpits
should equally ring out with the dual message of “justified by deeds” (James)
and “justified by faith” (Paul). Since both phrases are fully “God-breathed”
and therefore “coins of the realm,” both should be in full circulation as legitimate, in fact, necessary tender.
That this requires careful definition and painstaking demarcation is royally conceded, but the benefit would be incalculable. It is about time that
James in this crucial area is no longer treated as an orphan. In fact, in as much
James in the temporal sense is primus inter pares among the NT authors and
in the doctrinal sense lays the foundation for them, his message should be
shouted from the rooftops first and foremost, and then shown that all other
NT authors make the support of his cause their Number 1 priority! Regrettably, this is not the case.
James’ teaching is legal tender, all right. No one this day and age denies
its right to exist. Quite the contrary! But compared to Paul its circulation resembles that of a US$2 bill versus a US$1 bill. US$2 notes are rather rare,
US$1 notes quite copious. As soon as we recognize that Scripture’s preoccupation with sanctification outdistances that of justification by far, the anomaly
of this situation is immediately clear. Christ’s Church must take the biblical
model seriously, in fact, more seriously than it presently does, and circulate
James’ doctrine of sanctification as a US$1 bill, and not fall into the fateful
error of making it virtually disappear as a US$2 bill, without, of course, taking anything away from the precious, and often beleaguered, biblical
(Pauline) doctrine of justification as a US$1 bill in its own rights as well.252
The upshot of it all is rather ironic. It appears that Luther, however much
he is “thumbed down” officially from an exegetical and theological perspective, still unofficially seems to rule the roost in a rather embarrassing way
from an intuitional and applicatory perspective (So also Cranfield, 182). It
may well be that Paul, with his continuing barrage of imperatives unto godliness in each one of his letters would turn over in his grave, if he were informed that his doctrine of “justification by faith” had become an implicit and
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According to US Today, August 12, 2005, 7D, “The Two Dollar Bill has largely been
locked away in dark U.S. Federal Reserve vaults, rarely distributed by banks and almost never
seen in circulation. It is extremely rare to actually find one in your pocket these days.” It
seems that James’ “Doctrine of Justification by Deeds” is suffering a similar fate, as it languishes in the vaults of the Church, is not often proclaimed from its pulpits, and is hardly a
household word among its parishioners.
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practical, even if not an explicit and doctrinal, threat to James’ doctrine of
“justification by deeds.”
Let me say it once more. Practical godliness is what Christianity is all
about. In this regard James and Paul stand shoulder to shoulder. In fact,
Paul’s doctrine of justification serves as the necessary prerequisite for (his
own doctrine of) sanctification. As such he functions simultaneously as the
booster rocket that helps to put the payload of James’ doctrine of sanctification with its target of practical godliness into orbit! In short, for both James
and Paul “practice and faith are one” in all arenas of life (Brosend, 82).253 It
means a scrap of food for a hungry person (Jam. 2:15-16), obedience to
death-dealing command of God (Jam. 2:21), and everything in between.
Turning now to the text, we notice that James begins with introducing
his main thesis (Jam. 2:20). Then he proceeds to present two foundational
biblical models that demonstrate the universal nature of his thesis (Jam. 2:2124; 2:25). Finally, he concludes with underscoring his main thesis with what
resembles an exclamation mark (Jam. 2:26; see also Blanchard, 167-175)!

(1) Uselessness of Dead Faith (2:20)
James calls on his imaginary addressee, whom he rather bluntly describes as
empty-headed (kenos), devoid of true understanding, mindless, foolish (Johnson, 241; Martin, 90), a “shallow” (Motyer, 105) “braggart” (Dibelius, 20), to
pay close attention, as he proceeds to anchor his thesis that true faith is by
definition an active faith. This call comes in the form of a confrontational, if
not strident, challenge, “Are you finally willing to recognize that faith without deeds is utterly useless?” At least two commentators point out that the
Greek term for “are you willing” (theloo) aims at the natural impulse, the instinctive realization, and the purposeful desire of the heart that aims at results.
As such it appears to transcend the “deliberate determination” and “reasoned
resolve” of the intellect, expressed in a partly equivalent Greek term (boulo253

Brosend, 83-83, perceptively points out that “practice” has two aspects. It may mean “purposeful performance,” as in “practicing law,” as well as “purposeful training,” as in “team
practice.” The Christian would do well to view every purposeful performance as an anticipatory training phase for an enhanced performance. He just as perceptively points out, if not
more so, that in the practice of faith the Christian does not save others, however true this is. A
scrap of food has been known to make the difference! No, in such practice “we save ourselves.” While at bottom, of course, it is the implanted Word that saves us through the obedience of faith (Jam. 1:21), this is still acceptable biblical language. It is analogical to James
5:19-20, and fully in line with the biblical formula, “100% God + 100% man = 100%.” The
simultaneity of the divine and human activity warrants the above language. At the same time,
the perennial enabling primacy of the divine activity requires us in gratefulness to God just as
perennially to pass all “compliments” on to him.
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mai). In other words, James wishes to ascertain that his message is unfailingly
and permanently “registered.” “God said it! Did you get it (Zodhiates, II, 33;
Phillips, 87-88)?” Faith is worthless and futile unless accompanied by works!
That these works are not the ones championed by the Jews who do the
works of darkness in the footsteps of their father, the devil, (John 8:41),
stands to reason (See Zodhiates, II, 39). Ironically these very demonic
“works” eventually caused James’ death! That they are neither the works of
self-righteousness, condemned by Paul as tantamount to manure (“excrement;” see Phil. 3:8) stands to reason as well. The James of the Epistle and
the James of the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15) are one and the same. Incidentally, the term empty-headed, “full of windy presumptions and boasting professions” (Manton, 243) is “particularly effective here because of the way the
term is used to mean ‘without result/profit’ in passages like Acts 4:25; 1 Cor.
15:10, 58; 1 Thess. 2:1; and 2 Cor. 6:1” (Johnson, 241).254
Before we turn to the two paradigms that undergird James’ thesis, Abraham and Rahab, let us give a summary of the biblical doctrine of justification.
This will be helpful in the assessment of the relationship between James and
Paul. It is well known, of course, that they are alleged to be at loggerheads by
some. James states in this section, “A man is justified by works, and not by
faith only” (Jam. 2:24). Paul, on the other hand, holds that “a man is justified
by faith without the works of the law” (Rom. 3:28). On the surface, it seems
that they could not contradict each other more! However, as has already been
argued in more than a preliminary fashion, nothing could be farther from the
truth. The exegesis of the present section will underscore this. But before I
turn to this, first a systematic summary of the biblical doctrine of justification
as backdrop!

Topical Focus # 12: Justification
Regrettably Church history has witnessed heaps of twisting and short-circuiting misunderstanding of the doctrine of justification by faith. This is nearly inevitable, unless
it is placed in the framework of God’s total new-covenantal saving activity. As I have
already mentioned, this Gospel activity is threefold. It is based on the threefold promise of God to his covenant people, the promise of Jesus’ heart in regeneration, of Jesus’ righteousness in justification and of Jesus’ holiness in sanctification. These three
promises may neither be separated, nor confused, or the twisting, short-circuiting and
misunderstanding are unavoidable. But they must be distinguished. The objective of
254

Manton, 243, holds that in Matthew 5:22 Christ forbids this kind of terminology only in
the context of anger, with reference to Matthew 23:17; Luke 24:25; and Galatians 3:1, insisting on “a difference between necessary corrections and contemptuous speech or reproof.”
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this Topical Focus is to lay out the constituent elements of the Doctrine of Justification. However one construes the relationship that the three aspects of the Gospel sustain to each other, none of these constituent elements may be violated in the process.
1. Essence: Justification is an act of God in which He declares ungodly, guilty
and polluted sinners forgiven of their sins and counted as righteous, accepts them and
treats them as such (Rom. 4:5; 5:1).
2. Basis: Justification is based on the blood and righteousness of the Savior.
Through the shed blood (payment of the penalty of sin), sins are forgiven. Through his
righteous life (obedience to the law) righteousness is credited to the sinners (Rom.
3:24-26; 2 Cor. 5:21). Only on this basis can God be just when he justifies the ungodly
(Rom. 3:26).
3. Source: Justification flows forth from the sovereign and free grace of God. It
is a gift and can never be earned. At its core is the obedience of Christ, negative (payment for sin) and positive (provision of righteousness), and not the obedience of man.
There is no one righteous, no not one (Rom. 3:10, 23-30)!
4. Nature: Justification is instantaneous and irreversible. The pronouncement that
someone is both “not-guilty” and “righteous before God” is a once-and-for-all occurrence, and once made, neither can nor will ever be withdrawn or changed anymore
(Lk. 18:13-14; Rom. 5:1, 8:30-34), rooted as it is in the immutable God!
5. Instrument: Justification is received by faith (Rom. 3:20, 28; 4:6; Gal. 2:16;
3:11). The word instrument is not altogether adequate. The best way to show the centrality of faith is with the following biblical phrase, “to believe is tantamount to being
justified.” This is the meaning of Genesis 15:6, as I argue extensively below. The reverse side of faith is righteousness. The one cannot be without the other.
6. Evidence: The faith that justifies is alive and active, and will produce fruit,
good works. It cannot be any different. From this perspective, the reverse side of faith
is holiness. Thus to believe is not only to have imputed righteousness, but also to have
imparted righteousness. In other words, the reverse side of faith is not only the righteousness of Christ in justification, but also the holiness of Christ in sanctification.
From the larger vantage point of a full-orbed biblical systematic theology, as I argue
below, the first prong is the emphasis of Paul, the second one that of James.
In these six constituent elements there are indicators that justification is inseparable from both regeneration and sanctification. After all, faith is evidence of regeneration, just as good deeds, that are inseparable from faith, are evidence of sanctification.
At the same time justification may not be confused with either regeneration or sanctification. This can only be prevented when it is recognized that all three result from
union with Christ, since all three flow forth from him. The new heart in regeneration
originates in him. So does the new righteousness in justification and the new holiness
in sanctification. None of the three originate in man. As I have mentioned already,
there is no such thing as a “good will” in the area of regeneration, “good works” in the
area of justification, or “good efforts” in the area of sanctification, to which we owe
our salvation in whole or in part. It is all of grace! According to Scripture, the concate-
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nation among the three is as follows. While all three are simultaneously bestowed
upon union with Christ, the internal relationship has regeneration, evidenced in repentance and faith, as the root and both justification and sanctification as the twofold fruit
in God’s saving activity. After all, we are both justified and sanctified by faith.
This has at least two implications. First, if there is “no twofold fruit,” there can
be “no root!” Christ could not be any clearer in Matthew 7:21ff. Second, the same repentance and faith that secures the righteousness of Christ for the ungodly before they
enter into the family of God also produces the holiness of Christ for the godly after
they have been ushered into that family. Together with regeneration they are all three
“once and for all,” or “definitive” in the terminology of Systematic Theology, regeneration (John 3:5), justification (Rom. 5:1) as well as sanctification (Heb. 10:10, 14a).
After all, the union with Christ, which encompasses the cross, the resurrection, the ascension and the session in the heavenlies, is “once and for all.” All Christ’s younger
brothers and sisters have already arrived with him in those heavenlies (Eph. 1:20), and
there already possess his heart, his righteousness and his holiness in perfection. At the
same time in all three areas there is also a continuing “outflow,” daily repentance
(Acts 20:21), daily forgiveness (1 John 1:9), and daily renewal (Heb. 10:14b). This
“outflow” takes place on earth. In fact, no one can conscientiously claim that he is in
the heavenlies united with Christ who does not display or wholeheartedly seek the
continuing outflow of that union on earth, and has convincing evidence of its presence.
Frankly, this is what James is after and brings to expression both in the totality of his
Epistle and in the present context in his adage that “faith without works is dead!” In
short, both Christ and James are discriminating/applicatory preachers. Jesus calls those
who do not possess the threefold, once-and-for-all, reality “outsiders” in the very
strongest of discriminating terms (See for regeneration John 3:3, 5, for justification
John 4:16-18, and for sanctification John 8:31, 44). James questions in applicatory
terminology that is equally strong, whether those who claim to possess this reality, but
play foot loose with its threefold continuing outflow, are truly “insiders” (See specifically James 1:22, 26; 5:1). It makes no difference, whether their addressees belong to
the covenant community or not. It is hardly surprising that Paul’s message in its summons to self-examination (2 Cor. 13:5) is woven of the same cloth as that of “his older
brother,” Jesus, and “his elder colleague,” James!
All this warrants a number of conclusions regarding two hot-button issues that
(regrettably) occupy the Church today, the so-called “New Perspective on Paul,” and
the so-called “New Covenant Obedience in Justification.”
First, the notion that the Reformation doctrine of justification by faith follows
either an errant Paul or a misunderstood Paul must be opposed to the hilt. In the former
case Paul supposedly erred in attributing a merit-based legalism as the instrumental
basis of salvation to the Judaizers of his day. In the process he confused this with the
perfectly acceptable, gracious covenantal nomism of Palestinian Judaism that was
poles apart from a religion of legalistic works-righteousness as way of salvation. If all
this is true, Paul is not a reliable guide, and the Reformation has eggs on its face for
relying on him. In the latter case Paul in his Galatians or Romans allegedly did not oppose a salvific merit-based legalism at all. His only “bone of contention with Judaism”
was “prideful insistence upon its covenantal racial exclusiveness: Israel shut Gentiles
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out of the people of God, because they did not observe their ethno-social ‘identity
markers’ (the ritual laws!) before they would or could share table-fellowship with
them” (Robert L. Reymond, “The Sanders/Dunn ‘Fork in the Road’ in the Current
Controversy over the Pauline Doctrine of Justification by Faith” in A Companion to
the Current Justification Controversy (Unicoi, TN: The Trinity Foundation, 2003), 96.
If this is correct, the Reformation doctrine of Justification hangs in midair because its
proponents cannot base their views on Paul, and once again would have eggs on their
face! This is not the place to deal with the issue at length. But the notion that Paul in
Galatians 2:15ff; 3:1ff; 4:21ff; 5:1ff; Romans 3:19ff; 4:1ff; 9:30ff; 10:1ff; 11:5ff (and
Philippians 3:1ff, for that matter) only targets the racial and nationalistic zeal of Palestinian Judaism and not at the same time a destructive way of salvation, that “extinguishes the glory of Christ, destroys the Church, and overthrows the way of salvation”
(So Calvin, quoted in Reymond, 102), is unacceptable. It must stand opposed, not only
because it is theologically heterodox, but because it practically borders on the heretical
as a soul destroying perversion of the truth.
Second, the idea that covenant obedience in some murky manner is (co-) instrumental in God’s justifying declaration that constitutes the ungodly as righteous and
forgiven (Rom. 5:19) is a confused theologoumenon at best, and basically heterodox. It
is confused because it mixes justification and sanctification. While the two are inseparable, they must be distinguished. That good works are necessary for membership in
the Kingdom of God is not, and should not be, in dispute--antinomianism stands
roundly condemned in Scripture. But they do not come into the picture as instrumental
in justification, but rather as the substance of sanctification. In the biblical (Pauline
and Reformation) doctrine of justification the issue is whether faith apart from works
or faith with its works is instrumental in God’s verdict of “not guilty.” Both Paul and
the Reformation insist on the former. In the biblical doctrine of sanctification the issue
is, whether faith is, and can be, fruitless, or works through love. James, Paul and the
Reformation come down on the side of the latter. To go counter to the teachings of
James, Paul and the Reformation in either the doctrine of justification or the doctrine
of sanctification is to take the side of heterodoxy. If either covenant obedience subtly
turns into works-righteousness or fruitlessness into antinomianism, heresy prevails.
Orthodoxy avoids the poles of both pride and presumption. It avoids pride when it refuses to entangle itself with “good works” in justification or “good efforts” in sanctification. It casts itself upon Christ’s righteousness alone for the former (2 Cor. 5:21;
Phil. 3:9) and upon Christ’s holiness alone for the latter (John 15:5; Eph. 2:10; Phil.
3:10). It avoids presumption when it refuses to enlist its own obedience at the expense
of Christ’s imputed righteousness for the former but insists on the presence of obedience as the gift of Christ’s imparted righteousness in the latter (See for an extensive
debate on the issue of the relationship that covenantal obedience sustains to justification, E. Calvin Beisner, ed. The Auburn Avenue Theology, Pros and Cons: Debating
the Federal Vision (Fort Lauderdale: Knox Theological Seminary, 2003; and for an indepth analysis of the New Perspective on Paul, Guy Prentiss Waters, Justification and
the New Perspectives on Paul (Phillipsburg, P&R Publishing, 2004). The latter does
an admirable job, first, in exposing the heretical root of the New Perspective, which is
the apostate critical-historical methodology that tramples the inerrancy of Scripture
under foot and, then, in demonstrating the heterodox, Semi-Pelagian, nature of the
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New Perspective, which can only be maintained by construing Paul as (at least partly)
self-contradictory.
However, I am afraid that Waters still fails to go for the jugular. Both the New
Perspective on Paul and all other views, that similarly build “covenant faithfulness” in
the foundation of justification in one way or another, have a reductionistic view of the
New Covenant. The New Covenant does not simply extend the requirement of old
covenantal obedience as a kind of “Christian nomism.” Such view ignores that the
New Covenant is based on “better promises” (Heb. 8:6), which were not present in the
old covenant, and were not promulgated, although they were foreshadowed, until Ezekiel 36:25-27 and Jeremiah 31:31-34. These promises were indispensably needed, because the old covenant by and in itself could not spell anything else but “covenantal
unfaithfulness” across the board (Is. 64:6; Rom. 3:23). The old covenant proved to be
a dead-end street, had to be declared bankrupt, and replaced by the new covenant with
its three promises of regeneration, justification and sanctification. As I have stated before, a new covenant-heart in regeneration, a new covenant-righteousness in justification and a new covenant-holiness in sanctification, all three can only materialize as
gifts from above. This simply had to make the old covenant obsolete by implication
(Heb. 8:13). Therefore to read (“obsolete”) old covenant unfaithfulness as if it had the
trappings of covenant faithfulness, and subsequently, to foist this type of
(un)faithfulness upon the new covenant community as a requirement, before God can
pronounce his justifying verdict, is to declare that a dead-end street is full of promise.
This is manifestly unconscionable. Those who favor the New Perspective on Paul, or
any of the various views akin to it, are basically blind to the fact that, according to
Scripture, the new covenant is a new ballgame that cannot be played with the old, “obsolete,” rules. Hebrews proved to be only too clear about this. But this is both the core
failure of the New Perspective and a blueprint for spiritual disaster. It is ultimately a
(Semi-Pelagian) denial of the substance of the New Covenant, promised by the Father,
personified in the Son, and personalized by the Holy Spirit, in which the content of the
“command” can only come into its own as a matter of “pure grace.”
Those in the larger Reformed community, whose views border on the New Perspective, may possibly protest that they cannot be painted with either a Semi-Pelagian
or Romanist brush. After all, they never did, nor ever intended to, undermine the “All
of Grace” principle of the Reformation, and never did, nor intended to, deny the imputation of Christ’s righteousness. This twofold protest deserves a clear and direct answer. By bringing down the more glorious New Covenant ministry of life to the less
glorious level of the old covenant ministry of death (2 Cor. 3:7-11), and by functionally tying salvation to baptism in the process (See Waters, 199, 206-207), much in the
same vein as the Jews, to the dismay of Paul (Rom. 2:25-29), sought to tie it to circumcision, they did no one a favor! They became (at least) fuzzy and (possibly) heterodox in their doctrine of regeneration, justification as well as sanctification.
First, without wishing “to equate baptism with salvation” or “to reject the traditional language of regeneration ... they functionally supplant the doctrine of regeneration with the doctrine of baptism.” As a result the problem of the heart, with which
both OT and NT constantly grapple, simply disappears from the radar screen.
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Second, without (necessarily) dismissing the imputed righteousness of Christ as
the (exclusive) ground of the believer’s justification, their simultaneous and categorical insistence upon the inclusion of his good works in the process of justification
leaves us only with a twofold possibility. Either the so-called imputed righteousness of
Christ is a misnomer and basically an infused righteousness, in which the obedience of
Christ and the believer merge. Or justification, rather than being instantaneous, is a
continuing state in which the righteousness of Christ constitutes the indisputable
starting point, but the obedience of the believer is required to ensure continuation in
this state.
Third, without doing away with the doctrine of sanctification as an entity in its
own right and with its own jurisdiction, the obedience of the believer is so intertwined
with justification that the majestic contours and intricate content of this doctrine seem
altogether lost in a fog (For the documentation of most of this, see also Waters, 207211). Indeed, the fog of debilitating confusion envelops the total ordo salutis. Baptism
swallows up regeneration, and ends up twisting both. Similarly, justification swallows
up sanctification, and turns both into a loser.
Where in all this is the glory of the full-orbed New Covenantal Gospel with its
profundity in simplicity and its simplicity in profundity? Where is the message of the
bankruptcy of mankind in terms of its rebel heart, guilty record, and offensive life,
signed, sealed and delivered in mankind’s willful participation in original sin, and exposed in God’s “merciless mercy” by the old covenant, its grievous history, and its
lamentable impotence? Where is the message of the New Covenant with its glorious
threefold message that contains the perfect remedy for the threefold bankruptcy of
mankind, namely the grace of Christ’s heart in regeneration, Christ’s righteousness in
justification and Christ’s holiness in sanctification, promised by the Father and implemented by the Holy Spirit? Both the biblical diagnosis and the biblical cure are truncated, twisted or both.
This does and must have a number of dire consequences.
(1) The proponents of a so-called Reformed “Christian nomism,” whether it is
designated covenantal faithfulness or otherwise, rob themselves of the opportunity
forthrightly and clearly to respond to the threat that the New Perspective on Paul poses
to the health of the Church. Even if do not deny their heritage in as many words, they
have no functional defense or offense vis-à-vis its adherents with their disdain for
“original sin,” as taught by Calvin, “biblical grace,” as championed by Augustine, and
“imputed righteousness,” as emphasized by Luther. With either the Trojan horse of the
New Perspective or a close replica thereof “safely” (sic!) within their walls, their defensive as well as offensive arsenal cannot but be spiked!
(2) They put themselves, their offspring and their churches on a slippery slope.
When baptism for all practical purposes spells union with Christ, and by implication
salvation with all its components of regeneration, justification and sanctification, there
is basically no longer a need for the preaching of the Gospel in the Church. After all,
virtually 100% of Church attendees (in a paedo-baptist setting) are baptized, and
thereby virtually saved. All that covenant children (as well as adults) need is “(covenant) nurture,” a term chosen in conscious divergence from, if not opposition to, the
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word “Gospel.” This means explicitly in case of both (baptized) covenant children and
adults: no confrontation with either the cross of Christ that exterminates (rebel heart,
guilty record, and offensive life) or the resurrection of Christ that reoriginates (Christ’s
heart, Christ’s righteousness and Christ’s holiness). These are wayside stations that all
Church members, children as well as adults, allegedly have already passed in their
baptism. This means further implicitly: no confrontation with the cross of Christ that
fumigates (continuing hardness of heart, recurring guilt, and fresh excess of filth) or
the resurrection of Christ that revitalizes (ongoing repentance, repeated forgiveness,
and renewed holiness). After all, the Gospel of the Kingdom is the Gospel of the cross
and the resurrection of Christ, both in the once and for all extermination and reorigination leading to the production of new hearts, new righteousness and new holiness, and in the continuing “fumigation” and “revitalization,” leading to daily repentance, daily forgiveness and daily renewal. Therefore, to deny the Church the Gospel is
to deny it this carefully delineated full-orbed twofold message.
To “nurture” the baptized is in the abstract a noble objective. But to nurture them
in the concrete with anything less than this Gospel is to deny them their lifeline and
potentially to destroy them. Indeed, what if they are “destroyed,” that is, “apostatize?”
Well, apparently, they “lose” what they at one time “possessed.” The so-called “relational,” rather than “metaphysical,” “fluid,” rather than “unchanging,” and “dynamic,”
rather than “static” categories of Scripture (See Waters, 205), which is said to include
concepts, such as union with Christ, salvation, regeneration, justification, and sanctification, allegedly allows for this kind of terminology. Here the potential presence of the
following ironic anomaly emerges. (1) Baptism “constitutes” salvation. (2) Hence the
baptized do not need the Gospel. (3) However, without the Gospel their future turns
into a dead-end street. (4) As a result they “lose” their salvation. Let no one construe
this sequence as a hollow threat. Over the centuries this scenario, which started with
baptismal regeneration, assumed election, presumptive regeneration, or anything akin
to it, has played itself out again and again.
But what is the way out of this downward spiral? It must start with determining
the meaning of biblical baptism. There are two complementary truths in Scripture,
both of which must be embraced in order to understand its biblical content and force.
On the one hand, baptism certainly symbolizes the New Covenant as it is personified
in Christ. Therefore it signifies union with Christ and by implication seals definitive
regeneration (Rom. 6:1-6), justification (Acts 22:16) and sanctification (1 Pet. 3:21).
So, it can, and must, be proclaimed that in the initiating sacrament of baptism God
gives the baptized person Christ, and all that he personifies in terms of definitive regeneration, justification, and sanctification. So we may, and must, inform the baptized
person of this. On the other hand, however, Scripture is equally clear that the initiating
sacrament means absolutely nothing without its corresponding substance. Paul could
not have been more decisive in this respect (Rom. 2:25-29). Therefore, we must articulate this to the baptized person as well with the same precision and force. In short,
salvation cannot be separated from baptism, but neither can it be identified with it.
Both Israel and the Philistines encountered this same twofold principle in conjunction
with the ark. Israel identified God with the ark, and found out in a hurry that this was
presumptuous (1 Sam. 4:1-11). God taught the Philistines that he could not be separated from the ark. They found this out in a hurry as well (1 Sam. 5:1-12)! But how do
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we relate these two seemingly contradictory truths to each other so as to make edifying
sense to baptized folk?
The biblical answer to this question, which early Reformed theology saw sharply
and incorporated in its sacramentology, but has been frequently forgotten and intermittently ignored is this: To give on God’s part is not necessarily to receive on the
Church’s part! Just as the amount of a check, while it constitutes this very amount on
the part of the issuer, does not come in the actual possession of the one in whose name
the check is issued, until it is cashed (More about this below)! As I have stated earlier,
a.o. in the context of James 1:25 in Topical Focus # 8: Symbols and Penology in the
Mosaic Law, and with reference to Joshua 1:3-4; Hebrews 4:1-2; and 2 Peter 1:3-4,
this principle applies to the promises of God. It equally applies to the sacraments that
are the promises of God made visible. God’s promises, whether in spoken or visible
form, will not be fulfilled apart from faith as the heartfelt surrender to, embrace of, and
self-abandonment to these promises, and any obedience that this entails (Compare
Abraham as the model of this triad, as presented in Gen. 13:8ff; 15:3ff; and 22:1ff).
Because these promises are promises of the Gospel, it follows by ironclad logic that
the Gospel must be preached to all baptized persons. After all, faith comes by the
hearing, and hearing by the preaching of the Gospel (Rom. 10:14).
All in all, the following propositions obtain. (1) Since baptism cannot be identified with salvation, to affirm or presume that all baptized persons, children as well as
adults, are virtually saved by definition, goes against the grain of Scripture, which asserts that the initiating sacrament, whether circumcision or baptism, means nothing
apart from its substance. (2) Since all persons, baptized or not, participated in Adam’s
original sin and therefore possess rebel hearts, guilty records and polluted lives from
the moment of their conception, no one has the right to designate them as saved until
they have Christ’s heart in regeneration, Christ’s righteousness in justification, and
Christ’s holiness in sanctification. (3) Since Scripture does not reveal, explicitly or implicitly, whether baptized persons in their infancy possess Christ’s heart, righteousness
and holiness, it is pure speculation to assert that they do. (4) Since baptized persons
cannot be united to Christ apart from faith in the Gospel, it is (criminal?) presumption
to assert that they are united to him apart from the manifestation of such faith as the
entrance gate to, and evidence of, Christ’s heart, righteousness and holiness. (5) Since
persons, who as members of the covenant are eligible for the initiating sacrament,
whether circumcision or baptism, have been entrusted with the awesome privilege of
the “oracles of God” (Rom. 3:1-2), it is (criminal?) negligence not to preach all these
oracles, inclusive of the New Covenantal Gospel promises, to them with the summons
of repentance and faith. (6) Since parents recognize that their covenant children participated in Adam’s original sin, and are dead in their sins from the moment of their
conception, they will refuse to be presumptuously speculative about their actual
standing before God, but consistently and humbly nurture them with the Gospel and its
promises, until they can rejoice in their fulfillment by the evidences of repentance and
faith. (7) Since parents of baptized infants have God’s promise that the godly instruction of their children, inclusive of instruction in the New Covenant promises and the
necessity of repentance and faith, will ensure that they will not depart from it (Prov.
22:5), they may take heart in the faithfulness of God to honor this promise. (8) Since
no parents, however diligent in the discharge of their duties, will ever be able to in-
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struct their children perfectly, they will constantly cast themselves upon God, and pray
that he will grant their offspring repentance and faith both through and in spite of
them. (9) Since parents recognize that their inevitable shortfall will by definition put
their children in jeopardy of one sort or another, they will affirm upon their children’s
repentance and faith that they have only the promises of God to thank, and upon their
“apostasy” that they have only themselves to blame. (10) Since God dwells in the heart
of the humble, and promises those who tremble at his Word a future of joy, glory, and
abundance (Is. 57:15-19; 66: 2, 5-14), parents, who display prayerful humility before
God and daily Gospel nurture of their children, may take heart and expectantly anticipate God’s richest blessings in their families. (11) Since children of believing parents
receive the covenant promises of God, “godly parents ought not to doubt the election
and salvation of their children whom God calls out of this life in infancy” (Canons of
the Synod of Dort, I, 17, with reference to 1 Cor. 7: 14, in Creeds and Confessions of
Faith in the Christian Tradition, eds. Jaroslav Pelikan and Valerie Hotchkiss (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), Vol. II, 575). (12) Since parents recognize that
this statement is presented in the form of “pastoral counsel,” and cannot be explicitly
referenced in Scripture as “theological truth,” they refuse speculatively to extend this
principle to the children who remain alive, but prayerfully nurture them with the Gospel with a view to repentance and faith, and all that this entails. (13) Once parents believe that these twelve theses are grounded in God’s Word, they will be fully persuaded that to deviate from any of them will by definition jeopardize the future of their
children, while humble submission to all of them will by grace ensure this future.
In short, the initiating sacrament means “nothing” without its substance (Rom.
2:25-29). At the same time it means “much” because its subjects are recipients of the
promises of God (Rom. 3:1-5). But don’t the promises mean everything? The answer
is “absolutely yes,” in terms of its content (2 Pet. 1:3-4). At the same time the answer
is “absolutely no,” when this content is not received in faith (Heb. 4:1-2). The promise
of God, as I now argue more extensively, resembles a check in any kind of amount. In
every day life and under normal circumstances a check always constitutes the amount
in which it is issued, and therefore means everything. This hardly needs to be argued
since individuals in whose name checks are issued routinely accept them at face value.
However, when push comes to shove, they basically mean “everything” only from the
perspective of the issuer. They are worth nothing, unless they are cashed by the individuals in whose names the checks are issued! This is quite clear from everyday life as
well. Third party checks are routinely refused as acceptable tender. In fact, they are
invariably refused (unless, of course, there is the certainty that they can be cashed)! In
short, baptized individuals may, and must, be informed that the “check” of biblical
salvation is theirs. At the same time they must be exhorted to “cash” it in, that is, to
flee to Christ for the substance of baptism. Only after this there can and may be the assurance that this substance is actually theirs.
It should be manifest by now that Scripture and the proponents of the New Perspective on Paul, as well as adherents of views akin to it, are simply in different ballparks. This said it must be underscored that a grievously mistaken theology will not
always translate in a grievously mistaken practice, just as a gloriously correct theology
does necessarily translate in a gloriously correct practice. It should be our constant
prayer that God grants us the best of both worlds, meticulous theology that gives rise
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to, and is matched by, meticulous action. The absence of either one of them will
threaten the Revival status of the Church, endanger its Maintenance ministry, and
jeopardize its Recovery mode with all the short-term and long-term consequences
thereof. Jesus warns his Church only so many times. Eventually he will move on in
judgment, and leave a spiritual desert in its wake!
Returning now to the relationship of justification and sanctification, while they
may never be confused or merged, due to the nature of faith and the union with Christ
they are and remain indissolubly intertwined. This, however, leaves us to grapple with
James’ terminology. Without blushing he declares that “a person is justified by deeds”
(Jam. 2:24), with a reference to the paradigms of Abraham and Rahab (Jam. 2:21, 25).
This now must receive our attention! In the process it will become abundantly clear
that James’ teaching does not accommodate either the “New Perspective on Paul” or
the necessity of “Covenant Faithfulness” as instrumental in God’s foundational justifying verdict. In fact, as I intend to show, the first one does not come into the picture
in James, while the latter can under no circumstances claim even to have a toehold in
him. It is important, yet, to note that the “Covenant faithfulness” folk appear to justify
their position vis-à-vis the proponents of the classical view of justification by arguing
that the latter are weak, to say the least, in emphasizing the need for abundant Practical
Godliness. This charge is not necessarily without merit. Too many folks admittedly
hide behind the doctrine of justification as an excuse to cover their failure heartily to
pursue holiness. However, exposure to, and embrace of, James’ full-orbed message on
Practical Godliness should provide both an antidote and a remedy against any and all
grievous shortfalls in this regard.

It is my intention against the backdrop of this Topical Focus to demonstrate
that to construe a contradiction between James’ and Paul’s teaching is a grave
error. James’ and Paul’s Doctrines of Justification dovetail completely.255
255

Regrettably Brosend, 78-82, sends a mixed signal. On the one hand, he starts out by saying
that James and Paul were clearly acquainted with each other, and must have exchanged views.
But with regards to their letters, which they wrote about the same time, it is hard to determine
“who knew whom and who was writing against whom.” Most likely they never read each
other’s literary output, reacted to each other from hear-say knowledge only, and tended “to
talk past each other.” On the other hand, he emphasizes that the level of disagreement between Paul and James should not be exaggerated. They lived in “different worlds,” and
“probably did not think or worry about each other nearly as much as interpreters of James
think and worry about Paul, but about as much as interpreters of Paul worry and think about
James.” Both Paul and James were “passionate and pointed (all right) ... but not with each
other.” Paul’s insistence upon the practice of faith is as strong as that of James. In fact he “expanded on it, and added points of emphasis” (Phil. 1:25, 27; 2 Thess. 1:11; Philem. 6), even in
the context of Romans (Rom. 12-15) and Galatians (Gal. 5:6), the very epistles that were
showcases of his doctrine of justification by faith apart from the works of the law (Rom. 3:28;
Gal. 2:16). “Paul,” Brosend concludes, “writes much more about how one receives faith or
comes to faith, and James writes almost exclusively about what one is or is not doing in the
life of the community of faith—the difference one might say, between a missionary and a
pastor.” Frankly neither one was writing against the other. Neither did they live in different
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(1) Paul teaches that justification is by faith alone, without the works of
the law. The justifying verdict is not based upon any accomplishment on the
part of man, nor contingent upon any merit in man. It is a gift that is appropriated by faith alone.
(2) James teaches that the faith that justifies never remains alone, but
evidences itself in the deeds of the law. The justifying verdict is not appropriated by just any type of “faith,” but by faith that proves to be alive and active
by definition.
Both James and Paul are right, in as much as they stress two equally important, but totally different Scripture truths. Salvation is not on the basis of
works, nor by means of the law (Paul). Neither, however, is salvation without
works or inimical to the law (James). James’ focus is upon the nature of faith,
Paul’s focus upon the nature of justification. Both quote Genesis 15:5 (Jam.
2:23; Rom. 4:22; Gal. 3:6) in support of their teaching. Paul, on the one hand,
links it with the promise to which Abraham responds (Gen. 15:1ff) before he
was circumcised (Gen. 17:1ff). James, on the other hand, connects it with the
sacrifice Abraham brings (Gen. 22:2, 9) after righteousness was credited to
his account (Gen. 15:6). James makes his point crystal clear in the challenge
that he hurls at his “opponent.” This discussion partner is characterized as
“empty,” because he champions a faith without works, that is, a “dead” faith.
James now aims to substantiate this from the Scripture accounts of both
Abraham and Rahab. To infer that he hurls this challenge at least partly at
Paul, in as much as there would be a basic lack of sympathy between the two
(Laws, 113), is unacceptable.256 As has been argued already, it would indicate
that he either does not understand Paul, or contradicts Paul. Besides, it would
overlook the fact that historically Paul was a “Johnny-come-later” in comparison to James. Since James wrote his letter at an early date (AD 38-42?),
Paul’s letters that deal with justification may have arrived on the scene as
much as ten (Galatians: AD 49?) and fifteen (Romans: AD 57?) years later.
No, James’ indignation was not directed toward a faith that was empty of
human works, and therefore empty of merit, as the instrument in justification,
but toward a “faith” that was empty of deeds, and therefore empty of substance, as the evidence of justification. Paul could not agree with him more
(Rom. 12:1ff; 1 Cor. 3:13; 2 Cor. 5:10). Is salvation based upon works? No!
Is it unto good deeds? Yes (Eph. 2:9-10)! Paul emphasizes both. James zeroes
worlds! They manned the same battlefield, although they fought different battles, and, shoulder to shoulder, drew the same battle line, although they fought different enemies.
256
It should never be forgotten that all such pejorative ascriptions to James could not possibly
spring up in a “soil” that is suffused with gratitude to God for an inerrant Scripture. Truthfully, such ascriptions must grieve the Spirit as its primary superintending Author!
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in on the latter. As one commentator puts it, in James 2:20 the author “is not
asserting anything about the value of deeds, ‘apart from’ faith. It is precisely
the disjunction that he challenges. Above all, there is no reason to read this
statement as a response to such Pauline passages as Rom. 3:28 ... Rather,
James’ contrast is between mere faith and faith as a full response to God”
(Johnson, 242). Two other commentators put it rather ingeniously in a play of
words, “Faith that has no works does not work” (Martin, 90), and “Without
works faith does not work” (Dibelius, 161).
A further commentator in the footsteps of Bonhoeffer differentiates between cheap grace and costly grace, “Cheap grace is a type of faith that does
not necessarily lead to actions, because it does not demand a changed heart”
(Nystrom, 163). I especially appreciate the reference to the regenerate heart.
Paul is adamant that it is the starting point of sanctification (Rom. 6:1-6).
Without it holiness does not even come into view (John 3:3, 19-20) and so is
a total impossibility. Everything that goes by that name in the scenario of unregeneracy is counterfeit, plain and simple. Ironically, any type of “good”
may be a matter of “common grace” from God’s perspective, but even at that
as a human contribution it is still counterfeit holiness as James proceeds to
explain at length in Chapter 3.
According to Bonhoeffer, “Cheap grace is the preaching of grace without repentance, grace without requiring discipleship, baptism without Church
discipline ... Cheap grace is grace without discipleship, grace without the
cross, grace without Jesus Christ ... ,” while, on the other hand, “Costly
grace” acknowledges “the kingly rule of Christ for whose sake a man will
pluck out the eye which causes him to stumble.” In short, “Only he who believes is obedient, and only he who is obedient believes.” Genuine “disciples
burn their boats behind them and plunge into (total human) insecurity in order
to learn the demand and gift of Christ” (Nystrom, 164). Or, in NT terminology, they step out of the boat, and are sure to get wet to the point of drowning
if they decide to walk on water without Jesus (Mt. 14:28-29)!
In the James-Paul relationship the usual question is how James fits in
with Paul. I have maintained that this is an illegitimate question since James
penned his letter (well) before Paul appeared “in print.” Because this is increasingly, if not generally, recognized in recent scholarship, the relevant
question is now how Paul fits in with James. This Commentary insists that the
relationship is seamless. But there is no universal agreement in this regard.
Some commentators look at James and his so-called “faction” with suspicion.
They are of the opinion that James narrowed down the focus of the Gospel, to
say the least, and displayed both Judaistic and legalistic tendencies. After all,
he was concerned that both the Law of Moses and the rite of circumcision
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were meticulously observed (Acts 21:20ff). Paul supposedly battled the Judaistic tendency in the followers of James in foreign missions (Gal. 2:11ff),
but decided to give in to the legalistic tendency of James and his followers on
the home front (Acts 21:26).257 In fact, I have even heard it suggest not only
that Paul wrote the letter to the Hebrews, but also that in this letter he (belatedly?) gave James a run for the money, and fought both his Judaistic and legalistic tendencies.258
From my vantage point nothing could be farther from the truth. We
know that James provided the impetus behind, if not authored, the decree of
the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:19ff). The first, principial, section condemned
the Judaists in the strongest terms in defense of the Gospel for Jews and Gentiles alike. Paul could not have improved upon it. In the second, pastoral, section he asked the Gentiles, at least partly, to become a Jew to the Jews in order not to hinder the impact of the Gospel upon his compatriots, but rather to
win them. In this regard Paul fully drew one line with him as well (1 Cor.
9:20). Further, when Paul just before his lengthy imprisonment returns to Jerusalem, the leaders of the Jerusalem congregation, both James and the elders,
gave glory to God for Paul’s ministry, and at the same time asked him to
place himself under the law for the sake of the Gospel, all the while emphasizing that they would never require such of a Gentile. Paul complied (Acts
21:20-26). Did he buckle under? Not at all! All this was fully consistent with
Paul’s own faith and practice. He circumcised Timothy, the (half) Jew (Acts
16:3), although he refused to do so with Titus (Gal. 2:3). To those who are
under the law, he placed himself under the law, just as he was without law to
those who were without law, be it not without God’s law or Christ’s law. In
fact, he became all things to all men. All this served to win both Jews and
Gentiles to the Lord (1 Cor. 9:19-22). The parallel between James and Paul
could not be closer. They are both textbook cases of the same impeccable
conduct. Unbendable principially, they were willing to bend over backwards
strategically.
Why is it important to emphasize this at length? Well, to cast even the
slightest shadow of suspicion on James very easily may impact the reading of
his letter and cast somehow a shadow on it as well, whether consciously or
257

Phillips, 9-10.
The Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews was admittedly the prevailing view
for most of Church history. But the claim that in Hebrews Paul would have taken it out on
James is unacceptable, if not irresponsible. It is unacceptable because there is no evidence
whatsoever for such claim. But it appears to be irresponsible as well, because any kind of
sympathy engendered for it cannot but negatively affect the reading of James’ Epistle. And
since the slightest negativity, the slightest reservation, whether conscious or not, is potentially
soul damaging, this claim should be unalterably opposed!
258
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not, and all protestations to the contrary. To read James with even a slightly
jaundiced eye could only produce spiritual harm. James must be embraced
fully and without reservation as the very Word of God. It does not detract
anything from the Gospel. To the contrary, in James the Gospel comes into its
very own, as it extols and promotes its crowning piece, the practice of godliness in the total range of life. This has the love of his heart. It is also this very
love that draws him into his ministry to his “beloved brothers and sisters,”
and makes him hammer away at this anvil on their behalf throughout his
Epistle. In all this he follows fully in the footsteps of his older brother, who
exemplifies the same in his Hillside Sermon to his beloved disciples!

(2) Abraham as Primary and Foundational Paradigm (2:21-24)
Abraham is introduced as the first witness for James’ thesis that faith without
works is dead, and therefore non-existent. In the Jewish tradition he is an entity “proven by means of many trials” (Dibelius, 161, 169). His faith was
clearly an operative faith, which manifested itself in active obedience. In
Genesis 22 Abraham’s faith is put to the test. This is the explicit purpose of
the events described in this passage (Gen. 22:1).259 The test was severe. He
259

It is regrettable that this passage is usually viewed as “foreshadowing” Christ’s substitutionary atonement. While the latter doctrine ought to be safeguarded at all cost, it cannot be
extricated from, and should not be read into, Genesis 22 for a variety of cogent reasons. First,
hermeneutically it violates the analogy of earlier Scripture, the rule that only earlier information may have a voice in the interpretation of Scripture. Otherwise the text turns into a Jackin-the-box. The audience for which it is meant would not have had a clue of its intended
meaning. This goes against the grain of the “organic” inspiration of Scripture in which the
divine and human factors flow together to result in one uncompounded product. Second, Isaac
is presented to the Lord as a “burnt-offering” (So also perceptively, Motyer, 114). This means
total consecration in practical godliness. The universal principle brought to expression in it
has its NT counterpart not in the substitutionary atonement of Christ, but in his total surrender
to the will of God, which was exemplified throughout his life, powerfully verbalized in the
garden of Gethsemane, and on grand display on the cross. Paul extends this universal principle to all true children of Abraham and followers of Christ in Romans 12:1-2. Once and for all
they did, do, should and must present themselves as “living sacrifices.” Their whole subsequent life now takes place “on the altar.” Isaac’s foundational model, mirrored in an unparalleled fashion in Christ, is now reflected in Christians as their dominant feature. In short, it was
James’ overriding concern for “sanctification” that made him turn to Abraham and his burntsacrifice of Isaac. He clearly seeks the core of the message of Genesis 22 in a direction that is
vastly different from many scholars and most sermonizers, but in doing so he is in total sync
with Genesis 22:1 that pinpoints the content of Genesis 22 as a test of trust and obedience
rooted in the fear of God. In short, the universal principle that he gleans from Genesis 22 is
not the sacrifice of Christ as the basis for the forgiveness of sins, however biblical a truth this
is, but the pattern of practical godliness as an indispensable requirement for all Christians.
This is the case, even if this pattern is on preeminent, if not incomparable, display in Christ,
who does not only function as the ultimate model to emulate, but also proves to be the only
source from which to realize it. Third, Abraham adorned the place of offering with the phrase,
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was asked to sacrifice the future of his family, his people, and the world in
order to show that he loved God supremely, obeyed God instantaneously, and
trusted God unreservedly, in short, that he feared God (Gen. 22:12). This is to
say, he had to demonstrate that he possessed such heartfelt awe of God in the
light of both his majesty and mercy that would irresistibly draw him to God,
make him both cherish and seek his approval (smile) at any price, and both
loathe and shun his disapproval (frown) at any cost.
To repeat, the test could hardly have been more severe. After all, in Isaac
he faced the exclusive gateway into the future, not only his own son, but also
the “father” of the promised Messiah and the coming Light of the world. All
this was embodied in him, and “human speaking depended on him” (Motyer,
114). Furthermore, the only thing he had left was his faith. But this faith triumphed. “His words to his servants are: ‘Stay here ... As for me and the boy,
we will go over there and we will worship and we will come back to you.’
Three times the first plural is used: ‘we ... we ... we ... ;’ yet between the second and the third (use), Isaac would not only have been killed with the sacrificial knife but his body would have been committed to the flames as a total
offering to the Lord” (Motyer, 114). The strength of his faith clearly originated in his unshakable confidence that God could and would raise his son
from the dead (Heb. 11:17-19), similar to Paul’s confidence at a later occasion (2 Cor. 1:9). In his submission to God’s word, Abraham’s faith proved
its integrity and reached its fruition. He passed the test of “costly and wholly
trustful obedience,” in which he holds nothing back from God,” with flying
colors! “It fell to James, alone in the New Testament, to bring out this total
view of the faith of Abraham” (Motyer, 115-116), and present it as an
authoritative and compelling model for all who wish to be called Abraham’s
children. No one, who refuses to walk in his footsteps, can legitimately make
such claim!

“The Lord shall provide” (future tense). This must have been prompted by the recognition
that while God, of course, did provide (past tense)--after all, Isaac was alive and well--the
latter was not out of the woods by a long shot. For him to become the gateway into the future,
he needed a wife. But where would she come from? Well, Abraham was persuaded, “The
Lord shall provide (for this exigency as well)!” Interestingly enough, God did so much more
quickly than Abraham may have imagined! Upon his return from Mount Moriah, he by way
of speaking “found a chatty letter from his siblings in his mailbox” with information about his
relatives, especially about lots of births (Gen. 22:20-24). Tucked away in that list is the name
of Rebecca. Unbeknownst to him there was his daughter-in-law. His assertion that God would
provide was well founded. Before he asked, God had answered already! Eventually, of course,
he would become conscious of this. At any rate, the phrase “The Lord shall provide,” clearly
opens up the possibility for all kinds of application. Of course, if under this umbrella a
preacher sees fit to emphasize the doctrine of substitutionary atonement as one of God’s provisions, he is entitled to this, but not as a part of the exegesis of the text.
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James editorializes about Genesis 22 in a fivefold manner. He starts out
by clearly stating his initial proposition (Jam. 2:21) and concludes with triumphantly (“You see”) restating it as a universal proposition (Jam. 2:24). The
threefold substance of his argument is sandwiched in between.
1. Abraham was justified by deeds: He “sacrificed” Isaac (2:21).
2. Faith was active along with his deeds: It originates them (2:22a).
3. Faith was completed by deeds: It requires them (2:22b).
4. Genesis 15:5 was fulfilled in deeds: It came into its own in them (2:23).
5. A man is justified by deeds and not by faith alone (2:24).
All five points are in need of elaboration. But before this is done, the pivotal
significance of Genesis 15:5 should be recognized. While its interpretation is
to be settled below, it ought to be emphasized already that both James and
Paul anchor their specific “doctrine of justification” in this pivotal verse.
James argues that his doctrine of justification by deeds is the natural extension of Genesis 15, while Paul extrapolates his doctrine of justification by
faith from it. As such it proves to be a tree that carries two equally significant
branches, two equally necessary truths, each one in its own right. Now on to
the “five points” of James!
1. The first order of business is to settle the meaning of the phrase,
“Abraham was justified by his deeds.” How does James use the verb “to justify?” According to the various commentators it can carry (a) a demonstrative
(Ezek. 16:51; Mt. 11:19), (b) a declarative (Is. 53:11; Lk. 18:14), or (c) an
“evaluative” force. The translation, then, would be “Abraham was (a)
‘shown,’ (b) ‘declared,’ or (c) ‘considered’ to be righteous by his deeds.” I
first lay out these views with the arguments that have been adduced in support. After that I evaluate and assess them, and conclude by sharing my preference and the reasons for it.
(a) If the verb in this context carries a demonstrative (or “expressive”)
force, James tells us that by virtue of his deeds, the long trek to Mt. Moriah,
and the near sacrifice of his son, there was no shadow of a doubt left about
Abraham’s standing before God as a thoroughly righteous person. It was out
in the open, for everyone to see. Here are some samples from commentators
who hold this view. “Our father Abraham was shown to be righteous on the
basis of his faith,” in line with Matthew 11:19, 12:37, and 1 Corinthians 4:4
(Johnson, 242). Likewise, “Wasn’t Abraham proved righteous (as demonstrated) by his deeds?” (Martin, 91, with reference to Gen. 44:16 and Lk.
7:29-35). There is no doubt that this interpretation is linguistically possible
and respectable (Moo, 1985, 109, with reference to Gen. 44:6; Lk. 7:29, 35;
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and The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol. II, 213-214, s. v.
dikaioo).
This interpretation appears to have an inescapable implication, if we give
credence to an additional commentator, and to warrant a specific conclusion,
if we are to believe a further commentator. The inescapable implication is
this. “James uses the concepts of righteousness and justification in the sense
of actual, measurable, perceived goodness, just as Jesus used it in the Sermon
of the Mount. James did not have in mind the ‘imputed righteousness’ that
Paul taught Rom. 3-4; Gal. 3). It is doubtful whether this doctrinal concept
ever entered his mind when he appealed to Genesis 15:6. James had a practical, not theological application in mind.” He was “not discussing the question
of how Abraham was set right with God or how faith was reckoned as righteousness. Paul seized on that aspect of things. James was concerned with it as
proof that Abraham, when put to the test, lived up to his faith” (Phillips, 82).
In other words, Paul extrapolates from Genesis 15 that through his faith in the
God-given promise an alien righteousness was credited to Abraham’s account. James extrapolates from Genesis 22 that through his godliness in the
God-directed ordeal Abraham exhibited his faith. In short, both Paul and
James quote Genesis 15:6, but from a different perspective, for a different
purpose, and with a different result.
Furthermore, the specific conclusion, drawn by a further commentator, is
this. “Justified in this verse means in effect ‘shown to be justified’” (Tasker,
68). In other words, Abraham’s justification in Genesis 15:6 was shown to be
the “real thing” by his deeds. His deeds turned it unmistakably into a visible
reality. However, it must be observed that the way this conclusion is formulated is “awkward.” It appears to be bipolar. At first sight it appears to opt for
the demonstrative view (“shown to be justified”). By the same token it incorporates the declarative view (“shown to be justified). I return to this questionable formulation below en route to my own conclusions.260 Nevertheless it
fairly indicates that the demonstrative view does not go away in whole or in
part, even if in the history of the interpretation of James it is usually a minority report.
(b) The second option is the declarative (“forensic”) interpretation. This
is the majority view and presents us with four theoretically possible explanations of the text under consideration.
(i) The phraseology of Abraham’s justification can lexicographically
convey that his “foundational” acceptance by God was based upon his own
260

While I deal with the way Tasker phrases his conclusion below, let me say for now that it
is a curious phrase that leaves more than something to be desired.
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works. He was declared righteous for the simple reason that he was a righteous man. In this scenario James would teach “the justification of the righteous.” Although a perfect and necessary fit in the area of public justice (Ex.
23:7; Prov. 17:15), in the soteriological context this explanation clearly flies
in the face of Scripture, which includes the teaching of Paul. While only the
clues in the text can determine the interpretation of that text, nevertheless the
analogy of faith can and must be a guide and a guard. It can direct the interpreter in the proper direction, and can protect him against grievous errors.
Paul emphatically insists on “the justification of the ungodly (sic!)” (Rom.
4:5). To him justification that results in man’s acceptance by God is based
upon deeds fully alien to man, namely the work of Christ in both the shedding
of his blood and the provision of perfect righteousness. “Foundational justification,” then, is judicial and forensic in nature. It consists of a “courtroom”
procedure in which God imputatively and constitutively declares the ungodly
forgiven and righteous through the appropriation of Christ in the exercise of
faith, and consequently treats them as such. This, of course, is the dominant
meaning of justification in the NT (Lk. 18:14).
In short, in the present scenario James would opt for a declarative justification on the basis of human works apart from faith, Paul for a declarative
justification on the basis of Christ’s righteousness by means of faith. This interpretive construction would pit James and Paul against each other, and teach
two mutually exclusive views. This is manifestly unacceptable. I will not wait
until the evaluation and assessment of the various views to make short shrift
of this interpretation. It not only introduces a glaring and unacceptable contradiction into the Bible. It is also the result of bad hermeneutics that commits
a crucial exegetical error. It does not recognize that in James’ view the message of Genesis 22 is the necessary entailment of Genesis 15, and not the sum
and substance of the interpretation of Genesis 15. In other words, Genesis 22
does constitute the “fulfillment” of Genesis 15, and not its “meaning.” I return to this in the exposition of James 2:23.
(ii) By resorting to the concept of justification James can in the abstract
imply Abraham’s “eschatological” acceptance before God in the final judgment (Mt. 12:37), his ultimate stamp of approval contingent upon the evidence of an active faith (Phil. 3:10-12). What comes into view, then, is his
“final eschatological approbation” (Cargal, 133). In the “foundational (initial)
justification” works are totally removed from all consideration. After all, it is
by sheer grace that one is justified (Rom. 3:24). But in the “final justification”
deeds come into full view (Mt. 12:37; Rom. 2:6; 2 Cor. 5:10). One commentator calls this “probably” the best explanation (Moo, 1985, 109; as well as
110-111, and his “Additional Note” on Justification in the Old Testament and
Judaism). In the abstract this interpretation is, indeed, possible, and has in its
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favor that any kind of discrepancy between James and Paul vanishes. Still let
me without postponement hasten to disqualify this as an unlikely explanation
as well. After all, the eschaton simply does not come into the picture, neither
in the text, nor in the context. In fact, the text declares quite the opposite.
Abraham was justified by his deeds in Genesis 22, that is, in the past! Therefore, the absence of any clues that would steer us in the direction of a future
“final approbation” and the clear presence of counter indicators should be
sufficient ground to dismiss it.
(iii) One commentator holds that with his choice of words James indicates the reality of repeated justifications. “God pronounced Abraham righteous when he first believed, and then subsequently every time he obeyed,”
especially at the occasion of his crowning act of obedience in the sacrifice of
his son. In this construct Paul took his cue from the first pronouncement. This
formed the ground of his teaching of declarative justification based on an imputed righteousness. James took his cue from the later pronouncement(s).
This was the ground of his verdict of declarative justification based on his
verified righteousness (Zodhiates, II, 40).261 The first pronouncement contained a once-and-for-all declaration, is never repeated and is not repeatable.
The second pronouncement is indicative of a repeatable, and hopefully often
repeated, verdict. The more copiously believers evidence their good deeds,
the more copiously God pronounces his verdicts of justification (Zodhiates,
II, 60).
By way of illustration, a soldier is inducted in the army by fiat pronouncement once and for all. But acts of valor will earn him decorations as a
stamp and “pronouncement” of accomplishment, recognition, approval, and
appreciation. By means of medals and ribbons the High Command goes on
record, makes a “declarative statement,” with a silent, but eloquent witness,
“This is a soldier, if there ever was one!” Repeated acts of valor earn repeated
decorations and thereby repeated non-verbal pronouncements of heroism. Or
to give a variant illustration, Abraham as well as his authentic children
drafted in God’s army by faith will earn their stripes by deeds. James’ counterfeit believer, on the other hand, resembles a soldier on perennial furlough.
James simply wishes to convey that “there is no such animal.” A nondecorated soldier of the cross does not exist. To be a sworn-in, inducted soldier in Christ’s army is by definition, whether sooner or later, to be a (repeat261

Zodhiates, 40-41 points out that the reference to the first pronouncement was a passive
aorist. Abraham was recipient. The reference to the second pronouncement was in the middle
voice. Abraham was an agent. The thief on the cross believed with his heart, confessed with
his mouth, but ran out of time before he could prove the authenticity of his faith and confession with his life (Rom. 10:9-10). Of course, in all this he was an exception rather than the
rule.
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edly) confirmed and certified soldier. A parallel illustration, but in then a
negative sense, takes place in a court of law. Someone may be declared
“guilty” of a crime. The sentence, however, is not enunciated until a month,
or more, later! The original verdict is confirmed by the later pronouncement.
This view may make first-time readers somewhat uneasy. I know it did
me when I faced it for the first time. After all, Scripture gives no indication of
repeated pronouncements of justification, the first by virtue of faith, and all
others on the basis of works. But the way it is formulated is not necessarily
heterodox.262 Nor is it prima facie unlikely. Therefore I will wait with the final assessment until later.
(iv) James’ terminology can also communicate the genuineness of Abraham’s justifying faith, and thereby authenticate the reality of his justification.
This “authentication” would (have to) take place between his fundamental
justification in Genesis 15 and his final approbation in the Day of Judgment.
In fact, it would by necessity flow forth from the former and by implication
assure him of eschatological acceptance. On the one hand, “the patriarch’s
faith could not be so adequately designated unless and until he demonstrated
it by what he did in obedience to the God who justified him” (Martin, 92).
This is to say that Abraham’s justification by faith, which was the subject of
Genesis 15, was corroborated, authenticated, and validated by the deeds that
were performed as recorded in Genesis 22. On the other hand, the patriarch’s
deeds would insure that God would complete the good work that he had begun (Phil. 1:6) in regeneration (Jam. 1:18) and continues in sanctification
262

This formulation fully honors, if not represents, the classical view of declarative justification as based solely on the imputation of Christ’s righteousness. Hence it stays within the
Analogia Fidei. James’ “repeated” justification simply underscores and confirms the presence
of the (later Paul’s) foundational justification as the classical view understood it. I hasten to
add, however, that this “interpretive construct” is poles apart from what some proponents of
the “New Perspective” advocate. They also hold that justification is basically “a series of justifications.” From beginning to end, however, these “justifications” invariably “contemplate in
some measure the believer’s covenantal faithfulness.” In this context the idea of “imputed
righteousness” as the basis of justification is summarily dismissed and is therefore altogether
out. Surely, in this type of justification there is still a need for grace. But this is transforming
grace that “imparts” (no more than) a degree, a measure, of righteousness, and is therefore of
the Semi-Pelagian stripe. Against this backdrop the proposal of “a series of justifications” is
heterodox to the core, if not heretical. It cannot hold to the radical and total depravity of man,
and flies in the face of Paul’s blunt statement that God “justifies the ungodly” (Rom. 4:5).
Paul is not talking here about folk who are supposedly “outside the covenant,” and therefore
cannot have covenantal faithfulness. Neither is he talking about otherwise “sincere believers
who (merely) ‘experience moments of apparent disobedience.’” No, Paul is not so easily explained away. He talks here about all of mankind in its fallen and totally depraved state, as he
does in so many other places (See specifically Rom. 6:19-21; Eph. 2:1ff; Titus 3:3) (See for
all this Waters, esp. 174-175).
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(Jam. 1:21) by all the means appointed thereunto, inclusive of the disciplines
of grace, such as absorption of the Word and empowerment by the Holy
Spirit through prayer. This is to say that the “final approval” is ultimately anchored in, and assured by, God himself who is immutable (Jam. 1:17) and
never will abandon the clearly identified and authenticated works of his hands
(Ps. 138:8).
One commentator puts it like this: James shows that “what Abraham did
in Genesis 22 was an outworking of the faith described in Chapter 15.” In
doing so he “declares that his justifying faith has a certain quality, a vitality
that makes it the producer of good deeds. It is an action producing faith ... In
this sense Abraham’s faith was validated by his deeds.” Without deeds faith
would clearly be incomplete, useless, inauthentic, and could never have been
counted to him for righteousness! Therefore in bringing this out James was
combating a superficial, indeed, an empty faith, that is void of substance, in
contradistinction to Paul who was wrestling with legalism (Burdick, 184).263
In short, in Abraham “faith proved to be “an extremely active principle”
(Mayor, 95). But this is not all. James universalizes it by his reference to Rahab. In her redemptive history repeats itself as a testimony to that effect. Indeed, it ups the ante by demonstrating that faith is willing to put even its own
life on the line. “Far from being dead or worthless her faith moved her to risk
her life to save the spies. As a result, ‘even’ (kai) a prostitute was declared
righteous” (Burdick, 185).
c. However, there is a third interpretation that has become rather popular,
especially among the more recent commentators. I aim to give it a designation below, after I have sought to describe it. By virtue of Abraham’s show of
hospitality in Genesis 18 and pursuant to the test of the reality of Abraham’s
faith in Genesis 22, which culminated in the sacrifice of Isaac, he “was considered righteous” by God (Nystrom, 153-154, 156; Kistemaker, 95; Keddie,
117; see also Burdick, 184). If this is correct, we are faced neither with an
outright practical, demonstrative (“expressive”) use of the verb, nor with an
outright judicial, declarative (“forensic”) use. It would be somewhere in between, a special, and frankly somewhat slippery, possibly semi-declarative
and semi-demonstrative, “value-assigning” use. It is somewhat slippery, since
it does not directly pinpoint whether the term “righteous” refers to an imputed
or an imparted reality. At first sight it appears to tilt toward an imparted reality, since it comes down to an appraisal based on observed behavior. Still, to
coin a new term, it would be more “assessive,” or “evaluative.” God assessed,
evaluated Abraham, and gave him, in fact, had to give him, a passing mark
263

In a similar vein, Abraham did not earn God’s friendship, but “he acted as a friend should
act and thus showed that he was in reality God’s friend” (Burdick, 184).
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because of the moral character and conduct that emerged in the course of the
test. This is what James allegedly records. Abraham was recognized as righteous (practically godly) by what took place in Genesis 22, and therefore
“considered righteous by God. At the same time the declarative aspect appears not to be totally absent either, since the notion of justification is allegedly used in the “standard meaning of this term” as both acknowledged and
consequently pronounced to be righteous (PDavids, 67). All this made me
speak in terms of a semi-demonstrative and semi-declarative use of the term.
Incidentally, the translation “considered righteous” is also said to “differentiate James’ terminology from that of Paul.” While “James uses the standard
meaning of the term ... Paul uses the same language in a unique way.” “This
difference in meaning” is then introduced as “another indication that James
has had no contact with Paul’s work” (PDavids, 67).
After this survey of the various interpretations, it is time for assessment
and evaluation. I proceed to do so in reverse order in which they were presented.
a. First, then the “evaluative” use, “Abraham was considered righteous
by his deeds.” This “value assigning” meaning is undoubtedly intriguing.
However, it does not seem to leave James with an open and shut case for his
central thesis that faith without works is dead. To be considered, deemed,
viewed, regarded as righteous does not seem to do it. It functions as a subjective judgment. In the abstract one could even be considered righteous without
being righteous. No, James 2:21 seems to have a much more potent, in fact,
an undeniably objective and certain reality in mind. Abraham was “justified
by works.” Period! As such he was the authoritative model for all believers.
Further, the fact that according to James 2:23 the course of events mentioned
in James 2:21 is a “fulfillment” of the content of Genesis 15:5 makes this option less than likely as well. After all, as has been observed already, Genesis
15:5 with its imputation motive provides the foundation for a judicial declaration, and it is this imputation statement that is “fulfilled.” Finally, if “justified” in this context stands for “considered righteous,” it would be something
unique both to the NT and James. All claims that he carries the torch for “the
standard meaning” to the contrary, there appears to be no parallel for such use
of “justified” anywhere in biblical literature, nor in non-biblical literature for
that matter. In short, if the translation “considered righteous” is the correct
one, it would not be James who follows the standard meaning and Paul who
would be unique, but vice versa it would be James who would be an exception, and Paul who represents the rule. This makes the “value assigning”
meaning even more unlikely. Basically it is an unclear concept in this context.
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b. Turning to the declarative option, it is a historical fact that this is regarded as the most attractive interpretation (Mitton, 105-106). But, as I indicated, this comes basically down to either a “repeated” justification or an
“authenticated” justification, both of which fully honor the imputation of
Christ’s righteousness as its foundation. Virtually all commentators who are
committed to the declarative option go the latter route. The “foundational”
justification takes place without any consideration of works on the part of the
sinner. By the same token, “authenticated” justification requires deeds on the
part of the believer. Well, it appears that Abraham qualifies for the former by
virtue of the stupendous nature of his faith (Gen. 15:6), and qualifies for the
latter in view of the stupendous activity of his faith (Gen. 22:10)! For all
practical purposes James writes in shorthand in 2:21, “Abraham was justified
by faith (all right, with a reference to Gen. 15:6 in Jam. 2:22), but that justification was authenticated by the “sacrifice” of Isaac (with a reference to Gen.
22:10).” It is noteworthy that also in Paul the foundational justification (Phil.
3:9) will only result in the “final approbation” in the Day of Judgment (Phil.
3:11) by way of authenticated justification (Phil. 3:10).
In other words, Paul focuses upon “the justification of the sinner from
the curse of his natural condition,” James upon “justification as the approbation of that faith by which we are accepted with God” (Manton, 245). In Paul
justification is the opposite of the condemnation of the sinner who is pardoned through faith, in James justification is the opposite of the condemnation of the impostor who is censured for lack of deeds. In Paul a sinner is absolved by a fiat declaration. In James a justified believer is approved by fiat
deeds. Genesis 15 exemplifies faith to which God attaches righteousness.
Paul uses that as the legitimate launching pad to arrive at the justification of
the ungodly through the exercise of faith. Genesis 22 exemplifies deeds from
which God concludes to the “fear of God.” James extrapolates from this the
necessity of deeds as the seal upon justification (See Manton, 246).
In short, Genesis 15 establishes that before God, who assesses the heart
immediately, Abraham’s profession of faith secured the presence of righteousness as the prerequisite for his acceptance. No more, no less, as I argue
below in the context of James 2:21! In his doctrine of declarative justification
Paul concludes that embedded in this is a universal principle applicable to all
believers anywhere. To believe is tantamount to be justified (Rom. 3:26; 4:5).
Genesis 22 establishes once and for all that before men, who can only assess
the heart mediately, Abraham’s display of deeds sealed the possession of
righteousness prerequisite for his acceptance. Paul extrapolates the doctrine
of foundational justification from Genesis 15 in his letters, James the doctrine
of authenticated justification from Genesis 22 in his Epistle. In both instances
the issue is not just theoretical, but a matter of life and death. Are human
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works necessary in foundational justification? Absolutely NOT! Otherwise it
would radically destroy the centerpiece of the Gospel (Paul). Are human
deeds necessary for authenticated justification? Absolutely YES! Otherwise it
would totally destroy the crowning piece of the Gospel (James).264 It is hardly
surprising that this complementary teaching of Scripture precipitates a twofold activity. Foundational justification as a free act of God’s grace makes us
flee to Christ and embrace him as our righteousness. Authenticated justification as a necessary implication of human responsibility makes us examine
ourselves and embrace Christ for our holiness.
Incidentally, one commentator quite perceptively explored the potential
pitfalls of self-examination in this context. It seeks to identify deeds as fruits
of God’s grace that declare our justified state to be genuine. This provides assurance. Scripture is quite clear that assurance goes up and down with holiness (1 John 3:19-24). Only believers, in whom the Spirit of sanctification
and mortification is truly operational will (be able and allowed to) cry,
“Abba, Father” with confidence (Rom. 8:12-16; Gal. 3:6). However, deeds
are never the ground for such assurance. That is Christ only in his Person and
Work. Therefore, all those, who enjoy assurance as the gracious corollary to
their deeds, will immediately return to Christ for continuous godly living and
continuous assurance (See also Neh. 13:22). Lose sight of Christ, and the cycle will be broken. Holiness will dry up, the conscience will act up, and assurance will tend to go “belly up,” in whole or in part (Ps. 51:11; 1 John
3:20), until a cry for God’s mercy (Ps. 51:1ff), rooted in Christ’s propitiation
(1 John 2:2), and leading to new obedience and renewed confidence (1 John
3:21) restores the cycle.265 This is why the Gospel is from faith (in Christ) to
264

Interestingly enough Manton, 246, contends that according to James 2:21 there is a need
for all believers “to justify their faith.” This is a curious contention since he is of the persuasion that James’ use of the verb “justified” is declarative in nature. From that perspective we
would expect that James 2:21 would express the need for the believers’ justification to be justified, more precisely, the need for the possession of an alien, imputed, righteousness (Gen.
15) to be authenticated, that in the course of the OT is earmarked as the basis for justification.
As we shall see below, Manton’s notion of the “justification of faith” does not only fit in
much better with the demonstrative interpretation, but also with James 2:22-23.
265
The complementarity of truth is in clear evidence. According to 1 John 3:19-24, the doctrine of reassurance has the following aspects: (1) Diminishing assurance (the heart condemns
itself) as ground for renewed assurance (only Christians condemn themselves), (2) Reassurance (the heart does not condemn itself) as the byproduct of obedience (Christians abide in
Christ through prayer unto love and holiness). All this is rooted in the various workings of the
Holy Spirit: (1) conviction, (2) self-condemnation, (3) diminishing assurance, (4) repentance,
(4) drinking of Christ in prayer, (5) renewed love and obedience, (6) blossoming assurance.
The amazing beauty of this Gospel of assurance is that reassurance is warranted, indeed,
mandated, from the beginning of this chain of events to the end. In fact, the presence of each
link of this chain is an encouragement to reassurance, from conviction and self-condemnation
onward. At the same time, the budding reassurance at the beginning of the chain will turn into
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faith (in Christ) (Rom. 1:17), subsequently from holiness (through Christ) to
holiness (through Christ) (2 Cor. 3:17-18), and consequently from assurance
(via Christ) to assurance (via Christ) (Rom. 8:15-16; 1 John 3:19-24) (Compare Manton, 246-249).
At any rate, after all this it seems that the case for authenticated justification is iron-clad, as it is succinctly summarized by one commentator,
quoted already before, “Justified in this verse means in effect ‘shown to be
justified’” (Tasker, 68). It can hardly be denied that this is a thoroughly biblical truth that fits perfectly in “the analogy of faith,” the sum and substance of
a responsible “Systematic Theology.” Still, there should be some unease with
this interpretation. After all, linguistically it makes little or no logical sense to
define “justified” as “shown to be justified.” “Shown to be righteous” as a
translation makes very much linguistic sense, but “shown to be justified” does
not. Therefore, a word of caution is in place.
In my estimation the linguistic confusion is inevitable as soon as one
holds that Genesis 15 teaches a fully developed doctrine of “justification by
faith.” As I already indicated, Paul “justifiably” extrapolates this from Genesis 15. But Genesis 15 itself only lays the groundwork for Paul’s (very legitimate) doctrine of justification. By itself it teaches, as I argue further below,
no more and no less than that genuine faith is so awesome that God attaches
righteousness to it. Neither the source nor the substance of that righteousness
is spelled out in so many words. Only in progressive revelation is God identified as its origin (Is. 45:24), Christ presented as its substance (Jer. 23:5-6),
and faith more specifically pinpointed as its instrument (Hab. 2:4). If Genesis
15 by itself does not teach a fully developed doctrine of justification by faith,
Genesis 22 as the fulfillment of Genesis 15 cannot teach a fully justified justification by faith, and James cannot imply on the basis of both Genesis passages that “justified” must be translated or paraphrased as “shown to be justified.”
This, of course, has also implications for the idea of repeated justifications. What is not revealed as having occurred in so many words in Genesis
15 cannot be repeated in so many words in Genesis 22.266 Besides, there is an
additional problem. Genesis 22, which is James’ point of departure, does not
full bloom at its conclusion. Of course, in the life of genuine Christians this chain will repeat
itself many times, with the severity of the ups and downs of their assurance commensurate to
the ups and downs of their endurance en route to perfection.
266
Of course, proponents of the type of repeated justifications under discussion here must go
to great length to insure that their view is not confused with that of some adherents of the
“New Perspective on Paul.” The former staunchly hold to the imputation of Christ’s righteousness as the basis of foundational justification. The latter just as staunchly oppose and
dismiss it.
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speak about imputed righteousness, however much this is an indisputably
biblical concept. Rather Genesis 22 explicitly aims to demonstrate that Abraham possessed the fear of God from the presence of the righteousness of
godly conduct. This datum virtually forces the interpreter to go the demonstrative route as the only interpretation that makes (eminent) sense.
c. After everything is said and done, “justified” in James 2:21, 24 (and
25) cannot and does not stand for “shown to be justified,” but does, and must,
stand for “shown, demonstrated, confirmed, validated, or certified to be righteous by virtue of his awesome deeds!” If this is the proper interpretation, and
it seems so from all the pertinent biblical clues, James chooses the “demonstrative” route, while Paul, as we will see more extensively below, would
head in the judicial, forensic, “declarative” direction.
One commentator perceptively observes that regarding the “verbal opposition between statements of Paul and James” we must “look for reconciliation either in the employment by the writers of the same words in somewhat
different senses, or in their contemplating the matter under discussion from
different points of view” (Johnstone, 215). If one interprets James as using
“justified” in the declarative sense, one opts for the latter route.267 However,
if one is of the opinion that the word “justified” must be taken in the demonstrative sense,” one opts for the former approach. Both interpretations are
“honorable” from a biblical point of view (The Analogy of Faith). But for
reasons spelled out above, I fully prefer the demonstrative option. So does a
second commentator with impeccable credentials. Paul “speaks about our
persons justified before God” by virtue of the righteousness of Christ (declarative sense). James “speaks of our faith justified before (God and) man”
by virtue of our godliness (demonstrative sense) (Henry, III, 1294). In this
scenario, as a third commentator correctly observes, any notion of contradiction can immediately be dismissed (Phillips, 82). After all, James and Paul
focus on two different types of justification.268 In short, the faith that justifies
(Paul) is justifiable and must be justified (James).
In conclusion, “imputed righteousness” (Paul) and “imparted righteousness” (James) stand shoulder to shoulder as the twin towers of a truly and
267

Johnstone, 216, opts for this route. He contrasts Paul’s “justified by faith” in the moment
of salvation to James’ “justified by works” in the judgment at the end. He clearly favors the
eschatological-declarative view. I have already argued against this as an unlikely possibility.
268
This conclusion has far-reaching implications for today’s debate whether the place and
function of good works, whether called covenantal obedience or otherwise, is such that they
are at least partly instrumental, and therefore necessary, in bringing about God’s verdict that
declares the ungodly righteous and forgiven. Since James does not use justification in this declarative sense, such teaching cannot, and may not, be traced back to him in any way, shape or
form!
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full-orbed biblical Christianity. Where James’ “doctrine of justification by
deeds” is the crowning piece, Paul’s “doctrine of justification by faith” is the
founding piece of God’s saving activity. Neither one can do without the other.
Just as Paul decries the notion that a combination of faith and works is required to receive the foundational approval of God and a title to heaven,
James decries the view that a separation of faith and works is perfectly acceptable in obtaining the final approval of God and the enjoyment of heaven.
The latter is what James is all about in informing the readers that the patriarch
Abraham is “living proof” as the model for all believers that the presence and
display of deeds is an incontrovertible necessity en route to the final smile of
God. In fact, Abraham is a twofold living proof, both for Paul’s justification
by faith, extrapolated from Genesis 15, and James’ justification by deeds, on
display in Genesis 22. If this sinks in, the pulpit can without embarrassment
(begin to) preach James’ “justification by deeds” with the same vigor as
Paul’s “justification by faith” as equally sterling “coins of the realm.” In fact,
it can do so with greater vigor for two reasons. First, James’ trumpet blast
brings new covenantal closure to the OT as the Holy Spirit’s first order of NT
business. Compared to him Paul belongs to the supporting cast as a Johnnycome-later. Second, his trumpet blast represents the crowning piece of God’s
saving activity. Paul simply supplies the legal framework that undergirds it as
its necessary condition.
Of course, faith, either in James or in Paul, is never self-activating. Restricting ourselves to James, one commentator thoughtfully points out with a
reference to Hebrews 11 that Abraham in his willingness to offer Isaac is “an
outstanding example in the long line of heroes, who under great trials never
lost their belief in the reality of the unseen or their conviction that God would
implement his promises” (Tasker, 68). It was the promise of God, promulgated in Genesis 15:3-5, that laid the foundation for Abraham’s justifying
faith in Genesis 15:6. But it was that same promise as well that brought about
his awesome, heroic activity of faith in Genesis 22. Only the presence of the
promise of God could and did insure the type of activity that Abraham so admirably exemplified.
However, all this does not bring James’ argument to a close. In fact, it is
only the first installment of his offensive against a “faith” that is nonfunctioning, empty and “dead.” The authentication of Abraham’s faith by his
deeds is further underscored by two additional considerations from the Genesis data. The example of Abraham has much more mileage in it! His faith
both cooperated with his deeds and was perfected by his deeds (Jam. 2:22)!
Let us take a look at both halves of this statement.
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2. The first half, to the effect that “faith cooperated, was active along
with his deeds,” follows naturally upon James 2:21, especially when it carries
a demonstrative punch. Faith goes hand in hand with deeds. There is no faith
without deeds. Faith in the heart must come to expression and be on display
in outward deeds (Zodhiates, II, 44). But neither are there deeds without faith.
The latter is emphasized here. “Faith enabled him (Abraham) to perform acts
of obedience, here called works. The fact that the verb is in the imperfect
tense suggests that this cooperation was always going on” (Tasker, 69).
Without faith (Abraham’s or Rahab’s) “justification by deeds” could never
have come about, neither can anyone else’s! Faith is a “constant partner” of
(Moo, 1985, 112), and “actively collaborates with” (Cheung, 179), deeds. It is
the source and ground of deeds, just as deeds are the expression, the manifestation, of faith (Cranfield, 341). In short, faith ever is, and ever will be the
only effective driving force behind works. If faith ever would go on strike,
deeds would vanish instantaneously and by definition. Faith is essentially the
embrace and appropriation of the promise of God, without any hesitation.
This is rooted, in turn, in a total commitment to the God of that promise,
without any reservation.
Incidentally, in the context of Genesis 15 Abraham had not much of a
choice, given the content of God’s promise. It was total surrender, total commitment and total embrace ... or nothing! At any rate, such embrace, rooted in
such surrender and commitment, seems unimaginable without deeds, and
cannot but produce deeds. This is the thrust of James with reference to Genesis 22. “Here is definitive proof that faith and action go together” (Kistemaker, 96). The faith that justifies is alone, but does not remain alone. This
is the test of its veracity! Therefore, while faith justifies sinners, deeds “justify” their faith. In short, a person is justified by faith, all right, but it is a person who expresses this faith in deeds (Kistemaker, 98). Faith only? YES
(Paul)! “Faith” only? NO (James)!
Once again in the vivid terminology of one commentator, in all this
“Paul and James do not stand face to face fighting against each other, but
back to back, fighting opposite foes” (Zodhiates, II, 11). In standing back to
back they were not each other’s antagonists, but each other’s defense. This
even beats standing shoulder to shoulder! Their relationship must have been
more than cordial. Each of them trusted the other with his life. How else can
we explain Acts 21:18? Paul had the steel beam of the Gospel driven next to
his spine. This insured that he would never cave in, not for Peter (Gal.
2:11ff), nor for James, nor for anyone else (2 Cor. 4:8; 2 Tim. 4:16ff). However, for the sake of the Gospel he was willing to bend over backwards. This
is exactly what he did (Acts 21:18)!
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However, there seems to be even more “hidden” in James 2:22a. At this
point we reach and unveil the very heart of the second half of James 2. The
author does not just teach that faith and deeds are inseparable, however true that
is. No, the faith James is talking about proves to have an awesome momentum.
It is a driving force, a dynamics, that will enable a believer to pass the severest
tests, such as bringing the costliest sacrifice without “feeling sacrificial,” against
every natural instinct, with unwavering resolve, in total readiness, without succumbing to all too human rationalizations and in immediate obedience.
Look at Abraham getting up early, without talking to anyone in order not
to be diverted from his purpose, taking to the road fully prepared in order not
to be delayed in his duty, and choosing the shortest route to his destination in
order not to miss his moment of self-denying truth (Compare Manton, 252253). Faith is, indeed, awesome. It counts all types of poverty, past, present,
or future, joy, takes decisive action in the fear of God, and perseveres in
practical godliness en route to perfection (Jam. 1:2-3). In a word, in all this it
moves mountains (Mt. 21:21)! James 2:14-19 argues that faith does, and
must, mean “something!” James 2:20-26 continues to argue that this “something” proves to be “awesome!”
We come here face to face with the depth, the height, the breadth and the
length of the “mystery of faith.” Faith is powerful stuff, James appears to say.
It walks on water! You can expect literally everything, including a man
cheerfully plunging his knife toward the heart of his only son, in the rocklike
certainty that this boy, who was raised from the dead once, will be raised
from the dead a second time. Did he not spring from a barren rock (Abraham), and a waterless well (Sarah) (Is. 51:1)? Well, for Abraham history simply will repeat itself (Heb. 11:17-19). In this way James’ teaching comes to a
crescendo of sorts, “the faith that justifies, true, living, and active faith, is a
veritable powerhouse.” It is assured of “overcoming the world” (1 John 5:4).
And in the victorious act of overcoming faith comes into its robust, full-orbed
own, and in this process legitimizes itself.
The sum and substance of James’ message in the total context of Scripture, inclusive of Paul, are very well captured in a poem by Helen H. Shaw,
perceptively quoted by a commentator (Phillips, 91). After proclaiming in
three stanzas, “I’m justified by grace,” “I’m justified by blood,” and “I’m
justified by power,” the poet concludes with three additional stanzas:
“The Holy Spirit guided me
To what the Scripture says.
I grasped the truth; Christ died for me!
I’m justified by faith.
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Now if you doubt that I am Christ’s,
If one suspicion lurks,
I’ll show by deed that I am His,
I’m justified by works.
I praise the Lord, ‘tis all of Him,
The grace, the faith, the blood,
The resurrection power, the works
I’m justified by God.”
3. All this is underscored by the second half of James 2:22, “faith was
brought to perfection by deeds.” In deeds faith aims to arrive, and does arrive,
at its proper, intended goal (Cheung, 179), its telos of perfection, just as a
branch proves to be the genuine, in fact, the complete and perfect article, by
its fruit (John 15:6)! The dynamics of faith is once again emphasized. Clearly,
faith that does not arrive, never took off! Such faith is empty, dead, in fact,
non-existent. James’ terminology does not merely convey that faith is apparent from, recognizable in, or complemented by, deeds (with Manton, 253254). Neither does it simply suggest that deeds display the stirring, the exercise and the vigor of faith (contra Manton, 254). It transcends all this. Without deeds faith can never be the expansive “total package,” neither the intrinsic “perfect gift,” that it is. The phrase “brought to perfection” in James 2:22
is embedded in the same tapestry of James’ thinking pattern that presented us
with the perfect endurance of James 1:3, the perfect holiness of James 1:4,
and the perfect law of James 1:25 (So also Johnson, 243). The realities James
is talking about are either “perfect” in intended design and substance or, when
push comes to shove, they do not exist. Hebrews 11 presents us with impressive samples of what faith that comes into its own can be and is. In the midst
of trials and temptations, frailties and failures, doubts and discouragements,
pressures and perplexities “heroes of faith” cheerfully embark upon the march
of faith in awesome triumphs (Heb. 11:1-35a) as well as in what the world
may define as abject defeats (Heb. 11:35b-38)! “Faith is the decisive ‘action’
that leads to justification. But this ‘action’ leaves evidence of its occurring –
‘works’” (Moo, 1985, 112). When faith fails to come into its own, it meets
with God’s displeasure and ends up with man’s perdition (Heb. 10:38-39).
One commentator’s conviction, that the idea of “faith brought to perfection” is a bad fit, is passing strange. Supposedly faith is already perfect by
definition at the very moment that it is exercised, and therefore it cannot be
perfected any further (Zodhiates, II, 46). This is a rather convoluted conviction. After all, since nothing is perfect on earth, everything that is purposefully godly, can, must, and will (!), be perfected!
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It has been argued that “the works of the law,” which Paul denounces in
connection with the basis of the foundational declarative justification, and
“the deeds of the law,” which James endorses in the context of the final demonstrative justification, are different in nature (Laws, 128ff; Mitton, 107108; Henry, III, 1294). Paul supposedly talks either about “the ceremonial
regulations” of the Mosaic Law, such as rules of diet, Sabbath regulations,
etc., or about “works done in a ‘legalistic’ spirit.” James, on the other hand,
speaks about good deeds, not as presented in the Mosaic Law, but as obedience to the will of God as it is embodied in the life and teaching of Christ,
specifically in “acts of charity that that fulfil the law of love” (See for this
fine formulation, Moo, 1985, 101, in his excellent “Additional Note” on the
subject).
This seems a strange disjunction. It is much preferable to define the
deeds James champions as the content of the Mosaic Law (Heb. 8:10ff), as
further exemplified, i.e. expressed and manifested, in the life and teaching of
Jesus (without the “symbolical shadows” and the “political scaffolding”). In
all of this law and love, love and law, are intertwined and form one attractive
tapestry, blending together, rather than canceling each other out (PDavids,
60). Paul, furthermore, speaks about exactly the same works. The difference
then is that James requires them as the substance of sanctification, while Paul
excludes them as the ground for justification. “The difference is in the sequence of works and conversion: Paul denies any efficacy to pre-conversion
works, but James is pleading for the absolute necessity of post-conversion
works” (So correctly Moo, 1985, 102, in the conclusion of his “Additional
Note”).
All in all, Paul is fighting a rampant and live heresy by focusing on the
function of faith, while James a dead and decaying orthodoxy by expanding
on the quality of faith. Both shake hands in Acts 15 (Zodhiates, II, 50)! After
everything is said and done, they are in full and cordial agreement, “The life
of sanctification dates from the moment a man is justified by faith ... but the
life of sanctification is not a life of faith only; it is a life of what might be
called faith-obedience” (Tasker, 70; see also Rom. 16:26).
4. Finally, the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham in Genesis 22, according to
James, is a “fulfillment” of Genesis 15:6. This raises the question how this is
possible, since Genesis 15:6 was not meant to be a prophecy or a prediction.
The answer is simple. To be sure, the verb “to fulfill” can imply, and frequently does imply “a prediction come true.” But there are other meanings as
well! In Matthew 2:15 it signifies that the historical fact of “Israel’s call out
of Egypt” at the time of the Exodus turns into a pattern that has a second application, indicating “Christ’s call out of Egypt” as the true “Israel of God!”
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“To fulfill,” therefore, equals “to have a further application.” In James 2:23
neither a “prediction come true,” nor “a further “application” come into view,
but rather an unmistakable “implication” (See PDavids, 69; and Manton,
256). “What we have here is not a prophecy-fulfillment scheme ... but a use
of Gen. 15:6 to show that this verse is a confirmation of what James has been
saying” (Martin, 93). What God promulgated in Genesis 15, was carried
through and carried out to the end and in this way verified in Genesis 22
(Zodhiates, II, 49). In short, the full implication of Genesis 15 is Genesis 22.
The latter authenticates and legitimizes Abraham’s faith and in the larger
biblical framework Abraham’s justification as well. A powerful statement,
indeed!
It proves to be even more powerful, when it is recognized that both
genuine faith (demonstrably justified) and gracious justification (manifestly
authenticated) produce friendship with God (See also 2 Chron. 20:7 and Is.
41:8). Productive faith “endears” us to God and leads to an intimate friendship with him (Henry, III, 1295). At the same time it is sobering to realize
that without such faith and justification such friendship can never materialize.
Friendship goes hand in hand both with the peace that flows forth from justification by faith (Rom. 5:1), and from the sonship that is inseparable from
holiness through the Spirit (Rom.8:4, 13-14). But when it becomes a reality, it
is glorious. Friends become “one soul,” have a common life, common interests, common concerns and common goals. They always share everything
with each other in a communication of goods, status, will, energy, time, as
well as secrets, and all that because there is a sharing of “hearts” in mutual
respect and delight (Gen. 18:17; 1 Sam. 18:1-4; 2 Sam. 16:17; Ps. 41:9;
55:12; John 15:13, 15). It fits quite well in the whole picture of James with its
theme of practical godliness to point out that friendship with God, while contingent upon faith and justification, goes hand in hand with sanctification
(John 15:14). This is further underscored in James 4:4. The friendship with
the world is said to incompatible with the friendship with God. In fact, a
friend of the world is defined as an enemy of God!
Turning now to the wording and exegesis of Genesis 15:6, the meaning
of the phrase “Abraham’s faith was imputed to him for righteousness,” when
understood correctly, adds further weight to the power of James’ argument in
James 1:23. In general this phrase meets with two possible interpretations.
(1) Abraham’s faith was the instrument through which he received righteousness (namely that of Christ) and becomes a friend of God. This interpretation has in its favor the fact that it reflects the teaching of Paul in his letter
to the Romans. In short, Genesis 15:5 informs us that Abraham was justified
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by faith. While this is, of course, fully biblical, the problem is that the wording of the text does not seem to say this.
(2) Abraham’s faith itself constitutes the righteousness that makes him
acceptable to God and produces his friendship with God. This has the advantage of being closer to the text. But it has an even greater problem than the
first interpretation. It cannot be endorsed as biblical, since it removes the necessity of the work of Christ in both his cross and resurrection.
Since the first interpretation is not what the text says (“Faith is imputed
unto righteousness”) and the second is not biblical (One becomes acceptable
to God on the basis of an “alien” righteousness, namely, that of the Savior), a
third interpretation appears to be preferable.
(3) God ascribes such an enormous importance to faith that he imputes it
unto righteousness. In other words, the emphasis is not upon faith as an instrument (Interpretation Number 1) nor on faith as a work (Interpretation
Number 2), but on the pivotal importance and power of faith. In the eyes of
God having faith is tantamount to having righteousness. “You have faith? I
attach righteousness to it.” As I already mentioned, the source of that righteousness is not stated in Genesis 15, neither is its essence defined, nor its instrument identified in as many words. All this is progressively revealed. God
appears to be its source (Is. 45:24-25), Christ its essence (Jer. 23:6; 33:16),
and faith its, now fully defined, instrument (Hab. 2:4). In other words, only in
progressive revelation the righteousness of Genesis 15:5 appears to be a Godrighteousness, a Christ-righteousness and a (fully developed) faithrighteousness (See also Phil. 3:9). Genesis 15:5 “merely” points out that “to
have faith is for all practical purposes to have righteousness,” no more and no
less! The focus and emphasis, therefore, are the awesome effect of embracing, and appropriating the promises of God. This, incidentally, is not a new
view. Three centuries ago it was already emphasized that this is the focus in
the phrase in question, “Scripture does not declare what is the matter of our
justification, but only what value the Lord is pleased to put upon acts of faith”
(Manton, 257).
Well, as has been argued already, this sets the stage for James’ powerful
teaching. Genesis 15 and Genesis 22 go hand in glove. In fact, Genesis 15
finds its goal and fulfillment in Genesis 22. More potently yet, Genesis 15
comes into its own in Genesis 22. For all practical purposes, my claim to be a
believer in Jesus Christ sounds hollow, and does not need to be taken at face
value, unless it is backed up by the sacrifice of what is dearest and nearest to
me ... like a son or a daughter. In short, when I profess faith, it is not so that
someone else is obliged to believe it unless he or she can disprove it. Rather,
when I profess faith, it is incumbent upon me to show (potentially earth559

shaking) evidence of its authenticity, and therewith at the same time the legitimacy of my justification, before anyone else is allowed to, or should, believe it!
5. The conclusion of this section in James 2:24, a restatement of the
proposition of James 2:21 in the form of a universal principle, does contains
no new elements. But it does tersely and forcefully summarize and so underscore what has been said, “A man is justified by deeds, and not by faith
alone.” Faith alone is the instrument for the foundational justification, all
right. This is not in dispute. But no one can pass the final verdict unless his or
her faith is demonstrably faith. This is in dispute (in James). Only an active
faith that is authenticated and so can pass the final judgment (1) proves to be
genuine faith, and (2) insures that the foundational justification is a reality,
and not just wishful thinking. In short, only an active faith is approved by
God, and not “a naked profession,” “a dead faith,” “a mere assent,” “an
empty speculation” (Manton, 260). As one commentator puts it, “James does
not plead for faith plus works, but for faith at work” (Hort, quoted in Mitton,
114). A second one echoes this, “the contrast is between faith minus works
and works minus faith, not between faith and works” (Adamson, 132).
In summary, if James uses the term “justified” in the declarative sense,
Paul focuses on the cause of justification, and excludes works, James on the
effects of justification and enforces their presence, Paul on how we are justified, James on how we shall evidence ourselves to be justified. On the other
hand, if he uses the term in the demonstrative sense, which I deem the correct
interpretation and preferable by far, Paul focuses on the office of faith, James
on the quality of faith (Manton, 264). In either case, the complementarity of
James and Paul is without question. Paul combats the Pharisees in his affirmation of justification by faith without cooperating works. James combats
carnal gospelers in his condemnation of a profession of faith without accompanying deeds (Manton, 265). In sum, just as Paul attaches the instrument of
faith to declarative justification and not to works, so James attaches the presence of deeds to faith and not to declarative justification.
In an excursus on Abraham one commentator plays up the Jewish tradition in which works of righteousness are constitutive of a man of piety off
against Paul. James, as a spokesman for the masses and with his emphasis
upon righteous, religious motivated, conduct, weighs in on the side of his tradition, and is a stranger to Paul’s forensic interests in justification, and the
supernatural character of faith that serves those interests (Rom. 4:4; 15:9-10)
(Dibelius, 168-180). Candidly, nothing could be farther from the truth!
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(3) Rahab as Complementing and Crowning Paradigm (2:25)
In Rahab the same pattern of God’s approval (Manton, 266) is on display.
“To give another instance, was not Rahab justified by deeds” (Martin, 96)?
She demonstrated the authenticity of the faith she professed (Josh. 2:11),
when she welcomed the spies, hid them in her home and expedited their departure (See Tasker, 71), and in so doing put her life in jeopardy (Josh. 2:1-6;
Heb. 11:31). The question may well be asked why James deemed it necessary
to back up Abraham with Rahab of all people, a “patriarch” with a “prostitute” (Keddie, 119), and then, to top it off, as a “second example of equal
weight” (Martin, 96)? Is this not an anticlimax? After all, “Abraham and
righteousness form a ready and obvious pair in ... the biblical world. But Rahab? That is another matter altogether!” They seem to be “the odd couple”
(See Brosend, 75-76). Well, there seem to be at least six good reasons for introducing her in this context. A “perennial” friend of God is complemented
with a “recent” friend of the world, a model Israelite with a shady Gentile, a
veteran believer with a young start-up, a respectable man with a disreputable
woman, and, finally, someone who in actual practice surrenders his son’s life
with someone who in manifest principle surrenders her own.
In a nutshell, what we seem to end up with is a “judicious, clear-headed,
and exemplary saint,” on the one hand, and someone who has been called an
“intemperate, sober and superior sinner,” on the other (See Zodhiates, II, 64).
It is rather intriguing that a close look at the reference to Rahab indicates
quite the opposite. James very well may have topped of his argument with a
second, more impressive and effective example rather than one with less or
equal impact. Let us take this look!
First, Abraham, as the friend of God (Gen. 18:17ff) and the father of all
believers (Rom. 4:16), was “the top of the heap.” Rahab, on the other hand, as
a harlot, was the “bottom of the barrel,” seemingly a friend of the world. Believers may tend to excuse themselves when brought face to face with Abraham. “Don’t compare me with him. He is unique!” This is to say, to fall below the standard of Abraham is to be expected and “normal.” However, a
comparison with Rahab will make short shrift of every excuse. “You think
that you compare favorably vis-à-vis Rahab? Well, ‘noblesse oblige!’ To
imitate her should be in your reach. So you better live up to the standard she
provides.” In short, since everyone will find himself somewhere in between
Abraham and Rahab, not as “good” as Abraham, but certainly “better” than
Rahab, the two models bracket every believer. There is no excuse not to have
an active faith! Abraham may seem to be too lofty a model to follow. Rahab
would put you to shame, if you don’t. And ... you cannot let that happen, can
you now?
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But there is a second element. Abraham was the archetypal Israelite. Rahab was the “unclean” Gentile, in fact, a Canaanite. If she, a Canaanite (with
only historical knowledge and without covenantal exposure to the Word of
God) has an active faith, especially the Jewish Christians, the bulk of James’
readership, could portray no less! It is a “good bet” that pagan parents of that
day instilled a greater awe for JHWH than their contemporary Israelite
“covenant parents.” How so? Well, forty years after the Exodus a relatively
young woman, most likely born after the event, displayed an understanding of
the God of Israel that is simply astounding! Where did she get that understanding without the benefit of libraries, journals, newspapers, or other media
of that kind? There appears to be only one reasonable answer for that kind of
“phenomenon.” Pagan parents must have hammered the majesty of JHWH
into the hearts and lives of their pagan children. This cannot but indicate a
telling contrast between them and the “covenant parents” of that day! The
carcasses of these covenant parents as well as the carcasses of their children
over twenty were buried in the desert in mass graves because of their callous
rebellion. Regrettably this is not an incidental occurrence. Historically “children of the Kingdom” run the perennial risk of walking in the footsteps of
their not so illustrious forefathers (Mt. 23:29-35). This is quite a lure because
their conduct is the only model they know from experience, and therefore one
that is difficult to escape!
Third, Abraham was an (exemplary) man and Rahab an (unimpressive)
woman. However, when it comes down to justified faith, gender is clearly not
an issue. In terms of a truly saving relationship to God there is total equality
between male and female (Gal. 4:28).
Fourth, the combination of Abraham and Rahab is remarkable in more
ways than already indicated. Abraham was an experienced believer and Rahab a young believer (Keddie, 120). Quite a difference! By the same token, in
the exercise of their faith this difference vanished completely. Rahab was as
shining an example as Abraham, possibly even more shining in the light of
her young faith!
Fifth, careful analysis discloses that Rahab may, indeed, have exercised
her faith in an even more potent fashion than Abraham. The latter was ready
to sacrifice the life of his son. But by hiding the spies Rahab put her own life
on the line. A successful police search of her house would have most certainly resulted in her death (Phillips, 92). In other words, her example proves
to be even more telling than the one of Abraham (contra Keddie, 120, who
minimizes her example vis-à-vis Abraham: she supposedly “‘only’ hid the
spies and covered herself with a relatively safe lie about their path of escape”). She clearly is not an “optional extra,” thrown in by James, but serves
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an essential function in that she as the seeming “inferior” outshines her apparent “superior” (by far). For James Abraham is undoubtedly the primary
and foundational paradigm. But Rahab turns out to be the concluding and
crowning paradigm. For the truly observant reader she firmly cements James’
argument, in fact, puts it in concrete. It should not go unnoticed that she
gained her life because she was willing to lose it (Heb. 11:31). And what a
gain it was! Not only did she and her relatives escape the destruction of her
city and its inhabitants. She also was honored with an awesome place in the
genealogy of our Lord and Savior (Mt. 1:5). From confession to possession to
succession (So Zodhiates, II, 66)!
Sixth, in the final analysis all this is even more awesome when it is recognized that Rahab’s conduct was not fueled by any promise of God. In exercising her faith she possibly outdistanced Abraham most in terms of the basis
for their respective faith and its activity. Abraham was literally surrounded by
promises. The horizon of his life was filled with them (Gen. 12:1-3). He
could ground both his faith and its activity on the assurance that the baby
would be born and without fail function as the gateway into the future, which
would comprise a nation as well as the world (Gen. 15:1ff), frankly, alive or
dead (and revived)! Rahab had no such “fall-back” position. She had only the
“promise” (read: threat!) of radical and total destruction. All she saw was the
enraged and menacing majesty of God. And she believed. She surrendered
without the luxury of an assured future. She simply was overwhelmed by the
glory of God. But even this was not all. She pursued her now well-known
course of action because it was manifestly “the only thing” to do. Herewith
she fully authenticated her faith by an act of nearly unparalleled bravery! If
faith is a powerhouse in Abraham, it is off the chart in Rahab!
All in all, James “designedly put together two persons so different in
their character, in order more clearly to show that no one, whatever may have
been his or her condition, nation, class or society, has ever been accounted
righteous without good works” (Calvin, quoted in Cranfield, 342).
The question has (rather anti-climactically) arisen, whether Rahab was
justified in telling what seems to be a non-truth. In this, of course, she resembled the midwives of Exodus 1:15-21. Eventually both Rahab and the midwives were blessed mightily by the Lord. But would that imply, that their
conduct was not merely acceptable, but even a model for today? Some say
(very much) no (John Murray). After all, a lie is a lie. Others say (very much)
yes (John Calvin). After all, in warfare deception is not just a fully acceptable, but invariably a recommended course of action (Josh. 8:1ff).
A further argument for the latter position may be found in the difference
between the extra-biblical Western/Greek (aletheia) and the biblical Hebrew
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concept of truth (‘emeth). The former indicates “exposure of what is hidden.”
The latter denotes “constructive dependability,” which detests destructive behavior, always shies away from it, and always seeks to prevent it. The Bible
clearly opposes truth in the sense of “mere exposure” (think of the prohibition
to gossip, etc.), but promotes truth as a constructive entity (Prov. 23:23). In
the light of these definitions, the midwives and Rahab may not have passed
the Greek standard. After all, they refused to “expose,” and wanted nothing to
do with death by exposure. But they certainly lived up to the standard of Biblical truth. They prevented murder! Pharaoh’s soldiers and the men of the
Jericho’s king were the culprits. They were a murderous bunch. The midwives and Rahab simply lived out Peter’s truth: “We must obey God rather
than man” (Acts 4:19). From this perspective they surrendered to his unambiguous instruction, “You shall not murder.” This forbids not only committing
the act, but also “aiding and abetting” others in the act!
The Ninth Commandment comes into the picture as well. “You shall not
bear false witness.” That is, you shall not jeopardize one’s standing or position in life either by word or deed, in the courtroom or outside the courtroom.
Conversely you must be dependable, supportive and constructive. In this light
one must conclude that Rahab and the midwives were called upon to obey the
Ninth Commandment in the face of attempted murder. This means that they
had no other choice.
Incidentally, this implies that their behavior was not a matter of “civil
disobedience.” The latter is always an unbiblical tactic. Peter did not engage
in such conduct either. Let me paraphrase his statement to the Sanhedrin,
“We are called upon to obey, and we will obey. But you require us to act so
as to disobey a clear-cut instruction of our God. Well, we have no option. We
will continue to preach! Of course, we don’t couch our conduct in terms of
disobedience, civil, ecclesiastical, or otherwise, but define it as obedience to
God. He ‘regrettably’ (irony!) pulls rank on you. If you want to call this disobedience toward you, that is your business, and not our responsibility! We
call it obedience to God.” From this perspective Rahab obeyed God in preventing murder and took the side of God in the warfare that had its beginning
in Genesis 3:15!
Finally, how does all this translate for today? Well, it seems that we can
claim that an analogous situation exists, when and only when we, just as the
midwives and Rahab, take action or speak out in defense of life at the risk of
our own lives. If this condition is not met, the situation is not analogous, and
will not allow us to hide our “conduct of deceptive and destructive lies,” socalled white lies or otherwise, behind the “conduct of strategic and constructive truth” on the part of the midwives and Rahab.
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(4) Conclusion (2:26)
James’ concluding verdict is crisp and to the point in “yet another comparison” (Martin, 98). The union of faith and deeds is as close as the union of
body and spirit, the life principle breathed into man (Gen. 2:7). We simply
cannot conceive the body without the spirit (Zodhiates, II, 69), unless it is a
corpse fit to disintegrate in a coffin, dressed and all. In fact, “the sooner it is
buried, the better” (Phillips, 93). In the opinion of one commentator, “An impure life veiled under profession is as noisome to God as a dead body is to
you.” This makes faith that does not produce holiness comparable to “a rotting carcass,” loathsome and offensive. In that scenario even the prayers are
an abomination (Prov. 28:9), “like the breath that comes from rotten lungs.”
Furthermore, because dead faith is incapable of uniting with Christ, it is and
remains a dead-end street. There simply is no future for this type of faith
(Manton, 270).
Does all this (almost) resemble a “rhetorical overkill” (Martin, 98)? Absolutely not! James appears quite willing to repeat this “truth” not once, but a
million times in a million ways. Truthfully, from his perspective there is a
dire need for that in the Church of Christ on an ongoing basis (See also Heb.
3:13). Whenever eternity is at stake, every preacher or teacher may, in fact,
should go in this kind of “overdrive!” James serves as a model to be emulated! The contrast that James eyes is, once again, not between faith and
works, but between faith that is dead, and naturally remains alone, and faith
that is alive, active, and produces offspring (Laws, 139). Even if it seems
alive like a mule, it is dead like a mule for the simple reason that it is only a
mule, unable to reproduce itself. The relationship between faith and obedience in Scripture is clearly a fine tapestry. Both antinomianism (faith without
works) and nomianism (works without faith) stand condemned. Only he who
believes is (and can be truly) obedient (contra works righteousness and nomianism). At the same time, only he who is obedient (truly) believes (contra
cheap grace and antinomianism)! In short, “No works: no real faith. No faith:
no real works” (Keddie, 120)! To be a picture of spiritual health, one must
exhibit the unmistakable presence of both. “‘Separating faith from works’ has
the same effect as ‘separating body from spirit’ – ‘death’” (Cargal, 134). All
in all, James’ “justification by deeds” must without blushing be trumpeted
from the rooftops, and under no circumstances may Paul’s “justification by
faith,” which is designed to undergird it, be openly entered or surreptitiously
be smuggled into the equation to neglect, sidestep, undercut, oppose, or destroy it. After all, “without holiness no one will see the Lord” (Heb. 12:14). In
the words of one commentator, “There is as much necessity that faith and
works should be united to constitute true religion, as there is that body and
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soul should be united to constitute a living man” (A. Barnes, quoted in Motyer, 110).

Topical Focus # 13: Faith and Deeds
Scripture in its totality confirms James’ teaching, in the light of both the nature of faith
and the object of faith. Faith has three elements, a root, an essence and a fruit. Just as
the root of unbelief is rebellion (Deut. 1:26-29), the root of faith is surrender. The essence of faith is embrace, appropriation (Westminster Confession of Faith, XIV, 2).
The fruit of faith is self-abandonment. While James focuses on the fruit, the evidence,
of faith in the life of Abraham, as portrayed in Genesis 22, the other two elements are
present in Abraham as well. Abraham’s surrender to the promises of God and the God
of these promises is described in Genesis 12-14. Abraham’s heartfelt embrace of both
is the subject of Genesis 15. The NT pictures the intimacy of this embrace with regard
to Christ figuratively and graphically as “eating his flesh and drinking his blood” (John
6:51ff). Incidentally, such intimate closing with Christ is not something that man can
produce. It is, and must be, a gift (John 6:44, 65). Now on to the details of the essence
and object of faith!
With regard to the nature or essence of faith:
a.

Faith closes with Christ from a broken heart--this corresponds with the broken
Christ on the cross--in conviction of the exceeding sinfulness of sin as an offense
against God (Ps. 51:4) and in recognition of one’s deepest self as the root of sin
(Ps. 51:5).

b.

Faith closes with Christ from an undivided heart--this corresponds with the undivided love of Christ (John 17:9)--in turning away from sin and self to him, who
alone is sufficient (Lk. 4:12; 18:8; Phil. 3:3,7-9), as the only object of our love
(Mt. 6:24; 13:22; 45-46), without any “ifs, ands, or buts.”

c.

Faith closes with Christ from a committed heart--this corresponds with the committed love of Christ (John 13:1)--in seeking him as prophet, priest, and king (Ph.
2:10), without regard for the “inconveniences” (Mt. 8:19-20; Mk. 10:28; Phil.
3:8).

With regard to the object of faith:
a.
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The Savior answers the problem of our rebellious heart (Ezek. 36:26) in providing for his children a new heart by including them in his death (destruction of the
old disposition) and resurrection (producing a new man) (Rom. 6:6-11). Mark
that this new heart, man, or disposition is implanted in God’s child in his rebirth,
through the Spirit, and evidences itself in faith and repentance. Of this new heart,
1 John 3:9 says that it “cannot sin.” Inasmuch as it thirsts for forgiveness and holiness, sin is repugnant to it, and contrary to its nature. Hence, the born again man
will never plunge himself deliberately into sin (1 John 5:18).

b.

The Savior answers the problem of our guilty record (Ezek. 36:25; Rom. 3:10-19)
in substituting himself for his children, paying the penalty of sin by his death, and
providing righteousness by His obedient life (Is. 53:1ff.). Mark that this substitution is the basis for the forgiveness of sin.

c.

The Savior answers the problem of our impotent life (Ezek. 36:27; John 15:5;
Phil. 4:13) by functioning as the source of holiness of life for his children (John
15:5; Eph. 2:10; Heb. 10:10, 14). Mark that this holiness of life is communicated
to God’s children through the Holy Spirit by means of the Word (1 Pet. 2:2) and
through prayer (Ezek. 36:27; Eph. 6:18; 1 Tim. 4:5).

When the believer embraces this Savior, he embraces Him in his totality, in all three
aspects at the same time. The Spirit of God either applies all three benefits of the
Savior, a new heart, a new record, and a new life, or He applies none at all. God’s salvation is a total salvation. When he saves sinners, he saves sinners (Ezek. 36:25-27)!
Salvation is clearly God-centered. Man, definitely, is not allowed to “pick and choose”
whatever pleases him. He cannot, for instance, choose to have forgiveness of sins,
while ignoring the other two aspects or leaving them “for a later time.”
This places the burden on the shoulders of the preacher/teacher, in the context of
both the church and evangelism, to present Christ in his fullness. Then, when a profession of repentant faith is made, there is every reason to believe that it constitutes a
work of grace in the heart, rather than merely an assent of the mind, a determination of
the will, or a stirring of the emotions that are produced by man. Incidentally, James
3:1ff addresses the “teacher.” That does not appear to be a coincidence.
Finally, the implications of James’ teaching for one’s understanding of a “good
work” are apparent.
1.

“Good works” are not works that one performs in order to earn salvation. Since
man is dead in trespasses and sins, he cannot work. Dead men cannot and do not
work, not by the farthest stretch of the imagination, period (Eph. 2:1ff).

2.

“Good works” are not works that are merely done in grateful response to the salvation one has in Christ. This is a widespread view, but it is unbiblical in principle and in practice. It separates salvation and holiness. It intimates that salvation
flows from Christ, and that holiness is produced by man in response to his salvation. However, Scripture teaches in Romans 7 that man cannot generate good
works--not even after his re-generation. Furthermore, John 15:5 states that man is
totally dependent, for good works, upon the Savior, just as the branch is dependent upon the vine for fruit.

3.

Therefore, “good works” are a part of salvation as a gift of God’s grace. In fact,
they are one of the three (with regeneration and justification) component and essential elements of salvation, without which one cannot see the Lord (Heb.
12:14). Since man--even the regenerate man--is unable to produce them in his
own strength, they are not a more-or-less successful, “spontaneous” response of
gratitude to salvation, nor are they something one “tries” for. Rather, they are
something the believer seriously and continuously prays for, in dependence upon
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God because of his own inability, and does in the strength of Christ and the Holy
Spirit.
4.
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It has been said that a distinction must be made between good good works (good
works in the believer), bad bad works (bad works in the unbeliever), good bad
works (“good” works in the unregenerate), and bad good works (bad works in the
regenerate) (Gerstner). While this does not tell the whole story, it certainly is
“something to ponder!”

III. THE ATTAINMENT OF HOLINESS IN THE CHRISTIAN
EXPERIENCE (3:1-4:10)
Introduction
The passage that now follows is supposedly “one of the more obviously selfcontained sections in the letter” (Johnson, 253), without any substantive connection with the preceding (Grosheide, 1955, 383). At the same time, while it
does not appear to have any substantive connection either with what precedes
it, or with what follows it for that matter, it nevertheless is believed to form a
“single rhetorical unit,” and “stand as an intelligible discourse on its own,
“since it has the earmarks of a “careful composition,” and a sustained “argument” (Johnson, 254; so also Brosend, 86), as it moves from critical, arrogant, impure, and quarrelsome speech resulting in dissensions and disputes in
the community to the antidote of the fruitful wisdom from above through
radical repentance (Moo, 1985, 118).
The only connection with what precedes it is said to be formal in nature.
James continues to emphasize the need for being a doer of the Word, mentioned in James 1:22. He possibly implies in general that “words are also
works” (Tasker, 72; Moo, 1985, 118), but specifically picks up the theme of
the tongue that already occupied him in James 1:19 and 1:26, and to a certain
extent also in James 2:3-6, 2:16, and 2:18 (Johnson, 254-255), even if the focus upon the use and power of the tongue as exemplified in the role of the
teacher in the church is sufficiently novel that this section most likely constitutes a new topic (Martin, 103). While all this is an improvement over the
view that the various elements of this passage are fully aphoristic (Dibelius,
181), it still fails to recognize this section as a vital component of the Epistle
that not only evidences its deep structure, but is also essential for its exquisite
tapestry.
At first glance the focus is, indeed, the tongue, first of all in conjunction
with “teachers” in the congregation (Jam. 3:1), but then also in conjunction
with the membership in general (Jam. 3:9-10). This is eloquently argued by
one commentator. In vivid terms he describes the tongue as “the organ of sociability” with its edifying worship of God and its kind neighborly interaction. Life would be utterly impoverished without it. It is entitled “to talk big”
and “to hold its head high” (Ps. 34:2; 44:8). On the other hand, it is also the
anti-social organ par excellence, with its blasphemies and cursings, its lies
and defamations. From that perspective it is poison, derives its content from
the pit of hell and can only pollute all of creation throughout its history from
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the very moment of its birth. Even the animal kingdom would stand aghast in
the face of the uncontrollable and untamable tongue (Zodhiates, II, 104-115).
Apparently “no member of the body has a greater capacity for doing harm, in
spite its capacity for doing good” (Brosend, 87).
A second commentator is also of the opinion that James 3 is all about the
tongue, especially as “the primary evidence of our fallen state.” While it is a
particular liability for teachers because of their extensive use of it, “every
self-aware believer” will only too readily recognize how prominent sins of
the tongue are in terms of “the hasty word, the untruthful statement, the sly
suggestion, harmful gossip, innuendo, impurity,” etc. However, James brings
all this out to make the positive point that “the tongue holds a key place in
holy living.” In fact, to control it, like a bit controls a horse, and the rudder a
ship, is to be in command of the master-key, the master-switch, of perfection
(Jam. 3:2). After all, winning the battle of the tongue is winning any and all
battles. As such the tongue is not only pivotal for perfection in the immediate
context, but also the focal point of James’ Epistle in general. All its strands
lead up to it, merge into it, emerge from it, and spread out from it (Motyer,
117-121).
To be sure, the tongue is an unbelievable evil, a world of unrighteousness, an ever present defilement, an all-encompassing conflagration, a hellish
fire, “impossible to subdue by any power resident in mere human nature.” As
a result the graphic description of “its place among our bodily faculties, the
dangers it threatens, the fearful task of controlling such a restive beast,” may
well seem “too much, far beyond the capacity of our present state of sanctification.” Still in view of James 4:10 there is some daylight, a glimmer of
hope! The cause is neither totally, not hopelessly lost. “We can make a start
here. Here is something precise, limited, manageable,” something within our
reach, “something we can tackle.” “It concerns the way we speak inwardly
about a brother or sister ... with a new respect for the image of God seen in
the members of his family.” This, then apparently sets the train of life (back)
on track and (once again) in motion toward the eventual goal of the perfect
man (Motyer, 124, 126, with reference to Jam. 4:10 against the backdrop of
Jam. 4:2).
Frankly, this assessment of the tongue is partly excellent, partly problematic, and partly errant.
First of all, the description of “the terror” that the tongue represents as “a
restless evil” and “a deadly poison” is right on the money.
Second, to declare the issue of the tongue the central concern of the
Epistle of James, around which all sections cluster, the hinge on which eve570

rything turns, is more than problematic. It is both to misread and to obscure
the deep structure of James by taking one of its elements and elevating this to
the organizing principle. James is much more than at bottom “the story of the
tongue”, which supposedly makes sense out of all its component elements.
Third, however, my core objection goes much deeper. The notion that at
the end there is somehow still some “manageable” redeeming value in the
tongue, however “limited,” is errant and unacceptable. James does not paint a
totally dark, virtually omnipotent, and basically incorrigible picture of the
tongue in order to indicate that it is the master switch, which must be thrown
in order to gain entrance to the road to perfection, and, furthermore, that
somehow it can (!) be thrown with more or less success. No, James is unequivocal. There is no daylight in the tongue in and by itself, none at all. No
light, no possibility of light and no capacity for light! By emphasizing this he
shuts his readers, and in them every possible member of the covenant community, up to the grace of God. Unless the wisdom, which is indispensable
for endurance en route to perfection, comes from above, there simply is no
wisdom, period, and without it no future, none whatsoever, for no one, no one
whosoever! Of course, somewhere and somehow there may be other “socalled wisdom” in existence, inclusive of the “common grace” type. But ultimately all such “wisdom” can only come from “below,” and is, as we shall
see, “barren, beastly and devilish,” to use James’ terminology. No wonder
that without the wisdom from above the road into the (real) future is blocked
by definition!
In short, James is not simply a discourse about the tongue, with all that
this may entail. No, the tongue, with the teacher as “a telling witness for the
prosecution,” is introduced as evidence of a deeper underlying problem that
appears to be an insurmountable barrier to practical godliness of any sort. At
least it is presented as an obstacle that is insurmountable to and by man! This,
in turn, is part of the larger context that deals with the issue as to how practical godliness can be attained. The upshot is that holiness is an impossible
commodity to obtain except as a gift of divine grace!269 The tongue simply
serves as an example, in fact, as an incontrovertible witness to hammer this
truth home!
In fact, precisely because Christians face a barrier that is insurmountable
to them, the question of the attainment or implementation of holiness turns
269

In this regard sanctification parallels regeneration and justification. Although everyone is
responsible for all three (Ezek. 18:31), no one has the ability to produce them. As I have already argued, there is no “good will” in the area of regeneration, nor “good works” in the area
of justification, nor “good efforts” in the area of sanctification. Man does, and must, live by
grace alone (Ezek. 36:26, 25, 27)!
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into a burning issue. “You must be godly,” God proclaims in James 2, “and to
that end I give you the law as the standard of obedience, as the substance of
holiness, and faith as its dynamics, as the engine that sets it in motion.” Now,
what else would we yet need or want? Is all this not sufficient? Well, James
informs us, you must still learn to grasp how holiness is attained in the experience of the believer. Practical godliness does not “just happen.” It is this issue of implementation that James addresses in the present section. In doing so
he moves decisively beyond the subject matter of Section II into new territory. His message consists of three main points.
First, it is not within the ability of man to bring about holiness (Jam. 3:19). The poison in a “small member,” called the tongue, exemplifies this beyond a shadow of a doubt. In fact, Paul would later enlarge on this and add
that this poison, designated as “indwelling sin” (Rom. 7:20), is to be found in
“all our members” (Rom. 7:23), that is, in every part, aspect or phase of human existence. In a word, all of human existence is poison by definition. Second, this implies that all holiness of any sort and to any degree can, must, and
does only come from “above” (Jam. 3:9-18). In a further word, the allpervasive poison by definition has only one antidote, and that is grace! In a
later context Paul underscores this feature as well, when he emphasizes that
all good works are laid up in Christ (Eph. 2:10), and therefore must, and do,
originate in heaven (Col. 3:1-4). Third, only the recognition and acknowledgment of man’s “nothingness,” coupled with a constant and consistent dependence upon Him, will make practical godliness a reality (Jam. 4:1-10).
James shares all these three elements in Chapter 3:1-4:10. Whatever
concrete issues James addresses or whatever picturesque language he uses,
there is always more than meets the eye at first sight. All of the component
elements are woven together in a careful network of thought, and all aim to
disclose the deep structure of the Epistle. In the process it reveals a tapestry
that could not be more exquisite and conveys a message that could not be
more compelling. One commentator seems both to grasp this and to grapple
with it. He cannot make up his mind whether James 3, especially in the light
of all the metaphors, such as “bits and horses, rudders and ships, fires and
forests” suggests “an impossible possibility or a possible impossibility.” Bits
and rudders entail control (possibility) and fire the lack of control (impossibility) (Brosend, 87-88). Regrettably he does not elaborate on this further. But
here he has, indeed, the hermeneutical key to James 3:1-4:10. Impossible by
definition! Possible by grace (only)! Promising, all right, since the tongue, as
the key to perfection (Jam. 3:2), resembles bits and rudders, but still impossible because it is essentially fire and poison, and never does (reality) nor can
(capability) transcend this level or move beyond it.
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Turning now to the breakdown of James 3:1-4:10, even commentators
who agree that this passage is a separate unit, of whatever sort, do not have
the author conclude the first sub-section with James 3:9 and start the second
sub-section at James 3:10, although most agree that he concludes this second
subsection with James 3:18, and turns to the third one at James 4:1. They all
believe that the first break does not come until James 3:13, and regard James
3:1-12 as a self-contained section (Johnson, 268; Martin, 125; Brosend, 86).
On the surface this has much to recommend itself. After all, does it not seem
that James introduces a new element in James 3:13? Nevertheless in the present Commentary I have opted for my division, (1) James 3:1-9, (2) James
3:10-18, and (3) James 4:1-10, because this appears to bring out the fundamental structure of James much better.
James 3:1-9 presents the seeming bankruptcy and hopelessness of the
believer in the area of sanctification. Even those who bless God disgorge,
gush out, poison! That is to say, even in their finest hour believers are “open
sewers.” Incidentally, anyone who lodges a protest against this would do well
to remember the "spill-over of filth" in James 1:21! If at all possible, James
ups the ante in the present context. At any rate, such protest can only originate in a subtle kind of Pharisaical pride and self-trust that lacks the depth,
breadth and length of genuine Christian humility and a comparable failure to
understand the depth, breadth and length of the Gospel as the Gospel of
grace, also in the area of sanctification.
Then, in James 3:10 the author methodically begins to turn the corner.
He argues step by step through James 3:18 that Christians should not, cannot,
may not, and need not, act like the open sewers that they are. Helplessness is
not hopelessness. By no stretch of the Christian imagination! In the midst of
human darkness the sunshine of Christian hope could not burn brighter and
could not fill the horizon of the believer’s life more gloriously.
Finally, in James 4:1-10 James maps out in a truly astounding tapestry
how in God’s design the believer experientially can and will enjoy that sunshine. It is predicated upon a combination of self-knowledge (Jam. 4:1-5) and
God-centeredness (Jam. 4:6-10). The need for the former is self-evident from
and undergirded by James 3:1-9. It exhibits itself in a renunciation of any and
all proud self-trust. The need for the latter is obvious from and dictated by
James 3:10-18. It goes hand in hand with the most abject humility.270
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Johnson divides Jam. 3:1-4:10 into two sections, Jam. 3:1-12 and Jam. 3:13-4:10. While to
his credit he recognizes the linkage between the latter part of Chapter 3 and the first part of
Chapter 4, nevertheless the deep structure escapes him.
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1. OBSTACLE TO VICTORY (3:1-9)
a. Focus upon Human Impotence (3:1-5)
(1) Let not many of you become teachers, my brothers, because
you know that we who teach will be judged with greater strictness. (2) For we all err in many ways. If anyone commits no error in his speech, he is a perfect person, able to control the entire body also. (3) And if we put bits in the mouths of horses to
get them to obey us, we also guide their entire body. (4) Look at
ships as well. Although they are so large and driven by strong
winds, they are guided by a tiny rudder at the beck and call of
the pilot. (5) So too the tongue is a small limb and boasts of
great things. Look how huge a forest is set ablaze by how small
a flame!

(1) Paradigm of Teachers (3:1)
Why would James warn members of the covenant community not to become
teachers, when Scripture with equal force rebukes them for not being teachers
(Heb. 5:12), in fact, heartily commends the believer’s desire to enter into the
teaching office (1 Tim. 3:1). Many commentators could not resist the temptation to surmise that there must be something essentially wrong with the folks
James addresses. Otherwise why would James so emphatically start out by
warning the Church against a craving, a rush, if not a stampede, to become
teachers? A whole slew of possibilities have been advanced.
First, they are supposedly self-appointed, false teachers with total lack of
humility, impostors with sinful motivation who seek to implement their own
agenda, pretenders who refuse to practice what they preach and only call attention to themselves, or possibly even self-appointed intruders whose mediocrity was manifest to everyone except themselves. In this case James would
stand in the gap against foreign elements in the body ecclesiastic with the indisputable certainty of disastrous consequences for both faith and practice.
Second, the craving which James combats and appears to have been
widespread was rooted in a desire on the part of proud show-offs for the
prominence, the rank, the prestige, the status, the authority, in short, the rewards, that such a position would afford (Cargal, 143-144). It is even surmised that this at least partly precipitated the envy and strife of James 3:14,
and the wars and battles of James 4:1 with the tongue adding fuel to the fire
(Jam. 3:6). The potential privilege simply blinded the “many” to a proper estimate of the solemn responsibilities as well as the grave dangers associated
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with the office. It possibly went hand in hand with a callous disregard of
these responsibilities, and a blatant oblivion of these dangers. In this scenario
James would shield the covenant community against “brothers” who would
wish to be the biggest fish in the pond. This, just as indisputably, would derail
the ministry and outreach of the Church (See Zodhiates, II, 74-76; Moo,
1985, 119; Phillips, 96).
In both instances these would-be teachers are supposedly poles apart
from men like Paul who is a slave of Christ in both word and deed, and regards himself as “the chief of sinners,” “the least of the saints,” and “the bottom rung of the apostles.” An aggressive, oppressive, self-seeking and selfserving attitude has taken the place of self-denial, and a proud, high-handed,
self-promoting and self-gratifying attitude has been substituted for selfsacrifice. Sooner or later this will prove to be deadly. With the self in the
center, the aim is by definition man-centered and happiness-oriented. This invariably translates into hate, conflict, war, destruction, and death, the radical
opposite of self-denial and self-sacrifice. The latter have a God-centered and
holiness-oriented aim, which invariably translates into love, harmony, peace,
prosperity and life (See my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 29-30, 145-146,
for this twofold phenomenon).
To provide a broad-based biblical rationale for this very real twofold
pattern, which is universal in nature and pertinent to the understanding of
Section III and Section IV of James, I insert a topical treatment from a metaphysical, epistemological and ethical perspective on what appears to constitute the basic building blocks of all of human society, namely the ubiquitous
one-and-many spheres and the equally ubiquitous authority structures. This
treatment goes to the heart of the various problems James tackles in the last
two sections of his Epistle. But first two introductory observations!
The author, first, diagnoses the twofold root of these problems as “envy
and selfish ambition” and, then, identifies this twin evil as the source of all
conceivable kinds of “chaotic disorder and vile practices” (Jam. 3:16). The
disorder is evidenced in pernicious quarrels and insidious infightings which
turn the covenant community into a murderous battleground (Jam. 4:1-2). The
practices are undermining brothers and sisters by speaking against them, in
one’s heart and behind their back, privately and publicly (Jam. 4:11), talking
and acting as if humans have the future by the tail without bothering to make
the slightest reference to God (Jam. 4:13), turning a blind eye to the needs of
the covenant community and omitting (refusing?) to go all out for the neighbor (Jam. 4:17), tyrannizing the poor to the point of annihilation (Jam. 5:1-6),
and, finally, grudging and grumbling against oppressive events and cruel
people (Jam. 5:9).
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Second, he indicates that both the twin-root (envy and selfish ambition)
and its twin fruit (chaotic disorder and vile practices) must be eliminated, and
replaced by their counterparts. The counterpart of envy and selfish ambition
is identified as humility before and submission to God (Jam. 5:6-7; see also
Phil. 2:3). The counterpart of disorder and vile practices is exemplified in a
harmonious and caring community that pours its energy in both individual
and corporate prayer (Jam. 4:2; 5:13-16), epitomized in Elijah (Jam. 4:17-18),
and is prepared to call a spade a spade whenever the need arises for the recovery of a brother or sister (Jam. 5:19-20). Now on to the next Topical Focus that provides the necessary backdrop for all this!

Topical Focus # 14:
One-and-Many Spheres and Authority Structures
Before I continue with the exposition of the text, we would do well to recognize that at
this point James brings into view an underlying issue that returns in Scripture many
times and in many forms. In other words, it is an issue that has many applications in a
wide variety of comparable settings. A short delineation of it will pay off handsomely,
as we face the content of this section as well as the rest of James. It opens up an additional part of the deep structure that governs also the Epistle of James. James simply
represents one application of this issue among many possibilities.
To be a member of human society is by definition to participate in both the various “one-and-many spheres” and “authority structures” (For a detailed analysis of
these ABC's of societal life, see my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 91-94). The
“spheres” encompass not only the church, as in the present context, but also the State,
the family, as well as voluntary organizations or associations, such as schools, businesses, clubs, etc. The “structures,” furthermore, comprise not merely the elder/teacher-member relationship, which surfaces in James at this point, but also the
husband-wife, parent-child, government-subject, employer-employee, educatorstudent, etc. relationships. This participation is not optional. The spheres and structures
are part of created reality. In fact, metaphysically they are a reflection of the being of
God. He is the Uncreated One and Many (the Trinity), and in him the Uncreated
Authority is vested (Father-Son relationship). As such both the created one-and-many
spheres and authority structures are inevitable. God cannot but put his imprint upon all
his creation, and he did so in an all-encompassing manner. Both “spheres” and “structures” are ubiquitous! No one can escape them!
To prosper in both mankind will do well, first, to listen epistemologically to
God’s interpretation of them, and to his instruction pertaining to them (the Scriptures),
and, secondly, to emulate ethically the way God conducts himself in relation to them.
In the One-and-Many sphere it is characteristic for each Person of the Godhead to
deny himself. The Father surrenders his Son in self-denial. The Son complies in selfdenial. In the Authority structure it is characteristic for the Persons of the Godhead
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both to sacrifice (in authority) and to submit (under authority). The Father sacrificially
tears his Son from his bosom. The Son submits without reservation.
Now the universal picture becomes clear. The created one-and-many spheres require self-denial in love and practical godliness from all participants. The created
authority structures require self-sacrifice in love and practical godliness for all those in
authority, and submission, also in love and practical godliness, for all those under
authority.
Paul gives us a bird’s eye view of this in both his letters to the Ephesians and the
Colossians. Against the backdrop of the unregeneracy of a darkened heart, he shows
how mankind is epistemologically blind, and ethically debauched (Eph. 4:17-19; Col.
3:5-8). Clearly a new starting point is required, namely the “new man,” that is, the regenerate heart (Eph. 4:20-24; Col. 3:9-11). With this as foundational starting point,
Paul now instructs the believers to display self-denial in love and holiness in the oneand-many spheres (Eph. 4:25-32; 5:1-20; Col. 3:12-17), and to display self-sacrifice
and submission in love and holiness in the authority structures (Eph. 5:21-6:9; Col.
3:18-4:1).
We will do well to remember this in our study of the last two sections of the
Epistle of James against the backdrop of the first two sections. The godliness that is
held up as the Christian’s aim and zenith right from the start in Section I and propelled
by the dynamics of love according to Section II, proves to be rooted in self-denial in
Section III, and comes in its full-orbed own in Section IV. The “House of Horrors,”
which is on display in Section III, reflects the “wisdom” (read: “folly”) from below,
and culminates in a bitterly contested war zone, is rooted in “envy and self-seeking
ambition.” It hardly needs much of an argument to recognize that self-denial and selfsacrifice is the only twofold “antidote.” The “Stage of Life,” which is in the spotlight
in Section IV, portrays ugly warts and running sores, and tops these with the diagnosis
of cancerous and terminal growths, winds up with a genuine and prayerful Godcenteredness. Once again it needs little persuasion to realize that self-denying love and
self-sacrificial holiness is the double cure.
In short, all of James’ teaching falls into place, when it is understood that only
the human mirror-image of the inter-Trinitarian divine ethics has a genuine future.
Every attempt to come up with an ethics of a different stripe will in the long term
prove to be a miserable failure, however promising it may appear in the beginning.
This explains, for one thing, why James’ blueprint for practical godliness is such a
radical departure from the wisdom of the pagan world, whether Greek or Roman. Paul
indicates this very point in Colossians 2:8 and Ephesians 4:20, in which he contrasts
the all too empty and deceitful philosophy, that endeavors to put the basic pieces of the
puzzle of this world together from “below,” according to the traditions of (fallen) man
with ... the person of Christ! After all, not only does the fullness of the Godhead dwell
in Him bodily (Col. 2:9), but he also dwells in us. This puts at our disposal the hope of
future glory (Col. 1:27), but also all the treasures of present wisdom and knowledge
that are stored up in him (Col. 2:3). This and this alone aligns us with the winning
side!
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James 3:10-18 aims at this very same truth, although in a different and quite
“colorful” terminology. He contrasts the “above,” and all that this entails, with what is
“poison” to the core, originates in “the pit of hell,” and is essentially hard like a rock,
brutal as a beast and destructive like a demon. He further identifies “envy and selfish
ambition” as the twin root of all human conduct that comes out of the pit of hell and
rises to the surface. Expanding on James, Paul posits as the only “answer” to this twin
evil, as I mentioned already, a heart transplant in regeneration (Eph. 4:20-24; Col. 3:911). Such heart transplant opens up in principle the road to self-denial, sacrifice and
submission, and all that this entails in terms of love, which effects harmony and peace,
and holiness, which guarantees productivity and prosperity. However, both Paul and
James know full well that all this does not automatically flow forth from the regenerate
heart. Indwelling poison in the tongue (James), in fact, indwelling sin in each member
of the human make-up (Paul) fights all this tooth and nail. Therefore Paul together
with, and in the footsteps of, James counsels the recipients of a heart transplant to seek
“the things that are above,” which is the sum and substance of their “life hidden with
Christ in God (Col. 3:2-3). This and only this spells the difference between defeat and
victory. In fact, it is the highlight of the broad biblical backdrop that is furnished by
Jesus, especially in John 15:1ff and Rev. 3:20, by James, especially in James 3:17ff
and 4:5ff, by Paul, especially in Ephesians 2:10 and Colossians 3:1, and by Peter, especially in 2 Peter 1:3. It puts not only James, but also the rest of the NT in the proper
perspective!

To return to the text and specifically the interpretation that James goes after
false teachers in this context, whether impostors or show-offs, it must be admitted that such teachers, and the havoc they wreak, are regrettably commonplace in Church history. Still, it is questionable, whether this interpretation
gets to the core of James’ concern. A close look at the textual facts and clues
discloses that James seeks to expose a deeper and more widespread problem
than the danger posed by disqualified aspiring teachers. This is indicated by a
telling and sobering rationale that he adds to his initial warning. While the
need for the teaching of Scripture, whether expository, textual, or topical, is
quite apparent from the many biblical exhortations to this effect, and the
teaching ministry therefore is unfailingly honorable in itself, those who are
involved in it are still said to open themselves up to closer scrutiny, stricter
judgment, and severer penalties (Moo, 1985, 119, with reference to Mk.
12:40 and Lk. 12:48).
One commentator perceptively points out that the original Greek for
judgment (krisis) pertains to a neutral process that can turn out to be favorable as well as unfavorable. Therefore it should not be translated with condemnation (KJV) (Burdick, 186). Apparently “severer penalties” are not a
shoe-in and therefore do not necessarily materialize. The upshot is that in this
context James addresses all teachers and would-be teachers. They all run the
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same risk by definition. The first person plural, “we,” indicates that James includes himself, and by implication any and all “luminaries,” such as Peter,
Paul, Chrysostom, Augustine, Luther, Calvin, Whitefield, and Edwards, to
name only a few, as well. In a word, everyone will face the judgment while
all those in the teaching office simply face a stricter one, commensurate to
their privileges and responsibilities. All this conveys that in James’ thinking
there is nothing (overtly) wrong with those who are seeking the teaching office, whether in terms of false teaching, false pride, or false anything. In fact,
those whom James has in mind, may well be of the highest ability, greatest
proficiency, and most laudable reputation. Of course, this sounds rather perplexing, and cannot but precipitate the question why James seeks to put the
brakes on his addressees, and in them on the best of us, and why he confronts
them with this solemn, if not grim, “reminder.”
In the larger context of both James and Scripture there appears to be
every reason for the author’s universal warning and breath-taking rationale.
First, to seek the office of teacher is to enter upon “a trial of riches!” In other
words, never “rush” into “riches.” Resist the non-thinking or ill-considered
“itch” to teach that has no idea about its awesome implications (Manton, 231;
Keddie, 123). This is a universal principle that applies to all conceivable
riches, and is therefore applicable to the teaching office as well. Undoubtedly,
he leaves it partly to the imagination of his readers what kind of trial this
“teaching office” represents in detail.271
Second, James’ earlier urging to be doers of the Word, and not hearers
only seems to be an additional reason. Teachers are, first of all, “‘big time’”
hearers,” and therefore are not only required to be “‘big time’ doers,” but also
run the risk of deceiving themselves “big time,” and being liable to “big time”
condemnation. Paul may well have something like that in mind, when he
shudders to think of becoming a “big time” disqualified castaway after his
“big time” teaching ministry (1 Cor. 9:27). It is to be feared that some, if not
many, in James’ days gave it an “honorable” teaching try, but still at the end
stood condemned (Zodhiates, II, 77).
Third, as has been mentioned already, Scripture in general is clear that
teachers will be judged with a strictness that matches the outward privileges
of their office, is commensurate with the degree that the responsibility has
been taken seriously, and reflects the attitude in which the office is approached and the task undertaken (Acts 20:26-27). Privilege and accountabil271

One might be tempted to seek the office for self-gratification with all that this entails. To
emphasize the responsibilities of the office might be one way to put the brakes on. Of course,
it would be a welcome byproduct, if in the process those, who are not qualified to enter the
office, are kept out.
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ity go hand in hand. Therefore, if no proper thought is given to what the office requires, and to the qualifications needed to meet the requirements, the
desire to swell the ranks of teachers, even for noble reasons, is easily destructive for both those who seek the office and the congregations that suffer in the
process. Many an ordained seminary graduate who cut his teeth on his first
church ended up a broken man due to apparent failure and left a broken congregation behind due to apparent mismanagement. These are hard realities.
Fourth, it is sobering to know that in both Scripture (Moses and
Jeremiah) and Church History (John Calvin and Jonathan Edwards) all great
men of God had a healthy awe for the responsibilities of the office of a
teacher, and a good understanding of the awesome price that was to be paid
upon their ordination and installation. This made them shy away from it,
rather than to pursue it, let alone to stampede into it. In other words, with all
the biblical and therefore commendable desire for the teaching office (1 Tim.
3:1) there should be simultaneously a healthy awe and reticence to enter upon
it. Only a clear sense of God’s calling, which includes an inward necessity to
preach the Gospel (1 Cor. 9:16), a full course of ecclesiastical preparation (2
Tim. 2:2), a proven presence of a speaking (teaching or exhorting) gift (1 Pet.
4:10-11; Rom. 12:3-8), a successful test of their effectiveness (1 Tim. 3:10),
and a proven conformity with the biblical qualifications, should be able to
offset this (1 Cor. 9:16; 1 Tim. 3:1-7).
In a general sense, therefore, it is safe to conclude with one of the commentators that James is merely reminding his readers what they already
know. He emphasizes a “piece of agreed traditional teaching; cf. Rom. 5:3;
6:9; 13:11; 1 Cor. 15:58; 2 Cor. 4:14” (Martin, 109). To go after a teaching
function is to put your head potentially in the proverbial noose! Still, however
true this may be, this does not appear get to the heart of the issue James
raises. To identify this I begin by focusing on what James means when he
talks about “teachers.” I do so in the following Topical Focus. It explains that
there are three spheres of teaching in the NT. Before we can pinpoint the
problem James is after, we must determine which sphere is his focus in the
present context.

Topical Focus # 15: Teaching in the NT
In order to for someone to “teach” in the Church he must be able to convey effectively
the truth of Scripture in terms not only of what is, such as the doctrine of Scripture, the
Trinity, Predestination, Creation, Christ, the Holy Spirit, Salvation, the Church, etc.,
but also of what ought to be, such as the content of the Ten Commandments, the Sermon on the Mount, and the Fruit of the Spirit. The ultimate aim of the “teaching activ-
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ity” is to present as much as possible a full-orbed biblical “Systematic theology” and
an equally full-orbed biblical “Ethics.” Apart from the Gospel references to Christ in
his capacity as Teacher (See Brosend, 93-94 for this), in the NT the teaching activity is
entrusted to three categories of people.
First, the NT points us to the teaching office. The office of pastor-teacher, overseer (bishop), or elder, is one and the same in Scripture (Eph. 4:11; Phil. 1:1; 1 Tim.
3:1,2; 5:17; Tit. 1:5,7; Heb. 13:17; Jam. 5:14; 1 Pet. 5:1-3; Acts 20:28). They all
“rule,” i.e. “manage,” “take care of,” the Church (Heb. 13:7), and are willing to die in
the process (Acts 21:10-13; Phil. 2:20; 3:10). There may be a difference in function
among the elders, some receive the specific responsibility of regular “teaching,” but
they all participate in the same office, as “ruling elders (1 Tim. 5:17). This emphasis,
incidentally, precludes the formation of a hierarchical difference between the “one”
and the “many.” It also precludes some of the elders, in fact the majority (the “many”)
from ever becoming mere “administrators.” They are all pastors-teachers! It has been
suggested that the functional difference in the eldership should be construed as one
between visionary and shepherding leaders. Technically, however, all pastor-teachers
must shepherd, and as leaders they all should be visionary. Still, it should not come as
a surprise if one or more would be specifically gifted as visionaries. In short, while
there is only one pastor-teacher office, there may be, in fact, there will be God-given
differences in both function and talent. The Church will do well to recognize these differences and position each elder where he can function best, and where his talents can
do the most good.
Second, the NT speaks about the “gift of teaching” (Rom. 12:7b). Together with
the gift of exhortation (Rom. 12:8a) it comes in Paul under the heading of “prophecy,”
which in this context is forth telling the Word of God (Rom. 12:6b). This is categorized by Peter as the speaking gift (1 Pet. 4:11a). In Peter this speaking gift must be
distinguished from the serving or acting gift (1 Pet. 4:11b). The latter comes in view in
the Pauline context under the heading of “service” as well (Rom. 12:7), and consist of
“sharing” (Rom. 12:8b), “caring” (Rom. 12:8c) and “showing mercy” (Rom. 12:8d).
This interpretation has Peter and Paul agree on the two main categories (speaking/service in Peter corresponding to prophecy/service in Paul), but has Paul subdivide
“prophecy” in two sub-categories and “service” in three. This tapestry is suggested by
the text itself. Prophecy and service are abstract nouns, while the other five gift areas
are presented in terms of concrete persons, he who teaches, he who exhorts, he who
shares, he who cares, and he who shows mercy. Frankly, this explanation makes eminent sense. It not only shows that Peter and Paul dovetail completely. It shows as well
that Paul does not present a hodge-podge of ideas. The passage is coherent and its
message transparent. In fact, the two sub-categories under prophecy exhibit a progressive development from teaching to exhorting, and the three sub-categories under service an intensifying development from sharing to caring to the display of mercy.
At any rate, while 1 Peter 4:10-11 only mentions the two main categories without
going into the five sub-categories, it agrees with Romans 12:3-8 that each Christian
has received one of the two main gifts. However, Paul adds that the thus gifted persons
should not transgress the limits of their gifts by encroaching upon areas reserved for
others (Rom. 12:3). At the same time he insists that they must develop their gifts to the
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limit (Rom. 12:6). The presence of speaking gifts appears to pave the way to the office
of elder in the Church of Christ, the acting gifts to the office of deacon,272 provided, of
course, that the potential candidates meet the qualifications laid down in 1 Timothy 2.
All these identified gifts, catalogued in two main headings and five sub-headings,
are also explicit commands of God. There is ample evidence in the NT that all Christians must (learn to) teach, exhort, share, care and show mercy. However, it appears
that the several gifts emerge only when they enter the “pressure cooker” or “boot
camp” of systematic obedience. I had the privilege to see this happen in the Schools of
Evangelism, Teaching/Preaching and Diaconal Services that I regularly conduct in
Uganda. After one week of solid instruction participants are given the opportunity to
“dive” into hands-on evangelism, a teaching/preaching practicum, and a practical
service regimen for two to three weeks. The exciting thing is that the moment their gift
“pops out” they experience their God-given “niche.” In fact, they become selfpropelled and “virtually” unstoppable in the service of Christ and his Church in the
area of their gift, which they now thoroughly enjoy as their comfort zone! Further, the
identification of gifts is invaluable since this will enable the Church to position them
first in the area of their gifts, and eventually in the office that fits their gift, whether of
evangelism (Evangelist), teaching/preaching (Pastor-Teacher) or serving (Deacon).
Too often individuals are miscast and put in positions or offices where they do not
belong. This easily can result in torn churches and despairing individuals. Since God
gives productivity according to gifts, the Church would do well never to elect or appoint anyone to a specific function unless the gift prerequisite for such function has
been identified in order to avoid a potential blueprint for disaster. Since only the “pressure cooker,” or “boot camp,” of obedience can bring out gifts, this has the added
benefit that no individuals will be elected or appointed, who have proven themselves
to be too lazy or too indifferent to identify their gift. In the end only self-propelled individuals will qualify. This will benefit the Church greatly! In addition to this, someone who is ignorant of his gift may not even have a gift because he is not a Christian.
Think of the trouble that is avoided by barring such person from an influential position
in the body of Christ!
Third, the NT insists that in one way or another all believers “teach” in their
various capacities and functions in the Church of Christ (Heb. 5:12). In fact, this supplies the launching pad for both the teaching gift and the teaching office. Believers
may be fathers, mothers, friends, etc. but somehow they are all “teachers.” By way of
anecdote, an extreme invert, known as a very private person, once was strongly encouraged by his pastor to take a more hands-on role in the training of his children. In
his protest he hid behind his psychological make-up and temperament. The response of
the pastor was swift and blunt. “The moment you decided to father a child, God promoted you to be a teacher. You simply have no choice but to execute your ‘office’ as
father.” Of course, the very fact that teaching conveys “the things that are” (Systematic
Theology) and “the things that ought to be” (Ethics) entails that every teacher in whatever capacity should be thoroughly acquainted with (all) the truth of God’s Word!
From that perspective every teacher is and always remains a learner!
272

See also Jay Adams, Hebrews, James, I & II Peter, and Jude (Stanley, NC: Timeless
Texts, 1999) on 1 Peter 4:10-11.
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All this is introductory to the question what James has in mind when he warns his
readers not to crowd into teaching!

Turning now to the text, an analysis of all its clues in both the narrower sectional and wider biblical context appears to indicate that James has first of all
the teaching office in mind, even if it will soon become quite apparent that
the deadly threat he identifies as the rationale for his strong warning applies
to all types of teachers and teaching. I select this interpretation for three reasons that are implicit in the content of the Topical Focus on Teaching in the
NT.
First, all believers in their various functions must be teachers (Heb.
5:12). Second, all believers also must exercise the gift of teaching after they
have determined that this is, indeed, their specific gift (Rom. 12:6). Third,
only of the office of pastor-teacher it is said, that to desire such office is a
“good thing” (1 Tim. 3:1). In other words, although one may seek the office,
it is not incumbent upon all believers to do so. Therefore, James’ word of
caution fits perfectly in the framework of the teaching office. By all means,
desire it! This is perfectly acceptable! But, aspiring teachers, beware ... !
James is not seeking to discourage anyone from pursuing the teaching office.
Far from it! But by means of a strong warning he aims to make it crystal clear
that every aspiring teacher faces a deadly pitfall.
The question naturally arises and deserves an answer why James gives
such a strong warning. Apparently a desire to teach, whether precipitous or
not, whether properly motivated or not, can have calamitous consequences.
Once the sobering reason is spelled out, it will be immediately clear that
James’ warning, although focused upon those who are “itching” to occupy the
office of teacher, undoubtedly, and not just “probably” (Moo, 1985, 119), has
implications for all members of the covenant community who are involved in
a teaching activity (So also Brosend, 96). In short, it applies not only to aspiring teachers, but also to “ordinary” believers and to those graced with the
spiritual gift of teaching and exhorting.
Incidentally, all this underscores my already mentioned position that
there is no reason to believe that James is opposing here the ordination and
installation of false, hell-inspired, teachers with novel doctrines (with Laws,
141; Manton, 271; contra Nystrom, 174, 178), or potential control freaks who
with their demagoguery wish to rule the roost (with Manson, 271; Grosheide,
1955, 383; contra Keddie, 124).273 Neither does it appear that he simply seeks
273

Of course, this is not to deny that Scripture denounces heretical or tyrannical teachers,
such as the Pharisees, who go to astounding length to make a single convert, and end up
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to dissuade those who are inadequate to the task (contra Laws, 141) from pursuing the office. Nor is it sufficient to insist that James solely issues a warning against arrogant, conceited, disdainful “reprovers,” who with a censorious
spirit and in an overbearing fashion crow like a cock and virtually deride and
condemn everyone in sight (with Kistemaker, 107-108; contra Keddie, 125;
Manton, 271). This is allegedly suggested by James’ focus upon the abuse of
the tongue, and the threat of divine retaliation (Mt. 7:1-2; 18:32-3; Rom. 2:13; 12:19). Both are presumed to be introduced because of a seeming lack of
meekness, compassion, and mercy, in which harsh censures replaced the
compassion of Christian reproofs in defiance of Scripture (1 Cor. 13:5; Gal.
6:1). There simply are no textual clues that would suggest any such interpretation.
No, there is a vastly different issue at stake. James 3:1 is simply an “entrance gate” to introduce James 3:2ff in order to return to this “entrance gate”
in James 3:13ff, be it in an expanded fashion. To interpret it as if it eyes only
a specific, rather focused issue in the congregation is to restrict its scope. The
reference to the “many” and the “all” in James 1:2 already give notice that
James introduces a “universal” issue of the highest significance for the totality of the covenant community.
Quite clearly James’ intention is to warn his readers, and in a solemn and
sobering way at that. But the only way this warning makes ultimate sense is
to place it in the context of the whole Epistle, the first major section that deals
with the all-encompassing reality of trials as the way to godliness, and the
utter need for the wisdom of the Word that first regenerates and then sanctifies (James 1:2-27) as well as the second major section that deals with the
awesome reality of the wisdom of obedience found in God’s law and implemented through faith (James 2:1-26). Both sections are the dual launching
pad for the third section that deals with “teaching,” in whatever way, as
God’s appointed instrument to mediate the wisdom necessary to endure in trials/temptation en route to perfection.
It is at this juncture that James identifies a crisis of the most immense
magnitude. His thesis is that from the human perspective all teaching is a
dead-end street by virtue of the humanly incorrigible malfunction of what is
eventually identified as “the toxic tongue.” Since the (poison in the) tongue
makes all teaching problematic, inclusive of teaching as the duty of all the
members of the covenant community, and as the spiritual gift in the ones
earmarked to exercise it by God himself, all of the practical godliness in the
Christian life is in serious jeopardy, if not in deadly danger. Without the Godturning him into a product of hell twice as much as they are themselves (Mt. 23:15). But this
is not the issue James addresses in this context.
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ordained pipeline of teaching operational, all of the Christian life comes to a
stand still. In short, the tongue, as will become clear from the various details
of its description, puts the person of every teacher and the activity of all
teaching, squarely behind the eight ball. It turns any and all types of teaching
into a veritable impossibility. It does make no difference whether this teaching is false, true or anything in between!
To repeat and expand, James makes crystal clear what poses the central
problem, and constitutes the fiercest trial/temptation for the teaching office.
As in the case of “any and all activities” there is a judgment to be faced, either unto approbation or unto condemnation. Whether James eyes here temporal or eternal judgment is basically irrelevant. The twofold point is that
there is an impending judgment, and that this judgment will mercilessly train
its spotlight upon every word that was, is and will be spoken by the teacher
(Ps. 64:8; Mt. 12:36-37). This puts the tongue and its use center stage. This
use is “pivotal” in the teaching office. For true teachers the tongue is not
merely their job and their livelihood. It is more than that. It is their life! But,
James notifies them, it also may be their death! In fact, as James proceeds to
tell them, it is (their) death by definition, and (their) life (only) by grace.274 To
be forewarned is to be forearmed. Well, in this context James forewarns them
that the “itch” to enter the teaching office is by itself an “itch-unto-death,” as
is any-itch-to-speak for that matter because the tongue, as we shall see in
James 3:8, is incurably poisonous! Of course, this is so from the human perspective, unless and until grace makes a difference. To illumine this in all its
Gospel glory is emphatically the next point on James’ agenda. But for the
time being he wants it to sink in that (without grace) it is unconscionable to
seek the teaching office, as if it is an “itch” to be scratched, in fact, to pursue
any kind of speaking, from the sublimest oratory to the mundanest small talk.
Such attitude will certainly produce death.
However, this is not all. To grasp James’ word in its depth does and
must lead to the sobering conclusion that it is not just unconscionable for
folks to embark upon a teaching activity, inclusive the “ordinary” believer
and the gift recipient. Even this still does not plumb its total depth. No, it
must be recognized, as becomes emphatically and abundantly clear from
James 3:2-9, that it is unconscionable for anyone to open one’s mouth at any
time. At this point we reach the core of the issue. The problem of the teaching
office is merely that it is aggravated by the fact that teachers by virtue of their
office will be judged by “stricter criteria” and therefore can expect “harsher
274

Any recoil against this statement, whether instinctive, impulsive or well-reasoned, should
immediately seek its remedy in the identical teaching of Jesus and Paul. James followed in the
footsteps of his older brother and blazed the trail for Paul. Nothingness (John 15:5) and
wretchedness (Rom. 7:23) are fighting words!
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penalties” (Dibelius, 182). The comparative forms, “stricter” and “harsher,”
imply that all teaching activity, in fact, speaking of all kinds, will be judged
by strict criteria and is liable to harsh penalties. The over-all scope of this
passage is clearly wider than the specific focus of individuals who aspire to
teaching office, let alone a limited number of proud folks who specialize in
false teaching! To grasp what James is telling us is to let go of a cry of utter
dismay, analogous to the one shouted at the prophet Elisha, “There is death in
the pot” (2 Ki. 4:40). In fact, such cry of NT believers ought to outshout their
OT counterparts. In the Elisha setting death inadvertently touches the tongue.
In the James’ setting death is inescapably in the tongue.
The trials of riches, exemplified in this context in the teaching office,
once again, prove to be invariably more severe than the trials of poverty. One
simply needs to be reminded that teachers must comfort, encourage, instruct,
exhort, warn, admonish, and rebuke. They can do that with wood, hay and
stubble, or with gold, silver and precious stones. All these building materials
will face the fire of judgment. The upshot is either a reward or being saved as
through fire (1 Cor. 3:12-15). Further, they are watchmen in the full sense of
the word! If they fail “to blow the trumpet,” they will perish with their
“charges” (Ezek. 33:1-6). If they are to survive, they must be free of the
blood of them under their care (Acts 20:26). After all, they will have to give
an account for every one entrusted to them (Heb. 13:17) to show that no possible defection that took place on their watch can be held against them. The
responsibility of the office of pastor-teacher is clearly and truly awesome!275
The staggering problem is, however, that the tongue is by definition the insurmountable obstacle to success in the undertaking of this office. Against
this backdrop, and against this backdrop only, James’ grim warning is fully
transparent.
In summary, the focus upon the tongue magnifies the sobering reality of
the trial of riches to such an awesome degree that it should make every reader
gasp for air. As James indicts the tongue, he bluntly posits the total impossibility of the proper discharge of the teaching office by anyone at any time
anywhere. As he proceeds with his explanation in James 3:2ff, this impossibility looms larger and larger all the time. The status of the tongue is such that
it makes all teaching impossible. In fact, ultimately no one can ever open his
mouth anywhere (See Ps. 141:3; Prov. 10:19; 13:3; 17:27; 30:32; Mt. 12:34;
Rom. 3:13-15). Period!
Here emerges the great and universal crisis in the attainment of practical
godliness. Just as it is impossible for anyone to open his mouth at anytime,
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It is hardly surprising that the NT counsels full and prayerful cooperation on the part of the
congregation (Rom. 15:30-32), so that the task can be performed with joy (Heb. 13:7)!
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whether in the teaching office or elsewhere, because of the insurmountable
barrier in the tongue, so it is impossible to attain any holiness whatsoever.
“Teachers and their Tongue” is a case-study that carries universal implications and applications. It is a sample of a universal problem that touches everyone everywhere. This should become crystal clear when we carefully analyze James as he proceeds with his argument.
In fact, James could not have made his case more strongly than he does
in James 3:2-9! The upshot of his message is what the upshot of every sermon
should be. All audiences and addressees should invariably be compelled to
come face to face with the very impossibility that Jesus himself already had
verbalized in no uncertain terms, “without me you can do nothing” (John
15:5), whether it pertains to speaking or otherwise. That will not only cure
any “itch” in a hurry. It will shut everyone in every circumstance and every
place up to total dependence upon grace alone, not just the grace of justification, but also the grace of sanctification! This constitutes a solemn reminder
for Christians neither to seek in the law what they can only find in the Gospel,
nor in themselves what they can only find in Christ.
However, let me emphasize at this juncture already that James, in line
with all of Scripture, complements his present diagnosis in James 3:17-18
with the assurance that in Christ we can be all that we ought to be, and cannot
be in ourselves apart from the Gospel, whether in our speaking or otherwise
(See also Ps. 37:30; Prov. 11:30; 12:18; 15:7; 16:1; 20:20; see also Ps. 39:1;
Eph. 4:29; 5:4).
There is a theological trend which insists that God will not ask mankind
to do what it cannot do. James clearly disagrees. In fact, he goes on record
that God will only ask mankind what it cannot do. The tongue is merely one,
be it telling, instance. In fact, it may well be called a symbol of universal applicability. To put it in very graphical terms, since the tongue could not be
more toxic, James for all practical purposes informs his addressees that for
the tongue to be an instrument on the plus side in any kind of speaking, God
must “suck honey out of poison.” When James’ message is understood, it
warrants only one comment. Does God ever do anything else? After all, there
is poison not only in the tongue, as we shall see, but in “all our members”
(Rom. 7:23). So God must always and incessantly “suck honey out of poison”
everywhere, if there is going to be any practical godliness in anyone anytime
and anywhere!
All this puts the earlier statement in perspective. There is death and life
in the tongue (Prov. 18:21). Death by definition and life by grace! The concentricity of life commands us to complete the picture. There is death and life
in the totality of human existence. Death by definition, and life only from
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Christ by grace through faith, and ... to add insult to injury, even faith is a
gift! The precious watchword of the Reformation, “Solo Christo, Sola Gratia,
Sola Fide,” covers much more than the doctrine of justification only. It is
universal in its scope, and covers all of biblical faith and all of biblical practice! All this is detailed in what James proceeds to write as he builds up his
case in an ever crescendoing manner.

(2) Pitfall in Teachers (3:2)
As indicated by the conjunction “for” (gar in Greek; Burdick, 186), James
continues his argument by explaining his warning not to stampede into the
office of teacher. This explanation is twofold. First, James states that all men
must confess to a wide range of sins. The Greek (polla) indicates that they
stumble in many regards, in many things, and in many ways, and therefore
also in many words. In short, they stumble much, very much, too much (Zodhiates, II, 83). This is immediately persuasive when it is placed against the
backdrop of both the benchmark of perfection espoused by James throughout
his Epistle (perfect endurance, perfect righteousness, perfect faith, perfect repentance, perfect hope, and perfect self-denial) and the recognition that any
type of stumbling violates the whole law (Jam. 2:10) (Zodhiates, II, 87). In
general, a saint can be expected not to run after sin, but to run from sin (See
Zodhiates, II, 81). Still, even if this is a reality, stumblings will occur, not
only of a (relatively) minor or even inadvertent nature, such as slips of the
tongue and unintentional misrepresentations (Grosheide, 1955, 383; Moo,
1985, 120), but also of an unquestionably more serious nature, inclusive of,
but not restricted to, stumblings of the tongue, such as cutting speech, hurtful
words and grievous slander.276
His insistence in James 1:21 that believers are covered with spiritual
filth, and are constantly oozing, indeed, spilling over with sin, whenever “indwelling sin” is not “capped,” has laid the groundwork for this contention.
Further, if there is disagreement on this point, a simple reference to the spoken word ought to cure that in a hurry. According to James, no one can claim
perfection in the use of the tongue. The utilization of the first person plural is
telling! We all go wrong. We all fall into error. We all commit sin, especially
in our speech, again and again. In short, as I already mentioned, in the final
analysis it is impossible for any of us to open our mouths. James fully includes himself, and thereby everyone else.
It is a known contention that in biblical preaching the spokesman should
always address the audience in the second person singular or plural. The first
276
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person singular or plural supposedly jeopardizes the authority of the preacher
as an ambassador.277 There is, indeed, ample evidence of the use of the second person in Scripture (Acts 2:22-23, 36, 38-40). But to make this a universal requirement is unacceptable. There is nothing wrong for a spokesman of
God to admit his “humanity” and to give evidence that he is not beyond targeting himself. It can only enhance his preaching, if it is done properly, such
as in the footsteps of James. His humility in the use of the first person plural
is quite conducive to get the message across that for all practical purposes
“every human sin is mediated, even facilitated, by speech of one sort or another. It may be anger or seduction, sarcasm or flattery, criticism or dissembling -- the tongue is the wind that whips the embers into a consuming blaze”
(Keddie, 122). The groundwork for this thesis was already laid by James in
an earlier context (Jam. 1:26). Eventually James’ admission of his “humanity” must be equally conducive in helping to get the medicine go down, the
medicine of “sola gratia!”
James does not merely display irony when he infers that the ability to
keep the tongue from sinning is tantamount to perfection by exercising total
and unfailing control of the body. This may seem to be ironical since admittedly no one is perfect, and no one exercises the kind of control that is required for perfection. Still, to be satisfied with the diagnosis of irony would
be to overlook or miss the central, if not major, ever-recurring, theme of
James. God desires, insists on, and aims at perfection with all the trials of life,
all the wisdom of the Word, all the commandments of the Law in sum as well
as substance, and last but not least with the tongue. However, the tongue is
like a bird of prey. Therefore, to solve the problem of the tongue, because of
its pivotal function, is basically to solve everything (Zodhiates, II, 85, 87, 90).
In view of the reality of much stumbling, to keep the tongue in check so that
it is never at fault is surely to keep the whole body in perfect check. James
argues from the greater to the lesser (Burdick, 187). Anyone who has succeeded in bridling the tongue, which brings both the stained human heart and
its equally stained internal functions of mind, will and emotions to verbal expression must be perfect (See also Ps. 39:1)!278 In the words of one commentator, “If any man avoid the evils of the tongue, I will make bold to call him a
perfect man, such another as is not found among mortals” (Manton, 277). In
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J. Adams, Preaching with Purpose (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986).
Also in this Nystrom, 173, suggests that the Greek term for “perfect” should be translated
as “complete and mature,” since there is no such thing as “perfect sinlessness,” with reference
to James 1:4. But, as I have argued at length in the context of James 1:4, to shy away from the
translation “perfect,” whether here or in other contexts, previous or later, is to dull the cutting
edge of James’ teaching.
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the present context this is not irony, but hardcore reality, be it a humanly unattainable reality on earth.
Against this backdrop the shortfall of the tongue is depicted as a deeply
sobering, painful, as well as humbling reality that leaves one aghast. The prospective teacher, as well as anyone else, does not only come face to face with
himself as far below God’s standard (of perfection!). He also sees with his
mind’s eye how any anticipated success dissipates in a hurry. There seems to
be no light at the end of the tunnel of teaching. The tongue appears to block it
totally and effectively!279 In short, the warning moves, on purpose as we will
see, from the continuing presence of “sins in a general sense” (“we stumble in
many ways”) to the presence of “sin in each particular instance” (“we all sin
with our tongues”). This means that there is no light at the end of the tunnel
for anyone across the board.
James’ statement, needless to say, does not imply that believers can use
the inevitable presence of sin as an excuse (we have to learn to “live with it”),
as a rationalization to downplay its offensiveness, or as an invitation to underestimate its destructive potential. Far from it! No, just as the presence of
spiritual “filth” in general (Jam. 1:21) should prompt the believer to remove
it, literally at all cost and any price (Mt. 5:29-30!), so the evident failure, in
fact, the manifest inability on the part of believers to keep a tight reign on
their “tongue,” and control their “words” should prevent each individual believer from simply either itching “to take a beeline” to the teaching office, or
“waltzing” into this office, and all of them as a group from “crowing” in this
office. It is tantamount to falling into the pitfall of the Laodiceans. Very soon
they are pronounced lukewarm and ready to be spat out as the wretched, poor,
blind, and naked folks that they are, because in their pride and presumption
they do not recognize that without Jesus they are nothing, have nothing and
can do nothing (Rev. 3:17)! In fact, they appear to ignore him, even if he is
just as much at their disposal as the vine is at the disposal of the branches
(Rev. 3:20).
The heart of James’ argument against “a proverbial stampede” should
now be clear. He starts out from the ugly depth of the specific wretchedness
of the “tongue problem” in the teaching office. "Teachers being men of words
par excellence are particularly exposed to the dangers of sins of speech"
(Laws, 140). From there he moves on, first, to the specific wretchedness of
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Incidentally, there is no sufficient ground to hold that the “body,” controlled by the
tongue, applies not only to the “human anatomy,” but also by way of “secondary reference” to
the church that employs the teachers (Martin, 104, 110-111). This does not only seem to be
far-fetched, but it also fails to fit into James’ basic message.
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the believer in the same area, and finally, by implication, to their general
wretchedness in all areas and phases of their existence.
To put it bluntly, anyone with dynamite in his tongue will think twice
before he embarks upon a speaking career, just as anyone with dynamite in
his feet will hesitate to become a cross country runner, and anyone with dynamite in his fingers will be reticent to serve as a keyboard operator. The
situation, James argues, is indeed this painfully grim! In fact, the implication
is that unless a “solution” for this dynamite “problem” is found, anyone better
“politely” decline to be a candidate for the teaching office. If this is understood in the total biblical context, inclusive of Romans 7, pertaining to the
totality of life, the conclusion must be that without such solution no one could
ever be persuaded to be a candidate for anything!
According to one commentator James aims here at “the problem of uncontrolled speech” as “a frequent theme in Proverbs and other OT and Jewish
wisdom literature,” and “illuminates this problem with a series of illustrations
popular among Greek and Hellenistic Jewish moralists” (Moo, 1985, 118).
Suffice it to say that the propriety of this observation must be rejected out of
hand. In moralistic thinking, whether Greek, Jewish, or otherwise, the choice
of commendable conduct in whatever area invariably rests with man. In Biblical thinking holy living is just as invariably out of reach by definition apart
from grace.
But, once again, there is more at stake at this juncture. There is no doubt
that James is driven by a (burning) desire to keep the teaching office from becoming the downfall and destruction of the Church. The perversion of the
best is invariably the worst! But he desires even more to bring his readers to a
self-knowledge, by using the “teaching issue” as an illustrative vehicle that
will once and for all determine how they should seek to achieve holiness,
whether in the “teaching office,” or elsewhere in life by persuasive implication. He wishes to build a compass into their heart that will actually show the
way to reaching the grand objective of practical godliness in general. James is
not satisfied with “treating them as children,” by simply dictating their behavior in every area of life.
In short, the “course” that James teaches in his epistle is not only interested in “conveying content,” but also insistent on “providing method.” He
not only instructs in the “that,” but possibly even more in the “how to” of the
victory over sin, and therewith in the “how so” of practical godliness. But before he arrives at that point, he does and must lay a thorough foundation. His
extensive, and rather surprising preoccupation with the “tongue,” is indicative
of that. He deals with the issue of the tongue, not only at length, but also in
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depth. He clearly has an additional ax to grind! What this is becomes progressively clear!

(3) The Tongue in Teachers (3:3-5)
James’ further preoccupation with the tongue serves not just to underscore,
but to bring out the reason for the terrible and culpable reality of man’s inability, his impotence, to keep from sinning in his own strength. The tongue is
only a minute part of the human body, but how influential it is! It is “an exceeding powerful faculty.” It can display a perverse pride (Ps. 12:3; Prov.
6:17; 14:3; Is. 14:13). However, as seems the case here, it can also properly
and legitimately boast about “its great influence and extensive achievements”
(with Keddie, 128, 130; Moo, 1985, 123; contra Burdick, who believes that
the word “boast” also in this context has the usual derogatory connotation). In
fact, it is comparable to a bit in a horse’s mouth and to a rudder of a ship. The
bit spells mastery over all the comings and goings of the entire horse.280 Even
more telling, the tiniest rudder (quite a small instrument) keeps the greatest of
ships (an enormous object) on course, even when buffeted by the most violent
of winds. Quite clearly, the rider who guides the bit and the pilot who steers
the rudder are all-controlling! The latter comparison seems to be common
place in ancient literature (Johnson, 257-258; Martin, 111; Moo, 1985, 121).
It contains three elements, “the guiding desire (the steersman), the means of
control (the rudder), and that which is controlled (the ship), corresponding in
turn to the human desire, the tongue, and the body” (Johnson, 258). The parallel is obvious. A tiny tongue governs the whole body, that is, in all of its
manifestations, its activity and its history, and apparently has an “effectiveness (that seems) out of proportion to its size.” No wonder that total control
of tongue and speech spells “perfection” (Cranfield, 343).
But in describing the tongue in this way James seems to set us up for the
kill. As soon as he has convinced us through his illustrations of the “awesome” nature of the tongue, he gives us a “coup de grace” by showing us its
“awful” side. From the magnitude of “soaring optimism” about its beckoning
potential James turns abruptly to the magnitude of “unexpected pessimism”
about its actual performance (Dibelius, 186-189). In fact, comparatively
speaking the harm that can be caused by the tongue is infinitely greater than
the good that can be ascribed to the bit and the rudder (Nystrom, 177). In a
rather bewildering way its power proves to be not benevolent, but evil. The
“horse,” controlled by it, does not win the Kentucky Derby, nor is the “ship,”
directed by it, the “Queen Elizabeth” that arrives at a safe harbor. No, the
280

According to Zodhiates, II, 95, the Greek (peithesthai) indicates that this mastery is
achieved by thoughtful and gentle means.
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horse is more like the cavalry of Attila the Hun that destroyed Europe, and
the ship resembles more the Titanic that sank to the bottom of the ocean.
Suddenly the tongue boasts, is Mr. Big, in a malevolent manner. Insignificant
as it may seem, it horrifies by its destructive pride. By way of modern
equivalent one commentator compares the tongue to the steering wheel in a
vehicle. Its small size easily belies its destructive power in accidents that
spread death and destruction (Keddie, 129). It resembles the “joystick” in the
Boeing 767 that on 9/11 caused it to slam in the Twin Towers of the World
Trade Center in New York City, and annihilated them.
Furthermore, James compares it with a spark that does not produce the
joy of light, or the delight of warmth. No, once again as tiny as it is, it kindles
a firestorm, comparable to the towering inferno that wiped out Hiroshima! In
all its minuteness it does immense damage (Moo, 1085, 123) as it takes dead
aim at a whole forest to spark it like a tinderbox, to see it go up in flames, and
to leave a smoldering no-man’s, no animal’s, and no vegetation’s land, in its
wake.281 The next section could not paint a more ominous picture. It teaches
that sin is positioned to rage out of control, definitely out of man’s control. In
this James’ Epistle proves to be far from a lone voice. It goes hand in glove
with the testimony of Jesus (John 15:5), and of Paul (Rom. 7:18-19) as well.
James is now poised to deliver his message. Wherever the tongue makes
its appearance, great destruction proves to be but a short distance away (Martin, 113). It is around the corner, if not in full view! According to one commentator the following supposedly sums up eloquently what James is driving
at, “It (the tongue) can sway men to violence, or it can move them to the noblest actions. It can instruct the ignorant, encourage the dejected, comfort the
sorrowing, and soothe the dying. Or it can crush the human spirit, destroy
reputations, spread distrust, and hate, and bring nations to the brink of war”
(Curtis Vaughan, quoted with approval in Kistemaker, 109). Regrettably this
quotation, although vivid and telling in the description of the tongue, does not
touch the essence of this text, and may well betray a fundamental misunderstanding of it, since it fails to put man squarely behind the proverbial eight
ball. In fact, it does quite the contrary! Even if there is a potential for “evil,”
there is supposedly also potential for “good.” This is precisely not what
James is trying to get across at this juncture. He bluntly informs the reader
that there is absolutely no hope, potential or actual, for the tongue. Period!
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Brosend, 89, points out the “nice rhetorical effect’ of the Greek, helicon pur heliken hulen
anaptei, “how small a flame ignites how great a forest.”
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Of course, he does not stop there. But the reader better first pause
here.282 Only after this sinks in, will all members in the covenant community,
first of all those who aspire to the teaching office “finally” realize that in their
sanctification they are “shut up” to Christ and to Christ alone, as an utter necessity, in fact, as a matter of life and death! The quotation simply does not
get this across, and possibly “does not get it.” At any rate, all this is heavily
underscored by what James proceeds to say in the next section. Let us take a
close look!

b. Root of Human Impotence (3:6-9)
(6) The tongue is a fire as well. The tongue constitutes the world
of iniquity among our members that pollutes the whole body
and sets fire to the entire course of human existence and is set
on fire by hell. (7) For every kind of animal, bird, reptile and
sea creature, is tamed and has been tamed by humans. (8) But
no one among men can tame the tongue. It is a restless evil, full
of deadly poison. (9) With it we bless our Lord and Father, and
with it we curse men made in God’s image.
282

This is not done as frequently as it should. Regrettably it is also a missing ingredient in
Adams’ booklet on James, however much we can applaud it for the crisp, pointed and compelling way in which it is written. The heavy emphasis on the “can do” ignores and obscures
James’ emphasis upon the “cannot.” Truthfully, it seems at least on the surface passing
strange that in a volume on James there are only “can do” chapters, while no apparent thought
is given to the “cannot” sections. As a minimum it should have been explained where these
sections fit into the life of the Christian. Now, I do not at all deny that “can do” chapters are
biblically legitimate. The message of Philippians 4:13 is, and remains, unmistakably clear.
But I wish to argue that in the context of James it would have been much more appropriate, if
in stead of opting for the chapter headings, “You can overcome, etc,” the author would have
formulated at least some of them as follows, “You cannot overcome, etc., unless!” This would
have properly reflected the cutting edge of James’ message, as well as the cutting edge of the
message of his Master, for that matter in John 15:5. Now that cutting edge seems blunted.
Naturally, in a companion volume on Philippians the “can do” chapters should predominate.
In short, in each instance of complementary truth both sides should grip the interpreter. Only
then can they do justice to both sides in their interpretation. Of course, this does not exclude
an explicit emphasis upon one of the sides, but only when the biblical text under interpretation
calls for this. In fact, in such scenario the interpreter has no choice but to follow the (emphasis
of) the text meticulously. Especially if he goes counter to the emphasis of the text, he will,
whether consciously or not, neglect or even suppress the complementary counterpart that he
failed to bring out to the peril of the reader. In my estimation, the complementary truths of the
“cannot” and the “can do” resemble a piston in an engine. The faster the piston goes up and
down, from the “can do” to the “cannot” and from the “cannot” to the “can do,” the quicker
the engine fires, at an ever accelerating pace, the faster the automobile will run, and the
quicker it will reach its destination. In short, the more Christians possess the best of both
worlds, by concentrating and holding on to both the “cannot” and the “can do” simultaneously, the more they will experience spiritual progress and growth.
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(1) Nature of the Enemy within (3:6)
James focuses in this section the attention upon what elsewhere in Scripture is
called “the flesh,” “indwelling sin” or “the body of death” (Rom. 7:14ff;
8:1ff; Gal. 5:16ff). Later James identifies the root cause more specifically. It
is “the spirit that God made to dwell in us.” This spirit “envies intensely”
(Jam. 4:5). At any rate “indwelling sin” clearly has frightening dimensions. It
is in all our “members” (Rom. 7:23), that is in “all our powers of mind and
body, limbs and faculties” (Mitton, 127). According to James, it is found in a
concentrated fashion in that one small “member,” called the tongue. Because
of its size in relationship to the body, he implies that the tongue is comparable
to the tiny spark that sets a large forest ablaze. This illustration is designed to
teach that through this small but well-established part of the body human sin
rages out of control. When it is characterized on its own, the tongue is said to
be the embodiment of the unrighteous world. This designation, identical in
construction to the unrighteous Mammon (Moo, 1985, 124, with reference to
Lk. 16:9), is a metaphor, rather than a simile, which underscores the sinister
nature of the tongue (Johnson, 259).
The phrase indicates either that all by itself it is the sum total, the whole
gamut, of iniquity, or that it is the focal point, the concentration point of the
world with all its iniquity. Since the phrase comes with the definite article,
and the term world does not mean “sum total,” the latter interpretation is
more likely. The tongue “constitutes the unrighteous world” (Mayor, 115;
Cheung, 203). In fact, the Greek (katisthatai) indicates that it either is constituted (passive voice) (Burdick, 189, with reference to Rom. 5:19), or, possibly, constitutes, “appoints” itself (middle voice) (Laws, 149; Moo, 1985,
124, with reference to Jam. 4:4) as such. At any rate, it represents the sum
and substance of the “evil world” (Dibelius, 194). In it the world of iniquity
concentrates, comes to expression, “comes into its own” (Mitton, 126-127).
Tiny as it is in comparison, it is virtually the “personification” of “the fallen,
rebellious world-system” (Moo, 1985, 124), the “embodiment” of “a systematic pursuit of iniquity” (Grosheide, 1955, 385). No wonder that this slender
portion of flesh, in which all the iniquity of the world seemed to be wrapped
up (Burdick, 187), can stain more and wreak more havoc than anything else.
Like a forest fire it does irreversible harm (Prov. 10:8; 12:18; 29:12). It has
been compared with the rudder that became the undoing of the battleship
Bismarck in World War II, with the power grab of Hitler who caused World
War II, and with the nuclear bomb that flattened Hiroshima toward the close
of World War II (Phillips, 99). One thing is sure, it is locked in mortal combat
with “pure religion,” that keeps itself unstained from the world (Jam. 1:25).
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All this should under no circumstance be toned down, either by easing
off on the “world of evil,” or by calling it an added “gloss” (Dibelius, 195).
No, it pollutes and corrupts man’s total being. In general, it rapidly torches
everything in its way, violently destroys everything combustible in its path,
aggressively consumes the entire course of man’s life, one’s own as well as
that of others, and always seems to have enough fire power to accomplish
whatever it sets out to do, ever fueled by the fire of hell, the residence of Satan (Keddie, 110-111; Manton, 285-286, with reference to Eccl. 5:6).
However, whatever interpretation one chooses, sum total or focal point
of the universe of wickedness, the message is self-evident. It is a devastating
indictment! Here comes the unstoppable Attila the Hun in his destructive
conquest. There goes the doomed Titanic to the bottom of the ocean. Hiroshima, here today, gone today! The tongue is a one member wrecking crew
that leaves a mind-boggling devastation in its wake. It turns the whole body
into a garbage dump! This message must be received in faith as the diagnosis
of God himself. It is the testimony and assessment of his inerrant Scripture.283
While the term “body” signifies the individual’s body (the exposition of the
text), it is not improper to conclude that the tongue on a rampage in the
church leaves in that context a similar devastation in its wake (the significance of the text). After all, while a text has one meaning, it may have many
applications (Johnson, 259).
In greater detail, the operational activity of the tongue as a fire, representing the world of iniquity, extends to man’s whole personality, “the whole
sphere of human life” (Mitton, 128), the total range of man’s existence as
well as the entire course of his life (literally “the wheel, or circle, of human
existence”).284 As the concentration point of the unrighteous world it defiles
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It has been suggested that the text is corrupt, and that the original does not designate the
tongue as the world of wickedness. But this suggestion has been strongly rejected, and properly so (Martin, 114). Any attempt to water down Scripture ought to be resisted.
284
Dibelius, 196-198, translates the Greek original, trochos tees geneseoos, with “cycle of
becoming,” and points out that the only way to escape this “revolving cycle” is by means of
“the ascent to the intellectual form of the soul.” The dialectic of the one-and-the-many, of the
simultaneous mutual presupposition and exclusion of universality and particularity is in clear
evidence. However, Scripture wants to have nothing to do with this dialectic. The culprit is
neither “the one” nor “the many” (metaphysical), but man’s total depravity that is everywhere
in evidence (ethical). In this context Nystrom, 190, portrays human depravity as a force that
“echoes down the generations,” and defines it in the words of the film, Train Spotting,” as “a
full speed plunge into the hissing cauldron of lust followed by a soothing pickling in the
juices of self-love.” This scenario surely differs from the Greek view of “man and things.”
Grosheide, 1955, 386-387, heads in the same direction as Nystrom with his explanation of
trochos tes geneseoos. He interprets it as a standing Greek expression that takes its cue from a
device (“scheprad”) that goes endlessly round and round for the purposes of supplying water
in an irrigation project. The device consists of a number of buckets. In their upward trajectory
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the whole body. As a fire it does not leave anything untouched. In its wake it
leaves everything scorched, a scorched earth and a scorched history. One
needs only to look at false religions that have destroyed the human soul as
well as false ideologies that have destroyed human life on a world-wide scale,
to recognize the havoc produced by the human tongue (and by the “pen” as its
modern extension)!
In terms of its destructive impact it relegates nuclear devices to the kindergarten of life. In the words of an 18th Century writer, “It diffuses error,
kindles strife, inflames the passions, stimulates to vice, and originates crime.
It breaks hearts, embitters families, distracts communities, divides and destroys churches” (J. Adam, as quoted in Johnstone, 254; see also Keddie, 132;
Cranfield, 344, with reference to “the confusion and ruin caused by false
teachings in the Church, blind hatreds and unreasoning prejudices produced
by demagogy and propaganda, (and) the moral havoc spread by corrupt suggestion”). It displays its destructive influence in every phase and sphere of
life. It affects the young, the old and everyone in between, during the week,
on the weekend, at work or on vacation, at home, on the road or in the air. It
affects politics, agriculture, industry, business, education, in short, in the
length and breadth of life.
However, the tongue is not only “defiling” in its operation and destructive in its impact it is ultimately devilish in its root (Phillips, 102-106). The
origin of that “fire” is to be traced back to hell (Gehenna!) itself (Mt. 5:22,
29; 13:42; 18:8; 25:41; Mk. 9:43-45; Lk. 12:5; Rev. 14:10; 20:10, 15). While
hell is mostly described as the place of eternal punishment, it is here portrayed not as much as a “circumlocution of Satan” (with Nystrom, 173), but
rather as the headquarters of Satan, and the base of his “hellish” operations
(Mitton, 128-129). But there is an additional feature! In this context the spotlight is specifically upon the horrifying and all-consuming flames that leap
from the fire of everlasting destruction. The tongue (James), as well as all
other “members” of the body (Paul), is fed by its never-dying flames, and
functions as their outlet, not as a well-regulated and regulating valve, but as a
towering inferno.
they scoop up water, which they disgorge again while going downward. The tongue, then, resembles the rotator (“spil”) of such device. However, rather than serving the purpose of irrigation with wholesome water of life, it makes it possible for an endless downward movement
into hell to sweep up hellish flames in order to spew them out going upwards, leaving massive
destruction in their wake. “Round and round” the tongue goes! The sobering fact is that no
human is able to stop its movement. It is hardly surprising that James introduces the tongue in
this context to pave the way for his emphasis upon God as the only source for victory and
prayer as the only instrument to secure it. Incidentally, this better not be the missing message
in anyone’s booklet on James. It would be to miss a golden opportunity to drive both of these
two Gospel truths home in order to destroy any and all vestiges of human pride.
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Mark well that this is not stated as a possible or an intermittent scenario.
It is stated as a present and constant reality. Too often the tongue is portrayed
as an instrument that has the fearful “capability” or “potentiality” of evil,
such as leading people astray when it resorts to false teaching, of destroying
much good when it is out of control, and of producing great harm when it is
unchecked, in short, of going about the work of hell when it is bent out of
shape (Nystrom, 175, 176, 179, 183; Cranfield, 344). However, this virtually
destroys the point that James is making. In James it is stated not merely as a
capability or potentiality, but as a frightful and frightening reality! Tongues,
my tongue, your tongue, all tongues, are always and by definition a hellish
destructive fire that does enormous, if not untold, damage. They touch everything, set everything they touch on fire, and are themselves set on fire by
hell, whether this is recognized and acknowledged or not. God’s spiritual xray, as found in Scripture, presents this diagnosis. The Spirit of God drives it
home (John 16:8).285
In short, as has been observed already, in the tongue all human beings
possess a direct pipeline to hell, which is by definition destructive, unless it is
capped so that no spillover or leakage can occur (more about the latter below). This is a grim reality indeed! As we already noticed, Paul ups the ante
and informs us in more conceptual fashion that “indwelling sin,” to be
equated with James’ poison, resides in all our “members” (Rom. 7:23). This
multiplies the pipelines to hell many times over, and turns James’ grim reality
into a nightmare, were it not for Jesus (Rom. 7:24) who through his Spirit
(Rom. 8:1-11) caps the pipelines. It is hard to miss the ever-widening circle
of depravity. It starts with a small member. It spreads to the whole body. It
covers all of reality, ultimately because it has its origination point in hell. In
the light of all this we can understand the observation offered by one com285

The fact that God’s common graces have a restraining, tempering as well as a benevolent,
cheering influence does not vitiate this diagnosis. Apart from the fact that these “graces” are
designed to lead to repentance (Rom. 2:4), it is not uncommon for a healthy blush on the
cheek to go hand in hand with tuberculosis, an active lifestyle with a threatening heart attack,
and a positive physical outlook with a hidden cancer! From this perspective common grace
can be a dangerous thing. It can pull the wool over the eyes of people, and seduce them to cry
“peace, peace,” when and where there is no peace. In short, it can lull them to sleep. In that
scenario common grace, however much it is and remains an utterly benevolent gift of God
turns at the same time into a tool of Satan. This is not simply the opinion of an alarmist commentator. It is the teaching of Paul. Moralists, who pat themselves upon the back because of
their commendable lifestyle and the consequent prosperity they enjoy, simply cannot believe
that hell is waiting for them. “The goodness of God,” they protest, is so obvious in their life,
that hell would be an unthinkable anticlimax, both undeserving on their part and unworthy of
God. Paul makes short shrift of this self-destructive diagnosis. For one thing, common grace
in God’s dictionary spells “repentance.” And for another, due to their refusal to comply their
impenitent hearts are inevitable targets of God’s wrath (Rom. 2:1-5).
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mentator to the effect that in our preoccupation with finding ways and means
to present the Gospel to the world we might begin by facing the painful truth
that what most “bedevils (!) our proclamation” could well be “our own lack
of integrity” (Cranfield, 345).
But James is not finished yet. In the next section he proceeds with the
thesis that the tongue cannot be tamed. That is to say, as the opening of one of
the pipelines from hell it cannot be capped by man! There is no light at the
end of this tunnel (most decidedly contra Motyer, 126), unless it is the “light”
of the all-consuming fire of hell. All this, of course, is introduced to set the
stage for a “supernatural” solution. However, it must become clear that such a
solution is not just a recommended option, not even merely a fortunate possibility. It is an absolute necessity. There is no alternative, if we wish to escape
the destructive power represented by the tongue.

(2) Power of the Enemy within (3:7-8)
The power of indwelling sin is so stupendous that it makes the tongue simply
untamable! It is wilder and more ferocious than the wildest and most ferocious beast (Manton, 289; Burdick, 188). Every conceivable kind of living
creatures (even if this could not be said of every member of each species) can
be tamed, and have been tamed and domesticated, every sort of animal and
type of bird, including snakes (sic!) and sea creatures or “monsters,” let alone
lions, tigers, dogs, etc. Whether they walk, fly, crawl, swim, the trainer only
needs to crack a whip (Keddie, 112). In strength and resilience they are all
dwarfed by the tongue that has never been tamed and cannot be tamed. Mankind has total superiority over the animal kingdom (Martin, 116). Therefore,
“in contrast to the human ability to control everything else, the inability to
subdue (same verb) the tongue is all the more shocking” (Johnson, 261).
It becomes positively frightening when we recognize that the tongue is
only one example of a “member,” in which the hellish fire of “indwelling sin”
resides. According to Romans 7:23 this diagnosis applies to all the other
“members” of the human make-up as well! In this light (read: darkness!) the
cry of Paul’s heart is hardly surprising, “O wretched man that I am” (Rom.
7:24).
James underscores the vicious power of indwelling sin when he speaks
of the tongue as being “an unruly, restless286 evil,” that is filled with deadly,
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This is the same term used in James 1:8 (See also Brosend, 91). This can either imply that
the influence of the forces of hell results in severe double-mindedness and instability (Nystrom, 173), which produce the dual phenomenon of blessing and cursing (Jam. 2:9), or indicate that these forces make it impossible for anyone to control the tongue, “liable to break
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that is “death bearing” and “death dealing” (Johnson, 261; Manton, 289) poison (Ps. 58:3; 140:3). Once again the comparison with a snake comes into
view. Inasmuch as a snake can be defanged, this comparison is not too complimentary to the snake that we usually regard as the most frightening of all
animals. Note well, this does not only apply to the unbeliever in his unregenerate state (Rom. 1:13). James predicates it of the believer in his regenerate
state as well. It is indeed spine chilling to see how the tables are turned from
the highest praise (“legitimate boasting”) to the most heinous low (“uncontrollable evil”) (Moo, 1985, 128). Believers are frightening folks, all right,
who must be most frightened by themselves!
Once again, this diagnosis must be accepted as a fact and not merely as a
possibility. James does not tell us, “Given the wrong circumstances, the
tongue can be set on fire by hell, can be an unruly evil, and can be poisonous.” Such an interpretation would vitiate the message of James, and, therefore, could not possibly serve the best interest of the reader. No, the believer
is totally and radically impotent to do anything that is good and pleasing to
the all-holy and almighty God. All of his existence and all of his activities are
fully dominated by indwelling sin, that powerful reality that dwells in all the
parts, aspects and phases of his existence. To be sure, the regenerate heart has
a delight in the law of God, and a thirst for holiness (Rom. 7: 22), but by the
same token the flesh or indwelling sin has a paralyzing influence upon everything in general (Paul) and the tongue in particular (James).287 The believer,
however much he thirsts for it, is by definition unable to perform any and all
acts of obedience. This “flesh,” as has been argued already, is neither a potential (too little), nor an actual sin (too much). It is the believer’s fifth column with such sinister power that the new heart is no match for it! In short,
indwelling sin, the enemy inside, is such a potent enemy that it, in conjunction with temptation, the enemy outside, will be victorious over the new heart
when the latter is left to itself or attempts to cope with the indwelling sin in its
own strength. It is dynamite, always threatening to explode. It is poison, always threatening to paralyze. It is a set of rods in a nuclear facility, always
out” at any moment as “the natural complement of James 2:8a” (Moo, 1985, 127). The latter
seems to be preferable in the context.
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Zodhiates, II, 129, argues correctly that the notion of “two dogs in us trying to bark
through the same mouth” is thoroughly fallacious. The regenerate can be assured that their
rebel heart, their sin nature is crucified (Rom. 6:6) and replaced with a new heart, a new nature (Rom. 6:6b, 17). Their new headquarters is secured. However their flesh, a fifth column,
is still “omni-present.” It must be emphasized, however, with Zodhiates and others that the
new heart and the flesh are not on a par, and have no equal rights. The new heart is the indestructible new starting point in the process of sanctification. While it is no match for the flesh
without Jesus by definition, it is equally by definition victorious with Jesus, as I show at
length below.
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threatening to melt down. Only when this is understood and acknowledged,
will James be able to drive his message home!288 The depth of the sinner’s as
well as the saint’s misery of the tongue with its unbridled license and violence cannot be overestimated (Manton, 291, 294, with a reference to Ps.
39:1). Even though all men must take on the tongue, no man can do so and
hope to survive, let alone conquer. It calls for total dependence upon God and
his grace “to work both to will and to work” (Manton, 293, with reference to
Phil. 2:13).

(3) Effectiveness of the Enemy within (3:9)
A practical example of a meltdown serves to illustrate James’ message. The
disastrous consequences of the nuclear power of the flesh are evident. On the
one hand, the tongue blesses God in acknowledgment of His majesty and
mercy. On the other hand, it indulges itself in angry, bitter and abusive denunciations of the neighbor. It looks upon them from a pedestal with utter
contempt, wishes evil upon them, enlists God to bring them down and rub
their nose in the dirt. It could even go as far as pronouncing damnation on a
person (See Zodhiates, II, 122; furthermore, see for “cursing,” Gen, 9:25;
49:7; Lev. 19:14; Jud. 5:23; 9:20; Prov. 11:26; 24:24; 26:2; Rom. 12:14; 1
Cor. 15:22; Gal. 1:6-9). Both the denunciations and the pronouncement may
have been quite vocal, for everyone within earshot to hear. However, they
also may have been uttered behind someone’s back. In that case they constitute slander, which is expressly forbidden (Lev. 19:16). They also may have
remained unspoken. In that instance they do not constitute an explosion, but
an implosion. This would be equally, if not more, serious. Imagine an individual cursing someone in his heart, while hiding this behind an exterior that
appears normal, or may even have suggested the opposite. This would prove
without a doubt that James knows human nature! In short, the cursing in view
in the present context should be taken in the broadest sense of the word. What
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Commenting on the untamable nature of the tongue as a “cipher for church leaders,” Nystrom, 173, 180, speaks of its “irrational conduct,” its “restless irrationality,” the “irrational
nature of its orientation and effort,” and its “irrational destructive power.” This is a regrettable
analysis. Just as parents are not “irrational” when they produce a malformed child, so the
tongue is not irrational when it spews poison. In case of a malformed child there was apparently something basically wrong in the reproductive process, even if this cannot be immediately pinpointed. In other words, it has a “rationality” of its own. Similarly, in case of spewed
poison there is something terribly wrong. However, in this instance it can be pinpointed. In
fact, James does that very thing. The pipeline to hell is working “overtime!” Clearly the misuse of the tongue has a rationality of its own as well. When Christians spew poison, their
pipeline to hell is not capped. Incidentally, when non-Christians do so, their rebellious heart
applauds, and encourages, if not initiates the poison flow, even if at times they point an accusing finger at it, whenever it fits their own purposes (Rom. 1:32; 2:15)!
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is meant is any “slighting” of the brother or sister that for all practical purposes consigns them to the garbage heap.
At any rate, man’s sublimest function, that of extolling the worth of God,
is placed next to the vilest possible internal, implosive, or external, explosive,
“outburst” of man against his fellow man, that of consigning him to temporal
or eternal perdition. Man’s duplicitous tongue has been designated as the
greatest raging evil (Phillips, 110) and its outbursts analyzed as “moral and
logical nonsense” (PDavids, 146). The designation of the tongue as “raging
evil” I can accept, but the analysis of the tongue as producing “moral and
logical nonsense” leaves much to be desired. As we shall see it is regrettably
far removed from ethical or irrational gibberish.289
The circumstances of the “verbal or non-verbal action” are not recorded.
They are not really important. Whether it takes place as a result of a controversy, of flared tempers, of envy, of disdain, of irritation, of anger, of resentment, of bitterness, or of hatred, the sad experience is that it takes place, frequently and persistently. It seems from the pronoun, the first person plural,
that James identifies himself with that sad reality as well.
Calvin comments that a man “who truly worships and honors God, will
be afraid to speak slanderously of man.” A second commentator similarly
warns against “angry words of abuse spoken to those whom we regard as
subordinate to us” (Mitton, 131). Candidly, these comments should be much
stronger, especially in view of James 3:10-11. To curse means to curse, and
this should not be toned down (Keddie, 115). The question is how anyone
who truly worships God can curse, that is, not merely to denounce, but to
pronounce damnation on his “brother?” It also raises the question how an act
of blessing can be genuine when it is coupled with an act of cursing? It
“amounts almost to an added accusation of bland hypocrisy” (Mitton, 131)!
After all, how can one bless God and at the same time have the habit of cursing men? It seems to disqualify someone from being a genuine Christian, a
worshiper who blesses God sincerely.
However, to deny Christianity to the perpetrator of the sin of cursing is
to miss the penetrating message of James. This message is truly awesome.
Here is a man who blesses God. The man who utters the blessing could not be
a finer Christian. Similarly the blessing that he utters could not have been
more real or sincere in terms of purity of motivation and practice (Ps. 34:1).
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The designation of the outbursts of the duplicitous tongue as “moral and logical nonsense”
is, indeed, more than questionable. Given the pipeline to hell, they make “eminent sense.”
When this pipeline is not capped, spewing poison is “a logical and immoral necessity.” See
also the previous Footnote.
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In fact, the subject of the blessing is one of the most outstanding individuals
in the congregation, and widely acknowledged as such. James does not fudge
here. When he says that someone blesses God, he means it! It is only against
this backdrop that the awesome character of James’ message becomes clear.
This outstanding man is at the same time “an open sewer.” Now, James’
words “suddenly” have universal application. Now, no one can extricate himself from his indictment. Even the best of Christians, “the upper ten,” still
ooze, indeed gush, filth, and experience melt-downs of the severest order with
potentially incalculable consequences. To deny this is to deny as well James
1:21 and James 4:4, and to open oneself up to the condemnation of 1 John
1:8. However, as has been argued already, these melt-downs are far from “irrational,” and therefore basically unexpected, surprises. Truthfully, they could
not be more rational and more predictable given the fact that the worship of
God arising from the surrendered human heart does not nullify the myriad of
pipelines in man through which the fire of hell constantly surges and like an
active volcano seeks to spew its poisonous content.290
The seriousness of the act of cursing is underscored by the description of
man as having been made after the likeness of God. The fact that the Greek
uses the perfect tense underscores its lasting effect (Keddie, 116). Because
this rationale appears pivotal in the context, we will do well to define “man as
the image of God.” Following this some final conclusions are in place.
The following biblical data are pertinent in establishing the meaning and
significance of “the image of God.”
1. Scripture indicates that man is the image of God, both prior to (Gen.
1:26 and 27) and subsequent to the fall (Gen. 9:6; Jam. 3:9). There is no reason to conclude that the image is (mostly) shattered, (greatly) changed, or
290

The realization of this Gospel truth prompted Jonathan Edwards to pen the following
words, “I have a vastly greater sense of my own wickedness, and the badness of my heart,
than I ever had before my conversion. My wickedness, as I am in my self, has long appeared
to me perfectly ineffable, swallowing up all thought and imagination. I know not how to express better what my sins appear to me to be than by heaping infinite upon infinite, and multiplying infinite by infinite. When I look into my heart and take a view of my wickedness it
looks like an abyss infinitely deeper than hell ... I have greatly longed of late for a broken
heart, and to lie low before God” (Quoted in Bonar, 36-37). This comports quite well with
James’ teaching of man in himself and on his own apart from the sanctifying grace from
above. Without Christ man is a more than dismal abyss, whether in the area of regeneration,
justification or sanctification. According to Spencer, Sketches, 165, “To cut off the sinner
from all reliance upon himself, his merits, and his powers, and throw him naked and helpless
into the hands of the Holy Spirit to lead him to Christ in faith, should be the one great aim of
the ministry.” Similarly, it is James’ one great aim to cut off the saints from all reliance upon
themselves, their abilities, and their efforts, and throw them naked and helpless into the hands
of the Spirit to sanctify them in Christ through faith!
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(even partially) lost. This must lead to the conclusion that the image of God
does not denote man in his moral excellence. After all, man lost this perfection in Paradise, but the image, however perverted, is still just as much intact,
as it ever was!
2. The claim has been made that the image consists of rationality (John
1:9). However, man in the core of his being goes deeper than rationality. Man
is first and foremost heart. It would be passing strange, therefore, to equate
the image of God with what appears to be more of a “surface phenomenon.”
3. Scripture indicates in Genesis 1:26, 27 that man as the image of God
has dominion over creation. This has led some to espouse the view that the
image of God is to be identified with dominion. This would imply that man is
a “representative,” an “ambassador” of the Lord,” with “diplomatic immunity.” His words are God’s words, and his acts are God’s acts. In (so) speaking and acting man takes dominion on behalf of God. However, rather than
equating image with dominion, it is preferable to say that the image makes
the dominion possible.
4. It appears that Scripture identifies image with man in terms of the
“spirituality” that was breathed into him in Genesis 2:7, that is, the “nonmaterial” side of his being. Willy-nilly man mirrors God in the way he is and
operates. In the core of his make-up man is “heart.” From this originate his
three functions of thinking, willing and feeling. In both his being and his
functions, man has two dimensions. He is incurably moral. He always does
and must approach his world in terms of “good” and “bad.” Further, he is also
incurably social. He is by definition involved in the “one and the many”
spheres and in the “authority structures.” Against the backdrop of his being,
his functions and his dimensions he now expresses himself in word and in
deed. He acts, interacts and reacts, creatively and imaginatively. All this is
part of his spirituality, and in all of it he is the “spittin” image of God.
This leaves us with only one conclusion. To curse a human is to curse
the image of God! God cannot take that “lying down.” Apart from the fact
that man as God’s official deputy and credentialed ambassador (See Manton,
297) has “diplomatic immunity,” God’s honor is at stake!
When the diagnosis of the tongue is properly understood, it cannot but
be concluded that the indictment is directed to both the teachers and the
members of the Church. After all, they have the tongue in common. In the
light of the larger context, however, that warns aspiring teachers to stampede
the office, and so to “rush into riches,” it is appropriate to apply it first to prospective and present teachers. It would be amiss, however, not to apply it in
the same breath to the members of the congregation!
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Now some final remarks! James 3:9 is undoubtedly the climactic conclusion of the verses 1 through 9. Here the message reaches its zenith. As has
been stated already, even the Christian at his best is still an open sewer. Numerous are the times that “curses” well up within him, whether they are vocalized are not. Once again, it seems most fruitful for the understanding of
James to take these “cursings” in the broadest possible way. They comprise
all possible kinds of nasty, deprecatory, and denigrating slights against brothers or sisters, whether in thought, deed, or word, amounting to a summary
execution. This would also imply a critical thought, word or even attitude, if
these are unacceptably condemnatory. It should now be clear that no one can
plead “not guilty.” Unless the reader acknowledges this, he does not only
stand condemned by 1 John 1:8, but is also unable to grasp the beauty of
James 3:10-18. After all, why should one rejoice in God’s mercy and cast
oneself upon it, when one does not need it?
But there is more! The reader should not merely acknowledge the diagnosis of his “nothingness” before God. He should rejoice in it. It is his glory.
For only in his 0% can he reflect God’s 100%. After all, any time he thinks he
has something to offer, God’s 100% will be diminished. From this perspective James 3:1-9 is not a depressing, but a glorious message. It reduces man to
“nothing” so that God can be everything.291 Only this does, and can, set the
stage for the next section.
By way of transition, it is interesting to note that the Savior is also called
the image of God (2 Cor. 4:4; Col. 1:15; Heb. 1:3). This designation, which is
based upon the fact that in Him the fullness of the Godhead dwells bodily
(Col. 1:19), conveys that he is fully God. Incidentally, he is said to be in the
likeness of man as well (Rom. 8:3; Phil. 2:6; Heb. 2:14-18). This conveys that
he is no less truly man. From this it is evident that Christ is not in the same
way the image of God as humans are.
The relationship between man as the image of God and Christ as the image of God (in a deeper and different way) is significant. In the fall man was
stripped of all true knowledge, righteousness and holiness. This triad constitutes the epistemological (plus volitional and emotional?) as well as moral
equipment of man as the image of God before the fall. It was given to make
proper dominion-taking possible. However, when this triadic equipment was
lost, dominion-taking became self-centered and man-centered. In order to
succeed acceptably in this mandate, it must be restored. This brings the Gospel of Christ into the picture. The image of God (man) can only succeed in
the performance of his mandate by receiving the prerequisites (Eph. 4:24;
Col. 3:10) for this performance from The Image of God (Christ)! In short, the
291

Remember the discussion of “(glow)worm theology” in an earlier context!
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former must be conformed to the latter in terms of knowledge, righteousness
and holiness (Rom. 8:29; 2 Cor. 3:18) for the execution of the dominion
mandate once again to be as originally intended.
This sets the stage for the next section. However, before we turn to it,
there is one thing that demands our attention. To bring this out serves the
purpose of both a sobering warning and a rich encouragement. James 3:14:10 resembles a huge skyscraper. Before in a building project the actual construction phase can start, it requires the excavation of a huge hole in the
ground. In fact, the higher the skyscraper is, the deeper the pit must be that is
required to accommodate the foundation. Well, James 3:1-9 presents the grim
and gaping hole in the ground that candidly goes down into hell (“below”).
James 3:10-18, subsequently, provides us with the awesome “scenic view” of
the skyscraper, the top of which reaches heaven (“above”). The contrast could
not be any sharper! Finally, James 4:1-10 shares with us the prerequisites for
moving into the skyscraper, and shows us a picture of the (would-be) occupants. They embrace the truth of James 3:1-10 (Jam. 4:1-5), and for dear life’
sake hold on to the truth of James 3:11-18 (Jam. 4:6-10).
The rub is this. While under normal construction procedures the excavated pit disappears and is no longer visible to the naked eye when the skyscraper project is completed, James 3:1-10 deviates markedly from this blueprint in the spiritual arena. For the awesome luster of the skyscraper “height
to heaven” to be experienced continually, and for the occupants ever to remain “mercifully” acceptable tenants, James insists that the “hole to hell” will
ever be “mercilessly” visible. Otherwise the skyscraper will shrink in the dayto-day-life of the (would-be) occupants, and the tenants will lose “the wonder
of it all.” This is why I alerted my readers to the fact that no commentary on
James reaches its biblical potential in either exposition or application unless
the “I can” with its source in heaven is emphatically conveyed against the
complementary backdrop of the perennial “I cannot” with its roots in hell in
all believers across the length and breadth of their lives! Thankfully, some
commentaries do to a greater or lesser degree come to grips with this twofold
truth.
Still the question arises whether it is (by and large) presented in sufficient living color so that it grips the reader not only mentally, but also existentially. It is a well-known fact that sincerely “believed” truths are not by
definition fully “functioning” truths. In fact, if the words of James are to be
believed to the effect that Christians ever overflow with filth (Jam. 1:21), and
ever must be reminded that “faith without deeds is dead” (Jam. 2:17), the
question may well be asked whether all believed truths are ever fully functioning truths. Anyone who is irritated by this question and the suggestively
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implied answer indicates thereby that he has not understood a word of James
3:1-4:10. The lethal toxic power of indwelling sin is so great that no believed
truth ever can be and ever will be a functioning truth, unless the believer is a
prayer warrior, in the full recognition that he “does not possess what he does
not pray for” (Jam. 4:2). He acknowledges that he must be in prayer for functioning truth every time he opens Scripture (Ps. 119:18, 25, 27, 29, 33-38).
Otherwise its content will not lodge in his heart, and he will by definition sin
(Ps. 119:11). He will recognize to his alarm as well that the poisonous power
of indwelling sin prevents him even from the very prayer that is mandated by
God to turn believing truth into functioning truth. This will prompt him to
cast himself upon the Lord until he provides the ability to pray as a means to
experience functioning truth! The upshot of all this is that the believer on his
own and by himself ever was, ever is, and ever will be in a dead-end street.
Only when this penetrates (through prayer) and he humbles himself (through
additional prayer) to nothing, will God lift him up and give him everything
(through unceasing prayer) (Jam. 4:1-10).
All this together prompted me to call this final applicatory statement simultaneously a sobering warning and a rich encouragement. It constitutes a
sobering warning, “Nothing from Below!” It is at the same time rich encouragement, “Everything from Above!”
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2. NATURE OF VICTORY (3:10-18)
Introduction
With James 3:10 the author turns the corner. In James 3:1-9 he poses the
problem. In James 3:10-18 he presents the solution. In this section he argues
that the reader should not be content with the problem. The human sewer has
no right to gush, and definitely has no equal rights with the worship of God.
Even if it cannot be removed this side of death, it has got to be countered!
Blessings and curses ought not to coexist (10-11), cannot coexist (12), may
not coexist (13-15) and need not coexist (16-18).

a. Rejection of Compromise (3:10-12)
(10) Out of the same mouth come blessing and cursing. My
brothers, these things ought not to be so. (11) Can a spring gush
forth both fresh water and bitter water from the same opening?
(12) My brothers, can a fig tree bear olives, or a grapevine yield
figs? Thus no spring yields both salt water and fresh. (13) Who
among you is wise and understanding? By his good conduct he
should show his deeds done in meekness that comes from wisdom.
James starts out by stating once again the duplicitous fact of simultaneous blessing and cursing. But there is a difference. In James 3:9 he presents it
as the pinnacle (read: all time low) of the horror of the hellish fire, deadly
poison and defiling iniquity that the tongue embodies. In James 3:10 he mentions it to insist and argue that the believer has no choice but to come down
from this “summit” (read: come out of this “pit”), and leave it behind, never
to climb (read: go down into) it again! In other words, he repeats this duplicitous fact because he wants to underline its reality and to combat it at the
same time. James’ contention that simultaneous blessing and cursing are unacceptable is based on two principal grounds. First, this ought not to be. Second, this cannot be. In other words, he underscores its impropriety as well as
its impossibility! Only after this he shows why this “dual reality” of blessing
and cursing” should not be, and how it need not be, by means of the contrast
between the “wisdom” from “below” and the wisdom from “above!”

(1) Impropriety of Compromise (3:10)
James indicates that it is not acceptable to God for the same mouth to produce
both blessing and cursing. It is not fitting for a Christian to bless God in pri608

vate or in public, and yet to curse a member of God’s family, whenever,
wherever and however. The tongue should not simultaneously be used for
holy and vile purposes (See also 1 Tim. 5:13 and Tit. 1:11). Both the inconsistency and the impropriety of this double use of the tongue are clearly
stated. In fact, these two uses are self-contradictory as well as mutually exclusive on the face of it.
The shift from the tongue to the mouth ought to be noted. The focus here
is upon what comes out of the mouth. So James is concerned about the product rather than the process (See also Zodhiates, II, 131). This is analogous to
Matthew 15:11, 20 (Martin, 120) and lays the foundation for what follows,
exposing the anomaly, and therefore impossibility, of having a dual, contradictory, outcome of the same origin, a dual, contradictory, outflow from the
same source. One commentator, as I already indicated, interprets James 3:10
as something like a golfer’s hole. Yes, the situation sounds impossibly bad,
but the sky is not totally grey. There is some blue sky and therefore some
“daylight.” After all, the “should not” implies the “can do” (Motyer, 124,
126). A second interpreter follows suit. “The sharpness of the denunciation
(of James 3:2-9), despite the attempt in the examples of bit and rudder to suggest that the tongue might be controlled, is remarkable.” However, this is “in
the verses to follow (starting with James 3:10) somewhat ameliorated” (Brosend, 91). Candidly, nothing could be farther from the truth. The “should not”
does not imply the “can do.” It never did, never does, and never will do so.
Rather, the “should not” makes it absolutely imperative for James’ readers to
embrace the “above” at any cost, and to stay away from the “below” at any
price, as outlined in James 3:13-18. The recognition of the “I must,” and the
“I cannot” in combination, does this to a person!

(2) Impossibility of Compromise (3:11-12)
James takes the next step when he reasons from “what it is impossible in nature to what is absurd in conduct” (Manton, 298). He informs his readers by
means of three metaphors (Dibelius, 203-206), the three illustrations of the
fountain, the tree (Mt. 7:16ff; Lk. 6:43ff) and the vine that it is not just less
than fitting, but positively impossible for the mouth to have both the ongoing
habit of blessing and of cursing. The “ought not” is complemented by the
“cannot.” This is now explained by two basic illustrations in four statements.
This explanation is partly chiastic. The first and fourth statements correspond
with each other. So do the second and the third statements. At the same time
the first three statements come in the form of questions, while the fourth propositional statement, which makes a negative point, constitutes their conclusion. The basic premise is that “springs, like plants, produce according to
their natures (cf. Gen. 1:11)” (PHDavids, 148; PDavids, 86-87). Therefore
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(first statement) no fresh fountain simultaneously gushes sweet and bitter or
brackish water that is unfit for drinking (Martin, 120) from the same opening
in the ground (See Ex. 33:22; Judg. 15:11; Ezek. 8:7; Heb. 11:38). The conclusion is (fourth statement) that one fountain produces one type of water
(Martin, 121). Anything else is not only illogical but also unnatural and impossible (Mt. 7:16-17). Incidentally, the importance of the spring illustration
cannot be overestimated in a country where fresh, useful, water is a matter of
life, and bitter, useless, water a matter of death (Moo, 1985, 129, with reference to Ps. 64:3 and Prov. 5:4).
Furthermore, no fig tree yields olives (second statement), and no grapevine bears figs (third statement). This second, twofold, illustration heavily
underscores James’ point so that it cannot possibly be missed! For the Christian the type of “cursing” James is talking about, however frequently it may
occur, is at the same time a non-negotiable impossibility! This is the message
of the three questions, which all imply a negative answer, and the conclusion
which spells it out. James is fully in line with the teaching of Jesus. A good
heart cannot produce bad fruit, just as a bad heart cannot produce good fruit
(Mt. 7:16-20; 12:33-35; Lk. 6:43-45; see also 1 John 3:6, 9). In short, the
warning is quite clear. Regeneracy equals pure and wholesome speech (See
also Moo, 1985, 130). While “perfection is impossible (3:2), a consistent behavior pattern akin to the outpouring of fresh water is nonetheless expected
from a Christian” (Martin, 122). Incidentally, the return to the water analogy
following the plant metaphors has been called “disconcerting” (Johnson,
263). Quite frankly, chiastically it is fully its opposite. It conclusively underlines James’ thesis that the co-existence of blessing and cursing is a veritable
impossibility. The final judgment, in which one’s words will be instruments
of either acquittal or condemnation, will fully bear this out (Mt. 12:36-37).
His final water analogy once and for all turns off the faucet of misunderstanding in this regard!
Of course, all this sounds puzzling, even more so in the light of all the
information we receive in the first section of James 3. When even the best
Christian is an “open sewer,” how can it be “impossible” for him to spout
sewage? This is a puzzle that needs to be solved. Since James’ teaching in
this section runs parallel, if not gives rise, to John’s teaching in John 15:1-17;
1 John 1:8-10; 3:6, 9; and 5:18, where the same truth is presented, but in a
more extensive fashion, it will pay off to take a quick look at these passages.
John wishes to bring two points across.
First, a man who is born again has received a new heart, a new nature, a
new disposition, a new direction, a new thirst. To sin runs counter to this new
heart, new nature, new disposition, new direction, and new thirst! This thirst
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and sin are mutually antagonistic, if not exclusive, because this thirst is a
thirst for God and holiness. Hence, the born-again man “cannot sin.” This is
to say, it goes against the grain of his new heart, his new nature. Furthermore,
he “does not sin.” This signifies that he does not intentionally practice it or
consciously plunge himself into it (See 1 John 3:9; 5:18).
Second, a man who abides in Christ brings forth fruit (John 15:5). That
is, to the extent that a man abides in Christ through the Word and prayer, he
does not produce sin, more sin, much sin, abiding sin (see also 1 John 3:6),
but fruit, more fruit, much fruit and abiding fruit (John 15:2, 5, 16). Mark
well, this does not imply that a man never commits an act of sin, never has a
sinful practice, or never has a sinful habit (1 John 1:8-10). However, when a
regenerate person commits sin, this sin as such is never a deliberate objective
to be reached at all costs, and therefore does not constitute a willful, intentional, transgression (Heb. 10:26). Rather, sins of omission or commission
only materialize when the Christian’s guard is down in one way or another.
They may be a matter of stumbling during a time of spiritual negligence that
turns the believer into a “sleepy saint,” or a matter of succumbing to a sudden, and possibly violent, temptation that hits the believer from the blind side,
whether he is conscious of it or not. Further, when a regenerate man has a sinful practice or habit, he is either unaware, or only dimly aware of it, or lacks
insight in the nature of that practice or habit, possibly as a result of selfdeception. Of course, since the Bible calls all this a matter of “faithlessness”
(2 Tim. 2:13), he is and remains fully responsible for it. At the same time,
when he becomes truly aware of it, or gains the necessary insight, he will
eventually, if not immediately, experience such wretchedness that it will result in repentance!
Returning now to James’ further teaching on the tongue, in James 3:1112 he lays down the same truth that has been described as John’s first point.
According to Proverbs 18:21, there is both death and life in the tongue. We
now conclusively know that it is death by definition (Jam. 3:8), and life by
grace (John 15:5). For the tongue to be “life” it must meet three requirements.
The first requirement for a life-producing tongue is a regenerate heart,
since the mouth speaks out of the abundance of the heart (Mt. 12:34). A
stream simply does not rise above its source (Manton, 280-281) When the
meditations of that heart are acceptable to God, and only than, is there a present starting point for acceptable words spoken by the tongue (Ps. 19:14; Eph.
5:19).
The second requirement for a life-producing tongue is the total and radical dependence upon the Triune God. This principle is further evaluated in
James 3:17-18. However, it is appropriate to mention here already the general
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application of this principle. (1) The believer asks God the Father to bridle his
mouth (Ps. 141:3). Mark also the reference to the heart in this context, “Incline not my heart to any evil thing” (Ps. 141:4). (2) The believer depends
upon God the Son for the wisdom to be spoken (1 Cor. 1:30). (3) The believer
needs the Spirit to prevent evil speaking and “corrupt communication” (Eph.
4:29-31). This, of course, does not exclude a responsible involvement of man.
On the contrary, in dependence upon the Triune God the believer actively
“monitors his ways so that he does not sin with his tongue. He keeps his
mouth with a bridle” (Ps. 9:1).
The third requirement for a life-producing tongue, is the edification of
the neighbor (Eph. 4:29), that is, genuine effectiveness in the lives of others.
Incidentally, it appears to be a rather widespread view that, since effectiveness (success) is not under human control, the only thing that is expected
from the believer is to be faithful, and to leave the rest in God’s hands. This is
to hide a falsehood behind a truth. It is part of the fabric of faithfulness in the
life of the Christian that he seeks to be effective. If he is not, at least his heart
should break.292
What comes into view at this juncture is the nature of Gospel holiness or
evangelical obedience. Pursue the life-producing power of the tongue merely
as a legal duty (which, of course, it is!), and the tongue will continue to
spread and inject its poison with the expected results. Pursue it as a grace of
God and it will become an illuminating reality! By way of summary, if (1)
represents the new heart, with its delight in the law of God, (2) Christ and the
Spirit, (3) indwelling sin, or the enemy inside, and (4) temptation, or the enemy outside, then the following formulas will reflect the biblical teaching on
the subject at hand. Formula I: (3) + (4) will always and by definition be
stronger than (1) by itself and on its own, and will paralyze (1). Formula II:
(1) + (2) are always and by definition stronger than (3) + (4), and will render
(3) and (4) inoperative. Formula I explains the reality of the constant spewing
of filth in the life of the believer. On a one to one basis, the regenerate heart
versus indwelling sin, the former is no match for the latter, and does not stand
a chance. Formula II explains the impossibility of this same reality! On a
three to one basis, the regenerate heart + Christ + the Holy Spirit versus indwelling sin, the latter is no match for the former, and does not have a ghost
of a chance.
In other words, from the narrow perspective of the presence and power
of indwelling sin, the outbreak of wickedness is inevitable. Further, from the
narrow perspective of the nature and direction of the regenerate heart the outbreak of sin is both “impossible” in principle and unavoidable in reality. Fi292

Horatius Bonar, Words to Winners of Souls (Phillipsburg: P & R Publishing, 1995), 21-23.
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nally, from the full perspective of the regenerate heart and its alliance with
Christ and the Spirit the outbreak of sin is both “impossible” in principle and
conquered in reality.293 Of course, it stands to reason that as long as this alliance is only “purposeful” (on earth) the conquest will never be total. However, once it is perfect (the new earth”), the conquest will be perfect as well
(2 Pet. 3:13). What an inducement to strive for perfection already here on
earth (2 Pet. 3:14)!

(3) Challenge to Compromise (3:13)
Many commentators are of the opinion that with this verse James starts a new
section (against the approach of this Commentary that the shift in his treatment occurs in James 3:10) (Manton, 299; Grosheide, 1955, 389). This is why
at this juncture once again the issue of the coherence of James enters into the
discussion. Is the present section that allegedly runs through James 4:10 a
compilation of “loosely arranged independent units (Dibelius, 207)? This,
however, is increasingly rejected.
Most commentators now hold that (most likely) the focus upon the (aspiring) teachers continues at this point (See Keddie, 117; Cheung, 157).
Given the problem of the tongue the question is whether their wisdom will
come from below or from above (Adamson, 149; Martin, 127). It is also
pointed out that in addition to the unmistakable “natural link” between the
teacher of James 3:1 and the wisdom of James 3:13, there is not only a
“word-linkage” between the term “bitter” in James 3:11 and in James 3:14,
between a form of akatastasia in James 3:8 and in James 3:16, between the
phrase “in your members” in James 3:6 and in James 4:1, but also a “natural
transition between the two sources of water and their fruits in 3:11-12 and the
two sources of wisdom and their fruits in 3:13-18.” “All of these natural ties
293

All this is totally different “take” than the one Brosend, 97-98, suggests. He simply cannot
solve the seeming tension in James 3:2-12 between the possibility of control (bit and rudder),
the impossibility of control (fire and poison), the possibility of non-control (praise and curse),
and the impossibility of non-control (fountain, fig tree, and vine). He advocates that the impossibility of non-control (fountain, fig tree and vine) could be “an exaggeration for effect, a
hyperbolic impossibility meant to convince the reader of both the importance and difficulty of
the task.” Still he keeps one other option open. Based “on the logic of James’ argument” the
upshot, the bottom-line, of all this may well be that “silence” will prove to be “the safest
way,” and should become “one of the central disciplines of the Christian life.” While it is
quite clear that silentium coram Deo, “silence before God,” is a biblical datum (Hab. 2:20;
Zeph. 1:7), Brosend’s possible recommendation of silence in the present context flies in the
face of Scripture. Not only is it generally predicated of God’s people that they often spoke to
God (1 Thess. 5:17), with one another (Mal. 3:16), and with unbelievers (Mat. 28:19-20), but
James himself also and specifically mandates that believers must ever be in a recovery mode,
and be tireless in sharing and applying the Word (Jam. 5:19-20).
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and progressions only serve to highlight just how distinctive the literary
structuring of 3:13-4:10 is when taken as a whole.” It is regarded as “intensely sermonic in character, with all those stylistic quirks characteristics of
the diatribe: rhetorical questions (3:13; 4:1, 4, 5), virtue and vice lists (3:1415, 17), abusive epithets (4:4, 8), vivid imagery (4:1, 9), sharp contrasts
(3:14-17; 4:4, 6, 10), (and) the citation of authoritative texts (4:6).” Furthermore, the language of “the ‘purifying of the heart’ in James 4:8 corresponds
to the selfish ambition of the heart in 3:14,” while the “dejection” of 4:9
matches the “arrogance” of 4:6 and the “double-minded persons” correspond
to the “undivided” of 3:17 (Johnson, 268).
It is tempting to agree with the majority of the commentators that James
presently returns to the opening statement of the chapter and once again addresses the aspiring teachers. In James 3:1 he warns against the rush to become teachers in an attitude of presumption and unfounded self-confidence,
possibly with a desire for status and honor, and in a spirit of envy and strife
(Jam. 3:14). Too many leaders may have succeeded in creating a rift in the
Christian community! So in James 3:13 the author makes an opening statement that introduces the litmus test for the teaching office. The litmus test itself, then, follows in James 3:14-18, in both negative and positive terms.
However, while aspiring teachers are undoubtedly in view in this test (See
also Deut. 1:13, 15; Dan. 5:12 for wisdom and knowledge in leadership), it
would be too narrow an interpretation to restrict it to them (See Deut. 4:6 for
these gifts in the people). The breadth of expression and depth of content at
this point indicates that it applies to everyone with “teaching shoes” on,” inclusive of the recipients of the teaching gifts as well as all “ordinary” believers in teaching circumstances.
The little phrase “among you” is insufficient basis on which to conclude
that James eyes “certain individuals only” and therefore draws up the litmus
test merely for the narrow group of prospective teachers. To the contrary, this
phrase opens up the vista upon all his addressees, “the twelve tribes” in their
totality. So, while all “teachers” should by all means sit up and take note, basically James wants all believers to sit up and take note. Only when they do,
are they ready to desire the office of pastor/teacher. Otherwise, they are discouraged from aspiring for this office, if not forbidden to do so.
Incidentally, while this section should undoubtedly be connected with
James 3:1ff, it also should be recognized as the bridge to James 4:1ff. The
peace of James 3:18, bound up with true wisdom, stands in sharp contrast
with the war zone described in James 4:1. But more about this below!
It is also noteworthy that the wisdom theme of James 1:5 returns here
once again. In the midst of the “unending” string of “trials” of poverty and
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riches there is a crying need for wisdom. James discloses step by step that this
is the wisdom of prayer (Jam. 1:5), of the Word (Jam. 1:21ff), of the law
(Jam. 1:25ff; 2:8ff), of faith (2:14ff), and now, finally, the wisdom from
above (Jam. 3:13ff). This is unmistakably the capstone. But let us turn to the
details of the text before focusing our attention on this.
The teacher, as well as everyone else in one teaching setting or another,
ought to be both a prototype and a channel of wisdom. In this context they are
portrayed as people of “expertise” (epistemoon, properly translated as a man
of “understanding” or “knowledge”). If anyone claims to be sufficiently wise
and understanding either to assume the office of teacher, or to embark upon
any teaching or speaking course of action, he should show this in his conduct!
James implies, of course, that those who are really and truly wise and knowledgeable will have no problem doing so!
Wisdom and knowledge are often coupled in Scripture (Deut. 1:13, 15;
4:6; Hos. 14:9; Prov. 8:13). They are both eminently practical rather than
theoretical in nature and evidenced in a lifestyle in accordance with God’s
law (Cheung, 159). They are more than cerebral or creedal. They are intertwined with obedience and shape life (Motyer, 130). Still there is distinction
between them. The former consists of a natural, experiential, moral insight in,
and solid apprehension of, a specific situation or issue, a skill to grasp its
ramifications, an expertise to draw right conclusions, and the ability to convey this to others. The latter consists of an inner grasp, whether intuitive or
discursive, of a situation or issue with the ability to take the correct action and
to counsel others to do the same (Mitton, 134; Manton, 299; Grosheide, 1955,
389; Keddie, 117; Burdick, 190). In short, wisdom discerns and informs,
while knowledge or understanding comprehends and directs. Incidentally, as
has already been observed, understanding in Scripture is at times a matter of
the mind (Dan. 9:1), at times a matter of the heart (Is. 6:10), and at times a
matter of conduct (Job 28:28).294
Wisdom, conjointly with professional expertise (Motyer, 131), leads to
the right conduct (Deut. 4:6; Eph. 4:22; 5:15; 1 Pet. 1:15; 2:12; 3:1, 2, 16).
Just as faith is “demonstrated” to be faith by deeds (2:18), so wisdom is
“demonstrated” (same verb) by one’s “entire manner of life” as “good (kalos),” to be understood not only as morally excellent, of the highest caliber
and quality, inside as well as outside (Johnson, 280; see Eph. 4:22; 1 Tim.
294

It should be evident that the boundary between biblical wisdom and knowledge is not hard
and fast. They partly overlap. However, Keddie, 117, properly reminds us that in a Greekoriented society, which in its ignorance ignores understanding of heart and conduct, knowledgeable people are not always wise, while knowledge coupled with insight produces wisdom.
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4:12; Heb. 13:7; 1 Pet. 1:15,18; 2:12; 3:1-2; 2 Pet. 2:7; 3:11.), but also as
lovely and attractive in its wholesomeness and helpfulness (So Motyer, 128).
The use of the imperative, “let him demonstrate,” at the beginning of the
sentence is mild but emphatic (Martin, 129). It is “Showtime” in the midst of
the unsettledness and confusion of the day to make a powerful statement and
a compelling case for Christ as the source of all wisdom and knowledge
(Zodhiates, II, 139). Furthermore, the tense of the verb suggests that James
envisions once for all action (Martin, 129). There is a telling parallel in Romans 12:2. “Present your bodies as a living sacrifice.” It has been said that
the trouble with a living sacrifice is that it “easily wiggles of the altar.” However, the original Greek tense (aorist) in Romans 12:2 precludes that. Put your
self on the altar, not again and again, but once and for all, Paul insists! If that
occurs, every failure to stay on the altar, even to the slightest degree, will
produce immediate sorrow, which in turn does, and should, result in repentance. This will immediately be accompanied by both a desire and a resolve
to pull the culprit, whether it is one of the members of the human body, such
as the hand, the foot, the ear, the eye, etc., or one of the functions of the human individual, such as the mind, the emotions, the will, etc., right back onto
the altar again. The Christian never wants to wiggle off the altar. His grand
and magnificent obsession is to stay on it, in toto, without any ifs, ands or
buts! Furthermore, he must, and does, sorrow and will repent, when informed
by Scripture in the preaching, sharing or reading of God’s Word that he “slips
off” even to the slightest degree.
This is also the message of James. It underscores that wisdom without
holiness, without practical godliness amounts to nothing. It is not just the
thought, or the words for that matter, that count. “Unless our thought and
words translate into godly conduct, they remain at best a goal and at worst
sheer hypocrisy (Keddie, 140). As has been observed already, Solomon is a
prime illustration. He was the wisest king who ever lived (1 Ki. 10:4-7).
However, he played loose and fast with the law of God (Deut. 18:14-20). The
net outcome was incredibly sad. Apparently it is not sufficient to be endowed
with wisdom. Solomon would have been better off, if he had asked for holiness. In his life “the good” (wisdom to do his job) turned out to be the enemy
of “the best,” if not “the only thing” that ultimately counts (obedience to
please God)!
However, for wisdom to turn into practice and not to end up “Solomonic,” it must be coupled with meekness (Jam. 2:18). Just as in James 1:2021 meekness stands in contrast to anger, in this context, James 3:13-14, it is
the opposite of bitter envy and selfish ambition. Solomon was not very meek
when in his anger, fed by envy and ambition, he sought to kill Jeroboam
whom God himself had appointed king over ten of the tribes through his
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prophet (1 Ki. 11:40). Just as wisdom and knowledge go together (the fear of
God is the source of both of them, according to Prov. 1:7; Ps. 111:10; Job
28:28), so do wisdom and meekness, the ever present willingness to be
“tamed” by God’s providences (trials) and Word (law), to be “self-subdued”
(Motyer, 131) as a result, and to put both on display in one’s relationship to,
and one’s conduct before, God and man.
Meekness is characteristic of Christ (Mt. 11:29; 21:5; 2 Cor. 10:1). It is a
fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:23). The “meekness of wisdom” does not thrive in a
climate of ill-tempered attitude, rude backtalk, and foolish anger (Prov.
19:11; Jam. 1:19-21!) (See also Cheung, 159), but goes hand in hand with
humility (Prov. 11:2; 1 Pet. 3:4) and the fear of God (Cheung, 160, with reference to Prov. 15:33). It is an inner characteristic, God-given rather than
man-made, that does not dispute or resist the words or actions of God, and
gives soft responses to belligerent words or actions of man. It is rooted in a
deliberate, thankful, acceptance of wisdom’s dealings (Remember Jam. 1:17),
even when buffeted or mistreated (Zodhiates, II, 143-144, with reference to 2
Sam. 16:11; Burdick, 190). As such it is antithetical to the bitter envying and
the battle-prone self-seeking that James talks about next (Jam. 3:14).
Apparently Hellenistic writers saw meekness (as well as humility) as a
vice (Laws, 160; PDavids, 96). But not Scripture! In it meekness is lauded
throughout (Cheung, 159, with reference to Num. 12:3; Gal. 6:1; Eph. 4:2; 2
Tim. 2:25; Tit. 3:2; 1 Pet. 3:15). In Greek culture it may have been regarded
as a wimpish characteristic. But in Scripture meekness is not weakness. Nor
is it timidity. Moses was the meekest man on earth (Num. 12:3). Nevertheless, he was a man of “heroic courage and indomitable purpose” (Mitton, 65;
clearly another example of complementary truth). Because he had nothing to
gain or lose, he was not interested in the self-display, the showmanship, the
self-defense, the self-assertiveness and the self-promotion (Mitton, 65; PDavids, 96; Laws, 160-161) that was so typical of Greek leadership. Moses was
a man of self-denial in love and holiness in the “one-and-many sphere,” in
which God at first sent him. He started out as an Israelite among Israelites. He
was equally a man of self-sacrifice in love and holiness in the “authority
structure,” in which God eventually positioned him. When he calls himself
the “meekest man on earth,” he thereby indicated that as far as he was concerned he was more than happy to step down from his lofty position, or step
aside altogether for that matter, to make room for others to take his place. In
fact, we get the impression that he would have been glad to shed the burden
of leadership that was placed upon his shoulders. Even cursory reading of the
history of Israel at this point should convince everyone that this burden was
virtually intolerable. Again and again he was confronted by Israel’s murmuring and murderous rebellion, and by God’s threat to annihilate these rebels.
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At any rate, he had no ax to grind, except the ax of his God. The rebellion on
the part of his sister and brother, therefore, was ultimately a rebellion against
God himself who had appointed Moses, and no one else, as the leader of Israel. This makes it hardly surprising that God took the initiative to quell their
rebellion (Num. 12:1ff).
Meekness is a distinctive trait of those who belong to Christ. It is, first of
all, the complete opposite of a self-seeking, fanciful, proud, defiant, insubordinate, mean-spirited, disgraceful stubbornness vis-à-vis God. In Matthew 5:5
it is sandwiched between mourning over one’s spiritual bankruptcy and hunger for righteousness. It apparently indicates a radical, total, willingness and
readiness to submit to, and to receive, God’s solution following the mourning
for bankruptcy and prior to one’s hunger for righteousness. It is the evidence
of a broken and pliable heart, which not only acknowledges the problem, but
also embraces the solution. This is also in view in James 1:21. Incidentally,
this meekness should be in evidence in every “authority structure” (1 Pet.
3:4).
Secondly, it is the opposite of a self-assertive, whimsical, arrogant, strident, sectarian, divisive harshness vis-à-vis the neighbor (See also Mitton,
135). In 2 Timothy 2:26 it is a prerequisite for those who instruct folk who
are caught up in a sinful pattern of life (See also Gal. 6:1). The need for it is
accentuated by the fact that repentance is solely a gift of God. One’s defense
vis-à-vis opponents reflects a more or less similar situation, and therefore requires meekness as well (1 Pet. 3:15). These uses of meekness fit in fully with
James 3:13. From James’ perspective meekness should always be in evidence
both in every authority structure and in every one-and-many sphere.
No, meekness is not weakness, nor is it timidity. But it does imply a joyful yielding to any and all legitimate authority, and goes hand in hand with a
gentleness in one’s general comportment toward the neighbor (Tit. 3:2), especially in one’s efforts to persuade folk of the truth, including those under
authority, and in one’s interaction with, or response to, peers and opponents.
In short, meekness indicates radical brokenness before and total yielding to
God. Subsequently it displays a radical servant heart before and a total servant hood toward one’s fellowman. It is the same characteristic found in a
horse that is broken and trained cheerfully to submit to bit and bridle, and
resolutely goes wherever it is turned, and does whatever it takes to complete
the job (Burdick, 190). It is the perfect “medicine” against any and all envy,
ambition, strife and warfare. That is why it is presented at this juncture in
such a prominent, resourceful place!
All this is arguably introductory to the litmus test for teachers in James
3:14-18. Still it would seem to be a mistake to confine this section, introduc618

tory statement and litmus test, to prospective teachers only, even if they are
the primary focus.295 The way James expresses himself, and the terminology
he employs are so general in nature that his message applies to all of his readers, leadership and membership alike! In a nutshell, all professing members
of the covenant community better pay close, and self-examining, attention to
James 3:14-18 in which “two kinds of wisdom are contrasted in terms of their
respective origins, manifested characteristics and results or outcomes”
(Cheung, 140).

b. Profile of Defeat (3:14-16)
(14) But if you harbor bitter envy and selfish ambition in your
hearts, do not boast about it and lie against the truth. (15) This
is not the wisdom that comes down from above but is earthly,
unspiritual, devilish. (16) For where there is envy and selfish
ambition, there is disorder and every evil practice.

(1) Root of Defeat (3:14)
James states that the root of spiritual defeat is the evil in man’s heart. The
human heart is “the seat of affections and intentions in the biblical tradition”
(Johnson, 271; Henry, III, 1296), “of man’s collective energies, the focus of
personal life, the seat of the rational as well as the emotional and volitional
elements in human life” (Abbott-Smith in Mitton, 137). It is a well-known
biblical truth that the unbeliever’s heart is the source of all unrighteousness
(Gen. 6:5; Jer. 17:9; Mk. 7:20-23). But since James speaks about “(y)our
hearts,” they must be hearts in a regenerate state in the present context. This
calls for an urgently necessary qualification, if not explanation. It appears
295

Repeatedly Nystrom, 204, 207, 214, 216, insists that James’ primary focus is “false teachers,” “the virulent work of the yeser ha-ra in human hearts” that they encourage, the “extreme
danger” that they pose and the “devastating effect” that they leave in their wake. In this section, then, he resorts to a “rapier-thrust definition of wisdom ... to devastate the position of the
opponents” of biblical orthodoxy. Truthfully, this virtually destroys the cutting edge of James’
message. It takes all respectable members, prospective teachers as well as teachers in good
standing off the hook. This is precisely not James’ intention. He faces all of them squarely,
and makes himself crystal clear. No “teacher,” or “speaker” for that matter, is going to make it
on his or her own, or by her or himself, whether “good, bad or indifferent,” and for good
measure, “neither the good, nor the bad, nor the ugly.” The pipelines to hell in all of us will
make short shrift of all our self-effort. It takes pure and undiluted grace for everyone to make
it, not only in the areas of regeneration and justification, but also in the area of sanctification.
In short, James’ aim is not to delineate the difference between orthodox and heterodox teachers, but to distinguish between teaching that comes from below and teaching that comes from
above. Due to the hellish pipeline that exits in their tongue believers in general, church members who have been gifted in the teaching area, but especially pastors-teachers who abound in
the use of the tongue, are just as vulnerable in their teaching activity as anyone else.
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from the teaching of both the OT and the NT that Genesis 6:5, Jeremiah 17:9
and Mark 7:20-23 do no longer apply to the regenerate heart of the Christian.
Christians have experienced a heart transplant (Deut. 30:6; Ezek. 36:25; Rom.
6:6, 11). They now have a heart for God. However, that manifestly does not
preclude that “indwelling sin” can still influence it, even to the point of the
most heinous sins (Ps. 51:10), including the temporary rationalization and
cover-up of such sins (2 Sam. 11:2ff). In daily repentance the Christian’s
heart will break again and again, which will lead to daily forgiveness and
daily change (Ps. 32:1ff; Ps. 51:1ff). But the Christian’s heart is not a rebellious heart of unbelief (Deut. 1:26-33; 31:26-27), even if the members of the
covenant community are summoned to examine themselves on that score
(Heb. 3:12-13), and, in case they have deceived themselves in the past (1 Cor.
15:34), to cast themselves upon the Lord for the substance of the new covenant, of which the promise of a heart transplant is an essential part, to become
a reality in their lives (Ezek. 36:25-27, 36; Heb. 8:1013; 10:16-17).296
In short, the believer’s heart is no longer totally depraved, nor is it as yet
fully perfect, given the need for daily repentance. In fact, as I mentioned
above, it is impotent without the presence of Christ and the Holy Spirit. However, its bent, disposition or appetite, is purposefully holy, even if at times it
leaves lots to be desired in terms of the contemplation or performance of one
evil or another! All in all, while the Kingdom of God is the focus of the new
heart, it always must be remembered that it can be hoodwinked at any time
and in any way. When a David can commit adultery and murder, and a Peter
can turn into a “satan,” and end up denying his Lord and Master, it proves
beyond any doubt how utterly vulnerable every Christian is.297
In this context James singles out specifically the self-seeking twin evil of
bitter envy or harsh zeal and self-seeking ambition or party-line rivalry,
which eventually find their counterparts in the wisdom of meekness and
mercy (Jam. 3:13, 17).298 However, this may well raise the question who
296

Quite clearly membership in God’s covenant and individual election are not coextensive.
This only underscores quite heavily how soul-destroying it can be if the “I cannot” and the
“I can” are not emphasized programmatically at the same time, even if pastorally at times either the one side or the other side of these two complementary truths may need to be stressed.
If these truths are not systematically set forth at the same time, I fear that one of them may not
function or stop functioning in the Christian experience. I fear even more, however, that if
either one does not function, they will never be presented systematically as a twin truth! Especially the latter scenario cannot be but soul-destroying, since it will lead either to disconsolate despair or presumptuous pride. Presumptuous pride is undoubtedly the more dangerous of
the two because it is not something that is as quickly recognized as disconsolate despair.
Therefore, it is regrettably not something from which one as quickly would (seek to) distance
oneself.
298
According to Moo, 1985, 131, “James stands in the same stream of Hellenistic and Jewish
297
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would display this twin vice. Would some of the readers, or all of the readers?
Would some folk, known to the readers, folk aspiring to the teaching office,
or folk who were in the teaching office already? The preceding context makes
it attractive to think about people who are connected to the teaching office or
who aspire to it. This would fit quite well. The context that follows, however,
addresses the readership in general. This suggests that the indictment is not
only addressed to aspiring teachers, but to the general membership as well.299
The anti-social existence of lingering resentment and cutting bitterness
among professing Christians, which is fed by envious rivalry and frequently
splinters communities, is hard to deny and may well be much more prevalent
than they are willing to admit (Cheung, 141, with reference to Heb. 12:1516). The fact that James’ sentence is conditional appears to underscore this.
Clearly no one is beyond the “fanaticism” (Moo, 1985, 132) of bitter
envy and selfish ambition. When they become the driving force in any setting, arrogant boasting is or becomes inevitable. Such arrogant boasting by
definition “lies against the truth.” This is to say, it both defies the biblical
truth that wisdom is invariably associated with humility (Moo, 1985, 133),
and paves the way to playing loose and fast with the truth anywhere. In the
words of one commentator, “Attitudes of jealousy and faction are no cause
for boasting ... These are evidences that those who claim to possess wisdom
are only presumptuous, as those who claim to have faith in 2:18. These people are practically lying or deceiving themselves (cf. 1:24), not living according to the truth, but against the truth ... Here we may have an implicit
contrast of words with deeds (Cheung, 139).
moral traditions as represented by the Testaments that traced social ills back to jealousy (zelos) and envy (phtonos). Frankly, I am suspicious of the approach that posits “great” universal
traditions which evidence themselves in both pagan and Christian thinking. It is easy to forget
or overlook that even if pagan thinking willy-nilly hits the nail on the head it always occurs in
the framework of the suppression of God’s truth. Even here the biblical phenomenon of the
complementarity of truth manifests itself. In unbelievers all truth is at the same time untruth
(See Prov. 21:4b, the explanation of this passage in my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 172,
and the further discussion below). If this is helpful for the understanding of this phenomenon,
in this regard they are the mirror image of Satan in whom every truth is always simultaneously a lie. Especially Christian scholarship would do well to remember this, and consequently respond to his “children” as Jesus responded to their “father” in Matthew 4. He earmarked even Satan’s biblical quotations as murderous lies. If he had fallen for these lies, salvation would have turned into wishful thinking. Similarly it would be a pipedream for Christian scholars naively to endorse Satan’s “truth” one-dimensionally. Sooner or later it will turn
into a quagmire that swallows them up and a nightmare from which they should, but never
may, wake up!
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So also Brosend, 102, but he applies it specifically to both “the double-minded person already met in James 1:8, whose instability matches the ‘disorder’ of James 3:16, and those
showing favoritism (diakrino) to the ‘rich’ in James 2:1-4, an attitude whose opposite (adiakritos) is among the virtues in those who have the wisdom from above (in James 3:17).”
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It is sobering to realize that James emphasizes the heart in this context.
How easily it can be “hoodwinked!” Envy and selfish ambition are powerful
internal emotions that apparently have infiltrated, if not conquered, the very
mission control center of the various constituent elements of the congregation, teachers, aspiring teachers, as well as members in general (See also
Keddie, 121). In fact, they are so powerful in their essence and impact that
only the grace of God can dislodge them and remove their influence! As we
unpack these concepts, this will become crystal clear. At any rate, it is sobering if not frightening that Christians are not beyond this twin evil and can
(quickly and easily) fall victim to it.
First, then, what is envy? The term used in the Greek is semantically
neutral. It always indicates the presence of some kind of “fire.” When it is
used in a positive fashion, it stands for “zeal.” In that case it is heartwarming, as well as life-warming. But here as in various other contexts
(Rom. 13:13; 2 Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:20), especially in the light of its adjective,
“bitter,”300 it has a negative connotation, and is best be translated as envy
(Martin, 130). It burns, rather than warms, and embitters rather than sweetens.
It always leaves burn-marks and resentment, at times very severely (Zodhiates, II, 146).
Envy is to be distinguished from jealousy. I am jealous when I passionately wish to attain something or gain someone precious. I am further jealous
when I passionately wish to retain or regain possession of what already belongs to me (Num. 5:14; Deut. 5:8-9). I am jealous as well when I with the
same passion seek to restore an object or person to its original owner (2 Cor.
11:2). At any rate, jealousy is a strong emotion. If I am correct in my assessment of the situation, jealousy is an emotion that is proper, and at times necessary. However, if I am incorrect, because the objective of my striving is not
legitimate, and consequently my striving inappropriate, I stand condemned.
Envy, on the other hand, always stands condemned. It is forbidden by
the Tenth Commandment. I am envious when I passionately and illegitimately wish to take possession of anything that belongs to someone else. It is
characteristic of envy that it grieves at someone’s enjoyment (Gen. 4:5-6),
rejoices at someone’s evil (Ps. 22:7), does not communicate or pass on that
which is good (Num. 11:28-29), and endeavors to “outshine” someone else
(Phil. 1:15). It is “the resentful and even hateful displeasure of the good fortune or blessing of another” (Paul Benjamin, quoted in Keddie, 120). It is no
wonder that envy is called “rottenness of the bones” (Prov. 14:30). As such it
is self-destructive. As an emotion that does not allow anything to stand in its
way (Prov. 24:3), it also destroys others. If envy by itself already is such a
300

For the word “bitter,” compare James 3:11.
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sinister force, bitter envy must surely spell the destruction of oneself and the
annihilation of others (Eph. 4:31; Heb. 12:15)!
Envy is not necessarily an evidence of an unregenerate heart. It is also
possible that it is evidence of the victory of indwelling sin, or of the flesh, in a
Christian (1 Pet. 2:11). This may well be the case in 1 Corinthians 3:3 and 2
Corinthians 12:20. Carnality has taken over! However, Paul aims to find out
in dealing with the problem, whether the root is the unregenerate heart or indwelling sin. In this regard he is a model for all counselors. His persistent call
to self-examination fits this pattern “perfectly” (2 Cor. 13:5301).
In 1 Corinthians 3:16-17, Paul puts on the pressure by informing the
people with bluntness that God has attached the death penalty to their type of
behavior. If they persist in it, they will appear to be unregenerate, but if they
repent--and this is what Paul expects them to do--, they will prove thereby
that they belong to Christ. Paul clearly wields the Word as the Key to the
Kingdom with a view to edification (2 Cor. 12:19). If this would produce
protesting backtalk or belligerent anger (Jam. 1:19), so be it! In such situations, in which obstinate members of the congregation would continue in their
immoral conduct, he would deal with them under two or three witnesses, and
not spare anyone (2 Cor. 12:20-13:2).
Second, what is selfish ambition?302 This concept brings “self-seeking
pursuit” into the picture as the accompaniment, if not root, of envy. It is selfish ambition for “me” to be or become the biggest fish in the pond, to believe
that without “me” everything will go down the drain, to insist that “my” importance is recognized, to withdraw when “my” contribution does not get the
acclaim I covet. The list is potentially endless. In short, selfish ambition is
any form of self-aggrandizement in heart, thought, will, emotions, word or
deed that is at odds with self-denial in the one-and-many spheres and sacrifice
or submission in the authority structures, as described in Topical Focus # 14
in the context of James 3:1.
We are faced here with the “base,” “self-seeking” desire on the part of
aspiring teachers, as well as congregational members for that matter, to con301

I vividly remember how driving home the truth of self-examination, as found in 2 Corinthians 13:5, in a discriminating, that is, in a “mercilessly merciful” fashion, precipitated a
powerful conversion, which in turn, brought about one of the more productive lives that I
have witnessed during the course of my ministry.
302
Early translations speak of “envy and strife (italics added).” However, the latter translation
is based on a confusion of two Greek terms, eris and eritheia. To be sure, eris is strife, but
eritheia is selfish ambition, and this is the term used in the present Greek text. While envy is,
indeed, the mother of strife (Grosheide, 1955, 389), the proper translation of the twin package
in the present text is “envy and selfish ambition (italics added)!”
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quer and occupy “territory” of whatever sort by the choice of means which at
this point still would fall short of the open warfare and pitched battles that
take center stage in James 4:1ff. In that case, both envy and selfish ambition,
as inward emotions, jointly appear to be the mother of contention and strife
which undoubtedly include external words and deeds.303
Envy, selfish ambition and strife are often mentioned in the same context
(Gen. 37:4; 1 Sam. 18:9; Mt. 17:18; Rom. 1:29; 13:13; 1 Cor. 3:3; 2 Cor.
12:20; Gal. 5:20; Phil. 2:3). They account for a climate, an atmosphere, where
nothing can thrive. Whenever there is envy and selfish ambition, there is a
lack of unity of mind, means and purpose, contention rather than harmony,
war rather than peace, destruction rather than edification. One commentator
connects this ungodly duo with the activity of electioneering for office,
courting popular applause by trickery, politics in the pulpit, born out of a sordid “hireling” type of hidden, self-exalting, desire and aim to put oneself forward in a partisan and factitious spirit, which does not disdain low tricks under the pretense of zeal for God (Zodhiates, II, 153-157).
It is very well possible that teachers and aspiring teachers in the covenant community (some of them, most of them, all of them?) had fallen victim
to both envy and self-seeking ambition and had become boastfully as well as
blindly belligerent. After all, consciously or not, they start out by glorying in
themselves and end up lying against the truth (Phillips, 113). It stands to reason that the members of the congregation must have followed suit and copied
their conduct. Incidentally, Paul had to cope with such teachers as well (Phil.
1:15). At any rate, personal dislike, violent ill will, venomous antagonism,
relentless hostility, bitter rivalry, party spirit, etc., produced a climate in the
church that did engulf the total congregation and explains the diagnosis of
James 4:1ff! Neither “the one-and-many spheres” (the congregation), nor “the
authority structures” (the leadership) functioned as they should! There is no
evidence, however, that James is implicating false teachers with false credentials, false motivation, and false objectives. In a real sense this makes the
situation even more frightening. It is apparently possible to judge folks to be
alive and well, only to be told by Jesus that they are dead (Rev. 3:1) or to
judge one self to be alive and well, and then to be told by James that one is
dying (Jam. 1:22; 5:20). With the ubiquitous poison suffusing our existence it
is a miracle, if there is even the slightest evidence of life, rather than the pondering presence of death, if there is evidence of a “sanctuary,” rather than the
presence of a “mortuary.”
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For the origin, nature and consequences of contention, see Prov. 13:10; 17:14; 18:6; 22:20;
23:29; 26:21; 27:15; Hab. 1:3; for the origin, nature and consequences of strife, Prov. 10:12;
15:18; 16:28; 17:1, 14,19; 20:3; 26:20; 28:25; 29:22; Rom. 13:13; 1 Cor. 3:3; Gal. 5:20; 1
Tim. 6:4; 2 Tim. 2:23.
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But it still needs to be explained why anyone who combines envy with
selfish ambition, will turn out to be arrogant and a liar against the truth.
James’ directive seems to imply that they should stop bragging in a spirit of
self-assertiveness (Johnson, 273), and so stop lying against the truth (Keddie,
121). Apparently arrogance is the flipside of envy and selfish ambition. “Success” on the part of this ungodly duo only ascerbates the situation since it
tends both to foster and legitimize pride. In this context, then, James simply
states that there is nothing to be proud about. After all, the truth, inclusive of
the wisdom and the understanding that James wishes each teacher to possess,
shows envy and selfish ambition in their true colors, that is, as unacceptable.
In fact, especially when they masquerade under the guise of zeal and “drive,”
envy and selfish ambition constitute the “big lie.” James seems to “scream” it
out and hammer it home. They are in utter contradiction to the word of truth
that was (to be) implanted in the readers, because this can only be received
“in truth,” namely the truth of meekness (Johnson, 273). Some lie by skirting
or sideswiping the truth. Others are abusive of the truth by their “lying” arrogance, at times under the mask of virtue. James’ condemnation aims at the
latter (Manton, 305; see also Laws, 160).
However, some commentators explain the precise textual wording “arrogant about it” differently. They interpret the word “it” proleptically. They
hold that the arrogance James exposes is the type that extols the worldly type
of wisdom that he proceeds to condemn in all its perniciousness in the next
verse. All those who brag about such “wisdom,” then, lie against the truth that
consists (only) of the wisdom that comes from above, “which is the polar opposite of the counterfeit ‘truth’ they disseminate” (Nystrom, 207; Ropes,
246). In other words, they lie against the truth not as much in the motivation
(bitter envy and selfish ambition) behind their destructive conduct, as in their
disregard of the only source (“above”) of constructive conduct.
It seems to me that the first explanation fits James’ language and the
context better. But whatever explanation is chosen, the need for repentance,
openly expressed in James 4:6ff, already begins to make itself felt, especially
because truth in this context is clearly a moral and spiritual, rather than an
intellectual concept (Mitton, 137). To deviate from the truth, or trounce it,
clearly turns repentance into a necessity. Incidentally, Paul combines selfish
ambition with disobedience to the truth as well (Rom. 2:8), although in James
selfish ambition constitutes “untruth” (motivation) and in Paul it leads to
“untruth” (disobedience)!
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(2) Explanation of Defeat (3:15)
James 3:15-18 presents us with two concatenations, the wisdom that originates from below, is characterized by envy and selfish ambition, and results
in disorder and every evil practice (Jam. 3:15-16), versus the wisdom that
originates from above, is characterized by purity, etc, and results in a harvest
of righteousness (Jam. 3:17-18). In James 3:15 we are introduced to the first
of two possible sources of wisdom, the second one to be presented in James
3:17. The so-called wisdom that accompanies envy and selfish ambition
comes from below! It is a worldly wisdom, however it may manifest itself (1
Cor. 1:20ff; 3:3). It is pseudo-wisdom, and certainly not genuine wisdom,
God’s wisdom (1 Cor. 2:6ff) (Burdick, 191). The former compares to the latter as “Dame Folly” (portrayed in Prov. 1:20-33; 9:1-6, 13-18) to “Lady Wisdom” (Cheung, 139). To resort to the former, James explains, is to drown into
the muddy stream of wicked behavior (Phillips, 112), and therefore the cause
for inevitable defeat. After all, the origin and character of this so-called wisdom in increasing climactic alienation from God (Cheung, 140) is earmarked
as “earthly” (epigeios), “sensual” (psychikos), and “devilish” (daimoniodes),
guaranteeing an ever increasing pollution before God.304
But what is the meaning of these concepts? Commentators translate this
triad with (1) earthbound (over against heaven bound) or earthly (versus
heavenly realities), unspiritual (indicating the state of the soul), and demonic
(gaining “richness from the reference in 3:6 to the evil force of the tongue as
‘inflamed from gehenna’” (Johnson, 273), (2) earthbound, sensual, and demonic (Martin, 131), (3) non-heavenly, unspiritual, and ungodly (Musner,
quoted in Martin, 132), (4) indicative of the “frail and finite world of human
life and affairs,” pertaining to natural life which men and animals share, and
resembling an evil spirit (Ropes, 247-248), (5) earthbound, “aligned with
forces arrayed against God,” unspiritual, “denoting beings possessing merely
life ... bereft of the touch of the Spirit of God,” and “instigated by demons,
rooted in envy and ambition, resulting in disorder and evil practice” (Nystrom, 207), or (6) “earthly,” arising from the self-proclaimed autonomous
mind of the creature without reference to the Creator, “unspiritual,” without
the input of the Spirit of God, and “of the devil,” inspired by demonic forces,
and doing the dirty linen of Satan (Keddie, 142-143). One commentator sees
the triad parallel to the world, the flesh and the devil (Moo, 1985, 134; see
also Martin, 132). This settles at least one point. The wisdom dominated by
this triad cannot be God-given. It is man-made, devil-inspired, and frankly,
horrifying in nature.
304

Cheung, 140, translates “demonic” wisdom as wisdom “inspired by demons,” and “shared
by demons.” As such it “answers to the faith shared by demons.”
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After this anthology and kaleidoscope of opinions, let us see whether we
can get a focused grip on this triad of terms.
(1) “Earthly” or “earthbound” (epigeios) can be a neutral term (John
3:12; 1 Cor. 15:40). Here, however, it is neither “neutral,” nor “trivial,” but
clearly used in a “negative” (Nystrom, 207), if not “pejorative” (Martin, 131)
and condemnatory sense. It stands for what is basically “inanimate.” The
wisdom from below is spiritually speaking fruitless like a rock, and dead like
a doornail! It suits earthly minds, springs from earthly principles, acts upon
earthly motives, prizes earthly things, employs earthly means, pursues earthly
interests, and champions earthly purposes (See also Henry, III, 1296). As
such it is in league with the Beast that has the earth as the base, focus and
theater of its operations (Rev. 13:11). But it is spiritually dead in spite of all
possible appearances of life (Rev. 3:1-2), and fruitless in spite of all possible
appearances of productivity (Rev. 3:15-18)! After all, its focus is not “the
things that are above,” neither “the life that is hidden with Christ in God”
(Col. 3:1ff). Similar to most, if not all, animals, it always looks down and
never looks up. It unquestionably provides quite an enjoyable sight when
conditions are favorable, makes for quite a beehive of activity when everything goes its way, lends itself to soaring experiences when everything is
lined up well, and can boast exhilarating accomplishments when success goes
to its head. The “pride of life” is there to show this, whether it is in the products of human thinking or in the result of human actions. But ultimately all
this proves to be a dead-end street. It will all burn up!
It is frightening to recognize that Paul identifies all those who “set their
minds on earthly things” as “enemies of the cross” (Phil. 3:18). The implications are vast and sobering. The cross is the great extermination point of all
“earthly things.” To be “a friend of the cross” is to be in union with Christ in
the “extermination” of, and so liberation from, an earth-bound and earthcentered existence. It is also to participate in the “re-origination” process, by
virtue of that very same union, which starts with the resurrection, continues in
the ascension and ends up with the session in the heavenlies (Eph. 2:6).
Therefore, while non-Christians are by definition earthbound, and basically
vegetate in a downward spiral, Christians are already alive and well in heaven
with Christ, and fundamentally spiral upward on wings like eagles (Is. 40:31).
Why would they waste their time and energy on basically perverse and transitory earthly wisdom, rather than concentrate on the glorious and eternal
wisdom from above, that is already theirs, is described in the Word and is
obtained by prayer (See also Manton, 305, 308)? It does not seem to be a coincidence that Paul pronounces the judgment of “empty deceit’ over the philosophies of his day that endeavored to give a rational accounting of their inward and outward experiencing and in the process sought to make sense out
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of the basic building blocks, the ABC’s of this world, as all of mankind encounters them (Col. 2:8).
This undoubtedly included Heraclitus, Parmenides, Plato, Aristotle and
Plotinus in the NT time period, and would include Descartes, Hume, Kant,
Hegel and Heidegger in our day and age. However much (or little) they may
hit the jackpot clinically, they are and remain ultimately “empty and deceitful.” Both James and Paul go to extreme lengths to drive this home. Too terribly often the wisdom of the world is extolled in Christian circles in a “yes,
but” attitude. Sure, so goes the reasoning, we must take James’ and Paul’s
condemnatory judgment in account. But, since all truth is God’s truth, and the
Christian does not have an exclusive corner on it, it is permissible and advisable, if not compulsory, to go to school and do extensive coursework “in the
world.”
Of course, my aim here is not to deny that all truth is God’s truth, and
that God’s truth is everywhere. No one can escape it because we live in God’s
world. But it is to issue a solemn warning for any sort of “pagan truth” not to
function as a “pacman” that gobbles up the sobering judgment of James and
Paul. In positing the chasm-like antithesis between worldly and divine wisdom they alert the Church to a veritable matter of life and death! It is rather
ironic that the world in willy-nilly coming up with truths (plural) from the
perspective of the inconsistent application of their presuppositions, still suppresses, and always will suppress the truth (singular) in unrighteousness by
virtue of these same presuppositions (Rom. 1:18)!
Ultimately therefore, the conclusion is warranted, if not obligatory, not
only that all untruths in a pagan and apostate framework are identical to Satan’s lies, but also, as I mentioned already, and argue more extensively below,
that all God’s truths in that same framework are simultaneously Satan’s lies,
just as the undoubtedly “splendid and useful contribution” of Ananias and
Sapphira at the same time constituted a devilish, death-earning, lie against
God (Acts 5:1ff). The same pattern is in evidence here as in the
trial/temptation complex. James undeniably indicates that a trial is at the same
time a temptation, regardless whether it is a matter of poverty or riches, and
vice versa a temptation at the same time a trial, even if the objectives are
poles apart (See for details this Commentary on Jam. 1:2ff). Common grace
invariably constitutes a matter of riches. Regardless, it qualifies both as a trial
and a temptation.
(2) “Sensual” (psuchikos) here stands for the physical world, the world
of the senses, which humans share with the animals (Phil. 3:19) (Laws, 161162; Henry, III, 1296). The wisdom from below apparently does not transcend the animate level either. “Sharing the life-force of the animals” (Laws,
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162), “psychical people are outside the grace enjoyed by the pneumatikoi”
(Dibelius, 211). They are marked by unregeneracy (Burdick, 191). In Greek
pilosophy psuchikos is said to represent the life that animates the body. It is
the immaterial part in contrast to the material body (sarkikos) but without
ever arriving at the level of the spirit (pneumatikos). So it is a step up from
the vantage point of the body, while at the same time it still falls way short of
the realm of the spirit (Zodhiates, II, 165). In the text psuchikos is “the bridge
between the earthly and the demonic.” In Greek thinking it is a part of “the
cycle of becoming,” a “technical expression,” that it is indicative of the world
as it turns and turns in its brute and random particularity, bereft of the meaning supplied by human rationality (Dibelius, 212). In Scripture it is part of the
life cycle that has no fellowship with God, and can only come up with animate, if not “animal” wisdom.
We may conclude that just as the territory of, and focus upon, “earthly
things” is the radical and complete opposite of the realm of, and concentration upon, “heavenly things,” so the territory of the “sensual” is the radical
and complete opposite of the realm of the “spiritual” (1 Cor. 2:14). While the
earthbound individual is dead to the life, wisdom and gifts of Christ (1 Cor.
1:30), the “sensual” man is “bereft of that which the Spirit approves” (Motyer, 134), in blind and disdainful rebellion against the truth, wisdom and
gifts of the Spirit (1 Cor. 2:12-13; Jude 19) (See also Keddie, 119).
(3) “Devilish” (daimoniodes) indicates that behind both the “earthbound” and the “sensual” one must look for the great Enemy. Satan appears
to be the final author of any and all wisdom from below. He has blinded the
eyes (2 Cor. 4:4; Eph. 2:2) and promotes “devilish lusts” (John 8:44). However angelic at times the wisdom that he and his spokesmen advocate may
appear (2 Cor. 11:14-15), it is and remains “demonic” in origin and character.
One commentator properly called attention to the intrinsically foolish socalled wisdom of bad “bad” (unregenerate) Bible personalities, such as
Shimei, Ahithophel, and Caiaphas (Phillips, 105). However, it should not be
overlooked that in addition to singling out “bad bad” (unregenerate) individuals he also could have given multiple examples of “good” bad people, such as
Saul with his initially praiseworthy conduct, but ultimately worthless foolishness.
In short, the “wisdom” from below, is “inanimate,” fleeting, unproductive like a rock, ultimately devoid of all true life and content. Further, if it is
“animated,” it is beastly, ugly and abhorrent. Finally, whether it is “inanimate” or “animate,” it is radically demonic, thoroughly deceitful and murderous. After all, Satan is the father of lies, and a murderer from the very beginning (John 8:44). In sum, it is indicative of “a mode of life” (anastrophe)
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(Nystrom, 217) that is rock-like, beast-like and demon-like. No wonder that
envy and selfish ambition is tantamount to lying against the truth (See also
Rom. 1:18; 2:8), and ends up in murder (Jam. 4:2; 5:6). It is following in the
footsteps of the Great Enemy!
Note well the contrast between “wisdom” and wisdom! The former is “a
virtual ‘anti-wisdom,’” (Cargal, 153), “Dame Folly,” and comes from below.
The latter is the “real thing,” “Lady Wisdom,” and comes from above (Prov.
2:6). There is no “alternate source,” and therefore no “gray area.” That which
is not from above is from Satan, by definition! This implies that what one
(“I”) cannot (and dare not!) describe as originating from above, from God,
through the Word and prayer (1 Ki. 3:9; Job 32:8; Ps. 25:4,6; Prov. 2:6), one
(“I”) must unalterably regard and treat as coming from the very pit of hell.
What a sobering impact the recognition of this should have on any and all
Christians!
From this perspective we now may conclude that this “must” affect
one’s view of “common grace” (often divided in natural good, such as rearing
of children, religious good, such as contributing to a church, or civic good,
such as respect for authorities). Whether it consists of skills, talents, traits, accomplishments, attitudes, contributions, or otherwise, there is no doubt that
they enrich life, and constitute a gift of God for 100%. As such they may be
gratefully applauded, enjoyed and put to use. But it is just as certain that as
skills, talents, traits, accomplishments of man, they must simultaneously be
viewed as barren, beastly and devilish, and arising from the pit.
After all, even “the lamp of the wicked is sin” (Prov. 21:4). That is, even
the light of the wicked is darkness. Anyone who only acknowledges the
100% God paraphrases it as “the light of the wicked is light.” Conversely,
anyone who only recognizes the 100% man interprets it as “the darkness of
the wicked is darkness.” The former is naïve, will be absorbed by the world,
and is no heavenly good! The latter is cynical, enters into a ghetto, and proves
to be no earthly good! The former will never call to repentance because the
need for it is obscured. The latter cannot call to repentance because it disdains
communication. No, the tapestry of Scripture is much more nuanced and displays a much greater finesse, when it declares that “even the light of the
wicked is darkness.”
The formula, that is the hallmark of all orthodoxy, obtains here as well:
100% God + 100% man equals 100%. The 100% common grace is undeniable. Gifts of God abound. But so is the 100% antithesis. The stamp of man’s
rebellion is indelible. It can hardly be denied that this is intriguing. As God’s
gifts common graces come from above. As intertwined with man’s rebellion,
they come at the same time out of the pit of hell. (Once again a similar pattern
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emerges as the one we encountered in the trial/temptation complex. We concluded that both God and Satan are equally 100% active in trials/temptations.)
However, because “common grace” is not “special grace,” the antithesis is
more fundamental. The darkness of the wicked has the final word. This fully
ties in with the fact that “common grace” is ultimately nothing else but the
embalming fluid that prevents a corpse from stinking. It does not possess a
life-giving principle in itself. It also ties in with the fact that common grace is
designed to lead to repentance (Rom. 2:4). In this even common grace bears
witness to the truth that one can only derive life from special grace.
In short, everything that is not from above as special grace is from below. This applies equally to all that is sinful, all that is supposedly neutral,
and all that admittedly makes one upbeat about life. And everything that is
from below is ultimately and by definition devilish and from the pit of hell!
So, by way of concluding summary, some things are outright sinful.
They constitute rebellion against God, and come from “below.” Other things
are outright holy. They are gifts of God’s special grace, and come from
“above.” There are, however, also things that come simultaneously from
“above” and from “below.” These are common graces of God, but placed by
man in a rebel framework. On the one hand, these things evoke joy, praise
and thankfulness to God, and are designed to do so. On the other hand, they
must at the same time produce a summons to repent, and are designed to this
end. Not to engage in the former is to impoverish life and to fail a gracious
God. God invariably frowns on this. Not to engage in the latter is to live on
the surface and to fail rebel man. Man’s rebellion will invariably be infectious. Only people enjoying Revival status, engaged in a Maintenance m
ministry and involved in a Recovery mode will have the victory both ways
and survive!

(3) Evidence of Defeat (3:16)
James’ “harsh verdict” about worldly wisdom is fully confirmed by its “products” (Moo, 1985, 134). They reflect the climate of the bitter envy and selfish
ambition in which they are sired. The first product of these twin evils is instability (the same term as in Jam. 1:8) that spawns disorder, disharmony, social
unrest, restlessness (as in Jam. 3:8), confusion (1 Cor. 14:33), divisions (1
Cor. 3:3), anarchy (Ropes, 248-249; Adamson, 153), turmoil, ecclesiastical as
well as political (Burdick, 191), in short, a tumultuous chaos (Lk. 21:9; 2 Cor.
6:5; 12:20) in all spheres of life. David is a prime example. He covets a
woman who is not his wife (envy). He murders her husband in a cover-up to
safe his hide (selfish ambition). All this results in total turmoil, first a broken
home, characterized by sexual immorality and murder, and then a broken
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country, marked by rebellion and turbulence. In 1 Corinthians 14:33 it is
contrasted with “peace,” in John 5:29; Romans 9:11; 2 Corinthians 5:10 with
goodness, and in John 3:20; 5:29 with truth. In John 3:20; 5:29 is linked with
praxis, and in Titus 2:8 with speech (Cheung, 145). In Luke 21:9 it is paired
with (the tumults and commotion of) war, which is introduced in James 4:1. It
destroys mutual confidence and support, demolishes peace and unity, and
breeds pandemonium and warfare (Keddie, 120).
Second, bitter envy and selfish ambition are the “parents” and breeding
ground for all sorts of base, evil, worthless activities, all kinds of vile practices (See John 3:20; 5:29; Rom. 9:11; 2 Cor. 5:10; Tit. 2:8). This concept
designates evil in the sense of being “good-for-nothing.” That is, it is without
any possible edification. No true gain will ever come from it. Self-seeking,
self-serving, and self-gratifying teachers, their followers, and their emulators
have a lot on their conscience! James’ terminology of “every kind of practice” is all-inclusive. It may mean all kinds of depraved thoughts, words or
actions (John 3:20; 5:29; Rom. 9:11; 2 Cor. 5:10; Tit. 3:3), including immoral
lawsuits (Johnson, 273). The closest parallel in Paul is found in Romans 1:2832, where God ultimately gives the suppressors of the truth over to a debased
mind as the source of untold depravity. Disorder and evil practice constitute
the very warp and woof of a life governed by such mind. Interrelations fray,
unity goes by the board, and a never ending stream of moral filth manifests
itself everywhere. It is hardly a coincidence that Scripture calls envy rottenness of the bones (Prov. 11:17). It turns the practitioner into a corpse that
smells up the universe with its putrefaction. It started with Cain and has never
been absent from mankind since (Jude 11).

c. Blueprint of Victory (3:17-18)
(17) But the wisdom from above is first of all pure, then peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and without hypocrisy. (18) And a harvest of righteousness
is sown in peace by those who make peace.

(1) Explanation of Victory (3:17a)
The victory is won in the Christian life, (only) when it enjoys God’s gifts that
without exception come from above (Jam. 1:17).305 That is why the wisdom
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In this context Cheung, 150-152, 159, with reference to Deuteronomy 4:6 and James 1:2022, once again argues for the intimate association, be it not total identification, of genuine
wisdom with the God-given Torah as its “locus,” its “source,” as well as its “consummate
embodiment.” Wisdom, which is essential to gain perfection, is not only a requirement for,
but also, as in this context, the result of the study of the Torah. As such it consists of right-
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that results in victory is called the wisdom from above as well. In fact, it is
called the wisdom that keeps on coming from above in a never ceasing descent, like a river that ever arrives from the mountains to irrigate, a shower
that ever continues to refresh (Zodhiates, II, 161). It originates in God, is not
found on earth, and cannot be generated by man. Wisdom is, first of all, a divine attribute and then also a divine endowment wrapped up in Christ (1 Cor.
1:30; 2:7) and channeled through the Holy Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23). There is
clearly no such thing as a neutral wisdom. It is either from above or it is from
below! The instance of Moses’ hitting of the rock to produce water, however
humanly understandable, drives this point home with great force (Num. 20:813). So does David’s first attempt to bring the ark of God to Jerusalem (2
Sam. 6:1-15)! It ends up in death. Mark well, that David was “in the fold,”
when this story unfolds. He was enthusiastic about bringing the ark back to
Jerusalem. He built a new cart, and placed the ark on it. He must have stood
there, as he watched the ark being transported to Jerusalem, joyful in anticipation of the communion he was going to have with his God. However, he
had not taken into account the Scripture, which says that you simply may not
and do not transport the ark on a cart (Num. 4:15, 7:9). On the road to Jerusalem the cart apparently hit a pothole, made an erratic move and the ark
wobbled. When the young man in charge, Uzzah, stretched out his hand and
steadied the ark to keep it from falling, the Lord killed him!
The Scripture described David’s reaction. He was both displeased (angry) and afraid (scared). His reaction was swift, “Park that ark in the next best
house. If this is the way God treats his devoted and well-intentioned worshipers, forget shipping it to a permanent residence!” David had a new heart that
thirsted for God. But his wisdom at this occasion was not from above--it was
from below--and the consequences were dire indeed! Eventually he must
have gone to Scripture (Ex. 25:13-15; 37:5; Num. 4:15; 7:9; 1 Chr. 15:2-15)
for wisdom. For three months later, the Bible says, he succeeded in bringing
up the ark. This time, however, it was carried! The Bible also says that he
brought sacrifices at the beginning of the journey, and that he danced for joy
before the ark, foreshadowing the sacrifice of Christ and the joy in the Holy
Spirit, as the starting point and the strength of the Christian life!
Thus the essence of victory comes into focus. It is identification with the
will of God (1 Thess. 4:3). It is siding with the truth delineated in Scripture
(Ps. 119:11; John 17:17; 1 Pet. 2:2). It flows from the Savior (John 15:5; Gal.
eousness as a gift of God (Ps. 17:23, 35, 37, 41) through prayer. Cheung, 149, also holds that
wisdom is needed to resist one’s evil desire or impulse, a function that he regards as similar to
that of the Holy Spirit in Romans 8. It seems to me, however, that Scripture is more nuanced.
As I mentioned earlier, indwelling sin is (more than) offset by the in-indwelling Spirit, while
Dame Folly is countermanded by Lady Wisdom. Let’s not confuse the biblical picture!
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2:20; Eph. 1:3; Ph. 4:13). It is applied by the Spirit (Ezek. 36:27; John 7:3839; Acts 1:8; Rom. 8:9-13; Gal. 5:22-23; Heb. 10:16). It is received through
prayer (1 Tim. 4:5; 2 Cor. 3:18). In short, the victory comes from above (Col.
3:1ff.)! Paul writes that as a result of that the believer turns his eyes eagerly to
the glory of the Lord, as it is exhibited in the mirror of Scripture. In this way
he changes into the image of the Lord, from glory to glory by the Spirit (2
Cor. 3:18).
The Christian’s life is clearly a “battle.” But the fight of the Christian is
not portrayed as “a fight against sin,” if the implication is, “Give it all you’ve
got. You can do it, (wo)man!” Every attempt to take up the fight in this way
will fail. Rather, the battle ought to be waged against the (all too frequent)
unwillingness to “fight the good fight,” as a fight of faith (1 Tim. 6:12), that
is, the unwillingness to do so in dependence upon the Triune God (1 John
5:4). To look at sin and to try to fight it in one’s own strength is by definition
to lose. To look at Jesus and to attack it in his strength is equally by definition
to win. Incidentally, Scripture does not command us simply to fight, but to
kill sin through the Spirit (Rom. 8:13; Col. 3:5ff). Once again it is “the
above” that makes all the difference!
The problem is that Christians often hate to admit to the total inability to
conquer sin by themselves. They fall repeatedly into the trap of attempting to
gain the victory in their own strength. This, and this alone, produces the “experience of weariness,” which is so often found among Christians, whether
leaders (teachers), aspiring leaders, or members in the congregation. However, as soon as the conviction of their inability comes upon them as a freeing
liberation, they turn to the Lord, full of eager and prayerful expectation of
miracles of grace to happen. Soon “the Lord gives them to his beloved in
their sleep” (Ps. 127:2)! As has been argued already, it should not just be their
liberation. It should be their joy and their glory. Only in their 0% will the
100% God come into its own. Only in their nothingness will they function as
the mirror of the sum total of all God’s perfections. Then, as soon as God’s
100% takes hold, man’s 100% takes shape as well, if not perfectly, then at
least purposefully (Phil 2:12-13)! In short, “to try” is “to fail” miserably.
However, “to pray” is “to shine” gloriously!
This also sheds light on the modern phenomenon of “burn-out.” Candidly, burn-out does not exist, since it is predicated upon the supposition that
the believer has something to burn, which he has not. Burn-out is a symptom
of a pharisaical malady that puts its trust in its own (non-existing) strength.
When this non-existing strength shows itself exhausted, and sooner or later it
will do so, it is no wonder that the subject experiences itself as “exhausted,”
with “nothing left,” “nothing to show for,” and “nothing to give.” When to634

ward the end of his journey Phideas Fogg in Jules Verne’s Around the World
in Eighty Days finally approaches the coast of England in a steamship, he
runs out of fuel to power the boilers. As a last resort he began to feed them
with wood stripped from the ship. Eventually the ship was “burnt out.” In the
story it was safely “beached” just on time for Fogg to hurry to London and
arrive there before his deadline. However, a Christian who burns what he
thinks he possesses in the ship of his life will never arrive. He will sink himself! Furthermore, the subjects of so-called burn-out are frequently told to
take heart because only “the best” burn out. Others do not even “try.” Of
course, this only aggravates the problem since it adds fuel to the fire of a subtle or not so subtle self-reliant pride, whether consciously or not. No, Christ’s
Church should be informed in no uncertain terms that no one has anything to
“burn,” except the fuel provided by Jesus through the Holy Spirit. Abide in
the vine, and you will bear fruit, more fruit, much fruit, always continuing
fruit. Refuse to do so, and you will wither, be thrown out, and be burnt (John
15:1ff).
Oh, that the true conviction of one’s total inability (John 15:5), would
once again capture the hearts of God’s people, under the mighty operation of
the Spirit! A revival would be the inevitable result. It will produce prayer,
more prayer, much prayer, ever continuing prayer, “You shall seek me and
find me when you shall search for me with all your heart” (Jer. 29:13; Dan.
9:1ff; see also Acts 1:14). This means in the context of Jeremiah, first, “a little revival,” the return from the exile (Ezra 9:8; Ps. 85:1-3). Then in the context of Scripture, “the great revival,” the revival that flows forth from Calvary
and Pentecost (Ps. 85:4-6), which displays itself in mighty prayer and mighty
preaching resulting in mighty conversions and mighty holiness (Acts 2:1ff).
In closing, correctly understood, victory over sin is invariably “instantaneous.” This does not seem to agree with the Christian’s experience. To explain this, I would like once again to make the distinction between the struggle with, and the mortification of sin.
If the premise is correct that the Christian is called to a struggle with sin,
it will be taken for granted that this translates into a protracted undertaking.
However, if it is biblical that sin needs to be killed, it will either be done or
left undone. If it is done, the moment of victory is there, instantaneously, in
that very instance! If it is left undone for whatever reason, defeat is experienced. Since this is intolerable, there will be a humbling before God, and a
calling on God, until the strength needed for mortification is present. This
may take time. But once the strength is there, and the “kill” takes place, the
victory will, once again, be “instantaneous.” In short, the “preliminaries” may
take some time, intermediate time, or much time, but the victory itself does
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not. It is interesting to note that James 4:6-10 goes into the details of both the
intricacies of the preliminaries and the grace of instantaneous victory. But
more about this at that point!

(2) Evidence of Victory (3:17b)
The evidence of victory is described by James in terms of a number of characteristics of wisdom.306 Because of its purity wisdom has been compared to a
“woman personified,” and its characteristics perceptively catalogued as benevolent in motivation (peaceable), moderation (gentle), and mediation
(compliant), bountiful in rescue (merciful) and supply (good fruits), and balanced for lack of bias (impartial) and blemish (unhypocritical) (Phillips, 121124).
In general, then, wisdom is “first of all pure, then it is peaceable, gentle,
deferential, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere” (Martin, 133).
The first three adjectives, following “pure” as “the overarching quality” of the
list of adjectives (Cheung, 143, with reference to Ps. 11:7; Prov. 15:26; 19:13;
1 Tim. 5:22; Tit. 2:5; 1 Pet. 3:2; 1 John 3:3) start in the Greek with the letter
“e-,” which produces alliteration. The last two start with the letter “a-”, and
have the same ending (-kritos). Together with the middle two adjectives they
form a rainbow of seven “community building qualities.” Just as the concept
of “purity,” the number “seven” may well be intentional to illustrate “perfection” (Cheung, 144-145, with reference to Prov. 9:1; see also Mt. 1:1ff).
James’ “seven virtues are closely associated, although not identical to the
fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5” (Cheung, 149). At any rate, all this spells
skillful and impressive writing (Martin. 133; Moo, 1985, 135). However, the
rhetorical form should not receive all the attention (Johnson, 274). The progressive content is even more skillfully and impressively presented.
As we will see, purity is undoubtedly the thematic center, if not the
fountainhead as well as overarching umbrella (Cheung, 157, with reference to
Jam. 1:27; 4:8), of the list. This is also the reason why James 4:8 exhorts the
readers to purify their hearts (See also Prov. 20:9). Once this is settled, the
other characteristics fall into place. The order of their presentation appears
quite deliberate. They lead us increasingly deeper into purity, increasingly
higher in its implications, and increasingly broader in its applications. Now
on to the details!
1. Wisdom is pure. This characteristic has the primacy, both “chronologically” and “logically” (Zodhiates, II, 176). It is the core and quintessence
of holiness (Grosheide, 1955, 391), such as characteristic of a virgin bride (2
306

For similar lists, see 1 Cor. 13:4-7; Gal. 5:22ff; Col. 3:12ff.
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Cor 11:2). Pure wisdom is without mixture (hypocrisy) and without filthiness
(sins). Hence the command zealously to guard against contamination of any
and all kinds (2 Pet. 2:14), and forcefully to get rid of it, when it has taken a
foothold (Rom. 8:13)! The fact that James teaches evangelical obedience
does not lower God’s moral standards one iota, much less remove them. In a
word, no one should “cry up justification to exclude sanctification” (Manton,
311-312). Purity is a matter of both heart, which includes the exercise of its
internal functions of thinking, willing and feeling (Mt. 5:8), and life (Mt.
5:22; 1 Thess. 4:4; 1 Pet. 2:11; 3:2; 2 Pet. 2:14, 20; 1 Tim. 3:9; Jude 8), which
includes speaking and responding, acting, pro-acting and reacting (Zeph. 3:9;
Eph. 4:29; 5:4; 2 Pet. 2:18; Jude 16). In short, it implies total evangelical purity (Zech. 13:1; 1 Cor. 6:11), moral purity (Heb. 9:14, 22), social purity
(Deut. 5:16-21), inward purity, (Heb. 3:12; 12:15), and outward purity (Mal.
3:3). All this reminds us of God himself (Ps. 12:6; Hab. 1:13). Purity of heart
is the starting point or foundation stone. Purity of life, which includes intellectual, volitional, and emotional purity, is the superstructure. James undoubtedly has both in mind. Of course, this wisdom specifically excludes the
self-interest and selfish ambition on display, also in the teachers. The centrality of purity is totally in line with, if not reflective of, the thrice holy God (Is.
6:3; Rev. 4:8). It is no surprise that what may be called central in God is also
central in the believer.
2. Wisdom is peaceable. This is, flowing forth from purity, wisdom
loves, desires, promotes, and makes peace (Prov. 3:12). The first aspect of
peace is the peace with God, through the blood of the Lord Jesus (Rom. 5:1).
The second aspect is peace with the neighbor (Heb. 12:14). The third aspect
pertains to peace of mind (Phil. 4:7).307 In the present context the second aspect comes into view (Jude 19; 1 Cor. 13:7; 14:30). It never “starts quarrels,
strife, dissension and turbulence” (Lenski, quoted in Keddie, 145), whether in
family relations, church affairs, business transactions, the political arena, or
anywhere else in society, but “seeks to prevent and remove dividedness in a
community” (Cheung, 143). Division and alienation are overcome by conciliation and unity, not only by promoting cooperation, but also by removing
all causes that may lead to quarrels and strife (Mitton, 140). Wars will only be
started with the greatest reluctance, and only when they are defensive in character and forced upon the defender(s). Totalitarian invasions of foreign territories are incompatible with the Gospel. Similarly separation, whether ecclesiastical or otherwise, will occur with equal reluctance, and only when mandated by God (2 Cor. 6:17). Peace is the basic God-given condition of the
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See for all three of these aspects William Gurnall, The Christian in Complete Armour
(London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1964) on Eph. 6:15.
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Christian (John 14:27; 16:33) and is simply too precious to squander (Rom.
12:18).
It is not surprising that at this point one of the commentators brings the
relationship of peace (unity) and truth (holiness) into the picture (Manton,
317). Liberals invariably will favor unity and peace over truth and holiness.
Unity and peace must prevail at all cost. Conservative thinking frequently, if
not mostly, reverses this order. Truth and holiness “trump” unity and peace.
Truth is regarded as the rock, on which peace may and, if needs be, must
shatter.
Frankly, there is no doubt that Scripture gives equal billing to truth and
unity, which is an additional sample of complementarity. The emphasis upon
peace and unity is incessant (Rom. 12:18; Eph. 4:3-6; 2 Thess. 3:16). So is
the emphasis upon truth and holiness (Ps. 51:6; John 8:31-32). In several instances both poles are mentioned back to back (John 17:17-19; 20-23; Heb.
12:14a, 14b). Believers, therefore, must be gripped by both. But what if a tension develops between the two? Which one should give? After all, such tension can be anticipated, be it with deep sorrow, if a variety of scriptural examples to that effect means anything. One can hold on to the illusion that
there is peace where none exists (Jer. 6:14). In fact, there can be no peace
where there is ungodliness (Is. 48:22; 57:21; Jer. 7:1ff). One can also suppress the truth and turn it into a lie (Rom. 1:18, 25), with ungodliness inevitably following in its wake (Rom. 1:24ff). In these instances the lack of truth
and holiness clearly shatters peace and unity. In other words, under such circumstances these two poles can no longer co-exist. This naturally leads to the
question at which precise point peace and unity breaks down for lack of truth
and godliness. This has been a burning issue throughout Church history.
With the awesome emphasis upon peace and unity, it seems to me that
neither one should be disturbed, unless an issue arises that either affects a
truth necessary for salvation, such as the deity of Christ (2 John 9-11), or
concerns a type of ungodliness punishable by damnation, such as the catalog
of sins mentioned in Revelation (Rev. 21:8). At the same time, with the
equally awesome emphasis upon truth and holiness peace and unity must be
disturbed, (only) where and when eternal salvation hangs in the balance,
whether due to damnable doctrine or practice. In short, where salvation is not
at stake, Paul’s guideline of forbearance must prevail (Phil. 3:14-16). But
where salvation is threatened, Paul’s anathema must ring out (Gal. 1:6-9). In
other words, “agreement” in everything concerning doctrine and conduct,
however cherished in Scripture with a view to godliness (Eph. 4:12ff), is
clearly not an absolute prerequisite for peace and unity. At the same time
“perversion” in anything regarding faith and practice, since this is abhorred
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throughout Scripture because of its filth (2 Pet. 2:1-22), is a cause for militant
action, and must be dealt with immediately and forcefully regardless the consequences.
That all this requires the bedrock of incessant prayer, for friend and foe
alike, goes without saying. After all, it requires 20-20 vision to determine
when and where the violation of truth and holiness does and must break up
unity and peace. One dare not compromise truth and holiness, when and
where eternity is at stake. Neither, however, dare one shred unity and peace,
when and where eternity is not at stake. To illustrate, it has appropriately
been called a tragedy that in time of the Reformation sacramentology drove a
wedge between Luther on the one hand, and Calvin and Zwingli, on the
other.308 At the same time, it was a solemn obligation that sacramentology
opened up an unbridgeable rift between the Reformation and Rome. The differences between the Reformers did not affect the cause of either saving truth
or of holiness, the differences between the Reformation and Rome most definitely did both. The breach among the Reformers damaged the cause of
Christ, the rift between the Reformation and Rome promoted it.
At any rate, it is hardly a coincidence that the twofold pattern of both
truth and holiness on the one hand, and unity and peace, on the other, is found
in James as well. Throughout the Epistle we encounter very strong language
that is uncompromising in the emphasis upon practical godliness and the
teaching that undergirds it. At the same time the emphasis upon unity and
peace is equally uncompromising. The next characteristics of wisdom give us
more than just a glimpse of “the other side.”
3. Wisdom is gentle. That is, it shows moderation and kindness in censures, opinions, and conduct (See also Acts 24:4; 2 Cor. 10:1; Phil. 4:5; 1
Tim. 3:3; Tit. 3:2; 1 Pet. 2:18). A gentle man does not get angry quickly.
Neither is he rude, overbearing, belligerent, argumentative, or combative. In
conflicts he does not stand on his own rights, and is willing to submit to mediation. He is considerate, reasonable, forbearing, forgiving, merciful, quickly
redresses injustices, has no harsh bone in his body, displays a compliant attitude, and cultivates a short memory in the face of unkindness and mistreatment (Phil. 2:3) (PDavids, 90; Mitton, 140). In short, he yields the right of
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See Phillips, 197-203. Under the title “Luther’s Rage” Phillips prints a report of what transpired between Luther and Zwingli in a meeting on the subject of the sacraments. The meeting resulted in a Formula of Concord that was signed by both, but the latter only papered over
the differences because the agreed upon wording of the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper allowed
for divergent interpretations. History tells that the verbal Concord, even if it was signed, did
not mean much. It was “signed,” all right,” but not “sealed and delivered!” So the rift among
the Reformers remained as wide as ever, and did lots of damage.
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way in terms of his aspirations and interests, and goes for arbitration rather
than adjudication (Zodhiates, II, 184).
4. Wisdom is easy to be approached, to be entreated, to be convinced,
and to be won over. It is compliant, deferential, desirous to listen with a loving heart, and willing to accommodate, even in situations or areas of dispute
(Josh. 22:1ff; 2 Pet. 2:10). It is open to reason and ready to hear arguments (2
Ki. 5:12; 1 Sam. 25:33). It listens to wise counsels. It yields to persuasive
words. It accedes to honest requests (Lk. 18:1-8). It is desirous to do what is
right and to abstain from what is evil (Manton, 319). “Tractable or teachable,
a person who will gladly be corrected or learn a new truth” (PDavids, 90). It
is the very opposite of imposing one’s will (Zodhiates, II, 190), the “nearly
pathological need to control,” which leaves everyone, but especially leaders,
“open to the blindness and arrogance of self-delusion” (Nystrom, 194).
Incidentally, it seems that those in authority or anyone else for that matter (the focus of this chapter continues to encompass the teaching office, but
not exclusively so) do not have always have a tendency to be truly peaceable,
gentle, or approachable. Frequently a question or request is (too) swiftly met
with a “no,” where it deserves, and should be, a pliable, flexible, and accommodating “yes.” This is the control freakish tyranny (in the authority structures) or the inflexible warlike harshness (in the one-and-many-spheres) of a
no-syndrome (sin-drome)! The response should always be “yes,” until God
stops us. This makes for serious Bible study, and in the wake of it, responsible development and sound progress coram Deo! What a difference between
tyranny and harshness, on the one hand, and a peaceable, gentle and approachable nature of the true wisdom from above, on the other. These three
traits of wisdom earmark the ethics of cooperation rather than competition
(Johnson, 274), inclusion rather than exclusion, peace rather than war. Once
James has presented the purity of wisdom in its three marks, he shifts to their
fourfold manifestation (Johnson, 274).
5. Wisdom is full of mercy. That is, it meets needs, a wide variety of
needs, all needs, including the needs of those who are offensive (Prov. 19:11),
but, as has been argued already in the context of James 2:13, always the needs
of those who appear to be perishing (Col. 3:12). It does not involve itself in
wrangling disputes, suspicious inquiries, censorious judgments (See Manton,
320). In God mercy and grace go hand in hand (Eph. 2:4-5). Both are manifestations of his goodness. In fact, his mercy builds on his grace, and is its sequel, if not its outflow. First, grace removes guilt, while mercy removes misery. Furthermore, the experience of God’s grace inevitably results in an outpouring of mercy. Vice versa, a refusal or failure to display mercy must
evoke the legitimate question, whether grace has genuinely been experienced.
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The emphasis upon the fullness of mercy is both indicative of the staggering
dimensions of misery, and the prerequisite of dealing with it effectively (See
also Zodhiates, II, 195-197). Throughout his Epistle James goes on record to
identify these staggering dimensions in terms of God’s trials and Satan’s
temptations, poverty and riches, widows and orphans, partiality, the tongue
and the world, pride and presumption, tyranny and anarchy, sickness and
famine. Unless the display of mercy is as staggering and universal as the misery, the Church is waging a losing battle. History testifies that the latter is too
often the case!
6. Wisdom is full of good fruits (Mt. 7:17-20; Eph. 2:10; and also Tit.
3:8), as the (super)natural sequel of the fullness of mercy. That is, it performs
as an overflowing fountain that meets needs exactly at their crisis point. The
adjective “good” indicates that the fruits in view are morally as well as in
every other way first rate, and of the highest quality, in motivation, nature and
effectiveness. It is like a soil that provides wholesome food for soul and body,
food for thought, will and emotions, food for holy conduct, food for social
interaction, food for creative imagination and dominion taking, food for
speaking and acting, in short, food for man as the image of God to be functional, effective, and productive in the Kingdom of God. A fullness of good
fruits after Calvary and Pentecost is not merely an option. It can be anticipated as a necessary reality. Abiding in Christ means “much fruit” (John
15:1-17), and the presence of the indwelling Spirit “streams of living water”
(John7:37-39). Both biblical data together make for a veritable “bumper
crop!”
All in all, mercy and good fruits certainly encompass care for the widows and orphans (Jam. 1:27), and the destitute (Jam. 2:15-16), while they bridle the tongue (Jam. 1:26) and have no patience with partiality (Cheung,
158).
7. Wisdom is not divisive. It has simplicity to it. It is single-minded, unwavering, in its devotion toward God. It does not go into several directions at
the same time. Nor does it waver in ambiguity in its dealings with people. It
does not use a double standard, and does not differentiate between persons for
external reasons. It is non-partisan. It does not deal in suspicions, surmisings,
pre-judgments or censures. It does not treat people in illegitimate favoritism,
but impartially in a straightforward and generous way (See Acts 11:12; 2 Cor.
5:16; Eccl. 7:21).
In short, the mercy of wisdom enlarges on the notion of mercy presented
in James 2:13, the fruit of wisdom stands in sharp contrast to the deathdealing poison of James 3:8, and the simplicity of wisdom cures the double641

mindedness of James 1:6 and the favoritism of James 2:4 (See also Johnson,
274-275).
8. Wisdom is sincere, free from pretense, without hypocrisy (Mt. 24:51).
This term is particularly suited to round off the unpacking of the various elements of the purity of wisdom. That is, it acts in sincerity of heart, without
any posturing or pretentiousness (Rom. 12:9; 2 Cor. 1:12; 6:6; 1 Tim. 1:5; 2
Tim. 1:5; 1 Pet. 1:22; 1 John 3:18). It is not duplicitous, and stays away from
disguises as well as deceits. The Bible says that we must love without hypocrisy (Rom. 12:9), that is, in deed and in truth (1 John 3:18). In view of Romans 12:9 some people reason that it is better to show their indifference and
lack of love than “to be hypocritical about it.” Rather smugly they call this
“honesty.” Such attitude, however, does not do justice to the text. There must
be love! This is the ground rule. Hence, hypocrisy is not to be tolerated. The
above-mentioned, so-called “honesty” is an offense to God. How very dangerous, while sinful, it is for Christians, and specifically teachers, to have arrogance vis-à-vis others (Rom. 14:14)! Wisdom is from below when one’s
approach to life displays a spirit that makes one, first, think higher of oneself
than of another (Lk. 18:9, 14; Gal. 6:1; Phil. 3:17; Jer. 13:7), second, treat
others without mercy (1 Cor. 13:5), third, infringe upon someone else’s liberty (Jam. 4:11), and, fourth, rejoice in someone else’s evil (Jer. 20:10). The
remedy is, first, to cherish a sense of frailty (Tit. 3:2-3; 1 Cor. 10:12), second,
to replace sin with the duty of prayer (1 John 5:16), third, to consider oneself
most carefully, to be most inquisitive about one’s own sins, and, fourth, to be
most severe against oneself (Gal. 6:1).

(3) Effect of Victory (3:18)
James 3:18 is neither an independent proverb, which supposedly “makes it
somewhat difficult to understand” (Moo, 1985, 137, in the footsteps of Dibelius), nor a loose aphorism (Cheung, 146). It is the counterpart of verse James
3:16, and the apex of the whole discourse. In the “most concentrated and
challenging piece of teaching” in James 3 “each verse has had its point to
make and each one is of deep importance for our Christian lives. Yet none
surpasses (this) final verse in significance” (Motyer, 136).
A fruitful harvest can be expected. This consists of righteousness (Phil.
1:11; Rom. 6:22; see also Martin, 135; Johnson, 275; Cheung, 146), derived
from Christ as the divine source (John 15:5) and through the Spirit as the divine agent (Gal. 5:19, 22). The (human) agents are the “peace-makers.” In
other words, “the harvest of righteousness is sown in peace by them who
make peace,” taken as dative of means or agency (Johnson, 275; Zodhiates,
II, 210; Moo, 1985, 137). This seems contextually much more natural and
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compelling than the translation “sown in peace for those who make peace,”
understood as a dative of advantage (Martin, 135; Brosend, 101).
The meaning is that “peace is the seed-bed of righteousness” (Cheung,
146), “a garden plot where peacemakers sow their actions. The fruit that
grows from such seed is righteousness.”
Peace-loving, peace-seeking, peace-promoting, and peace-making insure
that the rights of others are not violated, but rather defended against any and
all possible infringements (Zodhiates, II, 211). In this context, therefore,
righteousness is not the cause of peace, neither the presence of righteousness
the prerequisite for (a flourishing) peace. This would imply that in the absence of righteousness, there would be no wisdom, no peace, and no peacemakers. Although this is a very biblical truth (Is. 32:17), the thrust of this
passage is exactly the opposite. It contains a strong reminder for all Christians, inclusive of teachers and their followers that lack of wisdom spells, in
this order, a lack of peacemakers, a lack of peace, the inevitable presence of a
war zone, and ultimately a lack of practical godliness. The absence of “wisdom, inclusive of peace” and the presence of “anger” (Jam. 1:20) appear to
have the same net effect, “the absence of the righteousness of God” (See also
Mt. 5:9; Eph. 2:15; Col. 1:20; Heb. 12:11). In short, the context presents
“peace (as) the prerequisite for righteousness” (Mitton, 142). This makes the
presence of peace the condition for prevailing righteousness, that is, the righteousness of God. This righteousness, made impossible by anger, but precipitated by the enthusiastic reception and wholehearted embrace of the sown and
implanted Word (Jam. 1:20-21) “is the ultimate manifestation of wisdom in a
community guided by wisdom from above” (Cheung, 147, with reference to
Prov. 3:17).
Suddenly the reader breaks through the cloud cover and sees the summit
in all its sunlit brilliance. Peacemakers painstakingly cultivate an atmosphere
of peace (Rom. 12:18). They know that without it there is no harvest, no
abundant harvest of righteousness. In case of need they are willing to go to
great sacrificial lengths to create the conditions for such an atmosphere (Heb.
12:14). “A seed needs its own proper conditions for germination, growth and
fruitage. However good the seed is, it cannot thrive out of its environment.
Even if it does not die, it will not properly grow; even if it grows, it will not
properly bear. The conditions must be right. So it is also in this case. The crop
demands the context for its true growth” (Motyer, 138). This context is peace!
When such atmosphere prevails, righteousness as the harvest of wisdom will
explode on the scene, ecclesiastical, domestic, political, economic, and otherwise.
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This harvest consists not only of the various characteristics of wisdom
listed in James 3:17, but also of the wisdom of obedience to the Law, pointed
out already in James 2:8ff, and before that in James 1:25ff, as well as the
wisdom of the Word in general, which was emphasized in James 1:21ff.
These are all objects of the prayerful petitions of believers in the midst of
their trials of poverty and riches, mentioned in James 1:5ff. Furthermore, the
peacemakers provide the only antidote to the abhorrent climate described in
James 4:1ff. In the light of all this it is hardly surprising that the recommendation of prayer couched in the mild imperative of James 1:5 crescendos into
the compelling argument for prayer in James 4:2ff.
With untold numbers of conflicts everywhere, church, home, the workplace, etc., James 3:18 could not be more pivotal. James is poles apart from
an ivory tower theoretician. He stands with both feet in everyday life, in the
everyday life of his generation, but no less in the everyday life of ours. The
mess that we find throughout the NT, culminating in the spiritual x-ray analysis on the part of our Lord himself in the case of the seven churches in AsiaMinor, is no different from the mess in Church history, culminating in the
Church of the 21st Century. James 4:1ff, as we shall see, informs us that the
pull of sinful pleasures is so overwhelming that all of society has burst, does
burst, and will burst into the flames of fragmenting conflict “at the drop of a
hat.”
Assuming, of course, that the peacemaker has a joyful peace treaty with
God in justification and the approving smile of God in sanctification, his
peacemaking activity takes place in two phases or stages. In the first phase
the peacemaker makes sure that he himself is at peace with his own “environment,” whether it is his family, his church, his place of work, his society
or otherwise. He avoids all necessary strife (Rom. 12:18). To that end he must
learn to deny himself, shed his envy, and get rid of selfish ambition. Unless
God’s truth demands otherwise, he is not confrontational. He adjusts to others, does not stand on his own rights, does not become adversarial, does not
pick a fight to prove that he is right, but always yields and makes adjustments
in word and deed in the service of others for the simple reason that God requires it of him, that Jesus models it for him, and that the Spirit empowers
him for it. He leaves any and all kinds of “vengeance” up to God, in fact,
makes it a point to safeguard and enrich the life of his enemies so as to drown
out evil with good (Rom. 12:19-21). This first phase, then, is the indispensable launching pad for the second one since it is difficult to see how a peacemaker can effectively preach what he does not practice.
When in his providence God brings parties, who are on a war footing
with others, into the orbit of peacemakers, the second phase commences. The
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objective of peacemakers is to bring about reconciliation and thereby create
an atmosphere of peace by means of the very conduct that marks their own
life (Mt. 5:9; Heb. 12:11). When they succeed, they indirectly sow righteousness, carefully, copiously and at times tearfully (Ps. 126:6). This eventually
multiplies in a powerful crop that is invariably harvested cheerfully (2 Cor.
9:6). In short, what is sown both in and by the peacemakers is reaped (Keddie, 124). Once again, this is not only an important reminder for teachers, but
also for all believers. If there is no peace, but rather divisiveness with all that
this entails, there is by implication no presence of gentle, entreatable, merciful and fruitful wisdom to start with, and therefore no presence of abundant
righteousness to end with. On the other hand, when peace prevails, which is
predicated upon wisdom and its accompaniments, a harvest of righteousness
is guaranteed. The idea of a bumper crop easily suggests itself (2 Cor. 9:10).
It would indicate that the Revival fires are burning brightly!
All this, however, does not answer the nitty-gritty question how precisely reconciliation is to be achieved as the precursor of peace. The first order of business is to establish that the warring parties are regenerate, and
therefore have a hunger for holiness. If there is no evidence of any of this,
reconciliation cannot be achieved. In that case a tenuous co-existence is the
best one can hope for. However, if there is regeneracy and all that this implies, there is light at the end of the tunnel. The second order of business is to
ascertain that there is at least a desire to reconcile. At this point the warring
parties should not be asked to vent their feelings and their complaints about
each other. This may be well-intentioned so as to get all the elements of the
conflict on the table. Nevertheless, I invariably found this to be counterproductive, since it ripped open old wounds and with it aroused a chaos of emotions in attack and counterattack.
No, the better part of wisdom is to request all parties to list their conditions for reconciliation in written form. This forces them to be focused and
precise in their formulation. The negative emotions tend to die down, and peripheral issues usually vanish from sight. What is left for the peacemaker to
handle, are usually two or three, and at the most, four central issues, shorn
from all mental, volitional and emotional peripherals. The final order of business, then, is jointly to glean the wisdom from the Word in terms of the law
of God that can be implemented through faith and in prayer. The last component element, prayer, enters into the picture in James 4:1ff. In this section,
which starts out with a focus on warring parties, it becomes soon abundantly
clear that reconciliation and peace can only be achieved if they, as I already
mentioned, are gifts from above by means of prayer that draws near to God.
This passage also discloses why prayer, and what type of prayer, is the indis645

pensable prerequisite in order for peace to materialize. A detailed description
of all this, however, will have to wait until the exposition of that passage.
But there is more. From the next section (Jam. 4:1-10), which focuses on
the war zones and hand-to-hand combats engendered by the lack of wisdom,
it may also be concluded that external conflict flows forth from a basic conflict within oneself! While an elaborate discussion of this phenomenon must
wait until we reach that section, it is advantageous at this juncture already
summarily to pinpoint it so that it becomes clear that, and how closely, the
present section is intertwined with what immediately follows it.
James 4:1-10 perceptively enlarges on the reason why one can never be a
peacemaker on the outside, whether in one’s own warring relationships or in
the warring relationships noticeable in others, unless one has triumphed in the
conflict on the inside. This is the prerequisite of bringing about peace in one’s
own relationships, let alone of being successful in effecting peace among others. At this juncture the issue of one’s “pleasures” comes into the picture.
Concretely, I can never referee between conflicting pleasures that give rise to
hostilities among others, unless and until one is victorious about the sucking
power of one’s own pleasures that gives rise to hostilities between myself and
others. This lays bare and diagnoses the root of the issue. Defeat within ourselves victimizes us and turns us into “troublemakers,” but victory within
ourselves turns us into victors, and lays the groundwork for us to become
“peacemakers” (See also Adams, 107-108).
One avenue to neutralize selfish (legitimate) as well as evil (illegitimate)
pleasures is to recognize the difference between “needs” and “wants.” (Legitimate) needs are relatively small, food and clothes (1 Tim. 6:8) (Adams,
33). To be content with God’s provision in both areas, similar to C-rations for
combat soldiers, will certainly cut back on the range, and relativize the importance, of run-away pleasures. Self-curtailing self-denial for the sake of the
Kingdom takes the place of self-seeking self-indulgence in building one’s
own empire, regardless the size, controlled by one’s (insidious) “wants.”
To underscore and enlarge, peacemaking is not an end in itself. The climate of harmony and peace serves the overarching cause of practical godliness. The latter simply cannot thrive in a spiritual battlefield where infighting
is the rule rather than the exception! This is an additional, if not the very reason, not to destroy unity or disturb peace. Both should be highly prized,
greatly fostered and carefully guarded. In fact, for unity and peace to exist, it
does not require unanimity in every point of truth and godliness, however desirable. It is unrealistic to insist on this in a broken world, as Paul also indicates (Phil. 3:15-16). One would do well to remember that also in this context
the difference between “want” and “need” ought to be honored. Precipitous
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polemics in the area of “want” will lead to unnecessary wars. Church history
is replete with hostilities about non-saving issues. As I mentioned already,
Paul calls these hostilities “striving about words” that “subvert the hearers” (2
Tim. 2:14) and “profane and vain babblings” that “increase ungodliness” (2
Tim. 2:16). This is not to nip discussions and debates in the bud. These
should by all means continue. But it is to emphasize that the crusader-type of
polemics ought to be shunned.
Naturally, when there is disagreement in points of truth or godliness,
which would gut either one of them and negatively affect “eternity,” polemics
is not an option, but a “need,” a life-preserving necessity! At any rate, James
lays out the following concatenation: meekness of wisdom, making short
shrift of self-serving “pleasures,” peacemaking, peace, and an abundant harvest of practical godliness. This sets the stage for James’ further elaboration
on the causes for war as well as the antidote.
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3. REQUIREMENTS FOR VICTORY (4:1-10)
a. Self-knowledge (4:1-5)
(1) Where do wars and where do battles among you come from?
Is it not from the pleasures that are on the warpath in your
members? (2) You desire and do not have: (so) you murder.
And you envy and cannot obtain: (so) you fight and make war.
You do not have because you do not ask. (3) You ask and do not
receive because you ask wrongly in order to spend it on your
pleasures. (4) Adulteresses! Do you not know that the friendship
of the world is hostility towards God? So whoever decides to be
a friend of the world constitutes himself as an enemy of God. (5)
Or do you think that Scripture speaks to no effect? The spirit
that he made to dwell in us yearns enviously.

(1) Nature of One’s Condition (4:1)
The themes that we encounter in this third part of Section III, which covers
James 3:1-4:10, are understandably far from new, but they are developed in a
comprehensive and focused fashion. “The rhetoric,” in which James couches
his message, especially in the first few verses, “is polished and powerful”
(Brosend, 105). James states that there are constant wars (Mt. 24:6) and battles (2 Cor. 7:4; 2 Tim. 2:23) among you (emphasis added). More precisely,
taking as a given that armed conflict and the use of the sword are “alive and
well,” he asks bluntly where they come from. The reader does not even receive the opportunity to deny their existence. He “is left only to answer to
their origin” (Brosend, 106). From a spiritual perspective the whole covenant
community evidently resembled quite a savage war zone (Compare 1 Cor.
9:7) and a ravaged battlefield (Compare 2 Tim. 2:23), all part of a lifestyle
marked by the moral depravity that had its ugly start in envy and ambition
(Phillips, 128)! Monstrous hostilities,309 originating in rancorous animosities,
if not bitter hatreds, and consisting of skirmishes, clashes and pitched battles,
in short, both “a continuing state of hostility” and “outbursts of antagonism”
(Motyer, 141), appeared to be the order of the day. Apparently the Christian
community, which should be a showplace of peace, is characterized by trench
warfare that routinely erupts into hand-to-hand combat (Kistemaker, 130).310
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Decidedly not just between the haves and the have-nots, as Brosend, 113, argues.
Manton, 325, holds that the terminology of “wars and battles” must be taken literally, and
concludes from this that James does not address believers only, but the whole nation of Israel
as an instrument of persecution (With a reference to Hebrews 10:34). However, the context
310
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Of course, it is quite possible that much, if not everything, looked good to
“the naked eye,” while the “x-ray eye of faith” was more perceptive (Compare Rev. 3:1ff)! At any rate, “teachers,” “aspiring teachers,” as well as “believers” fully succeeded in doing their damaging work.
The context makes it abundantly clear that James’ terms, indicating
“standard activities of armies” (Johnson. 275), are not to be taken literally.
But the strong terminology does infer that the situation was grim, if not vicious and devastating in character. The Church resembled a war zone with a
wide variety of individual battlefields, pockmarked by numerous bomb craters, in the past and in the present, which undoubtedly would spill over in the
future as well (Martin, 144; Motyer, 141)! The envy and selfish ambition
identified in James 3:16 come invariably to full fruition as their logical consequence (Johnson, 276)! James 3:16 speaks about “jealousy (a strong emotion of self-interest), selfish ambition (the positive promotion of self-interest),
disorder (unrest) and every evil practice (every sort of mean, unworthy
deeds).” Subsequently, in James 4:1ff the author “declares his purpose to
trace unrest, bad feelings, hostile relationships and the rest, to their root, and
then tells us what to do about it” (Motyer, 139-140). It is ironic that “Christian” infighting had taken the place of the pursuit of unity vis-à-vis man (Jam.
4:1-2a), and the friendship of the world (Jam. 4:4) was substituted for the
practice of holiness vis-à-vis God. Hostility to man was the malfunctioning
and ugly, and hostility toward God the flawed and traumatic, order of the day
(Motyer, 140). Both carry a steep price. The “human price is the destruction
of relationships; the spiritual price is a breach with God” (Motyer, 145). All
this implies that James’ description of the prevailing situation should not be
dismissed as an exaggeration, or shrugged off as nothing to worry about. It
may not be swept under the rug. Rather, James’ X-ray should break the heart
of his readers, and lead to the conclusion that the situation is intolerable! It
simply must be remedied.
But what could possibly produce such war zone and the seemingly
never-ending string of battles? While in terms of actual sins envy and selfish
ambition may be the twofold starting point, there is also a twofold root. James
uses two terms in this context, a noun, hedonai (Jam. 4:1), and a verb, epithumeo (Jam. 4:2), to identify this root.
The meaning of the verb epithumeo (and of the noun epithumia, used in
James 1:15) is uncontested. James informs his readership bluntly that they
militates decisively against this. James’ addressees are professing believers throughout. To
deviate from this in the present context would be to blunt the spear point of his message. The
persecutors would end up as “the bad guys” and the Christians “the good guys.” This, of
course, would take the latter off James’ hook completely!
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“lust,” “passionately yearn” and still have nothing to show for. In ancient
Greek, Jewish Greek (LXX), as well as in the NT, the verb epithumeo, as well
as its derivative, epithumia, is often a vox media, a neutral term (Mt. 13: 17;
Lk. 15:16; 16:21; 17: 22; 22:15, Acts 20: 22; Phil. 1:23; 1 Thess. 2:17; 1 Tim.
3:1; Heb. 6:11; 1 Pet. 1:12; Rev. 9:6; see also Motyer, 142). Even more frequently, however, it stands for an evil impulse, a desire, a sinful lust, a manifestation of the indwelling sin, that is located in the flesh, inspired by Satan,
and stirred into self-indulging action by the world (Mt. 5:28; Mk. 4:19; John
8:44; Rom. 1:24; 6:12; 7:7; 13:9; 1 Cor. 10:6; Gal. 5:16-17, Eph. 2:3; 4;22;
Col. 3:5; 1 Tim. 6:9; 2 Tim. 2:22; 2 Tim. 4:3; Tit. 2:12; 1 John 2:16; 1 Pet.
1:14; 2 Pet. 1:4; 2:10-11, 18; 3:3; 4:2; Jude 16; Rev. 18:14). In James it “is
regarded as the constant root in man of the individual acts of sin.”
It is significant to note that in both Greek and Jewish philosophy man’s
rationality (logismos) is the antidote against his wayward impulse (epithumia). In Scripture such “antithesis” is not found. Especially in the NT “epithumia is evil, not because it is irrational, but because it is disobedience to the
command of God.” In fact, it is “stirred up by the law (Rom. 7:7-8).” As a
malevolent offense against God the only appropriate antidote is to be found in
heartfelt repentance. In short, in Greek and Jewish thinking the remedy of any
and all ills is the capture of the mind by human rationality. Embrace the
proper concepts, and the cure is a cinch. In the Scriptures the cure is invariably the breaking of the heart in repentance and submission. Whenever in the
Church subscription to the proper theology is presented, consciously or unconsciously, as the (ultimate) cure of a malady, it only proves that it is infested by Greek thinking, and stands in need of correction, if not repentance.311
It is not the same story with the term hedonai. Commentaries are in disagreement about its meaning. Most of them are of the opinion that hedonai
and epithumeo cover virtually the same ground (Dibelius, 198; Moo, 139;
Phillips, 128), and translate the former with what is akin to the “lustful desires,” “self-indulging lusts” or “sinful passions” of the flesh, nestled in every
part of the human make-up (Nystrom, 224, with reference to 4 Macc. 1:2526; see also Lk. 8:14; Rom. 7:21-23; Gal. 5:17; Tit. 3:3; 1 Pet. 2:11; 2:13).312
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See for all this Friedrich Buechsel in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament,
Gerhard Kittel, ed. (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965), Vol. III,
170-171.
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According to Nystrom, 223, the rabbis (also) believed that the impulses (yetsarim) “had
their seats in various organs or ‘members’ of the human body. As a result of that these members are said to be “at war with one another—pulled one way by conscience, then another way
by the evil desire.” Furthermore, one Rabbi, Simeon b. Levi, with reference to Genesis 8:21,
states that “the evil yetzer of man waxes strong against him day by day, and seeks to kill him,
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In the present context they were obviously not contained, but spilled
over into power-hungry, warring, factions, and turned into the towering inferno of ecclesiastical disruptions. Those passions are designated as “rebels”
(Mitton, 147), and produced “internal divisions.” Further, such divisions, left
unchecked and uncontrolled, eventually gave rise to external strife (Laws,
169)! In fact, it might not even have taken too long. After all, “all illicit and
lustful desires or propensities” can never “be satisfied without doing injuries
to others” (Calvin, 329). To put it in different words, those bent on success in
the “pursuit of happiness” of whatever sort always manage to present the bill
to others and make them foot the bill, resulting in resentment, bitterness, war
and destruction. They are quite the opposite of those who seek holiness. This
goes hand in hand with the denial of both the self and its lustful desires,
which twofold denial results in peace, godliness and prosperity.
The message is clear. Lose the war on the inside, let lust run rampant,
and the war on the outside is inevitable, in whatever form or to whatever degree! This includes explosive lashing out in word and act, impulsively as well
as deliberately. It also includes implosive withdrawal in thought and emotions, in passive resistance as well as resentful bitterness. On the other hand,
win the war on the inside, control lustful desire, and peace prevails on the
outside! This makes life blossom out in fruitful dominion- taking by means of
sanctified words and deeds. When lusts run rampant, Christians resemble
grasshoppers. They devour anything in sight, and even destroy each other.
Confinement to shared quarters unavoidably does this to them! By the same
token, when they control their lust, Christians resemble bees in a beehive. On
the inside, they display self-denying servant hood, while on the outside, in the
very process of harvesting nectar, they spread life. Orchards need beehives to
blossom and produce. So civilizations and cultures, in order to bloom and advance, need the (functioning) Christian Church that enjoys Revival status,
pursues a guiding Maintenance ministry and is permanently in a guarding Recovery mode.
One dictionary supports, and argues for, this identification of hedonai
and epithumeo in sum, substance, and entailments, at least in the present
context. By way of a short word study, in early Greek literature hedone usuand if God did not help him, man could not prevail against it.” I have already discussed the
rabbinic view regarding the impulses in man in a previous context and argued that the notion
of an (ongoing) battle between two “urges” in man that are on an equal footing, a “good urge”
and an “evil urge,” apparently endorsed by Nystrom, is poles apart from the NT teaching. In
reflecting Genesis 8:21, however, the statement of Rabbi Simeon b. Levi is right on, and runs
parallel to the teaching of James. That should not be surprising, once it is recognized that the
Rabbi quotes Scripture. Of course, how the Rabbi’s perceptive understanding functioned in
the totality of his life, and whether he identified just as perceptively the solution to the problem he saw so sharply, are altogether different matters!
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ally is a vox media and stands for (a sense of) pleasure or enjoyment which
can be of various kinds, physical as well as rational, volitional and emotional.
In Greek philosophy, and in line with this usage, it is originally a noble concept with virtue as its norm and rationality as its core (Aristotle) or a neutral
concept as the norm of virtue and of everything else (Epicureans). Eventually,
however, it was viewed as contrary to reason, and received a critically or
radically negative evaluation (Stoics). At this point it could stand not only for
a positive sense of pleasure that was altogether commendable, but also for a
negative desire for pleasure that requires an uncompromising thumbs-down.
The latter, then, is construed as an evil impulse, which comes down to the
kind of “passionate yearning,” which is opposed to virtue and is very much
akin, if not identical to, epithumia. This is also reflected in early Jewish philosophy, which relates hedone to epithumia and regards it as an evil impulse
that is contrary to reason and provokes to an ungodly transgression of God’s
law.
The NT usage is said to mirror this long history of the word hedone. It
can be used in a general sense. In instances of that sort it must be translated as
pleasure, joy, or delight (2 Pet. 2:13). But it mostly marks an orientation of
life that is fleshly in character, this-worldly, Satanic in origin, ruled by ungodly forces, hostile to God, opposed to his will, and antithetical to holiness.
Hedonai (plural) have a variety of residences. They are found in nonChristians, whether generically in individuals (Tit. 3:3), or more specifically
in false teachers (2 Tim. 3:4; 2 Pet. 2:13). As a result both categories of people display a long list of vices. But they also reside in Christians, as the present context indicates. Theirs is a long list of vices as well. Further, these hedonai have a wide operating range. They choke out the word (Lk. 8:14), enslave those in whom they reside (Tit. 3:3), and produce conflict among men
(Jam. 4:1). Consequently, they are supposedly best identified as “evil impulses” or “sinful passions,” fully in line with the later Greek and rabbinic
traditions. The conclusion is that this is “probably” also the best translation in
James 4:1, and “perhaps” in Titus 3:3.313 One commentator even scratches the
adverb “perhaps” with regards to Titus 3:3 (Nystrom, 224).
Some commentaries and dictionaries, however, part company precisely
at this point of interpreting hedone and epithumia as (virtually) identical in
sum and substance. Without taking issue with the general observations about
the specific nature, various residences, operating range and intended victims
of hedonai, they still are far from convinced that hedonai and epithumeo in
this context cover the same territory. While epithumeo (Jam. 4:2) is indicative
313

See Gustav Staehlin in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Gerhard Kittel, ed.
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965), Vol. II, 910-925.
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of the “lustful desire,” the “passionate lust,” that is “hell-bent” for pleasure,
hedone (Jam. 4:1) stands for this pleasure itself, which is derived from the
lustful desire. In fact, it is the lust realized, or actualized in pleasure (Zodhiates, II, 224). It is the desire coming into its satisfied own (Tasker, 83).
In other words, the self-indulging pleasures that lurk in “our members”
lay the foundation and produce the conditions for conflict and war, which are
inevitable as long as these pleasures are allowed to dominate, and remain in
control. Anyone, who stands in the way, turns into the occasion of conflict
and war. As such each “occasion” becomes a target that must be overwhelmed, conquered, occupied, removed or annihilated in order for those
pleasures to be obtained and enjoyed. At the same time, the “passionate lust”
for pleasure furnishes the impetus and provides the fuel, which keeps the war
machine going at times through the bitterest of combats and with a view to
the most self-gratifying of ends. It overrides everything, allows nothing stand
in its way, and is ruthless in its aim to gain the desired satisfaction. Incidentally, the plural indicates that no one is immune to this process. In fact, it implies that, to James, it is standard procedure in all members of the covenant
community (See Burdick, 192). Since James addresses “the twelve tribes in
the diaspora” as a designation of the Church universal, and does not attach a
terminus ad quem, a time limit, on his message, we cannot but conclude that
he eyes a perennial problem, from which no historical segment of the Church
is exempt. So the probing question in (self-) examination for everyone who is
en route to perfection, is not whether this is the case, but where to locate the
diagnosed problem, in order to deal with it on the spot! To be point blank,
this also applies to the writer and readers of this Commentary!
Regrettably, it is possible to add a grim dimension to this already sobering scenario, and so to up the ante considerably. The seemingly omnipresent
and perennial pursuit on the part of all human beings, including Christians, of
happiness, whether in the form of “additional space,” “more time,” “better
pay,” “improved health,” “increased strength,” “quickened recognition,” etc.,
legitimate as all this may seem on the surface, may very well be indicative of
the lustful impulse of self-seeking pleasures that James condemns in this
context (Turner, 88). Ironically, however, the enjoyment of such pleasures
does not provide lasting contentment, but is the platform and paves the way
for the continuing pursuit (at least) to retain the level of enjoyment that has
been achieved, usually at too high a price. In fact, it is frequently the impetus
behind an even more intense pursuit to increase the level of enjoyment.
James 5:1-10 paints this picture in living color. It is all part of a selfindulgent culture that refuses to major in biblical self-denial in the one-andmany spheres and equally to display biblical sacrifice and submission in the
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authority structures (See Topical Focus # 14). In fact, for such culture to
deny one-self, to sacrifice one-self, or to submit one-self, in any circumstance, at any time, in anything and for anyone, is basically anathema. At any
rate, according to the commentaries and dictionaries under discussion, James
identifies as the twofold root of wars and battles both pleasures (hedonai) and
the underlying lust for pleasures (epithumia), which cannot be separated, but
nevertheless are distinct from each other. The rationale for the distinction
between “desire” and “pleasure” is found in Titus 3:3, where the evil impulse
(epithumia), and the intended pleasures (hedonai) are mentioned in the same
sentence, and therefore are certainly not used interchangeably.
At this juncture there is an interesting lexicographical development.
While the dictionary article on hedone, quoted earlier, favored the “probable”
identification of hedone and epithumia in James 4:1 and the “possible” identification of the two in Titus 3:3, the article on epithumia concludes with the
following observation that fully retains their distinctiveness. “Hedone and
epithumia are closely related, cf. Tit. 3:3: when epithumia is satisfied, we
have hedone, and when hedone is sought after, we have epithumia.”314 The
dictionary is, at least partly, self-contradictory. This is undoubtedly due to the
fact that the articles were not authored by the same scholar.
All in all, with “experts” on both sides of the issue, some may find it difficult to decide which view should prevail, especially since both ultimately
present the same over-all diagnosis. On balance, however, it appears that the
second view is much more nuanced, has decisive backing (Tit. 3:3), provides
a deeper insight in what is going on in humans, and therefore ought to be favored. While the first view identifies hedonai and epithumia as the joint onefold seat in which the twin evil of envy and self-seeking and their entailment
of conflicts and wars originate, the second view identifies hedonai as the
arena in which, and epithumia as the dynamics through which, this twin evil
and their entailments emerge and flourish. Therefore, the progression in the
immediate context of James is, first, the root of self-seeking passion, second,
the fruit of self-gratifying pleasures, third, the evidence of self-promoting
envy and ambition, fourth, the endresult of self-serving conflicts and wars,
and, fifth, the net-effect of all kinds of chaotic conditions and evil practices.
With this “fivefold” concatenation clearly diagnosed, the way is paved to
the fivefold solution. In fact, this solution suggests itself. Be on constant
alert! Start by controlling your passionate lusts, in the ever present recognition that they are always poised to strike. Then, in that order, continue by
eradicating your self-indulging pleasures, follow this up by obliterating your
self-seeking envy and ambition, conclude by eliminating your self-serving
314
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conflicts and wars, and harmony and holiness will soon be in evidence.315 Of
course, in all this there must be the full recognition that such multifaceted
solution can only be achieved through the love of Christ and the strength of
the Holy Spirit as its twofold source, and through mighty prayer and preaching as its twofold means.
Within the wider context of Scripture, these wars and conflicts should be
characterized as works of the flesh (Gal. 5:19-21). Scripture indicates that, as
long as the Christian is in this world, he will not be able to get rid of this
“flesh” (also denoted as “indwelling sin,” Rom. 7:17; “the body of death,”
Rom. 7:24; or “the law of sin and death,” Rom. 8:2), which is operative in
every aspect of one’s life (Rom. 7:23). Only death can finally and effectively
remove them. However, Scripture emphasizes with equal force that there is
no possible justification for this “flesh” to explode into actual sins. Even
though the flesh lusts to break forth into sinful activities, it can and it must be
controlled and contained by the Spirit of God. The lust of the flesh may never
be fulfilled (Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:16).
It must, further, be noted that the flesh, or indwelling sin, is more than a
mere potential. It is a sinister power of awesome character. In the present
context it comes once again into view, as is indicated by the term “lust.” The
latter makes war both in and against the soul (Gal. 5:17; 1 Pet. 2:11). It is a
built-in explosive which the Christian, just as much as the non-Christian, carries with him until the moment of his death. It is the comfort of Scriptures to
know that the presence of this flesh cannot condemn the Christian as long as,
or more precisely, inasmuch as he does not walk according to the flesh, but
according to the Spirit (Rom. 8:1).
One commentator aptly writes, “Sometimes we tend to think that peace
is the natural state of man, and that strife is the unnatural element which disturbs it. (Regrettably) quite the reverse is true. Strife is characteristic of human life, and where lasting peace exists in a community, it is the mark of a
great work of God’s grace” (Mitton, 146). Wars and battles are like weeds.
They grow everywhere. Peace is like a garden with beautiful flowers. Such
garden does not just happen by accident. It must be carefully cultivated and
constantly weeded!
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Note the difference between controlling, eradicating, obliterating and eliminating. Since
the “flesh,” is and remains part and parcel of the Christian’s “baggage,” it can “only” be controlled and contained. However, the outcroppings of the flesh can and must be destroyed!
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(2) Reason for One’s Condition (4:2-3)
The reason for the existing condition is fourfold. The translation is designed
to bring this out. This is admittedly somewhat controversial, because it is
open to several possibilities (Dibelius, 218). However, I have chosen the
translation which has increasingly become the majority view. “You lust and
have not, so you murder. You burn with desire to have, and cannot obtain, so
you fight and war. You have not, because you ask not. You ask, and do not
receive, because you ask amiss so that you may squander it upon your lustful
desires.”316
First, “You lust and have not. So you murder.” The lust (epithumia) of
the flesh, of anxious self-seeking (Burdick, 192), with its accompanying envy
and selfish ambition, is “insatiable” (Calvin, 329), and therefore a tragically
catastrophic “dead-end street” (See also Jam. 1:14-15). It is hardly surprising
that it is the sum and substance of one of the commandments in the Decalogue, namely the Tenth. Its core is the moral failure to be content, whether
with (1 Tim. 6:6-8) or without (Phil. 3:12) the (bare) necessities of life.
Therefore perpetrators of the sin against this commandment invariably focus
their attention on what they do not (yet) possess, rather than on what they do
possess. When they encounter obstacles, and are stopped dead in their tracks,
they “happily” murder and destroy, irrespective of the ensuing chaos.317 If
this is the only way to realize their lustful desires, and to reach their goal of
personal pleasure, whether it is money, fame, revenge, etc., they will go this
route (Prov. 1:19; Mk. 15:10). And why would they not? Anything that
comes in between the flesh and the object of its passions, must be neutralized
at any price, and, if needs be, removed and annihilated. Murder, whether as “a
hypothetical eventuality” or “an actual occurrence,” is “the end product”
316

The translation Dibelius, 218, suggests is as follows. “You desire / And you do not have.
You are jealous and envious / And you do not obtain. You fight and strive / And you do not
have because you do not ask. You ask / And you do not receive because you ask with the
wrong motive.” However, he emends the text from “You murder” to “You are jealous,” convinced that the charge of murder is inconceivable in this context. His proposed emendation
appears forced upon him, because quite clearly “you murder,” preceding “and (you are) envious,” simply does not fit in his over-all choice of translation. To be sure, it must be granted
that “you murder” (phoneuete) and “you are jealous” (phtoneite) resemble each other in the
Greek, but there is no text-critical indication that the suggested emendation is justified. Dibelius does score somewhat of a point, however, when he argues that the word “So” before “you
murder” inserted in the more recent translations is not found in the Greek text. Nevertheless I
prefer to add the word “So” with the majority of interpreters, rather than change the text with
Dibelius (See also Cargal, 156-158, who comes to the same conclusion).
317
While, according to Moo, 1985, 140-141, it may seem rather extreme for James to argue
the thesis that envy, conjoined with frustrated lusts and stymied pleasure, goes hand in glove
with actual murder, it is regrettably far from unthinkable in the light of the ample biblical evidence to this effect (Mk. 15:10; Acts 5:17; 13:45; Phil 3:6).
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(Moo, 184), “the logical concomitant,” “the ultimate expression of envy”
(Johnson, 277-278). It is not just “a hyperbole for hatred” (Burdick, 193, with
reference to Mt. 5:21-22; and 1 John 3:15). While it is certainly included in it,
it is not restricted to it. It may take on a variety of forms, such as killing the
competition, neutralizing threatening kill-joys, ridiculing wholesome admonition, refusing healthy advice, ignoring wise counsel, etc. It is all part of
“murdering,” whether a little or a lot. Further, if bloodless elimination efforts
are unsuccessful, more drastic, in fact, “bloody” steps will be taken, including
the ultimate solution of downright murder. At any rate, the contrast between
the demonstration of godly deeds in the meekness of wisdom and the violence
inherent in the (il)logic of envy could not be starker (Johnson, 279)!318
Incidentally, “lust” may produce a temporary “high,” but will never arrive at lasting happiness and contentment. It is like a bottomless pit. It devours even what it does get, so that it never really has anything, even after
“everything” were to be acquired (2 Sam. 13:15). It is explicitly forbidden in
the Tenth Commandment, which deals with the human heart. The question
has been asked why this Commandment is necessary, since each of the other
commandments penetrates to the heart’s level as well (Mt. 5:21-22; 5:27-28).
The answer is this. While the other commandments are “general practitioners,” dealing with the heart, as the need arises, the Tenth Commandment is a
“trained specialist,” with the heart as its sole focus. It targets the heart as the
smoke-filled backroom, where people deliberately go about their scheming
ways, and hatch hidden as well as elaborate, if not “deadly,” plans, to obtain
what is not theirs.319 Of course, all transgressions of the law start in man’s
mission control center (Prov. 4:23). But the Tenth Commandment targets the
heart as a full-fledged conspiracy center and sinister egg-hatching factory
that, first, identifies targets, subsequently, maps out elaborate plans as well as
strategies to reach these targets, and, finally, poises to go after them in hot,
painstaking, and devastating pursuit.
All this indicates that they aim to stop at nothing to reach their objective.
Any barrier of whatever sort must be marginalized, removed, eliminated, or
annihilated. Interference simply will not be tolerated. People are known to
have been railroaded, manipulated, painted in a corner, sidetracked, or even
318

The same applies to the contrast between the recommended conduct in James 1:9-10 and
the documented conduct of James 4:1-6. Where folks felt they lacked something, they manifestly did not exult in contentment about their present riches in Christ, and where they
abounded in something, they did not thankfully exult in anticipation of their future loss!
319
One of the most telling, and gruesome, examples of this type of behavior is found in 1
Kings 21, where Jezebel and Ahab hatched their plot to kill Naboth in order to take occupancy
of his land. It is equally telling that it did not pay off the way they anticipated. It precipitated a
type of death for both of them that was as gruesome as their plot.
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promoted out of the way. Events are known to have been accelerated, repressed, blocked, or exploited. Decisions are known to have been hurried,
forced, undermined, or sabotaged. Actions are known to have been challenged, prevented, misdirected, or subverted.
This may have been done ruthlessly, viciously, bluntly, subtly, skillfully
or smoothly. It may have looked like a hatchet job through character assassination or otherwise. It may have come with a semblance of class in a pretended magnanimity. It may have been done in the public arena, the church,
or the family, in politics, business, or education. The bottom line, however, is
always the same. The perpetrator seeks to end up with “clear sailing,” selfish
at best, and often destructive. More often than not they leave broken societies,
broken churches, broken families and broken homes in their wake, and ultimately for what purpose? Wars have raged throughout the history of the
world for power, control, real estate, etc.
Ironically, even the perceived gain lacked substance and was fleeting at
best. One only needs to look at the 20th Century with its two world wars, its
many regional wars, and its cold war to be fully persuaded of this. Hitler’s socalled Thousand Year Empire was a pipedream, and the Soviet Empire is
gone. What energy wasted and blood spilled for nothing! In short, whether
“the ‘creative’ imaginations” of the boardroom and mission control center of
the human heart “are only evil continually” (Gen. 6:5) for lack of regeneration (Gen. 6:5; Rom. 7:7), or in temporary control in the regenerate, the Tenth
Commandment has its work cut out for itself. In this scenario the sky of perversion is, regrettably, the limit in humans who seek to manipulate themselves into the ownership of what properly belongs to others or in God’s
providence should not belong to them.
At any rate, this explains what the sum and substance of “killing” or
“murder” is all about! It also explains why this “killing” goes on and on. One
can expect literally anything from an unregenerate heart. But the regenerate
heart can make terrible tumbles as well (Ps. 51:1). In this context “killing” is,
first of all, metaphorical, but then can also be very literal (Gen. 4:8; 2 Sam.
11:14-15; 1 Ki. 21:13; 1 Pet. 4:15; Jam. 5:6). The question, of course, arises
how it is possible that believers resort to murder, whether figurative or literal.
It is certainly mind-boggling. The next two points present us with the intermediate steps to such outlandish conduct, a burning sinful desire and a lack of
godly prayer.
Second, “You burn with desire to have, and cannot obtain, so you fight
and war.” Sins always come in bunches. They seem to be strung together.
Open the door to one sin and others are sure to follow. Sinful covetings lead
to envy, selfish ambition, strife and warfare (Rom. 1:29) (So Manton, 335).
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The theme of “the (burning) desire to possess” (zelos320) “deliberately picks
up the theme (that is) established by 3:14-16,” and “leads to 4:5” (Johnson,
277). “It is the failure to ‘obtain’ and ‘possess’ that generates the rage that
eventually leads to murder and war” (Johnson, 277). The evil, burning desire
(Acts 7:9; contra 1 Cor. 13:4), that gives rise to this rage (Acts 7:54, 57), is
like a pitbull, as both Scripture (Achan, Ahab, Jezebel) and history (Napoleon, Hitler, Stalin), inclusive of Church history (Religious cleansing by
means of Inquisition or otherwise) amply testify. When it does not reach its
“hellish” self-centered objective by “civil” means, it takes the gloves off and
fights, and if one or two battles do not do it, it declares in case of need a protracted war.
Even occasional bursts of ungodly anger, that is fed by an “I want, I
want, I want” syn(sin!)drome (See Keddie, 152), and is intent to reach a selfish objective, may very well indicate the underlying presence of such a war
condition, even if it does not always surface. It is very easy to fall into this
trap, that ultimately leads to “destruction and perdition” (1 Tim. 6:9), whether
in family relations, between husband and wife, parents and children, children
and children, in church relations, among elders, between elders and members,
among members, in short, in all one-and-many spheres and authority structures. Even for the most faithful Christian there is the temptation to achieve
one’s ends in all too human ways. These ways may seem effective shortcuts,
but are never successful in the long run. At any rate, once involved in fights
and wars, it is easy to cross the line into murder. Murder is simply hatred
coming to its full and final fruition. To be sure, it starts with hatred, but certainly does not end there. The slippery slope is dangerous. It is easy to slide
down! But there is more! In fact, James’ diagnostic X-ray goes for the jugular, as he proceeds to disclose the second step that makes “battles” and “wars”
inevitable. In fact, it is a twofold spiritual cancer, a grievous failure to pray
“personally” and an equally grievous failure to pray “properly” (Phillips,
130).
Third, “You have not, because you ask not.” Here the root of the matter
is further exposed. The lack of having is caused by a lack of asking (See also
Jam. 1:5). Fighting and warring are not the divinely appointed ways to
achieve one’s goal or to reach one’s objective. Both the trials (the “good”)
and the solution (the “perfect”), as James 1:17 informs us, come from God.
However, the latter will not be received apart from heart-felt, and at times
320

In this context zelos and its derivative verb zeloo, are identical to epithumia and its derivative epithumeo. Both can be used in bonam partem. Here, however, the meaning of both could
not be more negative. Incidentally, zelos in James 3:2, as well as in Acts 5:17; 13:45; Phil.
3:6, signifies the same as phtonos in James 4:5, and Mk. 15:10, a term that is never used in
bonam partem.
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heart-rending, praying. “Seek and you shall find, ask and you shall receive”
(Mt. 7:7; see also Neh. 1:1ff; Dan. 9:1ff). This is the “constitution of the
kingdom of God,” as someone put it. Any relationship and any undertaking
should be bathed in prayer for it to be truly successful (Ezek. 36:37; Jer.
29:11-12; Is. 29:15).
If anyone, who is a party to “battles” and “wars,” would enter a vigorous
protest, “But I am a praying man, I am a praying woman,” James digs even
deeper by administering the final blow. Just as it is not “any old offering”
(Mal. 1:7-14) that meets with God’s approval, so it is not “any old prayer”
with which folks should have the audacity to present themselves before God.
Just as there is an unbridgeable chasm between “wisdom” and wisdom, so
there is a similar chasm between “prayer” and prayer. Too frequently it is
from “below,” rather than from “above,” self-centered and happinesscentered, rather than God-centered and holiness-centered. In that case they
are the extension of one’s lust and the embodiment of one’s lust. This is precisely what James argues next.
Fourth, “You ask, and do not receive, because you ask amiss that you
may consume it, squander it, upon your lustful desires.”321 Sure you pray, but
look at your motivation and your goal! According to some commentators, the
Greek verbs are quite revealing. The phrase “you ask not” in James 4:2 is in
the active voice. It indicates the “usual” kind of prayer, whether individual or
corporate, which can easily be a “detached routine!” This is apparently the
case in the present context. The people say their prayers, all right, but don’t
bother to get truly involved! “You ask” in James 4:3, however, is in the middle voice. This indicates that the subject has more than a passing interest in
the outcome. Many people do not have a vital prayer habit, neither a specific
prayer time. Regular prayer meetings, of course, are totally out. However,
when they “need” or want something badly, they are suddenly galvanized into
vigorous prayer action (See Lk. 12:13-15). They are no longer detached! But
then, according to James, their prayer is the middle voice type (Lk. 12:17-20).
Their lustful desires, the triad of “I,” “Myself,” and “Me,” enter the picture.
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Zodhiates, II, 230-231, argues that the Greek verb for “to ask” (aiteo) indicates the relationship of an inferior to a superior (With reference to Acts 7:7, 9; Acts 3:2; 12:20; and Jam.
1:5). Jesus apparently never used it, when he petitions his Father on behalf of his disciples.
The recognition of being an “inferior” in making a specific prayer clearly does not cancel out
the possibility of self-centeredness in such prayer, whether in motivation or aim. Furthermore,
the “desires” James condemns can revolve around sins that are condemned in Scripture, such
as pride, vanity, luxury, sensuality, power, etc. But they can also pursue legitimate targets,
such as Church, family, education, business, vacation, etc. As we shall see below, the moment
they are isolated from God they become part of the very “world” James proceeds to denounce.
This may lead to the diagnosis that, even if the reputation is one of life, the reality proves to
be one of death (Rev. 3:1ff).
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Their own happiness is at stake! In order to achieve this they pull out all the
stops. After all, when everything else fails, why not pray up a storm?322
This self-centered attitude appears to have prevailed in Rachel. When
she is “beaten” badly by her sister in what turned into a childbearing contest,
then, and only then, does she turn to God (See Gen. 30:22 in the context of
Gen. 30:1-8 and Gen. 35:16-18). It certainly prevailed in Balaam as the story
and shipwreck of his life indicate (2 Pet. 2:15-16). Come to think about it,
what a vast difference with the section in the Sermon on the Mount, in which
Jesus exhorts his disciples to ask, and continue asking with the promise, and
therewith certainty, that they will receive (Mt. 7:7). It is the difference between the Kingdom and its righteousness and the evil empire of lustful, selfcentered desires, and ultimately between heaven and hell! Ironically, God is
known to have answered even the second type of horrifying prayer. But this
should be small consolation, since it is not beyond him to send the judgment
of a spiritual starvation diet right along with a physical cornucopia. God’s
“yes” in those instances virtually disappears behind God’s simultaneous and
thunderous “NO.” Some episodes in the history of Israel provide an intriguing
and eloquent witness to this effect (Phillips, 132, with reference to Psalm
106:14-15). So, once again, does the life of Rachel. She ultimately dies in
childbirth!
At any rate, James infers that his addressees are sadly self-seeking in
their motivation and objective. Their prayers are not God-centered (Gal.
2:19). They serve their own self-gratification (Prov. 7:14). James condemns
this kind of prayer approach. Asking in a self-serving manner precludes any
true blessings. In short, the meaning is, “You ask and do not receive, and
even if you ask, you still do not receive, because you desire to gratify yourself,” that is, to squander it upon your desires (Laws, 173; Moo, 1985, 140,
both with reference to Lk. 15:14).323 In James 1:6-8 prayers fail because they
are wishy-washy. There is doubt and a consequent wavering, whether grave,
lingering, or otherwise, either about God (Would he answer my prayer?), or
about one self (Why would he answer me?), about the content (Do I truly
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While all commentators by and large agree on the interpretation of James 4:2c-3, there is
no consensus that the change in the Greek voice supports this. Most believe that the active
voice is a conscious reference to Matthew 7:7. At the same time, some hold that the shift in
voice is only stylistic in nature (Martin, 147), and not a shift in meaning (Moo, 142, with reference to Mt. 20:20-22; John 16:23-26, although he concedes that Mk. 6:22-25 supports the
possibility of such shift). However, the skill with which James uses the language seems to indicate otherwise (So also Zodhiates, II, 230-231).
323
According to Brosend, 108, “The verb ‘to spend’ (dapanao) can be used neutrally for financial (Acts 21:24; James’ instructions to Paul) and emotional (2 Cor. 12:15) expenditures,
but can also suggest a certain kind of squandering, as in the story of the prodigal (Lk. 15:14),
a sense here reinforced by the reference to ‘pleasures.’”
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want it?) or about the object (Is it sufficiently desirable?). Here the prayer is
suddenly potent. But it still fails, because the request “is for the wrong object” (Laws, 173).
God does not and will not answer self-centered prayers. They run totally
counter to the pattern of the Lord’s Prayer, which the Savior taught his
Church to pray (Mt. 6:9-15). Every aspect of this prayer is God-centered.
God’s Name, God’s Kingdom, and God’s Will, all three are and should be as
central on earth, as they are central in heaven. When it is finally man’s turn, it
is some turn! The “necessities” that we (may) ask for are (only) the C-rations
of the soldiers of Christ.324 This means that the fourth petition continues to be
God-centered. So does the fifth and sixth one. There is a constant need for
forgiveness. The soldiers of the cross do not always carry themselves as they
should. Finally, there is the equally constant recognition of the overpowering
temptations of the Evil One. The acknowledgment of the utter helplessness in
the face of these temptations precipitates the cry for deliverance! But this
helplessness does not signify hopelessness. Quite the contrary! God’s royal
omnipotence, ever present glory, and unbounded dominion guarantee a positive outcome of all the petitions.
That James’ readers failed to follow the pattern of this Model Prayer can
hardly be disputed. Frankly, the Church will invariably bog down in failure
until selfish lusts are replaced by “holy desires” (Manton, 342), allencompassing, selfish and damnable hedonism by God-centered, equally allembracive “Christian hedonism.”325 There is every reason for selfexamination to determine, whether the disposition of my heart, the direction
of my thinking, the content of my will, and the quality of my emotions, are
324

Somewhat tongue in cheek, but coupled with a good deal of seriousness, I have at times
suggested to audiences in the USA that they might want to skip the fourth petition. If God
were to honor this petition in an affluent country, such as the USA, he might end up having to
take a hefty percentage away. If this would evoke a (loud) protest, he would simply respond
to the petitioners that he complied with their request for their “daily” food. He gave them no
less, but neither would he give them any more. This is why reduced their income to(ward) the
level of “daily bread,” without lots of amenities. Compared to massive numbers of people
who live off $1 per day per person, this most likely would still leave them in the lap of luxury.
325
This term, of course, was coined by John Piper in his Desiring God (Portland, OR: Multnomah Press, 1986), which carries the undertitle of “Meditations of a Christian Hedonist.” His
thesis is that we glorify God by enjoying him. He glorifies God most who is most satisfied in
God. This is a precious biblical truth that admittedly has been underplayed historically. However, when we bring James into the equation, we must conclude that he presents the complementary truth that we equally (should) enjoy God by reflecting his (communicable) perfections. He enjoys God most who most mirrors God. Piper’s emphasis runs the risk of producing a pendulum swing, that could marginalize the message of James for the unsuspecting in
practice, even if not in principle. Hence the phrase “Christian hedonism” should be used with
caution and always in quotation marks.
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centered on God and therefore precious to him (Ps. 10:14; 19:14; John 12:14),
or whether I seek to promote my reputation, my empire, and my aspirations.
God-centered prayer is like a sailor who pulls the rope that already connects
his sailboat with the shore. He does not seek to pull the shore into the selfcentered boat, but the boat into the God-centered shore.
Prayer is human impotence that casts itself in radical surrender and total
self-abandonment upon divine omnipotence in order to mirror the sum total
of God’s communicable perfections, to reflect the fullness of God’s kingship,
and to emulate the total range of God’s will. By means of this kind of radical
self-abandonment (surprise, surprise!), God will raise the prayer warrior (Is.
62:1, 6-7) to unknown heights (Jam. 5:16b-18), and implement (a little)
heaven on earth (Mt. 7:7-11). Incidentally, even prayer for mercy in the case
of both sinners and saints should be God-centered, rather than self-centered.
It will be, if the heart’s cry of repentant sinners and saints are not only for the
blood and righteousness of Christ in both definitive justification and daily
forgiveness, but also for the holiness and Spirit of Christ in both definitive
sanctification and daily renewal (See Manton, 340)!
It must be noted that the lusts, in view in this passage, are not necessarily
the kind that result in (long) jail terms (Eph. 2:1-3). Any lust, however benign
it may seem, and however legitimate it may be in the eyes of the world, is
damnable. A self-serving life apart from the Lord Jesus Christ is, essentially,
a life of death (spiritual death) and lies under the wrath of God. After all, it is
the opposite of, and in lethal opposition to, a heart and a life that focus on
God, as well as his glory and enjoyment as the chief end of man. Once again,
every desire that does not have a place within the framework of seeking after
God (Ps. 63:1) is by definition devilish, and finds its motivation in the pit of
hell. There is never a neutral area!

(3) Evaluation of One’s Condition (4:4-5)
“Faithful are the wounds of a friend. But the kisses of an enemy are deceitful”
(Prov. 27:6). The present passage consists of the wounds of a friend. The
words of James 4:4 are stinging. Depending upon the manuscript of choice,
he calls the men and women to whom he writes “adulterers and adulteresses,”
or simply “adulteresses.” Indeed, a “shocking word” (Burdick, 193; Moo,
1985, 142, with reference to Is. 54:1-6; Jer. 2:2; 3:20; Mt. 12:39; 16:4). If the
version with the feminine vocative only, is original, our attention is focused
upon the prophetic OT portrayal of Israel as an unfaithful wife (Deut. 31:16;
Ps. 73:27; Is. 1:21; 50:1; 54:1-6; 57:3; Jer. 2:2; 3:7-10, 20; 13:27; Ezek.
16:23-26, 38; 23:45, Hos. 1-3, esp. 2:5-7; 3:1-5; 9:1) (Cargal, 159; Bosend,
109), and by implication upon the Church as adulterous (Mt. 12:39; 16:4; Mk.
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8:38) (Moo, 1985, 143). Because Christ is her bridegroom (2 Cor. 11:2; Eph.
5:22-25; Rev. 21:9), this is appropriate language. At any rate, in that case
“adulterers and adulteresses” is an emendation of the original text by a copyist to make crystal clear that no one can claim an exemption to James’ indictment! If, on the other hand, the double vocative is the correct reading, the
author himself makes this point directly. Ultimately, however, it does not
make a substantial difference in James’ argument which version is original.
The content applies to the Church “as a whole” (PDavids, 100, 104), to men
and women alike (Mitton, 152). They are an “adulterous people” (Moo, 1985,
143) with a radically and totally secular set of standards and values (Burdick,
193). Incidentally, what a contrast with the Church as a “chaste virgin,” the
grand objective of Paul’s ministry (2 Cor. 11:2), fully in the footsteps of
James (Calvin, 331)!
Undoubtedly, the terminology must be understood in a figurative sense.
James does not accuse his readers of literal, physical, adultery (Mt. 12:39;
16:4). Nevertheless, it points out the extreme seriousness of the situation! All
of them are guilty of spiritual adultery, or idolatry.
Adultery is a ground for divorce in the New Testament, in fact, the only
ground (Mt. 19:9). It replaces the death penalty of the Old Testament, which
is tantamount to divorce (Lev. 20:10). The implication is that the spiritual
adultery in view in this passage is a ground for the dissolution of the marriage
between God and his people (Ps. 73:27). In physical adultery, a husband or
wife prefers someone else to his or her spouse, and becomes a member of the
other person (1 Cor. 6:15). In spiritual adultery man prefers something or
someone else to God. There is nothing that provokes the anger of God more
than this sin ... which is essentially the sin against the First Commandment,
“You shall have no other gods before me.”
In the sin of idolatry, the sinner has a greater thirst and hunger for someone or something within God’s creation, than he has for God himself. The
passion of the heart is directed toward something or someone other than God.
This description, which places the emphasis upon the thirst of the heart, is
better than the usual textbook definition, in which idolatry is said “to place
one’s ultimate trust upon someone or something besides or instead of God.”
Not many people will (have to) admit that they explicitly place their ultimate trust upon someone or something instead of God. However, every
Christian will (have to) admit that his life is often riddled with idolatry, in
terms of the thirst of the heart. How often does not a Christian postpone his
time of prayer and his reading of Scripture? How often does not his heart
wander away from his Savior? How often does he not get more excited about
a sports event, such as a football game or a baseball game, than about the
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service of the Lord? How often does he not spend hours on his own projects
and interests, while the time spent with and for his God is minimal in comparison?
It is hardly surprising that James addresses the people of God as “adulterers and adulteresses.” It points to a universal sin in the Church of Christ.
Spiritual adultery or idolatry is alien to neither men nor women. Before long
both have a thirst at various times and places for the things of this world, “its
pleasures and profits” (Manton, 341) that is much greater ... much deeper ...
much more intense than their thirst for God ... his kingdom ... his righteousness. According to James, this trait is the tragedy of the Church. And who
dares to dispute the correctness of this observation, either for James’ time, or
for our own time? If the proper, biblical, self-knowledge is absent, a simple
reminder may be of assistance: James’ words are inspired by the Holy Spirit!
This should set the search for biblical self-knowledge in motion! Let it be underscored. James’ message loses its force--its compelling and incisive force--,
when one endeavors to explain away that James’ message is addressed to everyone without exception, and does not discriminate in terms of race, color or
religion!
In summary, it is the presence of indwelling sin and its outcroppings that
justifies James’ decision to address his hearers as “adulterers and adulteresses.” James seems to say, “It should not surprise anyone that I address you
as such, since it is clear that you have not killed all the deeds of the body, all
the products of indwelling sin, or all the works of the flesh, through the Spirit
of God (Rom. 8:13). After all, indwelling sin has erupted time and time
again!” In short, whenever indwelling sin strikes, lust conceives, an actual sin
is produced and an act of spiritual adultery is committed. This presents every
Christian with the middle name of adulterer or adulteress, John A., or Jane A.
Believer! If James means anything, no Christian can object to having his of
her name pronounced in full, including the common “middle name.” However, in any company that is unaware of the context of James, it may be the
better part of wisdom to confine oneself to the middle initial, to prevent a
mistaken conclusion!326
All this is fully in line with 1 John, specifically 1 John 1:8. No wonder
that this Epistle concludes with the exhortation, “Guard yourself against
idolatry” (1 John 5:21). John either has some parchment left for filler material
(tongue-in-cheek), or pens this down as a “belated” afterthought (inferior
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I remember vividly how following a message on this subject and to this effect a tall, broad
shouldered, brother came up to me in the narthex, gave me a bear hug, and said, John A. (let’s
say “Johnson”) to Henry A. Krabbendam: Warm Greetings in Christ. He both understood and
embraced James’ assessment. I pray that he is not a rare breed in the Church!
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idea), or presents it as the capstone and summary of the whole argument of
his Epistle. Of course, the latter is the case! If anyone still wonders for what
reason John would conclude his letter in this way, James comes to the rescue
and supplies the full answer. Better yet, John builds on him, and, with deference to his predecessor in literary output, does not think that he has any additional, detailed explaining to do! James states his case with unmistakable
clarity. John simply underscores it.
Fully commensurate with the weight of the introductory vocative, James
continues to define spiritual adultery as friendship with the world and enmity
with God, and does so at the top of his voice. Don’t you know (apparently
they do!), by reflection (oida) rather than observation in this context, that
“sharing all things” (Brosend, 109), common concerns, common interests and
common objectives, with the world is incompatible with sharing all things,
common concerns, common interests, and common objectives, with God? To
be wrapped up in the world’s camp and clutches with its envy, selfish ambition, earthbound, beastly, demonic “wisdom,” self-indulgent pleasures, lustful
desires, battles, wars, murders, is to bristle with hostility toward God! In fact,
to set one’s heart, mind, will and emotions upon the world, and to take a deliberate stand to pursue it (boulomai), is to come out of the closet against
God, and to make a deliberate choice to be his enemy (kathistamai) (Zodhiates, II, 236, 243; Tasker, 90).327 The grievous gravity of the situation can
hardly be described in a more sobering, if not heart-breaking, fashion.
“Friendship with the world” is quite a charge! So is “enmity with God.”
Friends are by definition “soul mates,” or possibly even more telling, constitute “one soul.” It involves “‘sharing all things’ in a unity both spiritual and
physical” (Johnson, 279). James adds that such “intimacy” with the world by
definition spells “enmity with God” (Compare Rom. 8:7). Once again, there
is no gray area (Mt. 6:24). James underscores this, as he repeats that choosing
to be a friend with the world is to be an enemy of God! The notion of deliberate choice indicates that this is not just a matter of “simply being agreeable to
the general culture” (Johnson, 279), but rather “a more fundamental compromise” (Johnson, 279) “with the values of human society as against those of
God” (Laws, 174).328
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Zodhiates, II, 236 presents a telling illustration in this context. While the Spanish set out to
conquer Latin America for gold, the Puritans sought to conquer North America for God!
328
Both the Platonic Alexandrian and the Aristotelian Antiochian view of the Person of
Christ should be seen in this light. If the worldly wisdom of either Plato or Aristotle had prevailed, “Chalcedon” could not have occurred, and the Church would have lost the Person of
Christ. This goes to show how easy it is for unsuspecting scholars to swallow “enmity with
God” into their theoretical work and system, without being aware of it.
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It seems that “the expression ‘enemy of God’ is extremely harsh” (Johnson, 280). However, although “terrifying” (Kistemaker, 135), it is not too
“harsh,” once it is recognized that friendship with the world is not a just a
matter of external conduct traditionally exemplified in a longer or shorter
number of identified taboos, but first of all a surrender to all that the world
aspires to and stands for, elsewhere described as the “lust of the flesh, the lust
of the eyes and the pride of life” (1 John 2:16). Starting with rebellion on the
inside against God (in the flesh), it links up in addiction with a society without God (through the eyes), and builds its own empire in self-gratification at
God’s expense (in pride). This is enmity! He who determines to be a friend of
the world becomes an enemy of God, “not because God hates him, but because he hates God” (Adamson, 170). This is, indeed, the heart of the issue. It
is also a sobering bombshell of a diagnosis that should “frighten” the addressees into a dramatic “turn around,” away from the world, straight in the arms
of God. This, of course, goes hand in hand with the embrace of the neighbor,
the cessation of hostilities and a culture of peace!
The term “world” can have several meanings in Scripture. It may mean
the mass of lost humanity (John 3:16). In this context it means the society of
man, “that does not take God’s existence, and therefore God’s claims into account” (Luke Johnson, quoted in Brosend, 114). Hence it organizes itself
against or apart from God as “an alternative system of meaning constantly
seeking to influence the believer and turn him or her away from God.”
Friendship with the world, then, “means to affirm the values, choices, priorities of a meaning system that grounds meaning in material possessions, status
and regard.” Friendship with God, on the other hand, is “to affirm the values,
choices and priorities of a meaning system that grounds meaning in the
promise of the one who gives every good gift and is both ‘lawgiver’ and
‘judge (Jam. 4:11-12)’” (Brosend, 115). It is quite apparent that the society,
which is organized against God, is something to be shunned. No Christian
applauds the world’s hatred and persecution of Christ’s disciples (John 15:1819). Every Christian realizes that the world does not understand the deepest
motivation of God’s people, with regard to sacrificial service to the Savior (1
John 3:1).
However, it does not seem so apparent that society, as it is organized
apart from God, must be shunned. However, the Bible repeatedly warns
God’s people not to love the world (1 John 2:15-17), and not to let themselves be structured by the world (Rom. 12:2), whether it operates against or
apart from God. The contrast between God and the world is radical and total
(1 Cor. 7:31-33; 1 Pet. 4:2ff). The antithesis trumps even God’s “common
goodness,” in which he lavishes all kinds of gifts upon mankind, crystallized
in the two categories of “sunshine” and “rain” (Mt. 5:45). “Nothing less than
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a complete repudiation of the ‘world’ will do. There is no halfway, no place
for a ‘double minded’ mixing of fundamental orientations in life. We must
choose, and we must know it” (Brosend, 116).
This implies, first of all, that the affections of the heart should not be set
upon the things of this world (Eph. 2:2; 2 Tim. 4:10; Heb. 11:13-16). God’s
people are pilgrims on this earth. They seek a city of which God is the architect and builder. They set their affection on the things in heaven (Col. 3:2).
Therefore, to enjoy the things of the world apart from God constitutes an “intimacy” that is tantamount to adultery. It may appear harmless. It may even
seem legitimate, but the heart is idolatrous. See the warning of both 1 Corinthians 7:31, and 1 John 5:21.
When God is out of the picture, the world is always self-centered. On the
other hand, the Christian should always be God-centered. One might think
that certain activities or undertakings are perfectly acceptable. However, they
are not, if they are done without reference to God or apart from God. Such
activities might include taking a sunbath, being immersed in your work, focusing your attention on your home, monitoring the progress of your children,
etc. None of these activities are sinful in themselves. Some of them may even
be commanded. But if they are done without reference to God, one can be
sure that they are not sanctified. Candidly, they are fruitless like a rock, brutal
like a beast, poisonous like the demons, constitute “death in spite of the appearance of life” (Rev. 3:1), and consequently stand under the condemnation
of the Lord (Mt. 24:38-39). They may become sanctified, all right, but only
through the Word and prayer (1 Tim. 4:5). If enterprises that are acceptable in
themselves are already under God’s wrath if done apart from God, this will
apply doubly to activities, which are unacceptable in themselves (Eph. 2:1-3).
In short, only what is “from God, through God and unto God” meets God’s
standard and reflects his glory (Rom. 11:36). Everything else will burn up in
the Judgment and be consigned to the garbage dump and trash heap of eternity.
Secondly, this implies that the world is not allowed to mold God’s people according to its pattern. When the thirst of the heart is set upon the Lord
and his kingdom, this will become the motivating and molding power behind
the Christian’s life-style in general, along with his thoughts, words, and actions in particular. It is here that the world and God’s kingdom (ought to)
clash. Just think of the struggle between Christianity and socialistic communism. The latter has declared total war against the Lord and his anointed (Ps.
2:2-3). It is unalterably opposed to the motivations and the activities of the
Christian, and endeavors to mold society according to its own ideology. The
result is that Christians either fall in line, conform, or they must die!
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In Romans 12:2 Paul forbids the conformity with the world. He tells us
to think through all the aspects of the great battle that is waged in this world,
and to gain a clear insight into these aspects. As the mind is transformed, by
becoming increasingly aware of the destructive influence of the world, and by
ripening in its understanding of the beauty of the law of God, it will demonstrate--by a life of practical holiness, in which the molding influence of the
world is unceasingly fought--how perfectly beneficial the will of God is.
As an example of the molding influence of the world, one may refer to
the Public School system which, as A. A. Hodge reportedly predicted in the
Nineteenth Century, has become the greatest tool for the promotion of atheism that our country has ever known. Against the sinister background of the
attempt to mold a country through a public school system, the necessity of
Godly Home Schooling, if feasible, and otherwise Christian Schools, becomes quite clear. To be on the defensive is not sufficient. God’s people must
take the initiative and go on the offensive! Total life should be under the directing and controlling power of God. It hardly needs to be stressed that if the
more subtle attacks of Satan ought to be withstood surely the open and blatant
transgressions against the law of God, such as divorce and abortion-ondemand, ought to be denounced with double force.
Finally, it is more than implied in James’ statements that there is no
neutral area. If the heart is comfortable in the world, if it is on “friendly”
terms with the world, it is in a state of war with God. The friendship of the
world is, by definition, enmity with God (See also Prov. 23:4; 28:20; 2 Tim.
3:4). Note how carefully James concludes his warning. He does not address
his hearers with regard to the spiritual adulteries they have been (or are)
committing, but with regard to the state of their hearts. If the determined bent
of their (unregenerate) will (boulomai) is to be friends of the world (Manton,
342, with reference to 1 Tim. 6:9; Prov. 23:4; Acts 11:23), there is no other
conclusion possible than that they are enemies of God. This is to say, they
hate God, whether actively or passively (Manton, 343). In this scenario the
only hope they have is that God will not reciprocate (Mal. 1:3). After all, if
they do not hate their idolatries, they have no right to call themselves “saved”
from the wrath to come! It is a sobering thought that “friendship” can be
identified as an estranging and deadening “enmity” (Manton, 345).
Even if all Christians are en route to perfection, James does not require
the presence of a perfect life as the only ground on which friendship with God
is possible. No one is perfect this side of death or the return of Christ! After
all, he already identified all his readers as “spiritual adulterers and adulteresses.” No, it is the state of their hearts that is the determining factor. Every
Christian must be able to say, “But God forbid that I should glory, except in
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the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me,
and I unto the world” (Gal. 6:14). This is to say, “human society, as it is organized against God or apart from God, has lost its attractiveness to me and I
have lost my attractiveness to it ... the un-Godly world is alien to me, and I
am alien to it. In fact, I hate what it stands for, and it hates me” (See also John
15:18-21 and 1 John 2:15-17). Of course, this must be evidenced by constantly and tirelessly seeking to purge out any and all “worldly leaven.”329
In sum, one commentator put it well, when he stated, “The bane and
blindness of liberal Christianity includes the assumption that there should be
a warm joining of hands between (the prevailing) culture and Christianity.
But the Bible often compels us to stand for values radically at odds with those
of our culture. To suppose otherwise is to misunderstand Scripture at the most
basic level. As James says, ‘friendship with the world is hatred toward God’”
(Nystrom, 241).
It is evident that James is serious, when he characterizes his readers as
spiritual adulterers. This becomes very clear when he undergirds this with a
reference to Scripture, “Or do you suppose that the Scripture speaks in vain”
(i.e., without meaning, to no purpose, or to no effect; see also 2 Cor. 6:1)?”
However, this reference is not without its difficulty. Does he appeal to Scripture as a whole? Does he have in mind the general sense of Scripture, its
thoughts rather than its words (Manton, 347, with reference to 1 Cor. 14:34;
Eph. 4:15)? These questions are inevitable, when, as is customary, James
4:5b is taken to be the content of the author’s reference. After all, James 4:5b
is neither a quotation from a known OT passage, nor an allusion to such passage (other than possibly Gen. 8:21; Manton, 347)! However, in order to settle this, we must first establish the meaning of James 4:5b.
The present Commentary opts for the following translation. “The spirit
that he (i.e., God) caused to dwell in us, lusts to envy” (envies intensely, NIV;
craves enviously, Johnson, 281). Here the subject is the human spirit, as it is
encumbered by the presence of indwelling sin, and infested with corruption
(Mitton, 155; Maier, 80, with reference to Gen. 6:3,5; 8:21, Ps. 14:3; Jer.
16:12; Rom. 3:1ff and Gal. 5:17). Two commentators put it in the form of a
question. But since it is to be construed as a rebuke, with an implied negative
answer, it conveys the same thought. “Does the spirit that he made to dwell in
us crave enviously?” (Johnson, 280-281). And, “Is this the way the human
spirit’s longing is directed, to envy” (Laws, 175)? (More about the relative
merit of either the statement or question form of the translation below!)
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Chalcedon succeeded in doing this in connection with the Person of Christ. See Footnote
297.
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However, two alternative translations have been proposed, and must be
viewed as a possibility. The first alternative appears to state God’s attitude
toward the human spirit after rebirth. “He jealously yearns over the spirit that
he made to dwell in us” (Tasker, 91). Any kind of alienation from God
evokes his jealousy! No wonder that his abundant grace is always available
(Jam. 4:6). The second alternative turns it into a statement about the Holy
Spirit. “The Spirit, which God has made to dwell in us jealously yearns for
our devotion” (Grünzweig, 131; Phillips, 138, with reference to Rom. 8:3-15;
Gal. 5:17).
Of course, it might have been quite simple to choose from these three
options, which are all grammatically possible, if we had been able to pinpoint
a Scripture passage that “obviously” would have been the source of James’
reference. But, as has already been stated, this constitutes one of the major
problems of this text.
Some hold that this “quotation” is no more than an allusion to a general
Scriptural principle, as in John 7:37. In that case it could fit with all three
possible translations. However, the formula, “Scripture says,” invariably introduces a direct quotation. Although there are instances, in which Scripture
is quoted in a general sense (1 Cor. 14:21, 34; Eph. 5:14), it is less than likely
that this is the case here.
Others hold that it is a reference to Genesis 2:7, where God implants the
spirit in man (James also refers to this spirit in 2:26!). This would favor the
translation chosen in this Commentary.
A third group of commentators points to various passages that display
God’s jealousy on behalf of his people (Ex. 20:5; 34:14; Deut. 4:24; Josh.
24:19; Is. 26:11; Ezek. 16:42; Zech. 1:12; 8:12). This could tip the scale in
favor of the first as well as the second alternative. Both God and the Holy
Spirit jealously seek to establish practical godliness (See Tasker, 105-106).
A fourth possibility is that the quotation is from a lost book, similar to
Jude 14. This again could support all three options. The problem here is that
in that case an extra-biblical book would have been called “Scripture.” However, there is simply no evidence for such practice (See also Moo, 1985, 144).
The second alternative has by and large been rejected, since a reference
to the Holy Spirit is highly unlikely in this context. The Spirit is not mentioned at all in James’ Epistle (So also Cheung, 219).
In the first alternative God is portrayed as a husband. It is easy to see
how his jealousy could be aroused by the unfaithfulness of his bride. He will
not tolerate idolatry on the part of the spirit that he made to dwell in man for
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worship and obedience (Ropes, 263; Dibelius, 223-224; PDavids, 164;
Tasker, 91). It would be a fitting conclusion of 4:1-5, and just as fitting a
transition to 4:6-10. His jealousy proves to be a jealousy of love, rather than
anger. After all, he promises “more than enough grace” to remedy the situation, and to turn defeat into victory!
However, apart from the fact that the word “God” is all too conspicuous
in its absence from the sentence (Brosend, 109), there is such a convincing
lexicographical argument against this alternative that it should be removed
from consideration. In the phrase, “lusts to envy,” or “craves enviously,” the
verb (epipothein) is a neutral term. This can be used either negatively or
positively (even if it is mostly used in a positive sense). However, apart from
Deuteronomy 32:11 it is never used of God either in the OT or in the NT. It
invariably applies to human longing only (Cheung, 219; Brosend, 109). This
serves to favor the translation proposed in this Commentary. Furthermore, the
noun (phtonos) has invariably a strongly negative connotation. “Phtonos is
always a vice; it cannot be used positively” (Johnson, 281). It "is always used
of a base human or devilish emotion" (Laws, 177). It is part of several “catalogues of vices,” and “describes life associated with the unredeemed world”
(Kistemaker, 137). It is indicative of an all-overriding “selfishness mixed
with malevolence,” as illustrated by the relationship of Cain to his brother
Abel and of Jacob’s sons to their brother Joseph (Zodhiates, II, 248).
The various occurrences of phtonos in the NT fully supports these conclusions (Mt. 27:18; Mk. 15:10; Rom. 1:29; Gal. 5:29; Phil. 1:15; 1 Tim. 6:4;
Tit. 3:3; Jam. 4:5; 1 Pet. 2:1). Contrary to the opinion of some commentators
(Martin, 150; Moo, 1985, 145-146), therefore, even the mostly positive usage
of a (laudable) epipothein in the NT context, and God’s (good) jealousy for
his people in the OT and NT context, both of which in theory could favor the
first alternative, cannot and does not override this unmistakable fact. In short,
James can hardly be expected to write about a positive emotion "in language"
(phtonos) that would be "unprecedented and unsuitable in this context"
(Laws, 178; see also Cheung, 220).
This appears to clinch the translation, chosen in this Commentary, and
make it a virtual necessity, whether it is put in the form of an indicative or in
the form of a question.330 God is portrayed as the Creator. It is therefore easy
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Brosend, 110, conjectures that the translation of James 4:4 reflects one’s anthropology (the
human spirit craves enviously) and theology (God yearns earnestly) as much as it is derived
from the clues in the Greek text. I question this. Although the analogy of faith (one’s systematic theology) must check the interpretation of every text as a guide and guard so that it does
not go off the deep end, it may never dictate its interpretation. Of course, when one’s systematic theology and the interpretation of a text collide, an adjustment must be made either way.
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to see how God as the owner of man’s spirit, can insist that the friendship of
the world is not merely an anomaly, but extremely serious business. After all,
he created the spirit. But what is this spirit doing? In its subservience to indwelling sin it hankers after the world! So the proposed translation would
make James 4:5 a fitting capstone of James 4:1-5. It would summarize James
4:1-4 and once more drive home the pervasive presence and power of indwelling sin. At the same time it would function as the backdrop for James
4:6, “But (in contrast) ... God gives more grace.” That is, indwelling sin is not
so strong that its influence cannot be overcome by the awesome overtures of
divine grace. God’s abundant supply, already introduced in James 1:5 and
1:17, appears more than able to hold its own in countering the prevailing evil.
This is, as we saw, also Paul’s conclusion when he pits the in-indwelling
Spirit against indwelling sin (Rom. 8:9). When the Christian faces indwelling
sin, it is no contest (Rom. 7:18). But when indwelling sin faces the Christian
plus the Spirit, it is once again “no contest” (Rom. 8:2). No wonder that Paul
concludes that no one without the Spirit could possibly be a Christian. He
would perennially be chained by the enemy within, succumb to its poison,
and drown in its sewage.
At any rate, so much for the view that the translation favored in this
Commentary does not fit into the “trajectory of James’ argument” (Nystrom,
227-228). It could not be a more perfect fit! But what about the author’s reference to Scripture in James 4:5a and the form of the translation of James
4:5b? It seems best to take the reference to Scripture as a rhetorical question
at first, to be specified later in James 4:6b, after James 4:5b-6a lays the foundation for it. The translation, then, goes as follows. “Or do you suppose that
Scripture speaks in vain? The spirit that he made to dwell in us, lusts to envy
(or: craves enviously)! But He gives more grace (or: But even greater is the
grace he gives)! Therefore it says: ‘God opposes the proud, but gives grace to
the humble.’” This allows for a pointed paraphrase of James’ words. “Does
the Scripture mean nothing? For one thing, the human spirit that God created
in us craves enviously. For another, he gives more than enough grace to offset
this. Therefore Scripture says: God opposes the arrogant, and gives grace to
the humble” (See also Brosend, 111). Arrogance, as I explain further below,
is the last thing the Christian needs with indwelling sin lurking to strike. It is
the sure fire recipe for spiritual “suicide.” By the same token, humility, as the
prescribed avenue to the destination of divine grace, is the only way to escape
its sinister onslaught (Jam. 4:7-10, esp. 10).
Incidentally, if James 4:5b-6a are also part of the rhetorical question, it
would require this paraphrase, “Does Scripture mean nothing in the light of
the two facts that the human spirit that God created is racked with envy, and
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that God gives more than sufficient grace to offset this? Therefore Scripture
says, ‘God opposes the proud and gives grace to the humble.” Whether in the
case of James 4:5b (and 6a) one opts for a statement or a question, the meaning remains the same. Nevertheless, it has been observed that the Greek in
James 4:5b is somewhat awkward, if it is to be taken as part of the question
that implies a negative answer (Johnson, 282). Therefore, to construe it as a
statement is preferable.
All in all, the Scripture introduced by the author in James 3:5 is not an
allusive reference to a general biblical theme (So Moo, 1985, 144), but consists of the OT text quoted in James 3:6! As the next section shows, this text
is Proverbs 3:34, quoted in 1 Peter 5:5 as well. Pride is universally condemned in Scripture in its essence as well as practice (Prov. 6:17; 13:10;
16:5, 18). It shares with sin its middle letter, “I.” The damage, that “I”centeredness or self-centeredness does, can only be undone by self-denial,
displayed in servanthood (Lk. 22:24-27) and rooted in humility. The latter is
of precious, all-important, value in the Kingdom of God. It is the characteristic of the human spirit that qualifies as the residence of God (Is. 66:2).
The present section, as one commentator aptly observed, clearly indicates “the need of a deep penetrative work of transformation to be wrought
upon the individual heart (Motyer, 146). This, then, is the subject matter of
the next section!

b. God-centeredness (4:6-10)
(6) But he gives more (abundant) grace. This is why it says,
“God opposes the proud, but he gives grace to the humble.” (7)
So submit to God, and resist the devil, and he will flee from you.
(8) Draw near to God, and he will draw near to you. Cleanse
your hands, you sinners, and purify your hearts, you doubleminded. (9) Put your wretchedness into a practice, and mourn
and weep. Your laughter should turn into mourning, and your
joy to gloom. (10) Be humbled before the Lord and he will exalt
you.

(1) Encouragement to God-centeredness (4:6)
Regardless the precise interpretation of James 4:5b, in the present verse the
author turns to the grace of God as the encouragement to God-centeredness.
He makes it abundantly clear that God has made ample provision for man to
terminate the friendship with the world and control the power of the indwelling sin that promotes this friendship, inclusive of the earlier enumerated
catalog of sins that flow forth from it, from envy to murder. This provision is
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bountiful, and an extension of the liberality of God stated in James 1:5.
“Where sin abounds grace abounds much more” (Rom 5:20). To be sure, this
verse applies to the propitiation of sin in justification. But the principle, as
James indicates, also applies to the conquest of sin in sanctification, “God
gives more abundant grace.” Here we encounter the secret of spiritual virtue:
100% God (See Phillips, 134).331 Indwelling sin simply does not need to
erupt! He emphasizes a truth that is stressed throughout the Bible. Although it
is true that man, inclusive of regenerate man, when left to his own initiative
and devices, is unable to be pleasing to God (Rom. 8:7; John 15:5), there is
more than enough grace to enable man to do what he cannot do himself. Just
as the love of God in Christ is enough to receive even the vilest sinner to
Himself (John 3:16), so also is the grace of God in Christ sufficient to make
the child of God victorious over sin. The teaching of Romans 7, which precludes perfectionism, goes hand-in-hand with the teaching of Romans 8,
which precludes defeatism. By all means, remember that God makes all the
power of the Savior (Phil. 3:14), and all the power of the Spirit (Rom. 8:13)
available in the war against sin. God’s “resources are never at an end, his patience is never exhausted, his initiative never stops, his generosity knows no
limit: he gives more grace” (Motyer, 150).
This does not only constitute a heartwarming encouragement to God’s
people. It also evokes the grateful adoration of God’s people. God’s grace is
more abundant and more powerful than any enemy that may lurk on the inside or on the outside. Here the author picks up on the theme of James 1:5
and enlarges on it in an awesome way. In his generosity God actually gives
us, impotent as we are, his abundant, unmerited, and undeserved grace without any reservation or any strings! In fact, his generosity is accentuated by the
fact that he provides us with abundant grace in spite of the fact that we merit
and deserve its opposite. The conclusion, therefore, is fully justified that any
and all spiritual poverty as well as lack of effectiveness must be blamed on
man himself and on man only. The abundance of grace leaves him without
any excuse. All rationalizations to explain shortfalls or stumblings are just
that, rationalizations. And all rationalizations are lame excuses, better to be
acknowledged as such!
But James goes even deeper. Spiritual poverty and barrenness is in the
final analysis rooted in the pride of man. Man is faced with his basic condition of spiritual adultery. This is the result of pride, as will be shown below.
But too often, continuing in this pride, he ignores the seriousness of his
problem, and refuses to acknowledge the need of his total and utter depend331

This is eventually to be followed by the tenfold secret of spiritual victory: 100% man in
the summons to submit, resist, draw near, cleanse, purify, lament, grieve, mourn, and weep)!
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ence upon the grace of God in the area of sanctification. He rebels at what he
may regard as “unmanly,” and decides to carve out his own future. No wonder that he miserably fails! He does not take the power of indwelling sin seriously. He does not only need the Gospel of justification, but also the Gospel
of sanctification. These two aspects of the Gospel are not identical. That
would confuse justification and sanctification. But they are both Gospel in the
full sense of the word. While they must be distinguished, they neither may
nor can be separated (1 Cor. 1:30).
Pride is the root-sin of paradise. Man’s rebellion originates in Adam’s
determination to be Number 1. As such Adam, and in Adam all of mankind,
was Pride Personified. Now James tells us, based on the OT and in harmony
with the NT, that God resists the proud person (1 Chron. 26:16; Ps. 18:27;
138:6; Prov. 15:25; 16:5, 9; 29:23; Ezek. 28:6; Dan. 5:22; Zeph. 2:15; Hab.
1:6; 2:5; Lk. 1:51-52; 14:8-9; Acts 12:20-25; 1 Cor. 8:2; 2 Cor. 12:5-9; 1
Tim. 3:5; 6:17; 1 John 2:16). Historically he has cast down Gentiles, such as
Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar, Haman, as well as Israelites, such as Miriam
(Num. 12:1ff), Uzziah (2 Chron. 26:16ff), Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:8), and
even ... Peter (Mt. 26:33-35, 69-75).
Just as Peter in 1 Peter 5:5, James quotes Proverbs 3:34 to make his
point. It is interesting to note that the context of Proverbs 3:34 has a number
of features that are “echoed” throughout James. This may indicate that James
had more than a single verse in mind in his quotation. It also may go a long
way to explain the depth of his rhetorical question in James 4:5a, “Does
Scripture mean nothing” (Johnson, 283)?
At any rate God’s opposition does not only apply to the unregenerate,
who are still in full rebellion, but also to the regenerate who entertain sinful
desires, ungodly pleasures, corrupt envy, selfish ambition, callous strife, and
destructive battles, not realizing, or willing to realize, that only total dependence upon God can set them free. God’s face is like flint against the inveterate human pride evidenced in both these settings! However, he also states that
God gives his grace to those who are humble (Job 22:27).
If they are unregenerate, they are humbled by coming to grips with the
pride of their rebellion. If they are regenerate, they are humbled, first by acknowledging the hellish character of their desires, the animal nature of their
pleasures, the rotten stench of their envy, the destructive implications of their
strife and the demonic arrogance of their warfare, and subsequently by recognizing that their pride keeps them from being overcomers. In this twofold
scenario, both the unregenerate and the regenerate end up breaking before
God!
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The most expressive of terms cannot describe their recognition, with
Isaiah, that face to face with the thrice Holy God they are not just basket
cases, but casket cases, “disintegrating” like a corpse (Is. 6:5)! Once humbled, they acknowledge in an experiential fashion their total impotence. They
recognize that due to their indwelling sin the victory must come from above.
They know that God’s strength is displayed only in their weakness (2 Chron.
7:14; 34:27; Job 9:20; 22:29; Mt. 8:8; 15:26-27; Mk. 7:27-28; Lk. 3:16; 7:68; John 13:1-5; 2 Cor. 1:9; 12:9). From this perspective, their weakness becomes their joy and glory, since it magnifies God’s strength!332 If all strength
must come from above, and dependence upon this strength glorifies God, it is
hardly surprising that James immediately counsels his readers to turn to God,
with all that this entails, both as an inescapable necessity and an act of worship (See Acts 13:2).

(2) Essence of God-centeredness (4:7-8a)
In James 4:7-10 the author informs us that the turn to God is the essence of
God-centeredness. To that end he presents us with his “ten commands” (Burdick, 194) or more vividly yet, with his “ten commandments” (Zodhiates, II,
259). The Greek tense (aorist) in each of them implies a once-an-for-all
commitment without a wistful looking back over one’s shoulder in the footsteps of Lot’s wife, let alone a defiant turning back (Moo, 1985, 147). In fact,
it forcefully demands immediate positive action (Burdick, 194). In James 4:78 we encounter the first three commands, of unreserved submission to God as
the grand objective, resistance to the devil as its flipside, and drawing near to
God as its corollary. Then, in James 4:8b we are presented with the next two
commands, the prerequisites of cleansing the hands (what we do), and purifying the heart (what we are) (See Phillips, 140, with reference to Prov. 4:23).
Subsequently, in James 4:9a the author issues three accompanying injunctions, of grieving, mourning and wailing. Finally, in James 9b-10 he concludes with a twofold summons to his audience. They must replace frivolous
laughter and superfluous joy with sorrow and gloom, and humble themselves
before God. By piling up the imperatives and having his words tumble over
each other, James could hardly have expressed himself more impressively.
The essence of God-centeredness is submission to God (See Rom. 13:15; 1 Cor. 14:34; 16:16; Col. 3:18; Eph. 5:22; Tit. 2:5, 9; 1 Pet. 2:13, 18; 3:1;
5:5 for the use of this concept). It is the logical conclusion of the truth, quoted
in Proverbs 3:34 (Burdick, 194). While the command to submit is given in the
plural, and is therefore collective in nature, obedience to the command is in332

This, of course, is poles apart from the notion that sin should be encouraged in order to
display the glory of grace (Rom. 3:8; 6:1). This notion is pernicious.
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dividual and personal (Zodhiates, II, 259-260). Submission represents “a voluntary act of placing oneself under the authority of someone else to show him
respect and obedience” (Kistemaker, 139). Since God is the Creator and man
is a creature, he owes his total allegiance and humble worship to the Almighty (Dan. 4:34). When the Lord entered into a covenant with Abraham
(Gen. 17:1-14), the very fact that God is God, necessitated Abraham to walk
before Him in perfection (Gen. 17:1). Since God is the Lawgiver, man must
listen to the Divine will and obey it, cheerfully and willingly. Since God is a
Father to his children and seeks their good (Rom. 8:28), they must also submit to His providential dealings with them, including chastisements (1 Cor.
11:32; Heb. 12:5-14), and trials (Rom. 5:3-5; Heb. 10:32-34; Jam. 1:2). In
short, for us to submit to God is “sincerely, freely, faithfully” (Manton, 358)
and cheerfully “to place ourselves under his Lordship” with all that this implies (Moo, 1985, 192). In doing so the believer enters as a soldier into cosmic warfare on God’s side in every sphere and structure of life, regardless the
cost.
The rebel does not want the “good” the Lord has in view (Rom. 8:28).
According to Romans 8:29, this “good” consists of conformity to the image
of the Lord Jesus Christ and is nothing else than holiness of life. The child of
God, who has received a new heart in his rebirth, and consequently possesses
a thirst for holiness, experiences the pain of chastisement, but will nevertheless rejoice. He knows only of “one circumstance,” and that circumstance is
God who loves him. He desires only one goal, that is, to be pleasing to his
God. Once again, the costs are completely unimportant.
The wrath of God drives man to total submission. The mercy of God
draws man to total submission. Therefore, it is essential that men acknowledge the standard of the Law of God, confess their sins, agree that the penalty
of eternal death is deserved, confess that the salvation of wretches like them,
is totally in the hands of God, and turn to Jesus Christ, the crucified and risen
Savior, as the only way to forgiveness and peace with God, as well as the way
to holiness and fellowship with God.333
One commentator holds that James aims at the conversion of his readers.
However, this may be a fundamental misunderstanding of both the text and
its context. James does not write an evangelistic treatise to unbelievers who
are in need of regeneration or justification. He writes an edificational letter to
believers who are in need of Gospel holiness! As is shown below, this is
analogous to Jesus’ Letter to the Laodiceans (Rev. 3:14-22). Of course, if in
the process the Spirit of God would do his regenerating work, it would be an
333

For the necessity of submission, see also Job 4:9; Ps. 80:16; Ezek. 22:14; Rom. 14:11; 1
Cor. 10:22; 1 Pet. 5:6.
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additional benefit. In fact, heart-rending recognition of self-deception (Jam.
1:26) in any one of the areas mentioned by James in his Epistle could easily
result in rebirth. It would not be the first time that wretched, would-be, saints
would come to the eye-opening acknowledgment that they are still wretched
sinners in dire need of a Savior! Still, while gladly acknowledged as an awesome bonus, this is not the main focus of James.
It stands to reason that submission to God goes hand-in-hand with resistance against and victory over Satan in his grim onslaught (Mt. 4:1-11; 2 Cor.
12:7; 1 Pet. 5:9), pervasive presence (1 Chron. 21:1; John 13:2; Acts 5:3;
Eph. 2:2), lurking strategy (Lk. 4:13), devious methods (Eph. 6:11), cunning
devices (2 Cor. 2:11), and subtle snares (2 Tim. 2:26) (See also Manton, 360365). He indefatigably and doggedly is after us to cater to self, whether in
terms of self-expression, self-assertion, self-promotion, self-gratification,
self-indulgence, etc. (See Tasker, 93). It is impossible to serve two masters.
Prior to the death, resurrection, and ascension of the Lord Jesus Christ, Satan
had the legal authority over mankind. As such, he had access to heaven (Job
1:1-2:10, Zech. 3:1-10). As such, he also displayed his ownership (Mt. 4:3-9).
On the cross, however, Satan was decisively defeated (Col. 2:14-15). As a result of that, he was thrown out of heaven (Rev. 12:7-9), and bound for a thousand years (Rev. 20:1-3). Please, note that this binding is only a partial one.
He is not allowed to unite his allies in the battle against the Kingdom of
God.334 This binding started immediately after the victory of the crucified and
risen Christ, and was openly attested to by His glorious ascension. Nevertheless this binding does not turn him into a “paper tiger” (1 Pet. 5:8). The
Christian must learn to walk a fine line. Satan is quite powerful, even if he is
in principle defeated. At the same time he can be resisted in the power of faith
(1 John 5:18; Eph. 6:16; 1 Pet. 5:8), and forced to flee, even if he renews his
attacks again and again. Both (complementary) truths must be constantly kept
in mind and direct the Christian’s behavior vis-à-vis the Enemy. 335
This state of affairs will last until all God’s elect have been gathered.
Then Satan will be released and under the command of the Man of Lawlessness, the Son of Perdition, gather all his allies together for the final battle

334

This, of course, represents an interpretation of Revelation 20:1ff that is argued by what is
commonly designated as “Amillennialism.” To me this interpretation fits the clues of both the
text and the context, of Revelation and Scripture in general, best, and is therefore also most
conducive to explain Church history. Regrettably this is not the place to argue all this extensively.
335
In some segments of the Church it is customary to “bind” Satan. This is not the terminology that Scripture uses. Satan is bound (See also Mk 3:27). Christians, therefore, do not need
to bind him again and again. They now (must) resist him!
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against God’s church (2 Thess. 2:1ff; Rev. 20:7-9).336 This is the prelude for
the glorious return of Christ (2 Thess. 2:8; Rev. 20:9). In the meantime, however, Satan, knowing that he has only a little time left, wages relentless war
against God’s people (1 Pet. 5:8; Rev. 12:12). He will never give up. But the
Christian can and must conquer and savor victory. All this is behind the injunction to resist the devil, who at times acts like a raging lion (1 Pet. 5:8) and
at other times as an angel of light (2 Cor. 4:11), to be “wise” to his schemes
and to avoid his traps (Eph. 6:13; 1 Pet. 5:9).
The basis of this victory is the blood of the Lamb of God (Rev. 12:11a).
The means of this victory is the armor of Christ (Eph. 6:10-18; Rev. 12:11b).
The important requirements for victory are, not to fear Satan (1 Pet. 5:10), not
to give Satan any foothold (Eph. 4:27), not to lose faith (1 Pet. 5:10; Eph.
6:13), not even in martyrdom (Rev. 12:11c), never to cease to be watchful
(Phil. 2:12; 1 Pet. 5:8), and never to cease praying (Eph. 6:18).
When these requirements are met, the certainty of victory is guaranteed
by God (Rom. 16:20). The believer will not only be able resist the overtures
of Satan, but overcome Satan himself (Eph. 4:27; 6:11; 1 Tim. 3:6-7; and
specifically 1 Pet. 5:5-9). The latter will flee (Lk. 10:17; Acts 16:18)!
The turn to God is not only characterized by submission to him but also
by drawing close to God (Deut. 4:7; Heb. 4:16; 7:19), seeking his presence,
and “deliberately cultivating his fellowship” (Motyer, 152; see also Ps.
336

The Man of Lawlessness, the Son of Perdition, in 2 Thesssalonians 2:3, is routinely, if not
universally, identified as “The Antichrist.” This is an interpretive error of considerable magnitude. Scripture clearly indicates that there are many antichrists (1 John 2:18). An adherent
of Docetism is one of these antichrists. Docetism is the heresy that the Second Person of the
Godhead could not possibly have come “into the flesh” (1 John 2:22). John does not identify
“other antichrists” in this context. But we can infer that everyone who opposes Christ either in
his person or his work so as to destroy the biblical Savior as the Way to the Father (John
14:6), and by implication vitiates biblical salvation in the process, is by definition “an antichrist.” When Peter was called “Satan,” “Opponent” (Mt. 16:23), he certainly qualified as
such. From this vantage point the Reformation would have been justified, if it had called the
pope an opponent of Christ, “an antichrist,” one among many. After all, to insist that Christ’s
sacrifice on the cross is insufficient, and stands in need of daily repetition in the mass, and, to
top this off, that this mass is effective unto salvation ex opere operato (!) is in principle, if not
in practice as well, to break up the Way to God. Only time will tell how many millions will
suffer damnation by virtue of this heresy, what it entails, and what accompanies it! The Reformation erred, however, when it called him The Antichrist. The pope certainly is not the Man
of Lawlessness, the Son of Perdition. The identification of The Man of Lawlessness with The
Antichrist has also given rise to another interpretive error. Since “antichrists” are clearly presented as a plurality in John’s First Epistle, it has been said that the Man of Lawlessness, subsequently identified as the antichrist, cannot be one individual person. “He” is therefore portrayed as an “it,” and interpreted as a “prevailing, powerful force.” By uncoupling John’s
teaching of the antichrist(s) from Paul’s Man of Lawlessness, both errors can be avoided.
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27:8b), as one quenches his thirst by turning to a fountain, and stills his hunger by coming to the dinner table (Calvin, 334). It involves one’s heart, one’s
mind, one’s will as well as one’s affections. It may, and should, be done in a
variety of ways and circumstances, in an ever growing crescendo, in steady,
uninterrupted, continuity, following spells of dryness, after times of estrangement, or in the wake of serious lapses. In short, it should always be on,
or return to, the front burner of the Christian experience. Incidentally, this is a
requirement in its own right, but will prove to be no small assistance in the
battle with Satan. The command to draw near to God manifestly implies that
he can be ever so close in terms of union and at the same time ever so far in
terms of communion. The former is indicative of God’s eternal love that
originated and desired union, the latter serves to enhance the delight of that
love through communion.
The access into the presence of God in the OT was enjoyed by no one
except the Highpriest (Ex. 19:22), and even this only “of sorts.” After all, before he could enter in the Most Holy Place to sprinkle the blood of atonement
on the mercy seat for the people, he had to sprinkle blood for himself on that
same mercy seat. But this posed a problem. How could he sprinkle this
blood? He had to sprinkle before he could enter. At the same time, he had to
enter before he could sprinkle! Let no one call this sophistry. God himself
posed this problem and solved it as well. Before he entered the Most Holy
Place for himself, the high priest had to wave incense ahead of him. This,
then, would provide him with “temporary coverage,” sufficient to complete
the required sprinkling that would enable him to enter with the atoning blood
for the people (Lev. 16:11-14).
In the NT the veil that shielded the Most Holy Place is gone and entrance into the fellowship with God is guaranteed by the blood of Christ
(Rom. 5:2; Eph. 2:18; 3:12; Heb. 4:16), an evangelical privilege of the highest order. Psalm 73:25-26 is a sample of the preciousness of such fellowship.
Especially against the backdrop of “the OT impossibility,” access in to the
presence of God should be savored and sought to the utmost. Seeking this
fellowship requires a new heart (Ps. 27:8a; Jer. 30:21; Mt. 6:20-21), is an act
of faith (Heb. 10:22), displays the thirst of the believer (Ps. 42:1-2; 63:1), and
needs the fabric of a holy life (Ps. 66:18; Prov. 28:9). The principal ways in
seeking this fellowship with God is the reading and assimilation of the Word
of God, and unceasing prayer (Ps. 145:18; Is. 58:9).
As has already been mentioned, but bears repetition, Anna is doubtless
the human paragon or archetype of any and all praying believers anywhere.
Conservatively speaking, she sought the presence of God in prayer over a period of at least fifty years. Scripture testifies that she remained in the temple,
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and fasted and prayed day and night. She apparently went homeless, sleepless
and foodless apart from the bare necessities of life in these three areas (Lk.
2:37). Her prayer life had a well-defined purpose. As possibly one of the very
few she knew that without a Redeemer Israel found itself in a dead-end street.
Humanly speaking she was wearing herself out for a Redeemer. No wonder
that she sought her God without any substantial interruption and upon his arrival could not but shout it from the rooftops (Lk. 2:38). While Anna appears
to excel in personal prayer, concerted prayer in small groups is recorded and
recommended in Scripture as well (Mt. 18:19-20; Acts 13:1-2). When coals
in a fire-hearth are grouped together, the intensity and effectiveness of the fire
is immediately multiplied. This should encourage all Christians to take out
membership in one or more small groups that are devoted to accountability
and prayer. In James 5 this ends up into a priority in the author’s agenda.
Of course, both personal and communal prayer should be a love-feast. In
terms of the definition of love earlier in this Commentary, “Love runs out
upon the feet of desire (to experience the union with God), and rests in the
bosom of delight (of the communion with God).” The thirst in desire gets us
going. The satisfaction of delight keeps us coming. But there is more. It
also should be a love-feast in a holiness atmosphere. It has already been emphasized that only pure hearts and holy lives are “fit to deal with a holy God.”
Without pure hearts and holy lives we cannot endure his presence (1 John
1:4; 3:20). Neither can he endure us without these (Lev. 10:3; Ps. 24:3-4; Mt.
5:8; Heb. 10:22) (See Manton, 368, for both aspects).
When a man turns to God in obedience, and is careful to pursue communion with Him, God will turn to man in mercy and fellowship (Hos. 14:19; Lk. 15:18). In other words, “the way to have God to turn to us in mercy is
to turn to him in duty” (Manton, 370). This is the divinely ordained and
stipulated way (Ps. 145:18). Both aspects are two inseparable and complementary sides of one coin, and found throughout Scripture (2 Chron. 15:2;
Zech. 1:3; Mal. 3:7). Man’s turn is not a cause to an effect, but certainly the
means to an end. The Christian often experiences his impotence to turn to
God. He realizes, then, afresh that even his turning to God is a gift and a
miracle of grace. Hence, he will pray as Jeremiah did, “Turn me, and I shall
be turned; for you are the Lord my God” (Jer. 31:18), encouraged to do so by
the promise that the Lord already answers before man calls (Is. 65:24).
As has been emphasized before, the combination of the 100% man and
the 100% God simply does not fit in the human mind. Still they occur simultaneously. Therefore James can present his readers with a solemn summons.
This is an evangelical command, because for God’s elect it carries its own
blessing with it that will be conveyed through the stirring agency of the Holy
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Spirit (See Jer. 3:22; John 5:8-9). By the same token, God has always the
primacy. This explains Jeremiah’s prayer of utter dependence from which
Augustine may have taken his cue, “Command what you wish, but give what
you command (Iube quod vis et da quod iubes).” Incidentally, the proud and
obstinate rebel, for whatever sophisticated but ultimately flimsy reason, will
rebuff submission to the command, refuse to flee to Gods for mercy, and
perish without God’s own intervention (Hos. 10:11) (See Manton, 369-370).
The finite intellect of man cannot grasp all this. However, the human heart
grasps it quite well, rejoices and worships. Finally, it should not be surprising
that the more believers turn to God, the more they will be able to resist Satan,
and the more God turns to them, the more Satan will be forced to flee!

(3) Evidence of God-centeredness (4:8b-10)
The evidence of a God-centered life is the turn from sin and self to a life of
holiness and humility before God, the pursuit of “thoroughgoing purification.” Unholy people can have no intimate and meaningful communion with
God (Josh 24:19; Job 8:20 Ps. 26:6). Unholiness is either a matter of action or
a matter of the heart (Ps. 24:3-4; Is. 1:15-16). Accordingly, James speaks of
the necessity of cleansing the “outer life of the hands,” and purifying “the inner life of our hearts” (Motyer, 152).337 Both commands imply that obedience
must be instantaneous and once for all, very much similar to Paul’s exhortation to present oneself as a living sacrifice (Rom. 12:1-2). Dilly-dallying is
unbecoming to Christians. They must make short shift of known sin, even if
that is bound to occur more than once in a variety of areas, or even in the
same area. The hand is the symbol of what man does (Ex. 30:19-21; Lev.
16:4). His actions must be acceptable before God (Job 17:9; Ps. 17:21, 25;
23:4; 25:6; 72:13; Is. 1:15-16; Mk. 7:3; 1 Tim. 2:8). The heart is the core of
man’s existence, his mission control center. With it he thinks, feels and wills.
Both this core and its three internal activities must be equally acceptable to
God (Ps. 51:6; Is. 55:7; Mt. 15:19-20).
In other words, James focuses upon man’s “disposition” as well as his
“deeds” (Moo, 194). It is pharisaical to major in the latter at the expense of
the former (Mt. 23:25). Similarly, it is a cop-out to focus on the former at the
expense of the latter. In either case the Christian profession is a fraud and a
farce. While James mentions the outside first, there is biblical reason to believe that the cleansing process should start from the inside out (Mt. 23:26;
see also Manton, 372).
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The need for purifying the heart once more underscores that “the best of man” after his
conversion, namely his heart, or more precisely “Christ’s ‘cloned’ heart” in him, is not perfect. His mission control center needs continuously be monitored, regularly be “dusted,” and
frequently be “scrubbed.”
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The “purity” theme carries over from James 3:17, the “heart” theme
from James 3:14, and the “single-mindedness” theme from both James 1:8
and James 3:17. When the heart is purified through the cleansing presence of
the Spirit, all envy and selfish ambition will be gone. So will the doublemindedness, whether in prayer (Jam. 1:8), in relating to the poor and the rich
(Jam. 2:1-4), in blessing and cursing (Jam. 3:10-11), and, most appropriate in
this context, in facing God and the world (Jam. 4:4). The readers should not
be “pulled and torn” between allegiance to God and loyalty to the world,
whether in “external behavior” or “internal attitude” (Moo, 1985, 149)!
Note well, James calls all his readers, members of the Church of the
Savior, “sinners” and “double-minded.” The term “sinners” in Scripture (Mt.
9:10; Lk. 7:37, 39) is usually reserved for those “who live a flagrantly immoral life,” or “who follow a dishonorable vocation” (Karl Rengstorf, quoted
in Kistemaker, 140). The expression double-minded “connotes instability,
fickleness and vacillation” (Kistemaker, 140). The fact that this twofold terminology is applied to “saints” is telling. “Here it is used of Christians who
fail by sins of commission or omission to fulfill the law of Christ,” and in
their moral defilement and failure are called to repentance against the backdrop of the truth of 1 John 1:7 (Tasker, 94). They are, and must be,
“wretched” (Rom. 7:24). Apparently there is always a presence of sinning to
be found among them (Mt. 11:9; John 9:31). This is rooted in the fact that due
to the power of the flesh their hearts are too quickly and too easily divided
between God and the world (Jam. 4:4). Furthermore, the double-mindedness
that is too often in evidence in the prayers of the Christian (Jam. 1:8), is part
of a broader pattern! Apparently there is a blurred vision of the seriousness of
sin which resulted in compromise with the world and displayed itself in divided loyalties, objectives, and patterns of conduct. Singleness of heart, purity
of purpose, and consecration of life are hardly the order of the day. At he
same time “vapid hilarity, false heartiness, unseemly gaiety, a light and
frivolous spirit—these are wholly out of place in the life of the converted man
or woman” (Tasker, 95).
In short, James calls members of the covenant community “sinners,” not
to deny that they are “saints,” but to remind “saints” that they are and remain
“wretched” as an open sewer by virtue of indwelling sin, and doubly
“wretched,” when that sewer spills over or overflows in actual sins. It is the
presence of this “double wretchedness” that makes saints deserving of the appellation of “sinners.”338 In other words, their sainthood is never a reason, and
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Believers are frequently, well over 50 times, called “saints” in the NT. Only once they are
characterized as “sinners.” Right here in James 4:8! This is most likely the case to emphasize
the seriousness as well as heinousness of sin, especially in believers. It is rather clear, however, that the term sinners when applied to unbelievers, is not identical to the use of this term
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may not be used as an excuse, to minimize the gravity of grievous sins. In
fact, saints are bluntly told, and should be, that they end up in hell, when they
commit sins that according to Scripture shut the door of the Kingdom of God
in their face. If they are “the genuine article,” rather than counterfeit saints,
such message of admonition and rebuke will administer the grace of repentance and restoration. The complementarity of truth that does not fit into the
human intellect, but is royally accommodated by the regenerate heart, is once
more in abundant evidence.
It would be wise for Christians to be alarmed about James’ challenge,
and to face it honestly and frankly. James writes to them! They should not
simply ask “Is there a presence of sinning and a divided allegiance in us?”
They should believe that there is invariably and continuously such presence
in each one of them because James, inspired by the Holy Spirit, tells them
that there is! Therefore they will not ask whether, but where this presence of
sinning, and where this divided allegiance is to be found. “Search me, O God,
and know my heart. Try me, and know my thoughts. See if there is any wicked
way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting” (Ps. 139:23-24).
The presence of indwelling sin “guarantees” that the Christian will always come up with something, and therefore always will be a work-underconstruction. If he recognizes and acknowledges is, he is a work-in-progress
and act upon it. If not, he is a work-in-regress. In the light of all this he is told
“to grieve, mourn and weep” (See Ps, 6:6; Jer. 4:8; Joel 2:12-13; and also
Rev. 18:11, 15, and 19).
The first verb (talaiporesate), only found here in the NT, is quite telling
as well as all-significant. It is literally “to wretch oneself,” that is “to afflict
oneself in order to get a deep sense of one’s miserable condition” (Manton,
373; Calvin, 336; Grosheide, 1955, 397). This is intimately intertwined with,
if not the direct result of, the permanent presence of indwelling sin, pinpointed in James 4:5b, as well as the “sewage” it produces. Incidentally, the
corresponding noun (talaiporia) occurs twice in the NT in a more general
sense (Rom. 3:16; Jam. 5:1). However, its derivative, the adjective (talaiporos) is used by Paul in his Letter to the Romans (7:24) and by Jesus in his
Letter to the Laodiceans (Rev. 3:17) in a context identical to that of James. In
Paul and Jesus indwelling sin results in the permanently “wretched” state of
every believer. This state lasts until the moment of death. Believers must recas it relates to believers. Of course, James could imply that the only way his addressees can
be sure that they are not “wretched sinners” is by heartfelt repentance. It is undeniable that
James puts pressure on his readers. But it is godly pressure that must be duplicated in analogous circumstances, if Christ’s Church is to avoid (further) regress, and to succeed in turning
the tables in a Recovery mode!
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ognize this, acknowledge it, and then identify it in particular instances. Note
well, Paul and Jesus refer not to the wretchedness of the unbeliever in his unregeneracy, but to the wretchedness of the believer in the area of sanctification.339 Furthermore, for both the fellowship with Christ spells deliverance
(Rom. 7:25a; Rev. 3:20).
Although James’ framework is different, his sobering message is exactly
the same. “You better start out by acknowledging, ‘owning,’ and ‘owning up’
to, your wretchedness!” While the duty seems overwhelmingly imposing, the
practice is unavoidable (Neh. 1:4-11; Ps. 6:6; Jer. 9:1; Lam. 1:18-19; 5:16;
Dan. 9:3-19; 2 Cor. 7:9-10), and the profit awesome (Neh. 2:1ff; Dan. 9:20ff;
2 Cor. 7:11). Note also that the “afflictions” James urges upon his readers
must be “actively” (imperative) sought and obtained from God (passive verb).
Nevertheless they do not consist of “self-inflicted hardships as acts of penance.” Rather, they serve to produce “that sense of wretchedness from which
no one who is really sensitive to the burden of the world’s sin can ever be
free, and that godly sorrow that leads to repentance (see 2 Cor. 7:10)”
(Tasker, 96).
When this message penetrates, both (daily, but not morbid) mourning
(Mt. 5:4) and weeping (Mk. 14:72) as evidence of repentance (Is. 3:16-24;
Joel 2:12-13) are inevitable (See for the combination of the two terms, 2 Sam.
19:1; Neh. 8:9; Mk. 16:10; Lk. 6:25; Rev. 18:15, 19). Both David and Peter
are telling examples (Ps. 6:6; 51:1ff; Lk. 22:60-62). That is, they will, and
should, sooner or later follow in short order. Mourning indicates an inner sorrow, while weeping is a visible manifestation of that sorrow, an outward display of grief (Burdick, 195). Godly sorrow (2 Cor. 7:10) springs from the realization of having offended God! It constitutes a spiritual affliction characterized by a penetrating pain. It pains the child of God when he realizes that
he has offended and displeased his Lord. Please note, once again, that a sin is
first and foremost a sin against God! The shedding of tears is an outward expression of this internal reality (Judg. 2:4; Lk. 22:62).
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It is a well-known fact that a number of commentators hold (strongly) that “The Man of
Romans 7” is man in his unregenerate state. While I regard this exegetically unacceptable,
pastorally I judge this in principle deadly. Romans 7, seeking to convey why believers can do
nothing without Jesus (John 15:5), is designed to eradicate any and all human pride not only
in regeneration and justification, but also in sanctification. To leave only one vestige of pride
left can open the floodgates. I am aware of an instance, in which a prominent scholar, who
held to the “unregenerate view” of Romans 7, eventually ended up dismissing the inerrancy of
God’s Word. It may be difficult to demonstrate a causal connection. But it does not take much
toxic material to affect life adversely! My hope is that whatever is rejected by what I regard to
be a thoroughly mistaken exegesis of Paul’s teaching in Romans 7, will be heartily embraced
as truth by means of Jesus (Rev. 3:17) and James (Jam. 4:9)! This would remove the potentially deadly sting!
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In fact, when a man “owns” his wretchedness in the way James prescribes it, his (outward display of) laughter changes into (inward) mourning
and his (inward) joy into (an outward display of) heaviness (Grosheide, 1955,
397). The combination of laughter, joy and worldliness is a travesty. In such
setting mourning is an evidence of true Christianity (Mt. 5:4). Scripture gives
us examples of people who mourn for the sins of others (Ps. 119:136; Jer. 9:1;
13:17), and of people who mourn in times of calamities (Is. 22:12). In this
context, however, mourning for one’s own sins is in view (Ps. 51:3). It is apparent that James is not satisfied with a superficial emotion. We can gather
this from the variety of terms he uses.
In addition to mourning, he calls for heaviness or dejection. This is not a
dejection that spells, once again, morbidity and leads to suicide, but a misery
that spells “spiritual depth,” and functions as a precursor to life. Of course,
the heart must be convicted by the Holy Spirit, when a person experiences
what James urges here. All this implies that there is apparently laughter and
“laughter” (Tasker, 96), since nowhere in Scripture is it taught that laughter in
itself is sinful. In fact, it commands the Christian to be joyful (See Phil. 4:4,
as well as the commentary on Jam. 4:16). This proves that the laughter and
joy, mentioned in this passage, is of the “worldly,” “hedonistic” variety (Lk.
6:25), and basically the empty, hollow, flippant, self-satisfied, scornful (?),
laughter of a fool (Eccles. 7:6) (Moo, 1985, 149). Any laughter and joy that
the Christian may have in common with the unbeliever is of this type. It is
brought about by the circumstances. It is not part of a holy life. If it is not
sanctified laughter and joy ... it comes from below. James 3:15 indicates that
we must also call such laughter, “barren, beastly, and demon inspired.”
When this kind of flimsy laughter and tinseltown “joy” is found in a
heart, in which a divided loyalty reigns, and in a life, in which indwelling sin
foams out its shame in self-indulging and sinful practices, it becomes doubly
grievous in the sight of God. He wants it to be removed and replaced by sorrow. But ... not by a worldly sorrow (Rev. 18:11)! This is just as counterfeit
as a worldly joy, inasmuch as it is also affected by the circumstances. At the
root of worldly sorrow, often rooted in a complaining and a murmuring spirit,
is man’s pride. He does not really believe that he has deserved all of those
calamitous events, possibly (!) not even the events of his own culpable calamitous sins. No, a godly sorrow differs radically from a worldly sorrow.
The latter does, and only can, produce death (2 Cor. 7:10). Godly sorrow, on
the other hand, leads either to regeneration in the case of wretched sinners or
to sanctification in the case of wretched saints. It is rooted both in the recognition of sin and in the acknowledgment that it deserves eternal damnation. It
produces life and great blessing. The tears of godly sorrow will change into
tears of godly joy (Is. 57:15; Mt. 5:4; Lk. 6:21; John 16:20; 2 Cor. 7:6). It is
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quite clear that James aims in all this at a genuine repentance from a broken
heart. It is thorough and deep! Such repentance will not be without results
(PDavids, 104). In fact, the deeper and wider the sorrow, the greater the results, just as a deep construction pit is the precursor of a skyscraper. At the
same time it is experienced as a “sweet pain,” precisely because it is (immediately) life-giving.
One commentator narrates an instance, in which “agony of conscience
for several weeks” led to “forgiveness of sins,” a continuing experience of
“the light of God’s conscience,” and a ministry that led to the conversion of
“the guilt-ridden Bedford tinker,” John Bunyan (Phillips, 142, with a reference to Ps. 40:1-3). God clearly will reside with those who humble themselves (Is. 57:15), and will lift them up (Job 22:29; Ps. 10:17; 18:27; Prov.
29:23; Ezek. 21:26; Mt. 18:4; 23:12; Lk. 14:11; 18:14; 2 Cor. 11:7; 1 Pet.
5:6) (See Calvin, 333). The Syrophenician woman is living proof (Mt. 15:2128). It is no coincidence that the theme of humility and contrition carries over
from James 1:9 and 4:6, the theme of exaltation from James 1:9. It is part of
James’ tapestry in which themes central to his message are developed from
“bud to full bloom.” It is rather ironic that cheap worldly joy and laughter
leads to ultimate mourning and weeping (Lk. 6:25), while precious godly
mourning and weeping turns into ultimate joy and laughter!
The pattern of God’s dealings with man has been given to us in our Lord
Jesus (Phil. 2:5-9). Self-exalting pride whether based on wealth, status, reputation, abilities, etc., invariably precedes a fall in terms of failure, or any other
“turning of the tide.” But humility (1 Ki. 19:13; Job 22:29; Mic. 6:8; 1 Pet.
5:6) brings a lifting up, an exaltation (Mt. 23:12; Lk. 14:11; 18:14). Eventually James points to Job as living proof of this universal principle (Jam. 5:11).
It is hardly coincidental that the call to humility comes in the passive
voice. The readers are not summoned “to humble themselves,” but “to be
humbled” (See also Zodhiates, II, 294). Apparently “saints” may have gone
so far down hill in the self-exalting pride that only God can get them out of
their self-constructed trap. “Have your selves humbled by God!” Pray to that
end, and “for heaven’s sake” do not take “no” for an answer for the benefit of
yourself and your life, so that he will exalt you in your humility, so fervently
sought and joyfully embraced.
Paul infers in 2 Corinthians 7:11 that this exaltation consists at least
partly in a transformed life. Upon repentance the face of the congregation in
Corinth changed dramatically. Where there was indifference before, there is
now extreme carefulness, and a vehement desire to please the Lord. A pre-
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cious reviving followed the godly sorrow!340 “For godly sorrow works repentance to salvation not to be repented of. But the sorrow of the world works
death. For behold this selfsame thing, that you sorrowed after a godly sort,
what carefulness it wrought in you, yes, what clearing of yourselves, yes,
what indignation, yes, what fear, yes, what vehement desire, yes, what zeal,
yes, what revenge! In all things you have proved yourselves to be clear in this
matter” (2 Cor. 7:10-11).
It should be abundantly clear by now that every effort to wiggle off
James’ multi-pronged hook by seeking refuge in the multitude of biblical passages that mandate joy, sometimes with an injunction against grief, is pernicious. The complementarity of truth never fails to soar above man’s puny excuses of this sort. Cheers and tears are the two sides of the one Christian coin.
Why would one not be filled with cheerful praise in the presence of God,
when He calls upon us to worship him? We better leave all types of grief behind. And why would we not be filled with tears of self-condemnation (1
John 3:19-20), when God calls for this? We better leave all types of cheap fun
behind!
In short, joy in God spells sorrow over sin. Vice versa, sorrow over sin
spells joy in God. Immediately after Nehemiah forbids grief in one context
(Neh. 8:9), Israel turns to grief in a second, and frankly awesome, context
(Neh. 9:1-10:39). The joy about the presence of God and his Law is replaced
by sorrow over sin against God and his law. The joy of the Lord drives out
sin through repentance, just as the sorrow over sin turns into joy through repentance. Joy is strong as well as fragile. It is strong. It breaks the back of sin.
It is fragile. Unrepentant sin breaks it. In Nehemiah 9-10 the joy of the Lord
breaks the sin of intermarriage, of the non-payment of tithes, and of Sabbath
desecration. On the other hand, in Nehemiah 13 the sin of collaboration with
the enemy and the recurring sin of intermarriage break the joy of Nehemiah
upon his return from the royal Babylonian court.
In conclusion, the two options are self-explanatory. One either opts for a
life of the world’s carnal joy and all that this entails with the inevitable result
of eternal sorrow (Prov. 1:20; Ps. 37:12-15; Lk. 6:25). Or one opts for a life of
James’ godly sorrow, in which the “saddest (divine) duties are experienced as
sweeter than the greatest (secular) triumphs” (Manton, 376) with the inevitable
consequence of eternal joy. There is no other alternative, no middle road.
Something similar comes into view in the parable of the Pharisee and the
Tax collector (Lk. 18:9-14). The problem with the members of the covenant
community is often that while by no stretch of the imagination they wish to
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See Is. 57:15!
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identify themselves as a Pharisee, they are not interested in ever being a publican either. The simple truth is that anyone who is not a “tax collector” is by
definition a Pharisee, “who trusts in himself” (Lk. 18:9), whether in the area
of regeneration (good will), justification (good works) or sanctification (good
efforts). Similarly, anyone who rejects “godly sorrow” is by definition a hellbound worldling, regardless appearances.
It is of the utmost importance to note that in this passage, James 4:6-10,
there are two short references to God and his grace (4:6a and 10b). The remainder of this passage is sandwiched between these two (4:6b-10a), and
aims at the activity of man. It consists of a (great) number of urgent imperatives. These are fired at the readers in a “staccato” form (Martin, 152). James’
manifold summons quite clearly is of the greatest urgency, has no room for
dilly-dallying compromise, and is all-encompassing in nature, “moral (‘resist
the devil’), cultic/ritual (‘draw near to God,’/‘cleanse your hands’/‘purify
your hearts’), and prophetic (‘lament and mourn’) (Brosend, 116).
The message can hardly be clearer. The problem is not with God. He stands
ever ready to pour out his grace, and to lift up (Burdick, 195, with reference to
Mt. 23:12; Lk. 14:11; 18:14; Phil 2:5-1; 1 Pet. 5:6). The problem is with man
and his stubbornness. How long does it not take at times for man to give up his
pride, to submit to God, to resist the devil, to draw close to God, to cleanse his
hands, to purify his heart, to experience his wretchedness, to mourn, to weep,
and to humble himself? In the words of an eminent commentator, “We emulate
and envy, because we desire to be eminent. This is wholly unreasonable, for it is
God’s peculiar work to raise up the lowly, and especially those who willingly
humble themselves. Whoever, then, seeks a firm elevation let him be cast down
under a sense of his own infirmity, and think humbly of himself” (Calvin, 336).
This is where we return to the “time consuming” preliminaries of the “instantaneous” victory. The present section seems clear. The problem is not with the
exalting grace of God. Its abundance is staggering (See also Jam. 1:5). In fact, it
was at our disposal, if not “beck and call,” “yesterday!” There is enough grace to
kill the deeds of the body, the works of the flesh, the products of indwelling sin,
yesterday, today, now, this very second, and forever! So, where is the problem? It
is with us, or more concretely, with “me!” For one reason or another “I” dillydally with the “preliminaries,” “I” protract the process by refusing “instantaneously” to submit, resist, draw near, cleanse, purify, “wretch” “myself,” mourn,
weep, and humble “myself,” as both the prerequisite for, and a part of, my “perfect endurance,” that sooner or later leads to “perfection.” Remember James 1:4!
I recognize that also in the process of the “preliminaries” we face the
power of indwelling sin, and our own impotence. But here we may anticipate
as well that there is “more than enough grace.” I recognize, further, that this
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insight may not solve every problem “instantaneously.” But at least it locates
the core of the problem, and that is a giant step in the right direction. It also
positions us to understand the solution.
What is the solution? The Gospel of Christ, the Sanctifier! The Gospel
presents us with the overtures of grace, “Come and welcome. Now is the day
of ‘sanctification’” (See 2 Cor. 6:2 in context). Christ, of course, is the embodiment of these overtures. All those who come instantaneously, will by
definition have instantaneous victory. All who procrastinate now, and come
later, will by definition have instantaneous victory later. All who procrastinate now, and continue to procrastinate, will by definition never have victory,
whether it is called instantaneous or not!
Scripture condemns perfectionism (1 John 1:8). The presence and power
of indwelling sin will be experienced by all Christians until their death. This
means practically that the preliminaries will never be instantaneous.
However, Scripture just as strongly condemns defeatism (1 John 3:6, 9)
and everything that leads to it. The presence and the power of the Holy Spirit
are more than sufficient to offset anything and everything indwelling sin can
throw at us (Rom. 8:1ff). This implies that also the preliminaries can, and
should, be instantaneous.
This means for all practical purposes that there is never any excuse not
to be perfect. To be sure, the “devastated repentance” that James calls for will
never lead to perfection here on earth. Scripture clearly teaches that the state
of perfection will not be attained prior to the Judgment. But since it is the
same type of repentance that was displayed by Ezra following the folly of intermarriage (Ezra 9:4), the least we can expect that the Revival fires will be
rekindled. James displays mighty preaching. We know that he was a man of
mighty prayer. The mighty repentance he calls for will net the mighty holiness that he is after as his target. Well, all this spells Revival or biblical salvation, if Psalm 85 means anything, leading up to the manifestation of the
Shekinah glory of God coupled with peace (through the imputed righteousness of Christ and joy (through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit) (Ps. 85:613). At any rate, until his dying day, whenever man displays Revival victory,
he has only God to thank. But equally, until his dying day, when the victory
eludes him, he has only himself and his dilly-dallying to blame.
In conclusion, all this brings us face to face the five essential points of
what true Calvinism is all about. These have been mentioned before in passing. But now is the time to elaborate on them, and make them crystal clear.
The five points, represented by T.U.L.I.P, Total Depravity, Unconditional
Election, Limited Atonement, Irresistible Grace and Perseverance of the
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Saints, are certainly owned by the adherents of Calvinism, but they are, after
everything is said and done, only the five points of Counter-Arminianism.
Besides, to subscribe to them does not necessarily guarantee salvation. That is
different with the five real points of Calvinism, which are ultimately the Five
Points of Genuine Christianity. They will now be enumerated.
First, I must have practical godliness. I have no other option, if I wish "to
see God" (Heb. 12:14). If there is anything clear from James, it is this truth.
Second, I cannot produce practical godliness. If there is anything equally
clear, this is it (John 15:5)!
Third, I desire practical godliness. Or, I do not desire it. This calls for an
honest self-evaluation. Ultimately, one’s regeneracy is at stake, when the answer is permanently in the negative! James makes it clear that this is the indispensable launching pad (Jam. 1:18).
Fourth, I cast myself upon the Lord for practical godliness, and, as I explain further below, for the desire for practical godliness, if that were to be
absent. After all, without prayer we start out and end up with “nothing” (John
15:5), but through prayer, while we start out with nothing, we end up with
“everything” (John 15:7; Phil. 4:1`3)!
Fifth, I display practical godliness. When I seek, I will find! This is the
inviolable promise of God (Mt. 7:7ff). Hence the danger of doubt and the infuriation with vacillation (Jam. 1:6-8)!
Stated in a more pithy fashion: I must, I can’t, I desire, I cast, I shine! To
be a five-pointer in this sense is by definition to be a Christian! If I get stuck in
the third point, and come to the conclusion that “I desire not,” I am not a fivepointer, and cannot possibly be saved. But is there then no prospect for me in
such situation? Of course, whether I do not desire, or desire less fervently for
that matter, the fourth point invites me to cast myself upon the Lord to desire in
a given context, to desire at all, or to desire more fervently in the full recognition of the second point that in myself I cannot desire at any time, nor can desire at all, nor can desire more fervently. What if my prayers still bounce off
the ceiling and a desire, any desire or a greater desire appears elusive? In that
case, I cast myself upon the Lord “to desire to desire,” etc. And what if the
casting is problematic? Then I cast myself upon the Lord in order to cast myself upon the Lord. God invariably seeks man in this vortex, and therefore man
invariably finds God in this vortex as well. This is the promise of God (John
5:40; Acts 2:21). The secret of the realization of Christianity from the human
perspective ever rests in the fourth point. This is where the 100% of God’s
sovereign grace and the 100% percent of man’s total responsibility coincide. I
will never forget the solemn statement of the Scotsman in which this comes to
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expression, “If I am lost, I am lost knocking on the gate of heaven.” The acknowledgment of sovereignty could not be clearer. Neither could the exercise
of responsibility. Further, if the promise of God means anything, a man of such
prayer will undoubtedly be saved (Jer. 29:13; Acts 2:21).
This sets the stage for James’ final section, which deals with the range of
practical godliness in the fabric of life, the full range of the “I must.” Now, and
only now, after the exposition of the way (Jam. 1:1-28), the principles (Jam. 2:126), and the implementation (Jam. 3:1-4:10) of practical godliness, is the reader
ready to get a glimpse of the length, breadth, height and depth of what God
means, when he says, “Be holy, for I am holy.” The first three sections form the
three-stage rocket that puts the payload of the fourth section into orbit!
However, my outline, which presents James 4:11-5:18 both as a structured
unit in its own right and as the concluding section of the Epistle, does not simply
serve to bring out the exquisite nature of its composition. There is more, much
more, that does, and should, meet the eye of the perceptive interpreter. As the zenith of James 3:1-4:10, James 4:6-10 asserts that the ever abundant and all sufficient grace of God (Jam. 4:6) arrives at the elevated Revival status (Jam. 4:10b) of
being “more than conquerors” (Rom. 8:37) (only) through the embrace of the “ten
commandments” of James 4:7-10a. These “commandments,” of submitting to
God, resisting the devil, drawing near to God, cleansing the hands, purifying the
heart, experiencing one’s wretchedness, mourning, weeping, turning one’s surface
laughter and joy into grief and gloom, and of being humbled (in the process) resemble, and act like, the blood that does, and must, flow through the physical
body for it to obtain and retain its vigor and usefulness. In short, they do, and
must, continuously “circulate,” and at times “surge,” through the life of Christians
to offset “the overflowing wickedness,” “the filthy sewage” (Jam. 1:20) that result
from the omni- and ever-present “hellish and demonic poison,” residing in them
(Jam 3: 6, 8; see also Rom. 8:17, 20, 23, 24). Genuine believers will, and must,
keep this in mind when in James’ fourth section they come face to face, as I argue
below, with “the outside” in terms of their neighbors and their future (Jam. 4:1117), with “themselves” in terms of their riches or poverty (Jam. 5:1-11), and with
“their circumstances” in terms of “the good, the bad and the ugly” (Jam. 5:12-18).
The bottom line is this. For practical godliness to have “a ghost of a chance” in
each of these three “utterly challenging” areas, which prove to cover the waterfront of life, the “circulation” of these “commandments” constitutes a perennial
“must,” whether in whole or in part. Absorption of James’ teaching in James
4:11-5:18 should make this abundantly clear. All in all, James does not only have
an exquisite composition, but also a breathtaking deep structure, in which the
parts substantially interlock and serve each other in an ever enriched tapestry and
an ever crescendoing fashion. But what else can one expect from a book that has a
Divine Author as well as a human one?
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IV. THE RANGE OF HOLINESS IN THE FABRIC OF LIFE
(4:11-5:18)
Introduction
At this juncture James supposedly starts a new, “self-contained” (Laws, 186),
“basically independent” (Moo, 1985, 151) section. Once again the issue of
coherence and structure must be faced, and once again most commentators
are skeptical whether James continues a sustained argument, even if some of
the earlier “favorite” themes, such as the tongue, the law, the rich and the
poor, as well as the world, surface again (Moo, 1985, 151; Martin, 159).
James 4:11-12, then, would enlarge on the health of the community in terms
of speech and law, James 4:13-17 on the worldly arrogance and self-reliance
of some members of the merchant class, James 5:1-6 on the fate of filthy rich
landowners, and James 5:7-11 on the need for patience on the part of the oppressed poor (Moo, 1985, 152-153). Still the conceptual flow is allegedly not
easy to discern.
One of the better proposals is that the tie that binds James 4:11-5:6 together is thematic. Judgmental critics (4:11-12), self-assured entrepreneurs
(4:13-16), and the wicked rich (5:1-6) all display an incredible arrogance.
They ooze filth (1:21), discharge poison (3:8), and gush sewage (3:10). Consequently, James proceeds to meet all of them head-on (Johnson, 292). No
quarter is given. No quarter is taken.
The same commentator holds that the various sub-sections of James
5:12-20 are linked up thematically as well, and comes up with an ingenious
suggestion. In his letter James has been constantly critical of the misuse and
abuse of the spoken word (Jam. 1:19; 1:26; 3:1-12). Furthermore, he condemned several modes of speech (Jam. 1:13-14; 2:3; 2:7; 3:9; 4:11; 4:13;
5:9). Finally, he attacked speech that reveals duplicity (Jam. 2:14; 2:15-16;
3:9; 4:3). In James 5:12-18 the speech theme is supposedly continued. First,
James prohibits the prevailing practice of oath taking and encourages plain
speech (Jam. 5:12). Second, he deals throughout this section with prayer as
proper speech (Jam. 5:13, 16-18). Third, he focuses on the speech of both the
sick and of the community in response to sickness (Jam. 5:14-15). Fourth, he
requires the restorative speech of confession that will establish the health of
the community (5:16). Fifth, he insists on the necessity of correcting speech
since all humans are capable of error and of self-deception that veils error
from view. As the corollary of confessing and praying speech, correcting
speech prevents the death of the brother (Jam. 5:19-20) (Johnson, 340-345).
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Of course, any kind of effort that opposes the view that James consists of
isolated fragments must be welcomed. Further, there is no doubt about the
presence of frequently recurring themes in James. The use of the spoken word
is a prominent one. Finally, any disclosure of a specific theme can only open
up windows upon the text and enrich the understanding of the Epistle. However, it seems somewhat artificial to use the speech theme as the thread that
connects the various “beads” in James 5:12-20. In fact, the idea that the
speech of the sick and the speech of the community’s response to sickness
pinpoint the heart of James 5:16ff seems more than artificial. It appears
strained.
But more than that, even in the two scenarios that take arrogance and
speech as two major, overarching themes, we are not told how the two subsections that they are supposed to control are linked together or how they
form an integrated whole with the rest of the Epistle. From that perspective
they still “hang in the air.” Therefore, these thematic “solutions” fail to recognize, let alone disclose, the deep structure of James that this Commentary
claims to be in evidence throughout the Epistle.
Here the position is adopted that James 4:11-5:18 is both the crowning
piece of the preceding three major sections, and a carefully argued unit in its
own right. In this fourth section James deals with the range of personal ethics,
or the range of practical godliness. He breaks this down into three subsections. The first subsection has two constituent elements. The relationship to
one’s brother and sister is the first order of business. How to handle the future
is the second. Both elements are combined under the heading of one’s relationship to “the outside (world).” The second subsection also contains two
items. The first one deals with the rich, and the second one focuses on the
poor. This subsection brings the relationship to “oneself” (rich or poor) into
the picture, as it picks up on the trial theme of James 1:9ff, specifically the
facet that deals with the range of trials. The third and final subsection looks
into the “circumstances.” From the narrow, generally human, perspective
these can be divided into either “good” or “bad.” Of course, according to
Psalm 119:71, Romans 8:28, and James 1:3 no "bad" thing can ever happen
to "good," i.e., regenerate, people from both God's and the believer's perspective. This enables James to deal with both the so-called "good" and "bad" in a
God-centered rather than a man-centered fashion!
Together these three subsections cover the waterfront, the total range, of
the Christian’s conduct. It is the thesis of this Commentary that everything in
life can be subsumed under one of these three headings. Consequently James
provides us with the necessary wisdom for every aspect, phase or situation in
life. This wisdom that we must ask for (Jam. 1:5), found in the Word of God
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(Jam. 1:19ff) and substantiated in the Royal Law of Freedom (Jam. 2:1ff), is
now particularized in a very concrete way.
Not so incidentally, it corresponds with the total range of trials Christians have faced, do face and ever will face. We can expect to run into riches
as well as poverty, when we meet up with “the outside world” (“the brothers”
and “the future”). We can expect to experience riches as well as poverty,
when we look at “ourselves” (“the rich” and “the poor”). We can expect to
encounter riches as well as poverty (of all sorts), when we come face to face
with the “circumstances” (“the good” and “the bad”). James’ persistent question is, “How did we, do we, and will we do in these three spheres? How did
we, do we, and will we (1) interact with people, with whom we incessantly
rub elbows, and with opportunities that ever beckon (Jam. 4:11-17). How did
we, do we, and will we (2) map out our own conduct that invariably broadcasts who we are, in “up” as well as in “down” situations (Jam. 5:1-11). And
how did we, do we, and will we (3) respond to the avalanche of events that
we face every day (Jam. 5:12-18)?” Across the board, he leaves us with little
doubt about the specifics of actual Gospel holiness. This is why this fourth
section is the crowning piece of James’ Epistle. As such, it fully corresponds
with the grand objective of God’s saving activity, namely Practical Godliness.
Of course, it is difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate that one’s
Outline is always right on. This is also the case here. Some commentators
read James 4:1-17 as a rhetorical unit, and divide it in three thematic sections,
James 1-10, 11-12 and 13-17 (Moo). Others see a break between James 4:10
and James 4:11 but end the unit that starts at James 4:11 with James 5:6
(Johnson). I also notice a decisive break at James 4:11 but terminate this new
section at James 4:17, and regard James 5:1-12 as the next unit. In the wider
parameters of James 4:10-5:18, James 5:13-18, then, is the final unit, prior to
the conclusion of the whole letter in James 5:19-20. At this point I do not repeat my arguments for this division. But I do wish both to underscore that in
my estimation the author embarks upon a brand-new segment or part with
James 4:11, and to advance one additional argument for this position. Some
commentators call the shift from James 4:10 to James 4:11 “dramatic” (Johnson), others “more tactical, from the pejorative to the personal, from the rhetorical stigmatizing of ‘adulteresses’ to a reasoned argument with ‘brothers’
(Laws), even if allegedly “a disputatious tone is retained” (Brosend, 117).
However, everyone appears to agree that there is something going on in the
transition between James 4:10 and James 4:11. I fully concur. The intensely
personal, narrowly focused, approach of James 3:1-4:10 turns into the more
strategic, even if no less applicatory, global survey of James 4:11-5:18. This
comports “perfectly” with the shift from the implementation to the range of
practical godliness. This supports my proposed division!
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1. FACING THE “OUTSIDE ” (4:11-17)
Introduction
The two constituent elements of this section that focus on the neighbor, specifically in the Christian community and the future, specifically of the traveling merchant, can formally be combined under the heading of “Facing ‘The
Outside (World).’” At the same time, there is not only the thematic connection in that the tongue is operational in disdainful speech as well as future
planning, but also the more substantial link in that both the individual who
talks his brother or sister down, and the trader who acts as if he has the future
in his back pocket, are marked by a pervasive arrogance. While the thematic
connection and the substantial link do not exhaust the deep structure of the
Epistle, this does not imply that they can be neglected. Quite the contrary! It
has been maintained again and again in this Commentary that together with
the deep structure of James the recurrence and development of the various
themes and connections are two of the remarkable features in James that cannot be missed or ignored, if it is to be understood fully and properly.

a. Facing Your Brother (4:11-12)
(11) Do not speak against one another, brothers. He who speaks
against a brother or judges his brother speaks against the law
and judges the law. But if you judge the law, you are not a doer
of the law but its judge. (12) There is only one lawgiver and
judge, who is able to save and to destroy. But who are you to
judge your neighbor?

(1) Injunction against Judging (4:11a)
Once again the theme of the tongue is introduced. This time it is done in the
context of the Church, and particularized in a specific prohibition, in which
James uses the designation “brothers” three times. Of course, his teaching can
only be fully understood, when read in the above-mentioned context of the
tongue’s “toxicity” that can only be offset by medicine of the heavenly sort.
James’ injunction is undoubtedly part of the substance of the Ninth Commandment. The framework and focus of the wording of this Commandment is
the court system. It prohibits “false witness.” But, as is typical of all Ten
Commandments, it should not be confined to that setting. Its range covers, by
implication, all possible situations, where the tongue plays an active role. It is
linguistically possible that here the “slander” aspect comes into the picture
(PDavids, 109-110). In that case James forbids his readers to speak falsely
about a person in general (Lev. 19:16; Ps. 101:5). However, the Greek text
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literally states that Christians may not “speak against each other” (See Num.
12:8; 21:5). This, then, “remains the best, and literal, rendering” (Brosend,
119). This statement wishes to insure that Christians are pure in their interlocution with each other. The phraseology is so general that the prohibition
does not merely pertain to a false testimony in court, solely to gossip (Lev.
19:16) or slander behind someone’s back, or simply to harsh criticism, accusation or condemnation (Laws, 186-187; PDavids, 110, both with reference to
Num. 12:8; 21:7; Ps. 77:19).
No, this section of James appears to be much wider in its scope. It takes
aim at any and every kind of prejudicial “language,” thoughtless, careless, or
intentional (Rom. 1:30; 2 Cor. 12:20; 1 Pet. 2:12; 3:16) that, at times for the
purpose of subtle self-exaltation (Tasker, 99) paints a negative picture, regardless whether it is true or false (Manton, 380; PDavids, 104). No language
may put the brother in a bad light, whether this is deserved or not, may not
“suggest bad motives,” whether there is an occasion for doing so or not, and
may not pass on any “communication” that “disparages” him, falsely accuses
him, harshly criticizes him, defames him, denigrates him, degrades him, belittles him, “talks him down,” and is “calculated to lower him in other people’s estimation” (Mitton, 165; Motyer, 157). Such language apparently was,
and still is, a widespread, presumptuous, and destructive blight upon the
Church, whether rooted in pride, envy, malice, bitterness, vindictiveness,
strife, revenge, open warfare, or otherwise. After all, James’ wording could
hardly be any stronger, “But you--who are you?” It “crushes the right of his
readers to do so with shattering bluntness,” ultimately, as we shall see, because it “usurps the authority” of both God’s law and of God himself (Burdick, 196).
In short, even if this does not rule out court procedures and the administration of justice on the basis of properly acquired testimony as an integral
part of a biblically informed society, the tongue may not be used critically to
“speak against” the neighbor in any way, shape or form, whether by insinuation or outright, in public or in private, officially or unofficially, especially
not when he is unable to defend himself! Such disdainful “speaking against”
the brother or sister is always harmful to the speaker, the person involved, as
well as to individual and communal relationships. It tears the individual down
and the community apart (PDavids, 104), is by definition a “lie” in terms of
Scripture, even if it would “expose” facts that are objectively true. If these
facts constitute a tool to cut down the brother or sister, such exposure is
wicked and of hellish origin. That is why in all of this Christians should refrain from running their mouth, and should turn a deaf ear to those, who refuse to keep their mouth shut. To put it in colorful words, too often “John the
Baptist’s head in a charger is a usual dish at our meals ... with the “ears (of
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participants) as guilty as their tongues” (Manton, 380, with reference to Ps
101:5; 1 Tim. 5:19).
Quite clearly, the author calls upon his readers to display the very humility that received such high marks in James 4:10. It is rather difficult to
speak against someone in a degrading way, when one considers himself consistently “the chief of sinners” before one’s conversion as well as “the least of
the saints,” and “an unprofitable servant,” after this event. It stands to reason
that the prohibition to speak degradingly has implications for the mind, the
will and the emotions. God sees all of them, requires holiness in all of them,
and brings all of them in the judgment. None of these three internal functions
of the heart are toll-free (Zodhiates, II, 298-299)!
The devil is called a liar and the father of all lies (John 8:44). As a liar,
he is the accuser of the brothers. This is exemplified both in the OT (Zech.
3:1ff) and the NT (Rev. 12:10). Especially the first instance proves that one
does not have to tell an “untruth” in order to be a “liar.” Satan’s despicable
broadside against the high priest Joshua could not have been more factually
correct (Zech. 3). At the same time it could not have been met with greater
judgment in the long run (Rev. 12:9ff, in anticipation of Rev. 20:1ff). One
apparently can uncover the facts and still speak against the brother, and so be
a liar before God. Therefore, whenever the tongue is destructive, whether by
means of "untruth" or "truth," in the wording of James 3 it proves to be "pure
poison," "set on fire by hell," and "demonic." No wonder that it is under severe condemnation in the present injunction and eventually will prove to be
liable to the same punishment as Satan!
To underscore what has been stated already (in the comments on Jam.
2:25), Greek thinking describes truth as that which is “uncovered.” The Bible
defines truth as that which is dependable, steadfast, and lifegiving. A case can
be made for the fact, as I did earlier, that in the biblical sense of the word, the
midwives in Exodus 1 and Rahab in Joshua 2 spoke the “truth,” because they
protected and promoted life. The love of their heart, for both God and the
neighbor, was in clear evidence. What they said, did not, nor would, produce
personal gain. Quite the contrary! When they spoke, they did so at the risk of
their own lives. They put themselves in jeopardy! It is quite likely that God’s
blessing upon them can be construed as his approval upon their involvement
for righteousness. Incidentally, this kind of involvement is the opposite of the
present injunction!
In summary, this injunction covers more than just “slander,” “whispering,” “backbiting,” or "false witness" in court (Lev. 19:16; Ps. 15:3; 101:5),
even if it includes all this (Burdick, 196). Each and every time the tongue is
used to the detriment of the brother, it is odious to God (Prov. 10:18-19; 1
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Cor. 13:6). This misuse of the tongue may even imply “uncovering” facts that
are correct, or broadcasting events that occurred. How serious an issue this is,
can be understood from the guidelines Christ gives for dealing with the presence of sin in the assembly! If Church member A believes that Church member B has sinned against him, he has one of two options. He either covers it in
love (Lev. 19:17; 1 Cor. 13:7), or he rebukes Church member B (Lev. 19:17;
Lk. 17:13). Unless, of course, the sin is in the “public domain,” he may not
divulge it to anyone, not even to his pastor or spouse (Mt. 18:15). When he
does not receive satisfaction, he may share it with one or two others, but exclusively as potential witnesses in a subsequent confrontation (Mt. 18:16).
Only if this does not produce the desired results, may it become public
knowledge in the congregation (Mt. 16:17). Clearly, the facts must remain
private, as much and as long as this is possible. In the congregation the members interact with one another on a “need to know” basis!
In view of the seriousness of the issue under discussion it is not too
much to conclude that the abuse of the tongue under consideration in this passage, whether consciously or not, appears rooted in hatred in one form or another and to one degree or another.341 The Bible does not only forbid the
abuse of the tongue, but also commands the proper use of the tongue. In order
for the tongue to be a “fountain of life” (Prov. 18:21), Paul writes that the
tongue must be exclusively used in a positive way. If a word does not edify
and does not minister grace to the hearers (Eph. 4:29), it stands by definition
condemned. Believers would do well to take note of Paul’s teaching! Of
course, this does not mean that “blunt” language has no appropriate place. To
be sure, while we never may call good evil by harshly condemning godliness,
we may never call evil good by gently stroking open and gross sins (Is. 5:20).
Too often drunkenness is called good fellowship, censorious talk good discourse, doctrinal error new light on the subject, and rebellion zeal for public
welfare (So Manton, 381). One commentator suggests three steps as an antidote to the misuse of the tongue in this context. Let us ever remember that the
end does not justify the means as a perpetual reminder for the tongue to remain beyond reproach. Let us ever keep an open mind as a continuing reminder to control the tongue and to give folks the benefit of the doubt. Let us
ever retain our integrity and biblical fidelity as an unending reminder for the
tongue to steer a transparent and pure course (Nystrom, 258-260).
In short, in order to be acceptable to God, there ought to be “family”
loyalty, or solidarity (Mitton, 165), among the brothers and sisters. This implies that their words, all of them without exception, should have a positive
341

See further for the importance of the tongue, Prov. 10:19-21; 12:13; 13:3; 17:27; 18:21;
38:1; 141:3; Mt. 12:34, 37.
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aim, and hopefully a positive influence. Let it be emphasized once again.
There is both death and life in the tongue, in that order (Prov. 18:21). In the
light of the presence of “indwelling sin,” it proves to be death by definition,
and life by grace! This is both the grim and the grand reality. The readers of
James do well not to gloss over this or to take it lightly!342
With the prohibition of James 4:11a as basis, James now moves step by
step onward to its threefold ground (Jam. 4:11b, c, d), its net result (Jam.
4:11e), its affirmation (Jam. 4:12a, b), and its indictment (Jam. 4:12c). It is
noteworthy that in doing so he also moves on from “one another” (Jam.
4:11a) to “brother” (Jam. 4:11b) to “neighbor” (Jam. 4:12c) (Brosend, 118,
120).

(2) Nature of Judging (4:11b)
First of all, James implies that to speak against the brother or sister is “to
judge” them. Obviously, this term is used in the negative sense of the word.
The brother or sister “is measured, found wanting and is condemned--all in
secret” (Johnson, 293). The Bible gives the following guidelines pertaining to
“judging.”
First, there is a place for righteous judgments (John 7:24). In fact, such
judgments must be made. Every Christian should distinguish right from
wrong and on that basis “exercise ... proper and necessary discrimination,”
which at times may lead to Church discipline and excommunication (Moo,
1985, 152). Scripture is replete with judgments to that effect. They pertain to
individuals (Gal. 1:9; 1 John 4:1), their doctrine (1 Thess. 5:21; 2 John 9), and
their practices (2 Thess. 3:11-12, 14-15; Rev. 22:15). At times they are extremely strong (Mt. 23:2-36). Let no one stand in the way of necessary judgments. God insists that they be made! They serve the honor of God, the health
342

Brosend, 121-122, brings up the intriguing question, whether James in his at times
“sharply critical,” as well as “sarcastic, belittling, and belligerent” letter does not violate his
own prohibition to “speak against each other.” Could he himself possibly have fallen victim
to an “unwarranted criticism,” or even to “legally actionable” slander? Brosend’s answer is
decidedly in the negative. “If what he says is true, it is not slander; it is the shining light of the
Gospel into a dark corner of the life of the community. It is not unwarranted criticism; it is
needed reproof and correction.” The homiletical upshot is that “The preacher must examine
the situation, explore his or her own motives, and prayerfully determine what is called for in a
given moment. We must neither embrace criticism nor flee from it. Nor should we use the
pulpit as a place to settle a score or to put someone straight.” I can endorse much of this, but
(1) with some addition and (2) with some modification. The addition is this. Communicating
truth, whether from the pulpit or otherwise, is never “speaking against each other,” as long as
it is God’s truth, delivered in God’s way, through God’s means, with God’s purpose. Unless it
meets these conditions, it would constitute the (mild) type of “speaking against” that James
prohibits, and could well deteriorate into a (more potent) kind of defamation or slander.
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of the Church, and the recovery of the individual. In short, when Scripture
mandates this, one must speak out. In those instances silence would not be
“golden,” but “yellow.”
Second, by the same token, no judgments of others may be made in issues or areas where there is no explicit injunction of Scripture. Where the Bible does not forbid or command, man must keep his mouth shut and his hands
off (Rom. 14:1-13; Col. 2:20-21). Whenever a man disregards this biblical
teaching, he is censorious.
Finally, where Scripture settles a matter, and judgments must be made,
the following three guidelines ought to be observed very carefully.
First, the spirit of hypocrisy is condemned (Mt. 7:1-6; Rom. 2:1-3). This
is to say that the person who does the judging may not be guilty of the same
sin ... let alone an even greater sin.
Second, a spirit of meekness is required (Gal. 6:1). The one who judges
must realize that without the grace of God, he will fall into the same sin. This
excludes by definition judgments arising from a selfish, ambitious, envious,
bitter and quarrelsome spirit (Moo, 1985, 151)!
Third, a spirit of intercession must be present (1 John 5:16). The person
who judges must show his intention to restore and edify by his intercession
for the offender.
Romans 2:1-3 indicates that where the first two guidelines are absent,
and a spirit of pride or harshness prevails, the person who judges can be certain of having already fallen in the same (type of) sin! This is a sobering truth.
While in unbiblical judgments Christian love is the “missing link,”
(Moo, 1985, 152), it should never be said that righteous judgments and
Christian love are mutually exclusive. Nothing could be farther from the
truth. Any animus to that effect indicates that there is not the slightest recognition that the epitome of God’s love is to secure holiness in the objects of his
love. Without this recognition James may seem out of step. With it James always hits the right note by definition, however confrontational and cutting his
words may seem (See specifically Mt. 16:23; Acts 2:37; 7:51-54). In this
James does not only reflect God’s love. It is suffused with it. Genuine Christian love does and must unreservedly follow suit!
James, further, states that someone who wrongfully speaks against his
brother or judges his brother, wrongfully speaks against the law, and judges
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the law.343 The use of the present participles in the Greek (“he who speaks
against the bother or judges the brother”) indicates that James does not focus
on folks who fall victim to an occasional slip of the tongue, but on habitual
offenders, whose second nature it is to expose the downside of others, or to
tear them down (Zodhiates, III, 304).
To “speak against the law and to judge it” in this context, is not to express a substantive disagreement with, or a flagrant denunciation of (a part or
all of the) the authoritative teachings of the “royal law” (Jam. 2:8), the “law
of freedom” (Jam. 2:12), not only as the latter reflects Leviticus 19:18 (Laws,
187; Mitton, 166) and its context (Lev. 19:16-17) (Johnson, 293), but also as
it is presented in its fullness by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount (Moo,
1985, 152). Neither is it to exhibit or promote a non-observance of the law
(Martin, 164). No, to speak a word against the brother, or to pronounce an
unjustified judgment on the brother, is for all practical purposes to "inform"
both God's law word, and his law judgment that they fall "hopelessly" short,
whether in breadth, in length, in depth, in height, or in all the above. For all
practical purposes it treats the law, as a superior treats an inferior (Brosend,
119). Emphatically, James uses the term “law” four times. This means that
the centrality of the law may never be curtailed or diminished (Keddie, 145).
This appears underscored by the fact that in each instance the reference to the
law lacks the definite article. With this James goes on record that the covenant community better not explicitly or implicitly disparages any law word of
God whatsoever by competing judgments, whether such word is found in the
foundational OT, specifically in the Torah, in Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount, or
in the apostolic tradition in the NT.
In short, to sin against the Ninth Commandment in this way is to substitute the word of man for the word of God. The former now has the final say!
This implies that whatever the law of God commands or prohibits, does not
cover every base, and therefore simply “does not cut it.” It appears to fall
short, and is not sufficiently perfect (Ps. 19:7), after all. “My analysis, my assessment, my disparagement, my defamation, my condemnation, or for that
matter in the opposite kind of context, my counsel, my advice, my input, my
commendation, is superior to whatever God may contribute in his law.” This
is the perennial danger that lurks not only in individuals, but also in traditions. Too frequently they are pitted against each other in explosive debates
that end up in bitter denunciations. To be sure, there is an exquisite beauty to
traditions as vehicles through which God’s truth is preserved throughout the
343

Keddie, 144, points out the lingual parallel between (1) “the individual who speaks against
the brother and judges him,” and (2) “the individual who speaks against the law and judges
it.”
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centuries. Without them, however wobbly and questionable at times, there
would be no “today.” But there is also something pernicious to them. Once
they are hardened convictions, they invariably tend to oppose one or more
elements of God’s truth or prevent them from functioning. When this happens
programmatically and consistently, there regrettably may be no “tomorrow,”
or a very anemic one at best. Man’s “law” may never prevail over, or function
at the expense of, God’s law! Total and perennial vigilance in this regard is a
“must” (2 Tim. 1:13-14), in fact, it is potentially a matter of death (by definition) and life (by grace)!
In short, in speaking against brothers and sisters, members of the covenant community, whether individually or corporately, pit their word against
the law of God, and make their own word law. The law of God says one
thing, the word of man another! Of course, in that case, the latter prevails.
This is implicitly a disparagement of the law of God and a judgment upon the
law of God, and explicitly the height of presumption (See also Manton, 381)!
The contrast with being a hearer/doer of the law could hardly be starker. The
hearer/doer of the law places himself under the law, while a judge of the law
places himself above it! Of course, there is nothing wrong with humans expressing their opinions as long as the three main ethical principles of godly
motivation, godly standard and godly objective are observed, and submitted
to both God’s word and communal input. However, this is not in the purview
of James in the present context.
Until someone is born again and subdued by the grace of God, his natural, inbred, pride will insist on the primacy of his own word, whether thought
or spoken, disregard the explicit law of God, and in fact, dismiss the latter, if
needs be! Even after his rebirth, he easily falls prey to this. After all, the
tongue is filled with poison, and set on fire by hell! However, even this is not
yet the end of James’ argument or, preferably, James’ indictment. There is
more, much more, to come.

(3) Gravity of Judging (4:12)
James proceeds, and concludes, with a solemn warning. In fact, his logic is
relentless, devastating and unanswerable (Keddie, 172). When a man speaks
out against a brother or sister, not only does his word supersede God’s word,
“break the royal law,” by bringing in censures that outstrip the law (Calvin,
338), but he is in direct competition with God himself (Dibelius, 228)! He
“arrogates what belongs to the Creator” (Nystrom, 249). There is only one
absolute Lawgiver (Ps. 9:20), and Judge344 (Gen. 18:25; 2 Chron. 19:6; Ps.
344
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82:1, 8; Is. 33:22; Mt. 10:28; John 5:22-23, 30; Heb. 5:7; 12:23), and this is
God!345 He is the only one who is able to save (soosai) and to destroy (apolesai), to rescue from destruction or to assign to destruction.”346 The Greek
tense used in the case of either verb indicates “the finality of God’s verdict”
(Keddie, 145). If you let your law prevail against God’s law, you elevate
yourself above God. If you make your own judgment ultimate, you make
yourself the lawgiver. You claim “finality” for yourself, and in the process
(seek to) dwarf God by definition! The implication is more than serious. It is
grim! Since God’s law always entails curses or blessings, man implicitly
claims the right to save and destroy. However, that is God’s sovereign prerogative, and no one else’s. “There is no god besides me: I kill and I make
alive. I wound, and I heal. Nor is there anyone that can deliver out of my
hand" (Deut. 32:39; see also 1 Sam. 2:6-7; 2 Ki. 5:7; Ps. 75:6-7; Mt. 10:28;
Lk. 12:5). After all, God alone has the keys of heaven and hell (Rev. 1:18).
To speak against the brother and sister in Christ is clearly a stupendous and
staggering undertaking! It usurps the right to speak the final word, to be the
final Lawgiver, and sovereignly to determine someone’s final destiny. No
wonder that James in concluding this passage hurls a potent, and possibly indignant, challenge at the culprit, which can best be translated as, “Who do
you think you are” (Brosend, 119)?
In short, James’ word constitutes more than a mild warning against
“flirtation with the world” and some gentle “knuckle rapping.” No, it sets off
an alarm, and amounts to an implicit threat. To be sure, this is not fully expressed, but it is there! Do you, o man, intend to take on God? His ability to
save and destroy at His own good pleasure can “cut both ways.” You continue on your path, and you can expect destruction (1 Cor. 3:17). This is
surely an effective way to produce humility, to break a proud spirit that for all
practical purposes claims ultimacy! It also amounts to an implicit call to repentance vis-à-vis a readership that is too often blind to the nature of their
condition, thoughts, words and actions, as well as to the divine diagnosis and
cure (Jer. 8:6) (Manton, 386).

b. Facing the Future (4:13-17)
(13) Come on now, you who say, “Today or tomorrow we shall
go to this or that city and spend a year there and do business
and make a profit,” (14) while you do not know what tomorrow
will bring. For what is your life? You are a vapor that appears
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for a little while and then vanishes. (15) Instead you ought to
say, “If the Lord wills, then we shall live and do this or that.”
(16) But now you boast in your arrogance. All such boasting is
evil. (17) Therefore whoever knows to do good and does not do
it, to him it is sin.
Once again the architecture of James is called in question at this point. This
section presents “a transition without connection” (Grosheide, 1955, 399).
Once again, nothing could be further from the truth. In this section James
deals with a second element in the range of personal ethics. Anyone who
takes the “cultural mandate,” which requires humans to take dominion, seriously, will make plans for the future. Well, in this context it soon becomes
evident that there is planning and “planning!”

(1) Injunction against Presumption (4:13)
Quite bluntly James states that planning without consideration of the providence of God is highly presumptuous (Ps. 49:11; Prov. 16:1; 27:1; Is. 56:12).
“Now listen,” “Come now!” or “Get with it!” (age nun) is indicative of an
“idiomatic and emphatic” (Keddie, 146), if not “brusque and insistent address” (Nystrom, 250)! “You do not just ‘forget’ about God, at any time, under any circumstances!” The address is designed to arrest attention (Tasker,
101; Burdick, 197). Notice particularly how James presents the example of
businessmen in their comings and their goings. Apparently business travel
was a common occurrence (Acts 18:2, 18; Rom. 16:13). What James has in
mind are merchants in the possibly international import-export industry, who
always seem to be on the road, in contrast to the local shopkeepers and retailers on the one hand, and the big time landowners and farmers, who are called
on the carpet in James 5:1ff, on the other (See PHDavids, 171, for the distinction between the mobile merchant class and the more sedentary landlord
class). With the singular (“Get with it!”) he addresses each individual businessman. With the plural (“we,” “us,” “you,” and “your”) he indicates that
there is plenty of company (Zodhiates, III, 13). His addressees aim to travel
with specified plans to specified places, at a specified point in time, and for a
specified length of time to conduct a specified business. The three conjunctions, “and will spend a year there and will engage in business and will make
a profit” show their meticulous planning, their singleminded determination,
as well their obvious and blatant pride. They appear to be Christians (with
Keddie, 146; Moo, 2000, 201), rather than “hypothetical persons who have a
hypothetical attitude about a hypothetical trip” (Brosend, 126-127), and at
least members of the Christian community, who in a very vivid fashion are
introduced as speaking for themselves (... we ... us ...) and in a possibly even
more telling fashion are addressed directly (... you ... your ...). “On paper,
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their (model business) plan looks good,” similar to the plan of the farmer of
Luke 12:18, “as if there is nothing and no one else in the world ... as if winds
never blow ill, the roads are always safe, markets are always stable, and so
on” (Brosend, 126-127). In all this they exemplify carnal presumption, but are
not necessarily carnal hearts that go after carnal projects with carnal hopes of
success (against Manton, 387, 394, who refers to Sisera’s mother in Judg.
5:28-30).
What James has in mind here, is a run-of-the-mill, every-day, kind of
sinfulness that always seems to hit Christians from the blind side, especially
those who routinely “compartmentalize life” and separate “God” from the
“world” (Jam. 4:4) and the “Sunday” from the “Monday” and the other days
of the week.347 I characterize it as such because it pertains to a sort of conduct
that is not sinful on the face of it. After all, who would be alarmed when an
industrious businessman eagerly unfolds his plans? Nevertheless, it gives rise
to something that he, as well as the apostle John, emphasizes throughout.
Christians are and remain “open sewers,” that by definition spew out “an
abundance of sewage,” unless they are God-centered in their motivation and
objectives, Christ-centered in their origin and substance and Spirit-centered in
their enablement and empowerment (Jam. 1:17; 3:17; 4:7, 10; 5:13; John
1:7). Without all this they may be shrewd and successful businessmen. But in
this segment of their lives they are at the same time callous, practical atheists,
who do not think “high enough,” ignoring the God who is in over-all control,
and self-deluding masters of self-sufficiency, who do not think “far enough”
ahead, leaving the future God-less and open-ended. Precisely because the
conduct under discussion pertains to a matter that is honorable in itself,
James’ warning pertains to a temptation that is subtle and easily overlooked.
Evidently the traveling wholesale trader, in contrast to the local retailer
(Laws, 189-190; Nystrom, 251) has an exciting, although not totally risk-free,
life in a world and during times of throbbing industrial and commercial activity. He is fully caught up in his work, which may well give him his identity
and double as his life. Whether a workaholic or not, he is a meticulous planner who is enterprising, knowledgeable, careful, skillful, energetic, and, although this is not James’ focus, undoubtedly determined to be a success.
Starting times as well as itineraries for his projects are well in advance
marked on the calendar. In theory, of course, these characteristics and this
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procedure cannot be faulted or condemned. There is nothing wrong with
plans, with traveling, with doing business, and making money for that matter
(See also Keddie, 147). Far from it!
In fact, an entrepreneurial spirit that wishes “to go somewhere” is
throughout applauded in Scripture. It is part of dominion taking as a creation
mandate! Regrettably, there are not enough Christians who display such
spirit. No, it is the apparent assumption of self-confidence, self-sufficiency,
self-reliance, and self-determination of the man that is the target of James’
grievance and grief. He goes about his business as if God has no plan, in fact,
as if God does not exist. There is no recognition that the man, just like everyone else, operates in a night fog that covers the countryside into which he
travels. No goggles. No night vision. There is no telling what the landscape is
all about when the fog lifts and the dawn breaks. But one would not be able to
tell this from the self-assured, arrogant and pretentious way the future is
mapped out without any allowance for unforeseen and unexpected circumstances (See Burdick, 197). Although this kind of lifestyle was characteristic
of the traveling traders of James’ day, they certainly do not have a corner on
it. Basically the same arrogant spirit imbued Israel before its defeat at Ai, its
covenant with Gibeon, Peter before his denial of Jesus (See also Phillips, 159160), and many of us throughout our past!
James’ words should not be construed as a “critique of profit” (Moo,
1985, 154). In fact, he is not even addressing an often prevailing, and manifestly sinful, “desire to make profit a towering priority,” such as is condemned in Amos 8:4-5 (Nystrom, 250). No, he targets the display of a false
sense of security (PHDavids, 172). The entrepreneur goes about his plans
without any reference to God (Laws, 189). He thinks “entirely on a worldly
plane,” naturally with “financial profit” as one of his considerations, even if it
is not “the chief value” (contra PHDavids, 172). Undoubtedly, the man has
lots of character strength. But as usual, the man’s strength is his weakness. He
is in the process of failing the trial of riches (Jam. 1:10-11)!
But having said this, can we be certain that such a man genuinely belongs to the covenant community? Some say “No” (Laws, 190; Moo, 1985,
154). Others say yes (Nystrom, 251). I say, “Yes, of course!” Once again, the
whole tenor of James’ Letter, in which each Christian is said to spew filth
(Jam. 1: 21), to have a direct pipeline to hell (Jam. 3:6), to be adulterous
(Jam. 4:4), etc., is such, that nothing should surprise us, least of all a sin that
attaches itself to, and piggybacks upon, an enterprise that in and by itself is
not only totally honorable, but mandated in Scripture. It simply goes to show
how easy it is to fall victim to the pattern set forth in James 1:14-15. The evil
impulse blinds, decides upon a sinful course of action, commits itself, and
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finds itself on the slippery slope. There is hardly any doubt that there is a
need for James’ tender love in tough pursuit of total holiness en route to ultimate perfection.
Incidentally, worry is just the opposite of such a self-possessed spirit.
The latter man’s heart and mind are filled with fear and uncertainty because
of an apparent lack of control about the future! Worry always has the tendency to paralyze! In Philippians 4:6-7, Paul gives the answer to worry: “Be
anxious in nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, shall guard your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus.”
In worry, the heart and mind of man are “torn apart” with anxious and
distressing thoughts and emotions. But, when man turns to God and brings
everything before Him, God will calm down the heart and the mind. The
steps of turning to God are intriguing. The first one is prayer. Man enters the
throne room of God. The second is supplication. Man shuts everything out,
including all joys and sorrows, and closes the door behind him. Now he sees
God only. This, thirdly, leads to thanksgiving in (1 Thess. 5:18), and for,
(Eph. 5:20) all circumstances. Fourthly, once thanksgiving in place, the petitions can (“for once”) be trusted. They are no longer self-centered or selfserving. Finally, the peace of God is “suddenly” present, in an inexplicable
manner, all right, but present nevertheless. Still, Paul does not stop there. He
adds that on the basis of this peace in the heart, man must start concentrating
on thinking and doing the right things. Then, the believer, in addition to experiencing the presence of the peace of God, will be favored with the presence
of the God of peace. Now the future cannot be more secure. The peace of
God has taken over both the heart and the mind ... and the God of peace has
granted his presence, fellowship and protection (Phil. 4:8-9)! The presence
and enjoyment of the peace of God as well as the God of peace! Undoubtedly
the twofold remedy for worry!
In the present context we encounter a businessman who is poles apart
from a worry-wart. His heart and mind are brimful with self-confidence and
optimism. But the antidote is the same for both, for they have something fundamental in common. They are both self-centered, however much the practical display of this self-centeredness may differ. In short, they are both all too
human in their “practical atheism.” God’s absolute sway over and presence in
everything does not function in either one of them.
It goes without saying that James cannot be opposed to planning or
making provisions for the future. Scripture gives ample illustrations as well as
injunctions to this effect (Gen. 41:35; Prov. 6:6-8; 30:25; Acts 11:29; Rom.
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1:13). It even requires us to calculate the cost of each enterprise (Lk. 14:28).
But God must be in control (Nystrom, 253). Therefore such planning must
have the right motivation, the right standard and the right goal, just as all
things ethical. It may not be done in anxiety or in pride. It must reflect the
substance of God’s law. And it must serve the purpose of the Kingdom of
God (Mt. 6:33). In short, it must be God-centered across the board! This is
the sum and substance of the ensuing verses!
However, before we turn to these verses, we must once more return to
the question whether the businessmen James addresses are Christians or nonChristians. It has been suggested that the latter is the case, because the word
“brothers” is not mentioned in this context. The implication is that to identify
them by definition as non-Christians is to take away the force of this passage.
Even to leave the question open (Martin, 165) is neither satisfactory nor sufficient. James addresses the Church (Jam. 1:1), and the admonition goes out
to all business people within the Christian community! The maxim is simple.
Just as in all biblical preaching, anyone who recognizes that the shoe fits
should put it on! Depending upon the response, James undoubtedly will find
out who among them are truly Christians. Incidentally, we already saw that
the same reasoning applied to the rich in James 1:10-11, and we eventually
will see that it also applies to the rich in James 5:1-6. In both instances the
brother appellation is missing as well.

(2) Solution to Presumption (4:14-15)
James starts out by laying the foundation of his solution to presumption. The
greatest of plans and designs can be dashed in a moment. While it is perfectly
appropriate to trust God for the future (Ps. 27:1; 146:4; Job 29:18; Is. 55:12),
it is foolish to presume on the future (Ps. 49:11; Prov. 27:1; Is. 56:12; Lk.
12:16ff). We are not masters of our time (Ps. 31:15; Eccl. 9:1; Jer. 10:23).
After all, we are a leaf in the wind, who may be a sudden casualty the very
next day ... if not the very same night (Job 27:8; Lk. 12:20). In general, life is
like a “vapor,” a “mist” (Ps. 39: 5, 11; 90:9-10; Hos. 13:3). It is fleeting and
does not last long. The sun rises and it burns off quickly. It is like grass (Ps.
103:15; Is. 40:6-7), like the wind (Job 7:7), like a cloud (Job 7:9), like a
flower (Job 14:2), like a shadow (Job 14:2; Ps. 102:11). It comes and goes. It
appears and disappears (Johnson, 296). It is like a head of steam. It may look
impressive, but dissipates in a hurry. It is like a puff of smoke of extremely
short duration. It may appear to be thick and heavy, but it is soon blown away
(Mitton, 169; Dibelius, 233). It is like a soap bubble. It can be made to grow,
and grow. But it will suddenly burst! “Here today and gone today” (Martin,
166). We better wake up to this reality (Rom. 13:11). The question is not
what kind or quality of life there will be tomorrow, but whether there will be
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life at all (Moo, 1985, 155). Often, it takes an occasion that makes humans
look death in the face before this will dawn upon them. It is passing strange
that some folks live for today, as if there is no tomorrow, while others live for
tomorrow as if there is one! The first one indicates indulgence, the second
presumption. Both attitudes stand condemned. Both seem to forget that life is
short as well as uncertain. Of course, when the focus is upon God (Ps. 73:2526; Hab. 3:17) and his Christ (Phil. 1:21; 3:10; 4:13), both “today” and “tomorrow” fall into perfect place, and the fragility of life in both its brevity and
uncertainty can be properly assessed and dealt with.
In short, the uncertainty, fragility and shortness of life should be sufficient reasons to turn away from a presumptuous approach to life. In the larger
context of Scripture, and often in conjunction with the return of Christ, they
also function as reasons for the urgency of a life of holiness before, and of
service to, God (Rom. 13:11; 2 Pet. 1:13).
At any rate, James states that the solution is to be found in the recognition and acknowledgment that life is fully in the hands of God (Acts 18:21;
Rom. 1:10; 15:24, 32; 1 Cor. 4:9; 16:7; Phil. 2:19, 24; Heb. 6:3; 3 John 10).
He formulates this in terms of “the will of God.” In this context it signifies
the will of control or decree. In other words, what comes into view here is
God’s plan or providence by which he determines whatever comes to pass,
and in this context, whatever will come to pass!
Frankly, too often “the will of God” in contexts like this is thought to refer to the so-called “guidance of God.” One should guard against this not only
in this passage but also elsewhere. It is quite pertinent to bring this up, since
in the present context decisions are being made, in fact, “big” decisions. The
doctrine of “guidance” holds that there is supposedly a “perfect” or “ideal”
will of God, which is designed to direct and lead us in life especially in areas
and issues of crucial significance. It touches on those aspects or instances
where there is no explicit instruction from God, such as whom to marry, what
profession to choose, and where to reside. The aim is to identify God’s leading in life. Again and again we are told to make sure that we are “in the center
of God’s will.” Frequently an elaborate set of rules, with green or red lights
and all, is drawn up to determine its content. To succeed in this is pretty momentous. After all, to miss it ultimately makes for, at times, very “unhappy
campers.”
The question, of course, is unavoidable whether the traveling traders in
this context are exhorted to seek “divine guidance,” or to find “God’s ideal or
perfect will for their lives?” This question must emphatically be answered in
the negative. As will now be shown, this whole concept is totally foreign to
the teaching of Scripture. In the course of demonstrating this I also aim to de711

lineate how we can expect anyone to approach the future and make decisions
in a biblically responsible manner. All this is the subject matter of the next
Topical Focus.

Topical Focus # 16: Biblical Decision Making and the Will of God
1. The Twofold Will of God
Scripture distinguishes (only!) two wills of God, the will of God’s control in terms of
both his decree (Eph. 1:11) and his providence (Rom. 1:10; 15:32), and the will of
God’s command in terms of his injunctions (John 4:34; Rom. 12:2) and prohibitions
(Deut. 5:6ff). Regrettably the distinction between God’s will of control and his will of
command is too often blurred. Care must be taken not to do this in the various contexts, where the will of God is invoked.
The third petition of the Lord’s Prayer (Mt. 6:10) refers to God’s will of command, rather than his will of control. When the Lord Jesus teaches us to pray, “Your
will be done,” he desires us to ask for obedience to the will of God’s command across
the length and breadth of our existence on earth, without exception or reservation. This
is also what he requests for himself, when in the garden of Gethsemane he makes that
very same petition (Mt. 26:42; Lk. 22:42). It is hardly surprising that heaven, with its
all-encompassing obedience by the angels, is set as the standard for the kind of holiness of life indicated by it. Although, of course, heartfelt submission to the allcontrolling plan of God is always mandatory, in the context of the third petition the
will of God’s decree does not enter into the picture.
Neither does it enter in the picture in 1 John 5:14. In this passage John refers also
to the will of God’s command. He informs us that when we ask anything, according to
the revealed will of God, he will hear us. In fact, we already will have received it.
Therefore, this implicitly urges us to be Word-centered (and holiness-centered!) in our
prayers. We must first determine what God conveys and requires in his Word. That,
then, ought to be the subject matter and content of our prayers. It stands to reason that
prayers, which reflect Scripture, will definitely be heard!
All this has at least three implications. Negatively, God’s people should not cripple their prayers by adding “if it is your will.” They often add this to their prayers for
the recovery of the sick, as if either Matthew 6:10 or 1 John 5:14 would require this.
Neither verse, however, refers to God’s plan. Therefore, to quote them as if they do
confuses the two wills of God. No, since it is God’s revealed will that we pray for the
sick (Jam. 5:16), we should do so fervently, and ... expect an affirmative answer. (In
my comments on James 5:16 I also show that, since God does not promise healing in
every case of sickness, there will be times that we “gladly” have to take “no” for an
answer.) Positively, God’s people can escape this confusion by always basing their
prayers upon Scripture. It is no coincidence that also Jesus (John 15:7) and Paul (1
Tim. 4:4) tie Scripture and prayer indissolubly together. Both do so in the context of
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holiness. The tapestry is rich and enriching: Word-Prayer-Holiness. Praying Scripture
clearly gives “steel” to one’s prayer not only in terms of solid substance, but also of
unwavering confidence. Finally, this warrants the conclusion that if no Scripture,
whether precept, promise, prohibition, principle, pattern, model, or example, can be
found to give content to prayer, there is no basis for prayer. Consequently one should
abstain from it. In other words, every prayer should have at its foundation a Word of
God, in whatever form it comes to us, either explicit or implicit. And every prayer can
expect the answer warranted by this Word.
Be this as it may, in Church history the grateful acknowledgment of God’s twofold will came to expression in a stream of literature on both the Sovereignty of God
and the Decalogue. This demonstrated its avowed God-centeredness and its unmistaken holiness-centeredness. About a century ago, however, the theological climate
began to shift, first subtly, but soon at an accelerated pace. Both the will of God’s sovereign control and the will of God’s absolute command were shown the door. A rampant Arminianism was able to convince large portions of the ecclesiastical world that
absolute divine sovereignty simply was not compatible with unfettered human responsibility, and would turn man into a robot. So by and large sovereignty, and therefore
the will of God’s absolute control, was “tossed,” even if lip service was paid to biblical
terminology. “Tossed” as well was the Mosaic Law. A rampant Dispensationalism declared that Paul’s phraseology “You are not under law, but under grace” (Rom. 6:14)
made short shrift of that law in the NT dispensation. In a truly NT Church God’s OT
law does no longer, neither should, function in any substantive and meaningful way. In
a rather piecemeal fashion an exception was made for OT commandments (sparingly)
repeated in the NT, but the rest was basically “history.” All this is extremely serious
business. The upshot was that by and large the Christian Church turned more and more
man-centered instead of Godcentered and, as its corollary, happiness-centered in stead
of holiness-centered.
However, something had to give. One cannot ignore large chunks of fundamental
biblical truth without impunity, without feeling the pinch, even if only instinctively.
The dismissal of both God’s will of decree and God’s will of command created a vacuum. Man was virtually left rudderless in a world of chance. This, of course, had to be
offset by something. Suddenly enters the concept of “God’s Ideal Will for my Life!”
In this concept the tables were fundamentally turned. Man no longer lives and fits in
the world of God to serve him, but God lives and fits in the universe of mankind to
serve it, all pious disclaimers to the contrary. Soon streams of books were devoted to
the subject, and published with titles that focused on the so-called “Ideal Will” or
“Perfect Will” of God. Surrender of man to God for God’s sake was replaced with
guidance of man by God for man’s sake. In a rather convoluted way even the frequent
urgings to find the “Center of God’s will,” while God-centered in its formulation is
man-centered in its substance. After all, this “Center” spells security and safety.
Frankly, in the final analysis this concept is an unbiblical and errorful construct
that is regrettably swallowed in a wholesale fashion by many sincere and wellmeaning Christians. I hope that what follows will liberate every Christian from this
“Bondage of the Immature,” and slay this “Goliath of Subjectivity,” as it has been
called in an excellent work on the subject (Garry Friesen, Decision making & the Will
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of God (Portland: Multnomah Press, 1980), 123-126, 264. This work makes a mistake,
however, when it characterizes the concept of God’s Perfect Will as “the traditional
view.” Such is decidedly not the case. In fact, in the history of the Church it is a
“Johnny-Come-Lately,” that was made possible only by virtue of a shift in theological
climate of calamitous proportions. Since the author fails to plumb the depth and implications of this shift, his criticism goes no farther than earmarking this concept as “immature.” Also, because his alternative, identified as “the way of wisdom,” remains too
much on the surface of things, he leaves his readers too much in the fog. I aim to demonstrate that the issue is much more serious than is indicated, that the criticism should
have been more incisive, and that the biblical truth is deeper as well as more decisive. I
do so under two headings, the unbiblical as well as the biblical concept of God’s will
for my life.

2. The Unbiblical Concept of “God’s Will for my Life”
The concept of the so-called “Perfect Will of God for my Life,” as it functions today in
much of Christianity, has four drawbacks. In a sense, it has “four strikes” against it.
This should seal its doom!

(1) It Is Man-centered
First, then, it is thoroughly man-centered, all appearances to the contrary. Let me
summarize. The doctrine of “guidance,” and the emphasis upon “God’s will for your
life,” took center stage only a century or so ago. Until that time, it was a totally unknown entity, and apparently not viewed as a significant or even biblical issue. It owes
its existence to two theological developments. For one thing, under the influence of an
increasingly potent Arminianism, the “will of God’s decree” (Prov. 16:1, 4, 9!) was
dismissed. Such will supposedly produces robots. It would annihilate the freedom of
man’s will, and therefore could not be tolerated. Since its dismissal leaves man in a
world of chance, the so-called “perfect, ideal, will of God” or “the center of God’s
will” was introduced to offset this threat. But one can miss it! So, it is and remains “resistible.” God proposes and man disposes. One can taste the man-centered “paradigm
shift.” For another, under the further influence of an ever more potent Dispensationalism, the “will of God’s command” was de-emphasized as well. After all, the age of
grace had dawned. This supposedly shelved the law of God (Rom. 6:14)! Herewith the
man-centered shift was completed. Happiness, rather than holiness, became the focus
and the grand objective. “There is safety in the center of God’s will,” became the
watchword. However, this was left basically undefined because it differed from individual to individual. As such it was bound to be nebulous and often elusive as well.
All this, as if Hebrews 11:35b-38 was never written! God is a sanctuary, a safe
shelter, all right (Is. 8:13-14). But this entails that Christians are biblically untouchable
and safe (compare bird sanctuary!) only, when they find themselves on the mountain
of God’s holiness in the beauty of God’s holiness (sanctuary, emphasis added)! It is
this “Secret Place” of total consecration to the Most High that provides the protecting
“Shadow of the Almighty” (Ps. 91:1). This is neither nebulous nor elusive. It is found
by all those who are God-centered in their thirst and pursuit of holiness. Psalm 91 may
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well be a desert Psalm of Mosaic origin, a companion of Psalm 90, the latter looking
backward, and the former forward. If this is so, it appears that in the desert only two
found this “sanctuary,” namely Joshua and Caleb. All the others died a miserable death
because of their rebellion (Compare Heb. 3:7-14).
At any rate, the upshot of the theological climate shift from God-centered to
man-centered is there for all to see. God-centered books on Predestination and the Ten
Commandments disappeared with their emphasis upon the worship of God in the
splendor of holiness that in previous centuries had captured the hearts of authors and
readers alike. They were replaced by a veritable flood of basically, be it often subtly,
man-centered and, in comparison, anemic literature on God’s “ideal will” and how to
capture it, “guidance” and how to ascertain it, or the “center of God’s will,” and how
to find it, so that life would proceed (under God’s watchful eye) with a minimum of
unpleasant upheavals and hopefully a maximum of experiences in the plus column.

(2) It Is Not Fully Honest
Second, apart from being man-centered in that it is “resistible” and aims at man’s
“happiness,” the notion of the so-called “perfect will of God” has a further drawback.
It is not a fully honest concept. Usually the issues that are brought up under this heading are the three “biggies,” marriage, profession and residence. Often they evoke extensive bouts of agony in the decision making process. In the little things of life, however, the so-called perfect will is virtually ignored. Whether the right or left shoelace
ought to be tied first never enters the picture in this context. Why would it? After all,
human happiness is not at stake in mundane issues such as this! In a word, there is
universal inconsistency in the application of the concept. In fact, most of the time it
plays no role whatsoever! Again, why would it? When it does not serve man’s purpose
“for a happy life,” it serves no purpose, and is useless!
The following anecdote should illustrate this. In one instance I suggested to a
bright and intelligent College student that she should double major. In response she
told me that she had to seek out God’s will for her life before she could make this decision. She would do so prayerfully, of course! Upon the question, whether she had
followed the same procedure in determining her first major, she blushed. No, she had
failed to do this. Of course, she did not follow this procedure, I would add, because she
chose the first major as part of her pursuit of happiness. Ironically, the same rationale
was present in her hesitation regarding a second major. Too much work certainly
would negatively impact her happiness. Instinctively and immediately she grasped for
God’s ideal will for a comfortable life. The idea of godly dominion taking was not
even considered. Keep it happy and take it easy were the two guidelines that governed
her decision making processes. Regrettably, she is not an isolated case. Anecdotes,
such as this can be multiplied many times! The grievous theological climate shift from
God-centered to man-centered seems to have entered the bone marrow of the Christian
Church. No wonder that the latter is losing ground by the decade, if not the year. It
seems that man-centered “mush” replaced God-centered steel. But there is an additional wrinkle.
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(3) It Paralyzes
Third, the concept of God’s “ideal will” has a paralyzing influence. Consistent application would bring life to a stand-still. This becomes fully clear when someone decides
to embark upon such application. “Do I tie the right or the left shoelace first? Does
God steer me in the direction of a Coke or a Pepsi? Should I rent an Alamo or an Avis
rental car?” These questions, which can be multiplied endlessly, would grind life to a
halt. After all, no answers will be forthcoming. Therefore, paralysis is unavoidable,
especially for those who are the most sensitive! It becomes really serious, when one
pays the weekly visit to the grocery store to purchase food for the family. A “no answer” situation does not simply result in paralysis. A so-called “godly” consistency
that no food would be bought apart from a clear direction of God as to its kind and
quantity ultimately would mean dying through famine or dehydration. In short, sooner
or later the “honest,” universal and consistent application of the concept of “God’s
ideal will for my life” cannot but have disastrous consequences. In one instance, in
which a choice had to be made between two types of drink, the person had to walk
away from the refrigerator. When he eventually became quite thirsty, he recognized
the folly of this concept, together with the “bondage” that it entailed. Soon after this
recognition he abandoned it in favor of the biblical teaching on the subject, which is
shared below.
All this, of course, is quite ironic. The Arminian charges the Reformed theologian of turning men into robots, which it decidedly does not do (See my Sovereignty
and Responsibility). But the Arminian position produces a stifling, in fact, deadly paralysis! As we saw, it has been called “The Bondage of the Immature.” This is a correct analysis, but there is clearly much more at stake. When consistently held, it will
end up as “The Bondage of the Tied-Up-In-Knots.” Thankfully this statement can immediately be mitigated by the further consideration that the inconsistency in applying
this concept is often so widespread that this consequence will rather rarely show up. At
any rate, as will be demonstrated, over against this concept the biblical position will
prove to be liberating. It frees man up! But it is also life-producing. It pulsates with
promise! After all, the Word does not only liberate (John 8:31-32). It is also Spirit and
life (Deut. 32:46-47; John 6:63).

(4) It Does Not Exist
Fourth, God’s so-called perfect will does not exist! For instance, if one misses God’s
ideal will for a spouse, the domino effect kicks in. If one misses it, everyone else will
miss it too! On one occasion I asked someone who actively sought to find the man of
God’s choice according to his “perfect will,” what would happen if she never found
him, and ended up marrying the wrong man. The response was telling. “I will be a
very unhappy woman.” My further question was this. “What about the man you should
have married, the woman who married the man you should have married, the man you
ended up marrying, the woman who should have married the man you married, and to
top it off what about all the hybrids of children?” Of course, to ask the question was to
answer it. A concept that produces such blatant man-centeredness cannot exist. If it
were to exist, the implication would be in the light of all the (multitudinous) “misses”
that God would have his hands full with billions of revisions that must be made on an
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ongoing basis. He would have to go back to the drawing board constantly in an unending stream of changes. Of course, this clearly would make him play “second fiddle.” God would propose, but man would dispose. As a practical result God would be
forced to come up again and again with new proposals, which would be routinely
turned down again and again! All this warrants only one very simple conclusion. Such
“god” is not the God of the Bible, not by the farthest stretch of the imagination. He basically would be man’s slave. And then to think that simple surrender to a sovereign
God could have prevented all this confusion and the misery that it leaves in its wake.
No, there must be a better way to make responsible decisions that are marked by
unwavering resolve, accompanied by total peace of mind, and never need to second
guess or look back. There is, indeed! Scripture contains relevant principles. In fact, it
reflects the riches of Scripture that it presents us with explicit guidelines how to make
responsible decisions in areas where there is no explicit prescriptive or prohibitive
Word of God. In fact, there are four such guidelines!

3. The Biblical Concept of God’s Will
(1) Delight in God
First, God will give anyone the desires of his heart who delights himself in Him (Ps.
37:4; Prov. 10:25). He is just like a father who will give his daughter a doll in the color
of her own choice, when and if he is central to her life! Of course, the question will be
posed, “Can our desires always be trusted?” The answer is simple. Unless the delight
in the Lord is present, all bets are off. A simple test can assist in determining whether
the delight of the Lord is present. Can I say with Paul, “For me to live is Christ, and to
die is gain” (Phil. 1:21)? If not, my life is my idol and my greatest delight. I would
prefer it, with all its treasures and excitement, to my Savior and Lord. It would be
quite ironical, if upon our death our Savior would have to ask us somewhat chidingly,
“You did not really want to come home yet, did you not, and see me so soon?” I am
afraid that we would blush from the top of our head to the sole of our feet, and if our
bodiless state would not allow this, our souls most likely would (should!) turn a fiery
red. Of course, this scenario would indicate the need for (wholesale) repentance. The
mere idea that we would prefer anyone or anything to Jesus should blow our brains
and hearts. The accompanying repentance will bring me up to Paul’s level. This, in
turn, will assist me in purifying my desires. In fact, I will look at Paul’s desires (Phil.
1:22-26), which resulted from his delight in God, as my benchmark and model! All
this goes to show that authentic God-centeredness, such as evident in Paul, is the prerequisite for God-approved desires. Such God-centeredness will not waste its time on
books that focus on “Guidance,” etc. Rather, it will manifest itself a. o. in a deep interest in books on topics, such as The Attributes of God, Predestination, Sovereignty and
Responsibility, etc. It goes without saying that this, in turn, will have a further purifying influence upon the desires of the believer!
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(2) Delight in God’s Law
But there is a second guideline. Scripture indicates that there are two areas in life. The
first one is the area where man faces the law of God. Here, man has no freedom, no
freedom at all. He simply must obey! The second one is the area where there is no law.
Here, man has only freedom! This is where the second guideline emerges. Scripture
teaches that someone who delights in keeping God’s law (See Prov. 4:1, 3, 5-6a, 7, 9),
will by definition be pleasing to, and blessed by, God in the area where there is no law
in force (See Prov. 4:2, 4, 6b, 8, 10). Once again, when a daughter is obedient in the
house, she will be pleasing to her father as well, when she plays outside, regardless
whether she chooses the tricycle or the sandbox to amuse herself. The latter choice is
totally irrelevant in determining her acceptability to her father! Undoubtedly such focus upon the law will result in a heart’s interest in books, such as The Ten Commandments, Sanctification, etc. In the process this will continue to purify the desires of the
believer. In one instance a military officer was agonizing about two possible physical
locations to retire. They were thousands of miles apart. If he would designate one location, he would be $5,000 out of pocket in relocating expenses, if he ultimately opted
to move to the other one. The first two guidelines sobered him up and led to a genuine
and deep repentance. He recognized that his approach was thoroughly man-centered
and happiness-centered. As soon as he pursued delight in God and his law as his first
twofold priority, the agony vanished. Ultimately he chose the location where he could
prosper in ministry, and never looked back.
The first two guidelines can also be used as an evangelistic tool. Imagine being
asked for advice at the height of the Vietnamese war by two young men with low draft
numbers. They decided to enlist in order to have the choice of service. Should they opt
for the Navy, the Airforce or the Army? Upon further inquiry you find out that one of
them is virtually an atheist without any discernible interest in either God or his Law
word. The second one, on the other hand, does take a great delight in God and his
word. The resulting counsel is not too difficult. You must tell the first young man that
for a hell bound sinner a specific choice of service branch makes no difference whatsoever. He is and remains hell bound in whatever choice he makes. This, of course,
opens the door to an evangelistic outreach. Similarly, you must inform the second one
that his choice of service in the grand scheme of things is equally irrelevant. Wherever
he ends up, he is heaven bound, and will be a force for God and his Word! This paves
the way to the third guideline.

(3) Creative Imagination
Third, man is made in God’s image, and therefore possesses creative imagination. He
may and should always go as far as he can, as fast as he can, and as furious as he can,
but ... for the Lord! His bottom line is not, “I move or proceed, if God permits me,” but
rather, “I move and proceed unless God stops me.” In a nutshell, it is not, “Yes, if,”
but “Yes, unless.” The apostle Paul is a prime example of this approach. He aimed to
travel via Rome into Spain (Rom. 15:24, 28). He could hardly have gone any farther!
Many times he had intended to visit Rome (Rom. 1:13). He could hardly have gone
any faster. He was eager to go to Rome (Rom. 1:11). He could hardly have set a more
furious pace! He pushed onward, not if God permitted, but until God stopped him. In-
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cidentally, folks who follow Paul’s pattern will show that by the bumps and bruises on
their foreheads. They are bound often to run into God’s providential roadblocks, if
they doggedly and persistently exercise their creative imagination. In fact, such bumps
and bruises are their badge of honor. When God stops them, they respond with a smile
of submission, and either “try” again, until the door is fully closed, or tirelessly move
on to a next “project.” If Paul is any indication, God is pleased with any believer, who
always gives it 100%! It is tantamount to keeping the faith, to running the race, to
fighting the good fight come what may, and to endure into the end. In fact, it is to pour
oneself out as a drink-offering until the very last drop. This, incidentally, secured for
Paul a crown of righteousness as God’s reward. All those who love their Lord and
Savior, and run “far, fast and furious” in Paul’s footsteps, can expect the same (2 Tim.
4:6-8).
It hardly needs to be emphasized how liberating and life-producing this approach
is! At any rate, all this implies that the businessman in James 4:13ff can be applauded
in and for his entrepreneurialism (and would have been applauded had all else been
equal)! In fact, businessmen, and everyone else for that matter, should be encouraged
to take their “cultural mandate” as seriously as possible. They should go as far and as
fast, and as furious as they can! In a word, they should have a big vision, plan a grand
strategy, and be in hot pursuit of it! This is the picture we receive of the businessman.
That he has a problem is quite clear. But he is not chided by James, because he is not
on the lookout for a “non-existing, ideal will of God for his life.” As we will see later,
the locus as well as the nature of his problem is elsewhere.

(4) Divine Providence
Fourth, believers must rely on the providential will of God (Rom. 1:120; 15:32). One
way of doing so is by keeping the known providence of God in mind. When they do,
they will refuse to make sudden, capricious, moves. In God’s providence the will of
his control, his “secret will,” is disclosed. This means two things. First, it is advisable
to postpone one’s decisions as long as is comfortably possible. The longer one waits,
the more of God’s providential data are at one’s disposal, and the wiser one’s decisions are bound to be. For those data often make it (crystal?) clear which direction one
should take in the decision making process. To wait, in short, tends to uncomplicate
things. In fact, many decisions may never need to be made, since it will frequently
prove to be an open and shut case as to which course of action to take. Second, once a
decision is made, it becomes a part of God’s providence, part of “all things” that God
causes to come in our lives for our progressive conformity to the image of Christ
(Rom. 8:28-29). Because it is by definition a stepping stone toward our sanctification,
we will never have to look over our shoulders in an attitude of second-guessing. Of
course, at times it may precipitate repentance in case decisions are sinful. But even at
that every decision of God’s people is ultimately fuel for joy, thanksgiving, and worship. We may well ask what alternative there is for folks who know that their past, in
whole and in part, consists unreservedly of God’s pavement en route to their perfection!
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4. Conclusion
To close with two further anecdotes, in one instance a couple with young children
wished to move to a preferable location to bring them up, and asked me for advice.
There were two live options. I immediately suggested the first option. This, however,
precipitated quite a few, rather forceful, comments on the part of the couple enumerating some serious drawbacks connected with this choice. Without hesitation I, then,
counseled the couple to take the second one and offered the following rationale. I
know that you have a delight in both God and his law. I also know that you are in hot
pursuit of Kingdom goals, and at the same time fully willing to submit to God’s doorclosing providence. The only “unknown” to me was the deepest desire of your hearts. I
methodologically suggested the first one to find out what it was. I quickly was able to
identify it. It is certainly not the first option. You mentioned it more out of a sense of
perceived family obligation. Since this obligation is not biblically mandated, you are
fully free to pursue the second option. Therefore, do so with all of your heart, and you
will be blessed. They certainly were! They joined a strong Church, had a powerful
ministry in it, and recently returned from a one-year oversees assignment that this
Church asked them to undertake.
In a second instance a student was looking for a research position in a university.
It was my privilege to mentor the process, which had only a window of two weeks.
When my travels led me providentially to two places in one weekend where two “eligible” universities were located, the decision was virtually made for us to visit both.
The application to the first university soon fizzled, although it looked at first very
promising. The application to the second one ran into an immediate roadblock. No, the
professor in charge of the research program was not even willing to give an interview.
He had all the help he needed, and was not going to waste our time! Somewhat discouraged, the student suggested that we should go home. My response was that we
should never stop ourselves, which prompted me to inquire with the professor, whether
he was willing to see us in order to suggest another university, or any course of action
for that matter. He consented. To make a long story short, the student had written an
extensive thesis on a topic in an area which was the professor’s research specialty. The
student was hired on the spot, and ended up with a degree.
The upshot? “Go, go, go for God for 100%,” until he stops “me,” must be the
Church’s motto. After all, God’s providential will does not stymie man’s 100%, but
encourages it, and sets it in motion. The reason is simple. It is the biblical model!
Whenever this motto was put into practice in Scripture, God blessed in abundance. It is
the pattern on display in our Lord and Savior himself, and followed by the apostle
Paul. It is also the hallmark of all the “heroes of faith,” some of whom are in God’s
Hall of Fame in Hebrews 11, starting with those who “piled up” victory after victory
(Heb. 11:1-35a) and concluding with those who were stopped in their tracks (Heb.
11:35b-38). Most of them had “their moments,” and experienced bumps and bruises.
Some of them had much more than just bumps and bruises to show for, as the conclusion of Hebrews 11 indicates in a very sobering fashion. Nevertheless, all of them
ended up with God’s smile of approval! So will everyone who does not stop himself in
the service of his God, but perseveres to the end (Heb. 10:39) in dependence upon
God’s providence (Rom. 1:10; 15:32).
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The bottom line, then, is that anything other than “Yes, Unless God” as the motto
over the portals of our life, whether it is “yes, I go, do, permit, etc, unless God stops
me, you, us, etc.,” qualifies us “controlfreaks,” both of ourselves and others, who simply do not want to give up “the final say” in whatever, often self-deceiving, pious terminology we couch our response to a situation or an individual. Only, the “Yes, Unless God” sets us free from ourselves, as it indicates that we are willing to surrender
everything and everyone fully to God as well as the control of his Word and providence in all situations and relationships.
It is the prayer of this commentator that the Church will abandon the concept of
the man-centered so-called “perfect will of ‘god’ for my life,” and return in obedience
to the four biblical biblical guidelines for God-centered and God-honoring decision
making! There is no telling what God will do in raising the fortunes of his Kingdom,
when its subjects mean business and give it their all. If Hebrews 11 is any indication, it
may well end up with 90% victory (Heb. 11:1-35a) and 10% martyrdom (Heb. 11:35b38). Of course, Hebrews 11 indicates and history demonstrates as well that only those
who risk martyrdom will gain astounding victories. Something to ponder for the
Church of Christ!

Returning now to James 4:15, the problem of the traveling trader is that he
neither takes God’s providence into account, nor gives any thought to God’s
control. As has been indicated in Topical Focus # 16, both Paul in Romans 1
and 15 and the trader in James 4 give it 100%. This is laudable! But while
Paul has his 100% bracketed and undergirded by the 100% God, the trader
has not. Here is the locus of his problem. Since the course of history, both individual and corporate history, is totally in the sovereign hands of a providing
God, for man not to take this into account in the decision making process
whether it pertains to the past, the present, or the future, is a serious error. In
fact, not to take this into account with regard to the future is a sin of the highest presumption. It is tantamount, in anticipation of James 4:16, to being an
arrogant and evil “boaster” and “bragger.” The poison of the tongue, indeed,
hell fire itself, is manifest once again! In a nutshell, let the businessman, and
everyone else for that matter, by all means think as “big” as he possibly can!
But let him recognize as well that he is as “little” as they come. His future is
fully in the hand of God. So he has a choice. He can either boast in his arrogance, or be humble in his planning. A simple phrase is sufficient to indicate
the latter. Let him acknowledge God’s sovereignty by the use of a statement,
such as suggested by James, “If it is the Lord’s will, we shall both live and do
this or that.” In short, “the will of God” that the businessman should refer to
is God’s will of decree, God’s plan, and its historical outworking in God’s
providence. He hopes and prays that it will favorably impact his planning,
once it materializes.
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To summarize, if I wish to engage in a biblically responsible decisionmaking process, first of all, today’s man-centered and happiness-centered,
Arminian and Dispensational, framework ought to be exploded. The question
is not, “How can I be sure that I am guided by God?” In the profoundest of
ways I always am whatever I do or don’t do (Prov. 16:1, 4, 9). This is in line
with God’s will of decree! Neither is the question, “How can I be most
happy?” What I should ask are the following questions. “How can I be sure
that I am pleasing to God?” “How can I be most holy?” “How can I be most
used by God?” In such frame of heart and mind it could well dawn upon a
traveling merchant that he should aim for huge profits so that his tithes and
gifts would turn into a huge benefit for the cause of God’s kingdom (Eph.
4:28). All this is in line with God’s will of command!
When the right questions are asked, the answers will follow. When my
heart thirsts for God, and when I am purposefully obedient in the area of
God’s law, I may, indeed I must, believe that I am pleasing to the Lord, if and
when I make decisions in areas where there are no explicit commandments.
In fact, I may be assured that true happiness will follow in due time! Happiness will always be elusive as a goal in itself. By the same token, it will always materialize as a byproduct of holiness! This includes that in all decision
making I must be humble and ever acknowledge the reality of God’s providence. He may allow me to proceed. But he can also stop me at any moment.
Putting all the various strands together, anyone who is arrogant in the
planning process goes by 100% man without any reference to the 100% God.
It is presumptuous, is ultimately fruitless, and stands condemned: 0% God +
100% man = 0%. At the same time, anyone who seeks out the “perfect will of
God” only focuses on the 100% God without any reference to the 100% man.
This is paralyzing. It is equally fruitless, and stands condemned as well:
100% God + 0% man = 0%. However, anyone who wishes to be biblical in
his planning procedures reflects both the 100% God and the 100% man. He
goes as far, as fast, and as furious as he can. At the same time he is totally
God-centered, and holiness-centered, which includes dependence upon God
and absorption of the Word. He reflects this in his delight in God, in his delight in the law of God, and in his fervent and unceasing prayer. This is energizing, fruitful and stands approved: 100% God + 100% man = 100%.
In conclusion, one commentator holds that one does not always need to
utter the phrase, “if God wills,” since it easily may degenerate into a glib and
empty formality. To back this up he refers to the Rich Fool who is said to be
“saying” certain things (Lk. 12:17, 18), although it is clear that these things
are thoughts within his mind (Mitton, 170-171, with reference to Calvin). In
other words, one does not always need to verbalize in tentative terminology
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what definitely has a tentative presence in the heart, the mind, the will or the
emotions. Also, the use of rote phrases may appear threadbare, stilted and at
times even pompous. James’ main message is clear. What counts is, that the
believers keep the principle fixed in their minds that nothing occurs without
God’s permission, whether it is expressed or not. In other words, do not leave
God out of the picture, and brag about it (Moo, 1885, 157)!
A second commentator is also of the opinion that verbalization is not an
indispensable necessity. It is the attitude that counts. He refers to Paul who at
times uses the phrase, “if God wills” (Acts 18:21; 1 Cor. 4:19; 16:7; Phil.
2:19, 24; see also Heb. 3:6), but similar to John (3 John 10) at other times allegedly does not (Rom. 15:24) (Keddie, 148-149). The Romans 15 reference,
however, is not at all compelling. The sentence construction, to which Paul
resorts, contains a Greek particle that indicates contingency. Therefore he
meets the standard James lays down. In fact, he invariably meets this standard. The John reference with its conditional sentence structure is not compelling either (See also Moo, 1985, 157, and his reference to Acts 18:21;
Rom. 1:10; 1 Cor. 4:19; 16:7; Heb. 6:3).
The deepest problem is, indeed, that of attitude. Does the heart surrender
to God’s providence across the board or does it not? Failure to do so, spells
sin. However, this does not make the verbalizing of that surrender insignificant or basically optional. In fact, James insists on it. Without it, it is unclear
where the speaker stands. That would precipitate the charge of proud presumption. If the formula James recommends turns into an empty phrase, that
is hardly his problem. Divine sovereignty is such an awesome reality that the
heartfelt expression of man’s utter dependence is simply a universal must.
God’s supremacy must be acknowledged, even if its verbalization runs the
risk of the “horror of hypocrisy” (Tasker, 104). Furthermore, there are various
acceptable substitutes, such as “I aim,” “I intend,” “I plan,” “I hope,” etc. All
in all, it is not only the better part of wisdom always to acknowledge the uncertain and transitory character of life (Moo, 158) and its contingency under
God, but a mandated necessity, also as a testimony to the world around. If
pre-Christian, pagan philosophers already are careful to express plans for the
future in conditional sentences (Manton, 392), how much more should Christians rise to the occasion, as they acknowledge from the heart the vapor like
existence of life (Ps. 146:4). Our aspirations, wishes and plans do not control
the counsel of God. So we better defer to his providence as the final determinant (Rom. 1:10; 15:32).
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(3) Nature of Presumption (4:16-17)
James exposes here the nature of man’s presumption in planning. It is arrogance, rooted in man-centered, foolish, heedless and sinful pride (1 Cor. 1:30;
2 Cor. 10:17; Gal. 6:14)! Man’s independence asserts itself again. In James
4:11-12, man autonomously elevated his word above the law of God, and
himself above God. Here he pits his own plan against the providence of God.
His arrogance seems to have a basis in fact. The plans again and again
appeared to materialize. It seems to allow for a justified sense of accomplishment and exhilaration to make plans, and see them unfold themselves.
Why would the businessman not trumpet his own renown?
However, all too human exhilaration is from below, from the pit. So is
the resultant blowing of one’s own horn. To leave God out of the picture, and
then to brag about it is the height of irreligion. The ‘I’ takes center stage and
tells God to move over (Moo, 1985, 157). The exhilaration in the present
context is a devilish substitute for the joy of the Lord, the joy which comes
from above, from God’s presence! “You will show me the path of life. In
your presence is fullness of joy, and at your right hand are pleasures for
evermore” (Ps. 16:11). Autonomous exhilaration is idolatrous, since it is a
glow in the human heart that can exist outside the framework of one’s Christianity. Further, the boastful expression of that exhilaration James calls
wicked. “To boast and brag” is “hubris” (Moo, 1985, 157-158) and “represents human self-confidence and self-congratulation. This may find expression in defiance of God, in disregard for God” (Mitton, 171). It is a moral evil
(Nystrom, 253)! “Name dropping, allusions to places and persons of power,
gloatings over deals to be made” (PDavids, 113), all of this originates in pride
and is an evil boast. One “claims an ability that one does not have” (PDavids,
128). The boast is in “empty plans of grandeur.” “It is a moral evil in its roots
and effects, for it robs God of his rightful honor as sovereign and exalts the
mere human as if he or she were God” (PDavids, 113; see also Keddie, 181).
Besides, it is foolish. After all, the “pride” of life, together with the lust of the
flesh and the lust of the eyes, are all part of the world that passes away (1
John 2:16).
This brings us to James 1:17. It spells out the biblical alternative to arrogant presumption. It is a lifestyle that proves to cover the waterfront! Whether
or not this verse is “a traditional saying that circulated independently of this
context” (See Moo, 1985, 157), the word “therefore” (oun) connects it tightly
with the preceding. But what is its message? According to one commentator,
this verse simply puts what James had just said in the preceding verses in emphatic perspective by providing “a theological basis for his condemnation.”
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Since business people now know how ungodly presumptuous planning is,
they better abstain from it. Not to do so, constitutes sin (Martin, 168). According to a second commentator, however, this verse adds an additional argument against presumptuous planning. Big business ultimately knows better
than to boast and to brag, and to plan and to hoard like a rich fool (Lk. 12:1321), without reference to God. They know what the “good” is that they ought
to do, namely charitable acts (Jam. 1:21-25; Gal. 6:9; Mt. 6:19-21). They
cannot plead ignorance, definitely not after facing the present admonitions.
It is not that ignorance ever excuses. But sins, which are committed in
ignorance, can be forgiven. Paul pleads ignorance about what he was doing
during the time he was persecuting the Church, although he did not disclaim
responsibility for what constituted a sin of unbelief! “I thank Christ Jesus our
Lord ... he counted me faithful, putting me into the ministry. Even though I
was before a blasphemer, and a persecutor, and injurious, I was shown mercy,
because I did it ignorantly in unbelief” (1 Tim. 1:12-13). However, sins that
are conscious and intentional are a different story. The author apparently
charges big business in James 4:17 of consciously refusing to do what they
ought to do. He calls that sin (PHDavids, 174)!
Other commentators, however, see a more full-orbed message in James
4:17. The verse applies to big business, all right, but it has wider application
as well. Among these commentators it is generally agreed that its main objective is to criticize sins of “omission,” even though, according to one
James’ scholar, it seems somewhat “awkwardly” added to the end of this
paragraph (Moo, 1985, 158). One commentator thinks of “a sin of omission”
in a narrower sense. James 4:17, then, is said to be a commentary on Proverbs
3:27-28. In the light of the uncertainty of tomorrow, the good that can and
must be done today, such as paying wages on time, making poverty loans,
etc, should not be put off (Laws, 193-194).
A second commentator thinks of “sins of omission” in a much broader
sense. He believes that all sins of omission come into view. He refers to the
story of the Good Samaritan as an illustration. The priest and the Levite do
the ambushed man no positive wrong. But they still stand condemned as sinners. It is the Good Samaritan who is applauded as the proper role model. In
other words, ultimately the “good” that is required, is not just negative in nature. In this context, it is not enough not to disparage the brother, nor sufficient not to boast about the future and the anticipated gains. No, these warnings do and should clear the way for positive holiness, both the edification of
the brother, and the proper approach to the future, in terms of both Godcentered planning and the use of anticipated profits (Mitton, 173; Tasker,
104). To put it mildly, from this perspective James’ words are “an important
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reminder” that “the sins of omission are at least as sinful as the sins of commission” (Moo, 1985, 158, with reference to Lk. 12:47; 19:11-27; Mt. 25:3146). Frankly only a few folks seem to follow in the admirable footsteps of
Samuel who in an obvious prayer situation did not fall down on the job (1
Sam. 12:23).
I am inclined to agree that the verse under consideration targets sins of
omission in the broadest possible sense. However, the text presents us with an
additional dimension. The sins of omission in this context are not sins of ignorance. These already are highly culpable, whether intentional (2 Pet. 3:5) or
unintentional (1 Tim. 1:13). James speaks here about sins of omission aggravated by conscious awareness, and possibly by sins of commission (Manton,
398). One commentator perceptively states that this should make us tremble
and gives us a glimpse as to why this is the case. In specifically applying the
“omission principle” to traveling traders, he observes that they know by observation, experience as well as reflection that their monies can be put to
Kingdom use (1 Tim. 6:17-19). In fact, they do not need to go into the slums
to conclude how they should practice the continuing philanthropy that is incumbent upon them. So why don’t they do this? (Zodhiates, III, 32-33).
This is a fully acceptable application. But if verse 17 is a universal principle, as most commentators hold, the implications do not leave any aspect or
phase of life untouched. They affect life across the board. If this is so, many
settings and instances in the covenant community may well experience the
devastating force of these implications, especially in light of the fact that life
is vapor-short. The Church must confess that it too often knowingly and sinfully underperforms in too short a life!
In a word, the standard of conduct is not, “What is hateful to yourself, do
not to another.” But, “what you (consciously and knowingly) wish that men
do to you, do so to them” (Mitton, 174; see also Luke 17:10). This finds its
parallel in the proper exposition of the Ten Commandments. The negative
prohibitions by definition imply positive injunctions (and vice versa, of
course).
This interpretation, precisely because it provides remarkable breadth,
length and depth to James’ message, appears to fit best in his Epistle. This is
to say that the content of James 4:17 is, indeed, applicable to the two categories of people, together with their sins, that are mentioned in James 4:11-16.
But its scope is much wider. It covers all other categories of people, together
with their sins, in all phases and areas of their lives as well. Its scope proves
to be universal. As already mentioned above, this was fully understood by the
godly Bishop Usher. On his deathbed, just before he entered into glory, he
was overheard as saying, “Oh, my sins of omission; oh, my sins of omission.”
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The commentator is right, “We can learn what kind of conduct is prohibited,
and with diligence we can perhaps avoid breaking these laws. But James’
further definition sets up a standard of perfection which convicts our best endeavors of sin” (Mitton, 173). In this James is very much of one mind with
his Lord who consistently hammers away at the same theme of omission in
parables, such as the Good Samaritan (Lk. 10:33-37), Dives and Lazarus (Lk.
16:19-31), and in the Final Judgment (Mt. 25:45) (See also Tasker, 107-108).
The Christian clearly must have a holy discontent about what remained
and remains undone. In fact, he should never lose such discontent. It must
permanently stay with him, since there is always more to be accomplished in
the area of practical godliness. After all, with a back reference to James 1:4,
God requires perfection! From this perspective believers who only concern
themselves with sins of commission may well find themselves still (mired
down?) in the Kindergarten of the Christian faith. After everything is said and
done, sins of commission can be rather quickly identified, and what may be
even more pertinent in this context, they can be numbered. But in the area of
sins of omission “the sky is the limit.” There is always more to be added
qualitatively as well as quantitatively in terms of endurance in purposeful
practical godliness en route to perfection. This will always be acknowledged
by those who are convinced of the biblical truth that “ministry is invariably
better and bigger than life.” This is, and should be experienced, as so spine
chilling that it cannot but drive us to Christ, to his blood for forgiveness, to
his Spirit for strength and to his Word, and especially the Law, for the substance of full-orbed practical godliness!
All in all, James 4:17 is not only a fitting conclusion to this section, but
also opens up an astounding vista upon the worldwide implications for the
obedience of faith (Rom. 16:26). The combination of Bishop Usher’s heart’s
cry and Mitton’s reminder of universal perfection as the objective of James
4:17 both paves the way and lends further weight to the thesis that Section IV
of James’ Epistle, indeed, covers structurally the total range of Christian
Ethics, whatever details the rest of the NT may supply in terms of additions,
elaborations, fine-tunings, etc.
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2. FACING “YOURSELF” (5:1-11)
(1) Come now, you rich, weep and howl because of the miseries
that are coming upon you. (2) Your riches have rotted and your
clothes are moth-eaten. (3) Your gold and silver have rusted,
and their rust will be a witness against you and consume your
flesh like fire. You have hoarded treasure in the last days. (4)
Look, the pay of the workers who mowed your fields, which was
fraudulently withheld by you, is crying out, and the cries of the
reapers have reached the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth. (5) You
have lived on the earth in luxury and self-indulgence. You have
fattened your hearts in a day of slaughter. (6) You have condemned, you have murdered, the righteous man. He does not
resist you. (7) So be patient, brothers, until the coming of the
Lord. See how the farmer waits for the precious fruit of the
earth, being patient about it until it receives the early and the
late rain. (8) So you also be patient, establish your hearts, for
the coming of the Lord is near. (9) Do not grumble against each
other, brothers, lest you be judged. Look, the judge is standing
at the door. (10) As an example of suffering and endurance,
brothers, take the prophets who spoke in the name of the Lord.
(11) Look, we count those who have endured blessed. You have
heard of the endurance of Job, and you have seen the end of the
Lord, that the Lord is full of compassion and mercy.

a. The Rich and the Coming Judgment (5:1-6)
It is commonly held that this section, assuming either a state of unrepentance
or a refusal to repent, contains an announcement, if not proclamation, of impending doom, rather than a call to repentance (Dibelius, 235; Grosheide,
1955, 401; Tasker, 109; Burdick, 199). Basically the case against the rich (not
all rich universally, but the rich in view in this section) is said to be closed.
Sentence has been passed. The repeated perfect tense in James 5:1-2 speaks
volumes. It includes past, present and future. The execution is just a formality. Hence the call to weep and howl! They are “unmistakably nonChristians” (Moo, 1985, 158, with reference to Lk. 6:24-25), totally selfdeceived in their riches, incorrigible economic exploiters, callously responsible for the miserable plight of the poor, beyond repentance and hope, “fodder
for hell.”
Penitents may weep, all right, but they never howl (Calvin, 343). That
term is only found in the OT prophets and always in the context of judgment
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(Burdick, 199, with reference to Is. 10:10; 13:6; 14:31; 15:2-3; 16:7; 23:1, 6,
14; 24:11; 52:3, 65:14; Jer. 2:23; 31:20, 31; Ezek. 21:17; Hos.7:14; Am. 8:3
and Zech. 12:3 13-21; Moo, 1985, 159; Brosend, 132). “The howls of rage
and the pain of the damned” appears to be their irrevocable lot (Martin, 173).
God has given up on them both as a group and as individuals. Their supposed
economic success is in the final analysis a total failure. Hence the howling
that accompanies their torment will be incessant (Zodhiates, III, 36, 38). Supposedly the only reason that the wicked rich are introduced at this juncture is
to warn the oppressed faithful not to envy them or follow in their footsteps,
and to urge them by all means to respond to their own lot in life with calm
resignation and to anticipate God’s vengeance upon their oppressors (Calvin,
342). Christian reader, take courage about the demise of your oppressors and
be on your guard against duplicating their lifestyle (Tasker, 109)! A further
look at the identity of those condemned in this context seems to support this
exegesis.
Incidentally, in today’s modern economic setting they could stack up as
tycoons of business and industry who treat their laborers as serfs in their impersonal companies, let them live in squalor in their housing projects, saddle
them with open sewers in their streets, require endless working hours in their
places of labor, and dump toxic wastes in their environment. From the perspective of the proposed exegesis it could be tempting to surmise that James
would have thrown in his lot with the “messianic fervor” of revolutionary and
evolutionary socialism that insists on the transfer of all capital to the state
(communism) or most capital to the poor (socialism) to remedy these ills of,
if not blights on, society. However, this would overlook that the “siren call of
these “new messiahs” usually produces a society in which the gap between
the elite and the downtrodden widens, and at best a setting in which the rich
would still be rich and the poor still poor (So Phillips, 163).
Nevertheless, in spite of all this the thrust of James’ message is not quite
caught in terms of irreversible condemnation and judgment. That the tone of
James’ denunciation is stern can hardly be denied. It also can be conceded
that it may well be the “eleventh hour,” sufficiently late to make “howling” a
credible, possibly even pending, reality. But the notion that repentance is no
longer possible ought to be rejected. Unless it is specifically excluded, any
denunciation, however severe, must always and by definition be regarded as
an implicit summons to repentance (Is. 13:6; Am. 8:3, 9) (contra Manton,
400; with Keddie, 156, 182). This context is no exception (Nystrom, 268). In
fact, there is every reason to believe that the conclusion of the third section in
James (Jam. 4:7-10), which culminates in the withering universal summons to
repentance, specifically in the last five of James’ “ten commands” (Jam. 4:710), sets at the same time the tone for the total range of practical godliness
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that follows in the fourth and final section. If this is so, it would imply that
the fivefold summons in James 4:9-10 applies to each particular instance subsumed under that “umbrella,” and does not need to be repeated in each case,
including the present one. It is also interesting to note that the weeping (klausate), demanded from the rich in James 5:1, is the same as required of the
brothers and sisters in James 4:9. Furthermore, Scripture routinely issues severe threats of eternal damnation to audiences that quite clearly are part of the
covenant community as warnings that seek to administer grace (Mt. 24:4525:46).
All this makes it quite plausible, and definitely not impossible, that those
who are addressed in James 5:1-6 were at least in part members of the covenant community as well. This is also suggested by James 5:9, where the poor
are instructed not to bear a complaining grudge against each other, undoubtedly against the backdrop of the fivefold summons of James 4:9-10, which
was also meant for them. This is not merely a general injunction against a
complaining spirit. Such a spirit would clearly run counter to James’ opening
statement (Jam. 1:2) that required his readers to count any and all trials
“things of sheer joy!” No, in the present context with its rich-poor polarity
(Jam. 5:1-11) it is most likely that the poor are exhorted not to complain
about the rich who are in their midst, and with whom they rub elbows.
At any rate, if James in this passage addresses (also) members of the
covenant community, it constitutes additional evidence as to how the “world”
managed to intrude itself into the Church (Jam. 4:4). It seems a routine occurrence, which explains that the covenant community must be routinely in a
Recovery mode in order to retain or restore Revival status! The rich had lost
their sense of honor (Jam. 2:6) in the social relationships. They treated their
counterparts in the social stratification of life like dirt, and were not willing to
give them a helping hand out of their perennial poverty (Jam. 2:2-3). Furthermore, their loss of a sense of honor was matched by their lack of shame in
watching excruciating poverty without taking steps even to provide the dire
necessities of life (Jam. 2:15-16) (See also Brosend, 136-137).

The Pending Judgment and Two Sins of Omission (5:1-4)
(a) Implicit Call to Repentance (5:1)
As has already been mentioned, because of God’s seemingly certain retribution it is argued by most commentators that the rich addressed in this section
could not possibly be found within the pale of Christianity. James simply
gives a denunciation of the proud, unbelieving, morally filthy, injurious rich,
“quintessentially the outsiders for the community” (Johnson, 306), analogous
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to passages such as Luke 6:24ff (Grosheide, 1955, 401; PHDavids, 174;
Laws, 197; Mitton, 175; Stulac, 199-200; Kistemaker, 156), in general to encourage poor Christians against the backdrop of their exalted standing before
God (Jam. 1:9), and possibly to lead up to his exhortation of patience in the
ensuing verses (Manton, 399). Together with these later verses, then, James
allegedly picks up once again on the so-called great "reversal" theme of
James 1:9-11 and 2:2-7. In the judgment the rich, who presently seem to have
everything going their way, will meet their doom. The poor, on the other
hand, who have a daily battle on their hand and frequently fail to survive, will
be vindicated and end up “on easy street.” One of reasons for this view is that
the poor are addressed as brothers, while the rich are not. This is supposedly a
telling argument for excluding the rich in this context from the Christian
community.
The present Commentary has from the outset emphatically opposed this
kind of interpretation. Throughout his Epistle James addresses the “Twelve
Tribes in the Dispersion.” This OT terminology is figurative in nature, and
indicates that James writes to the Church of Christ in its totality, wherever it
is located, at home or abroad, poor or rich. He addresses the rich-poor issue
three times.
In James 1:9-11 the author deals with the range of trials all the members
of the Christian community will experience. These trials come down either to
a matter of poverty, or to a matter of riches. This suggests the existence of
two categories of people in the economic arena. The Church will always harbor the “haves” and the “have-nots.” However, it also suggests the presence
of two aspects of life in all categories of people. All of life is checkered. All
believers cope with “riches” and “poverty” at one time or another in the various areas of their existence, whether educationally, socially, financially, professionally, etc. He “bluntly” tells them how to deal with both realities in ultimate categories. In short, the unbelieving rich as a class of people do not
enter into the picture in this passage. Neither does the “reversal” theme.
In James 2:2-7 he chides these very same members of the Christian
community for giving preferential treatment to the rich, whether they are
members, regular attendees or occasional visitors, while slighting their poor
counterparts. He argues that this comes down to both logical and biblical “insanity.” Frankly, it is totally irrelevant to his argument whether these members, attendees, or visitors are professing Christians, nominal Christians or
non-Christians. Nevertheless, to denounce rich visitors as necessarily outsiders is unjustified. There are no clues in the text that would indicate this. Further, there is no trace of a so-called reversal theme in this context either.
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In James 2:15-16 he implicitly rebukes the Christian community for
cases of heartless and callous indifference to the poor and needy. Once again
no reversal theme is indicated.
In James 5:1-11 James continues to write to the Church in its totality, as
he returns to the rich-poor issue for the fourth time following James 1:9ff;
2:2ff; and 2:15ff. His intention is to minister grace to his readers, all members
of the Christian community, by means of truth. This is presented in a very sobering fashion with a view to self-examination. It is discriminating for nonChristians, all right. It brings them face to face with the question of their
status before God in the area of regeneration. But its main purpose is to confront the members of the Christian community in both a discriminating and
applicatory fashion. They equally must decide their condition before God, in
the area of regeneration, if needs be, and definitely in the area of sanctification. In other words, if the shoe fits the readers, whether they profess Christ
or not, they better put it on! If they are guilty of the conduct James describes,
his condemnation must be taken to heart, and the pronunciation of doom recognized as something that is certain to materialize upon the unrepentant. It
can be anticipated that non-Christians will persist in their conduct and face
God’s judgment, or repent, and that Christians in repentance will cease and
desist. Otherwise their profession will prove to be counterfeit! In that case the
judgment will extend to them as well.
The advantage of this interpretation is considerable. It discloses that in
this and the next section the members of the covenant community come face
to face with themselves, both in their riches and their poverty. They have to
grapple with their condition in these two areas, and conclude how they stack
up in terms of practical godliness. Since all of life is either a matter of riches
or poverty, their whole life will be the object of (self-) examination! In short,
when they do, and should, ask James, “Are you talking to me?” the answer is
swift, direct and decisive, “yes, Yes, YES, I am talking to you, to everyone of
you” (See Brosend, 139).
Incidentally, this also explains why it is less likely that the place and
function of this section is determined by James 4:1. The various topics that
pass in review from James 4:11 through James 5:11, such as would-be judges,
presumptuous traders, rich landowners, impoverished laborers, would then
represent various categories of folks, all of them “on the war path.” This
seems rather tenuous.
While arguably some of the morally “filthy rich” may not have a saving
relationship to Christ, it is not at all inconceivable that grievous sins, as mentioned in this passage, can creep into the Church (Acts 20:29; 2 Cor. 12: 2021). Besides, even if most of the rich who are addressed would prove to be
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non-Christians, it does not imply that none of them could have belonged to
the covenant community. Neither can it be said that the warning could not be
wholesome for the people of God, if not in a curative fashion, definitely as
preventive medicine. After all, it is difficult, if not impossible, to possess
riches without sinning (Lk. 16:9; Mt. 19:24; Prov. 30:9) (Manton, 399). In
fact, we already established in connection with James 1:9-10 that the trial of
riches is vastly more dangerous than the trial of poverty.
Of course, it may well be that the appellation, “brothers,” is missing in
James 5:1-6, while present in James 5:7-11, for the simple reason that some
(many?) of the rich, described by James in this section, were feared to be unbelievers, in contrast to (most of) the poor. After all, in the light of Jesus’
statement that it is harder for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom than for a
camel to go through the eye of a needle, it should not be surprising that in the
membership of the Church the poor predominate because the rich do not wish
to come “too close for comfort.” But while “the rich” and “the unrighteous”
or “wicked” are “easily associated” (Moo, 1985, 160, with reference to Prov.
10:15-16; 14:20), they are under no circumstances to be identified. After all,
it is not wealth, but “the misuse of wealth” that condemns (Moo, 1985, 160;
Kistemaker, 155).
The long and the short of it is this. Since also this section of James is addressed to the covenant community, there is no reason to maintain that James
exclusively eyes “outsiders” at this point (contra Manton, 398; with Motyer,
164). This, in turn, implies that Christians better take a close and hard look at
themselves to determine whether the accumulation, possession, use and retention of their riches could possibly make them eligible for the same denunciation that James hurls at a segment of the readership in his time. I am afraid
that from this perspective there well may be a lot more ungodliness and unrighteousness in Christ’s Church than meets the eye at first glance. This
would not even be brought to its attention, if it would buy into the thesis that
“the rich” in this pericope would “of course” be exclusively “outsiders.” At
the least now the question should arise, with at least 50% of the world’s
population below the poverty line by Western standards, whether the author’s
message in James 5:1-6 is not in part an extension of James 1:27, 2:2ff, and
2:15ff, and therefore vastly more applicable to today’s covenant community
than we may tend to think. After all, churches are known to have a reputation
of being alive while declared dead by Christ, or to be so lukewarm that they
will be spat out (Rev. 2:1ff, 14ff).
Finally, the universal principle, which is embedded in this section, points
to a possible misuse or abuse of wealth of any type. The focus of this section
is upon proper stewardship of everything that God has entrusted to us. There733

fore, to assign the “rich” in this passage exclusively to the realm of unbelief is
to deprive the reader of James of some precious and urgent “principles of
ethical conduct in general.” Besides, through admonitions, however absolute
they may appear to be, grace is administered. In other words, James addresses
the congregation in the area of riches and poverty. What he says applies to
any and all members in the total range of their trials. This pertains, first of all,
to their physical wealth or lack of it. But by implication it pertains to all possible riches and poverty. The response, as has been argued before, will prove
the presence or absence of true Christianity. In short, he brings the members
of the covenant community face to face with themselves!348 Concretely, how
do you handle your riches, economic, social, educational, or otherwise? Do
you start out by counting this trial joy? And in doing so, are you willing to
take step back from it, and subsequently plead with God for wisdom in the
midst of your riches not to be swallowed up by it, but to endure in practical
godliness en route to perfection (See Jam. 1:2ff)? Identical questions, of
course, must be posed to the poor (See Jam. 5:7-11)! On this score the playing field is totally level. To be sure there is difference in identity. Riches are a
greater trial than poverty. But the biblical bottom-line is one of identity. “All
of you, count all trials all joy, whether trials of riches or poverty!”
In the light of all this it appears incorrect to conclude from both the previous (Jam. 4:12-17) and the present passage (Jam. 5:1-6) that the congregation was made up of two prevailing classes of people (only). First, we were
introduced to the business section of the community where the traders had to
come to grips with the future. Now we are presented with the agricultural
section where the landowners square off with labor. This conclusion would
narrow the scope of James’ letter significantly. The previous and the present
pericopes are not semi-independent sections in James. They are a fully integrated part of the total range of universal principles that he wishes to imprint
upon the conscience of all his readers.
However, what is in evidence is a definite progression from the traveling
traders in the previous passage and the rich landowners in this one. The traders are chided for their arrogance and presumption. The big-time farmers are
threatened with impending doom (Laws, 197-198). The harsher language reflects the greater seriousness of the situation! One commentator argues that
“both groups have the same malady: an irrational desire for and trust in
wealth” (Nystrom, 269). Frankly, I doubt the accuracy of this assessment.
The traders pursue their objectives without regard for God. But while their
348

Once again the similarity between James’ Epistle and his elder brother’s Sermon on the
Mount, is striking. James’ threat of impending doom in James 5:1-6 echoes a similar threat in
Matthew 7:24-27. In both instances the announced doom is reversible, if Ezekiel 33:10-16
means anything!
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“self-propelled and self-sustained entrepreneurialism” stands condemned as
(the height of) presumptuous neglect, there is nothing illegitimate about,
wrong with, or obnoxious about, their undertakings and objectives per se.
In the case of the landlords, on the other hand, their undertakings, objectives, as well as the ways and means to arrive at them, portray a blatant disregard of both God and the neighbor, and stand condemned in the harshest way
as offensive across the board. There is nothing legitimate about them. In fact,
everything is crooked. Theirs is not simply the lone sin of neglectful omission, but a series of deliberate and despicable acts of destructive commission.
In short, the traders are neglectful of God. But the landowners are idolaters,
brutalizers, and murderers (See Nystrom, 280-283). The potent “rare phrase”
with which James opens his salvo, “Now listen,” is indicative of this and befits the more “strident” tone that prevails throughout this section (Nystrom,
268-269).
When the Lord blesses with riches, it is mandatory to prize them appropriately. They should be used to promote the cause of Christ, rather than of
self (1 Tim. 6:9-10, 17-19). This is the biblical “wisdom” in evidence
throughout the Epistle, the wisdom of the Word, the wisdom of the Law, the
wisdom of faith, to be received from above and to be obtained through
prayer! The rich in this section far from measure up to this model! In fact,
their plight is so serious that James uses very strong language, indeed. He
tells them to “wail (Lam. 1:1-2; Is. 15:2-3, 5; Jer. 9:1; 13:17) and howl (Jer.
31:20, 31; Ezek. 21:12)” (literally, “to wail howling”). After all, barring repentance their future is grim (Ps. 109: 31; 146:1ff; Is. 5:22-24; Am. 2:6-7),
indeed, calamitous (Manton, 400). Howling is a sign of “excruciating grief
and anguish” (Stulac, 164). It is the same term the prophets “use exclusively
in the context of laments in response to the disasters visited on the people by
Yahweh for their apostasy (See Hos. 7:14; Am. 8:3; Zech. 11:2; Is. 10:10;
13:6; 14:31; 15:2-3; 16:7; 23: 1,6,14; 24:11; 52:5; 65:14). Its use here reinforces the strongly prophetic character of James’ discourse in this section”
(Johnson, 298-299). Apparently riches and luxurious outward enjoyments are
the grounds for their “supposed” joy, which they should have abandoned
“long ago” (Jam. 4:9). Still, this is why they pursue them with such a vengeance. But to do this is to succumb to a fundamental error. Riches never can
and never should function as the basis for joy. After all, its pleasure and security are illusory (Mitton, 176). The Psalmist, therefore, looks to the face and
comforts of God for his joy (Ps. 42:5; 94:19). The focus of the rich in this
context, moneymaking over the backs of the oppressed and luxurious living at
the expense of the downtrodden, is therefore more than questionable.
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In the present situation, James asserts, the rich should display great grief
because of the miseries that will be theirs. Wealth with God always is devoid
of trouble (Prov. 10:22). But wealth without God spells serious trouble, for it
is marked by friendship of the world, and invariably seems to lead to injustice
and oppression (Keddie, 155). The seriousness of the situation is undoubtedly
underscored by the opening phrase, “Now listen,” which forcefully seeks to
capture the attention of the addressees. But it could also be underscored by
the plural, “miseries,” which appears to “accentuate the degree of misery”
(Moo, 1985, 163). These miseries have not yet arrived. But the clouds that
introduce the storm are already gathering. The “prophetic” eye already “sees”
them (Is. 13:6). The word for “miseries” is the noun derivative from the term
that is also used in James 4:9 (as well as in Rom. 7:24 and Rev. 3:17), and
can also be translated as “wretchedness.” So, the wretchedness that requires
the weeping of repentance in James 4:9, calls for wailing in the face of the
horror of the future disaster in James 5:1 (See also Is. 15:6). The term is predominantly used in connection with the miseries suffered by those who have
resisted God and face judgment (Ps. 13:3; 139:6; Hos. 9:6; Am. 3:10; 5:9;
Mic. 2:4; Joel 1:15; Hab. 1:3; Zeph. 1:15; Is. 16:4; 47:11; 59:7; 60:18; Jer.
4:20; 6:7) (Johnson, 299).
In short, the whole lifestyle of the rich is on the level of “indwelling
sin,” or the “flesh.” As such it is part and parcel of the wisdom that is from
below, barren as a rock, brutal as a beast and bloodthirsty as a demon. It is
hardly surprising that the net outcome, as we will see below, reflects all this.
They are "unproductive" in their existence. They are "beastly" in their conduct. And they end up "drawing blood" from their victims, all illustrative of
the wars and battles that characterize life where the flesh predominates (Jam.
4:1).
The miseries in this context are both temporal and eternal, painful afflictions in this life, and hellish torments in the life to come (Manton, 401). They
are temporal, first of all, because riches are always uncertain. What is gained
today, may be totally lost tomorrow (1 Tim. 6:17), whether in the general
providence or through a specific judgment of God. For the self-centered rich
reverses of either kind are not a happy prospect (Ps. 73:18-19), and are difficult to swallow when they strike. In fact, it is a “miserable” prospect. They
are also temporal, because monetary wealth does not necessarily spell happiness (Ps. 37:16; Prov. 15:16). This is to say, riches and temporal misery are
not mutually exclusive! One can be miserable both in the midst (and as a result!) of the “richest” of circumstances. All this is surely something to think
about.
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But beyond this they are eternal, since for the wicked rich the Bible
holds out the ultimate prospect of eternal misery. The judgment is waiting for
them (Is. 5:8; Lk. 6:24; 12:15; 16:24). This is a prospect that aims to “minister grace” through repentance. But it will certainly become a reality without
it! The reasons for this, four in all, James now continues to explain progressively in a very vivid manner. (1) They shockingly hoard their wealth. (2)
Fraudulent means helped them acquire it. (3) They scandalously indulge
themselves in their wealth. (4) Violent means helped them to retain it. It is
difficult to paint a more appalling and reprehensible picture! To put it in perspective, if anything qualifies in James’ own terminology as hard as a rock, as
brutal as a beast and as devilish as a demon (Jam. 3:15), it may well be the
present, elaborate depiction. Anyone, who is not fully aware of the vicious
temptation and deadly danger wrapped up in riches, must experience this as a
wake-up call that should lead to rigorous self-examination! Commentators,
who confine this section of God’s Word to “outsiders only,” did not do their
readers a favor. There is ample evidence in the history of the Church that financial power has turned many a Christian heart away from a ministry of surrender to their Lord, and worldly wealth has closed many a Christian head
against a ministry of compassion to their brothers and sisters (See Motyer,
164). Already James is filled with such evidence in the context of the earliest
Church.
(b) First Sin of Omission: The Purpose of Wealth (5:2-3)
The first ground for James’ threat is the lack of stewardship on the part of the
rich in this context. In self-serving self-centeredness they hoard up their possessions (Lk. 12:18). They succumb to the siren call of wealth, “get me, hold
me, and keep me,” not recognizing that it is bound to pierce them with many
temporal and eternal sorrows (1 Tim. 6:10). They do not know or acknowledge that God is the absolute owner (1 Chron. 29:11, 14, 16; Ps. 24:1) and
source of everything (1 Chron. 29:14, 16). They do not know or acknowledge
that there is no intrinsic value in possessions, but only in persons (Zodhiates,
III, 43). Everything will burn up in the Day of Judgment, except “souls” and
“holiness,” “holiness” and “souls.” They do not know or acknowledge that
they ought to labor with the express purpose to have something to share with
others, especially the poor (Lev. 25:35; Prov. 21:6; Eph. 4:28; Phil. 2:4).
They do not know or acknowledge that giving is a privilege (1 Chron. 29:14,
16; Lk. 21:1-4; Acts 4:33-37), and a joy (1 Chron. 29:9, 14, 17; Acts 2:44-46;
2 Cor. 9:7). In fact, it can be experienced as such even in the midst of affliction, when the joy of the Holy Spirit is present (2 Cor. 8:1-4). James alerts us
to a difference of day and night, compared with the early Church, when be-
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lievers, filled with the Spirit, surrendered their possessions and money (Keddie, 159, with reference to Acts 4:34-35)!
At any rate, the rich James addresses would rather let their accumulated
wealth (Lk. 12:18) decay and go to waste, than use it as good stewards. Their
hoarding of wealth “has brought its own nemesis ... Food has gone bad;
clothes have become riddled with moth holes; the much vaunted treasure of
gold has become tarnished, and lost its sheen” (Martin, 173). The triad of
rotted food that look like putrefying sores, moth-eaten clothes that resemble
rags (Ps. 39:12; Job 13:28; Is. 51:8), and rusted gold that seems to be scrap
metal, presents a vivid, grim, telling and compelling picture of the state of
things (Dibelius, 236). Note the perfect, which indicates a situation that is
both real in the past, figurative in the present and prophetic for the future.
Surplus perishables are already in a state of advanced decay. Both unused
food and unused clothes already had to be thrown out with regularity.
At the same time both the replacement perishables, such as food and
clothes, and the so-called imperishables, such as silver and gold, are of “no
spiritual benefit in the present” (Moo, 1985, 161), and are already “gone”
from a prophetic perspective, even if not in “illusory” reality. It is basically
over already! To the spiritual observer with a divine x-ray vision, their riches
have already rotted away. Both moth holes and rust or corrosion are already
in clear evidence. The moth holes have already covered the garments that
they have stored away and the corrosion the precious metals that they have
stockpiled in their vaults. They are already history! Did they per chance “circle the wagons” for a “rainy day?” Or possibly as security blanket? From the
prophetic perspective the grounds for their impending judgment are already a
“done deal.”349
This is hardly surprising, since people, fellow members of the Church, if
not fellow believers, walk around in tatters for lack of clothes, and succumb
to hunger for lack of food. We already caught a twofold glimpse of this in an
earlier context. Bad enough as it was, in retrospect it proves to be only a
glimpse. Now James returns to this theme with a vengeance and presents the
larger picture. The cold indifference in James 2:3b and the even colder neglect of James 2:15-16 are the forerunners of the brutal treatment and deadly
force portrayed in the present context (Jam. 5:4, 6). If these forerunners, when
left unchecked, “inevitably” lead to such conduct, it is time for all of us to
hasten back to them and “set our house in order” at that point. At any rate,
here the riches-poverty theme reaches its exhaustive culmination point in the
349

Brosend, 132, points out that James 5:2-3 uses three perfect and two future tenses. Wealth
has rotted, garments have become moth-eaten, and gold and silver have rusted. Therefore,
their rust will witness against you, and will eat your flesh like fire!
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portrayal of the ultimate failure to pass the acid test of the trial/temptation
consisting of riches in the present passage under consideration, and of poverty
in the next section.
Moth holes in garments can easily be envisioned. But the irony about the
rust of precious metals should not elude us. The hoarding of what is much
more than a “nest egg” has become a religion. It is pursued with a fanaticism
that borders on the incredible. We cannot believe our eyes! What cannot possibly corrode appears covered with rust! If this is not big time irony, it spells
the utter folly of dependence upon material wealth. Even the so-called imperishable will perish. In fact, to the spiritual eye it has perished already! Of
course, there is even an irony in moth holes. After the moths have done their
job in unnoticed and undetected silence, the carefully stored away clothes
have become irreparable and useless (Zodhiates, III, 50).
However, James does not merely “ruthlessly expose how fragile both
wealth and its manifestations are” (Johnson, 299), or warn against foolish reliance upon material goods (Moo, 1985, 161), true as all this may be! No, the
core of James’ denunciation is that money goes to waste, clothes are falling
apart, and foodstuffs are rotting, while simultaneously the poor and needy
cannot pay their bills, shiver in the cold, are devoid of the bare necessities,
and therefore are “dying like rats” (Prov. 11:24-26; Is. 58:1ff; Mic. 6:10) (So
also Dibelius, 236; PDavids, 176; Martin, 174; Cargal, 183). This above all
else gets the divine ire! We are faced, not just with an oversight or a lapse,
but with a crime in the fullest sense of the word.
Candidly, it should now be clear that to continue to insist that the rich in
this section are necessarily non-Christians seems a shame. It is to shield the
Church from a rebuke, if not an indictment, that is often all too appropriate
and at times a moral necessity. The Church better not fall or remain in the
trap that is described by James in such a vivid fashion, and in such strong
colors! In fact, it better extricate itself from it, because in whole or in part it
should say, “In James’ mirror I faced the enemy, and it is ‘I!’”
Incidentally, it is altogether possible that the moth-eaten clothes and the
rusted gold are here introduced in deliberate contrast with the “splendid
clothing” and the “gold rings” of the rich in James 2:2-3 (Johnson, 299-300).
Appearances easily deceive, and what is worse can easily lead to selfdeception. After all, no ostentatiously rich man will easily, if ever, believe
that he is already terrifyingly bankrupt. He will dismiss such diagnosis with
derision. Against this backdrop, and in the light of Hebrews 3:13, it could
well be appropriate, and sobering, from time to time to inquire with the rich
whether any of their riches had spoiled recently. In this regard we also should
regularly question ourselves with regards to our own riches!
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At any rate, according to James, in the Day of Judgment both moth holes
and corrosion will be a witness against them. The irony of the courtroom setting is inescapable. During their lifetime the rich haul the poor in court with
spurious lawsuits (2:6). When the ultimate court convenes, they find themselves “in the dock.” “The very corruption (rust) of their wealth is personified
in order to bear testimony against them” (Johnson, 300). In fact, it is the personified “prosecutor” (Grosheide, 1955, 402). Its testimony will be silent and
eloquent, telling and damning (See also Hab. 2:11).
In fact, the very rust shall devour them, as if it constituted a fire (Is.
10:16; 30:27, 30; Jer. 5:14; Ezek. 15:7; Am. 1:12, 14), the punishing fire of
Gehenna itself (Mt. 5:22; 12:42; Mk. 9:47ff; Jude 7) (Laws, 199; Mitton, 177178). The imagery is vivid, and suggests a horrible reality. As the rust eats
into, and is destructive of, the precious metal, so it eats into, and is destructive
of, their owners. It acts like a flesh-eating disease! The word that James uses
for “rust” (ios) is the very term that stands for poison in James 3:8. The play
of words may well have been intentional. The “rust of riches” (metal) serves
is identified as the “endemic poison of the rich” (people). There comes a time
that its influence and progress can no longer be stopped. This, in plain English, will precipitate its use as evidence in the final judgment. In fact, this will
enable it accusingly to cry out against them at that time before God and men.
It will show the utter callousness and folly of their behavior. Ultimately, it
will be the cause of their condemnation, their ruin and their destruction
(Compare Acts 12:23). What else can one expect from “deadly poison?”
The irony in all this is hard to miss. The precious metal that rust cannot
touch in a million years will succumb to that rust in short order, and the rust
that cannot “eat” precious metal will do just that. So the rich in view of this
section, who undoubtedly regard themselves as untouchable as their gold, will
share its fate just as quickly. No smiling billionaires of that kind in the final
judgment! There apparently will be quite a crowd! The Greek for “flesh” is in
the plural. But their punishment of eternal hell will be individual and personal
(Zodhiates, III, 56, with a reference to Dan. 12:2; Mt. 5:29-30; 10:28; 24:51).
However, there is an additional irony. The poison that wells up from the pit of
hell and has filled the “members” of the rich to the brim (Jam. 3:8) was released in their relentless pursuit of gold. This, however, will ironically prove
to be fool’s gold, which boomeranged in that it turned chameleon like into the
very poison that will produce hellish misery for its self-destructing owners.
“The last days,” designated as the time of this ruin, may refer to the soon
to arrive last days of their lives (Grosheide, 1955, 403), possibly their (anticipated) retirement years. God is known to bring down sinners by the end of
their lifetime (Jer. 45:5; Nah. 2:2; Lk. 12:19-21; 17:27-28; 1 Thess. 5:3). But
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it is most likely, that this phrase refers to “the present dispensation,” which
started with the First Coming of Christ and concludes with his Second Coming (Acts 2:17; 1 Cor. 10:11; 2 Tim. 3:1; Heb. 1:2; 1 Pet. 1:20; 2 Pet. 3:3; 1
John 2:18; Jude 18) (So also Kistemaker, 158). In that case it constitutes a
solemn warning. Who is so foolish to prefer gold to God (Moo, 1985, 162,
with reference to Lk. 12:33), to fight for deceitful (Mt. 13:22) and uncertain
(1 Tim. 6:17) treasures, which literally and figuratively at this very moment
already are only a passing reality, and in the process of busily doing so to
miss out on what is of eternal value? This interpretation gives it a special bite,
something that is a perfect fit with the whole tone and tenor of James’ letter
and his counter-conditional and re-conditioning love (So also Manton, 407408, with reference to Jer. 45:5 and Lk. 17:27; Moo, 1985, 163, with reference to Lk. 12:15-21).
According to more than one commentator, the phrase refers to the last
judgment. God may bring the sinners down on earth, but will definitely do so
in the “final day,” that is, in the Day of Judgment (Mitton, 178; Johnson,
301). Thus it would run parallel to Romans 2:5, “But because of your stubbornness and your unrepentant heart you treasure up wrath against yourself
for the day of God’s wrath, when his righteous judgment will be revealed.”
However, this explanation is less likely, since the phrase is in the plural. The
singular, to be sure, invariably refers to the Day of Judgment (John 6:39, 44,
54; 11:24; 1 Pet. 1:5). But not the plural! The preferred meaning of the “present dispensation” is further suggested by the wording, not “for,” but “in the
last days” (Tasker, 111). James’ addressees find themselves in the midst of
them!
In short, the rich are said to “store up treasure” in the present, in the time
in which they live, without recognizing that the “present times” constitute the
last days, transitory, short-lived, and certain to come to an end, if in a certain
sense they did not do so already (aorist tense)! That accumulation of wealth
in such circumstances is foolish on the face of it is an inescapable conclusion.
The word treasure is used ironically. With the gold they heap up, they do not
recognize what kind of “treasure” they amass. With their vaults overflowing,
it will seem like a horror movie, when their precious metals suddenly show
themselves to be the “poisonous fire” that they are! While, therefore, the
phrase “the last days” does not refer to the final judgment, it has eschatological overtones.
Calvin aptly remarks, “God has not appointed gold for rust, nor garments
for moths; but on the contrary has designed them as helps and aids to human
life. Therefore even spending without benefit is witness of inhumanity” (Calvin, 344; also quoted in Mitton, 178). The following Topical Focus seeks to
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pick up and enlarge on Calvin’s remarks, and to present the broad biblical
perspective on the place, purpose and use of the wealth that God has entrusted
to believers. This proves to have implications for rich and poor alike, and
should therefore be enlightening for both. Once again the “reversal” theme
appears to be quite questionable. In fact, throughout Scripture there is sufficient, if not compelling, evidence to reject it out of hand. It does not really
come to grips with the life of either the rich or the poor in a discriminating
and applicatory Gospel fashion so that they come to face themselves coram
Deo on the deepest level of their existence. It unceremoniously writes off the
rich and declares them a lost cause without any hope. At the same time it unjustifiably buoys the hope of the poor and may well hand them a sop. In other
words, the promotion and enforcement of the “reversal” theme may have
damaging and far-reaching eternal consequences. It tends to close off the way
of repentance for the rich, and to downplay the necessity of repentance for the
poor. No, this theme certainly does not originate with James, and has no business to appeal to him for his endorsement.

Topical Focus # 17: Funding and the Kingdom of God
Introduction
1. The Kingdom of God
The Kingdom of God is based upon his absolute ownership (monopoly) of all of reality by virtue of creation (1 Chron. 29:6; Is. 40:21-26) and is ensured of its absolute realization (execution) in all of history by virtue of His providence (Gen. 50:20). It
stands for His absolute reign (control) (Ps. 96:10) and rule (say) (Ps. 115:2) over all
created reality and all its providential history (Ps. 33:9-11; Dan. 4:34-35). As a reflection of God’s sovereignty His reign covers everyone and everything anywhere and
anytime (Eph. 1:11). As a reflection of His holiness His benevolent rule was imposed
in the old covenant in terms of His law (Deut. 33:4-5) and by virtue of his love (Deut.
33:2-3). As a treasure of infinite price and a pearl of infinite value this rule was implemented in the new covenant by virtue of his grace (Mt. 13:44-46; 2 Cor. 3:6).
This new covenant entails the gifts of regeneration, justification and sanctification (Ezek. 36:25-27). It was first promised (Jer. 31:31ff) by God the Father, then personified (Is. 42:6) by God the Son, and finally personalized (Is. 59:21) by God the
Holy Spirit. In their regeneration the citizens of the Kingdom become recipients of Jesus’ heart, in their justification recipients of Jesus’ righteousness (2 Cor. 5:21; Phil.
3:8-9), and in their sanctification recipients of Jesus’ holiness (Eph. 2:10; Heb. 10:10).
The latter covers the totality of life in all of its phases, its facets and its aspects, and
includes the much-needed funding of God’s Kingdom.
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2. Kingdom Funding
The funding of the Kingdom is a (new-)covenantal activity by which the citizens of the
Kingdom are, from the heart, intent on providing all necessary and possible finances,
as a requirement of God’s law and a fruit of the Holy Spirit, to strengthen and advance
the Kingdom of God. Freely they have received. Freely they give. The internal targets
are the pastoral and edifying ministry of the Word, the care for the needy, as well as
any and all projects that will solidify and promote the Kingdom. The external targets
are the missionary and evangelistic ministry of the Word, the outreach to the destitute,
as well as any and all projects that will extend the Kingdom.

3. Barriers to Kingdom Funding
The biblical blueprint, presented here, as to how the Kingdom of God can and ought to
be financed is rooted in two fundamental convictions.
The first conviction is that lack of funding is arguably the greatest objective barrier to the spread of the Gospel both at home and abroad today. After all, it is a statistical fact that opportunities abound and potential missionaries present themselves in
greater numbers than ever before. But where is the funding? The Church can only enter into a fraction of the open doors in terms of beckoning places and available manpower.
Of course, this conviction assumes that the three main fundamental principles of
a true Christian Church are in place and function properly. That is to say, the dynamic
of prevailing prayer is in clear evidence (Acts 1:12-14; Rom. 15:30). Further, the presence of the Holy Spirit is powerfully experienced (Acts 2:4; 4:31). And finally the
Word of God is brought to bear upon any and all audiences as the key to the Kingdom,
that is, with discriminating power upon unbelievers with a call to repentance (Acts
2:37-38), and with applicatory power upon believers with a summons to holiness
(Rom. 15:16-18). If these essential elements are not present, they will have to become
the first and overriding concern. After all, Kingdom funding can only come into its
own as the evidence of a healthy and strong Church.
The second conviction runs parallel to the first one. The failure to display true
sacrifice in the service of others, including that of funding the cause of God, is arguably the biggest subjective obstacle to the spread of the Gospel at home and abroad today. In the light of the near unlimited opportunities, where are the hearts for God
willing to part with their properties, their possessions, and their cash? It is a wellattested fact that statistically the Church as a whole in its giving does not reach the
level of the tithes, and possibly not much more than half of this.
Of course, this conviction comes with an assumption as well. It presupposes that
the three main governing principles of a truly Christian life are fully in place and
function properly. This is to say, God’s ownership, that everything belongs to Him, is
first of all acknowledged without any reservation (Ps. 24:1; 1 Chron. 29:16). Further,
the principle of man’s dominion taking, that everything is under the responsible control of individual believers, is clearly recognized (Acts 5:4). And finally, the importance of stewardship, that man’s possessions, as well as skills and talents for that mat-
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ter, are there to share with others, is thoroughly affirmed in principle as well as practice (Eph. 4:28). Once again, if these three governing principles were to be absent, the
first order of business would be to get these foundation blocks in place. Full-blown
biblical funding presupposes their presence.
It hardly needs to be argued that Kingdom funding cannot but be robust when
both the fundamental and the governing principles go hand in hand and so produce a
flourishing Church.

4. Conclusion
Arising from these two convictions the biblical data regarding financing the Kingdom
of God will be summarized and presented in six main headings, each with four subheadings, together with a conclusion and its subheadings at the close of this biblical
blueprint.
It may be well to emphasize at this point that while this blueprint encourages
biblical generosity in funding, its aim is not to concentrate upon any particular ministry or facet of ministry. Its focus, rather, is to stimulate ever increasing giving for all
purposes on the part of all the constituents of the Church of Christ, whether wealthy or
not, as a matter of Gospel holiness and as an indispensable part of the worship of God.
In this context also various ways and means are explored and spelled out in order to
arrive at that objective.

I. Biblical Range of Kingdom Funding
Biblical Kingdom funding is threefold. It ranges from percentage giving, to benevolence giving, to mercy giving.

1. The Tithes
The rock bottom percentage is represented by the tithes. The tithes are mentioned in
Genesis 14:20; 28:22; Numbers 18:26; Leviticus 27:30ff, Deuteronomy 12:17;
14:22ff; 2 Chronicles 31:5; Nehemiah 10:38; 13:12; Malachi 3:10; Matthew 23:23;
Luke 18:12; and Hebrews 7:4, 8. Since they are paid by Abraham (Genesis), and therefore precede the Mosaic economy, they cannot be lightly dismissed as merely a passing OT phenomenon. Without making the tithes necessarily an explicit part of the
Abrahamic covenant, there is every reason to insist that the holiness of Abraham is and
should be the model for the holiness of Abraham’s children as well. This inevitably
leads to the question why the tithes should be an exception, especially in the face of
much regrettable opposition to the continuation of the tithes as a binding biblical principle? In fact, it seems appropriate to argue, first, that the tithes are Abrahamic because
they were pre-Abrahamic, and, second, that through the Abrahamic model they became fully part of all post-Abrahamic covenant history.
Besides, the hermeneutical principle should prevail that OT truth is fully
authoritative unless it is abrogated in the NT. Even the opposite conviction that OT
truth is no longer authoritative, unless it is revalidated in the NT, is of little or no help
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to those who put a large question mark behind the tithes. After all, the Lord Jesus
commends the paying of the tithes (Mt. 23:23; Lk. 11:42), and the Book of Hebrews
refers to the tithes as a legitimate NT practice (Heb. 7:4, 8). The preponderance of the
NT evidence appears to indicate that the tithes continue to be with us. We must insist
on this, even if the question remains why the NT does not emphasize the tithes more
specifically. This is duly noted at this juncture, and fully discussed below.
The Law of Moses stipulated that every first, second, fourth and fifth year of the
seven-year cycle the tithes must be deposited in Jerusalem to cover the cost of the Levitical and Priestly service. In the third and the sixth year, they had to be distributed
among the local poor (Deut. 26:12). Since they are evidence of the ownership of God,
they may not become the object of a voluntary vow. No binding obligation ever could
turn into such vow. Tithes must be paid (Lev. 27:30), and they must be paid joyfully
(Deut. 26:14). Intentional refusal or conscious failure to surrender them to their rightful Owner constitutes robbery (Mal. 3:8ff). It therefore amounts to a serious moral delinquency as well as a lack of personal holiness. This is underscored by the New
Covenant promise of God that his laws will be written on the heart of God’s people
(Jer. 31:31ff; Ezek. 36:25ff; Heb. 8:7ff). Anything short of heartfelt and joyful obedience in paying the tithes, which amount to the rental price for the use of God’s property, and therefore in returning to God what belongs to him (1 Chron. 29:14), apparently fails to meet the standard of God’s holiness without which no one can see the
Lord (Heb. 12:14).
But there is more! This enters into the picture in the light of the following legitimate question. If the tithes are such a significant part of covenant history, why then
does Scripture not use contexts, such as 2 Corinthians 8-9, to emphasize the need for
the surrender of 10% of one’s annual income? It seems to be puzzling, indeed, that
Paul does not capitalize on this opportunity to forcefully drive home to his readers
what appears to be one of the central tenets of Kingdom funding in the OT. Most of
today’s preachers would not have missed this opportunity! Why, then, did Paul? The
answer to this question is much simpler than may be imagined. It also puts anyone to
(open) shame whose opposition to the tithes is rooted in the (hidden) desire to pay
less!
When John the Baptist (Lk. 3:11) indicates that the possession of two coats demands the surrender of one, when faced with a situation that would require such, he
turns 50% into the benchmark. Of course, it does not require a lot of thought to recognize that this could quickly turn into 66.67%, indeed, 75%, or 80%, etc., depending on
whether one possesses three, four, or five, etc., coats. After encountering two, three, or
four, etc., situations of need, whether simultaneously or consecutively, the owner will
still be left with only one coat! It becomes immediately evident that Kingdom giving
and Kingdom benevolence in John the Baptist have arrived on a new plateau. (Incidentally, as will be shown below, this is also quite apparent in 2 Corinthians 8-9.) The
NT appears to dwarf the OT giving and benevolence pattern. While the 10% remains
the rock bottom reality, the age of the Holy Spirit breaks in a much more imposing
freedom in Christ. But, frankly, even John the Baptist does not present us with the final benchmark. When the widow deposits her two coins in the treasure chest, she ups
the ante to 100% (Lk. 21:14). It may be that Jesus took to that widow because in a
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sense she foreshadowed himself. After all, he eventually would give it (more than)
100% as well.
The message is clear. The tithes are non-negotiable. Refusal to pay them is grand
theft (Mal. 3:10). This verdict must continue to stand. There is no indication in the NT
that Malachi’s moving denunciation has become a paper tiger. In fact, the final verdict
is much more serious yet! It betrays the state of one’s heart (Compare Deut. 26:14).
Refusal to pay the tithes joyfully puts anyone basically in the same ballpark as the rich
young ruler. His possessions had captivated his heart. This marked him as an idolater.
Once again, the payment of 10% of one’s income is not a debatable issue. In the NT,
exhilarating Kingdom funding comes into view that is well beyond the 10% level. It
runs the range from 10% up to 50%, indeed, up to 100%.
Participation in such exhilaration, as will be further explained below, depends on
the extent and quality of the experiential and activating presence of the Holy Spirit.
This makes Kingdom funding, whether through giving in general or benevolence in
particular, a matter of Gospel holiness rather than legal obedience. Of course, the law
of God cannot and will not vanish from the scene as the legal standard or substance of
personal godliness, but it cannot and does not function as the source from which obedience springs. This is the prerogative of Christ only through the presence of the Holy
Spirit. In fact, the fullness of the Holy Spirit appears to be its own “anesthetic,” since
the joy of his presence fully takes any and all pain out of sacrificial giving (Compare
especially Acts 7:55ff). In fact, the glory of the Gospel is that this presence appears to
produce exultation, unbounded joy, precisely in the midst of, and through, sacrifice
(Acts 4:36-37), indeed, in the midst of, and through, losing everything (Job 1:21; Jam.
1:10). This seems otherworldly, because it is otherworldly. After all, it can only come
as a gift, a gift from “above!”

2. Benevolence
While the NT therefore outdistances the OT by far, the OT itself is already “pregnant”
with indicators to that effect. One such indicator is benevolence giving. The festal gifts
during the big three annual feasts (Ex. 23:14-15; Deut. 16:16-17) and free will offerings at special occasions, such as the construction of the tabernacle and the temple (Ex.
35:20-29; 1 Chron. 29:1-9) qualify as such. The sums of money offered up to the Lord
at these occasions are nothing short of staggering. Ironically, even at the occasion of
Aaron’s Golden Calf (Ex. 32:2-3) and Gideon’s Ephod (Judg. 8:24-27), the liberality
of the people, however wrongheaded, was significant, if not overwhelming!

3. Mercy Giving
But the OT “pregnancy” extends itself beyond benevolence giving. It also includes
mercy giving. When people go hungry, they must be granted gleaning privileges (Lev.
19:9-10; 23:22; Deut. 24:19; Ruth 2:8, 17; Job 24:6; Is. 17:5). Furthermore, when people are impoverished, they must be given anti-poverty loans that may carry no interest
(Ex. 22:25; Lev. 25:35-37; Deut. 23:19), and must be forgiven after seven years (Deut.
15:7-11). This same mercy is also in evidence during the Sabbath Year and the Year of
the Jubilee (Lev. 25:10-13, 23-28). These two occasions provide all covenant people
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with a fresh start in life. Those who had surrendered themselves into (biblical) slavery
by surrendering their future income and labor to some else’s jurisdiction would once
again be free to pursue their own course of action. Those who had sold (the yield of)
their land holdings once again would regain the final say over it.

4. Conclusion
The conclusion appears to suggest itself. Already in the OT 10% is only the minimum
rock bottom reality. The expected generosity clearly exceeds this level. The NT simply
expands on this dramatically. In short, 10% appears to be the minimum biblical requirement in the OT as well as the NT (Lk. 11:42), while 50% turns out to be an inevitable certainty (Lk. 3:11), and 100% more than a distinct possibility (Lk. 21:2ff)!
That is to say, 10% is an obligation, and anywhere from 10% to 100% reflects the extent and quality of the Spirit’s presence, as will be extensively argued from Scripture
below.

II. Biblical Models of Kingdom Funding
Three prominent biblical models come quickly to mind. They are Barnabas (Acts 4:3637), the Macedonians (2 Cor. 8:1-5), and, last but not least, the Lord Jesus Christ himself (2 Cor. 8:9).

1. Barnabas
Barnabas (Acts 4) is said to be “full of the Holy Spirit.” The meaning of this phrase
can only be appreciated against the backdrop of three other phrases that occur in the
NT: the baptism with the Spirit, the gift of the Spirit and the filling with the Spirit. The
baptism with the Spirit is a once and for all historical event at Pentecost (Acts 1:5;
2:33). The gift of the Spirit is a once and for all personal event following repentance
and the forgiveness of sins (Acts 2:38). The filling with the Spirit is a repeated historical event, when new situations require such filling (Acts 4:31), as well as a repeated
personal event, when the Spirit is grieved or quenched (1 Thess. 5:19; Eph. 4:30;
5:18). The fullness of the Holy Spirit, attributed to Barnabas, is clearly the Mount Everest of the Spirit’s presence. It indicates a permanent state of fullness that is evidenced by a continual overflow.
Barnabas’ life is, indeed, a powerful demonstration of the streams of living Holy
Spirit water that, according to the Lord Jesus, would flow from the innermost being
(lit. “belly”) of each and every Christian who thirsts for and drink of him (John 7:3739). The NT record predicates this “fullness” of only one other individual. That is Stephen (Acts 6:5; 7:55). While the latter surrendered his life with his face glowing,
Barnabas sold a tract of land undoubtedly with the same glow to meet needs in the
Kingdom (Acts 4:36-37). Incidentally, in doing so he was not alone. Many other
members in the early Jerusalem congregation joined in.
The presence of the Holy Spirit clearly does not simply bring a person’s “belly”
(John 7:38b), a symbol of self-centered, if not selfish, “intake” (John 7:38c), to a state
of tranquil contentment, but actually turns it into an overflowing source of the purest
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rivers of water. In fact, it only needs to dawn on someone what the “return” of any
“belly” is all about in order to recognize what a miracle of grace the outflow of such
water is. The word miracle is neither lightly chosen without giving it its due weight,
nor glibly selected to “over-dramatize” the situation. In blunt terminology, it is meant
to underscore that apart from Christ, even the believer can only produce “vomit.” In
fact, this is mild terminology in the light of James who speaks about the untamable
tongue that by itself can only spread hell fire and only produce deadly poison (Jam.
3:6-8), and paints a picture of analogous conduct on the part of the rich that is beyond
belief (Jam. 6:1ff). However, as believers abide in Christ they cannot but yield the
freshest of all water streams, the clearest of all Gospel lights, and the most nourishing
of all spiritual foods. The term miracle is in place in this context, if anywhere!
Furthermore, it stands to reason that the inner joyful power which accompanies
the awesome presence of the Spirit outstrips and outclasses any possible kind of pain
and sorrow involved in the self-denying and self-sacrificial action of the sale of property. In fact, the presence of the Spirit of God is, in the final analysis, not only its own
anesthetic. It is the driving power that joyfully embraces any kind of pain or sorrow in
order to be effective in the Kingdom. Just as parents gladly sacrifice themselves to secure the life of their children, so Spirit-filled Christians joyfully surrender everything
to bolster and advance Kingdom life. This may take on a variety of forms, such as
support for the proclamation of the Gospel, the care for the poor, etc. Failure to do so
should never be met with “law.” Of course, the law exposes and condemns sin. In doing so, it can and must have a sobering impact. But it never can add one iota of Gospel
holiness to anyone’s life. No, failure should ever be met with “Gospel” only! Believers
should be invited to thirst for and drink of Christ. That only, but at the same time inevitably, will lead to exhilarating Kingdom holiness, inclusive of Kingdom funding.

2. Macedonians
If at all possible, the Macedonians take a step beyond Barnabas (2 Cor. 8:1-5). They
are going through an ordeal of affliction, and possibly as a result of it, they find themselves in extreme poverty. Nevertheless all that is offset by their quite apparent and
abundant joy in the Holy Spirit to such an extent that they literally overflow in the
riches of their liberality, that is, well beyond their ability. They give the non-existing
shirts off their backs, and regard this as a privilege and a favor! They apparently had to
beg Paul for permission to do so. Paul seemed to have been quite reluctant at first, and,
when they insisted and eventually came through, he appeared quite surprised about
their total giving.
The secret of their giving apart from having the joy of the Lord, and more specifically of the Spirit, as their strength (Neh. 8:10) should not go unnoticed. It is that
they first gave themselves that is their hearts and their lives, both to God and their
fellow believers, radically, fully and joyfully, without holding anything back. In short,
theirs was a life of total surrender to the Lord and the neighbor, note well, in the joy of
the Spirit. No wonder, that all their earthly belongings followed suit! Once you truly
give yourself to someone, totally and without reservation, the rest is a cinch. And Jesus
is the undisputed and indisputable model!
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3. Christ
In all this the Macedonians walked in the footsteps of Jesus himself (2 Cor. 8:8). Although he was wealthy beyond comparison, he became poor equally beyond comparison. He owned no home, did not have any of the usual earthly possessions, and lived
off the hand-me-downs of people. In short, he lived what he preached. His life of
“poverty” was neither anti-establishment nor anti-social. Nor was it an end in itself. It
symbolized unreserved self-denial and limitless sacrifice as the (only) means to reach
his objective: the display of the sum total of his Father’s perfections in and through the
salvation of sinners. As such his death was simply an extension of his life. In Jesus’
own words, “unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains by itself
alone. But if it dies, it bears much fruit” (John 12:24).
Of course, his poverty was not merely physical in nature. It reached its zenith on
the cross. No one can begin to fathom the poverty that hit him when his Father forsook
him. Not even the damned in hell will ever fully know. For they experience the wrath
of God for their own sins only. Jesus bore God’s wrath on behalf of an innumerable
multitude. He did all of that in order that this multitude, to which he had committed
himself totally and without reservation, would become rich (once again) beyond comparison! At times, these riches undoubtedly include material prosperity as a divine
blessing upon obedience. But it all comes into its own in the riches of union and communion with God. This glory is inexpressible and is (should be) the grand and magnificent obsession of all those who love him!
To sum it all up, while clearly the Macedonians took a step beyond Barnabas, the
Lord Jesus leaves the Macedonians in the dust.

4. Conclusion
The question may well be asked whether the Church, in being confronted with these
models, in good conscience can lower its sight and be truly content with anything that
falls short of its total and unreserved input in the Kingdom of God. After all, both the
Macedonians and the Lord Jesus are held out as explicit and compelling models to the
Corinthians! Of course, they could also have taken a close and hard look at Paul. He,
possibly more than anyone else, walked in the footsteps of Jesus by “completing what
was lacking in the latter’s suffering” (Col. 1:24), in fact, by carrying not just the suffering, but also the death of Christ in himself (2 Cor. 4:10-11). “I die daily,” he exclaims (1 Cor. 15:31), clearly to experience, also possibly more than anyone else, the
effectiveness of Jesus.
One close and hard look at Paul would have revealed to the Corinthians the identity as well as the nature of God’s “pipeline” that led to their abundant riches both of
life and in life (2 Cor. 4:12). With such vivid embodiment of Christ in the person of
Paul, one may well wonder whether the Corinthians had any other choice than to produce “rivers of living water,” also, if not specifically, in the funding of the Kingdom.
Of course, a close and hard look at all the biblical models discussed thus far would
soon reveal that not simply the Corinthians, but all segments of the Church of Christ
are left without an alternate option.
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At any rate, in the light of the service of Barnabas (the son of consolation!), the
heart of the Macedonian, the suffering of Jesus, and the ministry of Paul, the tithes
look rather puny, to put it quite mildly. In fact, these models dwarf the 10% by a
country mile. They make it pale into insignificance. That is undoubtedly the reason
why Paul does not remind the Corinthians of the tithes in 2 Corinthians 8-9. What the
Church of Christ would and does regard as progressive in our day and age (namely the
paying of the 10%) would have been utterly regressive to the apostle Paul. Talk about
something sobering to consider!
Incidentally, all this implies that one may in practice salute any “opposition” to
the tithes that is rooted in the recognition that the NT outdistances the OT by far, as
long as it is coupled with the insistence that one should transcend the 10% level in order to be a biblical Christian. Nevertheless, in principle, opponents of the tithes from a
narrow NT perspective would have served the Church much better, if they had circumvented a negative discussion of the tithes, and gone on with a vengeance to expound the rich and convicting NT message of overflowing Kingdom giving. It is
hoped that no one who comes face to face with the NT teaching will remain unaffected
by this message. This leads to the next section that deals with some major principles of
Kingdom funding.

III. Biblical Principles of Kingdom Funding
Three principles of Kingdom giving figure prominently in the biblical teaching on the
subject. They are in quick order proportionate giving (1 Cor. 16:1-2), “downpour”
giving (2 Cor. 8:14), and equality giving (2 Cor. 8:15).

1. Proportionate Giving
Giving should be in keeping and proportion with one’s income. This reflects the principle of tithing, but in a NT garment. That is to say, the OT principle of proportionality
remains fully in tact. But it adds NT flexibility. Starting from the 10% benchmark as
non-debatable, the believers have total freedom (Acts 5:3-4) to exceed it. Perception of
needs as well as the quality and extent of the presence of the Spirit will determine how
far believers will move toward the 100%. Both in principle and in practice, this 100%
should always be recognized as achievable. In the history of the Church, there undoubtedly have been many believers like Paul who in the area of Kingdom financing
have experienced the joy of the resurrection power, as well as the suffering and death
of Christ. There is no reason to believe that the future will not produce any such believer. In fact, there is every reason to believe that all Christians who come face to face
with the Biblical teaching and especially with Christ as a compelling model, will say,
“Why should I not enjoy the resurrection power and experience the suffering and death
of Christ?” And if they do not say it, they ought to recognize that they should say it.
The woman with her two coins may well have been the greatest recipient and showcase of the fullness of the blessing of the Gospel during the lifetime of Jesus (Lk. 21:24). In fact, the Church would do well to hold her out as such on a consistent basis. That
she took the spotlight before the outpouring of the Spirit is a telling indication of what
can happen in the present as well as the future.
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2. “Downpour” Giving
Paul indicates that the flow of giving should go in a specific direction. The trajectory
always should run from the ones who have more to the ones who have less. That may
have caused Paul’s reluctance to accept contributions from the Macedonians for the
impoverished congregation in Jerusalem. They most likely were in a worse shape than
their brothers and sisters in the mother congregation. In the political arena it seems to
be a perennial issue to reach some kind of equality by redistributing the income of the
nation through progressive taxation or by encouraging benevolent entrepreneurialism
through lowering taxes. The first solution favors the governmental siphoning-off approach with a view to the common good. The second solution opts for the private
trickling-down effect to raise the standard of living of the common man.
Scripture transcends both solutions. It rejects both the siphoning-off method and
the trickling-down process. When the government siphons off, it goes the route of
heavy-handed compulsion and resorts to legalized theft. When the individual decides
to trickle down, he invariably stays in his comfort zone. The biblical Christian neither
siphons off, nor trickles down, but pours down. Just as Christ pours out the Spirit (Acts
2:31) and inundates the Christian, so the Spirit-filled Christian pours out his life and
inundates the world around him. He is fully prepared to leave his comfort zone and to
sacrifice his standard of living. He becomes a lifeline, not in the last place in the setting of Kingdom funding.

3. Equality Giving
The equality that results from this is neither a forced reality, unavoidable when Big
Government runs the show, nor a calculated risk, always possible when the Free Market fails to govern itself. It is Christ’s guarantee that becomes a reality by means of a
biblical servant heart. The plenty of the one Christian becomes the supply of the other.
When the need shifts, and the shoe is on the other foot, the roles are simply reversed.
The principle that determines this is awesome. It is both biblical and universal. “He
who had gathered a lot had nothing left, and he who had gathered little, had no lack”
(Ex. 16:18). The surplus of the young and the energetic in their prime made up for the
lack of the weak and the aged in their declining years. This principle is lifted from the
desert episode, when the Israelites collected the manna each morning to meet the need
for their daily sustenance. Those who ended up with any excess of that mysterious
food were always happy to part with it in the evening.
In fact, they may have been quite happy. Since at the midnight hour the manna
would go bad, anyone who would take it off his neighbor’s hands prior to that time,
virtually would function as a garbage collector. It would save the owner a trip to the
local dump. To “get rid of it” earlier in the evening, therefore, was hardly a noble act!
The proper equivalent, both in the present or in the future, would be to hand over our
greenbacks in case of an equivalent need as if they were garbage, even if after the
midnight hour they would still be as crisp and useful as earlier on during the day. In
fact, when the clock strikes midnight in the Day of Judgment all of created reality will
be treated as “garbage.” It will be burnt as well as totally replaced!
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The OT universal principle, applied to the analogous situation in the NT, is
clearly not as harmless, as it may appear at first sight! Scripture is crystal clear. There
is no excuse for believers to maintain any and all bank accounts that do not have a
Christian rationale or a Christian purpose. Such accounts should be liquidated to fund
the needs of the Kingdom. It would not be surprising, if in the Day of Judgment too
much human as well as Christian “gold” will prove to “rust” in the vaults of selfinterest and self-service (Jam. 5:3). This would not be so scary, if it would not be an all
too eloquent witness that its “owners” blatantly failed to execute their stewardship
properly. It would not be too difficult to identify individuals, or corporations for that
matter, who perished or simply did not make it, in support of such condemnatory
charge. In short, the equality in view in the passage under consideration and fully
achieved following death or the Day of Judgment is beneficial to all believers. It will
give them a platform for social security in the fullest sense of the word. It is not a yoke
that is government imposed. Neither is it a matter of wishful thinking dependent upon
the fickleness of selfish sinners. It is a luminous evidence of the presence of God, who
succeeds where human efforts will invariably fail.

4. Conclusion
Of course, all this does not condemn the type of entrepreneurialism that creates wellfinanced as well as income generating foundations, funds or endowments on whatever
scale for the specific purpose of starting, promoting, supporting or insuring the future of
Christian projects or causes whether short term or long term. Prudent and cost effective
allocations or pay-outs by their managers, which keep the principal in tact and at the
same time provides a steady stream of funding, ought to be applauded. Such regular allocations and pay-outs ensure continuity. Besides, with the retention of the original
capital, many a foundation, fund, and endowment have in the course of the years paid
out well in excess of their beginning net worth. The advantage for the cause of Christ in
those cases has been undeniable, if not incalculable. In short, while such entrepreneurialism is not mandated in Scripture for everyone, neither is it to be condemned.
As in all other instances where Scripture does not enjoin or forbid, Christian liberty must be allowed to have free range (Rom. 15: 10-13; Jam. 4:11-12). Of course,
caution should be taken that dependence upon a human instrument does not replace
trust in God. Caution should also be taken that ministries that have basically dried up
do not continue simply because of readily available funds. There may at times be need
for repentance or for some drastic decisions. But all this does not undermine the beneficial use of properly operating foundations, and prudently used funds or endowments.
Neither does it condemn riches. The blessing of God is promised in abundance
upon covenant obedience. While the poor will never disappear from the Christian
community (Mk. 14:7), and at times severe, trying or even extreme hardships can befall individual members, generically Christians can (in fact, should) anticipate riches
(Deut. 28:1-13). The question how to deal with riches is more extensively answered
below. But it should already go on record at this juncture that beyond the tithes, which
must be paid as a matter of obedience, every individual believer is free under God to
dispose of what is entrusted to him or her, whether in terms of time, energy or posses-
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sions, without judgmental interference by anyone. This is the clear teaching of Scripture. It is indicated by Peter (Acts 5:4) and driven home by James (Jam. 4:11-12).

IV. Biblical Patterns of Kingdom Funding
Three significant patterns are prominently taught in Scripture as well. First, there is an
unbreakable correlation between sowing and reaping (2 Cor. 9:6). Second, giving
should not be haphazard, but purposeful (2 Cor. 9:7). And, third, God’s input, however
strange that may sound, is determined by man’s output (2 Cor. 9:10).

1. The Sowing-Reaping Correlation
To sow sparingly is to reap sparingly. At the same time, to sow copiously is to reap
copiously. This is a principle that covers the waterfront of life. Scripture admonishes
its readers to proceed with all of one’s might. That is, it is and should be the integrity
of the Christian always to give it “one hundred percent.” This includes time, energy,
and effort, but it applies to Kingdom funding as well. Invariably the return ON an investment is determined by the quality and extent of this investment. This is the message of the life of Jesus, of Paul and of numerous others, who followed in the footsteps
of Christ. It is also the message that is held out as a standard to unbelievers, such as the
rich young ruler (Mt. 19:16ff; Lk. 18:18ff), to the disciples (Mt. 25:14ff), in fact, to all
Christians throughout the history of the Church (Rev. 14:13). Only radical and total
obedience will do, and only radical and total obedience can expect copious returns. No
one who will give up father, mother, husband, wife, children, indeed, his own life as
well for the sake of the Kingdom of God, will fail to receive his or her reward in this
life already, in terms of fathers, mothers, etc. (Mt. 19:29).
It is hardly surprising that Paul holds this out before the Corinthians in the area of
Kingdom funding as well. Even if this would be quite appropriate to fund Kingdom
projects that entail well-defined budgets, he does not set a specific benchmark.
“Please, shoot for ‘x’ number of dollars.” That would blunt their initiative. It is exciting to see Paul appeal to the personal responsibility of the readers. Go as far, and as
fast and as furious as you can in the Kingdom of God. In this way imitate me and of
Jesus (1 Thess. 1:6). But the decision is and remains yours! This was the approach of
Moses (Ex. 35:4ff), David (1 Chron. 29:6ff), as well as Peter for that matter (Acts 5:34). The result was breathtaking then. It should be illuminating today. Cast your bread
upon the waters, and you will see a return. The more voluminous the bread that is cast,
the greater the return will be. Individuals, families as well as churches should take aim
at the highest possible level of giving, and increase that level as the Lord prospers.
With 10% as the inviolable starting point Christians should set their sight on 20%,
30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and even 100%. Of course, the latter may
never be reached, at least not until one’s will is executed. But it would be an exhilarating goal!

2. The Purpose-Entrepreneur Correlation
All giving should tie in with one or more specific purposes (2 Cor. 9:7). These purposes literally could cover the waterfront as long as they effectively promote the cause
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of Christ, whether in campus evangelism, overseas missions, Christian education,
leadership development, or mercy ministry, to name only a few possibilities. Since donors are to give account of all the funds that have been entrusted to them, it would be
the better part of wisdom to avoid languishing ministries that may not merit support. It
would also be wise to insure in advance of any gift that an acceptable accountability
system is in place. Of course, donors often have preferences in sharing their wealth.
All things being equal, they should not hesitate to follow their heart’s desire. It is wellknown among professional fundraisers that people give to people rather than causes.
This suggests that the choice of a specific focus for which individuals take individual
responsibility may well be worth its weight in gold. It wisely decentralizes the ministry
of the Church to the point of personal involvement.
Further, any kind of grass root entrepreneurialism that is enthusiastic in its support of a specific Kingdom project should be encouraged, approved and supported as
much as possible. Such entrepreneurialism can assume several forms. It could eye the
start-up of a business that would support one or more projects with part of the profits.
It could plan to raise funds in an innovative manner for such projects. It could go the
route of a foundation or an endowment. The possibilities are legion. In general, visionary planning, its detailed blueprint, and the strategy to implement it should always and
by definition be applauded, encouraged and promoted, unless God clearly stops it
(Rom. 1:13; 15:22). In other words, the response to any proposal should out of biblical
principle never be, “No, unless ... either God or the circumstances permit,” but rather
“Yes, unless ... God forbids, whether through circumstances or otherwise.” More often
than not, people are killjoys. Too often such individuals have destroyed the heart of a
Christian entrepreneur. It is one thing for folks to stop themselves in their dominion
taking, to see barriers where God does not put them, such as non-existing lions in the
street (Prov. 22:13). This is tantamount to committing Kingdom “suicide.” But it is
quite another to make oneself the measure of all things and to put up barriers for others
in their legitimate, properly aggressive, God-centered, entrepreneurial joint-obedience
to both the “Cultural Mandate” and the “Grand Command” (Mt. 28:19). This is tantamount to committing Kingdom “murder.”
Of course, no one should (be encouraged to) be foolish or go off half-cocked, but
even in giving assistance to a planning process that may have been less than perfect,
the properly motivated entrepreneur may receive much needed encouragement at the
right time in the right manner for the right goal. It is the mark of a Christian not only to
take dominion but also to support dominion taking by others. Both Kingdom “suicide”
and Kingdom “murder” should be avoided “at all cost.” This is precisely what Christ
appears to indicate (Lk. 14:26-27). In short, the righteous are never fearful of nonexisting lions. Rather, as bold as lions they enter into the battle of life recognizing full
well the possibility of casualties (Prov. 28:1).

3. The Output-Input Correlation
The tapestry of Paul’s wording is precise and far-reaching. The sower is not merely
told to distribute his available seed. Rather he is informed that when he sows God will
supply him with the necessary seed. In a word, the output of the believer will determine the input of God. To put it succinctly, God gives seed to the sower, not the eater!
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Believers must step out in faith. At that juncture they will experience that God is faithful and will show in a tangible way that he rejoices over their initiative. You will receive according to your faith (Mt. 9:22; 15:28; Mk. 5:34; 10:52; Lk. 7:50; 17:19;
18:42). The violent will take a hold of the Kingdom by their violence (Mt. 11:11). To
bring this down to earth, only when they start their engine of ministry of whatever sort
and aggressively lay themselves, their time, their skills, their energies, and their possessions on the line, will they discover that God places all the necessary fuel to pursue
their ministry at their disposal. When believers go, far, fast and furiously, to the limits
of their resources, abilities and skills, God will gladly assist them to transcend these
limits, and supply them with his abundance (Is. 40:31).
In fact, the more they dedicate themselves to widen the circle and broaden the
scope of their ministry, the more copious their fuel supply will be. If they give it all
they’ve got, the sky will turn out to be the limit. It is a biblical promise and a historical
fact that such ministries will spiral upwards. While God takes away from them who do
not have, he will give more (and more) to those who do have (Mt. 13:12; 25:29; Mk.
4:25; Lk. 8:18; 19:26). Of course, this does not take anything away from proper planning. No one who goes to war or constructs a building should do so without carefully
counting the cost (Lk. 14:28). But God’s war is already in progress, and God’s building is already being constructed. Therefore, all of God’s people should join in to the
utmost, that is, should step up to the front line, which is also the firing line, with all the
fire power they can muster, and should turn into construction workers, adding as many
bricks as fast as they can. In fact, they are under obligation to do so. God will rejoice
to supply the ordnance for the war effort and the building material, bricks and mortar,
for the construction project!

4. Conclusion
The combination of this triad of patterns makes for powerful Kingdom funding. It is
copious, imaginative as well as self-abandoning. The abundance of generosity is a perfect fit both in the OT and the NT. So is the imagination that supplies ways and means
to relieve needs, assist the poor, and take care of the sick. The Macedonians illustrate
how true Christianity implies self-denying and self-sacrificial sharing of one’s time,
talents and treasures.

V. Biblical Dynamics of Kingdom Funding
The threefold dynamic is that Christians always ought to be willing (1 Chron. 29:9),
ready (2 Cor. 8:11-12), and cheerful (Deut. 26:14; 1 Chron. 29:9; 2 Cor. 9:7) in their
Kingdom funding.

1. Willingness
Christians should always be desirous to give as an evidence of their regenerated heart.
It is not coincidence that God tells his child, “Give me your heart, my son” (Prov.
23:26). Furthermore, their whole heart should be in it (Jer. 29:13). David marvels
when he sees the willingness of the people of God to contribute toward the construction of the temple. The same desire Christians have toward their God (Ps. 73:25), they
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should have toward the funding of his Kingdom. In fact, their desire for God will set
their desire toward the Kingdom, its growth and its funding into motion. There will be
no biblical willingness without Gospel motivation!

2. Readiness
Christian also ought to be ready to give. This is clearly implied in Ephesians 4:28, verbalized in 1 Corinthians 16:1-3, underscored in 2 Corinthians 8:11-12; 9:2-5, and
driven home in Titus 3:13-14.
The Ephesians passage provides the broad foundation. Negatively, any sort of
stealing, whether of property, time or otherwise, must be renounced. Positively, there
is no other option than to settle down in hands-on labor. However, the added redemptive principle or rationale is both evident and telling. Not only should vocations and
jobs be pursued, but also wage and salary increases be sought in order to have something to share with others, to supply needs and to meet opportunities. In short, this passage implies the need for a state of preparedness, as well as a workable strategy to put
one’s funds to work. It would be explosive if the Church would recognize this biblical
pattern and seek to display it. Christians would not aim to amass wealth, but to give
their wealth away. In the process God will amass wealth in the recognition that it will
“provide seed to the sower.” This may not immediately leave anyone with a huge bank
account. But at the same time, there is no one who has left houses, brothers, sisters,
father, mother or children for Christ’s sake who shall not receive many times as much
in addition to eternal life” (Mt. 19:29). This translates into riches galore both on earth
and in heaven as the return upon one’s Kingdom investment. But it invariably is the
kind of return, which in one way or another will be reinvested, and put to further
Kingdom use.
The Corinthians passages furnish the superstructure. The readiness to give is on
display in setting funds aside in advance. When the time comes to deliver, there should
be no need for a whirlwind of chaotic activity to give the appearance of being ready.
This, of course, does not militate against the use of all impassioned live appeals for
funds. Long-term needs must be met in a long-term manner, quietly and orderly. But
there is no reason not to meet short-term needs in a short-term fashion, passionately
and quickly. Just as Christians should be ever ready and eager to meet their Maker, so
they should be ever ready and eager to pursue holiness in general and Kingdom funding in particular! With regard to the latter, while the eagerness should always be present, the conditions will dictate whether they could be ready instantaneously, over the
long haul, or anywhere in between.
The Titus section furnishes the capstone. Paul exhorts Titus to send two short
term missionaries, Zenas and Apollos, to him with all due haste, in fact, as quickly as
possible, and to see to it that any and all their needs, apparently travel, upkeep, etc., are
met. He must do so by binding the urgency of this short term mission work on the
heart of all the Church members. As they learn to devote themselves to good works in
general, they will rise to the occasion in this instance as well, and provide ample opportunity for anyone to designate them as “fruitful.” In fact, Paul may have expressed
himself in an even more pointed way. He states that with their support they will prove
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to be not (no longer?) unfruitful! All in all, this is a ringing endorsement to launch and
support Short Term Missions, if there ever was one!

3. Cheerfulness
But there is one final step to take. To be a co-worker of Christ in Kingdom funding
should be a joy (Deut. 26:14; Neh. 12:43). This can never be achieved without the
presence of the Holy Spirit. The Kingdom of God is not food or drink, but the righteousness of Christ, a peace treaty with God the Father and, consequently the joy of the
Holy Spirit (Rom. 14:17). Joy is a heartfelt sense of delight and exultation over a
“good” that was, is, or will be enjoyed. The performance of duty without cheerfulness
at best comes down to legal obedience, and is literally poles apart from Gospel holiness. More than that, legal obedience following justification is woven of the same
cloth as works-righteousness prior to justification. It is formal, cold, and lifeless. This
may not be recognized on the surface. But God who knows the heart can, does, and
will determine whether someone has the reputation of being alive, but has the pall of
death hanging over him (Rev. 3:1).

4. Conclusion
It is rather evident that all three aspects of the biblical dynamics of Kingdom funding
are internal functions of the believer. They are, first of all, functions of the heart. It has
been said that “doing good” will automatically result in “feeling good.” While on the
broad human level there is some truth to this, from a biblical perspective it is both
shallow and misguided. It is shallow because the emotion of “feeling good” is easily
the result of legal obedience, which is no more than a common grace of God, when
compared with its counterpart of disobedience. It is misguided because it easily obscures that both “doing good” and “feeling good” must be a part of Gospel holiness, of
evangelical obedience. Scripture shows a better way. It urges the believer to guard the
heart above all else, since all of life originates in it and flows from it. (Prov. 4:23; 1
Chron. 28:9). In other words, believers are told to cultivate a willing, ready and joyful
heart. This is how the strength of the believer manifests itself (1 Chron. 27:17-19; Neh.
8:10). In NT terminology, the believer is exhorted to be full of the Holy Spirit. Then
rivers of living water will proceed from his innermost being. All this, of course, can
never be accomplished apart from thirsting for, coming to, and drinking of Christ
(John 7:37-39).

VI. Biblical Donors in Kingdom Funding
No one is exempted in Kingdom funding. There is a role to play for both the rich and
the poor. On the one hand there is a vast difference, but on the other hand, there is an
even greater equality. There is clearly no comparison in the extent of their participation. But the mode of this participation is, and should be, identical!

1. The Rich
The concept of riches in Scripture has two connotations. On the one hand, it is a more
relative term. Individuals who possess more are rich compared to those who have less
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to show for. This came into view when Paul stated that the former always must share
with the latter, and not vice versa. The flow is a one-way street. The ones to whom
God has entrusted more are the donors. The ones to whom he has entrusted less are the
recipients. On the other hand, it is a more absolute term. The rich in the more absolute
sense enjoy a lavish independence and can relish total self-reliance by virtue of their
wealth. They are neither dependent upon nor answerable to anyone. They can pretty
much do what they please, and as they please. In short, they are people who’ve got it
made!
This puts them, according to Jesus, in a potentially dangerous situation. After all,
he makes no bones about it that it is more difficult for an independently wealthy, selfreliant individual to enter the Kingdom than for a camel to go through “the eye of a
needle” (Mt. 19:24). This must be hardly encouraging to the rich. In fact, the disciples
conclude that this makes entrance into the Kingdom pretty much impossible for everyone. Jesus does not deny that, but uses this occasion to tell his disciples that man’s impossibility is God’s possibility (Mt. 19:25-26).
In the light of all this, the question must arise how to deal with riches. For one
thing, while the rich young ruler, due to his idolatry with money, is being counseled to
exchange all that he owns for a pass into heaven and an apprenticeship with Jesus, this
counsel and offer is not applicable indiscriminately to all rich people. Jesus faces and
addresses a unique individual in a unique situation. Apprenticeships with Jesus are
presently no longer available. However, this does not mean that Scripture is devoid of
all counsel to the rich. Far from it! Paul informs all the relative rich (the “haves”) to go
to work for the specific purpose of sharing with the “have-less” and the “have-nots”
(Eph. 4:28). At the same time he counsels the independently wealthy not to lead an arrogant life, and not to idolize uncertain riches, but rather to be generous and ready to
share (1 Tim. 5:17-18). James adds that purposeless accumulation of wealth, payment
of shameful wages, a life of luxurious self-indulgence, and wanton murder to safeguard riches (Jam. 5:1-5) all prepare one for the judgment of God.
The Biblical counsel to the rich is basically no different from the counsel to all
believers. With the tithes as starting point, they must be known for their generosity, if
not to the general public, at least to their beneficiaries, and if not to their beneficiaries,
definitely to God. But up to what percentage point they exceed the 10% is fully their
choice and decision. They must be on guard, however, not to let their wealth become
an idolatrous and destructive snare. The only way to accomplish this, according to
James, is for the rich to exult in the fact that all their possessions will be taken away.
Then they are in the same position as the poor. They have only Jesus left as their total
sufficiency (Jam. 1:9-11). This is radical medicine, but apparently the only medicine
that works. A radical malady requires a radical cure. In short, the rich must learn that
they are no fools who gladly surrender what they cannot keep in order to gain what
they can never lose. The rich young ruler fell short of this mark. Although he was apparently a lovable individual (Mk. 10:21), he is like the proverbial handwriting on the
wall for all wealthy believers to consider soberly and seriously.
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2. The Poor
This, of course, can never be used by the poor to excuse themselves from generous
giving, as the Macedonian model already indicated. The term “poor” can also be used
in a more relative and a more absolute sense. The relative poor are at the same time
also and by definition the relative rich, depending upon the standard of comparison.
When compared to richer folks, they are relatively poor. But when compared to poorer
folks, they are relatively rich. In the more absolute sense, the poor are those who have
no property to share and no income to tithe. They are the precise antipode of the rich in
the more absolute sense of the word. It is incumbent upon both the rich and the relative
rich (poor) to look after them. But this is not to say that the poor in the more absolute
sense are reduced to being recipients only. It is and remains incumbent upon them to
tithe. When their hearts are in the right place, they may use their creative imagination,
and tithe their time, when unemployed or without income.
Every Church would welcome their poor members in this sense, either to be involved for a specified number of hours per week in organized evangelism, to lead bible studies for new converts, or to expend their skills in diaconal services, whether in
meeting personal needs, in sprucing up the place of meeting or otherwise. A message
to this effect in a South African township, where both unemployment and poverty
were rampant, saw in short order a number of members of the congregation offer secretarial services to the Church as their tithes!
All in all, both Paul and James counsel generosity in the case of the independently wealthy. But the poor are not exempt from such counsel either! To be sure, the
least they can do is to abstain from complaining or from nurturing a complaining
spirit, which incidentally will not remain unpunished (Jam. 5:7-11). But this only takes
care of their sins of commission. They better remember that they are also vulnerable to
sins of omission, failure to put their time, energy and skills at the disposal of the Kingdom. This may not fund the Kingdom in the strict sense of the word. But it certainly
will fuel the Kingdom, and help turn it into a much-needed beehive of activity!

3. Equal Participation
In line with all this, the leadership of the Church would do well, with lots of input
from the congregation, to do some long range planning, in which needs, ministries as
well as projects are identified and prioritized. To marshal support for visionary planning and its implementation, Churches would be wise to conduct stewardship Sundays
in which the congregation is challenged by the biblical data. Faith pledges as well as
capital campaigns can also play a significant role.
Faith pledges focus on human output before the divine input has been received,
in parallel with the pattern seen above. Those who pledge commit themselves to the
limit of their own sacrificial capability and beyond, trusting the Lord for the latter.
They will honor their pledge to the extent of both their capability and the eventual divine input. Clearly in this, both the rich and the poor are on an equal footing in terms
of their participation in Kingdom funding, if not in the extent, certainly in the mode of
that participation.
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Capital campaigns set a specific funding goal which, when reached, would make
the implementation of a specific program possible. There is no reason why the poor
cannot equally participate with the wealthy in the planning process and in the implementation of the program by contributing their time and energy by praying for it or
otherwise promoting it. All of the membership of a Church or Christian organization
should be involved in the implementation off its programs in an imaginative fashion.
In due time, of course, it can and must be determined by analyzing the projected
income from all sources, which needs can be met, which ministries can be pursued,
and which projects can be realized.
It is not a shame to start small. After all, the day of the small things should not be
despised (Zech. 4:10). But it is a shame to think small and to plan small. Even what
starts as small as a mustard-seed, can be anticipated to blossom out (Mt. 13:31-32). In
fact, most Christians are ordinary people who are not given to immediate and spectacular progress. Often it takes a long time before their vision catches on, and its implementation takes off. However, the latter can be expected to take place exponentially
with an ever-increasing pace. No foothold, therefore, should be given to discouragement. Believers always must continue to step out in entrepreneurial dominion-taking to
achieve their goals.

4. Conclusion
Finally, it may be well for both the rich and the poor to remember the immense needs
of humanity, of a spiritual as well as physical nature. Mankind is bleeding out of so
many wounds, and broken in so many places that it is mind-boggling. The Lord Jesus
saw that immense need, and did something commensurate about it. This is the only
way that the depth, width, breadth and height of his self-denying suffering and sacrificial service can be halfway explained. If believers would only gain a glimpse of the
indescribable needs of man, and an equal glimpse of the indescribable response of Jesus, it may be possible that all of them, whether rich or poor, would be spurred through
the power of the Spirit jointly to fund or fuel the Kingdom to their fullest ability without regard for themselves first.

VII. Biblical Avenue to Kingdom Funding
Proper funding has a distinct place, if not a specific niche, in the support of people and
projects that advance the Kingdom. Paul’s relationship to the Philippians is suggestive
of a rich model. He first attests that the Philippians reside in his heart (Phil. 1:7). Then
he expresses confidence in his eventual deliverance through their prayers (Phil. 1:19).
Finally, he registers their monetary contributions (Phil. 4:15). In short, Paul goes on
record that he is assured of their presence, their prayers and their payments, in that order. This order appears to be significant. Willingness to share, and to do so abundantly,
invariably flows forth from prevailing prayer. However, fervent prayers appear just as
invariably rooted in tangible and experienced presence.
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1. Presence
Paul’s words are strong. He applauds the Philippians for their participation with him in
the Gospel, and assures them that they are partakers with him in grace. But these
words also seem puzzling. What does this kind of “partnership” mean concretely, and
how does it evidence itself? Between Paul and the Philippians there must be a geographical distance of about 600 miles, as the crow flies. This seems to make the possibility as well as opportunity of true partnership sound rather thin. However, it is far
from thin. In fact, it is full of substance. The Philippians are in his heart. Wherever and
whenever Paul ministers, he experiences the presence of the Philippians in their absence. They are lodged in the core of his existence. That is why they share in his Gospel ministry and in the grace that makes this possible. (Incidentally, the presence in
this context is the deepest and richest presence possible, something that should be cultivated in all Christian relationships.) Of course, the Philippians have equally Paul in
their heart. Here is the secret that gives birth to prayers and payments.
The Philippians appear to be in the same league as the Macedonians (2 Cor. 8:15). The Macedonians are both a remarkable and shining example of what believers can
be and do. Their conversion precipitated a great deal of affliction. While this in no way
subtracted from their abundant joy, it did produce a deep poverty. Nevertheless in spite
of this poverty, their joy resulted in a plea, beyond their ability (!), to participate in the
support of the impoverished saints in Jerusalem. Candidly, Paul had not anticipated
this overwhelming response on the part of the Macedonians. However, in retrospect,
he did pinpoint their secret. The latter first gave themselves, both to the Lord, and to
Paul as well as the impoverished Christians in Jerusalem. “Surrender” of this sort is
not just a subjective preference, the mark of a (nebulous) Christian elite. It is the nonnegotiable will of God, universally valid and applicable in and to the total Church of
Christ. As far as the Macedonians are concerned, the rest is “history,” truly a bewildering wealth of liberality under the circumstances. Although its acceptance on Paul’s
part appears to run counter to his principle that the flow of Kingdom giving always
goes from the ones who have more to the ones who have less (2 Cor. 8:12-13), he
clearly did not have the heart or liberty to deny the Macedonians their heartfelt outflow. The Church could do with many more Macedonians who experience the presence of people in their joys and their pains, in their successes and their failures, in their
dominion taking and their Kingdom ministry! This cannot but result in both prayers
and “payments.” It goes without saying that this “presence” is not only of paramount
significance in terms of people. It also pertains to plans, projects, etc. To put it as concretely as possible, all those who have people, plans, projects, etc. present in their
heart are like a mother with a baby. When the baby cries in the middle of the night, the
mother gets up to take care of it, diaper it, feed it, etc. regardless the cost. When
genuine Christians “cradle” anyone or anything, as if it is their baby, there will be no
lack of prayers and payments.

2. Prayers
Undoubtedly many are the times that believers have failed to fulfill promises to pray.
In fact, failed promises in this regard may well outnumber fulfilled promises. Paul
makes the incisive request that believers in Rome “agonize with him in their prayers
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for him, so that he is delivered from the disobedient, and that his ministry would be
accepted by the saints” (Rom. 15:30-31). His plea for joint prayer implies that “presence” and prayers for Paul are closely tied together. His plea to agonize in prayer indicates that joint prayer is serious business. In the Philippian context such prayer would
lead to the provision of the Spirit and the consequent deliverance from prison. These
are both weighty matters, deliverance from a Roman prison through the power of the
Spirit! It appears comparable to casting mountains into the ocean (Mt. 21:21). The
fact that the stakes in Kingdom warfare are extremely high only underscores how significant, if not indispensable, joint agonizing prayer is. James’ statement, “You do not
have, because you do not ask” (Jam. 4:2), simply nails this down. It is hardly surprising that the way the Philippians bonded with Paul in terms of both their presence and
their prayers goes hand in hand with the way they “share with him in the matter of
giving and receiving” (Phil. 4:15). In fact, it seems natural. It is a matter of speculation, whether the Philippian congregation was one of the few Churches, if not the only
one, that bonded with Paul in the way just described. To be sure, Paul invites the Romans fully to link up with him as well (Rom. 15:30). But at the same time he chides
them for “seeking after their own interests, not those of Christ Jesus” (Phil. 2:21). So
even if it is just speculation, it is food for thought. What is certain, of course, is that
only the Philippians gave monetary support. And that is more than food for thought!

3. Payments
The relationship of Paul and the Philippians in money matters is illuminating. Paul is
content (Phil. 4:11), thankful (Phil. 4:6), indeed, joyful (Phil. 4:4), in whatever circumstances he finds himself. That is, he has a sense of satisfaction, appreciation, and exultation in as well as for everything he experiences. This is undoubtedly in evidence in
Paul even in the most painful trials (2 Cor. 11:23-28; Jam. 1:2-3), because they lead
him to an ever increasing holiness in the full-orbed sense of the word (Ps. 119:71), a
transformation into the image of Christ in his life and ministry (Rom. 8:28-29). This
can be expected from a man whose life is Christ, and whose death would be gain (Phil.
1:21), who wants to know Christ, the power of his resurrection, the fellowship of his
suffering, and the conformity to his death (Phil. 3:10), and who can do all things
through Christ who strengthens him (Phil. 4:13).
All this explains why he can write about money matters the way he does.
Whether he receives any funding or not, is ultimately of no consequence to him, none
whatsoever! Frankly, it leaves him cold. His needs are fully met. Better yet, his abundance is assured by definition! His Lord and Savior is, and ever remains, his overflowing sufficiency. This is why he does not have eyes simply for gifts that are coming
his way. This is why his delight, when a Church is willing to share in matters of giving
and receiving, is solely and purely for the sake of the givers. He is thrilled to see them
make deposits in their heavenly bank account, and to witness it grow (Phil. 4:14-18).
In fact, he will do anything in his power to accelerate and enlarge the deposits (2 Cor.
8-9). However, he never does it by law principle, which results at best in a shallow,
self-righteous, legal obedience only. Paul avoids this like the plague! Just as in any
other area of biblical conduct, he seeks to achieve biblical objectives by means of
Gospel principle, which results in evangelical holiness (Compare 2 Cor. 12:14-18;
Philemon 10-20).
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4. Conclusion
The avenue to biblical Kingdom funding is rather evident. Where one’s heart is there
is one’s treasure (Mt. 6:21). If one’s heart, like the Philippians, is with a specific missionary--this applies to anyone or anything else for that matter--, this missionary turns
into a “treasure” to be cherished, prayed for and assisted to the full. Since laborers
cannot build a house, unless the Master is in it (Ps. 127:1), they must and do resort to
fervent and unceasing prayer in order to achieve their objectives as evidence of their
100% dependence upon God. At the same time because God utilizes humans in their
100% responsibility to advance his Kingdom, they will give it their all, both monetarily and otherwise, for that to occur. Ultimately unless a seed dies in self-denial and
self-sacrifice, life cannot expect to spring up and blossom out (John 12:24). But when
it dies to self (2 Cor. 4:10-12; Phil. 2:29-30; 2 Tim. 2:3), a.o. in sharing one’s heart,
offering up one’s prayers, and pouring out one’s funds, the future will be brighter than
anticipated (Eph. 3:20).

Conclusion
The conclusion contains a summary, spells out a culmination point, and presents a
challenge. The summary indicates that proper Kingdom giving always is and always
should be a Gospel matter, and more precisely a matter of Gospel holiness derived
from Christ and activated by the Spirit. The culmination point is that Kingdom funding
in the framework of Gospel holiness is ultimately a matter of Gospel worship. The
challenge is for the Church of Christ to acquire a vision for Kingdom generosity, and
then vigorously to pursue its implementation.

1. Gospel Holiness
Proper Kingdom giving is a Gospel matter. It may never be presented as simply a
matter of law. Scripture is crystal clear. Sin has no dominion over Christians. That is
not merely wishful or prayerful thinking. It is an indubitable fact! And it is a fact for a
good reason, no, for the best of all reasons. They are not under “law principle,” but
under “grace principle” (Rom. 6:14). That is, they are not married to the law, perfect
and beautiful as the law may be (Ps. 119:140). The law by itself can only expose sin
(Rom. 3:20), just like light can only show up dust in a dark room (Rom. 3:20). In fact,
one of its purposes is to stir up sin (Rom. 7:8; Gal. 3:19), just like a broom that goes to
work in a room with fine dust can only make it swirl. In this way the law points to
Christ as the indispensable ground for justification and the equally indispensable
source of sanctification.
In short, the only hope for believers is to be married to Christ (Rom. 7:4). Due to
the power of indwelling sin, the new heart plus the law amounts to nothing, even when
it delights in that law (John 15:5; Rom. 7:18-24). Without Christ or the Spirit, it can do
nothing (John 15:5; Rom. 8:9). However, with Christ and the Spirit, it can do all
things, even facing the alliance of the enemy inside, indwelling sin, and the enemy on
the outside, temptation (Rom. 7:25; 15:16; Phil. 4:13). The law that never can and
never was intended to be the source of holiness will always remain the substance of
holiness, inclusive of the holiness of Kingdom giving.
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To be more precise, proper Kingdom funding is produced by the presence of
Christ. As is the case with all practical godliness it consists of “glowing Christ” to be
reached through “knowing Christ” with a view to “showing Christ.” The Savior will
glow in the Christian when “to live is Christ and to die is gain” (Phil. 1:21). Christ is
known to the Christian when there is a thirst not only to partake in the power of his
resurrection, but also to participate in the fellowship of his suffering and the conformity to his death (Phil. 3:10). Christ will be shown when in an all-pervasive and allembracing sense of satisfaction (contentment), appreciation (thanksgiving), and exultation (joy), the Christian engages in abundant Kingdom funding (sharing in giving
and receiving) (Phil. 4:6, 10, 11, 15).
But this is not all. Proper Kingdom funding cannot be pursued without the presence of the Spirit. He tops the glowing, knowing and showing of Christ with the
“flowing of Christ” (John 7:38). The powerful presence (Acts 1:8) of the Spirit yields
Rivers of Living Water from one’s innermost being (lit. “belly”) (John 7:38). Those
rivers turn the desert into a fertile field (Is. 32:15), a graveyard into a maternity ward
(Ezek. 37:1-14), and a Dead Sea into a fresh water lake filled with fish (Ezek. 47:112). In a word, they are life-giving! The presence of the Spirit is clearly decisive. How
decisive is indicated by the apostle Paul, when he bluntly states that without the indwelling Spirit of Christ no one does and can belong to Christ (Rom. 8:9). After all,
how else can the power of indwelling sin be overcome? The new heart is no match for
the enemy on the inside, especially not when it lines up with the enemy on the outside
(temptation). Without the indwelling Spirit, our Divine Ally on the inside, it is all over.
It behooves every Christian not to quench (1 Thess. 5:19), grieve (Eph. 4:30), or even
simply to neglect (Rom. 15:30) his presence. Anyone can do that only at his or her
own peril. This presence rather ought to be cultivated (Eph. 6:18; Jude 20). How else
can the “belly,” that by definition always and only takes in, not just be satisfied (for
once!), but begin to flow. This is, indeed, a Holy Spirit miracle! As has already been
observed, without the Spirit all men are surrounded by a “desert” that will kill them
(Is. 32:15), are “graveyards” that constitute them as dead (Ezek. 37:1-10), in fact, are
“Dead Seas” that will kill everyone else as well (Ezek. 47:8-10). It is the height of
tragedy unknowingly to overlook the Spirit, but the height of arrogance willfully to
ignore him.
The upshot is self-evident. It is indispensable to make Christians aware of all the
pertinent teaching of both the OT and NT Scripture, which includes the teaching of the
law of God that will be written on the heart (Jer. 31:33). And they had better learn fast!
Without the substance and guidelines of Scripture the train of the Church has no
tracks, and nowhere to go. At the same time, it is equally indispensable to present the
teaching of Scripture as Gospel. Without Christ and the Holy Spirit there is neither regeneration (Rom. 6:6; John 3:5), nor justification (2 Cor. 5:21; Eph. 1:13-14). But
without Christ and the Spirit there is no sanctification either (Eph. 2:10; Phil. 4:13;
Rom. 8:1-4, 12-13; 15:16)! Not to teach Scripture in the area of Kingdom funding is
criminal negligence. Not to teach it as Gospel is suicidal. For the Church to grasp this
twofold truth is to turn it into a cheering Amen corner.
The more a Christian in repentance begins to turn away from self and sin, and in
faith begins to appropriate Christ and the Holy Spirit, the more the life of holiness will
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blossom out. Barnabas loved Jesus and was full of the Spirit. He promptly and cheerfully signed his property over to the Church (Acts 4:36; 11:24). Stephen equally loved
Jesus and was equally full of the Spirit. He promptly and cheerfully surrendered his
life to God (Acts 6:5; 7:55). (Apparently to be full of Christ and of the Spirit is its own
anesthetic. Any kind of accompanying “loss” does not appear to hurt. In fact, its opposite is in evidence.) David Livingstone once was asked to relate the history of his suffering in Africa as a missionary and an explorer. “Suffering, suffering,” he retorted, “I
do not know the meaning of the word.” This makes perfect sense in the context of
Scripture where suffering appears to be a cause for joy (Acts 5:41).

2. Gospel Worship
All this both constitutes and finds its culmination point in the worship of God in “the
beauty of holiness” (Ps. 96:9) on the highway of holiness (Is 35:8). Such worship is basically two-pronged. It is worship in deed (Rev. 4:10), and worship in word (Rev. 4:11).
Worship in word bursts forth in verbally ascribing all worth to God the Father for his
creation and providence, as well as to God the Son for his redemption, whether by speaking, singing, speaking loudly, or continuously speaking for everyone to hear (Rev. 4:11;
5:9, 12, 13, 14). Such worship will easily and spontaneously make believers lift up their
hands (Ps. 28:2; 63:4; 143:6; 1 Tim. 2:8). Worship in deed will return every gift wherewith God has crowned the believer to God. In the light of the mercies of God the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit in the areas of regeneration, justification and sanctification,
sacrificial service is altogether reasonable and appropriate (Rom. 12:1-2). In fact, just like
Abraham put his fear of God on display by returning his son to God, so it can be expected
that believers who have experienced the full Gospel, cannot but (seek to) turn their lives,
their skills, and property over to God. They will recognize in the midst of a world of abject poverty in the areas of the most basic needs that the simplest possessions, such as a
pair of glasses, bedding, breakfast cereal, etc. are not inalienable rights. They are not
merely gifts humbly to be received. They are to be experienced as “crowns” graciously
granted to undeserving “kings” and “queens.” What other conclusion can be reached,
when numerous people without glasses cannot read Scripture, without bedding cannot get
the proper rest, and without breakfast cannot adequately function? Combine this with the
presence of Christ and the presence of the Spirit, and it can be expected that the hearts as
well as the check books will open up to spread the Gospel of the Kingdom in word and to
display the mercy of the Kingdom in deed. The former is undoubtedly primary. But that
should not lead to the neglect of the latter. At the same time, the latter may never be pursued independently from the former. The Gospel of the Kingdom entails the mercy of the
Kingdom. The mercy of the Kingdom displays the Gospel of the Kingdom. Or put in a
different way, when the elders of the Church are effective, the deacons will become busy.
But when the deacons are busy, they advertise the work of the elders. In a word, the
Church must be about the business of the Gospel of the Kingdom, but may not neglect to
give it feet in the mercy of the Kingdom. It is the freedom of individual believers to concentrate their energies one way or another. It is both the duty and part of the worship of
the Church to attend to both!
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3. Gospel Vision
The Church will never display leadership in Kingdom generosity until it acquires a
full-orbed biblical vision. Lack of such vision has historically created a vacuum in
which other institutions moved by default. At one time the care for the weak, including
the needy, the poor and the sick, was the domain of the Church, of Christian institutions, as well as of individual believers. Routinely the Gospel left food supplies,
clothes inventories, employment opportunities, training facilities, as well as hospital
chains, etc. in its wake. When the rivers of living water dried up, the government and
other secular institutions moved in and took over. This went a long way toward emasculating the influence of the Church. The people of God, corporately as well as individually, will do well to seek to recapture lost ground. In order to do so, it must translate its vision into a readable blueprint, and map out an imaginative strategy. The present paper is a modest effort in this direction. However, all this will be in vain, unless it
caps this off with hot and sacrificial pursuit of its implementation.
There is no doubt that here is the rub. For a seed to produce life, dying to self is
an indispensable condition. This, in turn, will never become a reality without the fullness of the Spirit, as illustrated by Barnabas and Stephen, and without a continuous
thirsting for and drinking of Christ as a means to that end (John 7:37-39). When
through the Spirit the Church would ever stand in the gap by displaying biblical Kingdom funding, that by definition would be both abundant and sacrificial, arguably both
the greatest “objective” and the biggest “subjective” barrier to the spread of the Gospel
at home and abroad could be history. In turn, the undoubtedly increased effectiveness
of the Church would open an ever-growing number of eyes toward the need and the
beauty of Kingdom generosity. It may be left to the imagination of each believer to
determine what number of new visionaries could result from the witness of simple,
obedient, Christ-centered and Spirit-filled Kingdom funding and its far-reaching effect, and what kind of new visions this could spawn!

(c) Second Sin of Omission: The Acquisition of Wealth (5:4)
The second ground for James’ call to repentance pertains to the way in which
the riches are gathered. The lust for money is certainly the root of evil (1
Tim. 6:10). The rich, in the vice-grip of this lust and victimized by the lure of
“the acidic power of money” (Nystrom, 276), turned into the very exploiters
so roundly condemned in Scripture. They are not only tightwads, poles apart
from biblical generosity. They are also injurious, without a caring bone in
their body for their human resources (So also Manton, 408). They refuse
proper wages to their employees, the farmhands or peasants who worked for
them. These were most likely poor, if not near-destitute, day-laborers who
sorely needed their day’s wages at the end of the working period in order to
survive. Not to get paid was virtually to perish!
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The language indicates that a full day’s work was clearly behind them
(Johnson, 301). The hard-earned money, however, was not forthcoming,
something that Scripture decries and forbids (Lev. 19:13; Deut. 24:14-15).
Tampering with the wages of the downtrodden and the destitute, such as
changing them midstream or withholding them with the deliberate intent to
defraud (Laws, 201; Johnson, 302), must have been relatively easy. After all,
such laborers had virtually no means to defend what was rightfully theirs, or
to make sure that they would receive what was coming to them. But it is a
great sin in the eyes of the Lord (Gen. 30:41; Ex. 2:24; 3:9; 23: 23, 27; Job
31:38-40; Is. 58: 3; Jer. 22:13; Am. 8:4; Mal. 3:5; Mt. 20:1ff; Lk. 10:7).
“Woe to him who builds his house by unrighteousness, ... who uses his
neighbor’s services without pay, and does not give him his wages” (Jer.
22:13). The traveling traders may have gathered money without reference to
God. The resident landowners gathered money without regard for God or the
neighbor.
James says that the sin of withholding wages is so heinous, that the very
wages, which are held back, “cry out to God and witness against the rich.” In
fact, they scream from the top of their lungs! Clearly, such fraud is a sin
against God himself (See also Gen. 4:10)! Furthermore, he states that the
cries of those who are deprived, have already reached the ears, and therefore
have already the full attention (Martin, 179) of the Lord of Sabaoth (OT: 1
Sam. 17:45; Is. 5:7, 9, 16, 24; NT: Rom. 9:29).
The retention of the Hebrew phraseology may have been occasioned by
the fact that James’ intended readers were nearly exclusively Christians of
Jewish descent. But it is also possible that James had a deeper aim in mind.
This most majestic and impressive imagery in the OT pertaining to his omnipotent God must have stirred his heart. He may well have hoped that it
would stir the hearts of his rich readers as well. At any rate, it would certainly
be an ominous sign for rich evildoers that the awesome might of God, in fact,
the “armies” of God, are brought into play (Is. 1:9; 5:9). These armies consist
of angels (1 Ki. 22:9; 2 Ki. 19:35!), as well as the forces of animate (2 Ki.
17:25) and inanimate (Jud. 5:20) nature! To remind the readers of the possible, if not certain, deployment of these “armies” on behalf of the needy and
the oppressed certainly underscores God’s compassion for them (See also Ps.
17:1-6; 18:6; 31:2; 146:5-10; 147:3-4).
The “double” cry is telling (Manton, 409). Both the wages that are withheld and the wage earners that have been defrauded are in a shouting match.
They are shouting out to Almighty God, and he has taken due note (Jer.
34:11). Apparently God’s tsunamis would ever be waiting in the wings and
ready to strike, if and when the Master and Commander of Heaven and Earth
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were to decree this! In fact, the ultimate upshot is that such decree eventually
will be forthcoming and lead to certain judgment for monstrous behavior
(Mal. 3:5). To be sure, “now” may still be a “day of salvation” (1 Cor. 6:2).
But while the Lord is long-suffering, this does not mean that there is no Day
of Reckoning.
Folks may scoff and sneer at the prospect as a figment of biblical imagination. But its stark reality will sooner or later dawn on them. The great conflagration is sure to come. It will scorch the wicked and their wickedness, and
produce a new earth that is only fitting, and only has place, for perfect righteousness. That this is an incentive for everyone, believers and unbelievers
alike, to be purposefully holy (on earth) en route to perfect righteousness (in
heaven) is a no-brainer. All this has ever been the message of the Epistle of
James, and of its later expanded version, as it is found in the Apostle Peter (2
Pet. 3:3-18)!

(2) Pending Judgment and Two Sins of Commission (5:5-6)
(a) First Sin of Commission: The Use of Wealth (5:5)
James states as the third ground the manner in which the riches are used. The
unjust rich are luxury focused and pleasure centered. Luke 16:19 is an example of this sin, “There was a certain rich man. He habitually clothed himself
in purple and fine linen, gaily living in splendor every day.” James’ reference
to living in both extravagant luxury, wanton pleasure, and repulsive selfindulgence during life on earth (See Amos 6:1-6) is a stark and somber foreboding of what is coming beyond life on earth (Lk. 16:25). “To fatten one’s
heart” is an ambivalent expression. It may be so on purpose. On the one hand,
it indicates that the rich stuffed themselves. But the addition of “their hearts”
as the “seat of human intentionality” (Johnson, 303) may also indicate that
the rich are in danger to make themselves “ignorant, uncomprehending, and
so beyond the scope of forgiveness” (Laws, 203, with reference to Is. 6:10;
Mt. 13:15; Acts 28:27). Concentrating on the pleasures of life, something that
is “natural” to everybody, but especially the rich, to the point of being swallowed up by them, can quickly do that to a person (Am. 6:4). Rather ironically, those who can afford luxurious pleasures most, apparently can “afford”
them the least! Soon the owners are owned, lured by the siren song of hedonistic excesses. Once they succeed in entering and capturing their hearts,
minds, wills and emotions, these excesses will end up eating them alive
(Prov. 5:11; Hos. 4:11; Eph. 4:17-19). Eventually the victims will be told that
they had their heaven on earth in full (Lk. 16:25) (Manton, 412, 414).
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It should not go unnoticed that already in James 4:1ff we were alerted to
the deadly danger inherent in self-centered pleasures, inclusive of unavoidable murder. The present context simply picks up on this very theme, and
ends up with the charge of murder as well (Jam. 5:6). Incidentally the charges
(of this verse and the next) “are not listed calmly, with the decorum or courtroom order; they seem to tumble off James’ pen in outrage against gross immorality” (Stulac, 164). The seriousness of the situation clearly warrants
James’ outrage!
The extravagance and luxury of the pleasure-filled life of the rich are defined as recklessly “self-indulgent,” signifying their insatiable and sinful desires (Prov. 5:11; 23:21; Hos. 4:11; Rom. 13:14), and possibly their contempt
for God as well (Manton, 413, with reference to Deut. 32:15; Hos. 13:6). All
this is underscored in the next sentence. You have visibly indulged, indeed,
“gorged” yourself “in a day of slaughter” (Nystrom, 272).
If the “slaughter” signifies the violent treatment, if not murder, of the
righteous (Jam. 5:6), by means of starvation or otherwise, James shows the
shameful callousness of the “oppressing class” (Dibelius, 239). The fact that
self-indulgence and murder go hand in hand in the same context of life is incredible and outrageous! On the other hand, if it refers to the slaughter of the
coming Day of Judgment (Is. 30:33; 34:2, 5-8; 65:12; Jer. 12:3; 15:3; 19:6;
32:34; 34:6; 46:10; Ezek. 7:14-23; 21:14; Zech. 11:4; Rev. 19:17-21) (Laws,
203-204; PHDavids, 179; Martin, 180; Burdick, 200), or possibly any Day of
Disaster (Dibelius, 239), the contrast between the temporary, superficial
“weal” and the grim, ultimate “woe” is emphasized. Imagine, heedless of others to opt for self-indulging riches, and with equal heedlessness for yourself
to fatten your own heart, and in the process to render it ready for the slaughter
(Brosend, 135)!
However, it is also quite possible that the incredible extent of their
feasting is expressed by using the phrase, “day of slaughter,” as a semitechnical term. The resplendent festivals of the Jews, wherein an untold number of animals were killed for sacrifice and food, were described in this way
(So Manton, 414; Kistemaker, 161). One commentator also makes reference
to the unrestrained celebrations after victory in battle (Laws, 204). This
would amount to a wanton slaughter of animals in order shockingly to feast in
the lap of luxury after a murderous slaughter of men in cold blood. One can
hardly visualize the lives of the unjust rich. They literally “swim” in their
riches, and after seemingly devouring them in sumptuous banquet after
sumptuous banquet, they appear to have as much left! It is a sobering thought
that they will eventually “drown” in those same riches. It is even more sobering that they do not, or refuse to, recognize this. But it must be most so769

bering of all for readers of James to come face to face with this, to turn a
blind eye to it, consequently to miss his point, and ultimately to share the
judgment of the original perpetrators in the early Church. Apparently lots of
folk will be “surprised by wrath” in the Judgment (Mt. 7:21-23; 25:41-46).
Genuine Christians will be fully aware of this, and ever be on sober alert (1
Cor. 9:27)!
(b) Second Sin of Commission: The Retention of Riches (5:6)
Finally, James focuses the attention upon the manner in which the riches are
preserved. The cruelty of the oppression is quite apparent. The fraud to acquire riches is now complemented by violence and murder in order to retain
them. Whenever anyone stands “in the way,” some process is used to condemn him, whether “legal” or illegal (Jam. 2:6). If it would prove to be needful, either judicial or cold-blooded murder would conclude this process (Ps.
10:8-9; 37:32; 94:20; 1 Ki. 13:23; Lam. 4:13; Am. 2:6; 5:12; Mic. 2:2, 6-9;
3:1-3, 9-12; 6:9-16; Mt. 23:35; Acts 2:23, 36; 1 Thess. 2:15). This is properly
described as “a climactic charge” (Cargal, 184)!
The rich clearly controlled both society in general and the courts in particular. So much so that no resistance is offered up, most likely because it
would have been useless from the outset, and therefore would have been
doomed before it would have started. The victims do not resist because they
cannot resist (Ps. 10:8-10, 14; Prov. 1:11; Am. 5:12)! As has been suggested,
it is also possible that the non-resistance was a matter of religious conviction
(Mt. 5:39). But this is unlikely, since it simply does not fit in the present setting!
The perfect example of the sinless man, who did not resist when he was
killed, was our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, although he certainly had all the
means to do so (Is. 50:6; 53:7; Mt. 26:52-54). However, this passage does not
appear to point to him in its reference to “the righteous man” (So Manton,
416, with reference to Lk. 24:7; Acts 3:14; 7:52; 22:14). This designation in
this context appears to be a generic term and refers to righteous people as a
class, the saints of God (Is. 57:1; Am. 2:6; 5:12) (Laws, 206; Martin, 182;
Johnson, 304; Tasker, 116, with a reference to Wisdom 2:17-20). “The specific link between idolatry, oppression, and murder is established already by
Scripture (Deut. 12:30-31; Am. 5:4-6; Hab. 1:16; Jer. 2:27, 34; 22:3; Ezek.
16:49; Is. 1:21-23) ... but nowhere is it more powerfully stated than in Sir.
34:21-22, “The bread of the needy is the life of the poor. Whoever deprives
them of it is a man of blood. To take away a neighbor’s living is to murder
him. To deprive an employee of his wages is to shed his blood” (Johnson,
303-305; Keddie, 162; see also Ps. 94:21; Mt. 23:35).
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In summary, one thing is crystal clear. The oppressing rich are insatiable
and unstoppable in their folly of hoarding, their crime of fraud, their addiction
to self-indulgence, and their resort to murder (Martin, 183-184). “James, ‘on
a note of majestic pathos,’ concludes the paragraph by reminding us that the
righteous are helpless victims of the stratagems of the rich and powerful, ‘He
does not resist you’” (Tasker, 116). The process of lawlessness surely accelerated, from the subversion of justice by means of the courts to the extinction
of justice by means of murder!
In reflecting on this section one commentator reminds us of the missed
opportunity to show unbelievers what a Christian society in the midst of a
turbulent world could look like. Just picture a scenario of social peace and
progress, without exploitation, in which employers make a reasonable profit
and employees receive a living wage, in which in a spirit of standing shoulder
to shoulder and joining hands the books are opened and both prosper together
in rich times and roll with the punches together in lean times. A world in
which there is no fraud, no unpaid wages, no luxurious self-indulging, riotous, wanton, wasteful, stylish, high on the hog living, no eating like a glutton
and drinking like a fish, no oppression of the poor in puppet courts, no rationalization of predetermined guilt without the right to muster a sustained defense (Zodhiates, III, 64-67, 69, 75)! It would be a non-dialectic world,
guided and guarded by self-denial in the one-and-many spheres, and sacrifice
and submission in the authority structures, in all around affection and integrity.
Clearly, James’ statement of the utter seriousness of the sins of omission,
just prior to the start of this section in James 4:17, adds an awesome depth
perspective to this “reminder.” Of course, one can brush off its impact simply
by refusing or failing to apply this section to the covenant community. But
reading through James in 3-D only once, certainly must make anyone think
twice to fall into this trap. James presents the covenant community with the
threat of self-destruction (Jam. 1:13), the reality of overflowing filth (Jam.
1:21) the danger of self-deception (Jam. 1:26), the fact of discrimination
against the poor (Jam. 2:1-4), the neglect of the hungry (Jam. 2:16), the presence of a poison pipeline to hell (Jam. 3:8), the horror of ecclesiastical wars
(Jam. 4:1), the fact of pernicious judging (Jam. 4:11), and the callousness of
independent planning (Jam. 4:13). All these features make for a grim picture
of blaming God, despising God, competing with God, ignoring God, etc.
In the light of all this darkness, why would James 5:1-6 (suddenly) not
apply to the covenant community? The conclusion must be that there is no
reason to believe that the grim picture of this section could not be a factual
reality in that community in part or in whole. Without Jesus we can do noth771

ing. What does not originate in him comes straight out of hell. As we saw,
both Jesus and James never tire of stressing this. Therefore, the moment we
refuse to tap into him, or turn off the tap, the products of hell emerge. James
5:1-7 is simply one of those instances, to which everyone is fully vulnerable
at any time. Haughtily to dismiss this as eisegesis, or angrily to deny it as
possible, may well stand condemned by James 1:19, and certainly is a blueprint for potential disaster. Let him who stands make sure that he does not
stumble or tumble into this abyss! Candidly, it is inconceivable that the picture portrayed in this passage in all its grim colors could not be applicable to
folks with either formal or substantive ties to Christ’s Church! Either James
1:10-11; 2:1-13; and 2:14-17 functions fully, as explained and applied above,
or the slippery slope to James 5:1-6 is either “under sobering construction” or
already “in solemn evidence.”
The frequently dismal record in Scripture as well as Church history
should persuade anyone that it is not surprising for James 5:1-6 to be a reality. It would rather be astounding, if God’s people were to clean up their act
in terms of James 1:10-11; 2:1-13; and 2:15-16, and so put a stop to James
5:1-6 before it could become a reality. When Jesus confronts his covenant
audience with the Parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk. 16:19-31), he must not
only have aimed at a raw nerve, but also have hit it. There is no reason to believe that in doing so he was merely an air-beating pugilist. Similarly, there is
no reason to believe that in the footsteps of his elder brother James would not
have duplicated his deliberate and direct modus operandi in his own letter,
again and again. When he insists that a spillover of rampant wickedness is in
evidence everywhere (Jam. 1:21), this must mean something very concrete
and very real! Well, his letter is full of concrete illustrations that do not beat
around the bush. No one should seek to shelve or neutralize James’ reality
checks by means of one’s interpretive method.
If anyone is still not (fully) persuaded of the “cutting” relevance (Acts
2:37; 7:54) of this passage to the Church throughout its existence, virtually
without any exception, the following reminder may remove the last vestige of
open or latent pride. Hardly twenty to forty years after Christ’s ascension he
declared one out of seven churches in Asia Minor dead in spite of its magnificent reputation (Rev. 3:2), and threatened to spit out a second one because of
its tepid character (Rev. 3:16)! Church folks have always been wily in sandpapering the cutting edge of Scripture away by one sort of stealth or another,
or belligerent in refusing to own up to its sobering message. Why else would
James warn the Church never to block the march of truth by smooth talking
or blatant anger (Jam. 1:19)?
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Regrettably the pattern of Revelation 3:3 and 3:16, in evidence between
twenty and forty years after the churches under Jesus’ gun were planted, depending upon the date of Revelation, is far from incidental. History has repeated itself again and again. The Middle East, Asia Minor and North Africa,
once blossoming with churches, are spiritually dead. Eastern and Western
Europe, once experiencing the outpouring of God’s grace, are nearly dead.
The United States of America, once blessed with mighty conversions and a
Christian societal impact, are slowly dying.
The upshot of all this in the present context is quite simple. The Church
either displays the abundant life as exemplified in 2 Cor. 8:1-5, and periodically throughout its illustrious and not so illustrious history, or the shoe of
James 5:1-7 fits it to “perfection,” and it has no choice but to judge (1 Cor.
11:31), and upon lack of repentance, to condemn itself (1 John 3:20)! After
all, a truly Spirit-filled Church will invariably meet all the perplexities it encounters in its midst, and, if worst comes to worst, turn the property entrusted
to it into cold cash in order to warm the hearts and reverse the fortunes of its
poverty-stricken and penniless brothers and sisters (Acts 2:45; 4:37)! Especially the latter is a rarity, and cannot but be a negative indication of the poor
spiritual health of the covenant community. In short, the Church either embraces poverty (2 Cor. 8:9) or “poverty” is bound to embrace it. Even more
pointedly, the Church has a defining choice. It either dies (to itself) or it dies!
This, after all, is what James is all about (Jam. 5:19-20)! The Church simply
cannot be wishy-washy, and be satisfied with a hollow, self-deluding, reputation (Rev. 3:1ff), or content with useless, self-deceiving, riches (Rev. 3:14ff).

b. The Poor and the Coming Lord (5:7-11)
(1) Call to Endurance and its Two Grounds (5:7-9)
(a) Call to Endurance (5:7)
James now shifts his attention to those who suffer oppression with, as it appears, both words of consolation and a word of warning. This is not the beginning of a closing summary of the Epistle (contra PHDavids, 181; Martin,
186; Nystrom, 285). Neither is it merely “the hinge between James 4:11-5:6
and 5:12-20,” responding to “the denunciation of the three modes of arrogance” and continuing “the theme of divine judgment” in the preceding section and proceeding with “an explicit turn to the community of readers” in the
next section (Johnson, 311). In short, it is neither a new beginning nor merely
a transition.
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No, the present section should be fully tied in with the previous one (So
also Manton, 418; Moo, 1985, 168; Brosend, 141). James is even-handed.
After dealing with the rich (the trial of riches), he now addresses those who
are their counterpart and focuses on the trial of poverty. In fact, it is only to
be anticipated that after a “systematic treatment” of the oppressing rich, he
now also deals “systematically” with the oppressed “poor.” He appears to
strike an amazing balance!
Where we might expect James to counsel the oppressed to be outraged,
he exhorts them instead (Stulac, 169) to bear their afflictions in patience with
calm expectancy (makrothumeo: four occurrences in five verses) and in resilience with gutsy perseverance (hupomone: two occurrences in five verses)
(Nystrom, 284; Keddie, 163).350
There appears to be a progressive shift from the seemingly more passive,
present oriented, long suffering “patience” in James 5:7-10, that refuses to
buckle under pressure, to the seemingly more active, future facing, resolute
“perseverance” in James 5:11, that lets no obstacles stand in its way or slow it
down. This is fully in line with the “joy” of James 1:2 as the dynamic that
does, and must, lead to the “endurance” of James 1:3, 12 (Grosheide, 1955,
408; Moo, 1985, 168; see also Tasker, 122).351 While this section, therefore,
is intimately intertwined with the immediately preceding one, it also expands
and rounds out a theme that James laid out in the very beginning of his Epistle (Motyer, 173). Both the poor, as well as the rich for that matter, can only
be victorious in terms of the practical godliness that is precious in God’s
sight, when (perfect) endurance (en route to perfection) is woven in the warp
and woof of their lives. Something to remind oneself of perpetually, in fact,
something to press home to ourselves and others (Motyer, 175)!
As we shall see, the more aggressive perseverance, required in the present context, could hardly succeed without the solid bedrock of patience. In
fact, it would not be surprising, if for every act of endurance Christians need a
double measure of patience in order to be prepared to stay on track. Patience
keeps the mind on an even keel, controls the passions, remains calm, does not
turn vindictive, is not victimized by despair, and refuses to lose its temper
350

According to Brosend, 142, “NT usage suggests that makrothumeo is used to describe the
attitude we are to have in our dealings with persons (1 Thess. 5:14; 1 Cor. 13:4), while hupomoneo is used for the attitude required when confronting difficult situations (Rom. 5:3-4; cf.
Jam. 1:3-4; Rev. 2:2-3). As Moo phrases it, “Or to put it simply, we are patient with other
people and endure difficulties.” He hastens to add, however, that these terms are not mutually
exclusive, with reference to Colossians 1:11, where both terms are found side by side.
351
Phillips, 168, sees in this context no fundamental difference between makrothumia, a longsuffering attitude, and hupomone, a determined attitude, since in James 5:10-11 the former is
predicated of the prophets and the latter of Job.
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face to face with people whose words and actions turn life into a burden. Endurance makes up its mind, channels the emotions, bears up in confident expectation, and refuses to lose courage face to face with conditions that might
prove to be too burdensome to others (Zodhiates, III, 77-78).
By combining both undoubtedly strenuous strands of patience and perseverance, James, first of all, calls upon them to keep tranquil and steady
“under provocation” (PHDavids, 182-183), even if it is “long and sharp”
(Manton, 418). This does not mean that he urges them to be stoically insensible, nor to simply yield sullenly to what, seemingly, cannot be changed. The
patience, which James has in view here, is not a “fundamentally passive” attitude “toward the activity of another.” In stead it indicates a tranquil disposition of “superiority to an inferior (Prov. 16:32; 19:11; 25:15) ... the active
adoption of an attitude of ‘forbearance’ and ‘putting up with’ another,” without ever angrily flying off the handle under pressure or becoming vindictively
retaliatory in desperate conditions. The Greek term is “used of the attitude of
God as judge towards humans in Rom. 2:4; 9:22; 1 Tim. 1:16; 1 Pet. 3:20; 2
Pet. 3:9, 15” (See also Ex. 34:6; Ps. 86:15). In short, the members of the
Christian community “need more than simple endurance; they require ‘patience and long-suffering’” (Johnson, 313). It is the opposite of being difficult, irritable, short-tempered, resentful, and ready to retaliate with a mindset
of revenge (Mitton, 183; Manton, 418; Tasker, 116). In a spirit of tolerance it
controls possibly justified anger in oneself and others, and will manage to
have a calming influence by putting oil on possibly troubled waters (Keddie,
163). It is an essential element of practical godliness, personified in terms of
Psalm 37, 1, 7, 8, 34, and Hebrews 12:1-2.
Secondly, the display of necessary patience is foundational for the
equally necessary endurance that is undeterred by these troubled waters,
whether these consist of turbulent times or troubling circumstances. It keeps a
consistent course, in spite of any temporary lapses that may occur, and steadily moves toward its prized goal of perfection (Jam. 1:3), mightily buoyed, of
course, by the knowledge of Christ’s coming in both reprisal and reward. In
short, he is just like the farmer who knows that “germination takes time”
(Keddie, 164), and therefore does “nothing” (patience) and “everything”
(perseverance) in order to arrive at his much anticipated copious harvest.
All this involves “total peace of mind,” that is rooted in radical and joyful surrender to God (Is. 39:9), which in turn is fed by a vision of God (Ps.
39:9) in the awe inspiring sum total of his perfections, such as sovereignty
(Job 1:12; 9:12), justice (Deut. 27:26), mercy (Ezra 9:13), faithfulness (Ps.
119:71) and wisdom (Is. 30:18) (Manton, 419).
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Note the connector “So then” at the beginning of the verse. This seals an
intimate link with the preceding. The condemnation that the rich are presently
receiving, and the doom that they eventually will receive from the Lord,
should make the summons to patience not too hard to swallow, to put it
mildly. The treatment that the poor (continue to) receive is outrageous. But it
is dwarfed by the impending fate of the unrepentant rich!
All this more than suggests that James is, indeed, addressing the counterpart of the rich! The “patience” of the present context is a characteristic of
God himself (1 Pet. 3:20), and the mark of a genuine Christian (1 Cor. 13:4;
Gal. 5:22; Col. 3:12). It is “patience in our attitude to unfair and insulting
treatment which we receive from other people and which by ordinary standards would be met by open resentment and retaliation” (Mitton, 184). This
goes hand in hand with cheerful and heart-felt submission to God’s providence (Lev. 26:41; Is. 39:8; Jam. 4:7!). The ground for James’ exhortation is
the universal teaching of Scripture. God is sovereign and every circumstance
is ultimately up to Him! In fact, the Christian ought to learn that God is the
only circumstance. This does not justify the action of the wicked but it does
determine the reaction of the believer. This call to patience fully ties in with
James 1:2! The believer ought to count all circumstances joy. James’ earlier
teaching now has a practical and concrete payoff!
It has been said that, just as a doctor often prescribes bitter medicine for
the well-being of the patient, so the heavenly physician, at times, prescribes
bitter experiences ... from the hands of all kinds of people ... to promote Godcenteredness on the part of the afflicted. This, once again, is the rationale behind the Bible’s constant reminder to be thankful (Phil. 4:6) not only in (1
Thess. 5:18), but also for (Eph. 5:20) all conditions and circumstances.
In this context one commentator, with reference to James 1:2-3, goes to
some length to emphasize that “difficult circumstances” are “a normal and
necessary part of the process of spiritual growth” (Nystrom, 293). “Every
struggle in the soul’s training, whether physical or mental, that is not accompanied by suffering, that does not require the utmost effort, will bear no fruit”
(Theophan the Recluse, quoted in Nystom, 294). However, only the proper
attitude of active perseverance, which includes unreservedly casting our cares
upon the Lord, gladly embracing hardships, tirelessly alleviating the miseries
of others, unconditionally forgiving perpetrators of cruelty, harbors the
promise of spiritual growth and maturity (Nystrom, 294-299). This emphasis
is quite apropos. The theme of James 1:2-3 continues to reverberate throughout the Epistle, and may have well reached its climactic zenith in the present
context.
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James’ reference to the coming of the Lord, which in this context is a
technical term for the physical return of Jesus both for the godly and the ungodly (Mt. 24:37, 39; 1 Thess. 2:19; 3:13; 4:15; 5:23; 2 Thess. 2:1, 8; 1 Cor.
15:23; 2 Pet. 1:16; 3:4,12; 1 John 2:28; see also Cheung, 249; Brosend, 143),
may constitute either an encouragement or a warning.352
If it is an encouragement, James presents a positive rationale for patience. At the Second Coming of the Savior God himself will take out his
handkerchief, and wipe off every tear (Rev. 7:17; see also Mt. 24:51). By the
same token the wicked will receive their just reward (2 Thess. 1:6-8). The
glow of the return of Christ should warm the heart of the believer in the present, however impossible that may seem under difficult circumstances! This
proves how very necessary and important it is for God’s child keenly to anticipate the return of Christ (1 Thess. 1:10; 2 Tim. 4:8; 2 Pet. 3:12; Rev.
22:20). To lose sight of that is to lose the antidote against the lurking danger
of excessive sorrow, resentment, bitterness, jealousy and everything that may
follow in their wake.353
If the reference to Jesus’ coming is a warning, the “knife” of James’
word appears to cut both ways. First, the oppressing rich are denounced. To
God they are intolerable. At the same time, the oppressed poor are told that
they are equally intolerable, when they “fume” and “fuss.” It would be rather
tragic for the poor, who are so severely wronged, to have to spend eternity
with those who wronged them, simply by giving tit for tat! But they will, if
they insist on doing so!
Well, warm encouragement or sobering warning? Even were a warning
note noticeably present, the illustration of the farmer and his anticipation of
two rainy seasons, and by implication the ensuing harvest, implies that the
reference to Christ’s return at this juncture must constitute a strong encouragement as well. The farmer’s mixture of at times backbreaking toil and at
times breathtaking expectancy eventually will pay off! On both counts, toil
and expectancy, the Christian does resemble him, and should model himself
after him. Just as the prospect of the harvest functions powerfully in the life
of the farmer, so the prospect of the coming of Jesus should function with
352

See also Matthew 3:11, where Christ is said to baptize with the Spirit and with fire. The
Spirit will empower God’s people (the encouragement of enablement), while the fire will burn
up the chaff (judgment).
353
According to Cheung, 250-251, the declaration of the apparent nearness of Christ’s return
serves to assure his poor and persecuted addressees that the experience of their suffering is not
interminable. In fact, they can expect it to end sooner rather than later and can take heart by
looking at Job as their model. He temporarily endured lots of suffering, but “the end (telos) of
the Lord,” regardless whether the term telos indicates the “outcome” of the story or the “purpose” of God.
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equal all-consuming force in the life of any and all Christians. Truthfully, it is
somewhat tragic that Scripture does (must?) refer the Christian to the ant
(Prov. 6:6), the athlete, long distance runner or prizefighter (Paul; 1 Cor.
9:24-26) and the farmer (Jam. 5:7) as models to be emulated. The Church
should long for the day that the ant, the athlete and the farmer can be told that
the only way to succeed in their vocation is to emulate the Christian as the
exclusive alternative to (self-destructive) failure. I fear that the “Revival”
days in which this was a possibility have been all too rare.
At any rate, the main message is unmistakable. Patience has no time
limit, no statue of limitations. It does not run out. To put it differently, “affliction” may never reach a “saturation point,” a “critical mass!” The Christian may never say, “I have taken all that I can. Enough is enough, and too
much is too much. Now I will either give up or strike back!” I am not permitted either to quit or to retaliate, whether in deed or in word (Jam. 5:9), regardless whether the reference to the coming of the Lord is an encouragement
or a warning. By way of bottom line, it would not be surprising, if James had
both aspects in mind!
Note well that James does not recommend “civil disobedience,” let alone
armed revolution. Neither Acts 4:19ff, nor Acts 5:29, nor Daniel 3:16ff for
that matter, authorize or justify either one of these reactions. Both Peter and
Daniel’s friends couch the rationale for their conduct in terms of obedience to
God. “We must obey God rather than man.” “Since God told us, ‘You shall
have no other gods before me,’ we (simply) will not serve your gods, nor
worship the golden image that you have set up.” In other words, both Peter
and Daniel’s friends gave a clear message, “It never has been, nor will it ever
be, our aim, whether explicitly or implicitly, to disobey authorities. But if
they ask us to sin, let it be known that our obedience to God always has the
absolute priority. He always pulls rank on any human being, however high his
position or function. If this puts us on a collision course with authorities, and,
as a result, they wish to call our conduct ‘disobedience,’ then that is their
problem, not ours. Our conduct is ever and unfailingly a matter of obedience,
however it is construed by others, either to the properly functioning governing authorities, or to the all overriding authority of God!”
God requires two “dirty ‘s’-words” in the authority structures, sacrifice
on the part of those in authority, the parent, the husband, the government, the
elder and the employer, and submission on the part of the child, the wife, the
citizen, the church member and the employee. The lack of submission neither
justifies the lack of sacrifice, nor terminates the requirement of sacrifice. Vice
versa, the lack of sacrifice never justifies the lack of submission, nor terminates the call for submission! This is the clear teaching of James. The balance
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is not only amazing, but also “supernatural.” Only God can, and did, institute
such a perfect code of ethics in this area of life, and, frankly, only grace can
actualize it. This is to say, only Christians in prayerful dependence upon Jesus
(Phil 4:13) and the Spirit (Eph. 5:18) are capable of such conduct.
Further, only teaching and preaching, the exposition and the application
of God’s Word, can remedy a situation where things have gone awry. That is
precisely why James writes his letter. If his “preaching” is not successful,
God himself will judge, either here on earth, or in the Day of Judgment, or
both (Stulac, 170, 172)!
The summons to patience and endurance is bolstered by a vivid illustration, which holds out the prospect of a rich payoff. James wishes his readers
to meditate upon the example of the farmer, who in the midst of “hard work”
is used to “long waiting” (Zodhiates, III, 84). This, incidentally, should be
taken as an illustration of the every day life of the believer (PHDavids, 183184; Adamson, 191; Martin, 191), rather than an image plucked from tradition (Laws, 212).
First, as the farmer anticipates his precious crop, he has to go through the
phases of the early rain (roughly from mid-October and onward) as preparation for sowing, and of the later rain (roughly from mid-December and onward) as preparation for the final ripening of his crop (Martin, 190; see also
Keddie, 165, with reference to Deut. 11:14; Jer. 5:24; Hos. 6:3; Joel 2: 23).
This takes time! Both calm expectancy and steady resilience, therefore, is
clearly the name of the game. There is no such thing as instant maturation.
Besides, the final outcome is not in his hands! So, uncontrolled motions, such
as anger, resentment, and bitterness do not, and would not, make a stitch of
difference (Zodhiates, III, 87).354 Similarly, God’s children who are anticipating the Lord’s return will have to go through the various trial phases of
God’s providential dealings with them (Hos. 6:3).
Second, just as the farmer toils and labors, as the prerequisite for the rich
harvest, so God’s children pray and “take time to be holy” before they receive the crown of glory (Ps. 126:6).
Third, unlike the farmer who may never see his crop materialize, God’s
children are certain that ultimately they will see the beauty, and experience
the fellowship of their God!

354

Note also that the agriculture enterprise in James’ days was not precisely a scientific affair.
Farmers did not even know how the process of growth took place, or whether it would take
place one more time so that their much-needed crop would become a reality.
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Fourth, the “preciousness of the fruit justifies the waiting” (Johnson,
314). Incidentally, while the image of early rain, late rain and precious fruit
“does reflect the climactic conditions specific to Palestine,” it may “contain
no real reference to the duration of time before the parousia” (So Laws, 208209; Johnson, 315).
This, of course, raises the question about James’ thoughts regarding the
time frame of Christ’s return. Did he simply hold to a “future eschatology,”
without necessarily implying any definite or specific timetable (Moo, 29-30),
or to a very “imminent eschatology” that reflected the allegedly “earliest
Christian” expectation of virtually an immediate return (Johnson, 332; Brosend, 147)? This depends upon what James aimed to convey with his two
statements that the return of Christ is “at hand” and that as Judge he “stands
at the door” (Jam. 5:8-9). We know that the Thessalonians could not wait for
the Lord Jesus to come back (1 Thess. 1:10), hopefully during their life time
(1 Thess. 5:13ff). They may well have been under the impression that the return of Christ could take place “at any time.” We also know that Paul
squelched any such false expectation by giving them a timetable (2 Thess
2:1ff), which the Church of Christ took to heart. So, if there was any “imminent eschatology” (a la Johnson) in evidence, through Paul’s teaching this
was soon replaced by a “future eschatology” (a la Moo).
To me, as I argue further below, James phraseology of “near” and “at
hand” should be interpreted as applicable to every phase of Church history,
even if Christ were not to return for another millennium. We can be sure that
Noah informed his contemporaries that the flood was “near,” “at the door.”
They still had to wait one hundred and twenty years before it finally occurred.
Here is another example of the complementarity of a twofold truth that
fits snugly in the regenerate heart, even if it is too big for man’s finite brain.
Every believer should be fully convinced that Christ is “near,” “at the door,”
and at the same time fully understand how a considerable time may elapse before Paul’s indicators (2 Thess. 2:1ff) are realized and the Lord Jesus actually
returns. The latter fosters continuing endurance. The former ensures present
godliness en route to perfection. All in all, the reality of the parousia must be
so vivid in the experience of all believers that it puts an indelible stamp upon
all the parts and aspects their lives, starting with their hearts, including the
internal functions of their thinking, feeling, and willing, continuing with the
moral and social dimensions of their lives, and concluding with their domin-
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ion taking as well as their speaking (responding) and acting (reacting), in
which all these parts and aspects come to expression.355
(b) First Ground: A Reminder (5:8)
Presently James repeats his earlier exhortation, but with a “radical” addition.
Apparently “a passive waiting attitude” is insufficient. He infers that true patience (makrothumia), which is a either sub-category or a companion category of the endurance (hupomone), mentioned in James 1:3 and 5:11, and
specifically geared to the condition of the poor and oppressed, will never become a reality until the heart has been established, strengthened, firmed up
(See Grosheide, 1955, 407; Burdick, 169, with reference to 1 Thess. 3:13;
Heb. 13:9.356 This constitutes its root! Without the root of “a fixed heart ...
with steely resolution” in place (Motyer, 181, with reference to Lk. 9:51) discontent, resentment, and bitterness on the inside with the prevailing conditions, whether irritation, frustration, opposition, maltreatment, or persecution,
as well as petulance, complaints, and grumbling on the outside about them
would be the order of the day. Ultimately, “the problem of the heart is the
heart of the problem.” The contrast between deceiving, stuffing, and fattening
one’s heart (Jam. 1:26; 5:5), on the one hand, and purifying, firming up, and
fixing one’s heart, on the other, is telling (Johnson, 315)! It is the difference
between double-minded inconsistency, defiling self-seeking, and guaranteed
fruitlessness (Jam. 1:6-8; 2:4; 3:11-12; 4:4, 8) and single-hearted resolve, unselfish zeal, and assured fruitfulness!
First of all, in regeneration the heart of stone must be replaced by a heart
of flesh (Rom. 2:29; Ezek. 36:26). The new heart is the indispensable starting
point for a life of holiness. Without the former, the latter is non-existent
(Rom. 6:6). However, there remains a problem with the heart, until the believer dies. He must keep it with all diligence (Prov. 4:23), bolstered by the
promises (1 Cor. 10:13) and compassions (Jam. 5:11) of God. He must establish it, firm it up, and strengthen it! In other words, the heart of stone must be
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Brosend, 147-148, correctly decries the fervor of an “eschatological apocalyptic” as a
speculative “spectator sport” that “encourages questions that have no answers and endlessly
debates how various apocalyptic pieces fit into the eschatological puzzle.” (Somewhat humorously Brosend comes to the following conclusion regarding eschatological-apocalyptic
undertakings, “The real fun is that since all the answers are wrong (with reference to Mk.
13:32), every answer is just as credible as any other.”) Instead he opts for a “non-apocalyptic
eschatology,” as portrayed by James, that routinely emphasizes human mortality and divine
judgment, and “serves to encourage emphasis upon the ethical.”
356
In this context the study John Flavel on “Keeping the Heart” in The Works of John Flavel
(London: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1968), Vol. V, 423ff, is “must” reading. This essay has
also been published separately (Grand Rapids: Sovereign Grace Publishers, 1971), and is
available in summary form in A.W. Pink, “Heart Work,” in Practical Christianity, 99-114.
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replaced. But at the same time, the new heart, although it is no longer desperately wicked (Jer. 17:9), still must be continuously monitored and encouraged
for it to remain unwavering in faith and purpose. When life turns into an uphill battle, the roads become impassible, and the bridges are out, the only way
through is that “crosses” turn into “crossings.” In that scenario the heart must
be steady like a rock, have a rock-like quality (Zodhiates, III, 90). It can receive this quality only from above (Ps. 27:14; Phil. 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:10).
No wonder that not only James, but also Paul, first of all, makes it a
matter of urgent intercessory prayer, “May the Lord establish your hearts in
holiness” (1 Thess. 3:13), and secondly, urges believers to make it a matter of
their own fervent prayer, “In everything by prayer and supplication, with
thanksgiving, let your requests be made known to God, and the peace of God,
which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus” (Phil. 4:6-7). Anyone who can experientially say with
Augustine, “My heart was disquieted within me until it found rest in God,”
will covet intercessory prayer, and join his own prayer to those sent up on his
behalf!
The importance of the heart cannot be overestimated. As has been mentioned already, it is man’s mission control center from which the internal
functions of thinking, willing and feeling arise that must be in place to insure
the required patience to be en route to practical godliness in all spheres and
areas of life. When the inner reality is solid and stable the stage is set for the
outer reality to blossom out.
In addition to exposing the root of patience, James attaches a new
ground by making a further observation regarding Christ’s return. This return
is not only beyond question. It is also an impending reality (1 Pet. 4:7). As I
indicated already, James puts extra pressure upon his reader by his warning
that the coming is near. This is a biblical datum (Mk. 13:39; Lk. 21:31; Rom.
13:12; Phil. 4:5; Heb. 10:25; 1 Pet. 4:7). Christ’s nearness in Scripture usually
serves two purposes, a great encouragement in trials and persecutions, and a
sobering warning for those who live for themselves, without reference to God
and Christ, and totally ignore the need for holiness, whether rich or poor for
that matter. This is to say, both those who refuse to sacrifice and those who
refuse to submit in an authority structure are equally vulnerable to the impending nature of the judgment of God!
From the human point of view, this may not always seem to be the case.
But from the perspective of the eternal God it is (2 Pet. 3:8). Even a period of
five hundred years is described by him as “a small moment” (Is. 54:7). “We,
being impatient of delays, reckon minutes and count moments long ... God,
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who is of an eternal duration, counts thousands of years a small moment ... It
is too much softness that cannot brook a little delay” (Manton, 423).
As I indicated already, this observation could be construed as an encouragement as well as a warning! As a sequel to James 5:7b it is clearly an encouragement. Believer should know that the Lord does not and will not tarry
(Heb. 10:37). They may live lives of abundant comfort and joyful anticipation, as they cannot wait to see their precious Lord face to face (1 Thess.
1:10). But if it is viewed as a prelude to the threat of James 5:9, it also constitutes a warning. The coming Lord (Jam. 5:7-8) is the coming Judge (Jam.
5:9).357 The Lord is near. He is coming. He is not “stalling.” So, take heart!
But he is also a Judge. So, be careful as well! This makes patience more than
an optional extra. It becomes an urgent matter, in fact, a matter of life and
death! At any rate, with the emphasis upon the nearness of Christ’s coming
James considerably ups the ante, and raises the “eschatological stakes” (So
Brosend, 143). This seems to be quite underscored by what follows!
(c) Second Ground: A Warning (5:9)
James proceeds with a “threat” against the sin of grudging and grumbling (1
Cor. 10:10), which is the opposite of patience in adverse, impoverished, circumstances, of whatever stripe this impoverishment may be. There is nothing
worse than chronic grumblers involved in habitual grudging (me stenazete),
whether spoken or unspoken, that target fellow believers. It breaks up the
harmony of fellowship that is mandatory for a harvest of any and all sorts
(Motyer, 182). To let the tongue do its recriminating work is suicidal by definition. The phraseology “against one another” indicates that James addresses
the covenant community, and forbids a pattern of sin in its midst. This pattern
cannot but produce the internal wars, battles, and quarrels that he identified in
an earlier setting (Jam. 4:1ff). Inside turmoil is the worst enemy, for which
there is simply no justification (Zodhiates, III, 93). The rationale for James’
threat to the perpetrators of such evil is potent. If you do not cease and desist
from “internal bickering and fault finding” (Laws, 213), to put it mildly, you
will be judged, for the judge is at the door! James forbids his readers to complain against each other because that leads to condemnation (Martin, 192).
Besides, it does not “do anything to alleviate the real problem” (Nystrom,
287). It is bad enough constantly to rub elbows with chronic and vindictive
complainers in the world. It is worse to bump into Christians who either inflict damages on their brothers and sisters, or promptly respond with hostility
when they experience the thick end of the stick. In the worst case scenario the
357

Just as, according to Motyer, 174, the coming end (Jam. 5:10-11) implies the coming
judgment (Jam. 5:12).
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covenant community makes a spectacle of itself, and invites ridicule when its
members outdo their worldly counterparts by their self-destructive conduct
(Gal. 5:15) (Manton, 424-425).
It is very doubtful that the rich are out of the picture in the present context, “too far removed to hear their groanings” (So Keddie, 166). If in James
5:1-6 the author addresses Christians as well as non-Christians, James 5:7-11
is a perfect complementary fit. He, first of all, forbids grumbling in the pressure cooker of the tyranny of the rich. Then, of course, he broadens it and
goes after grumbling across the board.
At any rate, a grumbling behavior pattern meets with swift judgment
against any and all perpetrators (Mt. 24:51). While the rich face a grim future,
the “deserving poor” are by no means immune to the judgment themselves,
whenever, wherever, and however they violate James’ injunction. Anyone
who grumbles and seeks to bring judgment upon others, rich or poor, is liable
to the same ruin. Ironically the same fate will strike both the subject and the
object of such grumbling (Calvin, 349).
The judge may be God the Father (Laws, 213). But the parallel with
James 5:7-8 makes it more plausible to identify Christ as the judge. The Bible
commands that brothers and sisters, rather than to turn against each other,
ought to forgive each other. This receives genuine depth perspective if James’
admonition includes a prohibition of grumbling against the rich, whose conduct may be outrageous. “Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling
and slander, along with every form of malice. Be kind and compassionate to
one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you” (Eph.
4:31-32).
One commentator records the following telling conversation between a
daughter and her mother concerning a third party. Daughter: “She is mean ...
And that’s a sin.” Mother: “Forgive her.” Daughter: “She never asks.”
Mother: “All the more reason” (Quoted in Nystrom, 298). The mother clearly
implies that forgiveness must be granted unilaterally and unconditionally, apparently in line with Mattthew 6:14-15. However, not everyone agrees with
the mother on this score. It has been argued with reference to Luke 17:3-4
that the granting of forgiveness is unbiblical apart from repentance. In such
scenario it neither can nor may be granted. To do so would renege on the duty
to confront the sinner and not to close the book on his sin, until confrontation
results in repentance or excommunication. In short, it would short-circuit
Christ’s clear-cut requirement in Matthew 18:15-18. First confrontation (Mt.
18:14-18), then repentance, and no forgiveness until then (Lk. 17:3-4)! Only
repentance paves the way to forgiveness. Refusal to repent foregoes forgiveness, and leads to excommunication. This closes the door to forgiveness with
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finality and for eternity, unless there is subsequent repentance and restoration.
In this chain of reasoning Luke 17:3-4 is made to trump Matthew 6:14-15,
where the granting of forgiveness appears to be an unconditional necessity
without being contingent upon anything that even resembles a plea for forgiveness.
What to say about this? Of course, the possibility that Matthew 18:15-18
could fall through the cracks is real and the fear for that to happen understandable. It is obvious that sin needs to be flushed out for the sake of God,
the Church and the offender (Mt. 18:15-18; Lk. 17:3-4). It is equally obvious
that steps must be taken to insure that. But fear is a dangerous taskmaster, and
in this case may not be allowed to nullify Matthew 6:14-15. In this chapter, as
well as in Mark 11:25 Christ is crystal clear. If you fail to forgive others both
unilaterally and unconditionally, you cannot count on receiving forgiveness
yourself. This does not appear to indicate that the granting of forgiveness is
conditioned upon a plea for forgiveness and, before repentance is in evidence,
amounts to short-circuiting the biblical procedure that requires the steps of
Matthew 18.
The rationale behind Matthew 6 could well be threefold. First of all,
there is the explicit statement of Paul that I must forgive others because I
have been forgiven so much (Eph. 4:31-32). Second, a sin is not first of all a
misdeed against the offended party. Rather, it is first and foremost a sin
against God himself (Ps. 51:4)! The recognition of this fact does and should
remove all personal emotions from the situation and facilitate the granting of
forgiveness greatly. Ultimately “I” am really not, or no longer, in the picture.
But third, there is a difference between granting and receiving forgiveness.
For the offended party to grant forgiveness is not the same as for the offending party to receive it! I always must grant it. But the offender will not necessarily receive it, since God will only grant it upon repentance, and withholds
it apart from the latter.358
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This is a thoroughly biblical principle, and exemplified both in the promises of God and
the sacraments of the Church. Joshua is told that God has given Israel (perfect tense) the land
from Nile to Euphrates upon which it puts the sole of its feet (Josh 1:3-4). Similarly, Peter informs his readers that in his promise God has given (perfect tense) them everything that pertains to life and godliness by knowing Jesus (2 Pet. 1:3-4). Both gifts have been made, but in
promissory form, similar to a check. From the perspective of the check writer a check in any
amount is a gift in that amount. But it is not received, unless and until it is cashed. So Israel
will not receive the land, unless and until it puts its foot down, just as believers do not receive
godliness, except through the intimate knowledge of Christ. In the sacrament of the Lord’s
Supper Christ gives himself spiritually along with the symbols of bread and wine (Mt. 26:2628; 1 Cor. 11:25-30). But while the latter two are received through the physical mouth, the
blessing of Christ and his benefits will not apart from the mouth of faith. In fact, an unworthy
reception of the physical elements will end up in judgment rather than blessing!
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From this perspective Matthew 6:14-15, instead of being a threat to
Matthew 18:15-18, functions as the foundation for the procedure laid out in it,
and provides a smooth transition to it. I can visualize the following statement
on the part of the offended party. “I grant you forgiveness because I have
been forgiven so much. But you will not receive God’s forgiveness apart
from repentance. Since this is of paramount concern to me, I have no choice
but to confront you first by myself, and in case of need with one or two witnesses.” The offended party in this scenario has clearly no personal ax to
grind. This may (should) put the offender at ease and make him willing to
listen to the former who in his very approach demonstrates that he is solely
driven by concern for the soul of the one he confronts!
This puts the pieces of the puzzle together, also in the James’ context
where the poor face both the rich each other. Because “I” have been forgiven
to such a staggering degree, “I” must unilaterally and unconditionally grant
forgiveness for any and all sins committed against me, whenever, wherever,
and by whomever. This, then, pertains to the sins of the rich, whether they are
officially in the pale of Christianity or not, as well as the poor. However heinous they may be or may appear to be, they will always be dwarfed by my
sins against God (Mt. 18:21ff).
But because the offender will not receive God’s forgiveness, neither
truly enjoy man’s forgiveness for that matter, apart from repentance, confrontation is and remains a vital necessity (Lev. 19:17). So, rather than shortcircuiting the biblical procedure of confrontation, the granting of forgiveness
encourages it. In all likelihood, it will make it also more effective. It makes it
clear from the beginning that the confrontation is not a personal matter! In
sum, I will not receive God’s forgiveness, unless I grant you forgiveness.
Therefore, I do. Further, you will not receive God’s forgiveness, unless you
repent. Therefore, I confront! Incidentally, the call to the unilateral granting
of forgiveness also fits in with the practice of the unilateral intercession for
the offender (Acts 7:60). I do not merely grant “universal” forgiveness. I also
petition God to do so.
All this amounts to a staggering truth that should not be destroyed by
any type of reasoning that on the surface seeks to honor the data of Scripture,
but may well go hand in hand with a lack of self-knowledge. After James has
“finished me off” in and with his Epistle, I cannot see how I can withhold
forgiveness from anyone anytime. Any sin against me simply does, and
should, vanish. Its corollary, of course, is true as well. Once I have drunk in
God’s forgiveness, I do, and should do, anything in my power, for sinners and
saints to experience the same refreshment and joy. This includes the application of “Matthew 18,” whenever and wherever mandated!
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Returning now to the text of James, “grudging” is always rooted in a
self-asserting pride, in fact, it is a form of hatred (Gen. 4:7; Lev. 19:17-18;
Gal. 5:17)! It appears that not only oppressors, but also people who grudge
against them will be judged, both on earth (Gal. 5:15), and at the Second
Coming of the Savior. After all, James warns that the Lord will come as
Judge! The Lamb of God, so gentle in the day of salvation, will be grim and
display his wrath in the Day of Judgment (Rev. 6:17). James adds weight to
his warning by once again emphasizing the imminence of the Lord’s return
(Rev. 22:20). The fact that he is “at the door” ups the eschatological urgency.
Let not only the offending offenders, but also the offending offended, that is,
all sinners of whatever stripe beware (Mt. 24:50-51)!
In the wider context of the Bible, not only the “lesser” sin of grudging
and fretting (Ps. 37:1, 7, 8; Prov. 24:19), but also the “greater” sin of violent
rebellion is condemned (1 Pet. 2:18-19). The only recourse the oppressed
have is to commit themselves into the hands of the Lord, and to delight in
Him (Gen. 29:31-35; Ex. 2:23; Ps. 37:3-5, 7).359 There is no end to the power
and the faithfulness of God (Ps. 146:5-10). He even makes use of creation to
come to the rescue of His people (Judg. 5:20). James 1:2ff with its emphasis
upon trials shows how not only survival, but also victory in the most distressing conditions is more than a pie in the sky. It is not a pipedream, but a
reality!

(2) Focus upon Two Models and their Encouragement (5:10-11)
(a) First Model: The Prophets (5:10-11a)
To encourage his readers, James refers for the “privilege and certainty of suffering” (Tasker, 121) to the prophets of the Old Testament as “examples” or
359

I do not enter here into a lengthy discussion of the propriety of overthrowing tyrants in the
political realm, as long as this takes place under the authority of “lesser magistrates.” This
was clearly the view of Reformation thinkers. Regrettably such discussion would take us too
far afield. But the question may well be asked where Scripture endorses this view. Nevertheless, if this view has biblical legitimacy, why could the population not band together, with or
without the aegis of lesser magistrates, as long as their cause is biblically just, and their resistance against an all-annihilating tyranny is a matter of “last resort?” In other words, why is the
“government of lesser magistrates” required to give legitimacy to the removal of tyrants, and
why would “self-government of the populace” not be sufficient to do so, not, of course, as a
“social contract,” but as a God-given mandate? It is interesting to note that the successful effort to overthrow the Obote II/Okello regimes in 1985 in Uganda was billed as “a people’s
war against the government.” At the same time, it was explicitly stipulated that it was a war of
last resort and that its success was only assured when it served an exclusively just cause.
While this neither does, nor may, take anything away from James’ teaching, it is still “something to consider” in another context!
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“models” to emulate (John 13:15; 1 Pet. 2:21) both for the fact of their affliction (kakopatheia) and the manner of their endurance (hupomone) (Burdick,
171). The prophets were under extreme hardship and suffered greatly. (Of
course, James implies that this is no different from the pattern that prevails in
the NT; see Mt. 5:12; Lk. 6:22ff; 11:49; 8:33; Acts 7:52; 1 Thess. 2:15.) But
they were patient (Heb. 6:12). They often did not even get a proper hearing
(Is. 6:9-10; Jer. 20:8; Dan. 9:6). In fact, they often received a shameful treatment (1 Ki. 19:1-2; Jer. 38:1-13; Am. 7:10-13; Mt. 21:33-46; 22:1-14; 23:2936).
Jeremiah, the prophet of tears, may well have been the primus inter
pares. His message of judgment was psychologized as the height of pessimism, and decried as intolerable. As a result he called the wrath of the nation
upon himself which exacted the heavy price of a variety of beatings and incarcerations in dungeons, cisterns and elsewhere. Finally he was hauled away
into Egypt where he met his death. Besides the physical suffering the spiritual
attacks to which he was exposed were gruesome in their character and intent.
Short of the Lord Jesus no preacher may have been more reviled and rejected
throughout his life!
But what else was there to expect? After all, as prophets they spoke the
Word of God in the name of the Lord (Am. 1:3; Is. 1:2; Jer. 2:4ff), and that
Word is never a “picnic.” It is sharper than a two-edged sword (Heb. 4:12).
When sinners are confronted with that Word, realize that they have come face
to face with God himself (Heb. 4:13), and find themselves with their backs
against the wall, one of two things will happen. Either they break, repent and
believe (Acts 2:37-38; 20:21). Or they vent their wrath against God’s
spokesmen, often to the point of murder (Mt. 23:37; Acts 7:52; Eph. 6:20;
Heb. 11:36-38) (Manton, 426).
However, while the prophets at times, if not often, are treated as the filth
of the world (1 Cor. 4:13), they are the glory of Christ (2 Cor. 8:23) (Manton,
427). They are his toiling instruments, at times in the utmost of agonies,
through which he accomplishes his divine purposes. Where would we be
without them (Motyer, 182, with reference to Jer. 11:21; Ezek. 24:15ff; Dan.
1:3-6)? The connection between a productive ministry, either in the short haul
or in the long run, and suffering is unmistakable and inevitable. Recognition
of this fact should make patience a lot easier to pursue and to come by!
At any rate, James’ point is hard to miss. The prophets receive universal
acclaim because of their endurance in the midst of suffering. Some of them
were tortured, stoned, sawn in two, and slain with the sword. Others were
destitute, afflicted, and wandered in deserts and mountains, in dens and caves
(See Heb. 11:35-38). Well, let those who acclaim the prophets “put their
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money where their mouth is,” by following in their actual footsteps, especially when they call them “blessed.” If they do not wish to emulate their
conduct, and display the same patience, such designation is a “pious fraud.” It
has been said that “Men of the world are miserable in their happiness, but the
children of God are happy in their misery” (Mt. 5:12; Acts 5:41; 1 Pet. 3:14).
This warrants the conclusion that there is nothing fraudulent about folks with
mouths full of praise, if, and only if, they are part of “the prophetic succession” (See Manton, 429)!
In fact, the question may well be asked with one commentator whether
the absence of persecution and suffering should not be regarded as an indication of laxity of Christian testimony and life. It is questionable whether the
last few centuries of our Western world have produced “exhibitions of Christian testimony and endurance” that would qualify to be memorialized in
Foxe’s Book of Martyrs. And if there are such exhibitions, the question is
whether they would be substantial enough to fill one or more chapters (Zodhiates, III, 100-101). This is far from an academic issue. After all, unless a
seed dies, it will not be productive. But when it does, the blood that is shed
will turn into the seed of the Church! A “cross” will always turn into a
“crown,” sooner or later. Believers may be immediate beneficiaries themselves during their lifetime. Otherwise they will receive their “crown” in the
presence of Jesus. But the benefits will always accrue to others on earth,
whether immediately to their contemporaries or in the long run to later generations. The long and the short of it is this. We would not be here without
“the prophets” of a bygone era. Will a flourishing future church be able to say
the same thing about us? This is a pressing question that believers in a Recovery mode with a hunger to retain or regain Revival status, which includes
mighty combat, with casualties and all, undoubtedly will ask themselves in all
sobriety and seriousness.
(b) Second Model: Job (5:11b)
Furthermore, James makes reference to Job. He does so, however, not only
for his proverbial suffering and steadfastness, but also for the display of
God’s blessing. The end result or final outcome of Job’s experience (Laws,
216; Burdick, 171)360 hardly needs to be chronicled. What the Lord did “in
the end” was remarkable and encouraging beyond words.
360

Mitton, 189-190; Martin, 194-195; and Nystrom, 288, translate the Greek telos with
“plan” or “purpose.” This is certainly possible from a lexicographical point of view, and cannot be rejected out of hand. After all, it contains an awesome truth! Nevertheless, the translation “end result” seems to fit better in the context of the Book of Job. God’s awesome purpose
with Job was to “show up” Satan by “showing off” Job. God’s awesome blessing upon Job
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It has been argued that neither the canonical Book of Job, nor the rabbinic or early Christian literature on Job, could possibly be the basis of
James’ elevated thoughts about its main figure. “The complaining Job of the
dialogues does not seem to fit the picture” of perseverance (Johnson, 319). In
his protests against man as well as God he is supposedly far from a model to
be emulated. After all, he showed little patience in cursing his birthday, in
protesting endlessly to the never-ending speeches of his would-be friends
(Keddie, 163, with a reference to Job 16:3), and ultimately in taking God to
task. It is surmised that the apocryphal Testament of Job, which doctored up
Job’s life, must lie at the root of James “glowing report” (Johnson, 319).361
This view, however, is a glaring, and nearly repulsive, error in judgment!
On the one hand, it must be conceded that the Bible often uses examples
of people who are far from spotless. These include Lot (2 Pet. 2:7), Sarah (1
Pet. 3:6), Rahab (Heb. 11:31; Jam. 2:25), and Samson (Heb. 11:32). They are
examples which prove that the Lord will not emphasize the stumblings and
infirmities of His children, when their hearts are set upon and thirst for God
(Ps. 63:1).362 How encouraging for believers! But also, what care must be
taken not to stress the infirmities of our brothers and sisters, and thus, become
their accusers! On the other hand, however, the attempt to deny Job the
“gutsy” perseverance (hupomone)363 James ascribes to him is unconscionable
(See also Cargal, 187). The main test Job passes in flying colors (Martin,
194). His statement, “The Lord has given and the Lord has taken away. May
the name of the Lord be praised,” speaks volumes! His whole world had just
caved in. He had experienced cruel hammer blow after cruel hammer blow,
confronted as he was with the loss of his possessions, then his children, and
finally his health. He must have felt that he stared death in the face. The man
should have been overwhelmed. Instead Job “did not sin,” either by foolishly
was the end result or final outcome. It is not coincidence that this is invariably the model for
all Christian living. “Holiness” is ever the grand objective, and “happiness” merely the final
outcome. At the same time, from a broader biblical perspective Job’s final happiness was
definitely part of the overall plan of God (Eph. 1:11)!
361
Johnson, 319, even concludes that “James has considerable responsibility for shaping the
perception of ‘endurance/patience’ as the most memorable feature of Job.” This is thankfully
offset by Dibelius, 246, who insists that “the conception of Job as the righteous sufferer, the
model of ‘steadfastness’ (hupomone) is older (even) than the Book of Job.” Apparently, it
must have been a well-known fact that “he did not sin in spite of all his misfortune,” even before “Job” was put in writing.
362
See also my Commentary on James 5:20.
363
According to Barclay, 146, “the great NT word hupomone ... describes not a passive patience, but that gallant spirit which can breast the tides of doubt and sorrow and disaster, and
still hold on, and come out with faith still stronger on the other side.” Furthermore, Cheung,
267, associates hupomone “with endurance in unfavorable circumstances,” and makrothumia
with “patience in human relationships.”
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charging God or by bitterly complaining against him. This is stated twice (Job
1:22; 2:10). His “greatness lies in the fact that in spite of everything which
tore at his heart, he never lost his grip on faith and his grip on God” (Barclay,
147).
His dialogues with his four friends constituted a totally different test.
Accused by his so-called friends of gross and apparently hidden sins, he “passionately questions their conventional arguments,” condemns their conclusions, and maintains his integrity. Just as “passionately he agonizes about the
terrible thought that God might have forsaken him,” (Barclay, 147), and of
sorts puts God in the dock as well, of the opinion that God owes the world,
including himself, an (immediate) explanation. In fact, he presses him for
such explanation. This, however, does not take anything away from his fundamental perseverance. After all, he continues to profess his trust in God.
Even if God were to eliminate him (Job 13:15), he was fully convinced that
he had a witness/redeemer in heaven (Job 16:19; 19:25).
All this precipitated the following, excellent, conclusion on the part of
one commentator. “There will be moments in life when we think that God has
forgotten, but if we cling to the remnants of faith, at the end of life we too
shall see that God is very kind and very merciful.” What an encouragement
for those who are under the gun. Choosing the way of endurance, fed by the
“flame of faith in (their) heart,” they may be assured that it takes only “remnants” to arrive “at the end of the Lord” (Jam. 5:11) (Barclay, 148).
Eventually, of course, Job acknowledges that his challenge of God is
(deeply) flawed and could not have been more repentant on that account (Job
42:5-6). So, while “remnants of faith” are sufficient to sustain God’s children,
this does not negate the complementary breaking of the heart where and when
necessary. In sum, while the first test evidences his unflinching endurance,
the second test complements this via a more circuitous route by giving him a
breathtaking vision of his God (Job 42:5). This precipitated a total surrender,
evidenced by his prayer for his “friends.” In short, while he passed the first
and fundamental test summa cum laude, with flying colors, in the “primary”
school of the fear of God, he remained a little longer in the “secondary”
school of progressive sanctification. But eventually he passed the final examination there with the highest of marks as well.
It is noteworthy that God never questioned Job’s integrity. This would
have been passing strange. After all, it was God’s “boast” about his integrity
that precipitated the “plot” that was to follow. Neither did God find any fault
with Job’s perseverance. That would have been equally strange. After all, it
was God’s second boast that he would never waver, regardless how the “plot”
would play out. That is why it is offensive to suggest that James’ choice of
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model for endurance is a faux-pas. The tapestry of Job’s life has two sides to
it. It displays breathtaking “nobility” in that he persevered in the most miserable of circumstances. By the same token it was frightening that he eventually
handed God a subpoena as a “hostile” witness for the defense. In this he
crossed the biblical line. Ironically, in all this he was not totally unlike his
wife. She was apparently a woman who nobly stood by her man come what
may against everyone and anyone else. The frightening side was that this included God. Here she crossed the line as well. It is equally ironic that Job
admonished wife in the framework of his first test, just like God rebuked Job
in the framework of the second test.
But what about the episode in which he cursed his birthday? If nothing
else does, this should seal the doom of his perseverance, should it not? Far
from it! In actual fact, this is one of the more compelling episodes in his life
that makes him tower over his contemporaries, and more than likely over all
successive generations of the covenant community, including the present one.
In his estimation God had turned into his enemy (Job 3:23). This was the
premise from which he operated. The fact that he was mistaken in this is immaterial. He was thoroughly convinced of it. Given this premise, it was a
natural for him to curse his birthday.
All this can elicit only one comment, which will lay to rest any question
about his perseverance. It is to be hoped that all those who believe God to be
their enemy will curse their birthday as well, fully persuaded that without
God life is less than nothing from beginning (birth) to end (death), and not
worth living one additional second! For truly God-fearing people, such as Job
proved to be, there would be no other way to go! Of course, once such people, again with Job, would conclude that their original premise was wrong
“praise” would replace a “curse” in a heartbeat!

Topical Focus # 18: The Book of Job
A closer look at the outline of the Book of Job will put all this in the proper perspective. It consists of four main sections. These sections will now be detailed. It should
become crystal clear that James’ reference to Job is both relevant and proper.

1. Job 1-2: Job and Satan
Satan clearly loses the battle with God about the presence/absence of the fear of God
in Job or in any human for that matter. He had boldly stated that Job served God only
because of his “bank account.” However, Job demonstrated, once and for all, that the
fear of God truly exists on earth. The fear of God is a heart’s attitude of loving awe
and reverence of God, due to both his majesty and mercy, by which man is irresistibly
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drawn to him, and subsequently regards his smile and approval as something that he
wishes to attain and retain at any price, and his frown and disapproval as something
that he wishes to avoid at any cost. In short, Job fears God for who he is, and not for
what he gives. For in all his calamities, he blessed God, and did not sin with his lips, in
spite of the scathing advice of his wife. It is hardly surprising that his patience became
proverbial!

2. Job 3-31: Job and His Three Friends
By now Satan is out of the picture. During their visit, and after their initial silence, the
friends become increasingly bold in asserting that there had to be a secret in Job’s life,
and, further, that this secret had to be something so extremely heinous that God could
not but hand out a series of severe punishments. First they insinuate this. Then they
accuse Job openly. Job agrees that there is a secret, but maintains that this secret is in
God, and not in him. He steadfastly maintains his integrity before God and men. The
more his friends press him (Job 3, 7, 10, 14, 17, 27, 31), the more Job presses God to
disclose the secret of his life.
While eventually he recognizes the unmistakable impropriety as well as futility
of his conduct, still in his wrestling with God, Job clearly reaches incredible heights,
when he expresses his trust in God even in anticipation of his seemingly “inevitable”
death (Job 13:15), when he refers to a sure witness in heaven (Job 16:19), when he
states that his Redeemer lives (Job 19:25), and when he affirms his resurrection from
the dead (Job 19:26-27).

3. Job 32-37: Job and Elihu
Elihu points to a Messenger, one among thousands, evidently the person of Christ
(Eccl. 27:27-28). On the one hand, this Mediator will state that Job is a sinner, for
whom he must provide a ransom. On the other hand, he will declare Job righteous as to
the charge of his three friends (33:23-26). On the basis of the twofold work of the Mediator Elihu first urges Job to repent of his sins so that he will live (33:27-28), and then
exhorts Job to take courage. It seems that he implicitly conveyed that God was not his
enemy, after all! At any rate, his words were clearly spiritual tonic to Job’s thirsty
soul, and it appears that he drank it in. We may infer this from the fact that he does not
respond to Elihu! Apparently there is no need for a response!

4. Job 38-42: Job and God
Finally, God speaks to Job. He displays His majesty and greatness in His works of
creation. At first Job does not understand this. He finds it small comfort in his controversy with his friends, and awaiting his death upon a garbage dump, simply to be reminded of God’s greatness. He reacts accordingly. He as much as tells God that if he,
God, does not want to discuss the real issue, he, Job, will shut his mouth (in protest)!
After all, who could force God? Clearly, there is a storm raging within Job (40:3-5).
However, after God speaks again, Job realizes that God intended to tell him that there
are, indeed, secrets in peoples’ lives, just as there are mysteries in created reality. And
further, that he should recognize that these secrets are nowhere safer than in the al-
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mighty hands of his Father! Suddenly Job understands this. Hence he truly repents! At
this exceedingly moving moment in his life Job states that his present knowledge of
God differs from his past knowledge. Then, it seemed, he had only hearsay information. Now it is like coming eyeball to eyeball with someone! This exclamation was
more than lip service as his subsequent intercessory prayer for his three friends indicates. No one who has been abused as Job was can utter such a prayer unless from a
truly broken heart. At the same time, only someone with such a heart may anticipate a
display of God’s compassion as Job experienced (Ps. 78:38; 86:15, 111:4; 112:4;
145:8; Mt. 15:32; 20:34; Mk. 5:19; Lk. 6:36; 7:13). It may not go unnoticed that he
had to forgive his friends, and was not allowed to bear a grudge in his heart against
them. He was blessed only after he had prayed for his friends. Nevertheless God’s
mercy “stands revealed in the end” (Mitton, 190). In fact, it towers over Job’s former
battlefield.
In the meantime – and here is the rub for those who (dare to) put a question mark
behind him as an appropriate model in this context –, Job’s very prayer documents his
endurance in the fear of God to-the-end. With all his ups and downs here he reached a
veritable zenith in his life as he displayed the same pattern our Savior displayed during
his ministry before God rewarded him in-the-end with double of what he possessed inthe-beginning. “When he was reviled, he did not revile in return. When he suffered he
did not threaten, but continued entrusting himself to him who judges justly” (1 Pet.
3:23). He clearly displayed the pattern of conduct the author of James 1:2-3 held out as
the ultimate test, and came through with flying colors, “mounting up on wings like an
eagle” (Is. 40:31).
Anyone who criticizes James for using Job as a model may well ask the question
whether he has reached the same height himself, especially in the light of Peter’s
words. The latter takes the principle Job exhibits, anchors it in Christ, and on this basis
universalizes it. “If you, when you do well, suffer for it, and exhibit endurance, this is
a gracious thing in the sight of God. For this you have been called, because Christ also
suffered for you, leaving you an example, so that you would follow in his footsteps (1
Pet. 2:21). Of course, a liberal critic who has no saving relationship with Christ could
never answer the above question in the affirmative. Candidly, this is also the reason
why he can neither read James as God’s inerrant Word, nor interpret it in 3-D. As a
result he is sooner or later bound to err in his understanding of James, and take him to
task. This reminds us of Linnemann’s words addressed to self-conscious and deliberate
practitioners of historical-critical theology to the effect “that there is nothing that a
good old conversion cannot cure!”

In summary, the example of Job serves three objectives. First, it displays the
bedrock of the telling endurance of Job (illustrating the theme of James 1:3).
Second, it discloses in the process the ultimately breathtaking vision of God
(indicating the avenue that leads to this vision for everyone). Third, it exhibits
the end-station of the great compassion and mercy of God! This conveys that
God’s people should always keep this “end-station” in view. Whether the
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Greek original (telos) should be construed as the final act (most likely), the
intended purpose, or the highlight of “the Job drama,” or all three of them
(Job 42:10-11; Heb. 12:11; see also Zodhiates, III, 106-107; Grosheide, 1955,
409), one thing is sure. God’s compassion brought an end to Job’s misery,
and God’s mercy covered his questionable conduct, even if it took repentance
to taste this mercy (Manton, 433).
By way of biblical illustration, of Jacob’s two wives Rachel refused to
focus upon God’s end-station” (Gen. 30:1-8), while Leah seemed to have
faltered only in one episode of her life (Gen. 29:32-35; 30:9-17)! Rachel was
an idolatress (Gen. 31: 34-35), ended up as a bitter, complaining individual
(Gen. 35:16-18), and is pictured as a symbol, if not personification, of bitter
murmuring (Jer. 31:15; Mt. 2:16-18), while Leah in all her grief of being
hated by her husband, after everything was said and done “only” saw God,
and praised Him (Gen. 29:31-35). She ranks “up there” with the most godly
among men and women alike! No wonder that her end was blessed!
The question now is straightforward! Do we only call the prophets, Job,
and women like Leah, “happy” or “blessed,” or do we follow in their footsteps? There is no crown without a cross! To applaud those who have received the crown after having suffered the cross, and to follow the same route,
are two totally different things. If the examples furnished by James do not
suffice, looking toward Jesus should! He is not only the perfect example of
one who received the crown after having borne his cross with the utmost of
patience, without grudging or reviling (1 Pet. 2:20-24). But he is also the
source of towering strength (1 Pet. 2:25), and the guarantee for certain victory, whatever the conditions may be (1 Pet. 3:15-16). Clearly, it “pays” to
entrust ourselves to our faithful God in doing what is right (1 Pet. 4:19) in the
light of the greatness of his mercy (Ex. 34:6; 2 Sam. 24:14; Ps. 130:7; Eph.
2:7; 1 Pet. 1:3). “He that loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me, and he that loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. And
he that takes not his cross, and follows after me, is not worthy of me. He that
finds his life shall lose it, and he that loses his life for my sake shall find it”
(Mt. 10:37-39). In short, (only) those who persevere (Mt. 10:22; 24:13; Lk.
21:19), and pay the price, will gain the prize (1 Cor. 9:24-27; Phil. 3:13-14; 2
Tim. 4:6-8) (PHDavids, 188).
Clearly, “patient steadfastness and confident expectation need to be set
in equipoise and viewed together. In a sense each stresses a different aspect of
the Christian’s hope in every age and especially in time of stress and storm.
We need the reminder of patient endurance lest we ... are tempted in premature or precipitate activity to do God’s work for him in our way; we require
an equally optimistic outlook that waits for God to intervene even when the
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scene is dark and forbidding. Patience is not quietism, just as expectancy is
not fanaticism. Christian eschatology has swung between these polarities; the
observant reader of James’ counsel will seek to find the truth not in one or
other extreme, but in both” (Martin, 197). Remember the complementarity of
truth!
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3. FACING THE “CIRCUMSTANCES” (5:12-18)
Introduction
James 5:12-18 is the last major section of the Epistle. But once again it is not
a disjointed series of short admonitions (So Grosheide, 1955, 409). The tapestry continues to be exquisite.

a. Description of a God-centered Attitude (5:12-14)
(12) But above all, my brothers, do not swear, neither by
heaven, nor by earth, nor with any other oath. But let your
“yes” be “yes” and your “no” be “no,” so that you will not fall
under judgment. (13) Is anyone among you suffering? He
should pray. Is anyone of good cheer? He should sing praises.
(14) Is anyone among you sick? He should call the elders of the
Church, and they should pray over him, anointing him with oil
in the name of the Lord.

(1) Counterfeit God-centeredness (5:12)
It would appear that people who make it a practice of “swearing by the Bible,” or otherwise use oaths in order to lend trustworthiness to their words,
are quite God-centered. James, however, condemns the prevailing practice of
his day. Such practice could only come into existence against the backdrop of
a bankrupt society, where the distrust had reached such proportions, that
oaths had to be used to shore up one’s words artificially in order to be believed. The irony is that any such special invocation “to buttress one’s own
speech becomes, paradoxically, an admission that (it) is untrustworthy without such warrant. The more towering the oath ... the more suspect my innate
truthfulness appears. The moral effect of an oath can easily be the opposite of
its intended purpose” (Johnson. 341). In fact, soon oaths became virtually
meaningless. Eventually, they were even used to make an end run around
one’s own promises. Thus they became tools of deception, rather than anchors of dependability and trust. This turned them not merely into the ironic
opposite of their intended purpose, but deceptively into the brazen opposite of
their stated purpose. While they sounded noble, they were meant to veil and
pursue a hidden, self-serving as well as neighbor-destroying, agenda. No
wonder that James rails against the oath taking of his day! It is not likely that
“the swearing of oaths is a sign of the impatience of the poor who live under
the cavalier and unchristian treatment of the wealthy in their community”
(Nystrom, 301). This interpretation would have the poor use false oaths as a
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weapon to strike back at the rich, and would “localize” the practice that James
condemns too much. Nor is it likely that James simply denounces “the levity
with which the name of God tended to be uttered when men’s minds were
disordered by impatience and (lack of) self-control,” merely decries the
“thoughtless mention of his name,” or only objects to “indiscriminate oaths”
(See Tasker, 124-125, with reference to Ecclus. 23:9-10). This also narrows
the scope of the text down too much. He rather seems to have a generally
prevailing habit in mind that was culturally ingrained and proved to be a
structural evil. This habit distinguished between binding and non-binding
oaths, which, of course, is a contradiction terms (Keddie, 172). Since only the
oath taker knew the difference in individual instances the world of transactions basically fell apart by the seams. Distrust and disruption gained the day.
The parallel between James and Matthew is hard to miss. In Matthew’s
Gospel Jesus loathes the same type of oaths that James opposes. An unsuspecting person would enter into an agreement on the basis, e.g., of an oath
sworn by the temple, or by the altar, or by heaven. However, eventually he
would find out that this agreement would not be honored because the oath
was not sworn by the gold of the temple, by the offering upon the altar, or by
the God of heaven (Mt. 23:16-22). Throughout his ministry Jesus strongly
condemns this sort of incredulous behavior (Mt. 5:33-37), which must have
had many a heartbreaking and disastrous consequence. One can only imagine
how many important decisions were made in anticipation of the fulfillment of
promises, but subsequently backfired because the rug was pulled away from
underneath agreements. It is tantamount to crossing one’s fingers behind
one’s back with the full intention not to make good on one’s promises. This
could be called childish, if it were not so wicked. In condemning such behavior, James simply follows in the footsteps of his Savior and Lord.
Of course, neither Jesus, nor James declared all oaths sinful by definition. There are too many examples in Scripture, in which their use proves to
be quite acceptable (Ex. 13:5; 22:10-11; Num. 14:16; Deut. 6:13; 1 Ki.
8:31ff; Ps. 89:35; Is. 65:16; Jer. 12:16), although the OT warns against taking
oaths too lightly (Jer. 5:2). After all, the avowed objective of an oath is the
statement of truth as “the end of strife” (Heb. 6:17) (Manton, 437). This is
also why, at least in a court setting, a threatening penalty upon perjury always
accompanies oath taking. No, both Jesus and James (only) opposed the misuse and abuse of the oath (Lev. 19:12; see also Ex. 20:7; Num. 30:3), especially, I would imagine, at occasions where there would be no official recourse for lack of contract law or otherwise.
Frankly, the oaths that James condemns in the footsteps of Jesus (Mt.
5:33-37; 23:16-22) are atrocious. First, “the one who volunteers an oath is es798

sentially asking not to be personally trusted, only for the oath to be trusted as
a guarantor ... Remove the assumption of trust and you shake the foundation
of the primary relationships around which one constructs one’s life.” Especially in a society without “written contracts,” and “no accessibility to the legal system ... ‘my word is (should be) my bond’ ... and the trustworthiness of
speech is (should be) a cornerstone of community.” Furthermore, in oath
taking or oath giving the instrument that was designed to undergird and
authenticate the veracity of the spoken word is turned into its opposite and
ends up bankrupting it. One can no longer count on one’s “yes” to be “yes,”
and one’s “no,” “no.” Jesus insists that in the traffic of words of his day this,
once again, becomes the norm, which would remove the need for any and all
oaths from ordinary communication. This implies that also in our world of
contract law and hi-tech communication as well as subtle manipulation and
sophisticated deceit the Church would do well to battle “alienation and distrust” by embracing both Christ’s and James’ call for “simplicity and truthfulness,” as embodied in their injunction, “Let your ‘yes’ be yes, and your
‘no’ be no” (Mt. 5:37; Jam. 5:12) (See for all this, Brosend, 157-158, 162)!
In sum, in everyday circumstances, one’s word should be sufficient.
“Yes” ought to mean “yes”, and “no” ought to mean “no” (Mt. 5:37). “Our
mere word should be as utterly trustworthy as a signed document, legally correct and complete” (Mitton, 193). It should have the force of an oath (Manton, 438). Divine judgment will be the lot of those who unilaterally go back
on their promises. This seems a rather potent “medicine” to issue such
“threat.” But it is fully in line with the prospect of “judgment” that is awaiting
both the “filthy” rich in James 5:1ff and the “grudging poor” in James 5:9.
Why? This question is answered below, after the full import of the opening
phrase, “above all,” is discussed. Suffice it to recognize for now that it is not
only James who emphasizes the seriousness of the situation (Ex. 20:7; Zech.
5:4; Mal. 3:5). Paul touches upon the same subject in 2 Corinthians 1:17-20.
In his terminology, the “yes” of one’s promise ought to correspond with
the “yes” of one’s performance. This is the way it is with God. The “yes” of
his promises correspond with the “yes” of their fulfillment in Christ. Therefore this is the way it is with Paul as well. He indignantly rejects the accusation of fickleness on his part as a result of a change in plans. Such accusation
stings him deeply. For him his Christianity is at stake. He is anointed by the
Father, established in Christ and sealed with the Spirit. That makes the veracity, trustworthiness, and dependability of God’s promises as demonstrated in
Christ, by definition the very foundation and model for Paul’s own faithfulness. To attack this faithfulness might as well be an attack upon his integrity
as a Christian. Broken promises clearly deserve more than a shrug of the
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shoulders, or an “oh, well.” The elaborate nature of Paul’s defense proves the
seriousness of the issue. One’s Christianity appears to be at stake!
In a nutshell, Christians keep their promises, their appointments, and
their agreements. Period! This applies to the big ones as well as the small
ones. In fact, there are no small promises, appointments, or agreements.
Therefore, Christians keep all of them, even if it implies their hurt (Ps. 15:4).
The only way to be released from a promise is to ask and receive permission
not to fulfill it. Scripture appears to know only two exceptions to this rule. If
someone under authority makes a vow, and it materially affects someone in
authority, the latter may nullify the vow. But it must be done immediately, or
the vow remains in force (Num. 30:3-8). Further, if the promise implies a sin,
it may not, and should not be fulfilled, contrary to Herod’s train of thought
(Mt. 14:1-12).
All of Scripture draws one line. God’s people should listen very carefully. They should abstain both from making false and deceptive promises,
and from breaking any and all promises. Basically James echoes the words of
Jesus. Rather than forbidding “formal oaths in such places as courts of law,”
or “the light, casual use of oaths in informal conversation” (Burdick, 203), he
targets the heavy, intentional oaths in material deliberations that are designed
to gut rather than reinforce the dependability of promises and so to destroy
rather than undergird the veracity of transactions. Clearly, one’s status as a
Christian is at stake!
But there is more, much more! There is an opening phrase to explain,
“But above all.” This phrase has been puzzling, indeed baffling to most, if not
all, interpreters.
One commentator tells us that it serves “to mark a new paragraph” that
presents a brand new subject with at best only a formal association with the
preceding (Dibelius, 242). Still since this paragraph stands by its isolated and
unconnected self, there is simply no way to determine what “Above all” in
the present context could possibly signify, especially if it proves to be not
original but rather added by a later editor (Dibelius, 248).
A second commentator calls the phrase “odd,” if James were to mean
that his words concerning oaths contained “the single most important (message) in the entire letter.” Most likely it means “to sum up,” “alerting his
readers that his letter is about to conclude” (Nystrom, 300).
A third one opines that James 5:12 cannot possibly be a conclusion “of a
series of commands that is singled out as the most important of them all”
(PDavids, 222).
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A fourth one suggests that the opening phrase is “an emphatic epistolary
introduction” that calls attention to what follows rather than concludes what
precedes it (PHDavids, 189).
A fifth one advocates that it introduces something that is “particularly
important in its own right,” and should be translated as “Most importantly ...”
(Laws, 220).
A sixth one holds that the phrase should not be pressed too much, and
may be paraphrased as follows, “In the present circumstances I want you especially to take heed to the following warning.” Apparently wrong oath taking, while “not worse than murder and adultery” is one that the readers, “in
their particular circumstances and stage of development, are most prone to
fall into” (Mitton, 191-192).
A seventh one is inclined to tone it down even more, and thinks that it
“could carry the meaning ‘finally,’ in the sense of ‘before I forget’” (Martin,
199).
An eighth one believes that James 5:12 is part of a “unified discourse on
the positive modes of speech in the community” as to the manner in which
“the tongue can be used not for the destruction of humans, but for the building up of a community of solidarity.” Consequently, the phrase “above all,”
while it “may give special significance to oath taking ... also functions as a
thematic transition to acts of speech within the community” (Johnson, 326).
Quite clearly this phrase sticks in the craw of this commentator as well.
A ninth one wonders whether the phrase is “a literary marker” to “highlight” the injunction against oaths as “the ultimate issue of personal integrity,” rather than simply an “epistolary conclusion” (Moo, 2000, 232).
A tenth one proposes that it does not alert the readers to something special or lays a connection with the preceding, but simply introduces a concluding series of admonitions (Kistemaker, 171).
An eleventh one insists that the observed context must be the intended
context and therefore searches for an explanation of our phrase in the context.
He finds it in connecting James 5:12 both with James 1:3; 1:6; 2:1; 2:5; 2:1426 and the immediately preceding context of James 5:1-11. In all these verses
or passages, according to him, the danger of a lack of faith predominates.
This, then, is the thrust of James 5:12. Guard yourself (1) against a “lack of
faith,” decried throughout the Epistle, that in its relationship to God, ever
seeks to strike bargains rather than to rely on grace, and (2) against a “lack of
integrity” that in its relationship to other people ever “manifests itself in bargaining, manipulating and trying to impress” (Stulac, 178). This “solution” is
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a noble effort based upon an approach to the text that should be endorsed, if
not applauded. The observed context is, indeed, the intended context. It always is! Nevertheless, it still seems a rather tenuous proposal, to say the least.
A twelfth commentator surmises that James provides an antidote against
the danger of dejected and bitter protests in Job-like situations. “Above all,”
do not react with belligerent swear words, when divine providence hits you
hard (Zodhiates, III, 109, 111)! The problem, of course, is that this cannot be
verified from the text, which eyes the issue of false oaths.
A thirteenth author is of the opinion that the formula “above all” simply
introduces the final series of admonitions that carries us to the conclusion of
the Epistle (Grosheide, 1955, 409; see also Burdick, 173, who mentions this
as a possibility).
A fourteenth writer opines that “pro pantoon likely (!) serves three purposes: (1) signaling (rhetorically) the turn toward the conclusion of the letter
... as an epistolary marker, (2) preparing the reader for the importance of what
is to follow ... in James 5:12-20 in its entirety, and (3) calling special attention
to the immediate issue of oath taking ... as the final example of the dangers of
the tongue” (Brosend, 150, 152).
Finally, a fifteenth commentator steps out of the box, takes the phrase
“above all” as a “form of vehemence and earnestness, frequent in the apostolical epistles” (with a reference to Eph. 6:16; 1 Pet. 4:8) because of the
“great sin” of swearing lightly. While all sin is against God, the sin in view in
this verse is said to be “a daring of God,” and therefore “formally and directly
against God” (Manton, 435; see also Burdick, 173, although he mentions as
his first option that James calls for “particular attention”).364 This, then,
should explain the insertion of the phrase, “Above all!”
364

Manton, 435-436, emphasizes that James presses the issue of false oaths “above all,” because it was a universal sin peculiar to that day and age. After observing that a forthright
condemnation of universal sins is not particularly welcome, he adds this remarkable statement, “Men would have us preach Christ, and the general doctrines of faith and repentance;
which is nothing but a vain cavil, masked with the specious pretense of religion; for you shall
see when the preaching of Christ was the main truth in the controversy, and the apostles
bended their strength that way, the Corinthians cried for wisdom, meaning doctrines of civil
prudence, and the softer strains of morality, and that is the reason why Paul said, 1 Cor. 2:3, ‘I
have determined to know nothing but Christ, yea and him crucified, and therefore he resolved
to take notice of no argument so much as that in his ministry. The work of the ministry is not
to contend with ghosts and opinions antiquated, but the errors and sins of the present time.
Look, as it is the duty of Christians to spend the heat of their indignation on the main sin with
which they are surprised, Ps. 18:23, so must ministers chiefly bend their zeal and strength
against the present guilt. Were we only to provide for ourselves, we might read to you fair
lectures of contemplative divinity, and with words as soft as oil entice you into a fool’s para-
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It is interesting to note that the very idea of “vehemence,” emphasized
by the last-mentioned commentator, is either toned down or opposed by the
other commentators. However, while the insistence on vehemence strikes a
responsive cord, the rationale given for that vehemence, a false oath as a sin
directly against God, is not fully convincing. The parallel message in the
Sermon on the Mount does not display the same vehemence when it zeroes in
on this subject (Mt. 5:33-37). The question is therefore pertinent why James
differs from Jesus in this regard. Does he perchance aim at something that
goes beyond the Sermon on the Mount and could explain his “vehemence”
more fully?
At any rate, after this survey we should take a look at the context, and try
to find clues that may assist us in a more satisfactory explanation of “the
opening phrase” than the ones offered thus far.
It seems that many of the sins that James "paraded" in the course of his
letter are of a much more serious nature than the swearing of an oath, however questionable that may be in its essence and however unpalatable in its
effects. To be stained by the world, to neglect widows, to display partiality, to
gush poison with the tongue, to display devilish wisdom, to commit murder,
etc., all seem such staggering sins in comparison. It hardly seems warranted
for false oaths to be placed on the top of the list, and to receive the prominent
place in this catalog! The commentators, apart from the odd one out, seem to
have a point. Somehow there must be a slip of the pen.
James apparently begs to differ. And, frankly, for a very good reason!
Especially a careful comparison of James 5:12 and 5:13 proves to be quite
enlightening. The focus of James 5:13 is a full-orbed biblical Godcenteredness. All of life, from beginning to end made up of trials of poverty
and riches (See the Commentary on James 1:2ff), should consist of either
prayer or praise, 24/7! No time gaps and no surrogate alternatives. There will
be universal agreement that such life is truly God-centered. This, then, exdise, never searching your wounds and sores. But our commission is ‘to cry aloud and spare
not,’ Is. 58:1.” This remarkable statement, of course, is the definitive reply to Luther whose
(type of) Christo-centricity made him virtually banish James. Manton is crystal clear. “Christ
crucified” was the prescribed medicine that fit the spiritual malady of the Corinthians. But it
is not necessarily “one size fits all.” The treatment depends upon the diagnosis. Different diagnosis, different treatment! By implication Manton’s statement is also the answer to the proponents of an ultimately bland Christo-centric preaching that focuses on Christ at the expense
of the text, or for that matter to anyone whose fascination with one aspect of Scripture is so
great that it tones down, undermines, dismisses, or combats other biblical truth(s). The latter
may well end up as “a pious fraud” that falls short of applying robust and pertinent Scriptural
content. This is especially dangerous in situations where there is a dire need for such content.
Of course, everyone be better on guard against any and all such reductionistic tendencies!
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plains the function of James 5:12. It appears to pave the way for James 5:13
by militating against a counterfeit God-centeredness.
James 5:12 implicitly contends that a direct sin against God is “infinitely” more serious than a direct sin against man. David’s adultery and murder did not cost him his life (2 Sam. 12:13). Neither did Herod’s murder of
the apostle James cost him his (Acts 12:2). But when in his pride David numbers Israel acts as if he is “god” (Acts 24:1ff), and when similarly Herod
prides himself to speak like a “god” (Acts 12:21-22), David is cut down at the
knees in the death of seventy thousand Israelites (2 Sam. 24:15), and Herod is
summarily executed (Acts 12:23). God clearly refuses to share his glory with
anyone else (Is. 42:8). James “vehemently” reminds his readers of this with
the phrase “Above all.” However, the immediate follow-up in James 5:13 indicates that the author’s vehemence aims at more than “simply” a “surface”
sin against God. In the footsteps of Jesus James condemns the practice of using God for one’s own ungodly purposes! “One should not invoke the divine
... as a guarantor of one’s (apparently) dubious veracity (and so to) enlist God
as an accomplice” (Cargal, 190).
Truthfully, there is nothing more pernicious than a counterfeit Godcenteredness, designed to pull the wool over people’s eyes, such as Jacob displayed in his lying effort to obtain the blessing from his father Isaac (Gen.
27:20-21). It is similar to terminal cancer, or to sicknesses, such as Aids,
Ebola, or SARS, that thus far have not (yet) been fully diagnosed. It seals
one’s doom! In fact, if such forgery is in circulation, all other types of perniciousness can be expected. It is not unsimilar to the fear of the Lord. The lack
of it opens up the floodgates for every kind of sin (Gen. 20:11; Rom. 3:18).
On the other hand, its presence holds out the prospect of all kinds of obedience (Gen. 22:12).
In short, there is nothing that displeases God more than to put him before
the cart of one’s own ambitions. Hence there is little hope for a person who in
a cold and calculating way uses the pretended God-centeredness of venomous
oaths to further his own ends and in the process annihilates his neighbor. In
short, “above all,” James cries out with a type of vehemence that is utterly
appropriate, “shun a false God-centeredness like the plague” (Jam. 5:12). Instead, seek true God-centeredness with all your heart (Jam. 5:13)!
In conclusion, as I already indicated, both Jesus and James regard it preposterous, in fact, a matter of spiritual blindness on the face of it, for word
games to lure unsuspecting targets into a sinkhole, whether economic or otherwise, by surreptitiously differentiating between the temple and the gold in
the temple, the altar and the gift on the altar, etc. Paul follows suit when he
resents folks accusing him of following up the “yes’ of his promise with the
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“no” of his performance. To him, as an imitator of Christ, his Christianity is
at stake (2 Cor. 1:17-22) (See for all this also Johnson, 329).365
Still, the context, in which James utters his prohibition, greatly raises the
stakes. The run-of-the-mill oaths he is talking about violate the honor of God.
It is hardly surprising, to put it mildly, that once this becomes clear he attaches the prospect of judgment to his admonition. A counterfeit Godcenteredness should weigh just as heavy, in fact, heavier than the impatient
grudging and even cold-blooded murder of the previous section, just as the
invoking of God’s name by Jacob is more appalling than the lie against his
father in his efforts to gain his birthright (Gen. 27:20). This is not merely so
because it displays a callous, calculated, and cold disdain for God, but also
because a direct sin against God is always more alarming and abhorrent than
a direct sin against man! “Above all” proves to be just the right opening
phrase! Not to be vehement at this juncture would be unconscionable. This
brings us naturally to the next verse that deals with a biblical Godcenteredness. James 5:13 proves to stand in stark contrast with James 5:12. If
at all possible, it brings out the despicable heinousness of a pretended Godcenteredness with an even greater cogency and force.

(2) Sum and Substance of God-centeredness (5:13)
The essence of James’ words in James 5:13 is that one’s total life must be
truly and fully God-centered as the only acceptable alternative to the previous
verse. In this context he does not just eye “prayer” as an alternative to the
“unbelief” that takes to manipulative bargaining vis-à-vis God or to bargaining manipulation vis-à-vis man (Stulac, 179). No, James returns here to the
two basic situations of poverty and riches, which were introduced in James
1:9ff, and cover all of human life. At any given time, one is either subject to
“trouble” (kakopatheio), a term used for “military reverses” (PHDavids, 191),
“suffering” of various kinds, and earlier on also applied to the prophets (Jam.
5:10; see also 2 Tim. 2:9; 4:5), together with the tears that all this invariably
produces. Or one is in good spirits, of good cheer (euthumeo, here and in Acts
24:10; 27:25), by virtue of blessing of whatever stripe. In a word, from the
human perspective either invariably “misfortune” or “good fortune,” a “negative,” or a “positive” condition prevails, whether of the mild(er) or strong(er)
variety. These two basic facts of life require two basic responses, namely
prayer and praise (See also Zodhiates, III, 114). In both instances Christians
are invited to turn to their God avoiding the sin of both a stiff, or not so stiff,
365

Of course, as has been mentioned already, this does not do away with legitimate oaths in
court settings, and the like. When God swears oaths in such situations to authenticate his veracity (Gen. 22:16; Ps. 89:35; Heb. 6:13ff), there is ground for forbidding it in the society of
man in analogous circumstances.
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upperlip and frivolous giddiness. “No experience of joy or sorrow and no
condition of prosperity or adversity have any power to cancel this standing
invitation,” which aims at the prevention of undue elation in times of success
and undue depression in times of vexation (Tasker, 126).
The proper attitude in “adversity,” whether physical, mental, spiritual,
personal, financial, relational, or otherwise (Keddie, 174), HIV-Aids, inoperable cancer, a murdered child, an unwarranted reputation-destroying lawsuit,
or other such distresses (Nystrom, 310), is not to seek some counterfeit diversion, such as watching television, reading a novel, listening to music, going to
the movies, taking someone out for dinner, keeping “busy,” or what is worse,
grabbing for the bottle, taking drugs, engaging in illicit sex, etc.
No, when “misfortunes” (Nystrom, 304) or “reverses,” such as afflictions (Ps. 73:10; Is. 54:6, 10-11), purifications (Mal. 3:3), trials (Job 23:10; 1
Pet. 1:7; 4:12), chastisements (Ps. 94:12; Rev. 3:19) or other “troubles” enter
the picture and make their recipients feel “miserable,” they must immediately
turn to God (Ps. 30:2, 8, 10; 50:15; 91:15), counting it joy (Jam. 1:2), and
seeking wisdom and strength to persevere (Jam. 1:3). In fact, they must take a
beeline to God fully in the footsteps of Jesus (Lk. 22:44) as the only recourse,
rather than merely “the best recourse” (Nystrom, 304)! That is what prayer is,
and should be, all about, men and women turning to God, without procrastination or reservation in order to enter into his throne room, to close the door
behind themselves, to cast themselves upon Him, and to have the closest possible fellowship with Him. It must be a “homecoming” of the heart that produces “rest” in the full sense of the word and yields the riches of pure joy
(Phil. 4:4; Jam. 1:2), contentment (Phil. 4:11) and thanksgiving (Phil. 4:6).
Note that the present section is replete with references to prayer, seven in
all. James covers the waterfront of prayer pursued by individuals (Jam. 5:13),
elders (Jam. 5:14-15), Church members (Jam. 5:16), and, to top it off, by a
“prime time” prophet as a universal model for everybody in every condition
at any time (Jam. 5:16-18). In emphasizing the copious need for prayer James
continues the pattern presented in the opening statement of his Epistle. From
trials through prayer for wisdom to endurance in practical godliness en route
to perfection (Jam. 1:2-4)! In fact, in this context he ups the ante. His seven
references to prayer (Jam. 5:13-18) run parallel to his seven references to endurance in the preceding verses (Jam. 5:7-12) (Motyer, 186). In short, this
section goes a long way persuasively to underscore the significance of prayer,
which was already established at two earlier occasions (Jam. 1:5-6; 4:2-3).
Men and women should turn to God for his own sake. In doing so they
may indicate their repentance. They may simply share their thoughts. They
may go for comfort. They may seek encouragement. They may desire coun806

sel. They may ask for wisdom. They may wish for renewed consecration.
They may also turn to God on behalf of the ones who “troubled” them. They
may intercede for them. They may request God to forgive them. In short, they
may arrive in God’s presence whatever their state or objective may be. But
they cannot turn to anyone or anything else regarding anyone whomsoever or
anything whatsoever, and still hope to be ... God-centered! Further, once they
experience God-centeredness, they will recognize the need for “an ever
greater earnestness” in the prayerful pursuit of God (Lk. 22:44).
However, authentic God-centeredness does not only honor that “all
things are from God and through God,” but also that they are “unto God”
(Rom. 11:36). This comes to the fore in James’ insistence that the healing of
sickness must be linked to the forgiveness of sins (Jam. 5:15). It indicates that
God is not interested in giving “hand-outs” in general, without any parameters. In short, he is not catering to folks who pray in a consumerist mode to
squander the answers upon their lusts (Jam. 4:3). He does not respond to
counterfeit prayers. At the same time he is utterly generous to anyone who is
consciously and actively “en route to perfection” (Jam. 1:3-5).
By the same token, the proper attitude in “prosperity,” that is accompanied by cheerfulness (See also Acts 26:10; 27:25), may not be counterfeit either! It may not consist of a superficial, all too human exhilaration, a type of
cheer that can be found in any man or woman, whether believer or not, given
identical conditions or similar circumstances. No, when the Lord’s blessings
are evident, the recipients must in “a deep rooted happiness, a contentment of
the heart” (Nystrom, 304; Moo, 1985, 176) sing God’s praises. It must well
up from the core of their being. This is evident in the OT (Jud. 5:3; Ps. 7:18;
9:3; 32:32; 104:2) as well as in the NT (Rom. 15:9; 1 Cor. 14:15; Eph. 5:19)!
There is also the example of Christ and His disciples (Mt. 26:30). It was further practiced by the Apostles, and by Paul and Silas, even in adverse circumstances (Acts 5:41; 16:25). To praise God is to give “all the worth” to God,
without any hesitation and reservation. Everyone and everything else takes
the back seat, indeed, dwarfs by comparison. It consists of the singing of
psalms, hymns and spiritual songs, which arises from a heart that is filled
with the Spirit and with thanksgiving (Eph. 5:18-20; Col. 3:16; see also Ps.
7:17; 1 Cor. 14:15; Phil. 4:4).
How perfectly beautiful the lives of God’s people would be, if they
would only listen to the injunction of James not to be man-centered, nor
worldly minded, but God-centered and heavenly minded in both their afflictions and their prosperity. Inasmuch as all of life is either a matter of poverty
or riches, all of the Christian life would consist of either prayer or praise.
There would be neither time nor energy left for anything else. Against this
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backdrop it is difficult to miss the propriety of the “Above else!” At this point
it has come fully into its own. Unfettered God-centeredness spells either
prayer or praise, and this, in turn, truly spells heaven on earth either way.
Nothing ranks “Above” this!
In the words of one commentator, “This is the perfection of Christianity
to carry an equal pious mind in unequal conditions. Paul had learned to walk
up-hill and down-hill with the same spirit and the same pace (Phil. 4:10) ... It
is the mighty power of grace to keep the soul in an equal temper ... In misery
the duty is prayer, in prosperity, giving of thanks ... Prayer is the best remedy
for sorrows ... Singing to God’s praise is the proper duty in times of comforts
... We would have mercy in the morning, but usually (and regrettably) we
forget praise at night ... Singing of Psalms is a duty of the Gospel (Ps. 95:1-2;
108:3; Mt. 26:30; Acts 16:25)” (Manton,141-142).
Against this backdrop the reason for the failure of nine out of ten lepers
who are healed to sing God’s praises and to give thanks to Jesus (Lk. 17:1119) may become transparent. They all want mercy (Lk. 17:13), which is the
display of God’s goodness in terminal cases, whether physical or spiritual.
The reception of mercy is apparently the only way to heartfelt and full-blown
praise and thanksgiving. They all received the mercy for which they petitioned. But why, then, did only one of them, and a Samaritan at that, return
and overflowed with praise and thanksgiving? Is it because members of the
covenant routinely believe that they deserve mercy, that they had it coming,
that God owes it to them? Or is it because they asked for mercy, possibly with
the intention to squander it upon their lust, or simply to scratch their own itch
(Jam. 4:3)?
In the light of our James’ context it may well be the latter. It also could
be both. After all, exuberant worshipers who pour out their hearts, lives and
possessions in praise to God in public and without embarrassment will come
from East and West, while the “sons and daughters of the Kingdom” will be
thrown into outer darkness (Mt. 2:11; 8:11-12).
But whatever the case, it forces us to recognize that only God-centered
prayer in troublous times and conditions, whether it is for mercy or otherwise,
will produce God-centered praise and thanksgiving at cheerful occasions and
in cheerful circumstances! The fact that the offspring of the Kingdom is consigned to hell, according to Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew provides depth
perspective for James’ reminder of condemnation in James 5:12. Quite apparently there is only counterfeit God-centerednes, whether this is evidenced by
destructive oaths or otherwise, and true God-centeredness, which will be on
display in exuberant worship, with all that either one ultimately entails. There
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is no alternative, no in between, no middle way, and no alternate ultimate
ending!

Topical Focus # 19: Worship
According to Revelation 4:8-11, further corroborated by Revelation 5:9-14, a truly
biblical worship has two preparatory as well as two constituent elements. These will
now be introduced to provide the larger biblical context for James 5:13. Incidentally,
as has been mentioned already, the two preparatory elements are prerequisite for the
two constituent elements, just as University or College 101 and 201 are prerequisite
for University or College 301 and 401.

1. Vision of the Holiness of God
The first preparatory element is a vision of the holiness of God and the exultation of
God in his holiness (Rev. 4:8). Holiness may well be the hub of the divine perfections.
No other attribute is repeated three times, let alone in two contexts, Isaiah 6:3 and
Revelation 4:8. This includes attributes such as love, grace, and mercy. Furthermore,
only holiness can be combined with all other perfections. There is holy love and holy
wrath, a holy heaven and a holy hell. But loving wrath and wrathful love are contradiction in terms. So are heavenly hell and hellish heaven. In this light the observation
of Jonathan Edwards must be endorsed that someone who has not loved God for his
holiness has never truly loved God.
When God is only loved for his love, necessary and noble as that is in itself, the
time will come that the "why’s" will rise up in one's heart. Divine providences that
tend to push all men to the breaking point at one time or another (Jam. 1:2) will precipitate cries such as, "Why, oh God? Do you not love me anymore?" Such cries,
however tempting, are indicative of a mancentered attitude and preclude worship,
which is God-centered. In fact, the "why’s" addressed to, if not hurled against, God
will silence the worship of God by definition. To love God centrally for his holiness is
to escape that trap. In the light of the awesome purity of God man sees himself in his
ruined state (Is. 6:5), which admittedly deserves eternal damnation. In the face of any
providence of God, even the kind that seemingly presses the last drop of blood out of
an individual, the response of anyone who acknowledges his ruined state as his own
fault and damnation as his just desert will never be "Why?" but rather "Why not?"
This response, and this response alone, which cannot be produced except through a
vision of God in His holiness, will pave the way for the worship that God seeks (John
4:23) and with which he is satisfied.
In fact, the love for God in his holiness always goes hand in hand with a desire
for holiness before God. That ultimately will produce thankfulness, not just in spite of
or in the circumstances, but because of the circumstances. After all, everything in the
lives of those who love God is designed for their good, namely their conformity to the
image of Christ, that is, their sanctification (Rom. 8:28-29). Clearly never do or can
"bad" things happen to “good” (regenerate) people. Nevertheless to complain that
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something bad is happening to "me" is to imply that "I" am a “bad” (unregenerate)
person. This implies that for God's people there are literally no stumbling blocks to
worship. Everything fosters it!

2. Submission to the Dominion of God
The second preparatory element is "to fall down" before God (Rev. 4:10). This is routinely presented in Scripture as introductory to the worship of God (Mt. 2:11; 4:9; Rev.
5:8, 14; 7:11; 11:16). It was also customary procedure for anyone who both in ancient
and more contemporary times appeared before absolute monarchs or emperors. It
spelled total and radical submission. To lift up one's head in the presence of the ruler
would mean a quick and certain death. Not only would "why's" never be tolerated, but
any kind of rebellion, opposition, refusal to obey, or even bad attitude in carrying out
orders would be dealt with in a summary fashion.
If the "worship" of earthly rulers already requires such kind of submission, how
much more should it be bound up with the worship of the Ruler of the Universe. Any
reservations, any ifs, ands or buts, any question marks are intolerable and unthinkable.
It is needless to say that only total and radical submission is conducive to biblical worship. Anything else will break up, if not destroy, the worship of God. Whenever mancenteredness prevails, anything God-centered and God-ward will vanish. In terms of
both preparatory elements, preaching clearly has its task cut out for it.

3. Surrender of Everything to God
The first constituent element of worship is "to cast one's crowns before the throne"
(Rev. 4:10). This is worship in deed. Believers are crowned with many gifts. They may
have received the "crown" of health, of strength, of studies, of a vocation, of a profession, of a spouse, of children, of energy, of time, of reputation, of money, of luxury, of
wealth, of possessions, of a home, of an automobile, of friendships, of vacation. The
list is potentially endless. It should and does cover all that life offers, has to offer, and
will offer.
In acceptable worship all those "crowns" are handed over, indeed, immediately
returned to God upon receipt, unequivocally and without holding anything back.
Nebuchadnezzar is a prime example. When his kingdom in all its "golden" glory is restored to him, he for all practical purposes hands it right back to God (Dan. 4:34-37).
He confesses God's sovereignty and does not ask, "Why?" He submits to his dominion
and does not chafe under it, nor seek to escape it. No wonder that he concludes with
worship.
In fact, when God removes anything from any believer at any time from the simplest and minutest to the biggest and most precious item, (anticipated) event or even
person, he simply says, "Thank You" for the "crown" that had been presented to him
as a gift in the first place. To be content (Phil. 4:11), yes to be thankful (1 Thess. 5:18),
indeed to rejoice (Phil. 4:4; 1 Thess. 5:16) in God's "Thank You's" is the (only!?) evidence that a truly acceptable worship has taken place. Any other response does and
will fall short of it. This corresponds with the summons of James 1:2!
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4. “Outbreak” in Praise to God
The second constituent element is worship in words. This is the crowning piece. It has
astutely been observed that from one perspective worship and love are identical in
structure. Love that is not expressed is not love. In fact, the expression of love belongs
to the essence of love. Genuine love cannot be contained. It finds its way out into the
open in words. Whether they are creative words, moving words, simple words, depends upon the gifts, mood, and temperament of the lover. Similarly, the verbal expression of worship belongs to the essence, indeed is the pinnacle of worship. True
worshipers "speak" (Rev. 4:10-11), "sing" (Rev. 5:9), "say with a loud voice" (Rev.
5:12), and "keep saying 'Amen'" in ever recurring waves (Rev. 5:14). More often than
not they cannot even keep their hands next to their bodies. They cannot contain themselves, and lift up their hands as a symbol of their total surrender (Ps. 141:2; 1 Tim.
2:8) as they praise God in language that wells up from the heart.

Conclusion
Clearly, in acceptable worship the worshipers give it all as well as their all to God. All
their crowns are surrendered to God. They do not keep anything or anyone for themselves and therefore have nothing and no one left, not even their own persons or their
own lives. If God entrusts them with anything or anyone, they function as stewards
and not as owners. Everything and everyone is acknowledged as belonging to God.
Furthermore, they give all as well as all possible worth to God. All their words of
praise are offered up to God. Again they have nothing left for anything or for anyone,
not for people, including their wives, husbands or children, nor for items, including
their prized possessions, and not for events, including the highlights of life. At the
same time, if any worth is to flow to any person, item or event, it is only to the extent
that God bends the stream of worth to that person, item or event. All original worth
belongs to God. Only indirect worth can be attributed to anyone and anything else.
When God “recalls” any one, any item, or any event, he exercises the prerogatives of the ownership over that person, item, or event that has been handed over to
him in heartfelt surrender. This dries up the stream of worth toward that person, item
or event that has been dedicated to him in joyful praise. What is the response of the
believer? If the "why not’s” have replaced the "why's," if submission has been substituted for rebellion, if genuine surrender has taken place, and if true praise has been offered up, any recall, whether partial or total, painful or even "devastating," will be recognized as constituting a "Thank you" on God's part. In this context it should be remembered that on the part of an honest giver there is no greater joy than to hear a
heartfelt “Thank You” on the part of the recipient of his gift. That is why on the genuine worshiper's part God’s “Thank You” cannot but evoke the greatest of contentment,
thankfulness, indeed, joy in response. There could not be a better tie in with James 1:2!
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(3) Model of God-centeredness (5:14)
After laying down the ground rules as to how to react to the two basic categories of life, James deals with a particular instance of “poverty.” It is not correct to state that in James 5:13-14 the author deals with three categories, trouble, happiness, and sickness (with Laws, 225; contra Stulac, 180; Nystrom,
304), and that only the third circumstance is treated in detail (Dibelius, 251).
No, there are two categories, trouble (poverty) and cheer (riches). Sickness
(literally, weakness, infirmity, as in Mt. 8:17; Heb. 4:15) is simply a specific
issue that must be subsumed under the general category of “trouble” (So also
Kistemaker, 175).
The Greek term could signify weakness of any and every sort. This
would fit in quite well with the total rainbow of trials that befalls mankind
(1:7-11). But in the light of James 5:15 (Martin, 206) the focus at this juncture is specifically upon physical sickness (Mt. 10:8; 25:36; Lk. 9:2; John
4:46; 5:3; Acts 9:37; Phil. 2:26). Moral weakness (Rom. 4:19; 1 Cor. 8:7; 1112) is not in view in this passage (Johnson, 330). Physical sickness is undoubtedly singled out because it is so prevalent, and may serve more than any
other issue to extrapolate universal principles that help cover the range of
Christian conduct in the area of any and all circumstances that go hand in
hand with human infirmity in general! In a word, James proceeds to give a
partial illustration of a God-centered attitude, by focusing his attention upon
sickness as one of the afflictions, which may befall an individual. How should
we approach this phenomenon that is so much part of the fabric of life? Precisely because it is a universal experience, it fits James’ purpose so well. In
fact, it fits James’ purpose for two reasons. The first one is that it covers everyone. There is no one who has not experienced the sickness James is talking
about. The second one is that it provides a model for dealing with any kind of
“trouble.” It puts on display what “wise (sic!)” methodological as well as
substantive steps to take, in order to enjoy the company of God’s Lady Wisdom the midst of trials of “poverty” and so to obtain Practical Godliness en
route to perfection in. By implication it also indicates not to take any alternate
steps, however tantalizing they may seem, in order to avoid the embrace of
Satan’s “Dame Folly,” that would have us succumb to temptations, and mire
down in wickedness, en route to destruction.
James’ focus, then, is “weakness” of such a grave nature that it renders
the patient “helpless” (Motyer, 194). What is in view is not any ache and
pain, but a serious illness that immobilizes and spells both “great pain” and
corresponding “danger” (Brosend, 153). This may be inferred in the larger
biblical context from two parallel usages of the term (Mt. 10:8; Phil. 2:2627), but even more so in the immediate context from the next verse, which
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speaks of someone who “labors” under a disease. Serious sickness is an occurrence from which followers of Christ are not exempt (2 Cor. 12:7-9; Phil.
2:27). Members of the covenant community, however, who are “under the
physical gun,” or under any potentially “deadly” gun for that matter, should
not respond in hopelessness and despair, as if there is nothing that can be
done. There is something that they can do. They can pray. In fact, they must
turn to prayer. Their helplessness is the incentive to pray as their only (intermediate) hope (Stulac, 180). Further, since as members of the covenant community they are intertwined with their leaders and their fellow members, they
must avail themselves of both. In the later context the membership enters into
the picture, in the present context the eldership.
They must first call “the elders of the Church” (See Acts 20:28 for the
same phraseology) as the representatives and channels of God’s authority and
care (See also Gen. 20:7; 2 Chron. 16:12). In fact, they must “summon” them
(Brosend, 153). These elders are not “professional healers” (Zodhiates, III,
122; Phillips, 186). Across the board they are involved in the life of the congregation (Acts 20:28). They are the overseers, shepherd-teachers of the local
church, given by Christ to have the pastoral oversight and provide caring rule
over the membership, channeling all the benefits of his cross and resurrection
to each believer.366 They look after the total welfare of the church members,
which apparently includes not only incessantly and passionately guarding and
feeding them by means of the Word (Acts 20:17-35), but also physical compassion and care. This is why they must pray over the sick as part of the discharge of the duties of their office. This is not simply a diaconal function,
since they must also inquire into the spiritual state of the sick and take the
measure of their practical godliness.367 In general this prayer can be accompanied either by bodily touch (1 Ki. 17:21; 2 Ki. 4:24; Acts 20:10) or by the
laying on of hands (Mk. 16:17-18; Acts 28:8). Further, anointing with oil
must accompany the prayers of the elders as well. This phenomenon, although only mentioned one other time in Scripture (Mk. 6:13), apparently
was a routine occurrence. Finally, all this must be done in the name of the
Lord which spells divine authority as well as human mediation (Mk. 16:7;
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The terms elder, pastor-teacher, overseer, are used promiscuously in Scripture and all refer
to the same office. Further, “rule” and “care” are two sides of one coin, and are partly synonymous. The Greek uses the same word for both. Still, while “to care” is not always “to
rule,” “to rule is invariably “to care.”
367
Of course, this must go hand in hand with other diaconal services, as these are needed.
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Acts 3:6, 16). James clearly indicates that physical healing may, if not must,
be expected.368
In short, in the past God (1) clustered “miracles round the apostles as a
sign to authenticate their unique ministry (e.g., 2 Cor. 12:12; Heb. 2:3-4),” (2)
granted “exceptional acts” to “’great’ prophets” throughout the history of redemption (Acts 14:3), and (3) graced individuals with “the gift of healing.”
But in the present setting the ministry to the sick, “in doctrine and practice” is
“exercised by those ... on the helm of the local church, the elders,” and is
therefore available in every local congregation (Motyer, 190).
The notion of “anointing with oil” requires further comment. It has been
argued that “The oil used for anointing ... is the common olive oil that is
widely used for medicinal purposes” (Johnson, 343; so also Grosheide, 1955,
412), especially in “oil baths as the best of remedies for paralysis” (Burdick,
204). “In Luke’s parable of the Samaritan oil and wine are poured into the
injured man’s wounds (Lk. 10:34)” (Johnson, 331; Nystrom, 306; Maier, 110;
see also Num. 14:12, 15; Is. 1:6). Some regard it to be exclusively (!) a form
of physical therapy. After all, the Greek verb (aleipho) means “to rub
(down),” in order “to stimulate,” and is invariably used in a “mundane and
secular,” especially in the context of athletes (Adams, 134; see also Zodhiates, III, 123, with a reference to Mk. 16:1; Lk. 7:38; 46; John 11:2; 12:3).
This is said to favor the therapeutic view. A sacred and religious context
would have required a different Greek verb (chrio) (Zodhiates, III, 123, with
a reference to Mk. 16:1; Lk 4:18; Acts 4:27 10:38; 2 Cor. 1:21; Heb. 1:9;
Burdick, 204).
However, there is definitely no general agreement on all this. One commentator argues forcefully that oil as “a usual (customary) symbol of divine
grace ... was not used as an instrument, but as a symbol of the cure,” and
therefore strongly opposes the medicinal use of the term (Manton, 447). Others agree that James aims at a symbolic act, although they are more cautious
in expressing their views. The use of oil, then, simply emphasizes that healing
comes from God through His Spirit on the basis of the work of Christ (Mk.
6:13) (Nystrom, 306). The Greek verb certainly does not rule this out, since at
times it is used in Scripture to indicate a “symbolic action” (Ex. 29:7; 40:15;
Num. 35:25; 1 Sam. 9:16; 10:1; 16:12) (Martin, 209; Grünzweig, 171; Maier,
110). According to one commentator, “Oil is mentioned to certify the interest
of God in human need and to suggest a mood of ‘joy’ in the midst of trial and
divine purpose in suffering ... a mark of honor and joy derived from God’s
368

The Greek verb iaomai can stand for both spiritual and physical healing. In the NT, however, it always refers to physical healing, when not used in an OT quotation (Moo, 1985,
184).
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electing mercy ... (Deut. 28:4; Is. 25:6-7; 61:3; Am. 6:6; Mic. 6:15; Ps. 23:5;
45:8; 92:11; 133:2; Prov. 29:7; Eccl. 9:8; Mt. 6:17; 26:6-13; Lk. 7:36-50) ...
the elders bring and apply to the afflicted one the outward tangible sign of
God’s covenant faithfulness in regard to human distress, and the pledge that,
in adversity and in happiness, God’s plan does not miscarry” (Martin, 202).
And in the words of another, “Oil was certainly used in the ancient world as
medicine (cf. Psalm 55:21; Lk. 10:34). There is, however, no indication of
any medicinal use in James 5:14, particularly when the contextual emphasis
on effectual prayer and the power of the Lord is given its full weight. James is
not talking about the calling of a physician and taking the prescribed medicine: he is describing how the ministry of intercessory prayer is to be exercised in the case of believers who are ill ... Oil is clearly used as a symbol that
encourages faith and not some kind of magic potion (Mark 6:13). In this light,
anointing the sick with oil today can only have relevance as a symbol of the
grace of God, which alone is the source and power of the healing for which
prayer is offered. The anointing cannot be regarded as either essential or effectual in itself” (Keddie, 212).369
On balance, the proponents of the symbolical use of oil appear to have
the stronger argument. First, there is no evidence of the universal application
of medicinal oil in the case of each sickness. This makes it unlikely that
James would require such application. Second, the early Church used the
term euchelaion, a combination of prayer and oil, which clearly suggests a
symbolical activity. Third, the use of the term aleipho may merely imply that
there was some physical action involved. Apparently aleipho occurs 20 times
in the Septuagint, in several instances in a symbolical sense (Ex. 40:15; Num.
3:3), and chrio 78 times, but neither one ever for medicinal purposes. At the
same time aleipho always requires a physical application, even if it is not medicinal, also in the NT (John 11:2; 12:3), while chrio never requires a physical procedure (See Burdick, 177-179, for this overview).
However, whatever explanation one takes, two things should be clear.
First, it is the “fervent request offered in faith,” and “not the anointing that
makes the sick person well” and raises him up from his sickbed (Nystrom,
306-307). Man may, in fact, must anoint, but God restores to health (Zodhiates, III, 125, 139). The next verse adds that it is the faith of the elders, and
not of the sick person, that makes the difference! Second, James teaches dependence upon God for healing. After all, the anointing must be done in the
369

Tasker, 130-131, holds that oil has been known to have curative power. However, because
of the breadth of the injunction to anoint with oil in this context, he is of the opinion that this
procedure was an accompaniment of miraculous healings that were not infrequent in the early
Church as a vindication of the truth of the Christian Gospel, although it was not a necessary
accompaniment of such healings.
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name of the Lord! This may well be remembered in today’s sophisticated society with its wide range of medications. One should always turn to the Lord
through the Church as the source of all healing, even if doctors are used as the
agents, and medication as the instrument of healing. In short, it is not biblical
to depend on God and in the process to despise or ignore doctors and medication. On the other hand, it is equally unbiblical to turn to doctors and medicine, and to despise and ignore God as the source of all gifts, including healing. Also here the formula applies: 100% God + 100% man = 100%, with the
understanding that however much the 100% God and the 100% man are simultaneous, God’s 100% always has the primacy.
It is significant to note that none of the proponents of the symbolical
meaning elevates “anointing with oil” to a (semi-)sacramental level as if it is
a command, which must be obeyed in each instance of sickness in order for
any healing to occur, and for that reason must, and will, by definition be
obeyed by faithful, godly elders.370 They apparently allow for some flexibility. It is interesting to recognize that Christ does not prescribe it himself when
he sends out his apostles and confers the power of healing upon them (Mt.
10:8; Mk. 16:18). However, there is no direct parallel between the apostles,
on the one hand, and the elders, on the other. The apostles function as a Godgiven “cause to an effect,” the elders as a “means to a God-given end.” In
short, the apostles have delegated power to heal. God grants them this power.
In the context of the elders, however, God retains the prerogative of dispensing healing at his discretion. The final decision remains in his hands. It could
be that this is the reason why “anointing with oil” is introduced in this context. At any rate, from what we have seen thus far we may conclude that this
“anointing” should be practiced whenever necessary and wherever possible as
a rite that proves to be neither sacramental nor simply optional.371
After this general overview of the biblical teaching, we must return to
the present passage for important details.

370

Of course, the Romanist sacramental view of the so-called Extreme Unction must be rejected out of hand. Motyer, 191-192, argues persuasively that James 5:14-15 has nothing to
do with this construct. In fact, according to Motyer “Extreme Unction” is “an unwarranted
ecclesiastical superstition,” “wildly astray from the scriptural understanding of sin and forgiveness,” and “reverses the priorities which James sets out.” Contrary to the Romanist construct “James’ primary emphasis is the healing of the sick and not the reference to sin,” and
“the ministry of the elders in prayer and anointing is designed for healing and restoration of
earthly life,” and not “preparation for death.”
371
All kinds of activities in the NT must take place in the name of the Lord, baptism (Acts
2:38; 8:16; 10:48), suffering (Acts 15:26; 21:13), expelling demons (Acts 19:13) as well as
healing the sick (Acts 3:6; 4:10)!
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First, the faith that accompanies prayer in this section is not attributed to
the sick, but to the elders of the Church! Therefore it is not warranted to conclude that the absence of healing originates in culpable lack of faith on the
part of the sick. As I argue below, in general healing may be anticipated. But
it should be remembered that not even in the case of the apostles indiscriminate healing prevails (Phil. 2:27; 2 Tim. 4:20; 2 Cor. 12:7-9).
Second, there is no evidence of the presence of (a certain kind of) faith
as a “special revelation or persuasion of success” (contra Manton, 453), or a
“specialized spiritual gift.” Apparently “James envisions a spiritual power
available to the Church and exercised through the elders ... Agreement among
Christians would unleash power for answered prayer (Mt. 18:19, 20; John
15:7,-17)” (Stulac, 183).
Third, elders were men of recognized authority (Acts 11:30; 14:23;
20:17; 21:18; Tit. 1:5-9; 1 Pet. 5:1-4). They are the “official leaders” (Johnson, 330) of the local assembly (Acts 15:22, 41; 1 Cor. 4:17; Phil. 4:15). It
can be expected from them that they portray the same confidence as Daniel’s
three friends, about to be thrown in the fire. As I already indicated, these
friends were brimful with confidence that their God would come to the rescue
and that therefore the fire would not consume them. At the same time, their
confidence was not presumption. This became abundantly clear when they
added, “But if God sees fit not to rescue us, ‘no sweat’” (Dan. 3:18). But
more about these three friends below!
Fourth, to call (literally, summon) the elders of the Church is to indicate
that God is the source of all that man needs, including healing, and to recognize that the assembly is the channel through which the supplies flow. Their
function is not simply in general for the purpose of consolation in distress,
and in particular to aid a disturbed sufferer in the articulation of, and the concentration upon, prayer (Tasker, 129). No, the function of the elders has much
more to it. As his representatives they are “the authorized pipeline” from God
to man, up to the present day. To turn to them, therefore, is to turn to God!
Fifth, it ought to be noted that the initiative rests with the persons who
are sick. If they do not call the elders, they have only themselves to blame
when no one shows up. In fact, the original Greek indicates that they must
summon the elders. Further, when they call, the elders have no choice. They
must come!
Sixth, both the prayers and the accompanying anointing must be done in
the name of the Lord. This is the ground of all prayer (Lk. 10:17; Acts 16:18).
It points to Christ’s authority and ability as the ascended Lord. If prayer in the
name of Christ is simultaneously prayer according to the Word of God as the
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content of prayer, there may be total certainty that the prayers will be answered, in fact, are answered already (John 14:13-14; 1 John 5:14). As James
5:15 indicates the anointing is not magical. Prayer, not the anointing, heals
the sick.
One commentator is of the opinion that James combats a mean spirit in
the congregation, which takes a dim view of the presence, and the burden (!),
of the sick in the Church. In a climate, in which a survival of the fittest mentality rules the roost (Jam. 3:1ff), a destructive envy is prevalent (Jam.
3:13ff), and the possibility of murder cannot be ruled out (James 4:1ff), the
tendency must pretty well be to eliminate the sick, to let them fall by the wayside, and at least to isolate them from the rest of the congregation. Such
physical and social alienation is the natural reflex of the survival of the fittest
mentality, and cannot but result in spiritual alienation. In this context James is
said to empower the sick so that they will be treated properly. They are told to
summon (!) the elders with a view to praying, confessing, and correcting
speech (Johnson, 342-343).
This proposal is not devoid of ingenuity. However, it also appears farfetched. After all, there is no evidence for this in the text whatsoever. No,
there is a much better alternate interpretation. James does not address the
congregation with guidelines how to handle the sick (more) appropriately.
Rather, he shares with the sick in the congregation in great detail the procedure as to how to deal with their specific kind of “poverty” (See also Jam.
1:9).
In other words, one element in the broad range of trials receives special
and individual attention. Since this element is at the same time one segment
of “weakness” in general, one can extrapolate universal principles from it that
indicate the procedure as to how to deal with any and all “poverty” and any
and all “weakness.” Central in such procedure are the elders of the Church as
the representatives of God. One indispensable concomitant is prayer. A second concomitant is anointing with oil, either as a God-given physical means
that is expected to contribute to the healing process, or as a symbol of the
presence of God as the generous source of all gifts, including health. The implications of these concomitants for the treatment of other “poverties” and
“weaknesses” are evident. They do not need to be spelled out.
However, (1) prayer and (2) anointing with oil are not the only concomitants. More are introduced in the succeeding verses, such as (3) communal confession and (4) corrective confrontation. James appears to offer a
package deal. All aspects and phases of this “package deal” can and should
accompany all Christians throughout their lives. In short, for Christians to
thrive spiritually the prayer of the Church elders, the symbolical presence of
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God (or the appropriate human agency), personal confession and community
confrontation, are all essential, never as a man-made cause to a mandetermined effect, but certainly as the God-ordained means to the Godordained end. Still as such God-ordained means their operational presence is
indispensable for any profit, sheer profit, both temporal and eternal, to materialize! To be sure, “I cannot make the flow of heavenly life happen, but I can
stop it. If I refuse to be an open conduit for God’s power to come into a person, it will stop” (Richard Foster, quoted in Nystrom, 317). In short, if the
heavenly flow is present, I have only God to thank. If it is absent, I have only
myself to blame! A truly and thoroughly biblical reminder that is worth turning to on a daily basis, if not more frequently!

b. Effectiveness of a God-centered Attitude (5:15-18)
(15) And the prayer of faith will save the sick person, and the
Lord will raise him up. And if he has committed sin, he will be
forgiven. (16) So confess your sins to each other, and pray for
each other, so that you would be healed. The energized prayer
of a righteous man is very powerful. (17) Elijah was a human
being just like we are, and he prayed earnestly that it would not
rain, and it did not rain on the earth for three years and six
months. (18) And he prayed again, and the heaven gave rain
and the earth produced its fruit.

(1) Power of Prayer (5:15-16)
According to James, the prayer of faith will “save” the sick. The word “save”
in this, as well as other contexts, means “restore to health” (Mt. 9:21-22; Mk.
5:34; 6:56; 10:52; see also Burdick, 181), even if in the two previous times
that this term occurs in James (Jam. 1:21 and 2:14) it signifies spiritual salvation.372 Similarly, the phrase, “the Lord will raise him up,” aims at physical
recovery as well (Mt. 8:15; 9:5-7; Mk. 1:31; 2:9,12; 3:3; 5:41; 10:49; Lk.
5:23-24; 7:14; 8:54; John 5:8; 11:29) (See also Nystrom, 307). At times it is
viewed as a precursor and proof of the spiritual salvation in Jesus (Acts 3:16;
4:10-12.). But it should not be identified with the latter.
Note the following considerations in the explanation of James 5:15.
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According to Brosend, 154, “The term ‘save’ (sozo) is used almost interchangeably in the
NT for healing (e.g., Mk. 6:56), physical deliverance (e.g., Acts 27:20), spiritual salvation
(e.g., John 3:17), and the occasional fascinating mix of all three (e.g., Mk. 5:34).” Furthermore, “The uses of egeiro extend from ‘waking up’ (Mk. 4:27) to the resurrection from the
dead (1 Cor. 15:15); it is also used for physical healing (John 5:8).” And finally, “The overtones, however, of combining sozo and egeiro are decidedly soteriological.”
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First, James’ focus here is the faith of the ones who pray, that is, the
faith of the elders of the Church (PHDavids, 194; Martin, 209) or other members of the broader covenant community (Dibelius, 256). No reference is
made to the faith of the sick! Of course, the latter is far from unimportant
(Mt. 9:29; Mk. 5:34). In fact, there is an undeniable and telling parallel that
we better keep in mind. But it does not come into the picture in this passage.
Second, what comes into view here, according to some, is a special kind
of faith as a special gift of God. This provides the praying persons with the
confidence that healing will come, even if this confidence not necessarily accompanies every prayer. “In many instances, the elders may not be given
faith” (R.A. Torrey, Divine Healing, Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, n.d.,
18; see also 2 Ki. 13:14, where God’s providence, and 2 Cor. 12:7-9, where
God’s wisdom, does not allow room for healing). It appears more natural,
however, that the faith in this passage is the same faith that is mentioned in
James 1:6. This is not the faith of the “name it/claim it” philosophy. Neither
is it a faith that frees from all hardships and deprivation (Stulac, 182). It is a
faith which holds with rocklike certainty that the answers will provide believers who are en route to perfection with strength and wisdom to see all testings
through to their intended goal (Stulac, 185). At the same time, it is a faith that
in the framework of the commands and promises of God has dispelled all
subjective doubts to that effect and displays this in its prayers (See Jam. 1:6).
As has been mentioned before, the three friends of Daniel are shining examples of such faith that is unwavering without being presumptuous (Dan 3:1618). They are “absolutely certain” that God will deliver them from the blazing
furnace. They also indicate absolute surrender to God’s final disposition of
the matter. (Their obedience does not depend upon their rescue!) Here is another example of the complementarity of truth, 100% certainty + 100% surrender = 100%, that does not fit into the human brain, but fits snugly in the
regenerate heart.
There is clearly a difference between strong (Gen. 15:6; Mt. 8:10; Lk.
5:20; Rom. 4:20) and weak (Mt. 6:30; Lk. 8:24) faith in Scripture. Since faith
is a means to an end, it stands to reason its impact varies according to its
strength or weakness (Josh. 1:3-7; Judg. 1:12-36). The covenant community,
but especially its elders in this context, may never forget this. However
strange this may sound, James clearly indicates that in a real sense they have
the future of the sick in their hands. Their faith is decisive. They may not waver (See also Jam. 1:6-7). To be sure, if the elders are effective (and “successful”) in their prayers, they have only God and his promises to thank. But if
they are not, there are two possibilities. They either have themselves to
blame, if they do not display unwavering faith. This is a clear biblical pattern
(See Heb. 3:18-4:2)! Or, it is God’s final disposition that comes into play and
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“overrules.” But the elders can only be assured of the latter, if they know they
displayed unwavering faith! In that case, of course, they are not blameworthy.
Incidentally, the same biblical reasoning should be applied to the sick themselves. They must show unwavering faith in the healing power of God (Mk.
5:34). When in this scenario God disposes differently, no one may blame
them, contrary to much unbiblical thinking. At the same time, when they waver, they can and must blame themselves (Jam. 1:6)
At any rate, it may well be that only a Church in a Revival state can and
will produce the type of elders who are capable of the unwavering faith James
is talking about (Jam. 1:6; 5:15). This faith is comparable to that of David in
his conquests of ferocious beasts and ferocious men (1 Sam. 17:37), or possibly even more apropos in this context, to that of an Elijah who twice prayed
up a storm, first a duststorm and then a rainstorm (1 Jam. 5:17; for details, see
my Commentary below). If this is the case, one general look at today’s eldership could well “force” the Church to enter into the by now “proverbial” Recovery mode that would return them to the “height” from which they have
historically fallen (Rev. 2: 5)!
Third, to underscore and enlarge on all this, if the faith of James 5:15 is,
indeed, the faith of James 1:6 (So Johnson, 332; Brosend, 154, 163), the ones
who pray, whether they are elders in the Church or others in the community,
may not gloss over, make light of, excuse, justify or “normalize” the absence
of such faith (Mk. 2:5; 7:29; 8:8; 9:24; Heb. 10:22). After all, it is the “unqualified” embrace of God’s Word (Zodhiates, III, 138). Either the faith of
James 1:6 is present (See in this context especially Mk. 5:34), or the charge of
“double-mindedness” kicks in. So at times lack of faith may, indeed, be the
culprit, when no answers are forthcoming (contra Burdick, 186). Just like
other sins, unbelief (Mt. 17:17), or quenching the Spirit (1 Thess. 5:19), are
not beyond either elders in particular or believers in general.
By the same token, one thing must always be remembered. While the
prayers of righteous men “accomplish much,” they apparently do not always
accomplish “everything” (Jam. 5:16). This may be due to sin in the life of the
sick (Jam. 5:15), which, then, must be dealt with immediately. It also may be
due to God’s refusal to answer prayers affirmatively. The latter does not necessarily compromise the faith of the elders or the praying community. After
all, the last sickness is always terminal. Eventually all Christians are called
home! When this time arrives, biblical realism demands that the focus shifts
from the prayer for healing to the preparation for home-coming. Nevertheless,
“as a rule of thumb” confident prayer in the name of the Lord will be instrumental to restore the sick, and to raise them from their sickbed. Besides, ter-
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minal sicknesses, that require a shift of focus from abundance in life to abundance in death, are usually quite easy to spot.
Fourth, generally speaking, then, there may be, indeed, must be total
confidence that both leadership and community prayers will be answered by
our generous God when they are offered up communally (Mt. 18:19) in the
name of the King (John 14:13-14), and are based upon the will of God,
whether an explicit promise or precept (1 John 5:14-15).373 This confidence is
solidified, especially when and if it is bound up with individual and corporate
holiness of life (1 John 3:19-24).374
Fifth, there also may be a general confidence when the prayers are offered up in the spirit of the promises and the precepts, and are generally based
upon who God is, and what God customarily does. By way of illustration,
prayers for the salvation of sinners, based upon the mercy of God, or prayers
for the productivity of a farm, based upon the providence of God, may generally carry that type of confidence. Of course, this does not imply an ironclad
guarantee that the prayers will be answered affirmatively in each instance.
The reason is simple. The promises of God do not reach that far. So to insist
on it would be to exceed the boundaries of the promises of God.
Sixth, whether it is ever justified to claim a private confidence--as a special gift of God--, that he will answer a specific petition, apart from a specific
promise or precept, is a difficult question. The present writer has encountered
several instances of such claim. However, there does not seem to be a Biblical precedence. Therefore a word of caution would be always in place. Nevertheless, it appears the better part of wisdom not to attempt to destroy such
confidence, unless it is biblically preposterous or potentially harmful. Clearly
“confidence” of the latter two stripes is totally misplaced and eventually will
more likely than not precipitate a serious crisis. Of course, one may always
suspend judgment about the trustworthiness or propriety of such claim, and
carefully voice one’s opinion to that effect. On the other hand, someone who
claims to have received a private confidence is well advised not to force this
upon others. If, furthermore, they walk in the footsteps of the three friends of
Daniel, they will not fall apart, when such confidence proves to be without
foundation.
Seventh, in this context James does not necessarily speak about miraculous healing (Burdick, 182). Consequently, the prayers of the elders do not
373

A word of caution is in place! God’s will here is not the man-centered and ethereal socalled “Perfect or Ideal Will of God for one’s life” (contra Burdick, 186). As I have argued
already at length in Topical Focus # 16 in the context of James 4:15, this is an unbiblical
construct, and does not exist.
374
See for all this also Topical Focus # 6: Prayer in the context of James 1: 5.
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necessarily preclude the use of means (Ex. 15:25; 2 Ki. 20:7; Is. 38:4-5; Col.
4:14; 1 Tim. 5:23).
Eighth, it is not the oil, or the anointing, or the believing prayer that is
the healing power. No, it is the Lord who will raise the sick! Only He can
raise them back to health.
Ninth, sickness is not necessarily a result of specific sins (John 9:1-5),
even if it is always the consequence of sin-in-general. At times its presence
simply serves the purposes of God, to learn humility (2 Cor. 12:7-10; Gal.
4:13-15) or to promote his glory (Job 1-2; John 9:3). However, it is clear from
James 5:15b that sin may well play a role, in fact, be a contributing cause of
sickness. In that case “sickness and distress are (either) a direct result of sin”
(Johnson, 333; see also 2 Chron. 7:14; Ps. 32:5; 38:3; 139:23-24; 1 Cor.
11:29-30; Jam. 5:5b-16), or an indirect consequence of factors such as demonic influence, a questionable way of life, substance abuse or otherwise
(Nystrom, 310). This certainly should not be ruled out by definition, since
Scripture is replete with examples to that effect (Deut. 28:21ff; Ps. 38:1-8;
Ezek. 18:1-29; Mt. 9:2; Mk. 2:5ff; John 5:14; 1 Cor. 11:30). Of course, it can
be concluded from all this that certain sicknesses can be prevented by the assimilation of God’s Word (Prov. 4:20-22; Am. 8:11), a life of selfexamination (1 Cor. 11:30), a healthy lifestyle (Prov. 19:2; Is. 28:16: 1 Cor.
9:25), or otherwise. If preventable sicknesses strike anyway, God’s people, as
we shall see further below, may have to humble themselves (Lev. 26:41; 2
Chron. 7:14; Ps. 119:75; Heb. 12:11), confess their sins (Ps. 32:5; 51:4-5;
Prov. 28:13; Jer. 3:13; 1 John 1:9), either privately (2 Sam. 12:13; Mt. 5:24),
or publicly (Lev. 16:21; Neh. 9:3; Mt. 3:16; Acts 19:18), and in holiness of
life (Gen. 32:26; Prov. 21:27; Hos. 12:4; Lk. 11:8; John 9:31; Heb. 11:4) pray
fervently for individual and corporate healing (2 Chron. 7:14; Jam. 5:13,16).
At any rate, in the present context James is not speaking of man’s sinful
condition in general, such as expressed by Proverbs 20:9, “Who can say, I
have made my heart clean, I am pure from my sin?” No, he has specific sins
in mind that got God’s attention in a tangible way, possibly the various sins
James has already condemned, such ill treatment of the poor, favoritism, failure to do good, etc. (Manton, 454)! Of course, it is understood that one man’s
faith can only lead to another man’s healing, when through the prayer of the
one the heart of the other breaks as an intermediate step (Manton, 454).
Tenth, there is no doubt that in the larger context of Scripture the significance of the faith of the sick is emphasized as well (Mt. 9:22; Mk. 6:56; Acts
3:16). But this is not James’ focus at this juncture. Nevertheless, suffice it to
say that whether it pertains to the faith of the elders or of the sick, God delights in believers according to the faith they possess (and display). This is
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clearly expressed by Jesus (Mt. 15:28), and more than just implied by James
(Jam. 1:5).
Eleventh, it also ought to be underscored that in the context of Scripture
purposeful holiness is conducive to health and prevents diseases typical of the
culture in which Christians reside (Ex. 15:26; Deut. 28:21-22).
Twelfth, to sum up the preceding in the well-chosen words of one commentator, “The ‘prayer of faith’ should thus be understood not just as a prayer
of petition but as a prayer of praise, a prayer of confession, a prayer for
wholeness. In this believers may need to raise their expectations. The prayer
of faith expects that something will happen. Such prayers do not doubt (Jam.
1:6) and are not of two minds in their requests (Jam. 1:6-8; 4:3), but trust in
God who gives to all generously and without grudging” (Brosend, 163).
Thirteenth, and last but definitely not least, Christians ought to remember that both their forgiveness and healing (Ps. 103:3) does, and should, rest
upon the twofold accomplished work of Christ on the cross as their foundation. He was wounded for our transgressions and was bruised for our iniquities. But he also took our infirmities and healed us by his stripes (Is. 53:4-5;
Mt. 8:17; 1 Pet. 2:24) (Manton, 455-456)!
Especially Matthew 8:17 requires special attention because of its crucial
place in the debate about the essence, function and treatment of sickness.
It does not simply describe the pity and the compassion of the Savior, as
he enters into the condition of sufferers during His walk on earth. This is too
restrictive. Neither does it indicate that every man has the right to receive
healing in every instance. This is too inclusive. Note specifically 1 Cor. 15:13, 1 Tim. 5:23, and 2 Tim. 4:20, where the removal of sickness is not mentioned in the description of the foundation of the Gospel, and therefore as an
inalienable right of the believer!
However, it does teach that healing flows forth from the accomplished
work of the Savior on the cross. In other words, the mediatorial work of the
Savior is the foundation for healing. Just as one may expect the gift of the
forgiveness of sins to be granted, so one may expect the gift of healing to occur. One may appeal to this in prayer as one of the mercies (Ex. 15:26; Phil.
4:9) and promises (1 John 5:14-15) of God to his children.
Nevertheless, just as the fact that Christ carried our sins does not imply
that we will or can display sinless perfection, so the fact that he took our infirmities upon himself does not imply that we universally will or can possess
perfect health. What is the reason? Just as indwelling sin will remain with us
until death, so also our deficient bodies will be with us until death. Besides,
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the last sickness will precipitate our death. Conversely, of course, it may and
should always be cheerfully remembered that just as our death will usher us
into the glory and joy of spiritual perfection, so it spells the transition toward
the same glory and joy of a perfect body (Phil. 3:21). A terminal sickness,
therefore, for whatever reason, is for the true believer not a tragic ending.
Rather it is the glorious beginning of a perfect end!
In James 5:16 the author adds a new dimension, an additional issue of
vital significance to his earlier teaching. It calls for confession, the voicing of
our sorrowful conviction and full agreement in the inner recesses of the soul
pertaining to the biblical diagnosis of our transgressions, that is “coming totally clean,” as an integral part of mortification on man’s part and the indispensable way to pardon from God’s perspective. Here it is placed in the context of restoration to health and forgiveness (Burdick, 183).
There is a clear-cut correlation between confession and forgiveness (Ps.
32:5; 51:3; 119:26; Prov. 28:13; Jer. 3:13; 1 John 1:9) (Manton, 457). Confession, of course, is necessary when we have been offensive to God or man
(Mk. 1:5; Mt. 3:6; Acts 19:18). Hearts that have melted under the convicting
power of the Holy Spirit, are eager to deal with estrangement, to make the
necessary amends and so to heal the breach (Mt. 5:23-24). But such confession becomes an especially urgent matter, when God strikes us with sickness
as a result of our offense (Zodhiates, III, 141, with reference to 1 Cor. 11:30).
It even might preclude death. So, it better be done before one’s condition becomes incurable (Manton, 460). Furthermore, in instances of offense and confrontation confession must be elicited (Mt. 18:15ff; Lk. 17:3). Also, biblical
confession, whether from member to elder, or member to member, should
neither be meaninglessly general nor harmfully detailed. When done properly, it is part of a “cleansing” process that culminates in freedom from guilt,
restoration of joy and renewal of life under the smile of God. From that perspective it has graphically and appropriately been called “the vomit of the
soul” (Curtis Vaughan, quoted in Keddie, 178-179). Once it is out in the
open, it gives instantaneous relief.
However, all this does not exhaust James’ counsel! In this context there
is the additional dimension of ongoing (Martin, 210), communal (Mitton,
203-205), “quantitative” (Zodhiates, III, 150) confession, beyond the mere
circle of the elders. Most commentators agree that in this setting James has a
much more “ambitious,” a more “startling” (Johnson, 334) objective than
what is required in 1 John 1:9 or Luke 17:3-4.
First, James 5:16, in line with James 5:15, implies that the circle of involved parties is wider than either the elders or the offended parties. The elders ought to enter into the picture, but not to the exclusion of congregational
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participation! What comes into view here is the bedrock as well as “transparency” (Johnson, 334) of general accountability. The specific pastoral privilege and responsibility of the elders of the Church is not undermined hereby.
Quite the contrary! It comes into its own by means of the general ministerial
privilege and responsibility of the congregation (Martin, 211). However, congregational accountability is not an end in itself. It serves, and makes perfect
sense only, as the backdrop for intercessory prayer. How can believers truly
pray for each other without knowing each other? And how can they target
their prayers and aim for specific benefits or mercies, if they are oblivious of
the needs, the failures and the hurts, as well as the battles, the challenges, and
the opportunities their fellow believers are experiencing or facing? The
Scripture is replete with instructions for full-orbed and knowledgeable intercessory prayer (Acts 26:29; 27:29; Rom. 9:3; 15:14; 2 Cor. 13:7; 3 John 2).
In short, James’ words constitute a “general instruction” that is directed
to “the general life” of the Church. In the battle against sin “Christian companionship can be a major factor in gaining the victory.” James recommends
his readers to avoid a “lonely struggle against sin,” and “to seek guidance and
strength (in that struggle) through a shared relationship with others.” What is
envisioned, then, is neither a single confession, nor simply a mutual confession, however much a biblical requirement (Mt. 5:24; Lk. 17:4), but a communal confession in a smaller or larger group (Mitton, 204-205). Scripture is
replete with examples of both such public confession (Lev. 16:21; Josh. 7:19;
Neh. 9:3, Mt. 3:6; Acts 19:18), and the insistence that it occur (2 Cor. 2:6; 1
Tim. 5:20; 1 Cor. 5:6; Heb. 12:15).375 Here as well as everywhere else a two375

Motyer, 202, is more restrictive. He argues that confession must be made only to the person(s) against whom one has sinned, and from whom forgiveness must be obtained. Consequently he envisions no more than three scenarios, (1) “secret confession” of a secret sin expressed in secret only to God (Ps. 90:8), (2) “private confession” of a personal sin expressed
in private only to the offended party, and (3) “public confession” of a sin against a community
expressed in public only to this community. He would, therefore, not endorse unburdening
“communal confessions,” whether in a smaller or larger group, as a biblical requirement. In
response two things, as set forth by Travis Hutchinson in a thoughtful, but unpublished, paper,
which I hereby present in summary form for the purpose of equally thoughtful consideration!
First of all, it appears that there are at least two more types of confession in Scripture: (4)
“corporate confession,” in which a body of people, such as a church or a nation, admits to a
structural sin, as, for instance, slavery or apartheid, and expresses this in public by appropriate means (See also Ezra 9:1-15), and (5) “liturgical confession,” in which a Church in its
public assembly confesses in general its weekly shortcomings (sins of commission) and shortfalls (sins of omission) (See also Lev. 16:21). Secondly, however, a number of reasons have
been advanced why the practice of “communal confession,” in a smaller or larger group, is
both (1) biblical and (2) makes for healthy Christians, a healthy Church, and possibly a responding world. (1) It is biblical in the light of Leviticus 26:40; Numbers 5:7; Ezra 10:11;
Nehemiah 1:6; 9:3; Psalm 32:5; 38:18; Daniel 9:4; Matthew 3:6; Luke 18:10-14; 19:1-10;
Acts 19:18; James 5:16; 1 John 1:9. Regarding James 5:16, the public involvement of elders
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fold principle obtains. On the one hand, wherever and whenever God enjoins
or forbids anything, believers are totally “slaves” in their obedience to their
Lord. On the other hand, wherever and whenever there are no commandments
or prohibitions, man is totally “free” to be entrepreneurial for the Lord. Practically speaking, therefore, communal confession is not an option, but the details of its implementation are left in the hands of individual believers.
Second, the procedure that James outlines in case of sickness is not
merely an option. It should be regarded as a “must.” The possibility of sin is
always present. Consequently, the need for confession must be explored. If
sin is a contributing factor, repentance and public confession should be forthcoming.376 All this culminates in intercessory prayer. The term used in the
assumes the practice of communal confession, and at the same time plays down the idea that
elders have popish authority (no secret “confessional!”). (2) It makes for healthy Christians
and a healthy Church. (a) It attacks legalism, because it destroys the myth that we can keep
the law, and does away with “pious” religious masks. (b) It provides the opportunity for the
trembling sinner to be fully restored. (c) It eases Church discipline, in that it makes public ecclesiastical admonition less jarring. (d) It helps other struggling Christians to know that they
are not alone in the fight against sin. (e) It points to the constant need of Christ’s atoning
work. (f) It aids in repenting of particular sins particularly rather than miring down in meaningless, general (weekly) confessions of sin. (g) It produces humility by destroying the foundation of pride. (h) It facilitates the necessary brokenness, often missing in private confession
of sin. (i) It assists the lost in gaining an understanding of personal sinfulness, and so is a witness to unbelievers. (j) It displays an important spiritual discipline, and so is a training school
for the entire body of Christ. (l) Last, but not least, it is an excellent means of achieving
authentic community. This is described as follows, “Recognizing that the world will know
that we are Christ’s disciples by how we love one another, living as a real spiritual family, we
strive for intentional, transparent, warm interdependent body life, welcoming new comers into
a community of grace in the context of mutual accountability.” Hutchinson concludes his paper with a quote from Steve Brown, “I believe that the only way we can disabuse the world is
to confess our sins to them. And I also believe that the way we disabuse each other of our
self-righteousness is confessing our sins to each other. James 5:16, I believe, includes public
(personal) confession.” Of course, since it is in rare evidence in the Church, it may require the
practice of “liturgical confession” to ease into “communal confession,” and it does require
congregational instruction to safeguard the appropriateness of such confession. By way of final comment, while some of the Scripture references above pertain to evangelistic “conversion confessions,” which should not be equated with “communal confessions,” there is still
plenty of food for thought-unto-such-action! See also my observations below in the text of my
Commentary, as well as the next Footnote, which focuses on communal confessions from a
historical perspective.
376
Zodhiates, III, 51-184, argues at great length that the mutual and communal confession
counseled by James is poles apart from the “confessional” practice required in Roman Catholicism. Originally emphasized in Scripture as an encouragement for believers publicly to
share the burden and guilt of sin with fellow believers in the expectation of comfort and assurance that God forgives the repentant and returning sinner, public mutual confession was
officially forbidden by the Western Church in the 5th century, and by the Eastern Church in
the 7th century in favor of the private confessional as a transaction between priest and confessor. In the 13th century this procedure was proclaimed to be a sacrament. It is interesting to
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Greek suggests that what James has in mind is the presentation of requests. It
can best be translated as “petition” or “supplication” (Mitton, 206).
These prayers are so powerful that pardon can and will be secured for
the sins committed, whether they are of sins of commission or omission (Mk.
2:5; Lk. 7:48). This, in turn, leads to healing! The aim is not the “healing of
the community” (contra Johnson, 335), but the healing of the individual sick.
That the community will be edified in the process stands to reason. But this is
the byproduct rather than the goal.
Incidentally, this “byproduct” has two aspects. For one, the congregation
naturally takes heart when God moves as a result of its prayer. But there is
more. When James informs his readers that “the active (energized, energetic,
ardent) prayer of a righteous man (with the force of an earnest spirit) is very
powerful (in its effectiveness)” (See Laws, 234; Dibelius, 256; Stulac, 184185; Manton, 463; Martin, 211; see also Zodhiates, III, 195),377 selfexamination on the part of the congregation appears inevitable. Its prayers are
only a means to an end, rather than a cause to an effect. But they will not be
used as means, unless they are cradled in righteousness and marked by liveliness, energy and fervency (Laws, 234). So it can be anticipated that the congregation will be zealous in the pursuit of both righteousness and “inspired”
prayer! When the foundation of righteousness is in place, such prayer has
note that during times of heavy persecution and frequent apostasies the church appointed
penitentiary elders to receive the apostates back into the fold. However, they never claimed to
have authority to forgive sins, in the recognition that only God can do so (Ps. 32:5; Is. 43:25;
Dan. 9:9; Mic. 7:18; 1 John 1:9). Zodhiates concludes with an exegesis of Mathew 18:18 and
John 20 to expose the illegitimacy of the practices of the Roman Church.
377
The Greek word in view here is energoumene. The verb form can be either in the passive
(“with greater emphasis upon the activity of God”) or the middle voice (with “attributive”
connotation) (Brosend, 155). According to Burdick, 187, if it is passive the prayer is said to
be “energized (by the Spirit).” If it is middle it must be taken in the transitive sense and combined with the adverb “much” (polu) in the beginning of the sentence. In that case the prayer
is said to have “powerful effects,” or to be “very powerful in its effectiveness.” To Dibelius,
256, it is a passive present participle. Literally “made effective,” from his perspective it is best
translated as an adjective, “energetic,” “ardent,” with a reference to Genesis 32:26 and Hos.
12:4. Manton, 463, also translates it as an adjective but adds that this verse provides us with
three qualifications, the qualification of the nature of prayer (energetic, ardent), of the subject
of prayer (righteous), and of the effect of prayer (much). Zodhiates, III, 195, opts for the middle voice (with Moo, 246; Johnson, 335), translates it with “self-energizing,” and distinguishes between dunamis, potential power and energeia, operative power. The latter concept,
which is always predicated of God except in 2 Thessalonians 2:9, 11, is said to enter into the
present picture. To me it seems preferable in the context to opt for the passive use, and to
translate energoumene with either energetic (ardent) or energized. This is the reason why it is
“quite powerful.” The full translation, then, is either “The prayer of a righteous man is very
powerful in its effect” (middle voice) or “The energetic/energized prayer of a righteous man is
very powerful” (passive voice). In spite of my preference, it is basically a “toss-up.”
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great power, even if it looks unimpressive, and possesses a mighty punch,
even if it seems puny on the surface (Motyer, 204).
By way of summary, in case of sin only confession (based upon repentance) leads to forgiveness. But once the relationship with God is normalized,
not only is the way to intercessory prayer open, but through intercessory
prayer, also the way to healing! (For the relationship between forgiveness and
healing, see Mt. 9:1-8.)
As has already been observed, one should not forget that according to
James 5:14 the prayers are solicited by the sick brothers and sisters. They do
(and must) take the initiative by making a request to the elders, and by making confession to the congregation. This has the added, if not inestimable,
benefit that they wholeheartedly join in with the elders as well as with the
congregation in seeking to obtain both God’s approval upon their lives, and
God’s favor in their healing. All this does, and must, imply that many aspects
of today’s so-called “miracle services,” where the emphasis is exclusively, or
almost exclusively, upon healing, are of questionable character. Furthermore,
if the explanation is correct that the whole covenant community is involved in
mutual, grass level, accountability, the practice of present day “miracle services” becomes even more questionable. At any rate, they cannot be defended
with a reference to James 5!
Third, however, the involvement of the elders, the outpouring of prayer,
and communal confession do and should transcend the issue of sickness. As
has already been pointed out, these activities should not be restricted to one
case of weakness only. They are called for in cases of any and all kinds of
trouble spots, and therefore must be the congregation’s “constant companions.” After all, God’s mercy is necessary across the length, breadth, depth
and height of life (Heb. 4:16). One does not need to reflect too long on
James’ teaching on the oozing of filth, the discharge of poison, and the gushing of sewage to be convicted and convinced of that. In fact, when one becomes deeply conscious of both one’s radical “weakness” (read: impotence)
and one’s total dependence upon divine mercy, one will covet and cherish the
assistance of ever visiting elders, the presence of ever continuing prayer, and
the custom of ever ongoing communal confession.
The fellowship among God’s people is greatly enriched and deepened,
when together with their elders they first stand before God as humble, helldeserving sinners (confession), and subsequently intercede for one another
(prayer). Although wisdom requires that the confession remain sober and unobjectionable, the practice of confessing one’s sins to one another is not optional, however defined. James gives an injunction! Within a truly Christian
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community, such injunction is recognized as a privilege, in fact, a gift of God,
for a variety of reasons.
First, to conceal transgressions is to erect a roadblock to prosperity
(Prov. 28:13). It is to put up an “indefensible” false front. Such front certainly
does not please God, to whom nothing is hidden (Heb. 4:13). Further, it
leaves the perpetrator with a guilty conscience and an often unreasonable fear
of exposure. As such it can easily become an occasion for Satan’s blackmail.
Second, to confess transgressions produces openness to God that restores
communication and a type of “vulnerability” before man that “is a sure path
to interpersonal healing” (Nystrom, 315-316). After all, coupled with the
abandonment of sin the end is invariably mercy (Prov. 28:13b).
Third, such process not only edifies the individual members, but it edifies the body of Christ as well. In fact, blessed is a church or group where the
Gospel reigns so powerfully that “confessions” do not engender “gossip,”
“criticism,” or “condemnation,” but rather shared humility, mutual support,
consequent growth in fellowship, and above all, the experience of the presence and smile of God!
The Bible gives us a number of guidelines and principles for intercessory
prayer. Here follow the most important ones. We are required to pray for all
people, but especially the fellow believers. Scripture presents us with the necessity (1 Tim. 2:1), the pattern (Mt. 5:44-45), the value (Prov. 11:11; Jer.
7:16; 15:1), the examples (1 Sam. 12:23), the focus (Mt. 9:2), the framework
(Mt 28:19-20; Rev. 5:9), and the constancy (1 Sam. 12:23) of praying for all
people. It also provides with the necessity (Gal. 6:10; Eph. 1:15; 6:18; Col.
1:4), the pattern (Lk. 22:32; John 17:20; Eph. 1:15), the requests (Rom.
15:30; Phil. 1:18-19), the value (2 Cor. 1:11), the various purposes (Jud. 2:910; Ps. 122:6; Acts 9:17-18; John 17:21), and the effectiveness (Job 42:8, 1
John 5:16) of praying for the saints. Especially in this last context, joint and
mutual striving for the good of each other makes ministry prosper. Since the
task is overwhelming, the corruptions strong, and the temptations many, the
Church really has no option but to pour out its heart in prayer (Manton, 461).
Of course, we cannot really and acceptably pray for one saint, if we cannot pray for all saints (Eph. 6:18). Further, it is necessary to know the saints
thoroughly (Neh. 1:4), in order to have our hearts go out to them. Then the
prayers, even more so when we have been in similar circumstances ourselves,
will be sincere and powerful. The focus in this section is upon prayers for
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family and church members. But we should also pray for neighbors and
strangers.378
By way of final comment, one commentator brings up the vast difference between the procedures James lays out in his day and for all Christians
at all times and today’s rather anemic habits.
Then: “Are you sick? Call for the church leaders. They will pray and
anoint you with oil. You will be saved, raised and forgiven. So confess your
sins and pray, and you will be healed.”
Comment: “What we find is an almost complete, and seemingly indiscriminate, mixing of sin, sickness, confession, healing, and forgiveness, with
a little salvation and resurrection thrown in for good measure.”
Now: “If we are sick, we go to a doctor (we can summon all we want, it
won’t help). If we have sinned, we confess our sins and are forgiven. The
physical and the spiritual are two entirely different things, and we intend to
keep them that way, unless, of course, the medicine is not working or the diagnosis is dire. Then, the spiritual, driven by a confrontation with our own
mortality, is suddenly welcome, and we pray like crazy.”
Comment: “So who is crazy? We who wait until the doctor says, ‘There
is nothing more we can do. All we can do is pray’ before attempting to deal
with our own mortality, or James, who ... begins to pray at the first sign of
illness ... and (in the process) addresses sickness, sin, health and forgiveness
together?” (For all this, see Brosend, 160-161.) Clearly, to ask the question is
to answer it.

(2) Man of Prayer (5:17)
At this point James refers to Elijah as a true model of a man of prayer. He
“infers a general rule out of a single instance from a man whose life was full
of prodigy and wonder, because the precept of praying and the promise of
being heard are universal” (Manton, 465). The purpose of bringing him into
the picture is twofold. First, his example will add to the confidence of the
readers in their prayers for the sick. Second, it will stir them up to turn to God
with confidence in any and all of their prayers, whatever the content or purpose, as long as they are based on Scripture and glorifying to God!
The text says that Elijah, as “assumed from 1 Kings 17:1 and 18:42”
(Burdick, 204), "prayed and prayed" (Laws, 235), "prayed intensely" (Martin,
378

For the requirements of effective prayer, see once again Topical Focus # 6, which is inserted in my exposition of James 1:5-8.
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212; Nystrom, 308; see also Stulac, 186), and “effectively” (Zodhiates III,
207, with reference to the middle voice of the Greek verb, proseuxato) that it
would not rain, and it did not.379 Then after three and a half years (Lk. 4:25),
when he once again “prayed and prayed” (seven times!) that it would, the
rains returned and the earth blossomed out once again. Literally, “the heaven
gave rain.” This “reflects James’ constant perception of God as ‘the giver of
gifts’ (see 1:5; 1:17; 4:6)” (Johnson, 337). Incidentally, it has been said that in
1 Kings “both the beginning and the end of the drought appears rather as a
prophetic announcement than as prayer” (Laws, 204-205) (1 Ki. 17:1; 18:1,
41, 42, 44). This is only partly true. In Kings 18:41 there is an announcement
of rain, all right. But in 1 Kings 18:42-44 he did pray prior to, as well as for,
the end of the drought. As is argued more fully later, both the announcement
and the prayer are based upon God’s Word, and more specifically God’s
promises, whether haunting or benevolent. Follow idols and the rains will
cease (Lev. 26:18-20; Deut. 28:23-24)! Return to God and the rains will resume (Lev. 26:3-5; Deut. 28:11-12; 30:7-9)! This twofold promise, as all the
promises of God, both warrants an announcement and requires prayer.
Once again the 100% God + 100% man = 100% applies. The announcement is based upon the indestructible power of the promise. Prayer is the indispensable means for the fulfillment of the promise. The biblical tapestry is
one of astounding intricacy as well as remarkable beauty. Elijah showed that
he recognized and appreciated both. This tapestry of the indissoluble link
between Word (announcement) and prayer is found throughout Scripture. It is
found in Daniel (Dan. 9:2-3), in the apostles (Acts 1:8, 14). It is “codified” by
Jesus himself (John 15:7) and echoed in Paul (1 Tim. 4:4). Incidentally, we
constantly ought to remind ourselves that God has bound himself to his word,
whether promise, injunction, prohibition, threat, or otherwise. That is why
one commentator is quite perceptive when he with reference to Exodus 32:10
states that at times “God himself speaks as if his hands were tied by the
prayer of faith that is based upon his word of promise” (Manton, 465).
It is no coincidence that in Scripture prayer that has the Word of God as
its sole content, in fact, that pursues the Word of God to its very limits without transgressing them, never takes “No” for an answer. It does not and will
not do so, because it cannot and may not do so. After all, without the fulfillment of the Word God is displeased to a lesser, greater or ultimate degree,
and we perish, to a lesser, greater or ultimate degree!
379

For what it is worth, Motyer, 206-207, gives the phrase, “with prayer he prayed,” an interesting, if not a unique and intriguing, twist, by translating it as “he just prayed.” According to
him, it carries a reference to the “restful confidence” of “simplicity” and “brevity,” rather than
to the “excitement” of “fervency” and “frequency.”
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Elijah must have been a remarkable man. A survey of his curriculum
vitae, as presented in Scripture, hardly warrants any other conclusion. Apart
from the OT information, such as raising a boy from the dead, calling fire
from heaven, being fed by ravens, an amazing trek through the desert of 40
days without food and water, crossing the Jordan, and the fact that he was
immediately taken in a chariot into the presence of God at the time of his
“death,” we read in the NT that John the Baptist whose incomparable privilege was to introduce the King, was Elijah redivivus (Mt. 11:14; 17:13), and,
further, that Jesus not only conversed with Moses, but also with him on the
Mount of Transfiguration (Mk. 9:4). One cannot but conclude that Elijah was
a towering figure, far from an ordinary individual.
And still ... in the light of all this it is truly surprising that James introduces Elijah as nothing out of the ordinary, and not at all as an exceptional
man who made an exceptional contribution to the Kingdom of God, although
to a (present day?) sub-standard Church it regrettably must appear exceptional. According to James, Elijah was an average man, similar to any one of
us (Jam. 5:17; see also Acts 10:26; 14:15), with “the same limitations” (Nystrom, 308), “a human like us” (Dibelius, 257) with the same kind of temptations, afflictions, frailties, whom God heard both in and in spite of his imperfections (Zodhiates, III, 101). We are told of his hunger, his perplexity, his
pain, etc. His name, for all practical purposes, was John Elijah Doe, or better
yet, John Elijah Christian. By implication God’s people are told to identify
themselves with him. They should never, nor ever need to, plead with God to
turn them into another Elijah. Rather, they should recognize that they are already another Elijah. It is already the middle name of all Christians. There is
no excuse for a believer, James seems to indicate, not to operate or function
on Elijah’s level. An energized, active, powerful and effective prayer life, as
Elijah displays it, is fully within the reach of, if not a “must,” for every child
of God. In fact, it should be the normal for all Christians.
All this, at first sight, seems hard to believe. After all, which Christian
would claim, that through his prayers, he could determine the rainfall? But
this is what James infers, when he bluntly fires his opening salvo. “Elijah was
a man just like us” (Laws, 2336; Mitton, 207), “a man of the same limitations
(Adamson, 200; Martin, 212). That is to say, he was a man subject to the
same infirmities and the same reactions as any and every other man.380 Other
380

With reference to Psalm 51:5 Manton, 467-468, makes some illuminating remarks in the
context of “limitations” in men after God’s heart (I paraphrase). Constant continuance in sin
would deny us saints, while uninterrupted continuance in holiness would deny us men. Some
canonize them and turn them into half-gods so that they are no longer ordinary men and can
no longer serve as examples. Others display them in their infirmities instead of precedents of
mercy and dismiss them as “patrons of sin.” What then is Manton’s advice as an antidote to
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Scripture supports this thesis as well (1 Ki. 17:11; 19:3-4; Acts 10:26; 14:1115; 1 Pet. 5:9). So, James infers, you readers better live up to the standards of
Elijah. In a word, since Elijah is your middle name, you have only two options, “Change your (middle) name or change your (prayer) conduct!” The
bottom line is that Elijah was an ordinary man, be it with an extraordinary
experiential understanding of an extraordinary God (Stulac, 186). But this
still puts him in the same ballpark as everyone else. In short, “the humanity of
Elijah functions to affirm the possibilities available (to all believers) in their
prayer" (Johnson, 336).
A closer examination of the characteristics of Elijah’s prayer life will
provide the backdrop for, and bear out the propriety of James’ unexpected,
but nevertheless accurate, contention. Elijah prayed, without ceasing (1 Ki.
17:1; 18:41-43), fervently (1 Ki. 17:20-21; 18:42; Jer. 29:12-13; Mt. 7:7), in
the framework of a holy life (1 Ki. 18:40; 19:10; 2 Ki. 2:11), confidently (1
Ki. 18:24, 41), and last but not least, "from nothing to everything" (1 Ki.
18:41-45). Elijah even illustrates this last feature in his prayer posture. He
kneels on the ground, puts his head between his knees and resembles a little
“zero” in total dependence.
These characteristics of Elijah’s prayer life go hand in hand with the
characteristics of Elijah, the man of God!
First, Elijah’s heart was with the Lord (1 Ki. 17:1; 19:14). It is comforting to know that when our heart is with the Lord, our infirmities shall not
hinder our prayers (2 Chron. 30:19). Also, Elijah identified himself totally
with the cause of God (1 Ki. 17:1; 18:24; 19:10, 14). He was willing to pay
the price. Then, Elijah displayed his total dependence upon the Lord (1 Kings
17:21, 30; 18:42). His life was one of total humility. Further, his life was one
of total surrender to God. He both hid himself and showed himself as he was
told (1 Ki. 17:3; 18:1). Finally, Elijah gave evidence of a blessed fellowship
with the Lord (1Ki. 17:2-7, 20-22; 18:42; 19:13; 2 Ki. 2:11).
Second, he truly is the embodiment of the universal principle that preceded his “honorable mention” in James’ Epistle. He was fervently energetic
(See Acts 1:14 for a similar fervency), purposefully pure (See Prov. 21:27 for
its opposite number), and powerfully effective (See Job 8:20; John 9:31 for
conditions of ineffectiveness) (Manton, 464). Incidentally, he has been portrayed as a dejected and depressed individual when he poured out his heart to
the Lord in utter dismay. A classic picture of total burn-out! After all, every
either aberration? First, admit that there is considerable weakness in everyone. Then, with a
modicum of theological humor, “take them out of Egypt and grow them in Canaan.” After all,
everything is based on grace, and not on man’s worth!
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altar was torn down. Every prophet was killed. And he, the lone survivor, was
a fugitive. He might as well be dead (1 Ki. 19:1-4, 9-10, 14) (Keddie, 181;
Motyer, 206).
Thankfully nothing could be further from the truth. On the face of it to
picture this warrior of the Lord as psychologically dented and downcast
would be out of character. In fact, it would be to miscast him totally. Sure, his
was a broken heart and a life of deep-seated pain, but he did not suffer of a
man-centered burn-out. He did not throw a pity-party in which he was both
the host and the guest. Quite the contrary! He was a man who coolly faced the
facts as he saw them, drew his conclusion, and announced this to his God.
The Grand Covenant Experiment with Israel as a nation that in a real sense
started on Mt. Sinai was ready to be interred on that same Mt. Sinai. Israel’s
militia Dei had been virtually reduced to nothing. A victorious Moses, firmly
in charge, at Horeb, turned into a persecuted Elijah, the sole survivor at ...
Horeb. He was not licking his personal wounds. No, his heart broke in sorrow
about the seeming defeat and demise of the Kingdom of God. We all should
hope and pray that anyone who finds himself of this conviction and in this
condition would follow in Elijah’s footsteps. No Kingdom of God? Lord, let
me die. Life has lost its luster. Totally!
Of course, Elijah’s premise was thoroughly mistaken. But given his
premise, he rose to the occasion. No wonder that God took pity on him, and
gave him statesman-like marching orders, and reassuring intelligence information that must have warmed his heart! He was to anoint both his successor
and two kings! In all this he resembled Job of sorts when the latter concluded,
also on the basis of a wrong premise, that he had to curse his birthday. At the
same time he was throughout his life the precursor of men, such as Daniel
and Nehemiah. Armed with biblical premises they poured out their hearts,
lives, and prayers in the service of the Kingdom. In fact, he was the precursor
of a man who enjoys full Revival status, is engaged in a complete Maintenance ministry, and is committed to an all-out Recovery mode. After all, Elijah was man of mighty prayer, mighty preaching and mighty combat as the
prerequisites of mighty conversions and mighty holiness. As a man of the old
covenant, Calvary/The Open Tomb and Pentecost were still ahead of him.
But a measure of conversions (1 Ki. 18:39) and holiness (1 Ki. 19:18) was already in evidence as harbinger of things to come.
All this provides us with a good deal of insight why Elijah is the “man of
prayer” who can serve as a model, in fact, a benchmark in the present context.
Since Elijah’s characteristics are “general” in nature, we understand why
James can introduce Elijah as “Mr./Mrs./Miss Normal Christian.” Faced with
this benchmark of “normalcy,” all “ordinary” and “average” Christianity that
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falls short of it stands rebuked. Let no one depict average Christianity as normal in order to escape such rebuke. Elijah is what every Christian ought to be!
However, this only thickens the plot, for it leaves two questions unanswered. Why was Elijah such a history-shaping figure, and how can we possibly duplicate him? He prayed, and it rocked Israel. The rains stopped. Enter
famine, misery, and death! He prayed again, and it lifted Israel out of the doldrums. The rains returned. Enter crops, food, and life! All this is not ordinary.
Neither is it average. But it does not seem “normal” either. Or is it?
Well, here is Elijah’s secret. It is not, as one commentator suggests, that
God either disclosed his intentions to Elijah by means of extra-curricular information, or mysteriously communicated them by his Spirit to his spirit, nor
that he somehow looked in the heart of God or explored the mind of the Spirit
and so became aware of his plans and the means to realize them. This, incidentally, led the commentator to the mistaken conclusion that no one is allowed to avail himself of a similar call for judgment, such as for instance is
found in Psalm 139:19-24.381
Both this interpretation and its conclusion must be opposed in the strongest
possible terms. Elijah’s secret was not of the extra-curricular or mysterious variety. He simply read Scripture twice. The first time he was told in no uncertain
way that apostasy from JHWH would result in lack of rain, famine and death
(Lev. 26:14ff; Deut. 28:15ff; 29:22ff). The second time he was equally informed
that the (re)turn to God would result in rain, food and life (Lev. 26:3ff; Deut.
28:1ff; 30:1ff). On the strength of this twofold Word of God, he prayed twice
with an interval of three and a half years. The rest is history. In fact, Elijah
“shaped” history, because he prayed the Word! Sure, God did use Elijah as a
prophet. But the biblical record indicates that it was his prayer as a common Israelite that initially launched his “career.” We do not read of his appointment, as
in the case of Isaiah (Is. 6:1ff), and Jeremiah (Jer. 1:1ff) (See 1 Ki. 17:1ff). This
implies that we not only may and can duplicate Elijah. We must!
381

Also one of the ministry instances in Elisha is declared out of bounds as a universal model
(2 Ki. 2:23-24). Is there no special “Email” from God to man, or “pipeline” from man to God?
Then there may be no prayer for “vengeance” (See Zodhiates, III, 207, 212)! My assessment
of this approach is simple. To the extent that Psalm 139:19-24 conveys a universal truth, it is
an authoritative model for everyone’s prayer in a similar setting. To the extent that 2 Kings
2:23-24 describes a unique instance, Elijah’s conduct is not repeatable except in an analogous
circumstance. The bottom line is that the content of Psalm 139 will be a functioning reality in
one’s prayer life, while the conduct of 2 Kings 2:23-24 will virtually be confined to this particular instance. Of course, the message of the universal principle embedded in this conduct is
perennial. Covenant children who ridicule covenant spokesmen, possibly copying their covenant parents, can expect a covenant curse, possibly “to get through” to their covenant parents
to drive home the heinousness of the model on display in them.
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In a word, all Christians of all ages share his starting block. They all
have Elijah as their middle name. The question they must ask themselves is
simply this. Will they be satisfied with being “average” people? Or will they
be desirous to be “normal.” If the latter, there is no reason to believe that
every Christian cannot be a “shaker” and a “mover” in the footsteps of Elijah!
Pray the full extent of the Word, injunctions as well as prohibitions, promises
as well as threats, blessings as well as curses, in the footsteps of Elijah, Elisha, and the Psalmist in analogous circumstances, and the “moving and
shaking” will undoubtedly take place.382 The reward of true God-centeredness
is truly remarkable.
Incidentally, Elijah’s prayer did not constitute a personal vendetta. In
personal controversies intercession for the perpetrators of evil is called for.
“Followers of the Lamb” should not sport “a wolfish spirit.” Rather, they
should follow in the footsteps of their Master. We should stand “ready to forgive all private and personal wrongs” (Is 53:12; Mt. 6:14-15; see also 1 Pet.
2:20). In the public arena, however, our prayers may and must aim at the vindication of God’s glory (Ps. 83:18). In that case, however, they should not
target specific persons in particular, but perverse and implacable enemies of
the Kingdom in general and even then not their persons, but their plots
(Manton, 469-470).
Well over three years without rain seems an awfully long period of time.
The calamitous damage must have been astounding, so much so that no
widow in Israel was willing to rent Elijah a room. He was for all practical
purposes an outcast in his own country, talking about mighty combat! But
why was God’s judgment so relentlessly long? The answer is simple. It took
Israel that long finally to repent of their apostasy. It should be clear by now
that defiance of God calls for judgment. It will come, and it will be severe. It
should be equally clear that no one should provoke God’s devotees to pray
against it. This would do collateral damage. It should be clear as well that the
judgment will not be lifted, and damage control will not kick in apart from
heartfelt repentance (Rev. 16:8-9, 10-11). In all this we encounter a biblical
pattern. Once God unleashes his covenant judgments, they are severe in nature, sobering in effect, but aiming at repentance, and therefore saving in intention (Ezek. 33:10ff).
In summary, James 5:18 indicates, that God when he intends to bestow
blessings stirs his people to prayer. He, who decrees the end, also decrees the
means (Ezek. 36:37; Jer. 29:12). The efficacy of genuine prayer is awesome
(Gen. 32:24-25; Josh. 10:13; 2 Ki. 7:17; Is. 38:8) (Manton, 471). Of course,
382

See E. Calvin Beisner, Psalms of Promise (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1988), 161-182,
on the nature, purpose, and continuing validity of imprecatory psalms.
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the Christian knows that the absence or presence of both physical and spiritual blessings is not determined by the laws of nature. Rather, all blessings
have God as their source. When God opens his hand, there is abundance and
life. When He closes His hand, there is scarcity and death. “When you give it
to them, they gather it up. When you open your hand, they are satisfied with
good things” (Ps. 104:28-29). “Unless the Lord builds the house, its builders
labor in vain ... It is vain for you to rise up early, and stay up late, toiling for
food to eat--for while they sleep, he provides for those he loves” (Ps. 127:12). This is the one side, the primacy of the 100% grace of God.
But there is also another side. This is the presence of 100% instrumentality of man (Phil. 2:12-13). Here any and all Elijahs come into our line of
vision. They are truly awesome as well! When the rains, finally, announce
themselves in the form of a small cloud, Elijah warns Ahab. “You better get
going, and take a beeline to your palace. Otherwise you will get soaking wet
in your open chariot!” When Ahab is on his way, Elijah outruns his horses,
and stays ahead of his chariot. Awesome, indeed! However, it may well be
that all Christians, when they reflect Elijah in his total surrender to God and
radical zeal for his cause, could similarly resemble “bullet trains.” Just as believers, when they reflect Paul, and sing the praises of their God with torn
backs in the middle of the night, could well see doors fly wide open as an introduction to an ingathering of souls (Acts 16:25-34)! After all, believers already have the middle name of Elijah by explicit divine say-so, if God’s inerrant Word in James 5:17 means anything. Being endowed with manifest Revival fires does all this to a person!
Come to think of it, in the light of the indispensable nature of 100% human prayer instrumentality all Christians may well, in fact, should, pray ardently in the spirit of Jeremiah, “Stir me, o God, and I will be stirred” (Jer.
17:14), in order to learn how to pray ardently! Furthermore, they all may have
the middle name of “Paul” as well. Just as the latter was sent specifically to
the Gentiles of his day and age with the message of the cross and the resurrection of Christ “to open their eyes, so that they may turn from darkness to
light, and from the power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness
of sin and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in him” (Acts
26:18, 23), so every Christian, that is, each of us, is sent into the whole world
to make disciples of all nations and to teach them to observe all that Christ
has commanded (Mt. 28:19-20).
In grand conclusion, the “Above all,” that functions as the lead-in trumpet blast of James’ closing exhortation, is more than justified! His whole
Epistle comes into its own in this section, and paves the way to its conclusion!
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CONCLUSION (5:19-20)
(19) My brothers, if anyone among you wanders from the truth
and someone turns him back, (20) he should know that he who
turns a sinner back from his errant way will save his soul from
death and cover a multitude of sins.
In his conclusion James summarizes for all practical purposes what he has
been doing in his own letter and invites his readers to follow suit. This is why
it can be short and to the point without being too short or too abrupt! He introduced himself as a “slave” of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ (Jam. 1:1).
As such he also became a “slave” of saints and sinners in teaching “forthrightly, insistently, and passionately” throughout his letter (Jam. 1:2-5:18)
about the difference between sin and righteousness (Stulac, 187). Now he expects the whole assembly, indeed, each individual member of the covenant
community (Mitton, 210-211) to follow in his footsteps. While tactfully reproving a person who wanders from the truth is one of the more difficult tasks
required from the covenant community, it is a conditio sine qua non for the
spiritual health of the Church. By applying James’ letter to ourselves this
should not be too difficult to recognize. Just as James proved to be our
keeper, so we all are and should be our brothers’ and sisters’ keepers (Keddie,
183), only to be effective, as I argue below, if we are “full of goodness and
filled with all knowledge” (Rom. 15:14). This, as I mentioned above, is one
of those “footnotes” of Paul that simply enlarges on James’ foundational
teaching.
As one commentator sums it up nicely, “The passage is short--in fact a
single sentence” (Nystrom, 318). But in it James marshals no less than four
significant theological truths. Christians have the opportunity and responsibility (1) to care for one another through the task of loving doctrinal and
moral correction (“my brothers”), in order (2) to nurture and maintain the
Christian community (“anyone among you”), (3) to help save a soul from
death as the penalty for sin (Nystrom, 318-319), and (4) to experience the
coverage of multitudinous sins (Burdick, 190). The fourth truth is both the
awesome capstone and crowning piece of his fourfold statement. James does
not equivocate here. As I argue below, the coverage of a multitude of sins applies both to the “correctors” and those who stand “corrected.” So, with
James as model we are introduced, in the words of one commentator, first to a
careless backslider, then to a concerned believer, further, to a consequent
blessing, and finally, to a comforting benediction (See Phillips, 194-195).
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1. INSTRUMENTS OF CONVERSION (5:19-20a)
a. Straying from the Truth (5:19a)
Whether consciously or unconsciously, by design or default, accidentally or
deliberately, any brother or sister, both rich and poor (!), may (any time) err,
wander, or stray from the God-given standard of holiness and truth as disclosed in Holy Scripture, the Word of Truth, of which James with his benchmark of righteousness and his “catalogue of sins” (Nystrom, 319) is a substantive part. Today’s culture may deny and decry the concept of conclusive
holiness and definitive truth in a frightening relativism (Stulac, 187). But the
Scriptures are full of examples of those who are drifting and wandering away
from the truth of practice and faith (Gal. 2:4; 2 Tim. 2:8)! In fact, it can happen to the best of us (Mt. 24:4). With the many pipelines to hell in each believer, who could lightheartedly wave this off, except to his own peril? The
verb is the same one that is used in James 1:6. In that context the readers are
admonished not to be deceived or to deceive themselves. In the present context they are equally warned not to be “deceived from the truth.” This, of
course, is “tautologous” (Johnson, 337), which serves to underscore the seriousness of the warning. The Savior himself alerts his disciples to this as well
(Mt. 7:13-14; 24:4). James could not be in better company!
The drifting in view consists not only in doctrinal deviations from the
content of the Gospel (2 Tim. 2:18), but also in ethical deviations from the
conduct of the Gospel (Gal. 2:14) (So also Nystrom, 319). After all, truth is
predominantly moral, a way of life (Mt. 22:6; John 3:21; 14:6; Rom. 1:18;
Gal. 5:7; Eph. 6:14; 1 Pet. 1:22). Christians do the truth (1 John 1:6). Anyone
can and may err from it. Lapses should be anticipated. Were it not for the
grace of God, everyone, either would have done so a long time ago, does so
instantaneously, or will do so either shortly or in the long run (Gal. 6:1).
To stray from the truth is not a harmless event. From God’s perspective
our Lord is no more pleased or tolerant with errant believers than a father is
happy with errant children (Zodhiates, III, 227). Further, from the sinner’s
perspective it must be taken with the utmost seriousness. It is more serious
than the most debilitating sickness (Grünzweig, 177). It is life-threatening on
the deepest possible level. It is a matter of eternal life or eternal death (Prov.
14:8; Jer. 23:17; Ezek. 33:10; 34:4; Mt. 18:12-13; 24:4-5, 11; Mk. 12:24;
Rom. 1:27; Eph. 4:14; 2 Thess. 2:11; 2 Tim. 3:13; 1 Pet. 2:25; 2 Pet. 2:15-18
(Stulac, 188)! Incidentally, to ask in this context whether Christians can lose
their salvation is to miss the point of the passage altogether. James administers grace through admonitions, inclusive of “threats” of eternal damnation
(See Mt. 18:21-35 and the response to Peter’s question about the forgiveness
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of sins)! This is preaching the Word as the keys that open and close the Kingdom (Mt. 16:19; John 20:22-23), the “mighty preaching” that is characteristic
of the prevalence of Revival fires. Legitimate “targets” of these admonitions
either will “break” as evidence of their Christian standing and turn from their
error, or prove never to have been touched by God’s grace in the first place
(Acts 8:18ff; 2 Tim. 4:10).
The fact, however, that salvation is spoken of in terms of the past (Lk.
5:8), the present (1 Cor. 15:2) and the future (Rom. 5:9), indicates that the use
of the term is quite apropos vis-à-vis errant Christians in both the present and
the future, even if they are truly saved in the past. In a real sense every Christian resembles Peter who can cry out, “Depart from me for I am a sinful
man,” even if fully a member of God’s Kingdom through rebirth. To make
myself crystal clear, there are two types of errant folks, erring unregenerate
sinners (John 8:31-32; 2 Tim. 2:17-18) and errant regenerate saints (Gal. 2:
11) (Zodhiates, III, 230; Nystrom, 319). The difference is that God ever pursues errant saints with tender love in tough pursuit of total holiness. Therefore
they will never lose either the privilege or the ability to communicate or
commune with God.383 After all, no one shall ever pluck them out of the hand
of either the Father or the Son (John 10:28-29), since a life of faith and holiness, once begun, can never be revolted against, either totally or finally. This
is an incontrovertible fact (Phil. 1:6). But God uses brothers and sisters to
keep them on “the straight and narrow road” (Mt. 7:13-14). More precisely,
this is an incontrovertible fact for the very reason that God uses instruments,
first and foremost brothers and sisters, to keep them on the straight and narrow. When they fail to take their God-given duty seriously, he will resort to
providential dealings. However, it should be understood that God’s actions,
fleshed out in directing and molding circumstances, are always more painful
than his words, spoken by fellow believers, whether from the pulpit or in personal interaction!
In short, in God’s sovereign disposition and blueprint the 100% of his
sanctifying grace makes both intentional and full use of the 100% of man’s
instrumentality to fulfill 100% of his purposes. In biblical Revival mighty
conversions and holiness come about through mighty prayer and preaching.
Similarly mighty holiness or practical godliness en route to perfection persists
through the instrumentality of fellow believers, fully engaged in a mighty
Maintenance ministry and, specifically in this context, poised in a mighty Recovery mode.
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Consult Zodhiates, III, 234-259, for an in-depth interpretation of Hebrews 6:1ff in this
context.
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b. Returning to the Truth (5:19b-20a)
Brothers may convert others. They may turn them back! Since the “wandering” from the truth should be understood “in moral and religious terms, so
should the ‘turning back’ be taken as symbolic” (Johnson, 338), or, preferably, taken as a figure of speech. That is, they may bring them back to the
Lord. They may cause them to turn around in repentance. In the OT this is the
task of the prophets (Is. 6:10; 9:12; 46:8; 55:7; Jer. 3:12; 4:1; Ezek. 18: 3032; 33:11(!); Hos. 3:5; 5:4; 6:1; Am. 4:16; Joel 2:12; Hag. 2:17; Zech. 1:3;
Mal. 2:6; 3:7). Of course, false prophets are derelict in this very duty (Ezek.
34). But this “prophetic” ministry carries over into the NT (Mt. 13:15; Lk.
1:6, 16-17; 22:32; Acts 3:19; 9:35; 11:21; 14:15; 2 Cor. 3:16). The Scriptures
are full of examples to this effect. Human beings are used as instruments in
the conversion of others. In fact, the Bible insists that this is the normal pattern (Rom. 10:14). So, folks are encouraged, indeed, urged to get involved
(Lev. 19:17; Ps. 51:13; Ezek. 3:17-21; Gal. 6:1; 1 Thess. 5:14; 2 Tim. 2:25;
Heb. 3:12; 10:24; 1 John. 5:16), and to bring the wandering sheep back to the
fold (Mt. 18:12-14, 15-18) (Johnson, 338). The ungodly approve of, partake
in, and seduce to sin. The godly grieve over, warn against, and rescue from
sin.
Joshua 22 is a classical example of godly concern. Soldiers of the tribes
of Rueben, Gad and half of Manasseh, upon completing their tour of duty in
Canaan, return to their homesteads in Transjordania. At the river Jordan they
erect an altar. The other tribes fear that this is an idolatrous act of rebellion
and treachery against their God, similar to what occurred in the fields of
Moab. Under the leadership of Phinehas they straightforwardly confront their
fellow Israelites in an extensive no-nonsense manner. Eventually these were
allowed an equally extensive rebuttal. No, there was no idolatrous intention.
Quite the contrary! The altar was erected to serve as a permanent witness to
future generations that both sides of the Jordan were populated by God’s people. This rebuttal was quite satisfactory, and reportedly saved them from being destroyed as idolaters. This is, indeed, a textbook case. The deep concern
for God’s glory, the immediate decision to confront, the unconditional willingness to listen to the charge, the identical readiness to consider the response, and the satisfactory conclusion of the whole matter, they are all there
“in living color!”
In this framework there may be no fence-sitters. Those who claim to be
in the middle, are at best on the crossroads, will ultimately show their true
colors, and turn one way or another. Since a small leak eventually will deflate
the whole tire, and a pinprick will bring the whole balloon down, with potentially disastrous consequences, great care should be taken always to shoulder
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one’s repair kit, be skilled to use it, and to nip problems, if at all possible, in
the bud. Those who seek to do so give evidence of being true disciples of
James. After all, he already taught in the beginning of his Epistle the grim reality of the chain of sin, starting with conception and birth, and ending with
maturation and death (Jam. 1:14-15). Error in faith and practice is quite
“touchy” (Manton, 476). The longer it is left alone, the touchier it gets (Gal.
4:16). Candidly, refusal to get involved is to overlook that every Christian as
part of the body of Christ is already involved by definition, and is, therefore,
tantamount to quenching prevailing Revival fires, which includes Maintenance ministry, or to preventing their return, which requires a Recovery
mode.
Thankfully, however, the practicing corrector may know that he can
count on the ultimate friendship of the regenerate heart in a straying Christian. It is his Amen Corner, which will ultimately listen, repent, and return.
This should produce lots of courage. By the same token, if this Amen Corner
is missing, it is preferable for the corrector to recognize this as soon as possible. In that case he will undoubtedly take an evangelistic tack. Truthfully, it
would not be the first time that the tireless correcting labors of a Christian (1
Cor. 9:19-21) precipitated a change of heart in regeneration, at times even to
the surprise of the corrected who mistakenly deemed themselves “heavenbound.” After all, everyone who is ordained to eternal life will eventually
come to faith and repentance (Acts 13:48b). It stands to reason, of course, that
all segments of the “correcting” process better be bathed in prayer! If nothing
else, this will do away with a censorious attitude and critical approach!
Let me hasten to add that Scripture allows for growth in the understanding of God’s word (Phil. 3:15), and a measure of freedom in practical godliness (Rom. 14:22). But neither one of these scenarios is in James’ purview in
this context. This would require teaching, and not necessarily correction.
Scripture also allows for the presence of “wood, hay and stubble” in Christian
ministry that does not necessarily disqualify the proponent from salvation (1
Cor. 3:13). While this would require “correction,” it is not in James’ concluding purview either. No, James combats error in both faith and practice
that apart from repentance damns (See also John 5:44; 12:43; Gal. 1:6-8; 1
Tim. 1:3; 6:3), and targets folks who are so lazy or indifferent to saving truth
and practice that it jeopardizes their eternity with God (See also John 3:20; 2
Pet. 3:5) (Manton, 479-480). In a word, James goes for the main artery, while
the rest of the NT provides us with additional details.
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Of course, both the conversion of the sinner at the time of his regeneration and the “conversion” of the saint in the process of his sanctification384
are, in the final analysis, the work of God (John 3:5). Yet, James’ formulation
is refreshing. It is ascribed to men as instruments (Acts 26:18; Rom.11:14; 1
Cor. 3:5; 15:10; 1 Tim. 4:16) in order to emphasize the indispensable nature
of the 100% man without in the least impinging on the 100% God! Men are
God’s co-workers (2 Cor. 6:1)! As I have mentioned already, humans are
God’s Plan A, and he has no Plan B.
Note also that anyone may put others back on track. It is not simply reserved for ministers or elders (Ps. 141:5; Heb. 3:13). The work of reclamation
rests on the shoulders of the whole community, and of every individual believer in that community (2 Cor. 5:18-21). It is a decentralized labor of love
(Nystrom, 319, 322). The Church is immeasurably impoverished, if not crippled, wherever the view prevails that the evangelistic and edificational ministry is the prerogative and duty of office bearers only! The Church is a grassroots movement. Centralize the Church unduly in any of its functions or activities, and it is in principle doomed. Multiplication will be replaced at best
by meager augmentation in the area of regeneration, and full-scale service by
a piecemeal ministry in the area of sanctification. One look at the miracle of
compound interest in the financial world shows the incredulous difference. In
a word, the priesthood of all believers may never be compromised except at
the peril of losing the future. Just as the human body, that does not flourish
energetically and across the board, will remain sickly and ineffective, so the
body of Christ will stay on dead-center under analogous circumstances!
Ephesians 4:11-17 lays out the blueprint of a Church that is a picture of
spiritual health. One for all, and all for one! Both leadership and membership
eye and pursue unity in the faith (doctrine) with a view to godliness (practice)
through Christ (Eph. 4:13). The total covenant community in whole and in
part is the workshop of the Holy Spirit, and therefore a beehive of sanctified
and sanctifying activity, with prayer and all. As a fully functioning grassroots
movement, the covenant community invariably exhibits itself as a sanctuary,
which spells both holiness and safety, and is experienced as such. Failure to
function properly, whether by design or default, will sooner or later turn such
community inevitably into a mortuary.
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Nystrom, 319, calls both Paul’s initial Damascus Road experience, and James’ objective
of a second, third, etc. turning back to God “conversions.” This is quite acceptable because of
the use of the same Greek word for both types of conversion, and advisable to emphasize the
incisive nature of both. But it should be remembered that the initial, foundational conversion
occurs in the area of regeneration, and the later, super-structural conversions in the area of
sanctification.
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In closing, undoubtedly the chief aim of man is to glorify God and enjoy
Him forever! But, the cutting edge of man’s relationship to the neighbor is,
and ought to be, the Great Commission, better designated as the Grand Command (Mt. 28:19-20; Mk. 16:15; Lk. 24:46-47; John 20:21-23). This aims
first at turning folks into disciples, and subsequently turning disciples into
folks who observe whatever their Lord and Savior sovereignly commands
them without any ifs, ands or buts. In other words, it aims at full-orbed salvation, which covers both definitive regeneration, justification and sanctification (“discipleship” exemplifying “initial Revival status”) and their continuing outflow in daily repentance, daily forgiveness and daily renewal (“observing all Christ’s commands” typifying “ongoing Revival status”). As such
it is both an extension and a reflection of the words and work of Christ (Is.
53:11; Col. 1:24; 1 Tim. 1:15).385 James simply exhorts his readers to be
Christ’s mouthpiece and his footwork with regard to wretched sinners and
wretched saints, even if in his Epistle the edificational message to wretched
saints predominate and he makes this is the first order of business for his
readers (So also Brosend, 161). In short, James summons them to enter into,
or return to, a mighty “Recovery mode,” with the objective of regaining “Revival status” (See the Preface of this Commentary for the concepts of Revival
status and Recovery mode).
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For the manner in which to implement the Grand Command (Mt. 28:19-20) in the area of
sanctification, see Ephesians. 4:15; 2 Timothy 2:25-26.
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2. RECIPIENTS OF PARDON (5:20b-c)
a. Salvation from Death (5:20b)
The teaching of James throughout his Epistle leaves little wiggle room. The
message is (at times) blunt (without being harsh), and the tone uncompromising (without being strident). “But here at the end of his letter James allows
the note of grace.” Although present “in pianissimo through most of the letter
here (it) rings loud and true.” James navigates between a rock and a hard
place. He opposes the “siren song of lassitude” that allows the prevailing
culture to swallow up the church and to compromise its moral vision, resulting in unacceptable practices, such as a push for women in ecclesiastical office and the toleration of homosexuality in the covenant community. On the
other hand, he makes biblical room for today’s errant sinners to experience
the same unconditional, anti-conditional and reconditioning love from his
readers as those of first-century Palestine did from Jesus. He neither lamely
excuses sin, nor intolerantly fosters harshness. He is willing to roar like a
lion. In the footsteps of his Lord he would undoubtedly vote for the “expulsion of unrepentant sinners” (Mt. 18:1-35). But at the same time he is willing
to administer tender loving care like a lamb. In the footsteps of his Savior he
would gladly take forgiven sinners to his heart (See Nystrom, 323-325).
Brothers may save a person from death! What is in view here is a rescue
operation that “saves” members of the Christian community. Salvation is
sometimes used in the narrower sense of the forgiveness of sin, which results
in a legal peace with God (Rom. 5:1; 10:13). At other times, it is a broader
concept and encompasses, if not denotes, holiness of life (Phil. 2:12-13). Holiness can be called (a part of) “salvation,” not only because it is a Gospel gift
in Christ (1 Cor. 1:30), but also because without it no one will see God (Heb.
12:14). The intended objective of fellowship with him (Phil. 1:19; 2:12; 1
Tim. 4:16) can only be achieved through the process of sanctification. The
obedience of faith is ever non-negotiable (Rom. 1:5; 12:1-2; 16:26).
The rescue operation in James’ conclusion must be placed in this context
of holiness, the obedience of faith, as an integral part of salvation. The explicit aim is to rescue from death, more specifically from the second death
(Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 14) (Grünzweig, 117; Burdick, 190, with reference to Ezek.
18:27; Rom. 6:23). “The connotation here is that of eternal consequence
rather than of physical demise (Deut. 30:19; Job 8:113; Ps. 1:6; 2:12; Prov.
2:18; 12:28; 14:12; 15:10)” (Martin, 219). “This death has eternal consequences (Deut. 30:19; Job 8:13)” (Nystrom, 320).
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Clearly the stakes are high. In fact, they are extremely high. Incidentally,
these very stakes for a large part prompted James to write his letter. They also
must become the dynamics in the life of his readers, just as in the life of Paul,
who exhorted the congregation day and nigh under tears (Acts 14:22; 20:31).
Apparently it takes this kind of commitment, dedication, and involvement to
keep the Church of Christ on an even keel. Failure to exhort daily (Heb. 3:13)
quickly will show its disintegrating and destructive effects. History is there to
prove it. Of course, it may not be done in a judgmental fashion (Mt. 7:1-2;
Jam. 4:11-12). Neither may it be done in a proud manner (1 Cor. 10:12). It
must be done in a Gospel mode with a view to Gospel holiness, rather than
legal obedience, and may therefore never deteriorate into legalism. But it is a
Scriptural injunction. So it must be done (Grünzweig, 178-179). There are always members of the Christian community who are in the snare of the devil
(2 Tim. 2:26) and must be snatched from the fire (Jude 22-23) (Maier, 119).
Incidentally, the requirements for a properly executed admonition are
twofold, first, an abundance of “goodness” (Rom. 15:14; Col. 3:16), and then
a similar abundance of “wisdom” (Col. 3:16). Admonishing is not an easy
matter. However, it may not be absent in a congregation. Its very health is at
stake! For a splendid illustration, remember once again the textbook case of
Joshua 22. Those who admonish have their full passionate say, while those
who are admonished hear them out. After that, the tables are turned. Those
who were admonished have the full defensive say, and now those who admonished hear them out. In the process the admonition appeared to have no
merit. This was acknowledged, and the case was closed. In fact, the fellowship was strengthened. In Galatians 2:11 Paul’s admonition to Peter did have
merit. In such scenario one should expect repentance, restoration, and once
again a strengthening of fellowship (Lk. 17:1ff). This, in fact, did take place
in Galatians 2 (2 Pet. 3:15). In case biblical admonitions are not heeded the
ground rules of Matthew 18:15ff must be followed. The net effect of the refusal to repent will be excommunication!
The connection of sin and eternal death is an unmistakable truth (Deut.
30:19; Job 8:13; Ps. 1:6; 2:12; Prov. 2:18; 12:28; 14:12; Jer. 23:12; Rom.
5:17, 21; 6:23; 1 Cor. 15:56; Jude 22-23) (Johnson, 338). “The jaws of hell
snap shut on air as the believer once again walks the way of life” (PHDavids,
200) (Ezek. 3:21).
For the second time the results are credited to the account of the instruments (see also Rom. 11:14; 1 Tim. 4:16). In reality, of course, it is God himself who saves from death. “By the grace of God I am what I am, and his
grace to me was not without effect. No, I labored harder than all of them--yet
not I, but the grace of God which was with me” (1 Cor. 15:10). Still James’
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acknowledgment of the significance of the 100% man is once again refreshing (Rom. 11:14; 1 Cor. 7:16; 1 Tim. 4:16)! The 100% God never cancels out
the 100% man. In fact, as I stated already, it enlists it. As I mentioned earlier,
human instruments are God’s Plan A, and he does not have a Plan B as a
back-up or fall-back position.

b. Coverage of Sins (5:20c)
At this point a second promise enters into the picture. The conversion/return
of the sinner by means of believers will cover sin, in fact, a whole gamut of
sins. The first promise, recorded in James 5:20b, was aimed at the wanderer.
But what audience does the second one address? When a conversion/return
takes place, sins are covered, removed from sight, buried, and forgotten. Sin,
of course, cannot be covered except by the blood of Christ. Only this blood is
the indispensable “objective” cause to that effect. However, conversion is the
equally indispensable “subjective” means to that end.
The context indicates that the returnees are those who strayed from the
truth. They may be members of the Christian community, who were unbelievers at heart, showed that by straying and now are converted. They also
may be believers who strayed and came back in repentance. It is most likely
that James’ words cover both categories. But even if he focuses only on the
second one, it is fully applicable to the first one as well. In the words of one
commentator, “The Greek word used here to describe the turning away of a
sinner from his error (5:20) is the general New Testament word for ‘conversion’ (epistrepho). Thus Christ said of the reclamation that Peter would experience after his denial of Christ: ‘And when you have turned back [i.e. converted], strengthen your brothers’ (Lk. 22:32; see also Rom. 11:14; 1 Cor.
7:6; 1 Tim. 4:16). It is used both of the first conversion to Christ (Acts 3:19)
and of the subsequent ‘conversions’ from backslidings: in other words, any
significant turning point in our spiritual lives in which the redeeming power
of the gospel is experienced. The Christian life may be punctuated by a number of such episodes of wandering away from truth and ‘conversion’ again
back to Christ’s ‘straight and narrow way.’ And as long as there are times of
wandering and spiritual laxness in our lives, there will be, by God’s grace, revivals of true faith in our souls” (Keddie, 224). In each of these instances, as
James 5:20b indicates, a soul is “saved from death.” This clearly applies to
the returnees.
But what about the second promise? Whose sins are covered and what
does this “covering” entail? Both issues need to be settled.
Regarding the first issue, does James in this context mean the sins of
those who admonish (the rescuers), or of those who obey the admonitions
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(the rescued)? There is biblical room and warrant for applying it either to the
former (Prov. 10:12; 1 Pet. 4:8) (Dibelius, 258), or to the latter referent (Ps.
32:1-2; 85:2-3; Prov. 10:12; 28:13; Is. 1:18; 38: 17; Dan. 4:24; Mic. 7:18-19;
Rom. 4:7; 1 John 1:7) (Johnson, 339). In either case the sins in view are effectively erased or neutralized. It appears to be a toss-up which explanation
should be preferred. This is also indicated by the opinions of the commentators. They are evenly divided.386
On the one hand, it is a heartwarming truth for “correctors” to be told
that “loving their brothers or sisters more than they love themselves” by “going after them,” regardless of cost, will have powerful benefits for them. Expending our time and energy in prayer as well as confrontation in the pursuit
of holiness of faith or practice among Church members will have a rich payoff for us. In terms of James 2:13, our “show of mercy” toward fellow believers in seeking their conversion will prompt God’s “show of mercy” toward us
in closing his eyes to our shortcomings, and not being “nitpicky.” It is a
common NT theme that God treats us as we treat others (Burdick, 190, with
reference to Mt. 6:14-15, 18:23-25, as well as Jam. 2:12-13). It is therefore
far from unreasonable to take Scripture’s repeated pattern of expression,
which runs parallel to the sequence of James’ thought, into account in the interpretation of James’ conclusion. “Givers” will turn into “receivers.” The
“saviors” turn into the “saved.” It is heartwarming, indeed, to know this. It is
even more heartwarming to experience it! Usefulness in the Kingdom produces the smile of God, and the glow of that smile suffuses all of life. It even
blankets one’s own shortcomings and sins (Schlatter, 290).
On the other hand, it is equally heartwarming to be able to confirm to the
corrected that their sins are covered. Their rescue from eternal death and the
covering of sin are inseparable. If this is what James intends to say, the conclusion of his letter amounts to a powerful affirmation. It is argued that the
parallel with “saving a soul” from death, makes this the preferable explanation, also fully in line with Scripture (Ps. 103:12; Is. 38:17; 43:25; Mic. 7:18).
What an incentive to admonish! Not only is there the prospect that terminal
cancer is halted and death “conquered.” But also a multitude of sins is covered (Is. 55:7; Hos. 11:9; Mt. 18:24). This means that the sinner turns a new
leaf. He starts a new chapter in his life. Once he was “branded.” Now the past
is covered and therefore “forgotten,” not only by God, but also by the Church
(PHDavids, 200-201).
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It is also theoretically possible that the “correctors” are admonished to bury the faults of
the neighbor and so to hide the infirmities of those in need of “correction.” This, however,
would be passing strange both in view of the uncompromising nature of James’ letter, and the
closing plea to go after them who stray from the truth. This does not spell “cover-up,” but exposure, repentance and transformation!
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One commentator who adopts this explanation does so with a twist. The
multitude of sins in view should not be linked with the past but with the future. They will be covered over in the sense of being suppressed and prevented. Many sins that people routinely practice they will no longer commit,
once they are back on the biblical track. In other words, “the proper effect of
correction in the community” will be “the prevention of numerous sins in society” (Johnson, 339). Although this will undoubtedly be the case, it is questionable whether the verb “to cover” allows this “twist” in the present context.
In the meantime the question remains. Which interpretation to choose?
Does the coverage benefit the “correctors” or the “corrected,” the “returners”
or the “returnees?” The solution possibly rests in the formulation of “a multitude of sins.” This brings the second issue into view. What does it mean that
“a multitude of sins” is “covered?” Since the answer to this question will assist us in settling the first issue, let us endeavor to answer it. If the “covering,”
which James has in mind, refers to the sum and substance of justification, the
addition of “multitude” is awkward. The blood of Christ covers all our sins,
not just a multitude. Further, if it refers to the sins of those saved from death,
it is anticlimactic (Ropes, 316).
This may imply that the verb “to cover” does not mean to atone, but
rather to cover over, remove from sight and to forget, in short, to bury, in line
with 1 Peter 4:8! The deficiencies and shortcomings in the life of believers
are many, not only in commission but also in omission. So are their “unhappy” consequences. Of course, this applies to both the “rescuer” and the
“rescued,” the “corrector” and the “corrected.” James may well be telling his
readers that there is a mighty future when God’s people (once again begin to)
mean business. On the one hand, they are all zealous to turn into the “spiritual
repairmen” they ought to be. No time or energy is spared to “stand in the gap”
and to come to the rescue of fellow believers who are in the trap of the Enemy. On the other hand, all those who are in need of “spiritual repairs” heartily welcome the facilitators of their practical godliness, and become returnees
with all the saving consequences connected with this. As a result of all this a
new wind blows through the Church. At that point all kinds of deficiencies
and shortcomings as well as their implications, whether they are minor or
major irritants, minor or major pitfalls, minor or major barriers that could
hinder or even stop the progress of the Church in whole or in part, no longer
set the tone. They are no longer the final determinants. All of the constituents
go all out to halt the oozing, if not surge, of moral filth, to stop the flowing of
spiritual sewage, and to end the discharge of ethical poison in their fellow
covenant community members.
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My best understanding is that when this spirit pervades the Church, it
will secure the approval and smile of God to the point that he is willing to let
“bygones be bygones.” This, of course, applies to the repentant wanderers
who end up as the “corrected,” the “returnees,” and display this in purposeful
holiness. But it applies no less to the “facilitators” of practical godliness. He
“overlooks and forgets” the stumblings and fumblings of the correctors when
he notices that in purposeful holiness they go all out to reclaim wandering
sinners and saints. As has been observed earlier, Scripture is replete with examples, which prove that the Lord will not emphasize the infirmities of his
children, when their hearts are set upon him, thirst for him, and devote themselves without reservation to his cause (Ps. 63:1). In short, when God has my
heart, he is willing to use me in his Kingdom in spite of the “multitude” of
my imperfections (Ropes, 315-316; Laws, 239; see also PDavids, 137). It
hardly needs to be emphasized that this is of incalculable and heartwarming
significance for believers who put their lives, their possessions and reputation
on the line for their Lord and their fellow believers! When doing this, they
can be certain that God is not going to harp on their every flaw and blemish.
It implies, of course, that believers should never take out a magnifying glass,
when they see fellow believers pour themselves out in their ministry (1 Pet.
4:8). If God is gracious to them, accepts them in their devotion and rejoices
over them in their zeal, why would anyone be interested in tearing them
down? James already forbade that in an earlier context (Jam. 4:11-12). At this
point he adds at least one rationale to it.
Luther serves as a classic example. He most likely would not have had a
sleepless night, if his assessment of James would have resulted in its removal
from the NT. But his zeal for the cause of God and truth was so enormous
that his faux-pas in the case of James was ultimately “a small flaw in a big
man.” David may make for an even more telling illustration. To be sure, his
sins of adultery and murder required forgiveness upon repentance, but they in
no way interfered with God’s assessment of David as a “man after God’s
heart” (See 1 Ki. 9:4; 15:3, 5; 2 Chron. 7:17). God was and is willing to
overlook and cover a multitude of sins in his servants, who go all out for him
and in the process put their lives on the line!
Of course, this does not negate the complementary truth that these
“small flaws” in big men at times have disastrous consequences. David saddled his family with a broken home, and his fellow Israelites with a broken
country, while Luther’s views eventually evoked Pietism’s wake-up call in
the midst of a dead orthodoxy. This goes to show that “big people” better examine their doctrine and practice carefully recognizing the possible ripple effect of their failure to do so. It also goes to show that “little people” better
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think twice before surrendering to the “tender mercies” of their admirable
leaders. A watchful Berean spirit must ever be in evidence (Acts 17:10ff).
At any rate, all this means that it may not be necessary to choose only
one of the two possible explanations. James final comment could be twopronged. It is quite appealing to conclude, based on the clues in the text, that
rescuers and rescued, correctors and corrected, returners and returnees will
together bask in the sunshine of God’s smile and approval. Multitudinous sins
on the part of both are covered, and, as a result, a bright and promising future
awaits both. This is also the opinion of some commentators. What is in view
here is the “covering of the sins of both the wanderer and the one who saves
the errant party” (Nystrom, 320; see also Maier, 121; Cargal, 198).
To understand the text in this way also might help explain what would
otherwise seem to be a rather abrupt ending of the Epistle. With a future so
open and so bright, James appears to say, I do not need to add a thing. “A
closing section like vv. 19-20 matches exactly the rugged and forceful style
hitherto displayed” (Martin, 221).
In sum, the obedience to the Grand Command ought to be the cuttingedge of one’s life. At each moment and in each framework it ought to be the
love of every Christian’s heart. The rationale is the injunction of the Lord Jesus. The backdrop is his absolute authority. Effectiveness is based on his
Presence. The great blessing is the eternal rescue of both the turning sinner
(Mt. 28:19) and the returning saint (Mt. 28:20) with the clear-cut and purposeful manifestation of practical godliness as the crowning piece of God’s
saving activity in them. Practical godliness was the grand and magnificent
theme, if not obsession, of James’ life and letter. By now it is quite apparent
that he remains true to it until the very end of both! There is no better way to
display our deep and heartfelt appreciation for God’s message in his messenger than to emulate the man and continue his mission to promote the very
purposeful holiness that is prerequisite for entering in the presence of God.
But let us always do it in prayer. In fact, the same “prayer of faith,” in
evidence in the elders of the Church in dealing with sick brothers and sisters,
should be present in the total body of Christ in dealing with straying brothers
and sisters. One commentator has appropriately called for “raised expectations,” also in the recovery of the wandering (Brosend, 163). Just as powerful
praying faith must be exercised to make the ailing whole, so powerful praying
faith should be employed to return the drifters. In the OT Elijah is “simply” a
prime example. In the NT James introduces him “profoundly” as an authori-
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tative model. In fact, he presents us with a man like us in order to turn us into
a man like him!387
It is the prayerful wish of the writer of this Commentary on James that it
provides the readers with a better understanding of the content and structure
of this section of Scripture, informs them about the hermeneutical procedures
and processes needed to arrive at such understanding, impacts them substantially regarding a more comprehensive world and life view on their part, spurs
them on to tireless Kingdom activity, contributes greatly to their pursuit of
practical godliness en route to perfection, and to top it off, turns them, as well
as the Church Universal (!), into zealous followers of James with his tender
love in tough pursuit of total holiness! But more about the latter in the Epilogue!

EPILOGUE
In commenting on John the Baptist and his ministry, which is both the (super)natural extension and the crowning piece of the “law and the prophets”
with its focus upon the Kingdom of God, Jesus introduces the remarkable
truth that from the very beginning of John’s ministry until the present this
Kingdom is “entered forcibly/violently,” while from the present and onward
“the forceful/violent take it by force” (Mt. 11:12; Lk. 16:16).
Frankly, with his discriminating preaching, which forcefully drives the
truth home and insists on a forceful response, John sets the tone for the ministry of both Jesus and James. When James summons the Church to follow in
his footsteps, it is my prayer that it will do just that, ever stimulated by John
the Baptist with his stirring “wake-up” call, ever drawing from Jesus as the
empowering source, and ever mindful of James with his meticulous example.
387

Brosend, 163, laments the fact that “Most churches are better at recruitment than retention.
The steady stream of those who ‘come forward’ to join the church are (more than) matched or
exceeded by those who slip quietly in the back, rarely to return.” Of course, this lament does
not ask the hard question, whether “coming forward” constitutes what it is supposed to constitute. Candidly, if it does not, we fool both ourselves, definitely to our eventual dismay, and
our audiences, possibly to their eternal destruction. Still, the undeniable fact that the outflow
matches or exceeds the inflow is something the Church does not handle very well. As I mentioned early in this Commentary, statistics tells us that about 90% of the Churches have leveled off or are on the downgrade. We better seek a twofold remedy, first, in a truly Biblical
New-Covenantal Evangelism in the footsteps of Jesus with his “all-consuming zeal for the
House of God” (John 2:17) and, then, in a truly Biblical Pastoral Care in the footsteps of
James with his corresponding zeal to maintain or regain the Revival status of that same
“House.”
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If and when the Church goes down to business in forcefully preaching
the Kingdom of God, it cannot but see the forceful/violent take it by storm. If
this occurs, it has only God to thank. But if it does not, it has only itself to
blame. This does and should lead to a “soul-searching” self-examination. Let
no one say that all the Church needs to do is to be faithful and leave the outcome to God. As I have argued in my Commentary repeatedly in the footsteps
of the likes of Horatius Bonar and Charles Haddon Spurgeon, this is too easily and too often “hiding a falsehood behind the truth,” and more a display of
“indifference” to the progress of the Kingdom than one of “submission to
God.” A heart thirst for Kingdom success is part of genuine, biblical, faithfulness. Without such thirst it is not worthy of this designation. After all,
Kingdom success is both promised (Josh. 1:7-9) and targeted (Is. 52: 13-15;
53:11; 55:11) by God (See Bonar, Words to Winners of Souls, 21-23; Spurgeon, The Soul Winner, 231-235, esp. 235)! From God’s perspective, of
course, it is “all of grace.” But, complementarity of truth (!), the lack of it is
ever our culpability and (enduring?) shame (Ezek. 36:16-20) and must be accepted as such.
To return to the opening pages of this volume, Kingdom success
amounts to the manifestation of the very Revival abundance that flows forth
from the Cross, the Resurrection, and Pentecost. Better yet, it flows forth
from our omnipotent, crucified and risen Lord and Savior, who has all the
authority on heaven and earth, and from the equally omnipotent Holy Spirit,
who is our guarantee that the knowledge of the glory of God and his Christ
will fill the earth, just as the waters cover the sea (Hab. 2:14)! Lack of Kingdom success and dying Revival fires should at least break our hearts, and mobilize us into a Recovery mode. It would prompt us in the footsteps of Paul to
go “far,” (Rom. 15:24) “fast,” (Rom. 1:13; 15:22) and “furious” (Rom. 1:11;
15:23), with all that this entails in terms of personal sacrifice (2 Cor. 11:2328).388 “Perhaps” (2 Tim. 4:25) God would reverse the down trend and
through fervent and incessant prayer as well as unceasing and bold preaching
once again grace us with mighty conversions and mighty holiness that transforms individuals, families as well as societies. Let James’ final wish to this
end (Jam. 5:19-20) be both our command and unshakable resolve, even while
we recognize that this will require the price of mighty combat. After all, what
is at stake is the honor and glory of God in the sum total of all his perfections
(Ezek. 36:21-23). This both demands and deserves our “everything!”
In conclusion, James easily could have summarized his letter with the
same forceful/violent words which are found in John’s First Epistle (I para388

See in this context specifically Thomas Watson, Heaven Taken By Storm (Morgan, PA:
Soli Deo Gloria Publications, n.d.).
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phrase): “I write all these things to you, that your joy may be full ... If you
say in your response that you have fellowship with him, but walk in the
darkness of disobedience, you lie, and do not tell the truth. However, if
you walk in the light of purposeful holiness, as he is in the light, you will
have ministerial fellowship with each other, and the blood of Jesus Christ
his Son cleanses you from all sin. If you say that you are (already) perfect, you deceive yourselves, and the truth is not in you. If you confess
your sins, he is faithful and just to forgive you your sins, and to cleanse
you from all remaining unrighteousness. If you say that you have not
sinned, you make him a liar and His word is not in you ... Nevertheless,
whoever abides in him does not make it a habit to forego resolute obedience and to spill over in sin. Whoever does so has neither seen nor known
Him ... I repeat, whoever has been born of God does not miss out on purposeful holiness, for his seed remains in him ... he cannot plunge himself
into sin, but will take all my words to heart and display this in everyday
life, because he has been born of God” (1 John 1:4-10; 3:6-9).
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